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A B S T R A C T

The thesis is divided into four sections* The first is a 
brief introductory seotion dealing with the historical, social, 
and religious background* The historical survey concerns the 
Fafijab and covers the period AD 1398-1540. The treatment of the 
religious background principally concerns the Sant tradition of 
Northern India*

The second section describes the sources available for a re
construction of the life of Gunl Nanak* It begins with a brief 
survey of the more important contributions by European writers and 
then considers the limited contribution of the Adi Granth to our 
knowledge of Guru Nanak's life* The greater part of the section 
concerns the PaSjabi janam-sakhis which, notwithstanding their gener
al unreliability, constitute our principal source of biographical 
information*

The third section deals with the life of Guru Nanak* It begins 
with a translation of the relevant portion of Bhai Gurdas1 first Var, 
followed by > paraphrases of the Furatan janam-sakhis and the first 
pothi of the Miharban Jaaam-sakhi» Five categories are postulated, 
namely the established, the probable, the possible, the improbable, 
and the impossible* The criteria to be employed in testing the mani
fold janam-sakhi traditions are defined, and a conspectus of the 
various traditions is set out in the form of a chart. An attempt is



then made to fit the various sakhis into their appropriate cate
gories. This is followed by an examination of the chronology of 
Guiu Nanak1 s travels, and the section concludes with an account of 
the Guru’s life based upon the sakhis which have been accepted as 
established or probable.

The fourth section represents an effort to gather into a 
systematic pattern the teachings of Guxu Nanak which are dispersed 
throughout the Adi Granth. The section is subdivided into sub
sections treating GuaS Nanak* s doctrines of the nature of God, the 
divine self-expression, the nature of unregenerate man, and the 
discipline required in order to attain salvation.



This study of the life and doctrine of Guinx Nanak is based 
upon materials currently available in London* Practically all 
sources of any significance are to be found in the India Office 
Library and the British Museum, but there are two gaps which should 
be noted* The first is the absence of any copjjbf the second and 
third pothis of the Miharban Janam-sakhl* KKalsa College, Amritsar, 
possesses a manuscript copy of the first three nOthis of this janam- 
sakhl, but so far only the first (Pothi Sach-khand) has been pub
lished* Secondly, there is no manuscript copy of the Ovan-ratana- 
vali available in London* In neither case, however, does the absence 
involve a serious limitation* Printed editions of the Gyan-ratana- 
vall. which evidently correspond closely to extant manuscript ver- 
sions, are to be found in the India Office Library and the British 
Museum; and it seems clear that the biographical contribution of 
the Miharban Janam-sakht is almost wholly concentrated in Pothi Sach- 
khand*

As this study is largely based upon PaKjabx sources, words 
which are common to Paftjabi and other North Indian languages have al
most all been transcribed in their Panjabi forms (e.g* guru, dharam, 
karam, sabad* &c)* The only exceptions to this rule are a few in
stances in which a Sanskrit or Hindi form has secured an established
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place in English usage (e.g. bhakti).
With the ecception of extracts from the Adi granth and cases 

where the originals are not available in print, quotations from 
works in Panjabi or Hindi have been given in English translation 
only. Many of the extracts from the Adi granth have been translated 
with some freedom in an effort to bring out their meanings with 
greater clarity. Bracketed portions indicate words which do not 
ocour in the original, but which have been inserted in order to 
give continuity to a translation. The translations are my own, but 
in the case of passages from the Adi Granth and the works of Bhai 
Gurdas extensive use has been made of the modem Panjabi paraphrases 
provided in a number of vernacular commentaries*

Except where otherwise indicated dates are all AD. In the 
section ,!The Theology of Gum Nanaktt page numbers, unless otherwise 
indicated, are those of the standard editions of the Adi Granth.
All quotations from the Idi Granth have been taken from the text 
printed in Teja Singh’s gabadarath Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. a work 
which follows the standard Adi Granth pagination.

I take this opportunity of expressing my sincere gratitude to 
all who have provided advice and assistance during the period of my 
research. In particular I offer my warmest thanks to my supervisor, 
Professor A. L. Basham.
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Pur JS

s
SOAS

TA

TD
TKJ
TMS

TSA

With references 
the number 
indicates .

Itanh Singh Nabha’s Gurusabad Ratanakar Mahan 
Kos, Encyclopaedia of Sikh Literature 
Xcommonly referred to as the Mahan Kos)• 
Patiala, I960, 2nd edition, revised with 
Addendum.

Vir Singh’s Puratan Janam-sakhi. Amritsar,
5th edition, 1959.

Samvat, dating according to the Vikram Era.
The Library of the School of Oriental and African 

Studies, London.
B. he’s translation of Nizamuddin Ahmad's 

T abaqat-i-Akbari.
’Abdulla’s Tarikh-i-D audi♦
hi’matullah’s Tarikh-i-IChan Jahani•

    »      ■ .»

Km Km Basu’s translation^ Ya&ya bin Ahmad’s 
Tarikh-i-Mubarak Shahj.

Â inad Tadgar ’ s Tarikh-i-Salatin~i»

from the Adi Granth a number in brackets indicates 
of a stanza (afik or paugi)* The designation (lR) 

l reference from the rahau or refrain of a pad.
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THE BACKQRODND

In 1412 Mahmud Shall Tughluq. died from natural causes*
To his contemporaries it must have seemed a surprising way to
die. Fourteen years previously Timur had descended upon Northern
India and had hastened a process of disintegration which was
already far advanced. The invader had withdrawn in 1399 leaving
chaos and a ruined dynasty, and succeeding years had "brought no
evident signs of a return to stability. In 1405 the nobles of
Delhi invited Mahmud Shah, the former sultan, to return, but it
was to an insecure throne, to a kingdom which amounted to no more
than a fragment of the empire of Muhammad bin Tughluq., to an
authority which extended only a short distance beyond the city.
Twice Delhi was besieged by Khizr Khan of Multan and only shortage

1of provisions in the enemy camp had saved the defenders,
Khizr Khan, the first of the Sayyid sultans, was the only 

person in Northern India who could claim to have been a beneficiary 
of Timur's invasion* During Timur's occupation of Delhi he had 
emerged from hiding in the hills of Mewat and had been appointed

1TKS, pp. 183-5. TA, 1.289, 290.
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governor of Multan and Pipalpur by the invaderIn the shears
which followed he extended his authority eastwards with the
obvious intention of gaining the Delhi throne. The city eventu-

2ally fell to him in 1414 and at last the return to order within 
the Sultanate began.

It was a fitful and protracted process. Khizr Khan 
himself concentrated on the area which he already ruled and did 
not seek to extend it by means of conquest. This meant ignoring 
the developing strength of launpur on his eastern flank, but it 
was nevertheless a wise policy and one which brought a measure 
of success. Mubarak Shah, the second of the Sayyid line, did 
not leave the Sultanate any more stable than he had inherited 
it from his father, but nor did he permit it to relapse into the 
chaos of the years following Timur's invasion. This was an achieve
ment of some note, for during the thirteen years of Mubarak Shah's 
reign the PaEjab was subjected to pressures which would have 
overwhelmed a weak sultan. These were the years of Jasrat Khokhar, 
of Paulad Turkbachcha, and of Shaikh 'All. Mubarak Shah's success
ful resistance to all three marks him as a ruler of some considerable

1TMS, p.173* TA, i.281, Ferishtah also includes Lahore (Briggs 
1*497)* The Mulfuzat-i-Timuri ( E & D, iii, 475) and Sharafuddin 
Yazdi's Zafar-nama (s iii. 521) mention only Multan.
2TMS, pp. 182-6, . ? . • - \
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competence.'
Following his assassination in 1434, however, the Sayyid 

grip loosened and the Sultanate's authority again contracted 
until it covered no more than Delhi and its immediate environs. 
Muhammad Shah (1434-43) was followed by ’Slam Shah (1445-51)? 
the butt of the famous couplets

From Delhi to Palam ^ ^
Is the realm of Shall Alam.

Xn the meantime another'authority had been gathering strength 
in the Panjab. Sultan Shah, on Afghan of the Lodi tribe, had 
been granted the fief of Sarhind by Khizr Khan in 1418, and with
it the title of Islam Khan, In 1430 he had been killed fighting
Shaikh 'Ali and in accordance with his wishes Sarhind had passed 
to his nephew Bahlul Lodi.^ Bahlul continued to gather strength 
at the expense of the Delhi authority and by the time 'Alam Shah 
succeeded to the Sultanate in 1445 most of the Pahjab was in his
hands* After two unsuccessful attempts to take Delhi, the first
in 1443-44 during the reign of Muhammad Shall and the second in

1TMS, pp. 200-9, 220-38. TA, i.300-21.
o"Shahanshah! Shah 'Alam, az Dehli ta Palam" - K. S. Lai, Twi
light of the Sultanate, p. 124 n*64* The English rendering is 
by Dr. Percival Spear, India; A Modern History, p.109* The irony 
lies in the literal meaning of 'Alam Shah's title - "the Emperor 
of the world".
3TMS, p,196, TA, i.297* According to X’erishtah the grant was
made following the defeat of Mallu Iqbal Khan in 1405 (Briggs, i.545),
4TA, i.314, 332-3.
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_  11447 > Balilul Lodi finally secured the throne in 1451*
Under the Lodis the Sultanate of Delhi experienced a 

brief renaissance* Balilul Lodi's attentions were directed pri
marily to the kingdom of Jaunpur and in 1479 his efforts finally
sticceeded* Husain Shah fled to Bihar after a series of defeats

*- 2 -and the Sharqi dynasty of Jaunpur came to an end* Bahlul*s
son, Sikandar Lodi (l4©9-1517), extended the Sultanate's authority 
still further in the east and south-east. The praise bestowed 
on Sikandar by the Persian historians must be treated with some 
reserve, but a certain measure of it does appear to have been 
earned. The Sultanate enjoyed ah unaccustomed degree of security 
and properity, and signs of a cultural revival began to appear.

Bahlul and Sikandar had, however, left two problems un
solved. One was the authority of the Afghan nobles and the other 
the defence of the Sultanate's north-west border where, at the 
beginning of the sixteenth century, Babur had appeared* Ibrahim
Lodi (1517-26) grappled with the first of these problems, but in

4a manner which only aggravated it. The Sultanate once again

1TA, i, 334-7. TKJ, E & D, v. 72-78.
2TA, i.353. TKJ, E & D, v. 90.
5TA, i. 384-92. TD, E & D, iv.445-7, 468. I. Ii. Qureshi, The
Administration of the Delhi Sultanate, pp. 183-4•
4TA, i. 403-6. TSA, E & D, v. 22.
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began to decline into confusion, and this condition provided 
Babur with his opportunity. In 1526 the Battle of Paplpat 
brought the Sultanate to an end and the Mughal period began.

Guru Nanak was born in 1469? during the reign of Bahlul 
Lodi. His birth took place near Lahore and apart from a period 
of travels his life was spent in this area, the three places
most closely associated with his name being his father's village

1 ^  2 « of Talvap̂ i, the town of Sultanpur, and the village of ICartar-
pur. It is accordingly with the Pahjab that we are chiefly
concerned in this introductory., survey, and in particular with
the central portion now occupied by the modem districts of
Lahore, iimritsar, Gurdaspur and Jullundur. The period to be

r

covered extends from Timur's entry in 1398 to Humayun1s ejection 
in 1540. The latter event px'ovides a convenient terminus as it 
followed soon after the death of Guru Nanak in 1558 or 1559*

The Persian histories and the personal memoirs which con
stitute our principal sources together provide a connected account 
of the Delhi Sultanate extending over the whole period, but they 
do not offer anything resembling a connected account of Pari jab

1 ^  ^Rai Bhoi ki Talvap^i in the tahsil of Shekhupura, Lahore District.
^Jullundur District. See infra p.34^, n. 1.
On the right bank of the Ravi River, opposite Dehra Baba Nanak.
It should not be confused with the town of the same name in Jullun
dur District, the location of the Kartarpur version of the AG.
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history. The concern of the writers was to record the acti
vities of the various rulers of the period. Whenever a sultan's 
attention was occupied by the Pail jab the accounts turn to it, 
but at other times it is generally ignored* The Tabaqat-i-Akbari
relates the history of Multan for its period of independence

1from 1443 to the fourth decade of the sixteenth century, but 
the Panjab remained, in theory at least, under Delhi or Agra 
and so failed to qualify for a separate regional treatment.

The result is an alternation of light and darkness, and 
in some cases the darkness extends over many years. Moreover, 
the light is by no means a consistently clear one. The writers 
were generally concerned with the military and political acti
vities of the sultans, and their histories faithfully reflect
this interest. The only significant exception is Babur who in

— 2kis Memoirs, and particularly in his description of Hindustan, 
makes many observations beyond those of a narrowly military or 
political nature. Mven here, however, we find relatively little 
material for the social background of the period. The description

1 ' —TA, vol. iii, part ii, pp. 787-812. For accounts of Multan
history derived from this source see The History and Culture of
the Indian People, yol. iv (The Delhi Sultanal^ and
the Cambridge History of India, vol. iii, pp. 303-5.
2BN(b), ii. 480-521.
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of Hindustan provides some very valuable comments, including
1the celebrated passage on Northern India's lack of charm, 

but the greater part of the section is devoted to details of 
flora, fauna, topography and climate. These details are cer
tainly interesting and they are not without their value, but 
they do little to fill in the social background of the period.

At the beginning of our period the Punjab was inevitably
involved in the fortunes of the Sultanate, for it lay in the 
path of Trmur. The effect of the invasion upon the PaHjab is,
however, by no means clear. Timur?b incursion, for all the havoc
it caused, could not have had an immediate effect upon the whole 
of the province for his route skirted the Panjab proper instead 
of proceeding straight through to Delhi. After crossing the 
Indus near Kalabagh Timur moved south towards Multan, passing 
through Shorko$ and Tulamba. The main force then proceeded to 
Delhi through Dipalpur and Samana, while Timur himself travelled 
through Ajodhan (modern Pak Pa$$;an), Bhatnir, and Tohana. After 
leaving Tohana he linked up with the main army and continued on 
to Delhi. Having sacked the city he returned through Meerut,

B̂N(B), ii.518. See also ibid. pp. 486-7 (a description and 
criticism of irrigation methods), 519 (a description of the 
clothing worn by the poorer people of Hindustan), 520 (the 
occupational aspect of caste).
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Hardwar, the Siwalik Hills, and Jammu*1 It was from Jammu
that the only venture into the heart of the Pah jab was made.
An expedition was sent to Lahore in order to chastise the
chieftain Shaikha Khokhar who had violated earlier promises 

2of assistance. The expedition duly attacked the city and
pillaged it with such thoroughness that it remained desolate

_ 3until its reoccupation by Mubarak Shah in 1421.
Lahore suffered disaster, but most of the Pahjab escaped 

the immediate effects of the actual invasion. None of it, 
however, could have escaped the consequences which followed.
The general collapse of authority which Timur so effectively 
hastened must have affected all parts of the province.

For the years following Timur’s withdrawal the Pahjab 
retained its interest as far as the chroniclers were concerned, 
as it was within the Pah jab and Multan that the power of IChizr 
Khan developed. In 1405 Khiar Khan had defeated and killed 
Mallu Iqbal Khan who, prior to the invasion, had controlled 
both Delhi and Sultan Mahmud Shall Tughluq. Following Timur’s

1K. S. Lai, Twilight of the Sultanate9 pp. 16-40.
T̂he Malfuzat-i-Timuri (s & D, iii. 473) and Sharafuddin Yazdi’s 
Zafar-nama (E & D, iii. 520) indicate that Timur despatched the 
expedition from Jammu, but did not lead it personally. The 
TMS, p. 173, and the TA, i.281, state that Timur himself led the 
expedition.

3TMS, p.204. TA, i.302.
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withdrawal Mallu Iqbal Khan had regained possession of the 
city, and in 1405 he set out to reduce Khizr Khan and his 
ally Bahrain IQian Turkbachcha of Sam ana. Bahrain. IChan submitted, 
but Khizr Khan’ s army defeated and killed Iqbal Khan, thus 
opening the way for Sultan Mahmud’s permanent return.^ Follow
ing this Khizr1 IChan brought Samana, Sarhind and Hissar Firozah

2 3under his control, and in 1414 finally took Delhi.
A C *  J t e H 'IChizr Khan's accession to the Delhi throne reunited Multan 

and the PaHjab to the Sultanate, but this did not mean an im
mediate return to stability. On the contrary, It was within 
the two western provinces, particularly the Pahjab, that Khizr 
Khan's successor, Sultan Mubarak Shah, had to contend with much 
the most serious of his security problems. The greater part of 
Mubarak Shah1s attention during his reign of thirteen years was
absorbed in efforts to control Jasrat Khokhar of Sialkot, Faulad

♦

Turkbachcha of Bhafî .a, and Shaikh 'Ali of Kabul, three agents 
of havoc and destruction who brought much disorder and suffering 
to the Pahjab.

TMS, p.180. TA, i.286. Mahmud had returned at Iqbal Khan’s 
invitation in 1401 or 1402, but discovering that his position 
was intended to be that of a- puppet sultan he shortly afterwards 
defected to launpur. TMS, pp. 176-7*
2TMS, pp. 182-3. Briggs, i.503.
5TMS, p.186. TA, i.291-2.
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Jasrat Khokhar, who is variously described as the son
and as the brother of Shaikha Khokhar, was the first to defy
Delhi, Khisr Khan’s death in 1421 seemed to offer him an
opportunity of extending his influence and even of securing
the throne* He immediately left Si&lkot and moved south-east
into Ihe area of Ludhiana* After defeating the governor, Rai
Fi.ro 2 Main, he devastated the left hank of the Satlej as far
as Rupar where he recrossed the river and proceeded to Jullundur*
There he captured the governor, 2ix*ak Khan, and then moved down
the Pah jab again to invest Sarhind, held by Sultan Shah Lodi*
Mubarak Shah advanced to meet him and Jasrat Khokhar withdrew
across the Satlej. The Delhi forces managed to make a surprise
crossing at Rupar and defeated Jasrat, who then fled to the

Kashmir foothills*^
In 1422 he emerged again to make an unsuccessful effort

to capture Lahore. The following year he appeared on the plains
again and did much damage to the districts of Lahore and Dipalpur,
but withdrew at the approach of Sikandar Tuhfa, the governor of 

2Lahore. After this he remained In the hills for a number of years, 
awaiting another favourable opportunity* In 1428 he ventured out

1TMS, pp. 200-4* TA, i.300-2. The TA attributes these and subse
quent activities to Shaikha Khokhar, but Badaunr, i, 381? end 
Ferishtah (Briggs, i.514) support TMS.

2TMS, pp. 204-6. TA, i.302-4.
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again, but was defeated by Sikandar Tuhfa at Kangra and once 
more withdrew to the h i l l s I t  was not until the turbulent 
years of 1431 and 1432 that Jasrat Khokhar became a serious 
menace again.

During the interval of relative peace Mubarak Shah 
occupied himself in the east* and apart from Jasrat Khokhar’s 
1428 incursion little is heard of the Paftjab until the emergence 
of Paulad Turkbacheha In 1430. In the previous yeai" Sayyid Salim, 
the loyal governor of Bhaji$$a, bad died and Paulad, his slave, 
had seised the fort with its substantial treasure. Mubarak Shah 
sent forces against him and Paulad responded by inviting assist
ance from Shaikh 'Ali of Kabul. In 1431 Shaikh ’All led an army 
down to Bhatip̂ a and then back towards Lahore, pillaging the 
countryside he passed through, but sparing Lahore in return for 
a payment of tribute. He then turned southwards, but after killing 
Sultan Shah Lodi was defeated at Multan by Imadul Mulk and forced 
to flee.2

In the meantime Jasrat Khokhar had begun his depredations 
once again. Mubarak Shah's advance in early 1432 forced him to 
raise his siege of Lahore, but as soon as the sultan withdrew he

■4m s , pp. 220-1. TA, i.310-11.
2™s, pp. 222-31. Ik, i. 312-5.
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tM*returned again to lay waste the district. Again Mubarak Shah 
set out from Delhi, but before he reached Lahore Jasrat had

1been defeated by Nusrat Khan, governor of Lahore and Jullundur.
This did not end the strife, however, for Paulad Turk-

bachcha had emerged from his stronghold to take advantage of
2 -the developing confusion. Shaikh *Ali had also returned and, 

having worked his destructive way up from ShorkoJ to Lahore, he 
took the city, pillaged it, and set out to capture Dipalpur.
Once again Mubarak Shah acted promptly and effectively. Shaikh 
’All was obliged to retire and Lahore was recaptured. Tulamba,
which was in the hands of Shaikh ’All's nephew Muzzafar, was also

3 ~ —relieved. Order was at last being restored to the Panjab.
Faulad was once again confined within Bha£i$$a and was eventually

-  4killed shortly before Mubarak Shall’s assassination in 1434.
In 143b Muhammad Shall, the third Sayyid ruler, sent an

5expedition to quell another disturbance raised by Jasrat Khokhar, 
but within the Pahjab interest now moves from the declining Sayyids 
to the rising Lodis. Sultan Shah had teen succeeded in Sarhind by

1TA, i.315-6. MS, pp. 213-4.
2TMS, pp. 232-3. TA, 1.316.
3TMS, pp. 235-8. TA, i.318-20.

MS, p.240. TA, 1.321. The PaSjab troubles of Mubarak Shah's
reign have been well described by Dr. IC. S. Lai, Twilight of the 
Sultanate, pp. 84-113, 121.
5TA, i, 327.
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— 1his nephew Bahlul and the decline of the Sayyids following 
Mubarak Shah’s death was matched by the rise of the Lodis* In 
1440 Bahlul Lodi decisively intervened to save Muhammad Shah 
from an invasion by Mahmud Khalji of Malwa,^ but his motive 
was obviously to leave the way open for his own advancement 
rather than to protect the sultan* Luring the same reign he 
seized Lahore, Lipalpur, Sunam, Hissar Firozah, and other 
parganas»̂  and by ’Alam Shah’s accession in 1445 he had most 
of the Pahjab under his control* In 1448 ’Alam Shah transferred 
his capital to Badaon, having previously imprisoned his vazlr, 
Hamid Khan* The prisoner, however, escaped and talcing possession 
of Delhi invited Bahlul Lodi to become titular sultan, Bahlul 
accepted the invitation, but not the subordinate status intended 
by Hamid Khan* After concealing his plans for some time he ar
rested Hamid Khan and formally ascended the throne. This took 
place in 1451*̂

TA, i. 332-3. TKJ, E & D, v. 71. Briggs, i. 545-6.
2TA, i. 334. TKJ, E & D, v. 73.
3TA, i. 334. TKJ, E & D, v. 73.
4Briggs, i. 542*

5TA, i. 337.. TKJ, E & D, v. 77.
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The Lodi dynasty had acquired the succession by means of 
Bahlul' s position in the Paftj a'b, hut veity little is heard of 
the province during the Lodi period until Babur’s invasions 
forced attention back to it. The reason for this was the Lodis’ 
preoccupation with events in the east, particularly in connection 
with Jaunpur and Gwalior. On a few occasions incidents which 
occurred in the west were of sufficient importance to attract 
the attention of the Persian historians, but in most cases these 
were events which concerned the Sultanate’s relationships with 
Multan and which only indirectly involved the Panjab. Immediate3.y 
after his coronation Sultan Bahlul set out for Multan to restore
it to the Sultanate, but a revolt in Delhi and, in consequence,

- *  *  1the approach of Mahmud Sharqi of Jaunpur forced him to turn back.
2This was the beginning of a series of wars. Jaunpur was eventually 

conquered in 1579, but the effort had absorbed the greater part 
of Bahlul’s reign. The Paftjab had to be largely neglected and as 
a result we know little about it during this period. Not until 
the very end of his reign does it drawn any significant attention 
in its own right. Shortly before Bahlul's death a rebellion by 
Tatar IQian of Lahore was defeated by Bahlul's son Nizam Khan,

hil, i.359-40.
2TA, i. 340-53. TKJ', B & D, v. 78-90.
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the governor of Sarhind and the future Sultan Sikandar.
The same pattern was repeated during Sikandar’s reign.

In this case the principal objective in the east was Gwalior, 
hut the result was the same as far as our knowledge of the 
Panjab is concerned. The only events to attract the historians’ 
passing notice were a conspiracy which was laid in 1500 and 
the transfer of some former Timurid territories in the north
west to Daulat Khan Lodi, governor of Lahore.

The plot against Sultan Sikandar is said to have involved 
twenty-two of his nobles and to have been divulged by Prince 
Fateh Khan, one of his brothers and the person whom the con
spiring nobles intended to raise to the throne. One of the 
principal conspirators turned out to be Sa’id Khan Sarwani, 
the governor of Lahore. Sikandar banished him and in his place
evidently appointed Daulat Khan Lodi, the son of the Tatar
- 2Khan who had previously occupied the position. For the chroni

clers the chief interest lay in the convenient pretext to attack 
Gwalior which was provided by the flight there of some of the 
exiles. The Panjab enters the record as no more than an incidental 
detail.

T̂D, E & D, iv, 440-44. TSA, extract translated in N. Roy’s 
Niamatullah*s History of the Afghans, Part i, pp. 107-9#
*7TA, i.369* and TKJ, E & D, v. 96, refer to Sa’id Khan Sarwani's 
involvement and banishment, but make no reference to the appointment 
of Daulat Khan. It is not entirely clear when Daulat Khan was ap
pointed to Lahore, but a reference made by Babur indicates that it 
could not have been later than 1504. (BN(b), i.383* See infra p.351.)
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The second reference occurs in Babur's Memoirs. He 
records that shortly after he took Kabul in 1504 Sayyid 'Ali 
Khan, the governor under Sultan Sikandar of Bhera, Khushab and 
Chenab, had fled in terror. Some years later, finally succumb
ing to his fears, he renounced his authority in favour of Daulat 
Khan, who in turn entrusted the territories to his eldest son, 
'Ali Khan.'*' Daulat Khan is also referred to in connection with 
a revolution in Multan. A dispute had developed between the 
new sultan of Multan, Mahmud Lang-ah, and the vazir, Jam Bayazid. 
The latter had withdrawn to Shorko£ and from there solicited the 
assistance of Sikandar Lodi* Daulat Khan was ordered by Sikandar 
to give the necessary assistance. Before the opposing armies 
met, however, an agreement was reached which left Jam Bayazid in

in* 2possession of ShorkoJ -under Lodi sovereignty.
Like his father and grandfather, Sultan Ibrahim Lodi was, 

for the greater part of his reign, occupied in the east, and the 
result is that until his latter years the Pahjab is once again 
largely ignored by the chroniclers. We know that Daulat Khan Lodi 
maintained his control over the province and we may assume from 
his subsequent resistance to Babur that his hold must have been

^ ( b), i.382-3.
2TA, vol.iii, part ii, pp.802-5*
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a firm one. There are, however, no details of any significance 
provided until, with Daulat Khan’s invitation to Bahur, all 
interest suddenly turns to the province*

Ibrahim Lodi’s reign (1517-26) brought a sudden and de
cisive decline in the Sultanate’s fortun.es* The sultan was by 
no means devoid of ability, but his efforts to curb the power 
of his Afghan nobles proved disastrous. Within five years he had

m tm 1been defeated by Kana Sanga of lewar, confusion had overtaken 
the eastern portion of the Sultanate, and there could be no doubt
ing the strength of the hostile forces which were building up

2 - —against him. Ibrahim finally turned for help to Daulat Khan.
Fearing for Ms own safety Daulat Khan did not answer the summons
in person, but instead sent his son Dilawar Khan* In order to
impress upon Dilawar Khan the perils of disobedience Ibrahim

3issaid to have shown him rebel nobles undergoing torture. The 
news when conveyed to Daulat Khan had, however, the opposite 
effect. In 1525 he sent Dilawar Khan to Babur with an invitation 
to Invade the Sultanate,^

B̂l(B), ii.595. K. S. Lai, op.cit., pp. 209-11*
2TA, i.406. TSA, E & D, v. 22.
3TSA, E & D, v. 22-3. TA, i.406-7.
irSA, E & D, v.23-4.



Babur had already made three brief incursions into 
the Sultanate1s territory and in 1520, during the third of
the incursions, had proceeded as far as Sayyidpur (modern

—  *>*=1Eminabad) before being summoned back by a threat to Qandahar,
By the time Daulat IChan's invitation arrived, Qandahar had been 
secured and Babur was persuaded that the opportune time for an 
invasion of Hindustan had arrived. A separate invitation was 
also received from 'Alam Khan, the uncle of Sultan Ibrahim.2

During Babur's 1524 invasion it was the area of Lahore 
and Dipalx̂ ur which suffered most. Ibrahim had despatched an 
army under Bihar Khan Lodi which had occupied Lahore and which 
now opposed the Mughal advance. Babur defeated it outside Lahore 
and then proceeded to sack and burn the city, following this, 
Dipalpur was also stormed and plundered. At some stage the 
fugitive Daulat Khan met Babur and to his chagrin received only 
Jullundur and Sultanpur. It appears that he made no objection 
at the time, but Dilawar Khan divulged to Babur the retaliation 
which his father was meditating. Babur promptly arx'ested Daulat 
Khan, but then released him and appointed him governor of Sultan
pur. Daulat Khan, however, took refuge in the hills and there

■’•BNCb), i.428-9.
2The precise date is not clear. BN(b), i.440-1.



awaited an opportunity to restore his position. His hostility 

evidently persuaded Babur that further advance was no longer 

practicable for after garrisoning Lahore, Dipalpur, Siallcot,
* * * •  M O -and Kalaamur he withdrew to Kabul.
As soon as he was out of the PaKjab Daulat Khan took 

Sultanpur and Dipalpur, and made an unsuccessful attempt to 
capture Sialkot. 1 Alam IChan, who had been left in command of 
the Dipalpur garrison, fled to Kabul. Prom there he returned 
with troops and a royal commission enjoining the co-operation 
of the officers holding Lahore. Daulat Khan, however, won him 
over and together they marched on Delhi. A night attack on 
Ibrahim’s army was successful, but next morning the sultan re
taliated and scattered their army. Meanwhile Babur had left 
Kabul and was approaching rapidly. Daulat Khan and ’Alam Khan 
were both obliged to submit and Daulat Khan died soon afterwards 
in Sultanpur. In April 1526 the Battle of Panipat destroyed

pthe Sultanate. The Mughal period had begun.“
Following his victory Babur proceeded eastwards without 

delay and once again attention moves away from the Panjab. Babur 
himself refers briefly to a minor outbreak of sedition which

1BN(b), i.441-2.
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j wea'occurred in Lahore in 1529, and Yadgar describes a visit to 
the city -which Mrs. Beveridge has accepted and placed later 
in the same year.2 Babur died in 1530 and in 1531 Humayim 
lost the greater part of the Pafljab to ICararan, his younger 
brother* Kamran advanced from Kabul, captured Lahore, and
took possession of all the territory up to the Satlej. Humayun

- 3acquiesced in the seizure and even added Ilissar Pirozah to it.
Luring the year s that followed Humayun was fully occupied in

4the east. In 1540 he fled to Sindh through Lahore, and with 
his departure the period covered by this survey comes to an end.

Practically all that has been described hitherto has 
been of an essentially military or political nature. These were 
the features which interested the Persian historians and our 
efforts to reconstruct the period inevitably reflect this inter
est to a considerable degree. The material for a reconstruction 
of the social background is much slighter, and for the most part 
we are bound to rely chiefly txpon inference and assumption.

1BN(B), li.687-8.
2TSA, E & D, v.40. ii.698.
3 -Akbar-nama, trans. H. Beveride, i.290-2. Ishwari Prasad, The

^Akbar-nama, 1.355-60. Ihmayun-nama, trans. A. S. Beveridge, 
pp. 143-6*



One aspect of the social background which lends itself 

to inference is that of security and the consequences of its 

breakdown. We do not know precisely what happened to the dis

tricts through which Timur passed, but it requires no great 

effort of imagination to envisage what must have taken place.

The historians confine their detailed descriptions to the more 

important towns such as Tulamba, Delhi and Lahore, but we may 

safely assume that much of the countryside traversed by the 

invading army sustained considerable damage. The same concltision 

must apply in appreciably greater measure to the period of 

Jasrat Khokhar, Paulad Turkbachcha, and Shaikh 'Ali. Timur's 

Invasion was a spectacular event and as such has attracted much 

Interest, but there can be no doubt that the Panjab suffered far 

more at the hands of the three later adventurers, for their 

depredations were spread over a much wider geographical area 

and over a lengthier period of time.

We should not, however, permit our imaginations to carry 

us too far In our effort to envisage the condition of the Pahjab 

during these times of insecurity. Babur provides an interesting- 

observation on the manner in which the people of Hindustan coped 

with invasion.

In Hindustan hamlets and villages, toms 
indeed, are depopulated and set up in a moment!
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If tlie people of a large town, one inhabited 
for years even, flee from it, they do it in such 
a way that not a sign or trace of them remains 
in a day or a day and a half* On the other hand, 
if they fix their eyes on a place in which to 
settle, they need not dig water-eourses or con
struct dams because their crops are all rain- 
grown, and as the population of Hindustan is un
limited, it swarms in. They make a tank or dig 
a well; they need not build houses or set up 
walls - khas-grass (Andropogon muricatum) abounds,

-------- tiT r ii« n i *'—J V iwi mii . » wi» i i i«i i i i i a i  rn   ... ..  ^ ■ tiw i uih b i i m *wood is unlimited, huts are made, and straightway 
there is a village or a town! 3*

The fall of a besieged city might well bring much loss of life
and property, but rural areas seem to have been more fortunate.
Serious loss of life would normally have occurred only when an
invading force lingered in a particular area and forced the
local inhabitants to remain in hiding for a period which exhausted

2the food they had carried away with them.
As far as security was concerned the years covered by 

the reigns of Bahlul and Sikandar Lodi were clearly the most 
stable. This conclusion bears a particular significance in the 
context of a study of Gu.ru Nanak's life and thought, for it was 
during this period that he was born and grew to manhood. His 
first direct experience of invasion and its attendant sufferings 
would almost certainly have come with Babur's entry into Northern

BIT(B), ii.487-8.
?Ibid., p. 487 n.2.



India. There does exist a possibility that he may previously 
have witnessed warfare or its effects during his period of 
travels, but there is nothing to suggest that this was the case 
and his own works strongly support the assumption that Babur’s 
invasions provided his first experience of this kind.'*’ The 
district of Lahore had suffered much during the invasion of 
Timur and the turbulent days of Mubarak Shah, but by Guru 
Hanak’s time these experiences must have been no more than a 
memory.

Here too, however, it is necessary to impose checks upon
the imagination. It was a period of relative, not absolute,
security. Babur once again provides a corrective.

If one go into Hindustan the Jats and Gujurs 
always pour dom in countless hordes from hill 
and plain for loot in bullock and buffalo* These 
ill-omened peoples are just senseless oppressors!
Formerly their doings did not concern us much be
cause the country was an enemy’s, but they began 
the same senseless work after we had taken it.
When we reached Sialkot, they fell in tumult on 
poor and needy folks who were coming out of the 
tom to our camp, and stripped them bare. 1 had 
the silly thieves sought for. and ordered two or 
three of them cut to pieces.

¥e must assume that robbery of this kind never departed from the 
Pafljab during our period.

"̂ See infra, pp. 413 ff» 
2BH(b), ii.454.
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The Lodi period also provides a contrast with the pre
ceding half century in terms of prosperity and cost of living.
The Persian histories lay great emphasis upon the prevailing 
cheapness of articles, particularly with regard to the reign 
of Sultan Ibrahim, and they attribute this feature to the re
lative security of the period and to a series of remarkbly good 
harvests.'*' In this respect their analysis was evidently mistaken
for the cheapness of goods appears to have been primarily the

2reflex of a scarcity of precious metals. There is, however, 
no apparent reason to doubt that the Lodi period was one of com
parative prosperity* In the circumstances of the time such
prosperity would have been a natural development and Babur seems

3to imply that it had in fact taken place. A fertile soil, a 
favourable climate, a relatively limited population, and a con
siderable measure of security would all have combined to produce 
this favourable economic condition. The district surrounding Lahore

T̂A,wi*384. iv* 468, 475~6. 8ee also S. M. Imam al-Din,
Tarilch-i-Khan Jahani, Introduction, vol. i, p.59.

2 —W. H. Moreland, The Agrarian System of Moslem India, p.68. Babur’s
testimony, however, conflicts with the ID references upon which 
Moreland based his argument (S & D, iv.476).̂ The Babur-nama men
tions ’’the great amount of wealth in Hindustan” and the country's 
"masses of gold and silver”. BH(b), ii.518, 519.
Ibid., ii.480.
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was, and still is, particularly fertile.1 Food and other
necessities appear to have been readily available, manufactures

2were developing, and there was a satisfactory trade balance.
It seems clear that Guru i'Tanak was born into a favoured period, 
at least as far as security and economic conditions were concerned.

Guru Nanak’s own works add little to this background in 
political terms and his social comment chiefly concerns the re
ligious circumstances of the time* All of his political comment 
is concentrated in four pads which were obviously prompted by 
Babur’s invasions and even here the concern which he expresses 
is an essentially religious one, for it relates to the unrighteous-

a» Aness of the Lodi rulers. The same basically religious concern 
is also evident in a group of sloks which are sometimes quoted
as Guru Nanak’s commentary on the political and social disturbances

5 *of his own time. One of the most popular of these has been a siok
from Var Ha.jh*

Ain-i-Akbari9 vol. ii, trans. H. S. Jarrett, p.312*
i. H* Qureshi, The Administration of the Delhi Sultanate, pp. 225-6*
3See infra p. 414*
"̂See infra p. 416*
5 *wThe Mfharban JS sets the three most important of these sloks in
the context of a discourse with Siddhs 011 Mount Sumeru. See infra pp*
254-5*
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^  2,Kali kati raje kasai dharamu pankha kari u^aria..*
2r-̂ie Kaliyug is a knife, kings are butchers, 

dharam has taken wings and flown...
These sloks refer to a far broader span of space and time than 
the period of the Gur&’s own lifetime* Their primary application 
is to the whole of the present cosmic age, not to the contemporary 
condition of the Lodi Sultanate or the early Mughal administration, 
The condition of degeneracy which they express is a characteristic 
of the Kaliyug, and although the specific conditions of the Guru’s 
own times would certainly be regarded as a reflection of this per
version, they would, in this respect, be no different from those 
of other historical periods and other places. The issue is that 
of Truth, the quality which is so conspicuously absent in the 
Kaliyug. The absence of Truth means darkness and the unconquered 
self brings suffering.

Kuru amavasa sachu chandrama disai nahi kaha chapia.
Hau bhali vikunni hoi,
Adherai i*ahu na koi,
Vichi haumai kari dukliu roi,
Kahu Nanaka kini bidhi gati hoi.̂

slok 1 of pauyi 16, AG p.145*
The fourth and final of the cosmic ages; the era of ultimate 
degeneracy in the cosmic cycle.

slok 1 of pauri 16, AG p. 145*
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In the dark night of untruth the moon of Truth 
is concealed. "Where shall 1 go? Searching (for 
the path) I have gone out of my mind, but in 
the darkness there is no path. Self-centred in
stinct̂ - torments me and I weep. Manak says, how 
is salvation to be found?
This pursuit of Truth and so of salvation was, for Guru 

Hanak, mankind's paramount concern, and as a result his comment 
on contemporary conditions relates almost exclusively to attitudes, 
customs, and institutions which obstructed this guest. There is 
in his works an emphasis upon the hypocrisy of both brahmaps and 
pasis, the acknowledged religious leaders of the Hindu and Muslim 
communities. It lacks the vehemence of ICabir's denunciations, 
but it Is nevertheless a strong emphasis and a clear one. Accord
ing to Guru Nanak both merited condemnation, for they exercised 
an authority which they had not earned in a manner calculated to 
advance their own interests* Religious superstition was widespread 
and the religious leaders shared it and exploited it. External 
practices such as idol worship, pilgrimages, ceremonial bathing, 
austerities, and meticulous performance of ritual were, for him, 
all futile as means of salvation and were accordingly condemned* 
Caste exclusiveness constituted another example of superstition 
and was likewise condemned.

Haumai, a word which is impossible to translate adequately. See 
infra pp. 541 ff.
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Criticisms of this nature lead us to the specifically 
religious background of the period* CuruNanak's comments on 
contemporary religious attitudes and practices confirm and, to 
some degree* supplement those of Kabir and other lesser figures,
For the vast majority the essence of religion was to be found 
in external authority and conventional ceremony. In the case 
of the Hindu community this authority was accorded to the brahmaps 
and through them to the Vedas and the Purapas. The required 
response consisted in the performance of the customary rites 
appropriate to a man* s station within the caste structure of 
society. Much of the language which we encounter points to the 
continuing tradition of classical Vedanta, but it does not emerge 
as a dominant influence. For the Muslim also religion meant 
loyalty to an objective authority. For him the authority was 
the Qur'an and its exercise the acknowledged function of the qazis.r t w r f c i i ri  ■  i m i n ■ ■  m u

Orthodox Hinduism and orthodox Islam were the two dominant 
streams during this period, but they were by no means the only 
ones. There were several others, and of these three were of parti
cular importance. There was, first, the tradition of Vaippava 
bhakti which had spread to Northern India from the south and which 
was associated, above all others, with the name of Ramanand. For 
bhakti the essential religious response was love and in Vaippava 
bhakti this love ms directed to one of the avatars of Vippu.
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Secondly, tiere was the ancient tradition of tantrie yoga, ex
pressed in Northern India during this period by the numerous 
adherents of the ICanphaf or Nath sect of yogis. The sect was 
divided into various sub-sects, all claiming allegiance to the 
semi-legendary Gorakhnath*̂  and all following essentially the 
same Hatha-yoga technique. Thirdly, there were the Muslim 
Sufis, numerically far fewer than the adherents of orthodox Is
lam, but exex*cising a considerable influence on the religious 
thought and practice of Hindus as well as Muslims.

Within each of these religious groupings there was a re
cognisable continuity, but none of them was completely insulated.
All were to some extent influenced by one or more of the others 
and underwent corresponding modifications. In one significant 
case this reciprocal exchange issued not simply in the modification 
of an existing tradition, hut in the emergence of a recognisable 
synthesis, a new pattern which in variuus respects strongly re
sembled other existing patterns but which in its wholeness cor
responded to none of them. This was the Sant movement of Northern 
India. The tradition does not belong entirely to our period as 
it had evidently emerged before the beginning of the fifteenth cen™

1Gorakhnath must be accepted as an historical figure, but practically 
all that is related concerning him must be regarded as legend. His 
period is uncertain, bxit appears to have been between the seventh 
and twelfth centuries A.D* See G.¥.Briggs, Gorakhnath and the 
ICanphata Yogis, pp. 228 ff, 250.
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- - 1tury and one of its principal exponents, Dadu, lived during 
the latter half of the sixteenth century* It was, however, 
between 1400 and 1540 that the real synthesis took place, and 
it was during this period that its greatest work was produced,
The Sant movement was by no means the dominant religious tradi
tion during this period, but it was certainly the most fertile 
and it is of primary importance as far as Guru Nanak's religious 
antecedents are concerned.

For the sants, as for the Vaigp.ava bhagats9 the necessary 
religious response was love, and for this reason the movement

2has frequently been regarded as an aspect of Vaigp.ava bhakti.
In several respects, however, the sants disagreed with traditional 
bhakti and some of these differences were fundamental. Their 
love was directed not to an avatar, but direct to the supreme 
God Himself, and their expression of this love was through strictly 
inward meditation and devotion. It was, moreover, a method which 
involved suffering, or at least some appreciable difficulties. It 
was not the easy path of traditional bhakti.

Ĥis dates, according to Dadu-panthi tradition, are AD 1544-1605. 
Dadu's caste is not definitely known, but it appears that he was 
a dhuniya (cotton carder). ICshitimohan Sen, Medieval Mysticism 
of India, p.108. According to tradition he was born in Ahmadabad 
and spent most of his life in different parts of Rajasthan,

2 -The frequent use of Ram and other Vai§pava names and epithets by the
sants has obviotisly encouraged this misunderstanding.



'The sants were monotheists, hut the God whom they ad
dressed and with whom they sought union was in no sense to be 
understood in anthropomorphic terms. His manifestation was 
through His immanence in His creation and, in particular, through 
His indwelling within the human soul. It was there that He, by 
grace, revealed Himself, and man’s proper response was a love 
expressed through meditation on the divine Marne, External author
ities and ceremonies were useless for this purpose and religious 
texts, idol worship, formal religious exercises, pilgrimage, and 
ritual bathing were all accordingly rejected. The inward way to 
God was open to all who were prepared to accept the difficulties 
and the discipline which it would involve, and so caste was re
jected also. Great importance was attached to the guru who might 
be a human teacher, or who might be understood not as a person 
but as the inner voice of God. Mo value was accorded to celibacy 
or asceticism. Hindu and Muslim sectarian notions were spurned, 
not because the two systems were regarded as basically true, but 
because both were regarded as radically wrong and ultimately futile. 

These beliefs the sants expressed not In the traditional 
Sanskrit, but in a language which was closely related to that of 
the common people to whom they addressed*their teachings, Within

'A particularly clear summary of the characteristics of the Sant 
movement is given by Dr. Ch. Vaudeville in her Au Cabaret de 
1’Amours Paroles de Kabir, pp. 7-9.
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the tradition and amongst other itinerant sadhus there evolved 
a language which, with minor regional modifications, was used 
by sants all over Northern India* This language has been called 
sadhukkari* Its basis was Khapi Boll, the dialect spoken 
around Delhi, and to this were added elements drawn from old 
Rajasthani (Piftgal), Apabhragisa, Palljabi, and Persian* 1 Most of 
the sants were from low caste groups and in such cases were 
generally poorly educated or completely illiterate* For this 
reason their compositions were usually oral utterances which 
came to be written down only after a period of circulation*

The first of the great sants was Namdev (AD 1270-1350) who 
lived in Maharashtra and whose name is closely linked with the 
Varkari sect of Pap^harpur. The Varakari sect was well within 
the bhakti tradition and its worship centred' on the famous idol 
of ViJ;j;hal which was located in Pa$$harpur* Elements of tradi
tional Vai^pava bhakti are evident in Namdev^ work, but his primary 
emphases are clearly in accord with sant concepts* His influence extended 
into Northern India as a result of his Hindi works and possibly as a 
result also of an extended visit to the Paftjab* Doubts have been

^0h. Vaudeville, gabir Oranthavali (Doha), Introduction, pp. iv—v*
Traces of Marafhi influence are evident in the works of Namdev and 
Trilochan*
o —R* G* Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism* Salvism, and Minor Religious Systems, 
p. 92, disputed these traditional dates, claiming that Namdev*s works 
indicate a period one hundred years later. Recent work by Marajihi 
scholars favours the traditional^dates. The question isjfuUy dis- 
cussed in Bhagirath Mishra and Rajnarayap. Maurya, Sant Namdev ki 
Padavali, pp. 9-31*
manifestation of ICrigpa.
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expressed concerning the assumption that the author of the 
Hindi pads is the same Hamdev as the famous Harafhi bhagat of 
Papglharpur, but recent comparisons of the Hindi and Marathi

1works have established it as at least a strong probability*
The tradition of a Panjab visit must still be regarded 

as open to some doubt* According to this tradition. . Hamdev 
spent twenty years in Ghuman, a village in Ba$ala tahsil*
In Ghuman itself the tradition is both strong and old, and 
there is certainly nothing improbable in a sant wandering so 
far from his home, but the complete absence of any reference in 
the older Marathi accounts of Mamdev's life raises an objection 
which cannot be overlooked. It may be regarded as a likely tradi
tion, but not as an established one.

The second of the important sants was Raidas, a chamar 
of Banaras.^ Chronologically Raidas follows Kabir, but his work

Bhagirath Mishra and Raj anarayan Maurya, op.cit. This work is a 
collection of Hamdev's Hindi works, drawn from both published and 
manuscript sources, and prefaced with a lengthy and useful intro
duction. There are sixty-one of Hamdev’s Hindi pads in the AG.
£>lok 241 of the Kabir sloks (AG, p.1377) may be by Hamdev,
2The village is on a sealed road five miles south of Hargobindpur.
It contains a samadhi erected by Jassa Singh Rarugaphia towards the 
end of the eighteenth century. K, p.522. Baba Balvant Ray, a 
resident of the village, possesses a Ms. which contains 157 padŝ  
and 13 dohas attributed to Hamdev. Bhagirath Mishra and Rajanarayap 
Maurya, op.cit., pp. 45, 58.
3 —In the AG he is called Ravidas. There are 39 of his pads in the AG.
The number is generally given as 40, but Sorafhi 4, p.658, and Maru
2, p.1106, are the same pad. &Lok 242 of the Kabir sloks(AG, p.1377)
may also be by Raidas,
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belongs to an earlier stage of the sant movement and corresponds 
more closely to that of Namdev. In this earlier stage the links 
with Vaig^ava bhakti are much more prominent and the evidence 
of influence from other sources much slighter. The Vaignava con
cept of the divine avatar is rejected and likewise all external

1ceremonies or aids to worship, but the nature of the devotion
offered by these earlier sants resembles the adoration of the

- 2bhagats rather than the deeply mystical experience of Kabir.
There is also a stronger emphasis iipon the immanence of God in

* 3external phenomena than in Kabir. In the latter1 s works the 
emphasis moves more to the inner revelation within the human soul.

Little is known about Raidas's life and all that we can 
accept is contained in the occasional references he makes in his
work̂ * In several pads he refers to his low caste status as a

“ 4 5chamar~ and in one to his work as a cobbler. Elsewhere he
describes how the members of his caste carry away the cattle 

\lf. Ravidas, Dhanasari 3? Ad p.694*
p
Kamdev, Gond 3y AG p.873? Bhairaû 7, AG p. 1164? Sarang 3? AG. p.1252-3. 
Ravidas, Sora£hi 3? AG p.658-9? Gujari 1, AG p.525.
K̂amdev, fila&g 2, AG p.727? Gond 2, AG p.873? Malar 1, AG p*1292. 
Ravidas, Sir! Ragu 1, AG p.93? Malar 2, AG p.1293.
Ravi das , Gaupl 2, AG p,345? Gaupi BairagapA 1, AG p. 346? Gaui*!
PurabT 1, AG p.346? Asa 3> AG p.486.
5 ~Ravidas, Sora^hi 7f AG p.659-
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carcases from Banaras.  ̂ The tradition that he was a disciple 
of Ramanand must he rejected. The traditional link between 
Ramanand and Kabir is barely plausible on chronological grounds; 
and it is evident that Raidas was younger than Kabir. This is 
the conclusion which is indicated by the references which he makes

m .  2, ** —to Kabir and it places him beyond the time of Ramanand. More
over, there is no hint of such a relationship in any of his works.

Raidas makes the characteristic sent emphases, with an evi
dent stress upon the irrelevancy of caste in all that concerns 
a man's salvation. An even stronger emphasis, and one which is 
peculiarly his own, is a recurring note of humility and confession. 
Raidas is a particularly attractive figure and one who has yet to 
receive the attention he deserves.

Kith Kabir the sant tradition moves into a more complicated 
phase. As in the case of Raidas little is known concerning his life, 
although a considerable quantity of legend has gathered around him.̂  
The traditional date of his death, AD 1513, appears to be at least 
a definite likelihood, but his traditional date of birth, AX) 1598,

"̂ Ravidas, Malar 1, AG p.1293._ A pad attributed to the bhagai Dhanna, 
but evidently revised^by^Guru Arjan, repeats this information con
cerning Raidas (Dhanna, Asa 2, AG p.487). The pad bears Dhanna*s 
name in the final couplet, but in the AG it is headed Mahala 5, the 
title of Guru Arjan. Ror another example of a pad by a bhagat pre
ceded by Guru Arjan's title see Kabir's Bhairo 5? AG p.1160.
Ravidas, Asa 5, AG p.487; Maru 1, AG p.1106; Malar 2, AG p.1293.
5See Ahmad Shah, The Bijak of Kabir. introductory chapter "The Life 
of Kabir in Legend", pp.1-28.
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must be rejected. No definite year can be given to replace it,
1 _ ~but a date in the vicinity of 1440 seems probable. Kabir's

life was spent in Banaras and his death probably took place in
the village of Magahar, twenty-seven miles south-east of Basti.
His caste was that of julaha and it is clear from his works that
he followed, in a somewhat erratic manner, his caste's hereditary
occupation of weaving. Recent research has established a Nath
background as a strong probability. It now seems clear that ICabir
belonged to a family of non-celibate yogis converted only recently,

2and to a considerable degree superficially, to Islam. The tradi
tional association with Ramanand cannot be rejected outright, but

1 «Oh. Vaudeville, Au Cabaret de 1*Amour; Paroles de Kabir, pp. 10-11.
The question of Kabir's dates is discussed at some length by
Parasuram Chaturvedi, ITttarl Bharat kl 8ant ~paramapara, pp. 709-53. 
Ghaturvedi decides in favour of AD 1448 as the date of Kabir's death. 
The principal reason leading him to this conclusion appears to be 
the tomb in Magahar which is said to bear a date equivalent to AD 
1450. (See Archaeological Survey of India (New Series); the Monu
mental Antiquities and Inscriptions In the North Western Provinces 
and Oudh, vol. ii, p". 4T] Ano the r re a ŝ rTlnâ 'p'eih ap s be a desTre
to maintain the traditional connection with Ramanand. The fact that 
1518 has been consistently maintained in tradition in spite of its 
manifest conflict with the Ramanand relationship is one of the prin
cipal arguments in favour of the later date. Another is the con
vergence of the Hindumd Muslim traditions at this point*
2 *=» — «*• —Ch. Vaudeville, Kabir Granthavali (Doha), p.viii.
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it is a most unlikely one. It involves chronological difficulties 
and the only references which Kabir makes to Ramanand are to be 
found in works of doubtful authenticity,1 The numerous references 
which Kabir does make to a guru point unmistakably to the Satguru 
within, the voice of God within the human soul.

The compositions attributed to Kabir are seemingly numberless, 
but only two collections have adequate claims to be regarded as
genuine. These are the Kabir-granthavali and the selection in-

~ 2 *oluded in the Adi Granth* To these the Bijak may be added, but
with , reservations. The Bl.iak is later than the other two 
collections and must be regarded as a Kabir-panthI recasting 
rather than as the original work of Kabir, There can be no doubt 
that the works included in the two older collections have also been 
altered in oral transmission, but to an appreciably lesser degree 
than those of the Bi.jak, The famous translation by Tagore of 
selections from a collection made by Kshitimohan Ben cannot be

1 Bijak, sabad 77* Tagore, One Hundred Poems of Kabir, no, XXIX, p»56,
Q
The AG includes 226 pads by Kabir, Of these 225 are to be found in 
the bhagat ban! at the end of the various rags (see Appendix 1, 
p, 6o8 ), and the remaining one is included amongst the works of
Guru Arjan (Bhairo 5, AG p,1156). The total number of ICabir lloks 
included in the^AG is either 257 or 259* The collection entitled 
£lok Bhagat Kabir Jiu ke (AG pp, 1564-77) has 245, but of these five 
are by Guru Ar3an (nos, 209, 210, 211, 214, 221), one by Guru Amar 
Das (no*^220), and two (nos, 241 and 242) may possibly be by Kamdev 
and Raidas resp ee tively,_Two extra sloks by Kabir are included in 
the bhagat baĵ A of Rag Maru, AG p, 1105* There are also three longer 
works: the Bavan Akhari (AG pp, 540-5), the Thinti (pp, 545-4),
and the "Seven Days*1 (pp* 544-5)* A number of sloks are to be found
3-n vars (AG, pp, 509, 555, 947, 946), but all of these are duplicated 
in the collection at the end of the AG*
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accepted as authentic.
The background and structure of Kabir's thought has been

2well analysed in recent works by Dr. Charlotte Vaudeville. The 
basis of his sadhana was not, as has been commonly supposed,
Vaig^ava bhakti or Sufism but tantric yoga. Kabir's name is cer
tainly a Muslim one, but it has always been clear that his know
ledge of Islam Tfas relatively slight. In contrast to this there 
is a wealth of Hafha-yoga terminology and a thought structure 
with obvious resemblances to that of the Naths. In the light of 
this contrast the theory that Kabir belonged to a caste which had 
'recently been converted from tantric yoga to Islam is at once con
vincing.

Kabir was, however, far from being a Nath yogi. To this 
background he brought elements from Vaig^ava bhakti and from sSfism. 
His debt to the bhagats is evident in the primacy accorded to love, 
and to the Sufis in his concept of such love as a way of suffering. 
These and other elements from the same sources he compounded with 
his own mystical nature and produced the synthesis which is the 
distinctive religion of Kabir. It is a religion which in true sant 
style renounces all that is mechanical or external, affirming as 
valid only that which may be experienced inwardly* Within a man's

^Rabindranath Tagore, One Hundred Poems of Kabir.
2 «»
ku Cabaret_ de I'Amour; Paroles de Kabir (UNESCO, 1959), Kabir 
(lrailtĥ alî Choha) "TPondjchervT 1957). and an article "Kabir™and 
Interior Religion" in History of Religions, vol. 5, no. 2, Winter 
1964, pp. 191-201.
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soul God may, by grace, reveal Himself to him who is prepared 
for the revelation. The way of preparation is the path of love, 
a love addressed directly to the supreme Lord who is both trans
cendent and immanent, and a love which will inevitably involve 
long periods in the anguish of separation * Few will have the 
courage to undertake it and fewer still the persistence to follow 
it to the point of revelation. The point at which the revelation 
occurs cannot be foreseen. It comes at the divine initiative 
and it comes with suddenness. God, the Satguru, discharges the 
arrow of the ^abad and man is slain in order that in death he 
may find true life* This life is to be discovered in mystical 
union, an ineffable experience of dissolution in the divine*"*"

There is inevitably much that must remain obscure in Kabir!s 
attempts to describe his experiences, for they were of a funda
mentally mystical quality and, as ICabir himself repeats, ulti
mately inexpressible. There is also a degree of philosophical 
inconsistency in his utterances. In his efforts to impart some 
impression of his mystical experience he has frequent recourse 
to monistic terminology, but he uses it in senses which are his 
own* Monistic concepts certainly influenced him, but it is clear

Ôh. Vaudeville, Au Gabaret de 1*Amour; Paroles de ICabir, pp. 25-37*
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from the nature of his relationship with God that his thought
1must he regarded as monotheistic, not monistic* The works of 

Kabir represent the highly personal record of an individual ex
perience, but they nevertheless place him well within the frame

work of sant beliefs*
It was this sant tradition which provided the basis of 

Guru Nanak's religious thought, an inheritance which, like Kabir, 
he reinterpreted in the light of his own personality and experience. 
This is not to suggest he should be regarded as in any sense a 
disciple of ICabir. There is 110 sound evidence to support the popu
lar tradition that Guru Nanak met Kabir, and little to suggest

2that he knew any of his works. There can, however, be no doubt 
that the sant tradition was by far the most important element in 
all that he inherited from the past or absorbed from contemporary 
circumstances. The basic sant assumptions are his assumptions, and 
the categories in which he expresses his thought are sant categories. 
And yet Guru Nan ale was no ordinary sant. It is sant thought which 
we find in his works, but it is sant thought leinteipreted* The re
sult is a new synthesis, a synthesis which is cast within the pat
tern of sant belief but which nevertheless possesses a significant

Ĉh* Vaudeville, Au Cabaret de lfAmour; Paroles de Kabir* pp. 221-2. 
For an interpretation of ICabir*s thought as consistently monistic 
see Krishna Sharraa, Early Indian Bhakti with special reference to 
ICabir, thesis submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in 
the University of London, December 1964*

2See Appendix 4 , pp*640-4 6,



originality and, in terms of its sant background, a unique clarity. 
It possesses, moreover, the quality of survival, for it remains 
today the substance of a living faith.



THE SOURCES

Evidence of European interest in Guru Nanak and Sikhism
first appears towards the end of the eighteenth century. The
earliest known accounts of the Sikhs by European observers are
papers prepared by A. L. H. Polier and Charles Wilkins in 1780
and 1781 respectively. These were followed by a letter written
in 1783 by George Forster and published as part of the author's
A Journey from Bengal to England in 1798, and an account by James
Browne written in or soon after 1785 and published as one of his

1India Tracts in 1788. All of these writers refer to Guru Nanak, 
but with the exception of Forster they do so briefly and inac
curately. Forster’s account, however, is a surprisingly accurate 
summary of the current traditions concerning the Guru.

Malcolm's Sketch of the Sikhs was published in 1812, the 
first in a series of books on the Sikhs by British army officers.

The accounts by Polier, Wilkins, and Browne have been printed or 
reprinted, each with an individual introduction, in Dr. Gap$a 
Singh's Early European Accounts of the Sikhs. Dr. Ga$.$a Singh's 
collection also includes a letter said to be by Forster (loc.cit., 
pp. 77-87) but, as the editor points out, it is not the same as 
the letter which appears in A Journey from Bengal to England 
(Letter SI, 2nd edition, vol. i, pp. 291—6 5 * Itappears to be 
an-inaccurate summary of the published letter.
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During the first half of the nineteenth century this group 
included H. h  Prinsep (1834)*"** H* Bteinhach (1845)* W* L,
M'Gregor (1846), and J, D. Cunningham (1849). “ With the ex
ception of Prinsep all of these writers include accounts of 
the life and teachings of Guru Manak, hut their works are 
primarily military and diplomatic histories. For their treat- 
ment of Guru llanak they rely upon traditional accounts, tem
pered with a certain element of scepticism. An effort to
develop a specifically religious understanding of Sikhism, was

3made hy H. H, Wilson in 1848. It amounted*,.however, to little 
more than a culling of appropriate references from Malcolm, 
Prinsep, and the travel accounts of a number of Europeans who 
had visited the Panjab*

H?riiisen* s Origin of the Sikh Power in the Punjab was based upon 
the posthumous report of another officer, Captain Murray,

2Two anonymous works appeared in 1846. A History of the Punjab 
published in two volumes from London was a reissue of Prinsep's 
book with fourteen extra chapters added. The account which it 
gives of Guru Efanak in Chapter 4 follows Malcolm* The History 
of the Sikhs,"compiled from authentic sources”, was published 
in Calcutta, The portion dealing with Guru Uanak is an exact 
copy of Malcolm,
'>1 A Summary Account of the Civil and Religious Institutions of 
the Sikhs', published in the JRAS, vol, ix, pp. 43-59. Wilson 
had also included a brief section on the Sikhs in his Sketch of 
the Religious Sects of the Hindus (1846), p * 173 *
4Moorcroft, Burnes, Jacquemont, andvonHugel,
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In 1877 there appeared Trumpp’s The Adi Granth, a work 
which soon acquired a baleful reputation. It is not necessary 
to read far irx order to appreciate the reason for its disrepute.

The Sikh Granth is a very big volume, but
   /incoherent and shallow in the extreme,
and couched at the same time in dark and per
plexing language, in order to cover these defects.
It is for us Occidentals a most painful and almost 
stupefying task, to read only a single Rag, and I 
doubt if any ordinary reader will have the patience 
to proceed to the second Rag, after he shall have 
perused the first. It would therefore^be a mere 
waste of paper to add also the minor Rags, which 
only repeat, in endless variations, what has already 
been said in the great Rags over and over again, 
without adding the least to our knowledge,̂ *

The purpose of the book had been to provide, under government 
auspices, a translation of the Sikh scriptures* In this respect 
Trumpp's work was an almost complete failure. Neither his under
standing of the language of the Adi Granth nor his powers of 
English expression were equal to the task, and his efforts were 
informed by the hostility which he so openly expressed in his pre
face, His translations have accordingly received little attention 
and the loss has been negligible.

This, however, concerns his translations of selected passages 
from the Adi Granth* In addition to his Adi Granth translations 
Trumpp also provided a number of Introductory essays* These essays

1E, Trumpp, loc,cit,, p.vii,
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reflect the same intemperate judgment, but his examination 
of the historical evidence concerning the life of Guru Nanak 
shows that he was by no means devoid of insight. Trumpp*s mani
fest lack of sympathy vitiated his whole approach, but he did 
at least appreciate the need for critical analysis in any effort 
to evaluate the traditional versions of Guru Nanak*s life* He was 
aware of the need and in his own extreme way he sought to apply it.

Trumpp was followed in 1909 by Macauliffe, whose avowed
1intention was to repair the harm done by his predecessor. In 

this respect he succeeded handsomely* Later writers have relied 
heavily upon him and his work has enjoyed a reputation which remains 
to this day*

2It is, however, a reputation which should be qualified.
In the first place, his approach is uncritical. Macauliffe*s first
volume offers us not an authentic biography, but a life of Guru 
Hanak as recorded in tradition. This was in accordance with his

3declared purpose and he is in no sense to be blamed for it, but 
it is nevertheless an approach which seriously limits the value 
of his account,

1M. A, Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, i.vii.* n uriirnfc.iiWMM— y  i,|. , . "

2The criticisms which follow concern the first volume of The Sikh 
Religion, not the complete work.
■ ■inm i i^Vi W nTim f  mi. *  *•*'

3M. A, Macauliffe, op,cit., i.xvi.
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Secondly, he fails to give his sources for the various 
incidents which he describes, Macauliffe used the traditional 
biographies of Guru Nanak, which are called j anam-sakhis. ̂
These janam-sakhis vary considerably in reliability and for this 
reason it is important to know which of them has been used at 
any particular point in the narrative. It is true that he uses 
as the basis of his account nne of the better jaiiam-sakhis but,
as he acknowledges, the basis has been supplemented "by cullings

2 3from the later lives of the Guru", These additions are numerous
and in some cases he uses them to replace material contained in
his basic janam-saMii,

Thirdly, he does not indicate the points at which he has
himself inserted additional material in order to bring a janam-
sakhi account into line with historical possibility, An example
of this occurs on page 52 where he refers to a meeting with "a
successor of Shaikh Sharaf". In the j anam-sakhis the discourse
which Macauliffe relates is said to have been conducted with Shaikh
Sharaf himself, hone of them refers to a successor,^

Literally ̂ birth evidences’ or 'evidences of his life1. The 
j anam-sakhis are traditional biographies, each consisting of a 
series of separate incidents, or chapters, entitled sakhis. See 
infra pp. 63 ff.

2 MM. A. Macauliffe, op.cit., i.lxszvii. For the janam-sakhi used
by Macauliffe as his basis see infra pp. 84-93 passim.
3See infra pp. 279-88.

Ĉf also Macauliffe, op.cit., 1,84.
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Fourthly, there is 110 indication of the points at
which material which is to he found in the basic j anam-sakhi
has been omitted in order to rationalise the account* In many
cases Macauliffe follows the common practice of omitting the
miraculous and accepting the residueIf there is no residue

2he drops the Incident altogether*
Macauliffe's study of Guru Wanak retains a value, but 

only If there is an awareness of its limitations* It offers 
a coherent synthesis of all but one of the more Important janara™ 
sakhi traditions and in this respect it remains unexcelled*
It cannot, however, be regarded as authentic biography. For 
this it is necessary to turn once again to the primary sources 
from which Macauliffe and other writers have drawn their material. 
These are the Adi Granth, compiled by Guru Arjan in AD 1603-4 
and the Panjabi janam—salchis*

THE ADI GRAHTH
The Adi Granth provides us with surprisingly little in

formation concerning the life 0# Guru Nanak. It contains more

1For examples see the incidents described on pp, i.71f, 73f» 129f, 
152f, and 153f.
2E.g. the city of insects, (See infra p.287 » no. 105.)
3 _ „Macauliffe did not have access to the Miharban J anam-sakhi*
4See Appendix 1, pp, 607 ff*
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than nine hundred of his compositions and yet the biographical 
details which may be extracted from them are negligible* In
deed, there is no explicit reference at all to any definite 
incident in his life, no pad or slok which points unmistakably
to an event in which he was directly involved, Blven the famous

_  1references to Babur, the so-called Babar-varii, are not ex
ceptions to this rule. They do indicate that Guru Nanak witnessed 
something of Babur’s depredations, but if read apart from the 
janam-salchis they do not necessarily point to his j)resence at the 
sack of Saidpur,

As far as biographical detail is concerned the most we 
can do is draw some limited conclusions from the more obvious 
hints which Guru Nanak1s writings contain. In the case of the 
Babar-vanT we may confidently assume that he witnessed something 
of the devastation caused b$r Babur's army and that accordingly 
he was in the Panjab during at least one of the incursions into 
Hindustan, In the same manner we may deduce with confidence that 
he had frequent contact with Nath yogis. The extensive use of 
their terminology and the frequent Instances in which a yogi ap
pears to be addressed directly make this aspect of his life per
fectly plain.

Ŝee infra p. 414*
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We may also deduce from M s  works that he must have been 
a person of gentle disposition, for his criticisms of contemporary 
society express deep conviction without resorting to violent or 
intemperate language. In this respect Guru Nanak compares favour
ably with Kabir, whose scorn is plainly evident and whose pungent 
expression occasionally descends to the virulent. Guru Nanak could 
also be critical of brahmanical pretensions and of social evils 
arising out of caste distinctions, but he expressed his convictions 
with a moderation which did nothing to reduce their effectiveness*
It has been suggested that his lack of vehemence was a result of 
his having been bom into a caste status which spared him the in
dignities experienced by Kabir.'*' This, however, ignores the fact 
that Raidas, whose social status was even lower than that of ICabir, 
manifested the same quality of gentleness as Guru Nanak. There 
seems to be no doubt thatjthe qualitypas in both cases an expression
of their individual natures. Dadu is another example of a low-caste

2bhagat whose work is marked by an absence of anger and turbulence.
This does not take us very far, but it appears that we can 

go no further. We may proceed to deduce from his works that Guru

^Hazari Prasad Dvivedi, Hindi Sahitya. p.150.
^Dvivedi, op.cit.. pp. 144-5^argues that in 3)adufs case the absence 
of vehemence was because Kabir had 11 cleared away the brambles" and 
left him with 11 a very clear plain" * This accords Kabir a degree of 
success far greater than that which he actually achieved*
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Nanak: attached no importance to caste and that he did not
2insist on vegetarianism, hut in doing so we move towards 

what may more appropriately "be regarded as doctrine rather 
than biography per se» The conclusions we are able to draw 
are certainly of value, but their scope is obviously very 
limited.

Guru Nanak himself tells us little and his four successors,
whose works are also recorded in the Adi Granth, add nothing of

-xany importance. Guru Angad and Guru Arjan both refer to him, 
but their references are all eulogistic comments, entirely appro
priate in their contexts but telling us nothing about Guru Nanak 
himself. The same applies to the savayyas of the bhajts.̂  Guru

-  5Nanak is mentioned several times, but as one would expect from

^Guru Nan ale, Siri Ragu ki Var, slok 1 of pauyi 3, AG p. 83;
Asa 3, AG p.349; Gujari Agf.4Tl77 AG p.504; Tilang 2, AG p.721,
P fcspi O&V K !  f  mtftGuru Nanak, Var Malar, slok 2 of paupi 25? AG pp, 1289-90.
^Guru Angad, Var Majh, slok 1 of pauyi 27, AG p. 150* Guru Arjan, 
Sorajhi 13 and 14, AG p.6125 Maim 10, AG p.1001j Basant Dutukia 1, 
AG p.1192,
^See Appendix 1, p. 608. 
r
■̂ Rai Balvap$ and Satta the ̂ um?Var Ramakali (1-2), AG p.966,
Kal the Poet, Savayye Mahale Pahile ke (7), AG p.1390j Savayye 
Mahale Tije ke (l), AG p.1392; Savayye Mahale Chauthe ke (12),
AG p.1398* Nal the Poet, Savayye Mahale Chauthe ke (4), AG p.1399.



the nature of the savayyas these references also are pure
panegyric. The only work which offers any detail at all is
the Var in Hag Ramakali by the bhaffs Rai Balvapp and Satta
the pum. In the first four pauyls the authors repeat a single
fact, namely that Guru Nanak appointed Angad as his successor.

Sikhan putran ghokhi kai sabha umati vekhahu
jikionu. ^ ^

Jan sudhosu tan Lahapa Jikionu.
2Behold, all Sikhs 1 See what he did, how he 

tested his Sikhs and his sons, and invested 
Lahipa^ when he had proved his fitness.

This is the extent of the Adi Granth1s witness to the life of
Guru Hanak and clearly it falls far shox̂ t of what we need.

THE JMM-SMHIS

Introduction
The janam-sakhis are also highly unsatisfactory soui’ces, 

but for an entirely different reason* Here there Is no question 
of material being in short supply, for the janam-sakhrs provide 
It in abundance. The problem as far as the janam-sakhis are con
cerned is to determine how much of their material can be accepted 
as historical. A very substantial propoi’tion of it is obviously

"S/ar Ramakali (4), AG p.967.
2Sabh umati; "all (members of the ) community". 
Ĝuru Axigad. See infra pp. 429-30.
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legend and much of what cannot be summarily dismissed in this
way is open to grave suspicion on other grounds* In a number
of cases, however, there is an evident possibility that some
historical fact may lie beneath a superstructure of myth. Not
all of these possibilities can be satisfactorily tested, but
our task must be to examine them all and wherever possible to
affirm or reject them. There is no other way to reconstruct
the life of Guru Nanak. In spite of their manifest shortcomings
we are bound to rely on the janam-sakhis for almost all of our
information as there is nothing to replace them and little to
supplement them, There is no piece of external evidence which
can be accorded complete trust and, as we have already noted,
such indications as his own works contain are at best only hints .

Pakistan, which of all non-Sikh works containing references
to Guru Nanak lies nearest to his time, is no nearer than the
older janam-sakhis and it is clear that Mohsin Fani relied largely

1upon Sikh informants. Much of the chapter in the Dabistan en- 
*

titled uNanak-"panthisn deals with the life of Guru Nanak, but

'The Persian Dabistan-i-Masahib was written in the mid-seventeenth 
century and is generally attributed to Mohsin Fani. It appears 
that the author was personally acquainted with Guru.liargobind, the 
sixth Guru, and he explicitly claims a close acquaintance with Guru 
Hari Rai, the seventh Guru. (Gap$a Singh, Nanak Panthls, pp. 13? 
21.) The Pakistan was translated into English by David Shea and 
Anthony Troyer in 1843* Their translation is, however, an imperfect 
one and its imperfections are particularly evident in the chapter 
on the Nanak-panthis or Sikhs. Another translation of this one 
chapter has been made by Dr. Ga$4a Singh. It was published in the 
Journal of Jtndian History, vol. xix, part 2, and reprinted under 
the title Nanak Panthis or Sikhs and Sikhism of the 17th Genturv 
(Madras, 1939).
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the account which it gives of him amounts to little more than 
a series of legends. At one point it does offer significant

■MW 1 ' *«support to a janam-sakhi tradition, hut as far as Guru Nanak 
is concerned it is important more as a description of the 
seventeenth century Sikh understanding of him than as a contri
bution to authentic biography.

Independent traditions concerning the life of Guru Nanak 
did of course emerge, but there is no indication that any of them 
possessed more than the remotest of connections with historical 
fact* Beyond the PaHjab Guru Nanak*s name became a part of the 
hagiography of the later bhakti movement. Mahipati's Bhaktalilam- 
rit, written in AD 1774, testifies to both the extent and the 
nature of his reputation.

Whoever shows some wonderful event, be he a 
bhakta of God or the chief of the yogis, his re
putation spreads widely and others continue the 
history of his sect. Hence in that country there 
are many bairagis belonging to the sect of Nanak 
who give the mantra to the people and make the dull 
and ignorant remember God.

If one listens to the lives of the saints, his 
greatest sins are burnt awayj the giver of salvation 
is pleased with him, and keeps him in the world of 
Yaikunth.^

The tradition that Guru Nanak was for a period employed as a 
steward by Daulat Khan Lodi. Gap$a Singh, op.cit., p.4. See 
infra p,350*

Slahipati, Bhalctaljlamrit, "The Story of Nanak** 177-9, translated 
from the Marajbd^by J. E. Abbott, N. k. Godbole, and J. F. Edwards, 
p. 199*
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For Mahipati Guru Nanak was one of the great bhagats» and his 
chapter "The Story of Nanak” is a collection of appropriate 
legends. Muslim writers also referred to him, but apart from 
the Dablstan their interest appears to have developed later and 
to have been, for the most part, a polemical one, Oolonel Malcolm, 
who collected the material for his Sketch of the Sikhs in 1805? 
refers to the existence of ̂ uslim accounts of Guru Nanak,but dis
misses them as efforts to misrepresent and denigrate,^ In other
cases the concern of Muslim writers was evidently to claim Guru
— 2Nanak as a believer in the doctrines of Islam,

These independent traditions are valueless as sources of 
authentic information and accordingly we are bound to rely on 
the intensely interesting but largely unreliable janam-sakhis 
for practically all our information concerning the life of Guru 
Nanak. The best we can hope to do Is to discern the historically 
possible in the midst of accumulated legend, and to test such 
possibilities against whatever criteria may be available. The 
outcome must inevitably be that there is little we can affirm

'J, Malcolm, loc. ciu g pp.4-5*
"An example of this interpretation appears in Qhulam Husain Khan’s 
Siyar-ul-Mutakhirin, trans. J, Briggs, vol. i, pp, 110-111, The 
Siyar-ul-Mutakhirin was written about the year AD 1785.
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concerning the details of his life. There can, however, he no 
question concerning the basic facts that he was bom In the 
Panjab almost five hundred years ago, spent a period in travel, 
composed the works which are attributed to him in the Adi Granth, 
and ensured the perpetuation of his teaching’s by appointing a 
successor* These are beyond all doubt.

The precise manner in which the janam-sakhis developed 
is not known for certain, but it is possible to reconstruct a 
probable pattern. The beginnings would be the remembered facts 
about the Guru which would have circulated orally among the first 
generation of his followers. With the passage of time these facts 
would inevitably be embellished by reverent imaginations and practi
cally all of them would undergo gradual change.

It would be remembered, for example, that the Guru had 
spent many years travelling outside the Parljab. Some of the places 
he had visited might well be known, but it is unlikely that there 
would be any reliable knowledge of his complete itinerary. There 
would doubtless be many gaps in the account and these would soon 
be filled with the names of places which such a traveller would be 
expected to visit* These would include the important centres of 
pilgrimage, both Hindu and Muslim, and names which already figured, 
prominently in stories current in the Pafijab, This is not to say 
that Guru Nanak did not visit any of these places, On the contrary
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it is safe to assume that he must surely have visited at least 
some of them. The point here is that in many cases the name of 
a certain to™ or locality will have been added to the collection 
of sakhis, not because there existed any reliable information 
about it, but because the popular imagination believed that he 
must surely have visited such a place on his travels. In many, 
indeed most cases, it is impossible to say with anything approach
ing certainty that he did or did not visit a particulax* place.
Even when the incident which is located in a certain setting is 
manifestly unhistorical it does not necessarily follow that Guru 
1'Tanak did not pass that way. On the other hand, the fact that 
an incident bears the marks of probability does not necessarily 
mean that the location given in the janam-sakhi is the correct one.

In addition to these remembered facts and their embellish
ments, stories would have gathered around certain references in 
his works. It seems clear that this must have happened in the case 
of Var Ramakali, sloks 2-7 of pauyi 12.̂  In these six sloks, as 
they appear in the Adi Granth, Guru Eanak speaks successively as 
Isar, Gorakh, Gopichand, Oharapa$;, Bharathari, end finally himself. 
The sloks were evidently intended for Kanphaf yogis and this would

1AG, pp. 952-3.



1explain the names used. Subsequently these names must have 
suggested that Guru Nanak had actually met these renowned 
figures and as a result there would have developed the story 
of his discourse with the Siddhs on Mount Sumeru which we find

 ̂ -Wfcuauris 28-31 of Bhal Gurdas’s Var l/~ sakhi 50 of the Buratan
*■=»■ «=* * * *  AJanamfesakhis and gogf 117 of the Miharban Janam-sakhi. Other

5similar pads would have assisted the process, notably Ramakali 4, 
which refers to Gorakhnath, and Ramakali 5? which mentions 
Machhendranath* In the Furataa janam-sakliis these two pads are 
responsible for a separate sakhi involving the two Naths, but 
in the Miharban Janam-sakhi they are a part of the lengthy discourse

Gorakhnath, Gopinath, and Charapafnath appear in the first of the 
lists of the nine Naths given by G. W. Briggs, Gorakhnath and 
the Kanphafa Yogis, p.136. Bharathari, or Bhartyhari, is said to 
have been a disciple of Gorakhnath and to have founded the Bairag 
sub-sect of the KanphaJ: order. According to tradition he was a 
king of Ujjain who abdicated his throne to become a yogi. Ibid., 
p. 65.
Ŝee infra pp. 179-81.
P̂ur JS, pp. 94-7.
^Mih JS, pp. 384-91•

5AG, p.877. 
htiicU
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1on Mount Sumeru which extends from gosfc 117 to gog.fr 124*
Obviously there can be no question of historical truth 

in the story for Guru Nanak and Gorakhnath certainly were not 
contemporaries, The only evident explanation is that a general 
acceptance of the Gorakhnathi belief in the immortal existence 
of the eighty-four Siddhs in the fastnesses of the Himalayas 
combined with these references in Guru Nan alef s works to produce 
a story of his having visited them there. The difference between 

fur a tan and Miharban accounts indicates that there must have 
been an evolution over a period of time, but there seems to be 
no doubt that the real genesis of the stor5̂ lay in these pads 
an<̂ &loks which were originally addressed to Nath yogis.

*=■ nutAnother such example appears to be Kau&a Bakhas di sakhi,
2or nthe story of KaugLa the Savage”, in which the crux is a cauldron

(karaha,) which refiises to boil. The pad which is incorporated in
the sakhi includes the line;

Tapata kapaha bujhi gaia Guri sitala namu dio.̂
The heat of the cauldron has subsided for the Guru 
has imparted the cooling Nam.

^Mih JS, pp. 364-413* The discourse also includes Asa 37 and 36 
(AG, pp. 359-60), both of which refer to Bharathari. (Op.cit.,
PP* 405-9)
P̂ur JS, sakhi 44? pp.81-2.
-;>Rag Maim, Mahal a 5? 14? AG- p. 100 2,
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This pad is by Guru Arjan, not by Guru Nanak. The ’cauldron’
he refers to is obviously the man,Hut read in a literal sense
the line fits the story of Kau$a the Savage very well. It is
possible that the pad was subsequently attached to the sakhi
because of Mis appropriate reference and the fact that the
Miharban Janatn-sakhi omits the pad could conceivably suggest

2this explanation. It seems more likely, however, that the 
sakhi developed out of the pad and that Miharban dropped the pad
because he realised it was not by Guru Nanak. Miharban does
occasionally attribute the works of later Gurus to Guru Nanak, 
but not with the same frequency as the other janam-sakhis. More
over, there is, as we shall see, some excuse for the errors which 
Miharban makes in this respect.

3 - 4Other examples are Miharban's gost 37 and the pad Malar 8
5which share a common reference to a heron5 gogfr 76 and Surplus

6 7 - 8  £?loks 30 where the connection is a lotus; gogj; 86 and Maru 4?

Hor man see infra pp. 531-4T.
Hih JS, gogj; 71? p.231.
3_ibid., pp. 112-4.
4AG, p.1257.
^Mih JS, pp. 251-3.
H g, p. 1412. Many of the sloks composed by the Gurus were incorporated 
by Guru Arjan in the various vars which occur throughout the AG. The 
remainder were grouped at the very end of the AG (pp.1410 ff) under the 
heading salok varan te vadhik, "sloks left over from the vars" or 
"Surplus oToks"!
7Mih JS, pp. 276-9.
8AG, p.990.
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1 —' -=both of which concern a frog; and gogf 108 and Var Majh, 
slok 1 of pauri 23,2 where the link is the word maru (an un
irrigated wasteland). As we shall see in the detailed examination 
of individual sakhis it is quite possible that the famous story 
of Sajjsqi the Thag owes its origin to this particular process,
The same pad did not, however, always produce the same story.

_ *5In the Puratan janam-sakhis Basant 3,' which concerns the futility 
of purified cooking squares, is directed to a scrupulous brahma# 
who had suught to construct a cooking square of unimpeachable

A met *rw «n ipurity, whereas in the Miharban Janam-sakhi it appears in a
discourse with some Vaig#avasby the Ganges, also on the subject

5of cooking squares.
In this way remembered facts, devout imaginations, suggest-

*1 ■*»' give references in the bani, and the mutations which inevitably 
result from oral repetition must have combined to create a stock 
of sakhis or isolated incidents concerning the life of Guru Uanak*

1Mib JS, pp. 358-60.
AG, p.148. 
hbid.. p. 1169.
Pur JS, salchi 38, p.72.
q *» ,Mill JS, gogt 41# PP* 120-3* Of also; Pur JS, sakhi 21, pp, 31-2;
Mih JS, gogfr 88, p.287. See supra 24S * Ibid., go$t*90> p.294. 
^ee gb.pra p.249. Ibid.» gogt 107, p.357.
Literally; word, speech. In this context ba&i or gurba#i refers 
to the compositions of the Gurus.



The next step would he to group a number of these saichxs into 
some sort of chronological pattern and to give the pattern a 
measure of stability by committing the selected sakhis to writing* 
Such a selection would still be open to alteration, but to a 
much lesser extent than was inevitably the case while the sakhis 
were still circulating orally* A selection once recorded would 
be copied, the copy would be copied, and so a tradition would be 
established, though still subject to modification by drawing on 
the oral stock, or perhaps on a diffei’ent written tradition.

The manuscripts which we now possess are evidently the 
products of the latter stage in this evolution, being copies of 
tVailier.. collections rather than original compilations. They fall 
into three recognisable, though overlapping, traditionss

1. The Puratan tradition*
2. The Miharban tradition.
p. The Bhai Bala tradition.

To these should be added the &yan-ratanavall9 a janam™sakhi attri
buted to Mani Singh which offers an independent selection, but 
which does not appear to have developed an independent tradition.

Of the four, the least reliable is the Bhai Bala tradition, 
but its influence has been immense. Ever since the days of Mac- 
auliffe it is the Puratan tradition which has been accorded the 
greatest measure of reliability and which has been used as the basi
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of all the "better biographies, 'there is now reason to believe 
that this opinion should be revised and that the Miharban Janam- 
sakhi, hitherto rejected as sectarian polemic, should be regarded 
as the most reliable of the four. This description is, however, 
a relative one. It should not be taken to imply anything re™ 
sembling consistent reliability.

One important work which does not fit easily into this 
classification is the first Yar of Bhai Gur&as, It is not a 
janam-saldiT in the nornmlly accepted sense as apart from four 
incidents it offers very little information about Guru Nanak’s 
life. Insofar as it does present s. pattern it accords with the 
Miharban J an am-sakh1, but the two could not be said to belong 
to a common tradition. The primary purpose of this Yar is to 
extol the greatness of the first six Gurus and to serve this 
purpose in the case of Guru Manak Bhai Gurdas has made a very 
limited selection from the available material. In this qualified 
sense it may be referred to as a janam-sakhi, but it would be 
unduly optirastic to expect from the relevant pauyis more than the 
barest sketch of the Guru’s life. Nevertheless, it certainly war
rants our closest attention because of Its relative nearness to 
the time of Guru Nanak, and no treatment of the j an am-sakhi s would 
be complete without it.

1 Usually an heroic ode of several paurls, or stanzas.
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Bhai Gurdas's Var 1

For much of what we know concerning Bhai Gurdas we are
hound to rely on Santokh Singh's Sura.j Prakas. This must prompt
a certain degree of caution as far as the details of his life 

1are concerned, hut there is nothing to suggest that the tradi
tional outline of it should he challenged, Bhai Gurdas is said
to have been a nephew of Guru Amar Das and accordingly a cousin

2of Guru Arjan's mother. The date of his birth is not known,
-but S. 1636 (ad 1579) is given as the year in which G-uru Ham. Das 
admitted him to the Panth. He was then despatched to iigra as a 
missionary, an interlude which was evidently responsible for the 
considerable Braj content of his Kabitt Savayye. Guru Arjan sub
sequently summoned, him back to the Panjab and retained him as 
his amanuensis during the compilation of the Adi Granth, After
Guru Arjan's death he became a trusted follower of Guru Hargobind,

_ a \ GHis death is said to have taken place in Goindval in S.1694 (AD 1637),

1Santokh Singh's Han ale Prakas and Sura,j Prakas are not historically 
reliable. (Macauliffe i.Ixxvi-lxxviij 1, p. 183* See infra p. 130, )
For a brief account of Bhai Gurdas's life see Xhushwant Singh,
A History of the Sikhs, vol. i, pp. 310-2,
2See Appendix 5? p* 647
3See Appendix 1, p. 607
'̂Amritsar District.
5MK, p.311. IChushwant Singh, op,cit., p,311> gives 1629.
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Bhai Gurdas's thirty-nine Yars^ and, to a lesser extent,
his 556 Kabitts are of considerable interest as an exposition
of contemporary Sikh belief, but they contain relatively little
biographical material. As far as Guru Manak is concerned much
material is confined to Yar 1, paupis 23-45, and Yar 11, paupis 

213-14. Other direct references to him are to be found in Yar 
24; 1-4 and Yar 26; 16, 30-31? but with the exception of a line 
from Yar 24: 1 which refers to his residence in Kartarpur,^ and 
another from Yar 24: 4 which describes the levelling of caste 
within the community established by the Guru, their content is 
exclusively eulogistic.

1 —The published editions of the Yars include forty, but the last
of these is by a later writer of the same name. Khushwant Singh,
op.cit., p.312.

■ IW.«J f ***

2The other portions which furnish some historical material are:
1; 17-22 The evil times which preceded the birth of Guru Manak *
lj 45-48) « -p. The five Gurus who succeeded Guru Manak.
3: 12 )
20; 1 ) The 'apostolic succession' of the six Gurus - the
26; 34 ) doctrine that the Guru is one although his spirit
38; 20 ) has passed through six bodies.
39: 2-3 )
11; 14-31) The names of prominent Sikhs who lived during the time 

of the five succeeding Gurus.
See infra p. 422, n.l.



According to the Gyan-ratanavail, Yar 1 was written in
response to a request made hy some Sikhs "at the time when the
fifth Master established the canon of Srr Granth Sahib11, which
would mean in, or soon after, AD 1604* As we shall see, however,
it is impossible to accord reliability to the introductory section
which contains this statement.̂  Professor Kirpal Singh argues
that the Yar must have been written after AD 1628 as paupi 48
contains, with reference to Guru Hargobind, the line:

Dalabharrj.an guru surama va$a jodha bahu paraupakari.
(This) h eroic Guru was a conqueror of armies, a 
mighty warrior and one supremely generous.

This, he maintains, indicates that it must have been written after
the sixth Guru had been involved in warfare. His first struggle
was against Shah j all an and is believed to have taken place in AD 1628.
Such an argument can, however, apply only to the paupi in which the
line occurs for there is no indication that the Yars were composed
as complete units.

The only safe conclusion is that the twenty™three pauris
would have been composed before AD 1637* They may well have been
written appreciably earlier, but there is no trustworthy evidence
which establishes this beyond doubt and the legendary details which

Ŝee infra p. 104*
Slih JS, Introductory Essays, p.82.
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they contain suggest a later rather than an earlier date*
The most we can say with assurance is that this "brief account 
of Guru Nanak's life was written at some time during a period 
extending from the close of the sixteenth century to the year 
1637? a period which began sixty years after the Guru’s death 
and ended one hundred years after that date*

The Buratan Janam-sakhis
The term Puratan Janam-sakhi, or ’’Ancient Janain-sakhi", 

is open to some misunderstanding as it has been used in two 
different senses. Strictly speaking it designates no single 
known work, but rather a small group of janam-sakhis which are 
clearly from a common source which has never been found. It is, 
however, generally used with reference to the composite work 
which was compiled by Bhai Vir Singh and first published in 1926*. 
The usage in this present study correspaxls to the second of these 
meanings. The first of them is covered by the plural Puratan 
janam-sakhis or by the term ’the Puratan tradition’*

Vir Singh’s edition is an amalgam of three Puratan janam-
sakhis. Their differences are not as insignificant as he indicates

1in his introduction, but the manuscripts which he uses are never-

1Pur JS, page a*
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theless very close to each other and their grouping under a 
single title is obviously justified. The three versions which 
Vir Singh used to prepare his edition were:

1. The Oolebrooke Janam-sakhi.
2. The Hafizabad J anam-sakhi.
3. A Puratan manuscript in the possession of

- - 1 IChalsa College, Amritsar.
Of these three, the first two provided practically all of his
material. The first edition of 1926 was evidently confined to

<bs> M b fttB few Rrithe Colebrooke and Hafizabad Janam-sakhis. The Khalsa College
manuscript was used only for the second and third editions, and
then only where gaps in the text of the first two made a third

2source necessary.

1, The Colebrooke, or Valaitvali Janam-sakhi.
hr, Trurapp has recorded in the introduction to his The 

Adi Granth the manner in which the manuscript of the Colebrooke 
Janam-sakhi was discovered*

See infra p. 333*
2Pur JS, page k. There is, however, one very significant place 
where the editor was obliged to have recourse to this third Ms.
The last folio of the Colebrooke Ms has been seriously damaged 
and in the case of the Hafisabad Ms it was evidently missing 
altogether. (Gurmukh Singh, Introduction to Macauliffe's edition, 
p. 9). The date given for Guru Manak’s death (S.1595? Asu sudi 10) 
has, however, survived in the Colebrooke text.
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After my return to Europe in 1872, some manu
scripts of the Granth were forwarded to me from the 
India Office Library, for the prosecution of my 
labours, and to these some other Gurmuldii manuscripts 
were added, in the expectation that the one or the 
other might prove useful in my researches* In look
ing them over, 1 found an old manuscript, partly 
destroyed by white ants, the early characters of 
which, resembling those of the old copy of the Granth, 
preserved at ICartarpur, and signed by Guru Arjun him
self, at once caught my eye* On the first leaf it 
contained In Sanskrit letters the short title, Nanak 
ka Granth Janamasakhi ka, A book of Nanak, referring 
to his birth (or IhfeTT" The copy had been presented 
to the Library of the Bast India House, according to 
the entry on the first leaf, by the famous H* T. Cole- 
brooke, without his being aware, as It appears, of 
the contents of the book. As soon as I commenced, to 
read the book, I observed with great pleasure, that 
this was a descx̂ iptlon of the life of Nanak quite 
different from all the others I had hitherto seen.
As the characters, so also was the idiom, in which 
it was composed, old and in many words ajd expressions 
agreeing with the diction of Guru Arjun.
It is not known how the manuscript came into Colebrooke1s

hands, but it seems probable that he must have delivered it to
Bast 'India House in, or shortly after, 1815* It was in that year
that he returned from India and it was soon after his return that
he presented his collection of Sanskrit manuscripts to the Bast

2 -India Company. The likelihood is that the Gurmukhi manuscript
was handed over at the same time.

1Loc.clt., p.ii. The Ms Is 10 Library Ms Panj, B6, 
D̂ictionary of National Biography (1887 edition), p.285,
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Trumpp's work was published in 1877 and his information
aroused the interest of Sikh scholars in the PaHjab. In 1885
some Amritsar Sikhs petitioned the Lieutenant-Governor of the
Panjab, Sir Charles Aitcheson, to have the manuscript brought
to India for Inspection. The petition was granted and in the
autumn of the same year the manuscript was sent to the 1°ah jab

1and made available for scrutiny in Lahore and Amritsar. Learn-
Ing of the Sikhs’ desire to have it photographed, Sir Charles
made arrangements to have this done at government expense. The
manuscript was photographed and printed by means of a zineographic
process in 1885 and copies were given to selected institutions 

2as gifts.
In the meantime the Lahore Singh Sabha had made a copy 

from the manuscript end this had been lithographed in Lahore 
in 1884*^ This is the janam-sakhi which is variously called the

Ab i * * * ' JhM tea;Col ebr o oke J an am- s aldii or the Val ai t val i J anam- s akh i. The original
manuscript is incomplete as leaves 2-6 inclusive, 18 and 19* and

Atwo of the three leaves 42, 15 and 14 are missing. ‘ The text of

1 **The preface to the Lahore Singh Sabha edition mentions only Amritsar.
2Photozincograph Facsimile, prefatory Note, p.iii; Curmukh Singh, 
Introduction to Macauliffe’s edition of the Hafizabad JS, pp.5-4;
Pur JS, Introduction, pp. u-a. There are copies In the BM and the 
10 Library,
^There is a copy in the 10 Library (Panj,50.E.2),
APhotozincograph Facsimile, prefatory Note, p.iii*
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the latter four leaves is supplied by the Haf 1 zabad Janam-Saldil, 
but there is no indication of what leaves 2-6 contained*

2* The Hafizabad, or Hacauliffe Janam-sakhi*
In the same year that the photozincograph facsimiles of

the 0olebrooke Janam-sakhi were produced Macauliffe published
another version of the same janam-sakhi. This version had been
acquired the previous year in the town of Hafizabad by Bhai
Gurmukh Singh of Oriental College, Lahore* Gurmukh Singh passed
the manuscript on to Hacauliffe who divided off the individual

1words and had it lithographed at his own expense. The version 
was designated the Hafizabad Janam-s^khi by Gurmukh Singh and 
this is its usual title, but it has also been referred to as 
the Hacau1iffe Janam-sakhi. Gurmukh Singh reported in his 
introduction to the lithographed edition that there were pages
missing from the end of the manuscript and that Macauliffe had

• «  2 used the G ol ebro oke J an am- salchl to complete the edition.

1Gurmukh Singh writes in his Introduction to iviacauliff e’s edition, 
pp. that the Ms came into the possession of Sardar Jawahar
Singh, a police officerin Hafizabad, District Gujranwala, and 
that it was from him that the writer obtained it* There is a 
copy of Macauliffe’s edition in the Bm (14162. c*14)* The Ms is 
no longer traceable.
2_Ibxd „, p.9*
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These were the two manuscripts which Vir Singh used for
practically the whole of his Puratan Janam-sakhi» The basis
was the Colebrooke Janam-sakhi, but any material which was in
^ ie Hafizabad version and not in the CQlebrooke manuscript was

added with appropriate notes to identify it. Variant readings
were set out in footnotes, except where the editor considered

1them too insignificant to warrant mention. For the most part 
the two versions are very close, with only occasional words or 
phrases differing, In places, however, the difference is more 
marked, The three most important examples occur in 'the conclusion 
to Jugavall di sakhî  where in the closing sentences the two 
diverge and where only the Colebrooke version gives the apocryphal 
Jugavali; in Saidpnr di sakhi where the Hafizabad Janam-sakhi
has a lengthy additional passage describing the Emperor Babur as

4 ™a clandestine qalandar; and at the conclusion of the first udasi

‘One important difference which he omitted to mention is that the 
Hafizabad Ms does not have the text of Asa Patti bikhr in the 
second sakhi, (See Maculiffe’s edition, p*5»T*
P̂ur JS, sakhi 29? p.46. 
^Ibid.? pp, 58-65.
4 - £Ibid,» p.65 n* • Macauliffe edition, pp, 163-7.
"’lour or lengthy journey. When spelt with a capital initial (Udasi) 
it designates an order of ascetics founded by Baba Sri Chand, one 
of Guru Manak's two sons.
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where the Ilaf izabs-d version has two complete sakhis which are 
not in the Colebrooke Janam-sakhi.'**

As with all janam-saldixs both versions include substantial
quantities of ban! attributed to Guru Nanak. lost of it is to

— 2be found in the Adi Granth under his title, but some of it appears
there under the title of other Gurus or of Sabir, and some of it 
is not to be found in the Adi Granth at all. The works which have 
been correctly attributed to him frequently differ from the Adi 
Granth versions in detail, but in Vir Singh’s edition they have 
been altered to conform to the Adi Granth text, "for the correct 
text of gurabani is that of the Guru Granth Sahib and it is not

li>rfipiilH| III ■ IfJ fe j+T I » HI Ul P' >■■■! i !■ I» W ■  i*IWaW3BL II I . . . * III Ili dWMl—«

3 -proper to print any corrupt text". Apart from a number of dohas
he has omitted the apocryphal works, but has given five examples 
as appendices.̂ '

Of the two the Hafizabad version appears to be closer to
-A" ■ " I — ' - ■ ■■

the common source. Certainly it is a better copy. Vir Singh
gives four examples of variant readings, in all of which the Hafiz-
- - 5abad version is clearly correct and the Colebrooke version in error.

^Pur JS, sakhi 40, pp. 73-4* Hacauliffe edition, pp. 184^6f sakhi 
41, pp* 74-8, Macauliffe edition, pp. 187-97*
‘i'-iahala 1, See Appendix 1, p*6l2,
3Pur JS, Introduction, p.h.
hbid.. pp. 116-20.
5Ibid., Introduction, pp. e-s.



Another such example occurs in the fjivanabh di sakhî  where
in the Hafizahad version the fourth couplet of the pad from
Rag Maru is preceded by the words?

lab phir raje puchhia, Ji turn Hindu jan Musalaman
ho? lab Guru Baba chauthe paupi bolia;

These words are absent in the Colebrooke Janam-sakhi, but there
can be no doubt that the context requires them*

It would not, however, be safe to assume that the Hafiz-
abad Janam-sakhi is the original of the Puratan group. The
nature of the variations does not suggest that the Colebrooke
version has been copied from the Hafizabad Janam-sakhi, even at
one or two removes, and in at least one place the Colebrooke
reading is correct and that of Hafizabad incorrect. It appears
more likely that both have a common source, and in view of their
very considerable measure of identity it seems clear that neither
can be far removed from it.

The original janam-sakhi has, however, never been found,
although some writers have associated it with the name of a certain 

- - 3Seva Das. Macauliffe refers to this writer in his Introduction

^Pur JS, sakhi 47, p. 87 n * .
2 — — - — ~The Hafizabad JS gives the rag of the first pad in sakhi 53 as
Jaitasari, whereas the Colebrooke version correctly gives it as 
Dhanasari. Pur JS, p.56.
3E.g. GapgLa Singh, Contemporary Sources of Sikh History, pp. 6-7? 
Khushwant Singh, A History of the Sikhs, vol. i, p.300.



The last Janam sakhi which we shall notice was 
written by a Sikh called Sewa Das* Of this we have 
obtained several copies. One of them in our possession 
bears the date Sambat 1645 — A.D.1588. It was there
fore completed at least sixteen years before the com
pilation of the Granth Sahib by Guru Arjan, which is 
admitted to have taken place in A.D,1604*̂

There is, however, no mention of a Seva Das in the janam-sakhi
which Hacauliffe published and it is clear from a footnote which
he attaches at the end of the first sentence of the above quotation
that the information was not based on anything he. had himself seen;

The late Sir Atar Singh, Chief of Bhadaur, gave the 
author this information*

Kanh Singh, who worked very closely with Macauliffe, also makes
a brief, cryptic reference to Seva Das.

Seva Das; a person who lived in Pojhohar^ and who 
wrote a janam-sakhi of Guru Hanak in A.D.1588.4

This Is all that he tells us. There is no indication at all of
the grounds for the statement, Ho such janam-sakhi is known to 

5exist and the fact that one of the manuscripts seen by Macauliffe 
bore the date 3,1645 is no proof that the manuscript was actually

Loc.cit., i,1xxxvi.
2Ibid,, i.lxxxvi, n.l.
3The area around Rawalpindi*
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written then* The date of composition claimed by the Bhai Bala 
janam-sakhrs indicates the impossibility of trusting such claims 
without careful scrutiny* In this case such an examination can 
no longer be made and the possibility of the Puratan manuscripts 
being traced back to an original written in S.1645 by a writer 
named Seva Das must obviously be regarded as exceedingly remote* 

Neither the Colebrooke nor the Hafizabad Janam-sakhi 
bears an explicit date, but one reference in the Colebrooke manu
script clearly points to AD 1635* The fact that the two versions

m*  M4i tetf ma  nandiverge in their conclusions to the Jugavali di sakhi has been

Sardar G. B. Singh has attributed the first collection of sakhis 
to a certain Shimbhoo Hath Brahman.

"Various episodes connected with Guru Hanak's 
life (not necessarily historical facts) were 
written by different people at different times, 
but none earlier than the last half of Akbar's 
reign .......... The first collection of these
episodes was made in 1701 AD by Shimbhoo Hath 
Brahman and it contains only 30 episodes in their 
simplest form."

- from a handwritten note by G* B. Singh attached to the Colebrooke
Ms in the 10 Library (Ms Panj* B6).

This is evidently the Ms referred to by Dr. Mohan Singh
in a note describing manuscript copies of j an am™sakhis which he had
personally acquired:

"Of the remaining four (MSS), one dated 1701 was 
caligraphed by a Brahmin and is in the Punjab Uni
versity Library, Lahore. This is a collection of
'Adi Sakhis1.”

“ The Spokesman, 9.12.57? quoted by G. S. Clihabra, The Advanced
Study in History of the Punjab, p.49. It is Ms no. 4141 in the
Pan jab University L i^rar T̂^VoTke r Moeller, art. Die Lebensdaten 
des Glaubensstlfters Uanak in the Indo-Iranlan Journal, vol* vii, 
no. 4, p^87j:
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noted above, The Colebrooke Janam-aaldhi gives the text of the 
Jugavali and then in the conclusion which follows Includes 
the words;

Kalijug char bazar sat sai paintis baras 
varatia hai 4735.1
Four thousand, seven hundred and thirty-five 
years of Kaliyug have passed, 4735.
Working on the assumption that this refers to the date

of the janam-sakhi1s original compilation? and following the
method of Karam Singh? Vir Singh calculates the year as follows:

The year in which Vir Singh was writing was 
Ah 1926 which equals S.1983*
In S,1983 5026 years of Kaliyug had passed.
Subtract 4735 from 5026 and the result is 291 
which must represent the number of years which 
had elapsed between the compilation of the 
janam-sakhi and the year S. 1983 (Ah 1926),
Subtract 291 from 1983 and the result is S. 1692 
or AD 1635.

This places the janam-sakhi in the period of Guru Hargobind who
2was Guru from Ah 1606 to 1645.

The claim which this represents is that the original janam- 
sakhi? not the Colebrooke copy? was written in Ah 1635* The fact

1Pur JS, p.116.
2Ibid., pp. 116-7.
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that this reference is missing from the Hafizabad Janam-sakhi 
substantially weakens the claim, but there are other factors 
which do at least suggest the same period. One such is the 
inclusion of works by Guru Arjan which are erroneously attri
buted to Guru Nanak, This indicates a date later than the time 
of Guru Arjan for the Adi Granth was compiled near the end of 
his life* Another is the evident fact that the author had not 
seen Bhai Gurdas’s Var 1. It is inconceivable that had he done 
so he would have omitted reference to the Baghdad incident which 
Bhai Gurdas described* This does not prove that the janam-sakhi 
predated the Var» but it does point to a period which preceded 
the general dissemination of Bhai Gurdas’s works. Thirdly, there
is the obvious age of the language and the script, both of which

-  1 resemble those of the Kartarpur version of the Adi Granth, Hone
of these factors could be regarded as determinative, but the second
and third are of some significance, particularly the third.

The Colebrooke manuscript itself is dated by Vir Singh
after AD 1699. This he does on the basis of a salutation which
comes at the very end of the manuscript:

CtTK atr w t  2Bolaliu Vahiguru ji ki fatai hoi,

Ê. Irumpp, The Adi Granth, p.ii (see supra p. 82 )| Pur JS,
Introduction, pp, a, e.

i’ur JS, p. 115.
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The word Vahiguru had already emerged by the time of Guru Arjan
as it appears for the first time hi the savayyas of the bhaffs
who were contemporaries of his. The salutation Vahiguru ,ji ki
fateh hoi is, however, unknown before the time of the tenth Guru
and its first known usage was at the institution of the Khalsa 

2in 1699* In the Golebrooke manuscript it appears in the same 

hand as the remainder of the j anam-sakhi , but this does not 
affect the likelihood that it was added to the original version, 
either by the writer of the Qolebrooke manuscript or by another 
writer whom he was following. It would be an entirely natural 
conclusion for him to add at the very end. The obvious age of 
its script means, however, that the Colebrooke cannot be much 
later than 1699 and accordingly it seems likely that it must have 
been written in the early eighteenth century. This would mean that 
the original would have been written during the seventeenth century 
and it may well have been composed as early as the time of Guru 
Hargobind,

Little can be said concerning the liaflaabad manuscript. 
Gurmukh Singh estimated that it had been written before the time

^Sae Appendix 1, p. 608.
2Pur JS, Introduction, pp, &-e.



of Guru Gobind Singh (1666-1708), hut gave no reasons for his
opinion.1 The fact that it is so close to the Colebrooke
version, and at the same time more reliable where variants occur,
points to the latter years of the seventeenth century, but the
conclusion can be no more than a tentative one.

These two manuscripts, the Colebrooke and the Hafizabad
janam»sakhis, are the most important of the Puratan group, but
several others have been discovered. Macauliffe mentions '’several 

2copies" and karam Singh reported having seen the following:
1. A copy dated S.1790 (id) 1733) in a Lahore bookshop.
2. A copy in Gurdwara Darbar Asthan, Lahore,
3* A cop3̂ dated S* 1787 (AD 1730) in Ferozepore,

which stated that it was a copy of the janam-sakhi 
which had been written in Burhanpur in S.1727 (AD 1670) 

4. A copy in Hyderabad (Sindh) said to have been written 
in Shikarpur*

5* A copy seen in Bandaian da pera, Bahawalpur District.
In addition to these he mentions a copy which he himself had not 
seen, but which was reported to have been seen in Baradwan and to 
bear the date S.1814 (AD 175?).̂

1 ^  _Introduction to Macauliffe's edition of the Hafizabad JS, p.3.
^Macauliffe, i.lxxxvi. See supra p. 88.
^Karam Singh, hat talc kl Visakh, p. 118.
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India Office Library Manuscript, Paff.iabi B40«
In addition to the Colebrooke J‘anam~sakhi the India

Office Library possesses another manuscript which is obviously
related to the Puratan tradition, an illustrated one dated S.1790 

•](AD 1733)o™ This may well be the first of the copies mentioned 
by Karam Singh. The dates correspond and the copy seen by ICaram 
Singh was also illustrated. It may also be the same j an am-sakhi

^  -  -  2as that referred to by Gurmukh Singh as the Lahore Yali Janam-sakhi. 
Of this manuscript Gurmukh Singh tells us nothing except that it 
is dated S.1790 and that it is not in the Bhai Bala tradition. The 
manuscript B40 was acquired by the India Office Library in 1907#

This manuscript is related to the Puratan tradition, but 
it is far from being identical with the Colebrooke or Hafizabad 
versions. Apart from the early sakhis it is largely independent 
of them. It follows the Hafizabad J anam-sakh1 in the early sakhis, 
but after the spddii which describes Guru Nan ale * s departure from

'Sammat 1790 miti bhadho sudi 3 var sulcaru. ' (Polio 230a). The 
copyist's name is given as Daiaram (folio 2p0b) and a rough note 
on folio 84b claims that it was dictated by a certain Bhai bangu.

2 -  -  -  Gurraukh Singh, introduction to Macauliffe* s edition of the Hafizabad
J3, p * 0 o
L̂ike the Hafizabad Ms, but unlike the Colebrooke version?it omits 
the text of Asa Patti Llkhl In the second sakhi. See supra 85 ?n*l. 
There are numerous minor variants.



Sultanpur it diverges and only a limited amount of the remaining 
material corresponds even remotely to the two main Puratan manu
scripts.'*' Some of the sakhis indicate a connection with the Bhai 
« — 2Bala tradition, hut only a very indirect one, the versions re
corded In this manuscript having been withdrawn from the oral 
stock appreciably earlier than the corresponding Bhai Bala sakhis. 
Bhai Bala, the person, Is nowhere mentioned. Several of the sakhijB
are simply discourses rather than incidents and bear such vague 

„v »v. 3 ~ »*4titles as Sakhi iku raje nali hoi and Bab a jl ik mulaku gaia. 
Unlike the principal Puratan manuscripts it includes the famous 
story of Guru Nanak watering his Lahore fields from Hardwar,^ and

1There is an appreciable degree of correspondence in the following 
sakhis% Kaliyug, folios 44 ff; Saidpur, folios 66 ff; the 
wealthy man's flags, folios 189 ff; the first half of the sakhi 
concerning Raja îvanabh, corresponding to the Pur JS sakhi 41, 
folios?138 ff. For the second half see infra pp. 373? 375-6.

Gogt AbdlilRahaman nali, folios 37 ff (BB JS, p*547); Bhola
Chor, folios 41 ff{BB JS p.452); Gogt Mule Khatri nali, folios 
100 ff (BB JS, p.468); Gogf BabeJanaku At|ite Randhavai nali, 
folios 111 ff. (BB JS,^p.468). Mala and Jitta Randhava are both 
mentioned by Bhai Gurdas in his Yar 11. See infra pp. 190-1.
1̂0 Library Ms Panj, B40, folios 128 ff.
'̂Xbid., folios 158 ff,
^Ibid., folios 76 ff, See infra pp, 238-9.
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1it also refers to a Baghdad visit* The collection follows no 
logical order after the departure from Sultanpur, simply re
cording sakhis as isolated incidents. Consecutive sakhis are 
sometimes linked, hut there is no consistent sequence,

2A brief note in the India Office Library catalogue 
indicates that Sardar G. B, Singh, who examined the Library's 
Faffjab! manuscripts in 1949? regarded the variant readings of 
this manuscript as simpler and more archaic than the text of 
the Coleb.rooke Janani-satdii, and on these grounds concluded that 
it represents an even earlier version of the Puratan tradition 
than the Colebrooke manuscript, There appears to be no doubt 
that it does represent a more primitive collection than either 
the Colebrooke or Hafizabad j an am-sakhis. Although there is 
little to distinguish the three as far as language is concerned 
the sakhis of this version are, fox* the most part, more rudimentary 
than those of the Colebrooke and Hafizabad manuscripts. Several 
of them consist of little more than a pad, with a very brief in
troduction added to give it a setting, Whether it may be regarded 

as a version of the Puratan tradition is, however, open to some

1 - ~“10 Library Ms Pan j, B. 40 j, folio 200* The sakhi does not, however, 
correspond to Bhai Gurdas's account of the Guru's Baghdad visit* 
(Var Is35-36. See infra p, 183)* According to this Ms the dis
course in Baghdad is said to have been with Sheikh Sharaf.
2Panjabi MSS Catalogue, MSS.Bur*D.498*
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doubt* If it is to be assigned to any of the recognisable tradi- 
tions then it must certainly be included within the Puratan group, 
but it would be more accurate to speak of an affiliation with 
the Puratan tradition rather than of inclusion within it*

The Miharban Janam-sakhi

Of the three traditions the most neglected has been that 
of the Miharban Janam-sakhi. Until relatively recent years this 
was inevitably the case as no copy of any substantial portion of 
the janam-sakhi was known to exist. The absence of any such manu
script was not, however, regarded as a serious misfortune for the 
janam-sakhi had long since acquired a disagreeable reputation, 
Macauliffe reflected this hostile opinion In the brief paragraph 
which he devoted to the Miharban Jan am-sakhi In his Introduction 
to The Sikh Religion* The paragraph concludes:

Miharban, the son of Prithi Chand, wrote a 
Janamsakhi of Guru Nanak in which he glorified 
his own father. Here there was ample opportunity 
for the manipulation of details* It is in this 
Janamsakhi,of the Minas we first find mention of 
Bhai Bala,
In the circumstances this judgment was understandable, but 

it was both inaccurate and unjust, Prithi ChandTs name does not

IMcawiiffe, i*lxxx,:~ Gurmukh:-Singh.,: dm his Introduction to Macaul
iffe1 s edition of the Hafizabad JS, lists all the JSs known at the 
time (1885)* There is no reference to the Miharban JS.
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appear in Miharban1s account of the Guru's life, there is very
little evidence in it of what could be called "manipulation
of details", and there is no reference to Bhai Bala* Kanh Singh

1subsequently expressed a similar condemnation and there can be 
no doubt that these two influential writers have been responsible 
for perpetuating, and indeed strengthening, a mistaken hostility 
towards the janam-sakhi* It does not denigrate Guru Nanak and it 
is no more misleading factually than other janam-sakhis, but it is 
still regarded with considerable suspicion and has been largely 
ignored*

The basic reason for this traditional hostility is the 
fact that So$hx Miharban, the author of the janam-sakhE", was closely 
associated with the heretical sect of Mip.as, Miharban, whose real 
name was Manohar- Das, was the only son of Prithi Chand (AD 1558” 
1619),^ the eldest son of Guru Bam Das* According to the manuscript

"Miharban: Baba Prithichand1s son, who became the leader of the
Divana sect. Like his father he too opposed the Guru Sahib and 
wrote a ĵanam-sakhi of Guru Nanak in which there are many things, 
contrary to the GuruDs teachings," - IK, p.726* The Divanas were 
a sect of Udasi sadhus. See MK, p.476,
2 «*Kirpal Singh,^Mih JS Introduction, p.vi, evidently following 
Go©tan Miharvan ji dian (see infra p£9n)* MK, p.603, gives his 
dates”pXs^6iy#llF'l558-1618yr Gura Arjan, the youngest of 
Guru Ram das’s three sons, was accordingly Miharban1s uncle. See 
Appendix 5, p. 647.
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Gogtan Miharvan ;il dlan he was horn on Magh sudi 5? 8.1638, 
which corresponds to O’anuary 24th, 1582 A.I)* The same manu
script records that when Miharban was six ox' seven months old 
Guru Ram. has died on Bhadron sudi 3? 8.1638, and subsequently
repeats this statement. If, however, Miharban was born in Magh

/
sudi5? 8.1638, he must have been born after the death of Guruf
Ram Das, whereas if it be accepted that he was born seven 
months before the Guru*s death then Magh sudi 5? S.1637? would 
be an appropriate date, being seven months and twenty days be
fore the date of the Guru’s death. It seems clear that the 
author of Gogfan Miharvanji dian must have intended the year
to be 8.1637 and that accordingly id) 1581 may be accepted as

- 2the probable year of Miharban1s birth. At his father's death

1 -"The Discourses of Miharban", an old Ms, evidently written dur
ing the seventeenth century id), Ms no, 3510 (188) in the Sikh 
Reference Library, Amritsar. The author Is said to have been 
Hariji, the second son and successor of Miharban. (iCirpal Singh, 
Mill JS Introduction, p.vii n.l, and Introductory Essays, p.36 n.l) 
Professor ICirpal Singh also refers to an incomplete Ms entitled 
Gogf Baba Manak ,ji ki, Sikh Histoiy Research Department no.2306, 
the greater portion of which consists of discourses said to have 
been uttered by Guru Ranak during his ICartarpur days, (Op.cit., 
p.38,} Dr. Gap$a Singh has informed the -writer that this Ms, 
which contains examples of Mip.a polemic against the orthodox Sikhs, 
was presented to the Department by Bawa Udham Singh of Lahore in 
1932, and that according to the donor it had been in the possession 
of his family for at least one hundred years. 1U1 almost identical 
copy of this Ms^which was in the possession of the late Sant Jwala 
Singh of Patiala was destroyed during the rainy season of 1949.
See also Gap$a Singh, Contemporary Sources of Sikh History, p,7.
2 t ^ „Kirpal Singh, op,cit., Introductory essays, pp.1-2,
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he became guru of the Mipas and he himself died in id) I64O.
Prior to Miharban's birth his father, Prithi Chand,

had been responsible for the management of Guru Ham Das's kitchen
and household affairs. His behaviour was evidently unsatisfactory
for, in spite of being the Guru's eldest son, he was passed over
in favour of his younger brother, Arjan, when his father chose a
successor*. After Q-x.iru Ram Das's death Prithi Chand is said to have
taken possession of all the household goods and made efforts to
assert his claim to the succession* The efforts failed, but he
persisted in his opposition and following Guru Arjan's execution

2in AD 1606 made further attempts to secure the succession*
At some point Prithi Chand was called a Mi$a and the name

stuck, both to him and to the group of followers he had gathered*
The Mi&as were a tribe of Gurgaon and the adjacent districts of
RajasthanHbo specialised in highway robbery and who are described

3by Ibbetson as "the boldest of our criminal classes". The word
passed into the common parlance of the Panjab where it was used
to describe a dissembling rogue, one who took care to conceal his

4evil intentions. some Sikh scholars are of the opinion that the 

1Kirpal Singh, op.cit., Introductory Essays, p..5.•
Ĝapgla Singh, Han ale Pan this, p. 15 n.28,
3Sir Denzil Ibbetson, Panjab Castes, p.282,
^Hazara Singh and Vir Singh, Varan Bhai Gurdas, p.577*



-  ~  — 1epithet was first applied to Prithi Chand by Guru Ram Das, 
hut the first known example of its usage in this context appears
to he in the Vars of Bhai Gurdas.

«, *, —■ — 2Mip.a hoa Pirathia kari kari $e$hak baralu chalaia*
Prithia became a Mipa, acting perversely and 
venting his madness.

*

This is a brief reference in a list of famous antagonists, 
Var 36 applies the term to the group as well as to the leader

■Sand denounces them at some length* According to Santokh Singh 
the Var was composed while Bhai Gurdas was returning from an un
pleasant interview with Prithi Chand in the village of Hera. He 
had, so Santokh Singh claims, been sent there by Guru Arjan in 
order to give assurances of affection, but had received in return 
some strongly worded insults,̂ *

Santokh Singh's Suraj Prakas is both late'* and in many
respects unreliable, and such accounts which find no support else
where warrant a measure of scepticism* There can, however, be 110

^Hazara Singh and Vir Singh, op.cit., p. 577* Gap da Singh, Nan ale 
Panthis, p.15 n.29*
2Var 26:33.
Aura.j Prakas, rasi 3 ansu 24-25. In Vir Singh's edition vol.vi
pp. 2002-11.
^Hazara Singh and Vir Singh, op.cit., p.577*

5It was completed in S.1901 (AD 1844)* MK, p*183
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doubt concerning the warmth of Bhai Gurdas's feelings. Obviously 
there must have been a real division between the Mi$as and the 
orthodox Sikhs, a conclusion which is confirmed by the Pabistan.

In short, after Arjan Hal, his brother Prithia, 
whom the latter’s followers call Guru Meharban (sic), 
occupied the spiritual office. Now lhat Is one thou- 
sand and fifty-five al-Hijri (AD 1645)» Guru Harji Is 
his successor. Prithia and his successors hold them
selves to be Bhagats,that is, the worshippers of God.
And the disciples of Guru Hargobind, son of Arjan Mai 
name them (Prithia and his successors and followers)
Mina (the detestable) and this name among them is con
temptuous . ̂
It is obvious that the orthodox were deeply hostile to

wards the Mipas, but the precise nature of the conflict at this 
early stage is less clear. Was there an explicit doctrinal dis
agreement or was the division an essentially personal one which 
had developed out of Prithi Chand’s bitterness at having been 
passed over in favour of a younger brother? Bhai Gurdas described
the Mip.as as liars, hypocrites and thieves, destined for consignment 

2to Jarnpur, but there is nothing in his vigorous denunciations 
which enables us to identify a specifically doctrinal issue, apart 
from fie refusal to recognise the authority of the legitimate Guiu.
It is easy to imagine that the conflict subsequently threw up such 
differences, but the likelihood appears to be that the quarrel was

1 - - Gap4a Singh, Nanak Pan this, p. 15* The sect is now extinct.
Aar 36:2-4.
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basically a personal one and that accordingly the Mi^as were 

schismatics, not heretics„

The refusal to acknowledge the legitimate succession 

would certainly have been regarded as an extremely serious one 

by the orthodox Sikhs, but the issue was not one which neces

sarily involved differing interpreta/tions of Guru Nanak’s works*

At no point does Bhai Gurdas accuse the Minas of manipulating 

either the Guru’s bapi or the traditions concerning Guru Nanak’s 

life. Some of the remarks he makes about their perverseness 

might perhaps be interpreted in this way, but such interpretations 

would be forced* It is much more likely that Bhai Gurdas is re™ 

ferring simply to Prithi Ghand’s positive refusal to accept the 

legitimacy of Guru Aryan’s accession*

This is not to deny that the Mipas subsequently tampered 

with both scripture and tradition. It does, however, suggest that 

their early history may have been misinterpreted and It certainly 

indicates that the question of Miharban’s allegiance to the teach

ings of Guru Nanak and the traditions concerning his life should 

not be prejudged on the basis of his connection with the sect.

His allegiance to Guru Nanak’s teachings and his value as a medi

ator of tradition must be judged on the basis of M s  own janam-sakhi, 

The pidncipal agent in the development of the belief con
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cerning the general unreliability of Miharban1s testimony was 
probably the compiler of the Gyan-ratanavali. In the intro
duction to this work it is explicitly stated that the Chhofe

■= 1 ftr*Mel Vale had introduced errors into the record of Guru Manak's
life and discourses, and that as a result the faith of the or
thodox was declining.2 The compiler of this janam-sakhi is, 
however, an untrustworthy source of Information concerning the 
eafiy seventeenth century. Further on in his introductory passage 
he declares;

At the time when the fifth Master estab
lished. the canon of Sri Granth Sahib the Sikhs 
besought him (saying), 'There is no authenti
cated version of the discourses. The PaMj Mel Vale 
have all interpolated objectionable things in the 
janam-sakhi and are leading the Sikhs astray'^
Bhai Gurdas was instructed to write a janam-sakhi 
in the form of a var so that by means of the var 
the Guru's Sikhs might read the record (of the 
Guru's life).̂
This is clearly an anachronism. It is true that the

MIp.as were one of the five execrated groups which came to be
4collectively referred to as the Panj Mel, but of the other four

1Literally "the lower congregation", a term which could be applied 
to any heretics or dissenters, but which came to bQ attached 
specifically to the Minas« MK, p.603.
2See infra p. 156 for a translation of the Introduction.
hil, 1891 edition, p.5.
4fflC, pp. 593-4.
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only one, the Masands, had been established by the time of Guru
Arjan, the fifth Master. Moreover, it was not until after his

1time that the Masands fell into evil ways. The remaining three, 
the Dhirmallias, the Eamraias, and the Sirgums, all developed
later. The Dhirmallias were the followers of Dhir Mai, the grand-

— 2son of Guru Hargobind. He was born in AD 1626 and accordingly
his followers could not have been active in the first decade of

aw* » r .  /ft*the seventeenth century. Similarly, Ham Rai, Guru Hari Rai’s
3son and Dhir Mai’s nephew, was born in AD 1646. The Sirgums

were those who cut theirhair, a practice which could not have
been treated as an offence until after the founding of the Khalsa 

4 ~in AD 1699. The term Pah.j Mel obviously became current after 
this latter date.

Accordingly, it appears that the compiler of the Gyan— 
ratanayali did not really possess accurate information concerning 
the motives which prompted Bhai Gurdas’s Var 1. A possibility 
which should not be over-looked is that the reference to the Patlj

^They were first appointed by Guru Ram Das to collect tithes and 
offerings. During the seventeenth century they became corrupt 
and the order was abolished by Guru Gobind Singh in AD 1693.
MK, p.698.
2MIC, p.500. See Appendix 5? p. 647*
3MK, p.775. See Appendix 5, p. 647.
4HK, p.149.
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Mel Vale is a misprint in the 1891 edition of the Gyan-ra11anavalj1
2or an error in a manuscript which was used for its preparation,

and that the correct reading should he Ohhoje Mel Vale * Even so,
the janam-sakhi is, as we shall see, a relatively late product
and without corroboration cannot be regarded as a safe authority
on an incident which is alleged to have taken place in the time
of Guru Arjan,

Whatever the reasons may have been, the hostility was
certainly..‘there and in the absence of a copy of the Miharban Janam-
sakhi there was no evident reason for modifying it. In these
circumstances the judgments expressed by Macauliffe and Kanh Singh
were perhaps inevitable. It was not until relatively recently
that a manuscript covering more than half of the whole janam-sakhi

3was eventually discovered* This manuscript comprises three 
pothis,or volumes, the first of which was edited by Professor Kir- 
pal Singh of Khalsa College, Amritsar, and published in 1962* The 
remaining two are due to be published in 1965* The first of the

^See infra p* 135? n,l,
2This is, however, unlikely. A note by the printer inserted in the 
’margin of p.41 of the GR indicates that several MSS were used for 
the preparation of the introductory section. (See infra p.l54,n*l# )
%s No. SHRs427A of the Sikh History Research Department, Khalsa 
College, Amritsar.
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pothis is obviously much the most important part of the whole 
j anam-sakhi * The second and third po this contain little other 
than discourse and interpretation of scripture, and it is evi
dent that the same must apply to practically all that was con
tained in the remaining three pothis which have never been found. 
Practically all that is of any biographical importance will al
most certainly have been included in the first pothi» The five 
which follow it are unlikely to add more than an occasional detail.

The manuscript was evidently brought to the notice of 
Bhai Jodh Singh, Principal of Khalsa College, Amritsar, by Giani 
Bishan Singh, the granthi of the College gurdwara. According to 
the information supplied by Bishan Singh it was in the possession 
of his maternal uncle, Giani Bhagat Singh, Mahant of Madrasa 
Banga at Damdama Sahib, Sabo ki Talvap̂ .i.1 Principal Jodh Singh
despatched the Giani and 3)ri}Gap.̂ a Singh to Damdama Sahib and in

— 2this manner the manuscript was acquired by Khalsa College,
The manuscript turned out to be three sections bound in 

a single volume;

3See Appendix 1, p. 623.
2 —ICirpal Singh, Mih JS Introduction, p*v. Kirpal Singh does not 
give the actual year in which the Ms was acquired, but Dr. Gag£.a 
Singh has informed the writer that it was at the very beginning 
of 1941. He and Giani Bishan Singh were at Damdama Sahib from 
the 27th to the 29th of December, 1940, and the Giani returned a 
few days later to collect the Ms.
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1, Pothi Sach-khap4 (folios 1-301) ,
Pothi Hariji (folios 302-504)*

5* Pothi Ohatarabhu.i (folios 524-676)„
According to the colophon of Pothi Sach-Idiapd these three were 
followed by three more entitled ICeso R'ai Pothi? Abhai Pad Pothi, 
and Prem Pad Pothi respectively* The colophon may be translated 
as followsi

Sach-kha&d Pothi has been written. (l) The 
completion of Sach-khap.̂ . Pothi took place on 
Sunday* Chet sudi 5? Samvat 1885* In this Pothi 
Sach-khapd there are one hundred and fifty-three 
r?53) gogts. (There were) one hundred and sixty- 
seven gogfcs (but) fourteen gogjs are missing*
After this is Hariji’s Pothi (6l) (in which are) 
sixty-one gogfs. After it is Ohatarabhoj Pothi_
(74)? seventy—four gogfs* After this is ICeso Raj 
Pothi* After it̂ is Abhai Pad Pothi. After this 
is Prem Pad Pothi. There are six pothis and to
gether they total five hundred and seventy-five

six pothis cover the life of 
Baba Nanak. Valin (xuru.ji. (T)̂ -
Of the six sections the only one attributed to Miharban 

himself is the first* This first pothi opens with an invocation 
and then proceedss

The writing of Sach-kha&d Pothi has begun.
Miharvan j i, the servant of Sri Satguru Baba 
Nanak ji, had this pothi written* ’(He who) 
hears this pothi, reads it and sings it will 
obtain salvation.1 Sr” Satguru Miharvan jr has

kill JS, p.519.
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declared, 1 If anyone reads Pothi Sach-khand he 
will be saved, (He who) reads it with adoration
will assuredly draw near to Baba (Hanak) ji.’T
Thi^introduction is obviously not by Miharban himself, 

but there appears to be no reason for rejecting the claim it 
makes concerning the origin of P o thi Sach~khag.d» I he other two 
sections of the manuscript are, as their titles indicate, attri
buted to Eariji, Miharban*s second son and successor as guru of 
the Mî ias, and to Qhatarabhuj, his third son. All three were 
written by an amanuensis. In Pothi Hari.ji and Pothi Qhatarabhuj 
he Is explicitly named as Fa$$it Keso Das and the manuscript re
cords that he completed the former in 3,1707 (AD 1650) and the 
latter in 3,1708 (AD 165l). There Is no such reference at the end 
of Pothi Sach-kha&fl , but according to Gogfan Miharavan ji dlan 
Keso Das was responsible for that section also, Gogfan Miharavan
j j dlan also offers a description of the manner in which the col
lection was originally made. According to this description Miharban*s 
regular practice was to select a passage from gurba&i and interpret 
It before the sangat, Keso Das Is said to have copied down these 
utterances and so eventually to have recorded a substantial number

of sagis-

1Mih JS, p.l.
p  ^

hCirpal Singh, op.clt,, Introduction, pp. v-vii and ix, and Intro
ductory Essays, pp. 36-8,
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The janam-sakhi itself clearly shows that Hiharban's 
primary purpose was the exposition andinterpretation of bapi, 
and that biographical details were included more as settings 
for discourses than for their own sake. His account of Guru 
Nanak's visit to Banaras illustrates this. The account covers 
more than twenty pages in Kirpal Singh's edition^ but the only
biographical details it offers are that Guru Nanak conversed

2 3with papcjlits and gobind lok, and that he greatly impressed
the people,̂ " One of the discourses with the pap$its is said to

Are fcs- ^have taken place at the Bisrati Gha$. On this occasion all the 
pap§its of Banaras are said to be present and are told by an un
identified informant that Nanak is a Bed! khatri, dressed as an

6ascetic, and that he eats nothing.
These details are dealt with in less than three per cent 

of the space devoted to the account of the Banaras visit, the 
remainder consisting of discourse (approximately twenty per cent), 
quotations from Guru Nanak1 s works (approximately twenty per cent),

‘̂Mih JS, pp, 130-50,
2Ibid., pp. 130, 132, 139? 144, 146.
•̂Ibid., p. 135̂  The term gobind lok or gobind log is synonymous with 
bhagats or sadhus. Gf Guru Arjan’s Oauyi~144™T3) j. AG' p.211*
4Xbid., pp, 137, 144.
H p re.The Visranti Ghaf associated with Kyigpa's defeat of Kaiysa.
Kirpal Singh, Mih JS, p,144 n.6.
Hih JS, p.144.
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interpretations of such quotations (approximately fifty per
cent), and Hiharban's own concluding sloks (approximately
seven per cent),

In other cases 110 biographical details are offered
at all. Gojsj; 53? which describes a discourse with Cod, covers
seventeen pages with discourse, quotation, and interpretation

1in the ratio of approximately 3 t 5 t 16* The only other com-
ponents are a brief description of Guru Nanak's consumption of
amrit received from ^od and Hiharban's customary concluding
slok. The earlier gogfs tend to have more biographical material.
Gogt 24, four pages in length, is all biographical except for 

>• 2the concluding slok.~ This is, however, an exception to the 
general pattern and there are few others.

This means that only a small proportion of the janam- 
sakhi is director relevant to our biographical concern. There is, 
however, nothing surj>rising in this, for all of the j anam-sakhis 
use most biographical incidents as settings for utterances by Guru 
Nanak. In this respect Hiharban's janam-sakhi differs only in that

Hlih JS, pp. 157-73.
2Ibid., PP-̂ 72-7. The following two gogfs, pp, 77-82, are almost 
entirely ba&i and interpretation.
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it offers much more extensive interpretations of the scripture 
which it quotes* Like the other old janam-sakhis it frequently 
misquotes and like all the janam-sakhis it ascribes to Guru 
Nanak works which are by other Gurus* ' It is to be noted, how
ever, that there is one extenuating factor in Mihaiiban's case 
which does not apply to the other janam-sakhis. All but one of 
the extracts which he erroneously ascribes to Guru Nanak appear 
in the Adi Granth as parts of vars* The vars are composite works, 
including the ba&i of different Gurus, and although the conqponents 
are all identified a mistake made with var material Is more ex
cusable than one involving a pad which plainly bears its author's

mu. ftitle* The one exception, Guru Amar Das's slok 104, is also ex
plicable* It occurs inthe collection of Sheikh Farid's sloks and 
the same collection also includes sloks by Guru Nanak* Miharban

1 «The^following are wrongly ascribed to Guru Nanak:
Guru Angad; Var Malar, slok 1 of pauyi 3, (AG, p.1279), Mih JS p.46; 
Var Sarang, slok 1 of pauyi 16, (AG, p*1243), Mih JS p*145; Var Majh, 
slok 2 of paupi 3, (AG, p.139), Mih JS p*280; Var Sorajhi, slok 2 
of pauyi 28, (AG, p.653), Mih JS p,511*
Guru Ram Das; Var Ramakali, sloks 1 and 2 of pauyi 6 (AG, p.949),
Mih JS p.179; slok 104 (AG, p*1383), Mih JS p*490.

Êalok 113, AG p.1384, which is also included in the Var of Siri Ragu,
AG p*83; and slok 124, AG p* 1384? which is also included in the 
same Var, AG p.91*
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is not thereby exonerated, but it does appear that his work is 
marked by greater care than that of the other j anam-sakhi com

pilers.
In other respects also the manuscript plainly indicates

Jin cn.that as far as his janam-sakhi is concerned Miharban has been 
misjudged. The janam-sakhi does indeed contain errors which could 
cause offence, but not sufficient to warrant the measure of dis
approval it actually received. One of the principal charges which 
had been levelled against Miharban was that he had attached Guru 
Nanak* s name to his own compositions. His j anam-sakhi suggests 
that this traditional belief is probably mistaken* Every gogj; 
concludes with one or more sloks. These are not by Guru Man ale, 
but they do not purport to be so. All but thirteen of them are 
signed either "Das Nanak", "Nanak Das", or (in two cases only)
"Jan Nanak". ̂ "Das Nanak" or "Nanak Das" is obviously the con
ventional pseudonym which Miharban used and it would not have 
been confused with Guru Nanak!s own signature. Nor could the thir
teen exceptions be misunderstood for It soon becomes clear that 
there is a regular pattern in the janam-sakhi and that a concluding

1 fThe thirteen exceptions are the sloks which conclude gogfcs 14,
35, 46, 74, 87, 92, 94, 105, 123, 124, 128, 133 and 148".
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slok by the author is a part of it. The worst that can be said
against Miharban in this respect is that one of the thirteen

~  -  1 has been taken from Guru Arjan's Bhairau Aff&apadi 3*
Perhaps the most serious of the offensive errors which

the janam-sakhi does in fact contain is the reason it gives for
the first udasi* According to Miharban the purpose of the 'lirath-
yatra which* constituted the first udasi was to find a guru*

Guru Baba performed the discipline of 
repeating God’s Ham for several days* The word 
of Nira&.jan Nirankar then came (to him); 'Nanak, 
your discipline is accomplished* You have become 
a perfected bhagat» But now go and take a guru for 
he who performs bhakti and disciplines without a 
guru isjaot accepted, * When this command came from 
God Guru Baba proceeded on a tirath-yatra (saving),
'The gatherings of S'adhus and bhagats take place at 
the tiraths and perhaps I shall meet a perfected 
sadhu bhagat* He who works^my salvation I shall 
take as my guru* 'Guru Baba Nanak then proceeded 
from that place and roamed the tiraths*̂

An account of this kind might well cause resentment, but
it is not really as offensive as a remark which the Puratan janam-
sakhi s make about Guru Nanak smiling at the prospect of an infant’s 

3 -imminent death* Miharban attributes the massacre of Saidpur
— 4 «. rto the Guru's wrath, but so too do the Puratan janam-sakhis#

AG, p* 1157* The slok is the one which concludes gog£ 74* 
^Mih JS, gog£ 36, p*lll* Cf also gost 109, p.361*
•̂ Pur JS, sakhi 19, p.29*
4Mih JS, aost 139, p.465.

fur JS, sakhi 35, pp . 58-9.
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Miharban might perhaps be adjudged guilty, but 110 more so than
- - 1the Puratan -version or any other j anam-sakhi.

The colophons at the end of the three pothis all state 
that the copy obtained from Sabo ki Talvap^i was made in S.1885

p(AD 1828). The copyist’s name is not given. The colophon of
Pothi Hari.ji evidently implies that the copy was made from the
original, but it is a claim which is unlikely to be correct.
The text is not pure in that it contains references which would

5not have been possible in the early or mid seventeenth century, 
and there are also indications of subsequent alterations by 
Udasi sadhtls.̂  The manuscript is incomplete at two points.
Polios 82-84, covering a few lines of gogf 51, all of gojr̂  52,
and some pages of the lengthy gog.fr 53 are missing. So too are

5 * -folios 121-5, covering gogjs 68 and 69* In 1961, however, Khalsa
College acquired a second manuscript, a large fragment of Pothi . 
Sach-kha&d which contains seventy-two gog$s and, with the ex
ception of gogf 1 which it lacks, corresponds to the first 129 

1According to Ur. Trilochan Singh the chief objection was and, for 
him at least, remains the fact that Miharban ”tried to downgrade 
the spiritual status of Guru Hanak by calling Guru Han ode an avatar 
of Janak and not an embodiment of the Perfect Spirit of God."
The Sikli Review, Vol. xi, no. 11, p.26. The Janak referred to by 
Miharban (Mih JS, p.l) appears to be the first Raja Janak, the 
progenitor of Sita’s father. (See infra p. 228. )

2See supra p. 108.
3 -Kirpal Singh, Mih JS Introduction, p.ix,
^IbicL., Introductory Essays, p.83. Cf infra pp. 2393 315-6.
15Ibid., Introduction, p.x, and Introductory Essays, p.153 n.7*
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folios of the Sabo ki Talvap^i manuscript, Professor Kirpal
Singh used this second manuscript to supply the material lack-

1ing in the first*
The date of the original version is impossible to de- 

termine with certainty but it seems likely that it would have 
been finally compiled between AD 1640, the year of Miharban1s 
death, and 1650, the date ascribed to Pothi Hariji* The intro
duction to Pothi Sach-khapd appears to have been written after 
his death and the production of Pothi Hariji and Pothi Qhatarabhuj 
in successive years suggests that the whole collection may have 
been compiled in a single operation extending over a number of 
years,

Phis of course applies only to the compilation* If 
Gog tan Miharavan fji dian is to be believed, the actual composition 
must have extended over many years of Miharban’s lifetime and been 
recorded during that time as individual gogts, Gogtan Miharavan
,jl dian also claims that "all the gogts" were delivered before

— 2 3"the Guru Sahib"* This title must refer to Prithi Chamr who died

K̂irpal Singh, Mih JS Introduction, p*x. The Ms is SHRs 2190 (A 
Catalogue of Pun;jabi and Urdu Manuscripts in the Sikh History 
Research Department until March 51? 1965? pp* 12-13),
ÎCirpal Singh, op,cit., p,vii*

ibid.



in AD 1619 and so the testimony of Crogjan Miharavan. ji dian 
is that the gogjs were all delivered before this date. If
this is correct Pa$$it heso Das must have been a young man when
he first started making his records. The statement concerning 
"all the ffoĝ s11 may be true, but it seems much more likely that 
the writer, who was certainly capable of error, is exaggerating 
and that the gogjs were in fact spread over a longer period ex
tending beyond 1619 *

Professor kirpal Singh, however, accepts this testimony 
and concludes that the Miharban Janam-sakhi is the oldest of 
the extant j anam-sakhis,

Prom this discussion (of the dating of 
Bhai Gurdas*s Jar 1, the Puratan janam-sakhis, 
and the Miharban Janam-sakhi7 it is clear that 
the janam-sakhi composed by Miharban is the old-
est janam-sakhi and that the account in it Is the ^
oldest tradition concerning the life of Guru Nanak,
Expressed In such categorical terms the claim which he

makes on behalf of the Miharban J anam-sakhi is untenable, for it
means accepting three doubtful evidences as established truths.
In the case of Bhai Gurdas's Var 1 It involves acceptance of the
belief, based upon the introductory portion of the Ck/an-ratana-
vali, that the ?ar was composed because the Mipas were circulating

1‘Kirpal Singh, Introductory Essays, p.83,
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misleading gogfrs. As we have already seen, the compiler of
the Gyan-r atanavali is very much open to'question on this parti-
cular point/ The claim also involves acceptance of AD 1635
as the definite date of the original janam-sakhi of the Puratan 

2tradition, another doubtful point in that the relevant refer
e e  •>„ "5ence does not occur in the Hafizabad version." And finally it

means accepting as beyond doubt the statement of Gosjban Miharavan
- - * 4ji dian that "all the g£gĵ s"were delivered before "the Guru Sahib".

This, however, concerns the relative ages of the Var and 
the two janam-sakhis. It does not necessarily imply a judgment 
concerning their relative reliability and value as records of 
Guru Nanak *s life. In the forming of an opinion concerning’ their 
reliability and value age is not the only criterion, and in this 
particular comparison it cannot be the most important one. As 
far as age is concerned our conclusion must be that there is little 
to distinguish the three. All of them, it appears, had their be
ginnings in traditions which developed during the second half of

1See supra pp. 104-5•
2 -Kirpal Singh follows a calculation which makes the date AD 1634.
Op. oit., po83.
38ee ..supra pp. 89-91.
4See supra pp, 116-7,
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the sixteenth century, and all three evidently emerged in their 
present form, or something resembling it, during the first half 
of the seventeenth century. The age criterion identifies these 
three as the most important of our sources, but gives little 
help in distinguishing between them. For this purpose other 

criteria are required.

The Relative Value of Bhai Gurdas1s Vars, the Puratan 
J anam-sakhi s, and the Miharban J anam-sakhi as Sources 
for a Biography of Guru Nanak

Bhai Gurdas's Vars 1 and 11
The account of Guru Nanak's life given in Bhai Gurdas's 

Var 1, and supplemented in ̂ ar 11, is a very brief one, but with
in the limited range which it covers this account has generally 
been accepted as the most reliable available. There ai,e three 
reasons for this reputation. The first and basic one is the in
disputable fact that the author was a Sikh of impeccable orthodoxy 
who was closely associated with both Guru Arjan and Guru Hargobind, 
Secondly, there is the coherence of the travel itinerary which 
may be deduced from the first Var, Thirdly, there is the belief 
that there is less of the miraculous in this account and accordingly 
less which warrants any degree of scepticism, Khushwant Singh's 
conclusion is that with regard to the events of Guru Nanak's life,
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•Whatever reference he maizes in the Vars must be considered 
1authentic'* *

The importance of the first reason should not be 
minimised? but we are nevertheless unable to accept the con
clusion without some qualification. The belief that the account 

Var 1 contains less of the miraculous than the j anam-sakhi s 
is an illusion created by its limited range. If the comparison 
is narrowed down to the three incidents which are common to 
the Var and to either or both of the two older janam-sakhi 
traditions,^ it is at once evident that Bhai Gurdas's account 
contains almost as many miraculous or otherwise unacceptable 
details as the Puratan version and, in one instance, more than 
that of the Miharban J an am-sakhi, In the encounter with the 
eighty-four Siddhs on Mount Sumeru there is the anachronistic
reference to Gorakhnath and there is also the story of the jewels

*3 ~by the lakeside which the Miharban. account lacks. in Mecca we

have the moving mosque^ and in Achal Ba^ala the yogis turning
5into lions, wolves, birds, and snakes,

1Khushwant Singh, A History of the Sikhs, vol. i, p,301.
2 -  -The Mount Sumeru, Mecca., and Achal Bajala incidents* See infra
pp. 284-5 » numbers 72, 79? and 90.
See infra p* 181

^In Bhai Gurdas's account it is "Mecca" which moves* See infra p«l82, 
Ŝee infra p. I87*



These details must prompt a measure of caution and 
constrain us to qualify Khushwant Singh's conclusion* ¥e may 
attach a greater degree of trust to Bhai Gurdas's account than 
to those of the Puratan and Miharban janam-sakhis, hut it cannot 
he an unqualified trust* We must, moreover conclude that even 
if the two Vars are the most reliable they are also the least 
satisfactory* The chief reason for this is the breviiyof the 
account which they provide. The author's primary purpose was 
obviously to extol the Guru rather than to provide a comprehen
sive record of his life and so the Yars must disappoint us if 
we seek in them anything more than a brief sketch of a small 
part of his travels and the names of a number of his followers.
They retain a value in these respects, but it is to the janam-
sakhis that we must look for most of our material.

The Puratan and Miharban Janam-sakhis
One point which at once becomes clear in any comparison 

of the Puratan and Miharban janam-sakhis is that as far as their 
biographical content is concerned they share a common tradition 
and a common distinction from the janam-sakhis of the Bhai Bala 
tradition. It is remotely possible that this is a result of one 
having copied from the other, but much more likely that they 
share a common source, or sources, of sakhis. The similarities
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"between the two accounts establish the connection beyond all 
doubt and the differences indicate there is unlikely to have 
been any direct copying of one by the other. The similarities 

are as follows:
1, Both, in contrast to the Bhai Bala tradition,

-  _  ]give the month of Guru Nanak1 s birth as Vaisalch, S»lb26.
2, Neither mentions Bhai Bala, the key figure in

itCra #■«.■fch© Bhai Bala tradition,
3, Neither refers to a Baghdad visit,
4, Although the Miharban and Bhai Bala janam-sakhis 

are so much longer than the Puratan janam—sakhis there are no 
gcgtjo in the Miharban J anam-sakhi which have parallel sakhis 
only in the Bhai Bala versions. All incidents common to the 
Miharban and Bhai Bala janam-sakhis are also to be found in the 
Puratan j anam-sakhis „

5, Several of the sakhis common to the Puratan and 
Miharban janam—sakhis also bear a close correspondence in the 
language used, A clear example of this occurs in their respect
ive descriptions of Guru Nanak1 s departure from TalvapgLi for 
Sultanpur "there it is plainly evident that the two accounts must

^Pur JS, p.l» Mih JS, p*9«



be based upon identical or very similar sources,1 It must be
emphasised, however, that the degree of correspondence which
is to be found in this particular case is by no means universal.
Elsewhere the two janam-sakhis diverge, both in their individual

2treatment of common incidents and in the overall structure of
the biography. In each case there are also significant in-

&cidents which the other does not record.r
6. Both janam-sakhis are written in a.'mixture of Lahindi 

and Hindvi. This linguistic similarity is, however, of less im
portance in this particular comparison as the same compound is to

r
be found in the Bhai Bala j anam-sakhis.

The two janam-sakhis accordingly have much in common and 
in a sense it would not be incorrect to group them together as 
products of a common tradition. Nevertheless, they also have 
their differences and it is on the basis of these that an effort 
must be made to assess their relative values.

■̂ Pur JS, sakhi 8, p. 13. Mih JS, gogrj 24, P*73*
2 — ***E.g. the meeting with Kaliyug (Pur JS, sakhi 24, pp, 57-38:
Mih JS, gogf 68, pp. 221-6).
3(See infra pp, 265-71
4,,G. Pur JS, sakhi 23, pp. 53-37 (Nur Shah); Mih JS, gogjis 65-66. 
pp. 211-6 (Rameshwaram), and go..g_$s 87-106, pp. 279-356 (Ujjain 
and Bikaner),

5'Piar Singh, art, Janam-saichian Guru Babe Nanak jl; tulapatamik 
adhiain, in Kirpal Singh's edition of the Miharban JS, Intro
ductory Essays, p.96.
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The most apparent difference is the greater length of 
the Miharban Janam-sakhi. he are here concerned with the bio
graphical content of the two janam-sakhis and this means that 
the disparity is not nearly as great as might appear at first 
sight. Most of the Miharban Janam-sakhi covers discourse, 
scripture, and interpretation, and the strictly biographical 
content is comparatively small, It is nonetheless greater than 
that of the Puratan janam-sakhls, In the account of Guru Nanak’s
marriage, for example, we find In the Miharban version a lengthy 
catalogue of details which almost certainly owes its origin to an 
understanding of how marriages are usually conducted rather than 
to an authentic knowledge of the manner in which this particular 
marriage took place,^ In the Puratan janam-salchis, on the other 
hand, the account of Gum lanak’s marriage is dealt with in a 
single, brief sentence; "When Baba was twelve he was married.1’

This is an extreme case, but Miharban’s accounts are gen
erally longer. There are two possible reasons for this. The first 
is that the Miharban J anam-sakhi may have drawn from the common 
pool of sakhis later than the original Puratan version and that the

*4'iih JS, gpky 11, pp. 29-33*

’Tan Baba barasan baran ka hoia tab vlvahia,’ Pur JS, sakhi 3, p.6.
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individual sakhTs had been expanded in the meantime. This 
would mean that the Puratan version was a more primitive one, 
nearer to the time when memory still played a significant part, 
and consequently more reliable*

The second possibility is that the additions represent 
the embellishments of a more sophisticated mind. There can be 
no doubt that the Miharban Janam-sakhl is the work of a person 
of appreciably more learning than the person or persons re
sponsible for the Puratan compilation. The less sophisticated 
mind would be content with the tradition as he found it, whereas 
a person such as Miharban might feel compelled to embroider a 
simple account with details which do not materially affect the 
basic facts. The nature of the differences lends support to this 
latter possibility, but it may well be that both are true and that 
the Puratan version does carry us a little further back in the 
evolutionary process.

The other differences tend, however, to support the claims
of the Hiharban Janam-sakhi. In the first place there Is the fact,

1already noted, that Miharban is more careful with his material than 
whoever was responsible for the Puratan collection. This applies 
not just to his quotations from scripture, but also to his use of

^ee supra p* 112.
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place-names and the names of people with whom Guru lanak is
purported to have conversed* We do not find in his account such

-  i 2places as "the land of Asa” or tlthe land of Dhanasari”, and
M >  JB. * »  « r  ^Guru Nanak is said to have conversed not with Pir Bahauddin 

hut with his grandson* In this respect, however, the difference 
between Miharban*s account and that of the Puratan janam-sakhis 
is one of degree, not an absolute one* His mistakes with script
ure may be more understandable, but they are there nevertheless* 
There may be no lands of Asa and Dhanasari, but there are numerous 
unidentified towns, deserts and jungles* A conversation with Pir 
Bahauddin is an anachronism, but so too is one with his grandson* 
Bahauddin. himself died in AD 1266^ which makes it impossible for 
a grandson to have been alive 250 years later.

Secondly, although both accounts contain substantial 
quantities of the miraculous, the miracle stories recorded in 
the Miharban Janam—sakhj are, on the whole, less grotesque than
those of the Puratan tradition* There is no descriptionof Mardana

5being turned into a lamb, no reference to the victory of an army

^Pur JS, p.40*

2Ibid., p.78.

^Ibid*, pp. 82, 108,
4‘T* Vf. Beale, An Oriental Biographical Dictionary, p.97* 

pPur JS, p*54.
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of insects possessing human faculties over an army of men,' no 
account of Duni Chand's conversation with his father who had 
been reincarnated as a wolf, no mention of Makhdum Bahauddin's 
magic prayer-mat, and no account of Raja Sivanabh killing and 
stewing his son at Guru Nanak's commandMiharban1 s janam-sakhi 
is hy no means devoid of this kind of fantasy, hut in general 
his miracles are of a more subdued nature.

Thirdly, Mirharban offers a more satisfactory chronology 
and a more likely itinerary than the Puratan janam-sakhis. Accord
ing", to Miharban there were t wo major udasis and one very brief 
one. During the first Guru Nanak travelled eastwards as far as 
Jagannath Puri, southwards to Rameshwaram, and then back to the 
Paftjab up the west coast, calling at Ujjain and Bikaner on the way. 
The second took him northwards into the Himalayas, westwards to 
Mecca, and then back through Sindh. The third took him no further 
than Pak PaJfan*

This is much more 3.ilcely than the traditional pattern of 
the Puratan account which follows the four points of the compass.
It is not at all likely that Guru Nanak would have returned home 
after an eastern udasi and then journeyed south, and nor does it

^Pur JS, p.39.*
2Ibid*» pp. 71b-  .

^Ibid*, p.82v4 *
^Ibid., p. 88o
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seem possible that he would have had sufficient time for such 
extensive travels. The likelihood appears to be that the 
Puratan pattern represents a later expression of the ancient 
dlgvi.jaya tradition. The term was primarily applied to a mon- 
arch’s military triumps in all four directions, but it had also 
acquired a hagiographic usage. In this latter sense it de
scribed the spiritual triumps of a great saint, again with re
ference to the four points of the compass# Sankara’s biographies

1provide the most important illustrations of this usage and it 
seems that the Puratan pattern of Guru hanak’s travels provides 
another example. Miharban's description of a single all-embracing 
tirath-yatra is inherently more probable and offers a more reason
able time schedule. Moreover, Miharban is supported by the brief 
outline which Bhai Gurdas gives,

Fourthly, it is worth noting that Miharban, for all his 
schismatic connections, was a grandson of Guru Ram Das and a great- 
grandson of Guru Amar Das. The relationship would probably have 
meant access to relatively reliable traditions which might well 
have been denied to whoever gathered the Puratan material. This is 
an assumption, not a proven fact, but it is a reasonable assumption.

1 .Ldienou and J. Filliosat, L’lnde Classlque, vol. ii, p.20, I owe 
this comparison with the dlgvi,jaya tradition to my supervisor, 
Professor A, L. Basham,
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These points would seem to indicate that of the three
oldest sources the Miharban Jana.ni-sakhi is the most important*
Before any conclusions are drawn, however, two of the arguments
must he qualified* The second is qualified by the fact that the
India Office Library manuscript B40, to which we have granted a
Puratan affiliation, omits all but one of the miracles which

1are listed above5 and the force of the third is greatly re
duced by the existence of a third possibility which is much more 
likely than either of the itinei’aries offered by the Puratan tradi
tion on the one hand or Miharban on the other* This third possi
bility is that neither of the collections are based upon a know
ledge of the routes followed by Guru Fanak in his travels, but
represent instead patterns which were evolved by grouping the

~  2 -available sakhis in a reasonable sequence. Miharban’s more ration
al grouping probably amounts to no more than another example of his 
greater sophistication.

Even with these qualifications the arguments in favour of 
the Miharban Janam-sakhi still seem to indicate that of the three 
oldest sources it is the most satisfactory* The margin dividing the

The exception is the changing of Mardana into a sheep, 10 Library 
Ms Panj* B40, folio 83* This Ms agrees with the Bhai Bala and G-R 
versions in having him turned into a ram, not a lamb,
2See infra pp. 433-4*



Puratan manuscripts and the Hiharhan Janam—sakhi is, however, 
slender, and with the India Office Library B40 manuscript added 
to the Puratan group it virtually disappears. The differences 
are important not so much as a yardstick for measuring relative 
superiority, as a means of testing the reliability of individual 
sakhis. Agreement between all versions may strengthen the claims 
of a sakhi and disagreement will have the opposite effect. Oc
casionally this factor is of appreciable significance, although 
generally in the negative sense.

Two things nay be said with assurance. The first is that 
the normal practice of relying on the Puratan janam-sakhis can
not produce reliable biography. The second is that any effort 
to use the Miharban Janam-sakhi in the same way will be equally 
unsatisfactory. Both janam-sakhis are thoroughly inadequate 
sources and yet we are compelled to use them as test we can, for 
there is nothing better.

The Bhai Bala Janam-sakhrs

The janam-sakhis of the Bhai Bala tradition warrant an 
examination, not because they possess any intrinsic reliability, 
but because of the immense influence they have exercised in de
termining what has generally been accepted as the authoritative 
account of Guru Fanak's life. Throughout the nineteenth century,



until the discovery of the Puratan manuscripts, the authority 
of the Bhai Bala version was unchallenged and even after the 
Puratan tradition had won general acceptance the Bhai Bala 
janam-sakhls continued to supply many of the incidents required 
to fill out the relatively brief accounts given by the Puratan 
manuscripts. Bven Macauliffe used them, in spite of his slight
ing remarks concerning the claims of the Bhai Bala version to 
be the earliest of all janam-sakhis,̂  Khaaan Singh, whose two 
volume History and Philosophy of Sikhism was published in 1914? 
avowedly accepted the Bhai Bala janam-sakhis as his principal 
authority for the life of Guru Nan ale.

The most complete and. trustworthy biography 
is that written by Paira Mokha at the dictation 
of Bhai Bala who was a companion of Guru Nanak, 
especially in his travels, excepting the western
tour towards Makka and Medina.....  He cannot
say that the Janam Sakhi contains the whole and en
tire account of the Guru's life and his hymns, but 
we are prepared to assert that it contains a good 
deal of them.
This opinion concerning the reliability of the Bhai Bala 

version cannot possibly be accepted. On the contrary, it is of 
all the janam-sakhis the least trustworthy, It contains counties

1Macauliffe i,lxxviii-ix. See infra pp.279“88. 
2,
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1errors and the fabulous material which it incorporates far 
exceeds that of the other janam-sakliis, both in quantity and 
in degree. The legendary accretions are particularly prominent
in its description of Guru Nanakfs mountain-climbing expeditions

** - 2 and of his visits to various Purapic khartds and dips. Another
illustration of the Bhai Bala variety of fantasy is its account
of Guru Wanalt’s ride on a fish measuring thirty-five kos in

3length and five kos in breadth. The fish turns out to be a 
former Sikh who had been reincarnated in this form as a result 
of Guru Nanak having once commented that he writhed like a fish 
whenever he was instructed to do anything.^

One determined attack has been directed against the Bhai 
Bala tradition. This was made by Sardar Karam Singh in 1913* His 
Kattak ki Visakh was primarily concerned to prove that Guru Hanak

'ICaram Singh lists many of these in his Kattak ki Visakh under the 
following headings;

Impossible things pp. 36-- 66
Geographical errors PP* 66-- 72
Astronomical errors PP* 72-- 76
Chronological errors PP* 93--100
Astrological errors PP* 101--110
Historical errors PP* 110--138

JS, pp. 200 ff, See especially pp. 265-63.
3-The actual length of a kos or koh has never been fixed, but an 
equivalent of two miles is generally a satisfactory estimate.
4BB JS, pp. 137-40.
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was born in the month of Vaisakh, and not in Ear tile, but practi
cally the whole of the book consists of a vigorous attack upon 
the Bhai Bala j anani-sakhis, the source of the Kartik tradition*
Karam Singh overstated his case, his book contains several errors 
of fact, and his whole method of argument is open to serious question," 

Kattak ki Visakh is nevertheless a work of considerable import
ance as far as both the date of birth question and that of the authen
ticity of the Bhai Bala tradition are concerned* And yet Bhai Bala has

- 2lived on. Later authors, such as Eartar Singh, while generally
accepting Karam Singh's argument concerning the date of birth, have
continued to follow the Macauliffe pattern of using Bhai Bala mat-
erial to augment the Puratan tradition.

There are many printed editinns of Bhai Bala janam-sakhis
available, but manuscript copies are not numerous. Karam Singh's
estimate was a maximum of thirty, all of them evidently Hindali 

Aversions, ‘ One of these, found at Jagravin, bears the date S.1781

"At the commencement of our investigation we observe that the avail
able janam-sakhis are of two kinds, one which is represented solely 
by the Bhai Bala Janam-sakhi, Obviously both kinds of janam-sakhi 
cannot be correct. One of them must assuredly be incorrect, heed
less to say, if one can be proved to be incorrect the truth of the 
other is established automatically." hoc, clt., pp. 12-13. He then 
proceeds to demolish the Bhai Bala tradition,
2Life of Guru Kanak Dev,

^Sewaram Singh, The Divine Master,does not accept even the date of 
birth argument.‘"Thoc. cit., p. 19? n »".)
^ ee infra pp. 145-6 fo3? the Hindalis,
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(A D  1724) and Karam Singh appears to have accepted this as 
1authentic. There are three such manuscripts in London, one

2 3each in the India Office Library, the British Museum, and the
4Library of the School of Oriental and African Studies# The 

first of these was used by Trumpp and translations of some of 
its opening and closing sakhis are given in his The Adi Granth.

The printed editions are difficult,to classify as they 
vary considerably# The copies which are available in London fall 
into four groups. The briefest of the printed editions Is repre
sented by three copies in the India Office Library dated AD 1871, 

61874, and 1886, The second category comprises an expanded ver
sion lithographed by Divan Buja Singh of Lahore In AD 1871 and 
another edition lithographed in Lahore in. AD 1890 and published 
by Charaguddin and Surajuddin# Thirdly, there is an even longer

Kattak ki Visakh , p.189* He is, however, inconsistent as on p*90 
he states that there is only one Ms# predating S.1800 and this he 
gives as one dated S.1794 ( a D 1737) found at Jandiala,
2„10 Library Ms Panj# B41, S2885* Bee Appendix 2, p* 626,
3Or#2754#I# See Appendix 2, p, 626,
"̂Ms» no. 104975* See Appendix 2, p. 627.
5Loc#cit., p.vii n.l and pp. xlvi-lxxvi.
610 Library Panj:, 1522, Panj,30,E.3, and Panj. 1523 respectively.
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version published in AD 1890 by Maulvi Haibub Ahmad of Lahore.
Fourthly, there are the modern versions which are on sale today.
The best available examples of this category are the editions
published by Munshi Gulab Singh and Sons of Lahore.

hone of these printed editions are accurate copies of
any known Bhai Bala manuscript. All of them are, to some extent
at least, modern janam-sakhis based on the Bhai Bala tradition.
The first group does, however, come close to the India Office
Library’s manuscript Panj# B41, although it is not, as Trumpp

1claimed, “nearly identical”. The greater part of the edition
does warrant this description, but there are some significant
differences which must be noted.

The first is the group of four sakhis which are printed
on pages 105-119* These four, Tria raj di sakhi, Kaliyug di sakhi,
Kir nagar di sakhi, and the discourse with Sheikh Farid in Asa 

> 2Des, have been taken directly from a Puratan manuscript, pre
sumably by the printer. The B41 manuscript does contain a Tria raj

JEt “Sdi sakhi, but It is a much briefer and simpler version. The printed

Op.cit., p.Hi, n.l.
2See infra pp. 282-7 , numbers 46, 56, 105, and 108,
T̂his Isfone point at which the Bhai Bala tradition evidently gives 
an earlier version than the Puratan janam-sakhxs. 10 Library Ms 
Panj. B41, folios 70b-71b#
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edition begins by following this version, but soon moves into
1the more detailed and rather more fabulous Puratan account.

The other three sakhi s are completely lacking in the manuscript*
The second important difference is that, unlike the manu

script, the printed edition includes the miracle of the moving
« - 2mosque in its Mecca sakhi, once again making a direct borrowing

from a Puratan manuscript. The 3341 manuscript sets this particular
3miracle in Medina, and the printed edition illogically repeats 

it in this context.^
Thirdly, the printed edition introduces as its sakhi 66 

the Puratan account of Guru Nanak’s discourse with Sheikh Sharaf
of Papipat*'5 g?he B41 manuscript also has a sakhi concerning Sheikh

~  - 6Sharaf in the same position as far as the sakhi sequence is concerned,
but it is an entirely different discourse and Sheikh Sharaf is said
to be Bidar sahar da daidian di dharatl, ,ffrom the city of Bidar in

7the south country". Once again the printed edition fails to harmonise

1BB JS, sakhi 23, pp. 99-101.
2 -  ~BB JS, sakhi 39? PP* 184-5* Por the miracle see suprapp.390-1 ■
1̂0 Library Ms Panj, B41, folio 122a,
4'BB JS, sakhi 40, p.188.
•̂ BB JS, pp. 296-300,
610 Library Ms Panj. B41, folios 187a-187b. 
hblcl., folio 187a.
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its sources, for in the nest sakhi it follows the manuscript in
™  idescribing Sheikh Sharaf as Sharaf Pajhaii Pakhapi. Another

divergence at this point is the printed edition’s omission of a
discourse with a certain Dina Nath which is the manuscript im-

- - 2mediately follows the Sheikh Sharaf sakhi.
Fourthly, there is yet another Puratan borrowing on pages 

327-35 of the printed edition, where sakhi 74 is Guru ji nu karoyi
«7

milya  ̂and sakhi 75 is Guru ji kasamir gae. ’ In this case the
manuscript gives two saldiis, set respectively in Talvapgl and

» „  ~  5Polcho di Randhava, which do not appear in the printed edition.
Fifthly, the printed edition has dropped the I-Iindali re

ferences from its account of Guru Nanak’s travels in Purapic re- 
6gions. Finally, a difference which Trumpp does note, the manu

script does not include the sakhls which describe Guru Nanak’s death.

1BB JS, p.300.
ko library Ks Panj. B.41, folios 187b~190a.
3 *”The_Guruji meets a wealthy man", corresponding to the Pur JS’s 
sakhi 37. (See infra p.287* nos, 113 and 114.) The 333 JS ver
sion does not name the wealthy man Dunichand, but it includes both 
portions of the sakhi.
’̂”The Guruji went to Kashmir”, corresponding to the Pur JS’s sakhi 49* 
(See infra p284,no. 71.)
1̂0 Library Ms Panj. B41, folios 214b-217a and 217a-219b.
Ĝf 10 Library Ms Panj. B41, folios I66b-168a, and BB JS, pp. 262-65. 
For Hindali references see infra pp.146-7*
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Instead it concludes with an account of how, on a certain occasion, 
favour was bestowed upon Guru Angad for having deliberately mis- 
reported the hour of night to Guru Nanak, a story of how Guru Nanak 
once requested Guru Angadrs daughter, and some remarks in praise of 

Kabir*^
These are the principal differences which distinguish the 

lithographed version which was published in 1871, 1874, and 1886, and 
the India Office Library manuscript B41, Numerous other variants are 
to be found, but they are of less significance. It is to the earli- 
est of the lithographed editions, theme which was published by Hafaz 
Kutub Din of Lahore in 1871, that reference will normally be made In 
the section dealing with the life of Guru Nanak. Occasional refer
ence will also be made to two other editions. These are the edition 
published by Divan Buja Singh of Lahore in AD 1871 which, to dis
tinguish it from the Hafaz ICutub Din edition, will be referred to 
as "the expanded 1871 edition*', and, as a representative of the fourth 
group, an edition published by Munshi Gulab Singh and Sons In AD 1942.

10 Library Ms Panj. B41, folios 250,a-252b. Trumpp, The Adi Granth, 
pp. Ixxiv-v, translates the two stories, but not the remarks con
cerning' Kabir. All three probably represent Hindali efforts to deni
grate Guru Nanak. (See infra p.147. ). The second story, a parti
cularly malicious one, does^not appear in the BM Ms. Or.2754*1* The 
SOAS Mŝ  omits the entire sakhi which contains the two stories and 
the Kabir references.
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The four groups of printed Bhai Bala janam-"sakhis are
distinguished by the quantity of extra material which has been
added to each successive edition and, to a much lesser degree,
by the nature of the material which has been omitted* The 1871
edition which, as we have already noted, includes material which
is not in the B41 manuscript, contains 90 sakhis. The enlarged

-  -  11871 edition has 911 sakhis and the 1890 edition of the third 
group has 495 sakhis. In the modern version the number is reduced 
to 189, but a high proportion of the material has been retained 
and some neTw sakhis have been added. There has also been a progress
ive modernisation of language since the 1871 edition.

The manner in which the printers have altered successive
versions is also illustrated by the differing dates which are given

„  2for the compilation of the original janam-sakhi. The manuscript
copies all give S.1582 (AD 1525),  ̂a manifestly impossible date as 
the manuscripts also claim that the janam-sakhi was dictated in the 
presence of Guru Angad after the death of Guru Nanak, an event which

1The JS concludes with sakhi 901, but the numbers 165-174 inclusive 
have been used twice.
2This date is given in each case at the very beginning of the JS. 
1̂0 Library Ms Panj. B41, folio la.
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took place in AD 1538 or 1539- The 1871, 1874? and 1886 
editions repeat this date, hut it appears that the printers 
of the expanded 1871 edition recognised the anachronism.
They did not, however,■invent their own date, but instead ap
pear to have decided that the 8 must he a 9 and accordingly 
printed S.1592 (AD 1535)*^ This, however, still left the an
achronism. The 1890 enlarged edition changed the date again 
and printed SJ597 (AD 1540).2 This fits the chronology of 
Guiu Angad’s succession, hut does not alter the fact that the 
manuscripts give a different date.

The origin of the Bhai Bala ,j an am-sakhi s
The first question which arises in connection with the 

beginnings of this tradition is the claim that the original Bhai 
Bala Janam-sakhi was dictated by Bhai Bala, a companion of Guru 
Nanak, in the presence of Guru Angad, and that accordingly it re
presented ati eye-witness account of the life of the first Guru*
The undermining of this claim involves no great difficulty and. the

Bhai Bala j£jf Divan Buja Singh, Lahore, p*l* The two figures 8 
and 9 are very similar in Gurmukhi.
B̂hai Bala JS, edition published by Maulvi Maibub Ahmad, Lahore, p.l
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question then arises of a satisfactory substitute* Two theories 
have been advanced to account for the origin of the Bhai Bala 
j anam-sakhis * One is that the original Janam-sakhi was composed 
by the heretical sect of Hindalis during the first half of the 
seventeenth century; and the other is that a janam-sakhi of un
known but earljr origin was interpolated by the Hindalis,

The claim to be an eye-witness account related before 
Guru Angad is made at the beginning of every Bhai Bala janam-sakhi, 
Guru Angad is represented as expressing a desire to meet a Sikh 
who can tell him when Guru IIanak was born, Bhai Budha at once 
suggested Bala Sandhu, a JaJ of Guru Nanak1s own village, Bai 
Bhoi ki Talvartrll. Bala was duly summoned to Guru Angad's presence 
in Khadur and in response to the Guru's enquiry claimed that he 
was three years younger than Guru Nanak and that he had witnessed 
all his travels throughout the world, Hhen asked if he knew Guru 
Nanak1s date of birth he replied that he did not, but that he lad 
heard from many people that it was ICattalc Puranmasi and that the

* «  ®  «  Guru's fauher, Italu, had bad a ,j anam-patri prepared. Guru Angad
requested him to search for the j anara-patri. He returned to Tal*

1 - The full moon day in the month of ICattak or Kartik,
A horoscope or birth-chart. The word is sometimes used as a 
synonym for janam-sakhi.
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vap4l and discovered the document in the possession of Kalu's 
brother, Lalu* When he opened it Guru Angad found that it had 
been written in gfastr?- (Deva-iiagari) characters. He asked for 
a Sikh who could read both ^astri and Gurmukhi, and Paipa, a 
Mokha IGiatri, was accordingly summoned from Sultanpur* Guru
Angad then convened an assembly and the writing of the janam™

*  _  1sakhi began.
All of this is contained in the first sakhi, and the 

contents of the janam-patri are evidently intended to be in
corporated in the second sakhi. It is with the third sakhi 
that Bhai Bala's own dictation is apparently meant to begin. 
Further on this is mad© explicit when the author declares, "This
of which I speak I saw with my own eyes. I do not speak of what

2 —  - ~i merely heard," Bhai Bala's account continues up to the point 
where Guru Angad himself enters the story. The Guru then completes 
the account for Bhai Bala's benefit.

There can be no question of this claim being upheld# In 
the first place, as has already been noted,^ the manuscript copies

1BB JS, pp. 1-7.
^'Ta Bale Sandhu kahiaji Guru ĵi e jo mai tusa pasi akhada ha so 
mai apane akhih jaradia gala akhada, Mai supia gala nahi ^akhada*1 
10 Library Ms Panj. B41, folio 31b. BB JS, p.46.
3,BB JS, pp. 380 ff,
4See supra p. 139*
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give an impossibly early date lor the alleged interview with 
Gurti Angad, Khasan Singh suggested that the Hindalis deliberately 
changed the date of the janam-saldii’s compilation "to give it a

■jdubious character"*' This could not have been the case* The
Hindalis would have wanted their janam-sakhi to appear authentic,
for otherwise it could not have served their purposes,

2 ■ —  —Secondly, as Macauliffe points out, had Bala been the 
constant companion of Guru Nanak it is inconceivable that he would 
have been unaware of the identity of the Guru's successor, and 
that Guru Angad should have had to ask him who he was. Such, how™ 
ever, is the testimony of the janam—sakhis#

Thirdly, there is the fact that Bhai Gurdas, the Puratan 
janam-sakhis, and the Miharban Janam-sakhi all omit any reference 
to Bhai Bala* Bhai Gurdas's failure to refer to him is of parti
cular significance in that he omits Bala's name not only from his 
first Tar , but also from his eleventh Var in which he lists the 
prominent followers of the first six Gurus, In the first Var he

1History and Philosophy of Sikhism, vo1#i, p.20.
2Macauliffe i,Ixxix,
3The significance of this omission is generally discounted on the 
grounds that Rai Bular, the landlord of Guru Nanak1s village, 
Talvap̂ Jj is also omitted. This assumes, however, that the JS 
record concerning Rai Bular is correct in depicting him as an ar
dent admirer of the Guru* See infra pp 346-7» Another theory claims 
that the word bal which occurs in the first line of Var 11:13 is 
a form of bala, abbreviated in order to satisfy the requirements

(cont,)
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plainly indicates that during the western udasi at least Bala 
was not with Guru Hanak.

Phiri Baba gaia Bagadada no bahari jai kia asathana;
Ika Baba Akala rupu duja rababi Maradana,̂
Baba (Nanak:) then proceeded to Baghdad and going 
outside (the city) he set up camp* (There were two 
people), one Baba (Nanak), the image of the Timeless 
One, and the other Mardana, the rababi.
The printed edition of the Gyan-ratanavali which is avail-

2 —  - » - - able in London does mention Bhai Bala, but the sakhis in which
his name occurs are clearly interpolations which have been taken
from the Bhai Bala tradition* The account it gives of the first
udasi omits all reference to him until towards the end, where he
suddenly appears in a group of sakhis which are an almost exact
copy from the expanded 1871 edition of the Bhai Bala version.
He reappears in two other groups of sakhis, but again it is evident

(cont.) of metre, and that accordingly it stands for Bhai Bala* 
Taru popaju taria guraraukhi bala subhai udasi.

This theory is exceedingly unlikely, for the word makes perfectly 
good sense if accepted as bal, 'child'. See infra p. 190.

‘Sar 1; 3 5« See infra p*l83°
2 . pSee rnfra p. 1559 n,i.

f̂he BB JS version (saichi 31 > PP* 127-37) is similar, but lacks 
the very close correspondence of the expanded 1871 edition.
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1 - / that these have4 been added subsequently. The Mahima Irakas
likewise fails to provide any support, for it mentions Bala
only once in connection with Guru Nanak* The reference occurs
in Kartarpur vasapa di sakhî  and relates simply that Bala
went to live in Kartarpur after Guru Nanak had returned from 

3his travels*
The conclusion which must follow is that the janam- 

sakhis1 own account of their origin must be rejected. The evi
dence all indicates that even if such a person as Bhai Bala 
did exist he could not possibly have been an eye-witness of Guru 
Nanak*s travels, and with Bala eliminated the story of the dicta
tion before Guru Angad collapses, H oyt then did this tradition 
develop? Did it originate with a Hindali composition or did the 
Hindalis corrupt an earlier janam-sakhi?

The heretical sect of Hindalis, or Nirahjanis, developed 
out of the enmity of a certain Bidhi Chand, the son of Baba Hindal 
of Japdialâ r and a contemporary of Guru Hargobind. Hindal himself

1See infra pp. 167 ff*
2Karam Singh, Kattak ki Ylsakh9p.221. The writer does not indicate 
which of the Mahima 'Prakas versions he is referring to, the Yaratak 
or the Kavita, but presumably it is the Mter. Nor the Mahima 
Prakas see infra pp. 172-4*

MK Addendum, p.77 (11.2 of p̂ 643)» There is also one reference to 
Bala in connection with Guru Angad* (Karam Singh, op*clt*, p.221.)
4.A small town on the Grand Trunk Hoad, 11 miles east of Amritsar.
MK, p.404.
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- lis said to have been converted by Guru Amar Das and to have
displayed such loyalty, particularly through his service in
the Guru’s lartgar, that he was appointed to a mailji, His son
Bidhi Ghand, however, married a Muslim woman and evidently
responded to the reproaches of the Sikhs by turning apostate*
Jap^iala became a centre of malignant opposition to the Gurus
and the mutual enmity which developed persisted until the Hin-
dalr sect eventually declined into insignificance. During the
period of Muhammadan persecution the Hindalis disclaimed the
title of Sikh and when Ahmad Shall descended upon the Pafijab they

«» o
gave him their active support against the KhalsaX

There can be no doubt that the Bhai Bala Janam—sakhi 
as it has survived in manuscript form represents a Hindali ver- 
sion of the life of Gurli Kansk* This is not the case with the 
printed versions, for the publishers have purged almost all the 
references which expressed or seemed to imply Hindali enmity to
wards Guru Nanak,^ but the manuscript versions lave whole sakhis

Kanh Singh’s account (MK, p.535) is confused at this point for 
it also states that Hindal was born in 3.1630 (AD 1573). Guru 
Amar Das died in S.1651 (AD 1574).
2MK, p.535• n Glossary of the Tribes and Castes of the Pun,jab &c, 
vol. ii, pp* 325-6. Gap$a Singh, Ahmad Shah. Durrani, pp. 275-6.

-,g  ^

Macauliffe implies the existence of two separate janam-sakhis, 
a Bhai Bala JS (p.lxxix) and a Hindali JS (p*lxxxi). This is in
correct.

4 ~ - ,One such reference still appears in Sakhi 48 (Prahilad bhagat nal
hoi.) of the modern Bhai Bala editions. XMunslii Gulab Singh and
Sons, 1942 edition, p.248.)
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and a number of briefer references which were evidently intended
to exalt Baba Hindal (and consequently the sect bearing his name)

—  -  -  1and to denigrate Guru Hanak at the expense of kabir and Hindal.
Karam Singh's interpretation of these derogatory refer

ences was that they represented an integral part of a Hindali
3anam-sakhi deliberately composed as a part of the sect's campaign

2against the orthodox Sikhs, He agrees that the author or authors

Karam Singh gives some examples in ICattak ki Visakh, pp. 15-21 and 
194-200. See also Macauliffe i.lxxxi-ii. The three Bhai Bala MSS 
in London all include the sakhi related^by Macauliffe, a conver
sation with Dhru and a meeting with Kabir 'in Saeh Khapgl. Guru 
Hanak is said to declare to Dhru;

Age hua aba bhi hoi, ika Kambira Han aka, doi;
Taja hora Handad a jajefa, janko apu Miranjana bhejâ
Aisi kirapa kari Kambira, to dujai Nanaka bandhi dhlra.

- m  Ms. Or.2754.I, folio l62a-b.
The same verse appears, with minor modifications, in the 10 Library 
Ms, Panj, B41, folio 166b, and in the SOAS Mŝ  104975, folio 198a. 
The 1871 lithographed edition includes this sakhi, but in an abbre
viated form whichemits these lines and anything else which might be 
interpreted as denigration of Guru Hanak. Sandal's name has dis- 
appeared completely. (BB JS, saMii 55, PP* 262-65.; The expanded 
1871 edition has dropped the sakhi altogether.
The concluding sakhi of the 10 Library Ms. B41, folios 250a-251b, 
contains two stories which reflect discreditably upon Guru Hanak 
and which may well be of Hindali origin. (See supra p. 138. )
These stories are, however, later additions. Unlike the sakhi 
concerning Dhru and ICabir they are in no sense an integral part of 
the JS as they occur at the very end and bear no evident relation
ship to their context. The BM Ms., as already noted, includes only 
the first of the two stories and the SOAS Ms, has neither of them.
Karam Singh, op.cit., pp. 194, 210.
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must have used at least one other janam-sakhi, but claims that 
this was a Puratan version, not an original Bhai Bala Janam- 
sakhi. Phis makes it clear that when ICaram Singh refers to an 
original Hindali j anam™sakhi he does not mean one which owed 
its entire origin to the sect. Phis, as he was bound to recog
nise, could not possibly have been the case. The question now seems 
to resolve itself into one of whether the Hindalis made additions 
to the existing Puratan tradition, or whether they interpolated 
a janam-sakhi which represented a pre-Hindali Bhai Bala tradition, 

Even this, however, does not constitute a sufficient 
clarification. The Bhai Bala and Puratan traditions do have many 
s'3kMs in common, but what we find in the Bhai Bala janam-sakhis 
are the results not of an expansion of the Puratan tradition, but 
of a later selection from the common pool of sakhis. As time passed 
sakhis of an increasingly fantastic nature must have been added to 
those which developed earlier, and many of the earlier sakhis must 
have been transformed by the addition of corresponding^ fantastic 
details. It can be argued that portions of the Bhai Bala material 
have a Puratan source, but much the greater part of it represents 
a selection from the common pool after it was well stocked with 
fabulous incidents. This does not necessarily mean that the Bhai
Bala version invariably represents a later and more developed form

1than the Puratan version. In most cases this appears to be true,

1 *--» mi The most obvious example is the sakhi concerning Jhap^a BagLhi.
(10 Library Ms Panj, B41, folios 88a-100a. BB JS, sakhi 34, 
pp. 142-57.) See infra pp. 313-4-
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"but in some the Bhai Bala tradition evidently carries us further 
hack than either the Colebrooke or Hafizahad manuscripts. The 
Tria ratj di sakhi is a clear example*1' and the Bhai Bala version 
of the story of Raja divanabh appears to he another. In the 
latter case the location is given as Ceylon and a reference is 
made to the writing of the Fran Sargali, hut the story is related 
in a much briefer and simpler form than that of the Puratan janam- 
sakhis.

Bhai Bala tradition is accordingly related to that 

of the Puratan janam-sakhis in that both represent selections from 
the same common pool of oral sakhis, hut it is also independent 
of it and its independence is more striking than any resemblances.
The question is, who was responsible for making this later selection? 
Did the Hindalis do it, or had such a janam-sakhi already been com
piled by somebody else?

The issue really narrows down to the person of Bhai Bala, 
the connecting link, for the actual incidents (apart from the few 
which are obviously of Hindali origin) were common property, Has 
he, as liar am Singh claimed, a Hindali invention, or had he appeared 
earlier? It is a question to which a final answer cannot be given,
On the one hand there is the obvious difficulty in accepting a 
theory which requires us to believe that the Sikh community could

1See infra pp. 163-4*
2BB JS, pp. .120-3,
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have been so completely duped by such a trick. On the other
hand there is the fact that no manuscript copies of a pre-
Hindall Bhai Bala janam-sakhl have ever been found* This has
been attributed to the success of the Hindalis in having all

1but their own version suppressed, but the explanation overlooks 
the survival of Puratan and Hiharban manuscripts.

This ultimate issue is, however, interesting rather than 
important. The point of real significance is the evident fact 
that we have in the recorded versions of the Bhai Bala tradition 
the results of a relatively late selection from the common pool.

The popularity of the Bhai Bala janani-salthis
There would be little point in discussing this tradition 

at such length were it not for the great popularity it has en
joyed and the considerable influence it has consequently exer
cised* Karam Singh1s theory was that it owed this popularity to 
‘the Hanak Prakas which Santokh Singh completed in S.18S0 (AD 1825)*̂

\chasan Singh, History and Philosophy of Sikhism, vol.i, p*12*
T̂he Gur Hariak Brakas, commonly called the Nan ale Prakas, and like 
its principal source a work of very marked influence. Its lengthy 
sequel, the Gur Bra tap Suray, commonly referred to as the Suraj 
Prakas, which carries the account up to the tenth Guru, contains 
a somewhat higher proportion of historical fact, but is untrust
worthy nonetheless* The Suraj Prakas was completed in 3*1901 
(AD 1844). Both works are in metre and have been edited in thir
teen volumes by Yir Singh. Por a note on Santokh Singh1s life see 
Hacauliffe i.lxxvi-ii*
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Prior to this date, Karam Singh claims, the Bhai Bala tradition 
was largely ignored* Santokh Singh did not accept the absolute 
authenticity of the Bhai Bala account, but he did accept its 
claim to have been originally written at the behest of Guru 
ingad ©aid accordingly followed it very closely in the Kanak Prakas. 
Other Sikhs subsequently drew the conclusion that if the sakhis 
which included the name of B*i.ba Hindal were to be omitted the re
sult would be the janam-sakhi which had been dictated before Guru 
Angadft The actual cuts and alterations were made by presses which 
proceeded to print and distribute edition after edition* The re
sult was that these printed versions came to be accepted by the 
people as the authentic, and ind_eed only, account of the life of 
Guru Nanak and they acquired an immense popularity*^

We may accept the theory that the Nanak Prakas did much 
to popularise the Bhai Bala tradition, but it is going too far to 
suggest that it would otherwise have remained in obscurity. It 
was evidently more widely known before 1823 than Karam Singh acknow
ledges and he is mistaken when he claims that Malcolm, writing in

21805, did not refer to it. Regardless of the reasons, however, 
its popularity has been unmistakable and continues among the Sikhs

*Scaram Singh, op,cit,, pp. 190-3♦
2 - Ibid*, pp. 190-1* Malcolm refers to Bala Sandhu by name and quotes
him on p,10 of his Sketch of the Sikhs,
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to this day* It is certainly a fascinating work, hut it is of 
only limited help in the search for the historical Nanak* Its 
relatively modern language, its spurious claim to represent an 
eye-witness account, the silence of the older janam-sakhis con
cerning the person of Bhai Bala, the high proportion of fabulous 
material which it contains, and the numerous errors to be found 
in it combine to render the Bhai Bala tradition thoroughly un
reliable*

The Gyan-ratanavali or Hani Singh Janam-sakhi

The Puratan, Mjharhan9 and Bhai Bala janam-sakhls re
present the three major traditions, but there is a fourth collection 
which should also be considered* This is the Gy an-rat ana va1i, a 
janam-sakhi attributed to Bhai Hani Singh* The Gyan-ratanavali 
claims as its basis Bhai Gurdas’s Var 1, but expands it very con
siderably by drawing substantial quantities of material from other 
sources, the chief of which appears to have been the contemporary 
source of oral sakhis*

^ke Gyan-ra t an aval i has not been totally ignored in the 
manner of the Biharban Janam-sakhi and indeed it evidently gathered 
to itself a considerable measure of respect* It was, however, a 
reputation based on awe rather than upon usage and the practical 
attention it has received has been relatively slight* This is difficult
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to understand, for unlike the Miharban Janam-sakhi it has had 
no taint of heresy attached to it* On the contrary, it has 
been accepted as the work of one who ranks high amongst loyal 
Sikhs and who wrote the janam-sakhi with the explicit intention 
of correcting heretical accounts of Guru Nanak1 s life*

One possible reason may be the occasional references 
to what Sikh readers would regard as disreputable mythology*
A prominent example of this is a story concerning a dispute be
tween Brahma, Vigp.u, and $iv which Guru hanak is purported'to

— 1have related to Sheikh Brahm of Palo Pa j; Jan* The dispute con
cerned the right, claimed by all three, to be regarded as Isvar, 
and &LvTs method of settling it was a proposal that the one who 
could measure the length of his ling should be gi'anted the title. 
Such a sakhi would cause understandable offence to many Sikhs 
and yet this feature of the janam-sakhi does not seem an adequate 
explanation for its neglect. It is by no means a prominent feat
ure and such instances may be, and have been, regarded as inter- 

2polations* Moreover, it is not difficult to find references in 
the other janam-sakhls which, although of a different nature, are 
just as uncharacteristic of Guru Nanak and just as likely to give 
offence.

ha, pp. 63-4.
2MK, p.377.
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A more likely explanation is that the earlier portions 
of the Gyan~r at anavali were collected during a period of poli
tical disturbance which inhibited their circulation. These 
circumstances would not necessarily have had the same effect 
upon the Bhai Bala janam-sakhrs for the first half of the eight
eenth century was the period of Hindali influence. By the time 
more settled conditions returned the Bhai Bala version had evidently 
established itself in the affections of the Sikhs and the need for 
other versions was no longer recognised.

Whatever the reasons, the G-yan-ratanavali was certainly 
unable to hold its own against the Bhai Bala janam-sakhis or, in
more recent times, the Puratan janam-sakhis* Manuscript copies

1and printed editions are few and it appears that no critical
2analysis of it has ever been published. There are unfortunately

T̂he Sikh History Research Department of Khalsa College, Amritsar, 
possesses two Ms copies of the Gyan-ratanavali» (-0 SHR: 2300C, 
dated S.1891 (AD 1834). (2) SHE; 1440, dated S.1895 (AD 1838).
A Catalogue of Punjabi and Urdu Manuscripts in the Sikh History 
.Research Department uptll March pi? 1965, pp.5-6. According to 
Volker Moeller, Indo—Iranian Journal9 vol. vii, no* 4? p*265, n.l, 
there is also a Ms copy in the Panjab Public Library, Ms B.217, 
dated 1883* He does not indicate whether the dating is Samvat or 
AD* In a marginal note commenting on the date of birth recorded 
in the Gyan-ratanavali the printer of the 1891 edition has re
ferred to "many janam-sakhis of Bhai Mani Singh11: ’Bhai Mani

m-f B I B *  BteiMtV-Singh ji dian bahut j anam-sakhian dekhian par vasakh da mahina 
hi nikalia siisi vasti likhia hai.’ (Loc.clt., p.41*)
2 - vKanb Singh in MK gives it a single sentence on p*326 and a brief 
reference on p.377* Macauliffe i.lxxv devotes only a part of a 
single paragraph to it and all but one sentence of this is a summary

(cont.)
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no manuscript copies of the work in London, hut there are
1copies of a printed edition. Conclusions which may be reached 

on the basis of a printed edition can be no more than tentative, 
but it does appear that this particular edition is a reasonably 
faithful representation of the tradition as it appears in manu
script form. A brief description of the Gyan-ratanavali given
by Sardar Piar Singh of Amritsar accords wholly with the nature

2 -of the printed edition available in London. Professor Kirpal
Singh makes the following comment on the manuscript SER:2300C %

This manuscript has been printed and there 
does (sic) not much difference in the printed 
copy and this manuscript. 5
Bhai Mani Singh, to whom the Gyan-ratanavali is attributed, 

was a famous Sikh of Guru Gobind Singh's time,̂  end the circum™

(cont#) account of the traditional origin of the work. Khushwant 
Singh, A History of the Sikhs, vol. i, p.501, deals with it in two 
sentences and confuses it with the Bhagat-ratanavali, a separate 
work which is also attributed to Mani Singh- but which is an ex- 
panded version of Bhai Gurdas's eleventh Van.

^An edition lithographed in Lahore in AD 1891 by Charaguddin and Sara— 
juddin* Dr* Gap^a Singh of Patiala has informed the writer that there 
is only one other printed edition, a letterpress edition published by 
Munshi Gulab Singh and Sons of Lahore in AD 1907. The two editions 
are, he writes, substantially the same.
^Piar Singh, ArtA'Jansmi-sakhxan Guru Babe Nanak ,jlg tulariatamik 
adhiain" in Kirpal Singh's edition of the Mlharban JS, Introductory 
Mssays, p.95*
3Catalogue of Punjabi and Urdu Manuscripts in the Sikh History Research 
Department uptil March 51, 19^5? P.O.
4- -MK, p*712, and Macauliffe i.lxxiv-vi give_brief biographies. Both 
evidently rely on Gyan Singh's Panth Prakas and the details should 
accordingly be treated with some caution*
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stances which are said to have led him to write it are set out 

in the introduction to the janam-sakhi.
The lam is the God of gods. Some believe 

in a goddess, some in £iv, some in Ga$es, and some in 
other gods. The Guru’s Sikhs worship the Sati ham and 
as a result all obstacles are destroyed. And so it is 
'fc*16 Sati Nam which has been invoked at the beginning.

The Sikhs once made a request to Bhai Mani Singh, 
(saying), ’The Chhote Mel Vale^ have in several place 
introduced errors into the record of the first Master’s 
discourses and life, and as^a result of hearing these 
the Sikhs' faith in the Guru is declining. Just as’milk 
is adulterated with water and the swan separates the two, 
so you be our Great Swan and please separate the Guru's 
words from those of the Mipas.’2 Bhai Mani Singh re
plied, ’At the time when the fifth Master established 
the canon of Sri Granth Sahib the Sikhs besought him, 
(saying), ’There is no authenticated version of the dis
courses. The Pah.j Mel Vale3 have all^interpolated ob
jectionable things in the janam-sakhi and are leading 
the Sikhs astray,’ Bhai Gurdas was instructed to write 
a j anam-sakhi in the form of a var so that by means of 
the var the^Guru’s Sikhs might hear and read the record 
(of the Guru’s life), Bhai^Gurdas's Var, the Gyan- 
ratanavali, is a janam-sakhi.’ The Sikhs then said,
’He has written (simply) the record. You please give 
us an expanded commentary on it̂ so that faith may arise 
in the Sikhs who hear it.’ Bhai Mani Singh replied, ’Just 
as an ant cannot lift an elephant’s burden and a turtle 
cannot raise Mount Mundrachal, so I am unable to prepare 
a commentary on the discourses of Baba (Nanak), But just 
as swimmers fix reeds in the river so that those^who do not 
know the way may also cross, so I shall take Bhai Gurdas’s 
Var as my basis and in accordance with it, and with

1See supra p. 104* n.l.
2See supra p. 100.
3See supra p, 104.
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the accounts which I have heard at the court of 
the tenth Master? 1 shall relate to yoj whatever 
commentary issues from my humble mind*

On 'idle very last page it is stated that the completed work
was taken to Guru Gobind Singh for his imprimatur* The Guru?
it is said? duly signed it and commended it as a means of ac-

pquiring knowledge of Sikh belief,"
This is the Gyan-ratanavali* s own account of its origin.

The claim is that Bhai Mani Singh took Var 1 as his basis? that 
he supplemented it with sakhis he had heard related at the court 
of Guru Gobind Singh? and that he presented the completed work 
to the Guru for his approval.Guru Gobind Singh was Gum from 
1666 until 1708. If the janam-sakhi’s own claim is to be accepted 
its date of composition must accordingly lie within the inter
vening period*

The claim has been generally accepted and there can be no 
dou.bt that it is at least partly correct. The pattern of the Gyan- 
ratanavail does indeed follow that of Bhai Gurdas's Var 1 and 
the individual pau£is of the Var are quoted in appropriate places. 
There are, however? reasons for questioning the traditional author- 
ship of the work.

V k , pp.3-4.
^Ibid,? sakhi 225? p.592.
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In the first place there is the significant anachronism 
in the introductory sakhi which has already been noted in con
nection with the Hiharban Janam-sakhl and which calls In question

* *  —  1the reliability of at least this portion of the Gyan-ratanavali» 
Secondly, there is the fact that the writer of the Gyan-ratana
vali refers to Mani Singh’s janam-sakhl In one place as some
thing distinct from his own product. In the introductory sakhi

2and at various points in the narrative he makes references which 
suggest that he Is intended to be understood as one who was pre
sent while Mani Singh was relating his account. At the very end 
there is the statement that Mani Singh took his janam-sakhi to 
Guru Gobind Singh for approval and the obvious inference appears 
to be that the writer's own record is distinct from the one which 
he claims was presented to the Guru.

Thirdly, there is the evident lack of homogeneity in the 
work, Much of It is consistent and follows a relatively logical 
chronological pattern, but there are three groups of sakhls and. a 
number of individual ones which disrupt the pattern and which have 
obviously been drawn from extraneous sources. Some of this later 
material appears to be the result of simple interpolation, but

’Slee suTpra pp, 104-5* 
2E.g. GR, pp. 340, 516.



most of it has been properly integrated into the janam-sakhi.
fourthly, there is the comparative modernity of the

Gyan -rat anavali* s language. In the case of the printed edition
of the Bhai Bala tradition the same feature is to some extent a
result of revision by the printers* This may also have occurred
in the case of the Gyan-ratanavali? but as with the Bhai Bala
editions it can be no more than a partial explanation. Gurmukh
Singh, writing in 1885? referred to it in his list of extant
janam-sakhis as follows;

Bhai Mani Singh’s (janam-salchî s This j an am-sakhi 
is popularly attributed to Bhai Mani Singh? although 
somebody else wrote it because its language is modern.

HHp. Mm «*sar k nAnd if Bhai Mani Singh himself wrote a janam—sakhi it 
is no longer extant,

It appears that the work had not been printed by then? and even
if it had been Gurmukh Singh would certainly have been basing
his description on one or more manuscript copies.

Fifthly? there has always been a temptation to associate
such works with the name of a famous person. It seems clear tha
at least one other work, a commentary on the Japrji? has been
spuriously attributed to Manx Singh and the same might well have
happened in the case of this janam-sakhi.

^Introduction to Macauliffe’s edition of the Hafisabad JS? pp.2-
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These arguments do not* however* prove that the whole 
work must post-date the period of Bhai Mani Singh, On the con
trary, it is entirely possible that portions of it which have 
subsequently been revised do in fact date back to the early eight
eenth century. The conclusions indicated by these five points are 
that the ascription of the Cyaneraianavall to Bhai Mani Singh is 
open to some considerable doubt* and that the janam-sakhi in its 
X>resent form must certainly be the product of a later period. The 
problem which now emerges is that of distinguishing the earlier 
from the later material.

As far as content is concerned the claim which the janam- 
sakhi makes to be based upon Bhai Gurdas's Var 1 is* as we have 
alreadjr observed* sustained by the actual quotation of the Var’s 
individual paupis in appropriate places, but it is substantially 
qualified by the fact that the great bulk of the material, in
cluding much that is basic, has been drawn from other sources.
This is inevitably the case, for the Var could provide only the 
narrowest of bases. The testimony of the janam-sakhl itself is 
that this supplementary material represents the oral traditions 
which circulated in the court of Guru Gobind Singh, The passage

1which makes this claim is one of the suspect portions of the work

Ŝee supra pp.104-5, 156-7•
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and the reference to the tenth Guru*s court must accordingly be 
regarded with some doubt, but there is ev^ry likelihood that 
the janam-sakhi in naming oral tradition as its source is making 
a truthful claim. Several of the sakhis are also included in both 
the Puratan and Bhai Bala versions1 and just as these two versions 
differ in their presentation, so the Gyan-ratanavall account differs
from both. Several are to be found in the Mlharban Janam-sakhi as 

2well and in these instances all four versions offer varying 
accounts. These differences which distinguish individual sakhis 
from corresponding accounts in other known collections indicate an 
independent selection from the common stock of oral sakhis.

This conclusion cannot, however, be applied to the whole janam- 
sakhi. At this point it is necessary to divide the Gyan-ratanavali 
into two distinct parts and to except much of the second part from 
any claim to be based upon independent oral tradition. One group 
of sakhis in the second half of the work has obviously been copied 
directly from a late Bhai Bala ,j an am- sakhi .and two other groups, if 
not actually copies of another written version, are at least borrow- 
ings from the Bhai Bala tradition. The first half also contains in
dividual sakhis which have been taken from the same source.

1See infra pp. 279“88
^Most of these concern his early years (see infra p]J?SQ ). The only one 
common to all four in the period following Guru Nanak's departure from 
Sultanpur is Saj,jan fhag di sakhi. (Mih JS, pp. 235-8; Pur JS, pp.21- 
22; BB JS, pp. 290-4; GE, pp. 207-10.) The Bhai Bala printed edition 
of 1871 (the BB JS) does, like the other three versions, include a 
Kallyug sakhi, but it is a borrowing from the Puratan tradition.
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At first sight the Gyan-ratanaval1 seems to owe its
first half (the portion dealing with Guru Bunak’s early life
and most of the first udasi) to the Puratan tradition, and its
second half (the conolusion of the first udasi and subsequent
travels) to that of the Bhai Bala version. The second of these
impressions is substantially correct, but not the first, in spite
of the fact that the first half of the j an am—salchi has features
which have normally been associated with the Puratan tradition.
There is an ordered sequence of events, there are many sakhis
which are also to be found in the Puratan janam-saklris, the date
of birth it gives is the same as that recorded in the Puratan 

1 *versions, Guru Hanak's marriage is recorded before his departure
2 —from Talvap$i for Sultanpur, and there is no mentinn of Bhai

Bala as his companinn. A closer examination shows, however, that 
the first half is, for the most part, an independent collection.
At certain points it is unquestionably closer to the Puratan tradi- 
tion than to any other, but at others the affinities appear to be

1 _' In the month ofJVaisakh, S. 1526, as opposed to the Bhai Bala dating
ICartik Puranmasi, S. 1526, The day of the month given for Gnrh lanak’s
death at the end of the JS also agrees with the Puratan tradition, i.e
Asu sudi 10 as opposed to the Bhai Bala Asu vadi 10* The year it gives
however, agrees with the Bhai Bala tradition *(s*1596), not the Puratan
tradition (S*1595). See infra pp. 321-2, 333*
2Pur JS, sakhi 3, p.6. G.R, sakhi 50, p.112.
3gr sakhi 52, Mansukh, pp. 113-16

?l 65y Sheikh Sharaf, pp. 186-7,
(t 66-68, Delhi* the resurrected elephant, pp. 187-95
,f 82, Mansukh and îvanabh, pp. 224™5»

(cont*}
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with the Miharban or Bhai Bala versions.
a sakhi which well illustrates both the inter-related

character of the different versions and their divergences is
the Trla raj di sakhi} the incident in which Guru Nanak triumphs
over magic and seduction in a land ruled by women,̂  Miharban
significantly omits this story, but the versions of the other three
traditions and that of the India Office Library manuscript 340
provide examples of both similarities and disagreement*

All versions agree that Mardana at this point went ahead
of the Guru and was changed into a sheep by one or more enchantresses*
in the case of the puratan and Bhai Bala versions the distinctive

- 2link is the fact that both set the incident In a land called Kauru* 
Beyond this, however, they diverge radically. The Bhai Bala version 
is, for once, much simpler and briefer, though scarcely more rational,

(cont,) See infra pp,280-l, numbers 18, pO, 32, and 19* These 
sakhis are not, however, copies of the Puratan versions. Sakha 52, 
in particular, offers some interesting divergences both in chrono
logical placing and in the names of the principal characters.

P̂ur JS, sakhi 23, pp.33-37* 10 Library Ms Panj. B41 (Bhai Bala
tradition), folios 70b-71b« GE, sakhi 84? pp. 227--30, 10 Library
Ms Panj* B40, folios 8p ff* In the case of the Bhai Bala version 
reference is made to the B41 Ms as the printed editionT^IO JS, 
sakhi 25, pp. 102-8) here follows the Ikiratan version, See supra p. 135* 
For the B40 Ms see supra pp. 94-7.
P̂ur JS, p,33* 10 Library Ms Pang. B41» folio 70b. The Bhai Bala
printed edition (BB JS, p.102) gives the name as Karu and all sub
sequent editions follow this spelling.
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'There Is no reference to a queen called Nur Shall, and the 
miracles described differ from those of the Puratan account.
According to the Bha?- Bala story two women who seek to seduce

— ? the Guru are changed?one into a ewe and the other into a hitch.
As far as the general character of its version is concerned 

the Gyan-ratanavali sakhi resembles the Bhai Bala version, for it 
too is relatively brief and simple, It also agrees with the Bhai 
Bala account in having Mardana changed into a chhatra (ram) in
stead of a medha (lamb) as in the Puratan janam-sakhis, The one 
other miracle it does mention is, however, to he found in the 
Puratan version and not that of the Bhai Bala manuscripts. Guru 
Maiiak, it records, caused a pot to adhere to the head of the woman 
who had enchanted Mardana, It disagrees with hoth of the other 
versions in that it sets the story in "the south country", im
mediately prior to the crossing to Ceylon,

In this latter respect its nearest relation appears to be 
the India Office Library manuscript B40, This manuscript is, as we 
have already noted, similar to the Puratan janam-sakhis in its early

1Pur JS, p.34*
2IC Library Ms Panj B41, folio 71a,
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stages, but most of the sakhis which follow Guru Nanak’s de
parture from Sultanpur are completely independent of them. Its 
version of the Tria ra,j dl sakhi is one such independent sakhi.
The looatinn it gives for the Incident is an unspecified one 
‘'beside the sea”. It too is a brief account with no queen in 
evidence and, unlike the Gyan-ratanavali version, no adhesive pot. 

This combination of resemblance and divergence is character
istic of most of the first half of the Gyan-ratanavalî  and it 
seems clear that the sakhis in which it Is to be found constitute 
a collection independent of the other three janam-sakhi traditions* 
There are, however, a number of exceptions* The following sakhis 
have obviously been introduced at a much later date. With the 
exception of the second of them, sakhi 62, all appear In the ex
panded 1871 edition as late additions to the Bhai Bala tradition, 
Sakhi 62 appears in the Bhai Bala manuscript B41, but with marked 
differences,

Baba Nanak recites the Sapat Sloki Gita 
Baba 1'Tanak cooks flesh at ICurukshetra 
Mount Govardhan

For another illustration see infra pp,378“9*GE? ŝ kb7_ 81, pp. 221-4, 
the meeting with Kaliyug, is another example, Sakhis 161-5$ PP* 
426-53? the visit to Baghdad, are an illustration both of the GR1s 
relation to Bhai Gurdas’s Yar 1 and of Its independence of the other 
JS traditions.
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Baba Hanak visits Ayodhya 
Baba hanak visits Clay a 
The wolf refuses a corpse

1The girl transmuted into a hoy
These have apparently been taken from a late Bhai Bala 

janam-sakhi. In one case, the Gaya sakhi, the omission of Bhai 
Bala's name has left an obvious hiatus, but for the most part 
the saldiis have been successfully woven into the narrative. One
other story which may be a subsequent introduction is that of

« —  ̂ 2the Yogi of Japapajan. Some of the details of this incident
—  - 3have obviously been taken from the Haklkat Rah. Substantial 

portions of the lengthy and somewhat confused record of a mira
culous journey to Pak Paffan and a sudden return to Talvap$i
which runs through from sakhi 36 to sakhi 4*0 must also be later 

4additions.

T̂he page references for these seven sakhis are as follows* 
QRlSP£ *.46-48, 135s 194-200, 213,̂ 214, 220-1, and 237-42. 
Bhai Bala expanded 1871 edition, Bivan Buja Singh, Lahore; 
pp. 10-11, 534, 537-9, 541-2, 539, 499, 363-6.
ĜR, sakhis 85-6, pp. 230-2.
3 ,See Appendix 3, pp* 633”°,
kit, pp. 60-98.
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During this first half of the janam-sakhi events have, 
on the whole, been moving in a logical sequence without any

onan> *riz.- jla tmmention of Bhai Bala* It is Balafs appearance which marks the 
end of this first and much more satisfactory half of the Gyan- 
ratanavali . Bhai Bala* s abrupt entry into the story occurs in 
the middle of the group of sakhis which describe Guru Hanak’s 
meeting with Salas Rai, a jeweller f̂ Bigambarpur. There is
an obvious break in the janam-sakhi at this point. In the pre
ceding sakhis Guru Nanak and Mardana are to be found moving up 
the west of India towards Bikaner and there appears to be no 
such place as Bigambarpur which they could have passed through 
during this period of their travels, A later tradition regards
it as a version of Bishnupur, the ancient tom in Bankura District,

- 2Bengal* In this case the appropriate place for the incident would 
have been between sakhis 77 and 78 which are set in Paf^a and 
Jagannath Puri respectively. The incident is one which is to be 
found in the Bhai Bala janam-sakhis,^ but not in either the Puratan 
or Miharban version. The account in the printed edition .of the Gyan- 
ratanavali is, in fact, an almost exact copy of the account printed

ha, saldiis 99-107, pp. 247-59. 
2MK, p.140.
3BB JS, sabhi 31, pp. 127-37.
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* *  . . .  Pin the expanded 1873. version of the Bhai Bala tradition*
Following the Salas Rai meeting there is a brief return 

to the previous pattern, and indeed much of the second half of 
the janam-sakhi is a continuation of this same pattern, It 
contains, however, tin large groups of ĵ aMiis which have obviously 
been taken directly from a Bhai Bala collection and the Salas Rai
sakhis may be regarded as a third such group* The first of the

w — 2 — large groups begigs with sakhi 110 which relates that when Guru
Nanak and Mardana returned from the first udasi Mardana entered 
Talvap$i alone while his master remained out in the jungle. Hear
ing of Mardana's arrival, Italu went to him and asked where Nanak 
was, Mardana. replied that Guru Nanak had returned to his home 
country, but that his precise whereabouts were not known, They 
would soon know, however, for Bala Sandhu would come bringing news 
of him,"’ Bhai Bala has made his second abrupt entry and from that 
point he is a constant companion until sakhi 151  ̂where he disappears
again. From sakhi 110 the logical pattern continues for a time,

— * — - 5 _ galthough the content is Bhai Bala material,' but from sakhi 120"

P n *Divan Buja Singh, Lahore, sakhis 74-75, pp* .183-93*
2GR, p.263.
GR, p•264 *
4The building of Kartarpur, GR, p.401,
Ê.g, Shah Vali of Qandhar, GR, pp. 281-2. Abdul Rahaman, GR, p.284,

GR, p.285*



onwards the record loses its coherence and after traversing 
the Bhai Bala series of Purapic khap&s the travellers are sud
denly back in Rameshwaram where they board the famous fish of

—  -  *  1Bhai Bala tradition and travel on its back to Oeylon#
This section has obviously been taken from a Bhai Bala 

source, but it is not, as in the case of the Salas Rai sakhis, a 
case of simply extracting material and inserting it in the Gyun- 
ratanavali without any significant modification* The material has 
been incorporated in such a way as to harmonise it with the janam- 
saklii’s claim to be based upon Bhai Gur das’s Var 1. By sakhi 139 
Guru Nanak, Mardana, and Bhai Bala have reached the approaches 
to Mount Sumeru and at this point paurls 28-31 of the Var must 
be introduced if the Gyan-ratanavali is to remain true to its 
declared basis. There is no sudden interruption at this point.
At the conclusion of sakhi 139 Guru Nanak tells Mardana and Bhai
Bala to proceed no further "because the summit of this mountain

2is dazzling as a result of the jewels gathered there**, *****11

1The GR fish measures 25 jojans long by 1 jo jan wide, and is re
presented as a "Sikh1* who had earned his fate through disobedienc 
to King Janak* GR, pp. 315-7. A jojan is_ variously computed as 
four, eight, or sixteen miles* For the ^haiBala version see 
supra p. 132.
"’"'Tan Babe kahia^he Bhai Bala ate Maradana tusin ethe raho kyon 
jo eh parabat da si Ag mani an sanjugat bagla ujala h a i '
GR, p,328*
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He then leaves them and engages in a lengthy discourse with 
Siddhs, Pauris 23-30 are quoted on pages 331-3 and paupi 

31 on page 340* The discourse concludes with a lengthy exposition 
of the Japji.̂  At its conclusion Gw.ru Nanak does not immediately 
return to his companionsf but first visits Hattatreya on Mount

fp T*'fBiar,“ Prahlad on Mount Alalachin,̂  and Dhru at the entrance to 
Bailcunjh.̂  All of this is Bhai Bala material* In this manner 
Bhai Gurdas’s account of the Mount Sumeru incident and three dis™
tinctive Bhai Bala sakhis have been woven into a single episode
involving Gux*u Nanak in a brief journey without his companions.

tilth the disappearance of Bhai Bala the record reverts to 
the pattern of the first half of the janam-sakhi? but retains a

-ttai wr» A u  ntx 0uf.much stronger Bhai Bala flavour. On page 516 Bhai Bala makes
another abrupt entry and again the story loses its coherence, 
miscellaneous collection of sakhis follows and order is not restored 
until page 572 when with the death of Mardana the account enters 
its concluding phase.

ka, pp. 340-90.
2 CtR, p.390.
3GR, p.391.
4GH, p.392.
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The second half of the janam-sakhi Is accordingly an 
amalgam, home of It continues the earlier pattern of an inde
pendent selection from the current stock, presented in a logical 
sequence, and the remainder is evidently material subsequently 
introduced from Bhai Bala sources. This means that we have in 

Q-yan""̂ atanavali two contrasting elements* The first half 
(with the evident exception of the introductory sakhi and a number 
of other individual sakhis) represents an independent selection 
from the common stock of sakhis, and the second combines this 
first element with substantial borrowings from the Bhai Bala 
tradition* With the exception of the Salas Rai sakhis and a ‘jew 
minor points both elements have been integrated into a single 
janam-sakhi by an editor who provided an introduction and a con
clusion, and who refers to Mani Singh in the third person* The 
language of the janam-sakhi and its relationship to the Bhai Bala 
tradition suggest that this was probably done in the late eighteenth 
or early nineteenth century, although some individual sakhis must 
have been added later. The first element representing the independent 
selection would., however, be older and may possibly go back as far 
as the time of Guru Gobind, Singh*

The value of the Gyan-ra tanavail lies chiefly in this first 
element and as far as this material is concerned the janam-sakhi is 
a rather more satisfactory collection than those of the Bhai Bala
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group. It lias an order which the Bhai Bala j an am- sakhis lack, 
it avoids many of their errors, and it offers appreciably less 
that is plainly fantastic. In spite of this, however, its use
fulness is not much greater as far as efforts to reconstruct Guru 
hanak*s biography are concerned. It does at times have a negative 
value in that its variant account will strengthen a case against 
the historicity of a particular incident recorded in the older 
janam-sakhis, and at a very few points, such as the date of birth 
question, it makes a positive contribution of some significance. 
Insofar as it adds to what Bhai Gurdas’s Var 1 contains It re
presents a relatively late selection from the fund of oral sakhis, 
interesting for this reason and sober by comparison with the Bhai 
Bala presentation, but still a supplementary source of only occasion
al usefulness.

The Mahima Prakas
tTXITS£S?2

Two works which-were not available to the writer but which 
deserve mention are the two versions of Mahima Prakas, both of which 
are still in manuscript form. The earlier of the two, Mahima Prakas 
Varatak, is said to have been written in S, 1798 ( a D 1741) by Bawa 
Iiirpal Singh Bhalla, ' and the later, longer version, Mahima Prakas

"Snt Addendum, p.$4 (note 5 of p„70l).
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Kavita, in So 1833 (AD 1776) by Sarup Das Bhalla, a descendant 
- 1of Guru Amar Das.

The Sikh History Department of Khalsa College, Amritsar, 
possesses manuscript copies of both. Professor Kirpal Singh, 
Director of the Department, reports that the two accounts are 
basically the same, but that the prose version, Mahima Prakas 
Var a talc, is appreciably shorter, having only twenty sakhis as 
opposed to sixty-five in the metrical version. The sakhis are 
generally in the same order and most of those which appear only 
in the Kavita incorporate lengthy discourses. Several, in the 
manner of so many of the Miharban J an am- sakhi jgogjs., mention no 
incident at all. Sarup Das has, like Miharban, appended an ex
planation to each pad quoted, but unlike him he gives only a para-

2phrase and not an interpretation.
According to Kanh Singh the Kavita comprises a J anam-sakhi 

of Guru Nanak, followed by a brief but connected sketch of the
3 ■**lives of the other nine Gurus. It is said to be in the Puratan 

1The poem itself gives this dates
Dasa asta sahasa samata vikrama,
Avara adhika tetlsa;
Sarupadasa Satiguru kari,
Mahimaprakasa bakhasis. MK, p.701.

2Mih JS, Introductory kssays, pp. 83-4* An example of this style 
Is given by Kirpal Singh on p.84*
M̂K, p.701.
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tradition and gives the dates of Guru Hanak's birth and death 
as Vaisakh sudt 3 and Asu sudl 10 respectively, Kanh Singh 
does not give the year which it specifies in the latter case, 
hut a note by Vir Singh indicates that in the Varatak at least 
the year must he S. 1396 (AD 1539)/'' Like the Gyan-ratanavali 
it is too recent to he regarded as a primary source, hut it is 
doubtless interesting as an example of the continuing Puratan 
tradition* The Department of Languages, Patiala, proposes to

'Sprint the Kavita in the near future*

L ie, p.701.
2See infra p * 325 > n* 1.
3Dr, Ga$$a Singh, Patiala, to the writer, 23*6,64*
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THE LIFE OF GURU NANAK

The Life of Guru Nanak according to Bhai Gurdas 
Bhal Gurdas1 s account of the life of Guru Nanak is to 

he found in pauris 25-45 of his first Var«and in pauris 13-14 
of his eleventh Var he gives his list of the Guru's more import
ant followers* The following is a translation of these two 
groups of nauris*̂

Var 1
23 Hearing ̂ mankind* s) cry the Beneficent Lord sent 

Guru Nanak into the world*
Performing the (humble) service of washing feet he 

provided charanamrit2 for the Sikhs to drink* ̂
(Guami Nanak) revealed (amidst the multitude of deities 

of) the Kaliyug^ that there is but One, the supreme 
God*

The translation is a free one. Brackets indicate words which 
do not occur in 1he text of the Var s. but which have been in
serted to giye^the translation continuity* The Pa&jabi paraphrase 
given in Hazara Singh's edition of the Vars has been used exten
sively in preparing this translations*
2 —The water in which the feet of a guru or other person of acknow
ledged spiritual stature have been washed* The usage here is meta
phorical*
3X*e* He set them an example of humble adoration*
^The fourth and last of the cosmic ages*
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(He made firm) the bases of the four pillars1 of 
dharam and caused the four castes to be one*

He regarded king and beggar as equal and caused the 
virtue of humility to be practised in the world*

Behold the manner in which God reverses accepted
orders, how He causes heads (which are held high) 
to bow to the feet*

Baba (Nanak) caused (the people of) Kaliyug to cross 
(the Ocean of Existence); he proclaimed the 
mantar of Sati Nam*

Guru Nanak came for the redemption of (the people of) 
Kalivug*

24 Eirst Baba (Nanak) received grace at the court (of
God) and then afterwards (went forth) to labour*

' 2His food was sand and the ak tree, and his bed he
spread on stones*

He underwent great austerities and God was pleased with 
his labours*

In Sach Khand Baba (Nanak) was robed withJb.onour, and
received the nine treasures of the Nam and humility*

Baba (Nanak) meditated and lookhg forth beheld the whole 
world in flames*

Without the Guru there was darkness and there could be 
heard (the sound of) the people’s lamentations*

Baba (Nanak) assumed human form and lived the life of 
a faqir.

^Literally the plinths or bases of pillars* 
2It is poisonous*



He came to amend (the pattern of life of) the people 
of the world.

25 Baba (Nanak) visited the tiraths: he went round
seeing them all on festival days*

Many people were performing the rites of the old
religion, but being devoid of loving adoration 
these earned them no merit*

(it seemed as if) God had never prescribed love for 
he saw (the nag^its absorbed in such external 
practices as) the reading of the four Veds and 
the Smpitis*

He searched the whole earth (and reflected upon the 
conditions of) the Satyayug* the Dvaparayug* and 
the Tretayug**

In Kaliyug there was darkness and many kinds of false 
illusion had led (the people) into error.

The Lord is not found by means of (these) false
appearances, (but if) Self be purged (then) no 
trace (of such illusions remains)*

No matter what his caste may be, he who follows the
the Guiu must tread a lowly path (for such humility) 
is the particular quality of the Guxu*s Sikh*

In this manner the record (in his account book) will 
win approval in the (divine) court*

26 (Guru Nanak observed) ascetics, devotees seeking sal
vation through charitable gifts, chira.iivins^ 
men^undergoing severe austerities, siddhs* naths* 
gurus and disciples*

^The first three of the four cosmie ages.
%*or the untranslated words in this pauri see the Glossary*



Many and varied goddesses, gods, perfected rigis,
iSaivite deities (such as) Kgetrapal (were being 
worshipped)*

The hosts (of &Lv), gandharavs* apsarasas* kinnars, 
yakgas,and magicians of various kinds,

Lakhs of savages, danavs, and daltvas (he^saw) suffering 
(as a result of entanglement) in may a*

All were ensnared in haumai* Gurus with multitudes of
their disciples had sunk (}n the Ocean of Existence)*

During his round of the tiraths and melas he searched 
but saw no gurmukh*

Hindus and Turks, he saw them all - pjrs. prophets, 
and many different communities*

The blind were thrusting the blind into a well*

(When) Satguru Nanak appeared darkness was dispelled 
and light shone forth;

Just as when the sun rises the stars are hidden and 
darkness flees away;

(Just as) at the lion's roar a herd of deer takes 
instant flight*

Centres^of worship were established wherever Baba 
(Nanak) set foot*

All the Siddh centres in the world became centres of 
(Gui^  Nanak's teaching*

In every house a dharmsala was established and kirtan 
was sung ^as if it were) an unending Baisakhi 
festival*

In all directions Baba (Nanak) imparted salvation; 
truth prevailed throughout the nine regions of 
the earth.

The supreme Guru was made manifest in the Kaliyug*
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28 Baba (Nanak) viewed the utmost extremities of the 
nine regions of the earth*

He then ascended Mount Sumeru where a company of 
Siddhs came into view*

The eighty-four Siddhs* Gorakh(nath) and the others,
(were there and seeing him) they wondered in their 
minds*

The Siddhs asked (him), 'Hear us, youth! What power 
brought you here?1

(The Guru replied), 'X repeated (the Nam of) God and 
so became imbued with prem-bhakti* *

The Siddhs said, 'Listen youth! Tell us your name*'
Baba (Nanak) replied, ' Nath-1 i» my name is Nanak and 

by repeating (the Nam of God) I have obtained 
salvation.

(Thus) is he who is regarded as low raised to the 
highest rank*'

29 The Siddhs then asked, 'Nanak, what is happening in 
the world below?*

(From his answer) all the Siddhs perceived that for 
the salvation (of the people) of Kaliyug the 
coming of Nanak was essential.

Baba (Nanak) replied, ' Nath-1 i, truth is the moon 
and falsehood is darkness*

Darkness prevails as on a moonless night and X have 
come into the world to search for the truth*

Sin has enslaved the world and (Dharam)* the bull, 
standing beneath the earth cries out*

^Avatar,



The Siddhs sit silent in the mountains; who then 
will save the world?

The yogis (who wander on the earth below) are devoid 
of knowledge* Day and night they plaster their 
limbs with ashes and do nothing else*

Without the Guru the whole world has sunk (in the 
Ocean of Existence)*

30 'Masters, the Kaliyug is the vomit of a dog which has 
as its food the flesh of corpses*

Kings commit sinful deeds and guardians^ consume the 
crops which they were meant to protect*

Devoid of knowledge, the people have become blind 
and utter evil and falsehood*

Brothers, the disciples play musical instruments and 
the guru dances in all manner of ways*

Servants remain seated in their houses and the guru 
arises and goes to their houses*

The qazis have become corrupt, taking bribes and ig*- 
noring the rights (of the people)*

Women's love for men is only for their money, regard
less of its source*

Sin prevails throughout the world*'

31 The Siddhs wondered how they might bring this young 
man into their order,

(For they appreciated that) such a yogi would impart 
enlightenment to their sect in this Kali age*

^Literally: the fences*
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A Nath gave him a begging bowl and arising he went 
off to fill it with water.

When Baba (Nanak) reached the water he saw jewels, 
precious stones, rubies.

The Satguru is the being beyond human understanding; 
who can endure the Guru's radiance1

The Guru returned (and said), 'Nath-.il, at that place 
there is no water in the lake,'

By means of the j-Sabad he overcame the assembly of 
Siddhs, distinguishing his way from theirs.

In the Kaliyug (Guru) Nanak (imparted) the Nam 
which brings peace.

32 Baba (Nanak) then proceeded to Mecca wearing blue 
garments as God wears flowers.

He carried a staff in his hand, a book under his arm, 
a water pot, and a prayer-mat (for giving) the 
call to prayer.

He went and sat in a mosque where hails assembled.
When he went to sleep at night he did so with his 

feet pointing towards the miharab,5
jlvan kicked him (and said), 'What godless infidel 

(is this) sleeping (here)?
He has his legs pointing towards God, Why has he so 

perversely lain down (in this way)?1

1 — —The point of banavari, an epithet of Vigpu, is not clear in this
context,
2 —Pilgrims to Mecca*
3The niche in a mosque which indicates the direction of the Ka'bah,
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(When he) seized (Nanak’s) legs and dragged them round, 
Mecca also moved round, thus revealing (the Guru's) 
power*

All were astounded and began saluting him*

33 The qazis and mullahs gathered and began questioning 
him on religious matters.

God has unfolded an immense creation; none can com
prehend His power*

Opening their books they asked, 'Which is the greater 
(religion) - the Hindu or the Muslim?'

Baba (Nanak) answered the ha.iis 'Without good deeds 
both lead only to suffering*

2Neither Hindu nor Muslim finds refuge in (God's) court*
The safflower’s pigment is not fast; it runs when 

washed in water*
- - 3People are jealous of each other, but Earn and Rahim

are one*
The world has taken the devil ’ s path*'

34 In Mecca he won adoration and left his sandals as a 
relic.4

Wherever he went in the world Baba (Nanak imparted 
salvation); no place remained devoid (of his 
message)•

1Literally: both weep*
2I*e* if they insist upon religious exclusiveness*
^The Hindu and Muslim names for God*
4 -^The sandals are said to be preserved in Ubh, District Bahawalpur.
The story of_their preservation comes, however, from the Nanak 
Prakas. Hazara Singh and Vir Singh, Varan Bhai Gurdas. p*30 n. *•



In ©very home (people) adored Baha (Nanak), casting 
away their Hindu and Muslim (sectarian notions)*

When the sun rose, flooding the world with light, 
nothing that was hidden remained unrevealed*

When the lion roared in the wilderness the whole 
herd of deer took flight*

When the moon is high it cannot he hidden by holding 
up a pan*

From farthest east to furthest west the nine regions
of the whole world bowed (before him)*
For such was the power he wielded in the world*

55 Baba (Nanak) then proceeded to Baghdad and going 
outside (the city) he set up camp.

(There were two people), one Baba (Nanak), the_image 
of the Timeless One, and the other Mardana, the 
rababi.2

(Baba Nanak) uttered the call to prayer and the whole 
world fell silent*

The city (of Baghdad) also fell silent and observing 
this the • pir was astounded*

When he looked closely he perceived a faqir (absorbed) 
in a deep trance*

Dastgir (the pir) then asked, 'What faqir are you and 
to what order do you belong?1

(Mardana replied, 'He is) Nanak and he has come into 
this Kali age* He is a faqir of God^ and he has 
attained to a knowledge of the One*

^Kunali* an earthenware pan or basin in which flour is kneaded*
2 -One who plays the stringed instrument called a rabab*
3 — «Rabu fakiru* There is a variant radu fakiru, in which case the 
meaning would probably be: He is a faqir who has rejected (all
such symbols as dress and equipment)*
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He is known on the earth, in heaven, in all directions#

36 The nir disputed with him and asked question* (He
realised) that this faqir possessed great authority*

He has worked a great miracle here in Baghdad*
(He says that) there are lakhs of nether worlds and

heavens; this is wondrous news that he has declared*
Bastgir then spoke again; *Grant that we too may 

witness what you have discovered*1
(Baba Nanak) took the vpir1 s son and closing his eyes

he ascended (with him) into the air*
In the twinkling of an eye he revealed all of the lakhs 

of heavens and lakhs of underworlds*
Filling a bowl with karah prasad1 he brought it from

the neiter regions*
A manifest authority is not hidden and cannot be hidden#

37 Having subdued the fortress of Baghdad he overcame all 
in Mecca and Medina*

He triumphed over the assembly of the eighty-four 2 
Siddhs and over the deceits of the six systems.

Myriads of underworlds and heavens were conquered by 
him and on earth he overcame the whole world.

He triumphed over the nine regions of the earth and dis
seminated the Sati Ham*

"She sacramental food of the Sikhs. See Jogendra Singh, Sikh 
Ceremonies* pp. 95-6*
2The six systems of Hindu philosophy*
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Gods and danavs, savages and daityas, Chitr and Gupt - 
all fell at his feet*

Before the throne of Indra apsarasas sang his praises in 
all modes*

Throughout the world this joyful message went forth that 
G um Nanak has come for the salvation (of the people) 
of the Kaliyug*

Hindus and Muslims (both) bowed (before him).

38 Baba (Nanak) then proceeded to Kartarpur and removed 
the garments he had worn during his wanderings*

He put on ordinary clothes, ascended his gaddi*3- and 
thus appeared (before his people)*

He reversed his earlier way of life and he set his seal 
on Guru Afigad (as his successor)*

(For) his sons did not obey him, (becoming instead) 
perfidious rebels and leaving him.

He made divine utterances, so bringing light and 
driving away darkness*

(He imparted) wisdom |hrough discourses and conversation; 
the anahad sabad resounded endlessly*

The Sodaru^and Arati^ were sung and in the early morning 
the Japji was recited*

1Cushion or throne* In this context it indicates a seat of spiritual 
authority.
%ee infra p* 490*
^Rag Asa, AG pp* 8-9 and p*347* It is a part of the Raharas.the 
Sikh evening prayer, and is also found, with minor variations, in 
the Jap.ii (pauri 27).

4 - -Possibly Dhanasari 9, AG pp. 13 and 663, but more likely the three 
sabads which are collectively entitled Irati Sohila (AG pp. 12-13), 
the third of which is Dhanasari 9*



Those who followed him cast off the burden of the 
Atharav Ved*

39 Hearing of the^Sivarat mala Baba (Nanak) proceeded to
Aehal Ba^ala.3

In order to see him all the people turned away (from 
the yogis)*

Money began to fall like rain; offerings came in 
increasing quantities*

Observing this the yogis became exceedingly jealous*
(Some) Dhagats had come anl performed the ras; the 

yogis rook their lota and hid it*
Forgetting their ras the bhagats were concerned only 

for their lota*
Baba (Nanak), being a_person endued with all knowledge, 

drew out the lota from where it was hidden*
Seeing this the yogis were filled with enmity*

40 Filled with envy all the yogis rose up to hold
discourse with him.

The yogi Hha&garanath asked him, ’Why have you put 
kag.il4 in milk?

^I*e* they put their trust in the Guru’s teaching*
pA &aivite festival held on the fourteenth day of the dark half 
of Phagup (February-March) * Macauliffe i*157 n*l* MK gives 
contradictory dates - the fourteenth sudi on p*33 and the fourt
eenth vadi on p*151*
^Four miles south of Bajala in Gurdaspur District,
4An acidic liquid prepared by fermenting a mixture of mustard, 
salt, and ginger in water or buttermilk. It is believed to be 
beneficial to the digestion and the liver* MK 237*
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The milk container has been ruined and churning 
produces no butter*

Why have you put aside the ascetic* s robe and adopted 
the ways of the world?*1

Nanak said, 1Bhangaranath, your mother was a foolish 
woman*

She did not know how to cleanse the container and
through (her) foolishness the milk has been burnt*

You become an ascetic, separating yourself from house
holders, and then you go and beg at their houses*

He who does not give receives npthing*1

41 Hearing these words the yogis rushed on him, assuming 
many forms*

(They said), * Nanak Bed! has come into the Kaliyug and 
denied the six systems**

The Siddhs pronounced all their spells, uttering charms 
and incantations*

The yogis changed into lions and wolves, and worked 
many wonders*

One yogi took wing and flew like a playful bird}
One became a snake and began to hiss; another caused 

fire to rain down*
Bhangaranath practised sleight of hand} another sat on 

a deerskin and floated on water*
The Siddhs* fire was extinguished and yet burnt*

I*e* You have mixed the kaSLil of worldly affections into the milk 
of detachment* As a result you have corrupted your man and no effort 
will produce the butter of .ifian*
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42 The Siddhs (then challenged him) saying, ’Hear us,
Nanak i What miracles have you performed before 
the world?

Why have you been so dilatory? Show us something#1
Baba (Nanak) replied, *Nath-ii» in my view a yogi is 

worthless#
Apart from the Guru, the sa&gat, and the ban! any other 

refuge is of less value than a mustard seed.
He who manifested Himself in the form of *3iv, the

immutable Creator - He it is who set. the world in 
motion#'
Siddhs with their charms and incantations were over
come# The Guru’s £abad defeated their (magical) 
arts*

(The letter)^dada (signifies) the Giver, (He who is)
the Guru; (and the letter) kaka (signifies His) worth, 
which no one has ever comprehended#*'*

(The Siddhs]) became humble and submitted to Nanak, the 
Satguru*

43 Baba (Nanak) said, ’Nath-1 i, listen to what I say for
I speak the truth*

Apart from (the miracle of) the true Nam I work no 
wonder#

Were I to put on clothes of fire or build a dwelling of 
Himalayan snow; 2

T*or the Naths the letters dada and kaka possessed a mystical quality 
signifying din (or the path of yogaT”and karamat (miracles)* Guru _ 
Nanak reinterpreted them, according to this account, to signify data 
(the Giver) andkimat (value, worth)* Hazara Singh and Vir Singh, 
Varan Bhai Gurdas. pp* 37-8*
2 —  —  * —Lines^3“S are a paraphrase of Guru Nanak* s slok 1 of pauri 19,
Var Majh, AG p.147*
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Were I to eat iron as my food or make myself master 
of the whole earth;

Were I assume to such proportions that 1 could 
bestride the whole world in a single steps

Were I to weigh earth and heaven with but a tiny 
weight1 in the other scale;

Were X to possess within myself such power that 
whatever X said came to pass;

Without the Sati Warn (all would be but) the shadow 
of a cloud,*

44 (And so) Baba (Nanak) held his discourse with the Siddhs 
and as a result of his words peace oame upon them*

(Guru Nanak) triumphed over the divarat mela and
followers of the six systems came and did homage 
to him*

Siddhs made this auspicious pronouncement: * Blessed 
is Nanak and great are his works*

A great being has been made manifest and has caused light
to shine in this Kali age*1

Baba (Nanak) arose and journeyed from the mela to Multan*
Before he arrived a nir of Multan came bringing a cup 

filled with milk*
Baba (Nanak) picked a jasmin flower from a field and laid 

it on the milk;
2Just as the Ganges flows into the ocean*

^Tank: a weight equal to four masas or one-third of a tola* The
masa was a variable weight but usually equalled 17-18 grains Troy*
^Without making any evident difference to its volume*



45 After journeying to Multan (Guru Nanak) returned to 
Kartarpur.

His glory daily increased; in the Kali age Nanak 
caused the Nam to be repeated*

To ask for anything other than the Nam is to bring 
suffering and calamity upon onefs head*

He caused his writ to run throughout tje world and 
inaugurated his holy brotherhood*

Before he died he appointed Lahipa and caused the G u m ’s 
umbrella to wave over his head*

Merging (bis) light in (Gum A&gad1 s) light^  the 
Satguru changed his form.

None could comprehend (this mystery); a wonder of 
wonders he revealed*

Changing his body he made (Gum A&gad’ s)body his own*

Var XI
13 (Gum Nanak) delivered Tarn the Fopaf^ who had been 

an ascetic since childhood*
He who is known as Mula the Kiy (became) a slave of 

the Gum and won (the G u m ’s) love by his 
wondrous deeds.5

1Faath*
2The symbol of regnal authority.
3 —•\Ue* his spirit left his own body and entered that of G um A&gad.
4In many cases the disciple’s sub-caste is given.
5Or perhaps: •»•*•** and performed wondrous deeds of love.
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Pirtha and Khe^a* the Soiri (khatris), took refuge
at (the Guru's) feet and so dwelt in joy and peace,

Mardana the Mirasi played the rabab melodiously in 
(the Guxu's) assemblies,

Prithi Mai the Sahgal was a staunch bhagat: Rama the 
pi§i was a practiser of bhakti,

Baulat Khan Lodi, a loyal (disciple), became during ^
his lifetime a (true) pjr and so obtained immortality,

Malo and Mafiga were two Sikhs who found joy in their 
love of the Guru's utterances.

Meeting (the Guru), Kalu put^his trust (in him and by 
his singing) of the Guru's songs won praise in 
the court (of God),

(All received) the Guru's teaching and radiated loving 
adoration*

14- Bhagat, an Ohari (khatri) and a bhagat* and Japuvansi 
performed (devoted) service,

The Uppal (khatri) known as_Sihsn, and Gajap, another 
Uppal, pleased the Guru*

Bhagirathjaf Mailasihan (formerly) sang the praises 
of Kali,

Jitta Randhava the Bhalla and Bupa Bu$ha were single-* 
minded in their meditation*

Phirapa the Khahira, Jodh the Sikh, and Jivai served 
the Guru*,»***,»••*

This tradition concerning Baulat Khan Lodi is at variance with the 
reputation for duplicity and treachery which his involvement with 
Babur earned him. The reputation owes its origin, however, to Babur's 
Memoirs (see BU(B)ii*459) and the issue is one where impartiality is 
hardly to be expected fromjhe author* It is possible that the tradi~ 
tion recorded by Bhai Gurdas reflects a fairer estimate of Baulat Khan's 
character than the judgment of his enemy,
2 —The remainder of the pauri concerns followers of Guru Aftgad* Hazara 
Singh and Vir Singh, op.cit,* p,194*
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-  -  ~  -  -r 1The Life of Gum Nanak according to the Buratan Janam-sakliis
1*1 Baba Nanak was bom in the month of Vaisakh, S. 1526

(AD 1469). The actual date is not specified, but the birth
is said to have taken place on a moonlit night during the
last watch before dam* His father, Kalu, was a Bedi khatri

—  ««2who lived in the village of Rai Bhoi di Talva^i and it was 
there that Nanak was bom. His mother's name is not given* 
During his infancy he played with other children, but unlike 
them he had a concern for spiritual things and from the age 
of five began to utter mysterious sayings. The local Hindus 
declared that a god had been incarnated in human form and the 
Muslims that a true follower of God had been bom*

2*1 When he turned seven Nanak was taken to a pap^it in
order tojlearn how to read. After only one day he gave up 
reading and when the pag,$it asked him why he had lapsed into 
silence Nanak instructed him at length in the vanity of worldly 
learning and the constrasting value of the Nam* The pa$$it 
was greatly impressed and permitted him to return home*

1The first^of the figures in the margin indicates the number of 
each sakhi, and the second figure the page on which^it^begins 
in the fifth edition of Vir Singh's Puratan Janam-sakhi* For a 
translation of the Oolebrooke janam-salchi see E4Trumpp, The 
Adi Granth. pp. vii-xlv.
2 — —In the tahsil of Shekhupura, Lahore District.
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3.5 The child now began to manifest disturbing signs
of withdrawal from the world. He was set to learning 

_ 1'Turki' at the age of nine, but returned home and con-
2tinued to sit in silence. The local people suggested 

to Kalu that he should have Nanak married. Kalu took 
their advice, a betrothal was arranged at the house of 
Hula, a khatri of the Chopa sub-caste, and at the age 
of twelve Baba Nanak was duly married* No reference is 
made to where Mula lived or to where the marriage took 
place, and nor is his wife's name given. Nanak now took 
up a worldly occupation, but his heart was not in it and 
he spent his time consorting with faqir s.

4*6 Two miracles are related of this period. On one
occasion he went to sleep while grazing the family buffaloes 
and the animals proceeded to ruin a wheat field. The ag
grieved owner of the field haled the negligent Nanak be
fore Rai Bular, the landlord of the village* Guru Nanak 
insisted, however, that no damage had been done, and a

1Persian.
pThe India Office^Library manuscript Pang* B40 inserts before the 
reference to Kalu's effort to have him taught 'Turkx* a very brief 
reference to his^having been invested^with^the janeu at the age 
of nine: "Jab^Baba Nanaku barasa navan hoa tab jaftu paia. Pher
Torki payapi paia." (Folio 6a).
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messenger despatched by Rai Bular found that the ruined 
crop had been miraculously restored. Rai Bular*s relation-

5.7 ship to Rai Bhoi is not specified. On another occasion Rai
Bular happened upon Nanak sleeping under a tree and was 
greatly impressed to observe that the shadow of the tree 
did not move with the declining sun* The same sakhi also 
records the birth of Guru Nanak*s two sons* Lakhmi Das and 
Siri Chand.

6*8 Nanakfs habitual withdrawal from the world continued
to cause grave concern and both his parents remonstrated

7.11 with him unsuccessfully* Some of the Bedis suggested con
sulting a vaid » but this merely prompted utterances concern
ing the nature of what the Guru regarded as the real ill-

8.12 ness afflicting mankind. The family’s problem was eventually
» - - 1 solved by Nanak*s brother-in-law, Jai Ram, who was the stew

ard of Nawab Daulat Khan of Sultanpur. Jai Ram sent a letter 
inviting Nanak to Sultanpur* The invitation was accepted 
and Guru Nanak departed, comforting his forlorn wife with 
a promise that he would Gall her as soon as his work in

1 -  -Guru Nanak*s sister is not named.
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Sultanpur prospered.

9.13 As soon as Nanak arrived in Sultanpur Jai Ram
petitioned Daulat Khan to grant his 'brother-in-law an aud
ience. The request was granted and as a result of the 
interview Baulat Khan formed a very favourable impression 
of Nanak* He presented him with a robe of honour and 
issued instructions that he should be given employment.
The nature of the employment is not specified beyond the 
fact that it was evidently understood to be clerical work.
The sakhi records that each morning he would first take 
his orders from the court and then would ’’sit down to 
write”.1 In the following sakhi Baulat Khan refers to 
him as na good vazir" and uses the same word to describe 
him in sakhi 11.

During this period the Guru lived a very simple life, 
keeping only enough of his food allowance to meet his own 
limited needs and devoting the remainder to God’s work.
Mardana the Jum came from Talvap^I to join him and was 
followed by others. All were commended to Baulat Khan by 
Nanak and received employment as a result. The group regularly

1Pttr JS p.14.
2 —  —  —That is, giving it to sadhus and faqir s.
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saE*g kirtan until late into tlie night and during the 
last watch the Guru would go to the river and bathe*

- 110*14 One day Nanak went to the river and removing his
clothes left them in the care of a servant* While he 
was bathing messengers of God came and he was transported 
by them to the divine court. There he was given a cup of 
amrit and with it came the command: "Nanak, this is the
cup of My Nam* Drink it*** This he did and was charged 
to go into the world and preach the Nanu^

Nanak, I am with you* 1 have blessed 
you and I have blessed^all who will take your 
name* Go, repeat My Nam and cause the people 
to repeat it also* Remain unsullied by the 
world, remain (faithful) in the Nam, in charity, 
in pure living, in service, and in remembrance*
I have imparted My Nam to you* Perform this 
work ••••••••••*• Nanak, he upon whom you look
graciously, on him do I look graciously* Upon 
whom your grace rests, mine also rests* My 
name is Parabrahm Paramesvar and yours is Guru 
Paramesvar*5
In the meantime the servant had become anxious at his 

master*s failure to emerge from the water* He returned to 
the town and informed Daulat Khan of the apparent tragedy*

^The name of the river is not given*

Pur JS, pp* 14, 15#
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Baulat Khan rode out at once and had the river dragged, 
hut Nanak1 s body was not to be found*

Three days later, however, the missing Nanak suddenly 
reappeared at the point where he had entered the river*
Baulat Khan joined the crowd which gathered, but Guru Nanak 
evidently remained silent, for the people explained to the 
Nawab that he had sustained injury inlhe river* Hearing 
this Baulat Khan departed with a heavy heart and Nanak, 
wearing only a langoti* went with Mardana to live with some 
faqirs*

11*16 For one day Guru Nanak maintained his silence and then
on the following day he spoke, saying, "There is neither 
%ndu nor Musalman"* This was reported to Baulat Khan, 
but dismissed as the sort of utterance one might expect to 
hear from a faqir. His qazi* however, took a more serious 
view ofifcat appeared to be a clear rejection of Islam’s 
claims to superiority* Baulat Khan agreed to question Nanak 
on the subject, but found nothing offensive in the reply 
he received*

It so happened that the appointed time for the second 
daily prayer came while Guru Nanak was being examined* Every
one present arose and went to the mosque, and Nanak went with
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them. There he <&used even greater offence to the qazi 
by laughing out loud during the reading of namaz. The 
qazi protested angrily to Daulat Khan, but Nanak explained 
that he had done so because the qazi had been thinking not 
of the prayer he had been uttering, but of a new-born filly 
he had left in the compound, dangerously near a well. The 
qazi was now convinced of Nanakfs powers and made his sub
mission* The people all followed his example and Baulat 
Khan was so impressed that he offered to surrender his 
entire authority and all his property to the Guru. When 
he returned home he found that his treasury had been mira
culously filled,**’ Guru Nanak then left Sultanpur, taking 
with him Mardana the bard*

12.20 After leaving the town the Guru and Mardana first
proceeded to a wilderness and for some time deliberately 
avoided all inhabited places. On one occasion Mardana 
became hungry and was sent ahead to a village of Uppal 
khatris to receive the generous offerings they would make. 
On another occasion Mardana entered a town where reverence, 
clothing, and money were lavished upon him. He returned 
laden to the Guru, but was told to throw the offerings away

^The India Office Library manuscript Panj. B40 omits this reference
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13.21

14.22

as they were unnecessary encumbrances.

Journeying on they came to the house of a certain 
Sheikh Sajjap. The house was situated out 5n the country 
and its owner had built both a temple and a mosque. These 
were ostensibly for the convenience of Hindu and Muslim 
travellers, but Sajjap was a thag and his real purpose was 
to lure travellers into his house in order that he might 
murder them and so acquire their wealth. His method of 
despatching his guests was to throw them into a well. Baba 
Nanak and Mardana were welcomed in the usual way and when 
night came they were invited to take »st. Before doing so 
the Guru sang a sabad. The words of the song convicted 
Sajjap of his sin and falling at the Guru's feet he implored 
forgiveness. This was granted on condition that he made
restitution for all he had stolen. The Hafizabad manuscript

- «■ 1adds that the first dharmsala was built there.

After leaving Sajjap they travelled to Papipat where 
Guru Nanak held a successful discourse with %eikh Sharaf, 
the Fir of Papipat. The name of the Fir's disciple is given

1 —  « .I.e. the first Sikh dharmsala. or first building dedicated to
worship and service.
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15*24 as Sheikh 'fafihar. From Pag ip at they proceeded on to 
Delhi where they encountered some mahouts employed by 
Sultan Ibrahim Beg#* The mahouts were bewailing the 
death of the elephant which had provided their employment#
At the Gum's bidding they stroked the dead animal's face 
and uttered "Vahigurui,f The elephant was immediately re
stored to life and the sultan, hearing of the miracle, 
asked for a repetition of it. The elephant duly died again, 
but Guru Nanak made no effort to revive it* His cryptic 
explanation was, however, understood by the sultan and 
accepted as a thoroughly laudable one. Neither of the sloks 
said to have been spoken on this oocasion are in the Adi Granth.

16*25 These early incidents were evidently a part of the first
udasi* but this is not explicitly declared to have begun
until after the Delhi visit* Sakhi 16 records that the first
udasi was to the east and that on this journey the Guru's
companion was Mardana. It also details the bizarre dress which
he adopted for this journey* It is given as an ochre garment
and a white one, a slipper on one foot and a wooden sandal on 

-  -2the other, a faqir's kafni and a necklace of bones around his

*This is the Hafizabad reading* The Colebrooke manuscript gives his 
name as Braham Beg*
2A piece of cloth worn round the waist*
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neck, a galandar*s hat on his head, and a saffron tilak 
on his forehead# His food is said to have consisted of 
air# The same sakhi also refers to a certain Sheikh Ba^id 
whom they happened to observe being transported in a 
litter and then being massaged and fanned by servants*
In response to Hardana*s enquiry concerning the inequalities 
of the human condition Baba Nanak replied, 11 Joy and pain come 
in accordance with the deeds of one1 s previous existence*M

17*26 Travelling on they reached Banaras where they sat down
in a public square* A pag.$it named Chatur Has, who happened 
to pass, observed with surprise that Guru Nanak had neither 
salgram, tulsi-mala, rosary, nor sectarian mark* A dis
course ensued, ending with a complete recitation of the 
lengthy work Oafikaru in Hag Ramakali Dakh^I,1 and with the 
conversiohoaf Chatur Das#

18*27 The next incident is set in a place which the Puratan
janam-sakhis refer to simply as Mfanakmata* It was evidently

1AG pp. 929-38.
2 *  mmThe later janam-sakhis add that it was formerly called Gorakhmata 
(§ig|SR p*203). It is identified with_a location in N&in! Tal District, 
15 miles north-west of Pilibhit* Guru Hargobind is said to have visited 
it# (MK p*519)* Bhai Gurdas and Miharban make no reference to the 
place or the incident*
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a Nath centre and the Siddhs who were there at the time 
observed that a banyan tree which had stood withered 
for many years suddenly became green when the Guru sat 
beneath it, They sought to persuade him to join their 
order, but ended by hailing him as a mahan nurukh. a great 
being.

The next four sakhis are given no explicit geo-
19 *28 graphical location* The first concerns a community of

traders who were busy celebrating the birth of a son to 
the leading merchant and who ignored Mardana in spite of 
his obvious hunger# Baba Nanak is said to have smiled when 
Mardana reported their ungracious behaviour and to have 
informed him that the new arrival would depart next morning* 
The prophecy proved to be correct for next day the community 
was lamenting the death of the infant.

20*50 The second one briefly describes a watchman who,
because he sought to give the visitors the best food he had 
available, received an undefined "royal authority”•

21.30 The third is the story of a disciple whom the Guru won
while staying in a village during a rainy season* One day 
the new disciple* s neighbour accompanied him to meet the 
Guru, but on the way stopped instead at a prostitute’s house.
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Thereafter they would go out together, one to the Guru 
and the other to his mistress, until one day they decided 
to test the merits of the radically different hahits they 
were following* That same day the neighbour discovered a 
pot filled with coal, but containing also a gold coin, 
whereas the disciple had the misfortune to pierce his foot 
with a thorn. Guru Nanak explained to them that the neigh
bour^ gift of a gold coin to a sadhu in his previous exist
ence had earned him a pot of gold coins. The disciple, on 
the other hand, had performed deeds meriting an impaling 
stake. The neighbour* s subsequent immorality had, however, 
converted all but the original gold coin to coal and the 
disciple’s piety had reduced the impaling stake to a thorn.
The story concludes with the pad Maru 3:

Karapi kagadu manu masava^l bura bhala dui 
lekha pae.l

(A man's) conduct is like paper (and his) maa 
like an inkwell. (The ink from it) inscribes 
(on the paper deeds) both gvil and good*

22*32 The fourth of the unlocated sakhis describes, an encounter
with some thags. Like Sa^jap the Thag (in the Puratan version)

^AG p.990*
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these thags decided that the evident brightness of the 
Guru's face must surely mean the possession of much con
cealed wealth on his person# Before killing the travellers, 
however, the thags were persuaded to send two of their number 
to a funeral pyre which could be seen burning in the distance* 
There they observed angels of Ram snatch a body from messengers 
of Tam# One of the angels explained that the man had been a 
Monstrous sinner and that accordingly he should really have 
been the rightful property of Yam# 11 The smoke of his funeral 
pyre has, however, been seen by that divine guru whom you 
came to kill and as a result he has gained access to Paradise 
(Baikunth),11 The thags were appalled to think that they 
had been about to kill one who imparted salvation simply by 
seeing smoke# They made their submission and were pardoned on 
condition that they took up honest agriculture and devoted 
any surplus they might have to renunciant bhagats*

«. * ^ p
23*33 Sakhi 23 is set in a land called Kauru or Kavaru, a

land ruled by female magicians. The queen's name is given as 
Nur Shah# Mardana went ahead to beg for food and was turned 
into a lamb by one of the enchantresses# Guru Nanak, following 
him, caused a pot to stick to the woman's head and told Mar*-

1Pur JS, p. 33

2Ibld.. p.34.
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dana to restore himself by saying "Vahiguru11 and bowing 
down. The female magicians all converged on Guru Nanak 
when they heard what he had done, some riding on trees, 
some on deerskins, some on the moon, several on a wall, 
and some on a whole grove of trees. When their efforts 
to enchant him failed Nur Shah herself came and tried 
magic and various sensual temptations. All failed and 
the women finally submitted.

24*37 Next the Guru and Mardana came to a wilderness where
they rested. At God's command Kaliyug came to try and 
deceive the Guru.^ To Mardana*s inexpressible terror a 
great darkness fell and trees were swept away* Next there 
appeared fire, with smoke ascending on all sides from four 
abysses of fire* Black clouds then gathered and rain began 
to fall* Finally, Kaliyug appeared in the form of a demon 
giant so tall that the top of its head reached to the heavens. 
It advanced towards them, but the nearer it came the smaller

1Kaliyug. the fourth and last in the cycle of yugs or cosmic ages, 
is the period of ultimate degeneracy. In this Puratan context the 
meaning appears to be a manifestation in material form of all the 
characteristic evils and vices of the fourth yug. The evident 
impossibility of such a being subsequently led to the tradition^ 
that Kaliyug was the name of an evil person who lived in Jagannath 
Puri and was converted by the Guru. MK p.252, Teja Singh, Sikhism, 
P*37.
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it grew until eventually it assumed the form of a man 
and Kaliyug stood before Baba Nanak in a respectful 
posture* In the discourse which followed he sought to 
tempt him with offers of abeautiful palace, of jewels, 
of women, of the power to work miracles, and finally 
of temporal sovereignty* All were rejected by the Guru, 
and Kaliyug finally made his submission and asked for 
salvation.

25.58 Having left Kaliyug the travellers came next to a
city of insects. Wherever they looked everything was 
black and Mardana was once again in the extremities of 
terror. Guru Nanak related to him a macabre story of 
how a raja had once shorn disrespect to the insects, and 
of how they had first destroyed his army with poison and 
then revivified it with amrit*

Sakhis 26 and 27 obviously constitute a single story.
26.40 Ihe first concerns a village which refused hospitality and
27.40 the second a village which gave it liberally. After leav

ing the second village Guru Nanak uttered the pronouncement; 
,!May this town be uprooted and its inhabitants scattered*n 
When Mardana observed that this was strange justice indeed, 
he explained that the inhabitants of the first village would, 
if dispersed, corrupt others, whereas those of the second
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would spread true beliefs,

28,40 After this they reached the land of Asa and there
found Sheikh Farid sitting in a jungle, Three incidents 
are recorded of the period which they spent with Sheikh 
Farid, In the first a devout person offered the two holy 
men a cup of milk after having surreptitiously dropped 
four gold coins into it* When he returned later he dis-» 
covered a gold cup filled with gold coins and realised 
that by offering worldly things instead of an open heart 
he had received a worldly reward and so had missed a great 
opportunity* The second describes a problem which was 
bothering the people of Isa, The Kaja of Asa, £yam Sundar,1 
had died recently, but in spite of persistent efforts his 
skull would not bum. The astrologers had been consulted 
and had declared that he was in affliction as a result of 
once having told a lie, and that his salvation could not 
take place until a sadhu set foot in the kingdom* For this 
reason Farid and the Gum were welcomed when they arrived* 
Farid declined the honour and insisted that Guru Nanak 
should be the one to pass through the gate which had been 
erected* The Guru did so, the raja’s skull duly burst, and

1 w nThis is the name given by the Hafizabad Ms, The Qolebrooke Ms 
gives Samundar,
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his soul went free* The third incident describes how 
Sheikh Farid threw away a wooden chapati which he lad 
previously kept in order to have an excuse for refusing 
food* The raja1s unfortunate experience had shown him 
what would happen if he were to persist with this false- 
hood* The sakhi concludes with the statement that there 
is a mah,j 1^in Asa*

29,45 Much of sakhi 29 is incoherent and the Colebrooke
and Hafizabad versions differ considerably* It concerns

- 2a visit to a land called Bisiar where everyone refused
hospitality, except a carpenter named Jhap$a* Sitting on

3 -"an island in the ocean11, Guru Hanak composed a work called 
the Jugavali which he delivered to Jhap̂ a. There is an 
obscure reference to a city called Chhujhaghataka and 
there is said to be a mahji in Bisiar.

1 ~Literally a small string bed* Guru Amar Has, the third Guru, is said
to have divided his Sikhs into twenty-two districts, each under a 
superintendent (mahant). These districts were called mafi.j is. (MKf 
pp* 654, 750). References to mah.jis in the JSs are anachronisms*  ̂

gafi.iis were later superseded by the masand system of Guru Ham Das, 
(Teja Singh and Ga$$a Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, vol. i, 
p. 27, n.l),

2Perhaps Bashahr, one of the former Simla Hill states, situated 
beyond Itojgayh. (Macauliffe i*93̂ 2 ^his identification is, how
ever, by no means certain* The Bhai Bala JSs refer to it as "an 
island in the sea11* (BB JS, p* 195* 10 Library Ms Panj B41, folio
88.)

5Literally:a sandbank in the ocean.
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30*46 During these travels hunger was rBVer a problem for
the Guru, who could subsist on air alone,but for Mardana
it was different* After leaving Bisiar they entered a
great desert and here Mardana1s hunger became so extreme
that he could proceed no further* Guru Nanak showed him
a tree which would provide him with fruit, but strictly
enjoined him to take none with him when they proceeded on*
Mardana disobeyed the command and later ate some of what he
had brought with him* He at once collapsed and Guru Nanak
explained that it was a poisonous fruit which had turned
to amrit because of the word he had spoken* He then cured

1him by placing his foot on his forehead*

31*48 After twelve years of wandering they eventually arrived
back at TalvagLg! and stopped in the jungle at a distance of 
two kos from the village* Mardana was given permission to 
enter the village, and was instructed to go to Kalu*s house 
as well as his own. He was, however, to refrain from men
tioning Nanak*s name. In the village he received a reverent

■̂ 10 Library Ms Panj. folios 30 ff, places this sakhi immediately
after the Pur JS*s sakhi 12 (see supra p* 198), combining the two in 
a single sakhi* This corresponds with Miharban’s arrangement* It is 
not possible to say whether the compiler of the B40 Ms intended^the 
incident to be placed at the beginning or end of the first udasi as 
it is the only incident he records between the departure from Sultanpur 
and the^return to_Talvap$i. The B40 sakhi concludes s 1 Ja Saltanpuro 
udas hoa ta barasi bari phir PafSjab di dharati aia*1 (Folio 32.)
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yet warm, welcome* When asked where Nanak was he replied: 
"Brethren, when Baba was in Sultanpur I was with him, but 
since then I have had no news of him"* The Guru's mother 
refused to believe this and when he left the village she 
followed him at a distance* A touching reunion with her
son followed* Kalu galloped after her as soon as he re
ceived the news and did his best to persuade Nanak to remain 
in Talva#$i. The Guru insisted, however, that they were 
udasis and that the settled life was not their calling*

32*52 Leaving Talvapgi Guru Nanak and Mardana visited the
Ravi and Chenab rivers and then proceeded south towards 
• 1Pak Fafjan* In the jungle, three kos outside the town, they 
encountered Sheikh Kamal, a disciple of Sheikh Brahm who was 
the contemporary incumbent of Sheikh Farid's takht* Kamal 
informed his master and Sheikh Brahm went out to converse 
at length with the Guru*

33*56 From Pak Pa$l;an the couple moved north-east and passing
through Dipalpur,^ Ka&ganpur,^ Kasur,^ and PaJJi*** entered

1Montgomery District*
2 —A tahsil town in Montgomery District*
^A village in Chupia tahsil, Lahore District*
^Lahore District.
5 -A village in Kasur tahsil*
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— 1Goindval. There no one would give them shelter except
34*57 a faqir who was a leper and who, as a result of the meeting,

-  2was healed* They then travelled on through Sultanpur,
VairovaL,^ and Jalalabad,^ and entered a village called 
Kipi Pajhapan^ where the Guru made more disciples*

35*58 From there they moved north through Bafala to Saidpur,
or Sayyidpur, the present Eminabad in Gujranwala District*
By this time they had been joined by some faqirs and all 
were hungry* Guru Nanak himself asked the townsfolk for 
food, but theihfhaps who lived there were all busy celebrating 
marriages and paid no attention to his requests. This lack of 
response made him exceedingly angry and in his wrath he uttered 
the sabad 'Jaisi mai avai Khasama ki bani1*

A brahmap who had evidently heard the pad* and who had 
recognised it as a summons to Babur the Mughal to punish the

^Taran Taran tahsil, Amritsar District.
2 ~ _Jullundur District. See sakhi 8.
3 - -Taran Taran tahsil*
4There is a town of this name in Feroaepore District, but it is a 
common name and the itinerary which is being followed suggests a 
village in Amritsar District.
5Amritsar District. (Macauliffe i.108.)
Rag Tilafig 5, AS p.722.
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town, brought an offering of fruit and asked the Guru
to retract his curse. Guru Nanak replied that what had
been uttered could not be recalled, but assured the brahman

1that if he were to remove his family to a pool twelve kos 
away they would all be saved* The following day Babur 
arrived and fell upon Saidpur* Everyone in it, Muslim as 
well as Hindu, was slaughtered, houses were looted and 
then rased to the ground, and the surrounding countryside 
was devastated*

At some stage the Guru and Mardana were seized and 
committed to the Saidpur jail under the supervision of a 
certain Mir Khan* Both were made to do forced labour, Guru 
Nanak as a coolie and Mardana as a horse attendant* Mir 
Khan, when he came to watch the prisoners, was startled to 
observe that the Guru's load remained suspended a full cubit 
above his head and that the horse followed Mardana without 
a halter* This information was conveyed to Babur who declared: 
“Had I known there were such faqirs here I should not have 
destroyed the town.” He accompanied Mir Khan to where the 
prisoners were working and observed that a hand-mill whioh 
had been issued to Guru Nanak turned without any assistance.

Colebrooke Ms. The Hjfizabad Ms gives two kos (Pur JS, p.59)
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Babur then approached the Guru who uttered two 
sabads# Hearing these the ^ughal fell and kissed his 
feet, and offered him a favour* Guru Nanak asked for all 
the prisoners to be released and Sabur at once issued orders 
to free them and restore their property* The prisoners, 
however, refused to go unless Guru Nanak accompanied them. 
Mardana subsequently asked why so many had suffered for 
the sins of one and was told that he would be given his 
reply after he had slept under a nearby tree* While he was 
sleeping ants were attractedAby a drop of grease which had 
fallen on his chest* One of the ants bit him, and, without 
waking,Mardana brushed them away, killing them all as he did 
so. This, Guru Nanak subsequently informed him, was his answer* 

To this the Hafizabad manuscript adds a lengthy account 
of the manner in which Babur, who was really a clandestine 
qalaadar* was impressed by the Guru. When asked to free the 
prisoners he agreed to do so on condition that his throne 
should endure for ever. Guru Nanak would promise only that 
the kingdom would endure "for a time". This was accepted as 
sufficient and the prisoners were all released*

1The identity of the culprit is not indicated.
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36.66 Leaving Saidpur, Guru Nanak and Mardana passed through
Pasrur*** and came to the small fortress of a certain Mia 
Mifha. They stopped in a grove at a distance of one kos 
and when Mia Mifha was informed of the Guru’s arrival he 
declared he would skim him as cream is skimmed off milk*
Guru Nanak replied that hewuld squeeze Mia Mijha as he 
squeezed juice from a lemon. A debate followed and Mia 
Mifha finally made his submission.

37*70 Next Guru Nanak proceeded to Lahore where his coming
was brought to the notice of a wealthy Dhuppay khatri named
Luni Chand who happened to be celebrating his father’s sraddh.
In response to Luni Chand1 s invitation Guru Nanak came and
upon arrival asked him what point there was in feeding brah-
maps when his father had not eaten for three days* Duni
Chand at once asked where his father was to 1» found and was
informed that he had been bora as a wolf and was lying under 

— — 2a pilu bush five kos away. He at once took food out to his 
reincarnated father and was told by the wolf that the unfor
tunate rebirth was a result of having coveted some boiling 
fish when at the point of death.

^Slalkot District.
2 -  -The mal or jal bush. ^Tradition regards the tree with the stationary 
shadow as a mal (sakhi 5) and the^gurdwara erected on what was be
lieved to be the spot is called Mal Sahib. MK, p*724*
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Duni Chand subsequently took Guru Nanak to his house.
Over the door were seven flags, each representing a lakh 
of rupees. The Guru made no comment, but gave his host a 
needle with the request that he return it in the hereafter.
"Good GodJ" exclaimed his wife when he told her what the Guru 
had said* "Will this needle accompany you to the hereafter?" 
Appreciating the force of her rhetorical question Duni Chand 
took the needle back to Guru Nanak who asked him; "If a needle 
cannot go there how can these flags get there?”

58.72 Sakhi 58 provides the setting for a denunciation of un
necessary ceremonial purity. An excessively scrupulous brahma^ 
refused Guru Nanak*s food and tried to dig a cooking square 
which would satisfy his own notions of purity* After digging 
all day and everywhere turning up bones he finally made his 
submission.

59.72 The next incident evidently belongs to a later period
for it describes Guru Nanak*s practice of daily communal kirtan* 
The Guru happened to observe that a boy aged seven had become 
a regular attender and one day asked him why he engaged in such 
serious practices at such an early age. In reply the boy re
lated that the necessity of doing so had been impressed upon 
him as a result of his having observed how when he kindled a 
fire the small sticks were consumed first. The boy* s name is 
not given.
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The two sakhis which conclude the Puratan account of
the first udasi are recorded in the Hafizabad manuscript,

40*73 but not the Colebrooke* According to the first of them Guru
Nahak took up residence on the banks of the river near 

—1Talvap.$i where crowds of people flocked to see him* A 
wealthy man who lived in q|neighbouring village concluded 
that Nanak was taking advantage of this popularity to corrupt 
both Hindus and %slims, and that accordingly he should be 
imprisoned. He set out to make the arrest, but on the way 
was struck blind* This convinced him that Nanak must indeed 
be a great pir and, greatly chastened, he remounted his horse, 
only to fall off again* The people who had observed these 
misfortunes assured him that the only proper way to approach 
a great pir was on foot. This he did and was so impressed 
by the Guru that he decided to build for him a village which 
was to be called JCartarpur*

41*74 The second of the Hafizabad sakhis relates the story
of Bhagirath and an unnamed shopkeeper. A poor Sikh once came 
to the Guru asking for financial assistance in order that he 
might have his daughter married. Guru Nanak acceded to the 
request and despatched another Sikh, Bhagirath, to Lahore with

1 -  —Evidently the Ravi.
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instructions to purchase everything that would be required 
and to return at all costs that same day# Failure to do so 
would mean forfeiting his opportunity of salvation*

The shopkeeper to whom he went for his purchases pro
vided him with everything except a set of bangles, informing 
him that these could not possibly be ready until the next 
day* When Bhagirath insisted that delay was more than his 
salvation was worth the shopkeeper became curious and decided 
to visit this guru who could evidently give or withhold sal
vation as he pleased* He provided a set of bangles from his 
own house and set off with Bhagirath. While they were still 
on the way the Guru1 s voice came to them. The shopkeeper was 
instantly convinced and spent three years with Guru Nanak be
fore returning to Lahore*

When he eventually did return it was to entrust his property 
to other shopkeepers. He then embarked on a ship, sailed to the 
city where Baja iSJivanabh lived, aid there established a trading 
business# He lived a life of great piety there, but it was 
not one which accorded with the superstitious practices of 
the local people. These people were not Hindus and they made 
a point of defiling any Hindus who went there. The shopkeeper 
did not observe local practices, but nor did he follow Hindu 
customs and so eventually he was reported to the ra^a* ^ivanabh
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summoned him, demanded an explanation, and was given a 
description of Guru Nanak* This aroused a great longing 
in him for an opportunity to meet the Guru* The shopkeeper 
replied that the proper place to meet himias in his owa 
heart, but before leaving comforted the raja with the assur
ance that the Guru would one day come to him in person* He 
warned him, however, that there could be no knowing the guise 
in which he would come*

After the shopkeeper had sailed away Raja ^ivanabh 
devised a method of testing all visiting faqirs* Summoning 
a number of alluring women he instructed them to exercise 
their charms on any faqirs or udasis who might arrive, know
ing full well that in this degenerate age only the perfect 
Guru would be able to resist such advances*

42*78 Sakhi 42 opens with the announcement that Guru Nanak* s
second udasi was to the south* The Puratan;.i anam-sakhis are 
confused concerning the number and names of his companions 
on this journey* The Hafizabad manuscript usually gives their 
number as two and their names as Saido and Gheho, both Jatg, 
but in one place it refers to three companions named Saido, 
Gheho, and Siho, again all Ja$s, and in another simply to 
Saido and Siho* The Colebrooke manuscript usually names
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them Saido a Jaf and Siho a Ghei,1 but in one place refers 
to them as Saido and Gheho.

The first visit was to a country called Bhanasarl where
» m 2the two companions encountered Khwaja Khizar. They had pre

viously come to the conclusion that Guru Nanak*s frequent 
visits to the river were for the purpose of worshipping this 
deity and had themselves begun worshipping him. One night, 
however, they met Khwaja Khizar himself taking an offering

43.80 to the Guru whom he worshipped daily. Nhile in Dhanasari
the Guru conducted a successful discourse with Anabhi, the 
superior of a very influential Jain monastery. He then com
pleted Ma.ih ki Var^ and proceeded on*

44*81 The next recorded incident is set on "an island in the
ocean, in foreign parts, where a savage man exercised tyranni
cal rule”. The savage seized the Guru and set about cooking 
him in a cauldron. Instead of becoming hot, however, the 
cauldron became cooler. Perceiving this the cannibal fell 
at the Guiu*s feet and asked for salvation. Siho administered

1 —A khatri sub-caste.
2A mythical Muslim saint who in many parts of India has been identified 
with a river god or with a spirit of wells and streams. Encyclopaedia 
of Islam, vol. ii, p*865. R. C* Temple, The Legends of the Pan.iab. vol.i,
p.221.
3 AG, pp. 137-50.
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45.82

46.84

47.86

pahul to him and so he became a Sikh. The savage *s 
name is not given.

The sakhi which follows is both confused and fantastic*
It concerns a meeting with Makhdum Bahauddin whom Guru Nanak 
encountered sporting in the sea on his prayer-mat. After 
this Guru Nanak is said to have travelled out into the ocean 
to converse with Machhendranath and Gorakhnath.

Sakhi 47 records another crossing of the ocean, this 
time to the kingdom of $ivanabh in Si^ghaladip.^ When they 
arrived there Sivanabh's garden, which had been withered for 
years, suddenly blossomed. The gardener reported this to 
the raja who at once sent his alluring women to test this 
new arrival. Later fSivanabh came himself and after question
ing the Guru invited him to his palace. Baba Nanak replied 
that he did not travel on foot, but that he required as his 
mount one who was of royal blood and ruler of a city, ^ivanabh 
at once offered himself and the Guru proceeded to the palace 
on the rajafs back.

At the palace divanabh and his wife, Chandarskala, asked 
him what he wished to eat. In reply the Gum asked for human 
flesh and specified that it was to be that of Ha Bon who is of

^Ceylon*
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royal parentage and twelve years old11* $ivanabh oonsulted 
his sonfs .1 anam-petri and discovered that he was, as re
quired, twelve years of age* Both the boy and his wife 
agreed that the Guru * s wish should be met, and while the 
mother held his arms and the wife his feet ^ivanabh proceeded 
to cut his son's throat* The body was then stewed and placed 
before the Guru who instructed them to shut their eyes, utter 
"Vahiguru11, and begin to eat. This they did and when they 
opened their eyes again the Guru had disappeared* As a result 
of this experience the raja became mad, but twelve months later 
was vouchsafed a darsan~ and became a Sikh*

The partly incoherent conclusion of this sakhi records 
that while in SiAgaladip Guru Nanak composed the Pran Safigali.
A saftgat met regularly in the dharmsala and there secret 
teachings were revealed. Baja ^ivanabh received a maff.ii and 
Guru Nanak departed.

48.90 The final sakhi of the second udasi describes how Guru
Nanak wrecked the hut of an hospitable carpenter* The reason 
for this seemingly ungrateful action was revealed when the 
carpenter discovered under the remains of his broken bed four

'An audience and, in contexts such as this, specifically an audience 
with a person of considerable spiritual stature* It is not clear 
whether the writer intends this to be understood as another meeting 
or as a vision.
2^ee supra p* 208, n. 1.
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pots of gold*

49*90 The third udasi was to the north and Guru Nanak* s
companions; this time were Hassu, a blacksmith, and Slhan, 
a calico-printer# On his head and feet he wore leather 
and round his whole body he bound rope# They first travelled 
to Kashmir where a papg.it named Brahm Das came to meet them 
wearing an idol round his neck and bringing with him two 
camels loaded with Furanas* The discourse which followed 
converted him and he threw away his idol*

His conversion was, however, incomplete and one day 
Baba Nanak told him to take a guru* For this purpose he 
directed Brahm Das to some faqirs out in the waste land, and 
they sent him on to a nearby temple* There a woman in crimson 
beat him severely with a shoe and the wailing papgit returned 
to the faqirs to be informed that he had just met Maya* the 
guru he had hitherto served* This completed Brahm Das*s con
version* He threw away his books and became a humble servant 
of the sants#

50*94 After leaving Kashmir, Guru Nanak traversed many mount
ains and eventually ascended Mount Sumeru where he conversed 
with £iv, Gorakhnath, Bharathari, Goplchand, and CharapaJ.
The Siddhs sent him to fill a pot with water, but when it 
kept filling with jewels the Guru broke it, repaired it, ex-
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orcised the spell with a slok, and then filled it with 
water*

A lengthy discourse followed, at the end of which 
the Siddhs suggested that Nanak should proceed to the 
village of Achal where many Siddhs would be gathered for 
a mela* The journey, they informed him, would take them 
three days as they travelled on the wind* They then de
parted, obviously expecting to arrive well before him*
The Guru, however, was transported there in an instant 
and at their arrival the Siddhs from Mount Sumeru were 
amazed to hear from others at the meia that Nanak had ap
peared three days previously* A brief discourse followed*

51*98 The fourth udasi took Guru Nanak westwards to Mecca,
evidently without a regular companion* For this journey 
he wore leather shoes and pajama, a blue garment, and a 
necklace of bones* Having reached his destination he went 
to sleep with his feet in the direction of Mecca’*' and a qazi 
named Hukan-din who happened to observe him in this position 
rebuked him severely. The Guru suggested that the qazi 
should drag his feet round and leave them pointing in a 
direction away from God and the Ka3bah* Rukan-din complied

1 -  -This may indicate the Ka*bah, or it may mean that the original sakhi
was not set in Mecca* Gf infra pp* 391? 39,3« The B40 Ms records 
that it was with his feet towards the miharab that Guru Nanak went 
to sleep. (Folio 51*)
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and was amazed to discover that as he moved the Gurufs 
feet the miharab moved with them# He summoned Pir 
Patalia and the three engaged in discourse* At its 
conclusion Guru Nanak uttered ,,Vahiguru,t and water ap
peared in the wells, thus fulfilling a prophecy contained 
in vAe Muslim scriptures that Nanak, a darves, would 
come and cause water to spring in the wells of Mecca#

52*104 The fifth udasi was a much shorter one than any of 
the previous four* On this journey the Guru travelled 
to Gorakh-hafayi where he met Siddhs and held the dis
course which is recorded in Ramakali Siddh Gost*̂  The 
Siddhs sought to impress him with displays of their 
magical power, but without success*

53*106 Sakhi 53 describes the conversion of Lahipa who was
—  —  —  2subsequently to become Guru Afigad* Lahipa lived in Kha^ur

where he was the pu.jari" of the Tehapa (Trehap) khatris.
In the same town there lived a Bhalla khatri who was a Sikh, 
the only person there who did not worship Durga* One day 
Lahipa happened to overhear him reciting the Jap.ji and this 
so impressed him that, having learnt the identity of the

^AG, pp* 938-46#
2Amritsar District*
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author, he went at once and became a disciple. Having 
done so he proved himself a faithful follower* He regularly 
scoured the Guru’s pots and waved the fan, and on one oc
casion willingly ruined a new suit of clothes in order to 
obey a command to bring in some wet grass* The sakhi also 
refers to Durga’s practice of coming every eighth day to 
serve the Guru, and terminates with an incoherent story 
concerning a maid-servant who once sought to waken the Guru 
by licking his feet*

54*107 Gorakhnath once visited Guru Nan ale and the Guxu de
vised a test to show him how many true followers he had*
The two set out walking, followed by the Sikhs* At the 
Guru’s command copper coins appeared on the ground and many 
of his followers picked them up and departed* Next silver 
coins appeared and then gold coins* Each time he lost more 
Sikhs and after the appearance of the gold coins only two 
remained* Further on they came to a burning funeral pyre. 
Over the corpse there was a sheet and from it there issued 
a foul smell* The Guru asked if there was anyone prepared 
to eat the corpse and at this one of the two remaining Sikhs 
fl^d, leaving only Lahipa to obey the command* Lahipa asked 
which end he should begin to eat and was instructed to start 
at the feet. Raising the sheet he found Guru Nanak lying
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there, Gorakhnath, impressed by this display of loyal 
obedience, declared, "He who is bom from a part (aftg) 
of you will be your Guru," and the name Angad was accord
ingly bestowed on Lahi$a.

55,108 In sakhi 55 Makhdum Bahauddin reappears, this time
as the Fir of Multan and as one near death* Realising 
this he sent a slok tC "Guru Nanak in Talva#$i, informing 
him of the fact, and received in reply another slok with 
the comment: "You go and I shall follow after forty days."
Loudly lamenting the prospect of forty days of darkness 
Makhdum Bahauddin passed away.

56.110 Guru Nanak was also aware of approaching death. Be
fore it took place he appointed A&gad as his successor 
by laying five paisa in front of him and prostrating himself 
before him. The news at once spread that he was about to die 
and Hindus and Muslims flocked for a last darsan. He then 
went and sat under a withered acacia, which at once bloomed, 
and his family gathered around him weeping. His sons asked 
what would become of them and were assured that they would 
be cared for. A dispute then arose between the Muslims and 
Hindus, the former claiming that they would bury the Guru1 s 
body and the latter that they would cremate it* The Guru
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Himself settled the argument by instructing the Hindus 
to lay flowers on his right and the Muslims to place 
them at his left. Whichever side’s flowers were fresh 
on the following day should have his body to dispose of
as they wished* The sangat then sang Mfrtan Sohila and

"  gJT T in .m iW .il ■■ ii i i '  W ■«Mhi • ■TVVUfc' I V . 'T* !  M-*y|i WW* i

Arati, and the concluding si oh of the Jap jr. Guru Nanak 
covered himself with a sheet and went to sleep* When the 
sheet was raised the body had gone and the flowers on 
both sides were still fresh* The Hindus took their share 
away and the Muslims did likewise. The date was the 10th 
day of the light half of Asu , S* 1595? and it was at 
ICartarpur that Guru Nanak passed away*

The Life of Guru Nan ale according to the Hiharban Janam—sakhi
fear M fi * - t  to *  .fcs.The Pur at an Janam-sakhi contains onl5r fifty-six sakhi s and accord

ingly it has been possible to include them all in the outline given above* 
In the case of Miharban’s Pothi Sach-khand this is not possible, but the 
exclusion of some individual gosfs need not involve any significant 
omissions as far as the biography of Guru Nanak is concerned. Several
°£ fi'Qgts offer no biographical details and frequently a single

1episode is spread over more than one gost*

^The Miharban JS is divided, not into sakhis* but into gosts (discourses). 
The first of the figures in the margin indicates the number of each gopt* 
and the second figure the page on which it begins in Kirpal Singh’s 
edition*
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1-3*1 The first three gosts concern Raja Janak who in
the Tretayug had "been a great yogi as well as a great king 
and who had been responsible for emptying narak (hell) and 
having its occupants transferred to svarag (heaven) by twice 
persuading Dharamraj to weigh all their offences against the 
merit earned by him through a single ghari of meditation on

Nam* In the Kaliyug he is interviewed by God who decides
that he shall be sent into the world again for its salvation 
and that his name shall be Nanak*

4,9 The details of his birth are given in the fourth sakhi*
His father was sSlu, a Bed! khatri, and his mother* s name
is given as Tipara* The Sabo ki Talvag^i manuscript**' gives

—  -  -  2the village of Chahalavale as the place where the birth took
• — 3place, but the other Khalsa College manuscript omits this 

detail and in gost 17 the Sabo ki Talva^x manuscript gives
mm a i  M  ^f,Talava$4i Rax Bhoe ki" as the birthplace* The date given 

in the Sabo ki Talvap^i manuscript is a moonlit night in

■**See surra pp. 106-7.
2The village of Chahal in the area of Tha^a Baraki, Lahore District, 
is traditionally regarded as the home of Guru Nanak* s maternal grand
parents* NK p*345*
^See supra pp. 115-16.
^Mih JS, p*52* Also gost 141# p*470.
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5.11

Vaisakh, S.1526, and the second manuscript adds that it 
was the third day.*̂  The hour is said to have been the 
last watch of the night. There was great celebration, 
both in heaven and in the village, and Hindus and Muslims 
of all tribes and ranks came to offer their congratulations* 
On the ninth day he was given his name* Various faculties 
are recorded as having developed with consecutive months 
during the first year, at eighteen months, and with each 
year up to the age of five, when he began to give utterance 
to spiritual wisdom* Hindus declared that he was the image 
of God and Muslims that truly he was a godly child*

At the age of seven Nanak was taken to a pa$$it to learn 
how to read. The pa$$it wrote out the alphabet for him, but 
the child kept silent and refused to repeat it. A discourse
followed based, as in the Puratan account, on the pad Siri
- 2 - -Hagu 6, and at its conclusion the pandha acknowledged that
one so wise should certainly be permitted to decide what was 
best for himself. The writer adds that he knew everything 
for he was a puran purukhu avataru.

^Vaisakho din tijai.1 Mih JS, p. 9 n*5*
2AG, p.16.
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6*15 When he was eight years old Nanak would play with
groups of other children and give them instruction in
the things of God* During this period Kalu decided that

— 1 -he should learn 'Turki1 and summoned a mullah for this
purpose. This time Nanak applied himself and startled 
both the mullah and the village with his incredible progress. 
Within a matter of days he had mastered Hindvi, Persian, 
Arabic, and accounting* After this he became silent and 
refused to communicate with anyone* The mullah was called 
again and with some difficulty managed to persuade Nanak to
speak. When he did eventually speak it was to utter the pad

2 —Tilahg 1. Hearing it the mullah saluted him as a blessed
child.

7.20 When he reached the age canine arrangemente:.were made
for him to be invested with the janeu. It appears that he 
did not actually refuse the sacred thread as gost 11 makes 
reference to his wearing it, but the occasion provided him 
with an opportunity to criticise external practices, and to 
uphold acceptance of the Nam and praises offered to God as 
the only true .janeu*

1 —Persian. It is also referred to as Husalamani.
2Aff, p.721.
5Mih JS, p.29.
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8*22 The next recorded incident is the restoration of
the crop mined by l̂ anakfs buffaloes* This is said 
to have occurred at the age of dsout ten cr twelve and 
is substantially the same as in the Furatan account*^
One significant difference is that the landlord* s name 
is given as Rai Bhoa, not Rai Bular. Two minor differ
ences are that the field is said to have contained paddy, 
not wheat, and that the reason given for Nanak * s negligence

9.24 is meditation, not sleep* Gost 9 relates the story of the
2 * —10*27 tree*s stationary shadow and in gost 10 Rai Bhoa discusses

with Kalu the significance of this incident and that of 
the restored field* The owner of the field is summoned to 
ascertain that he had told the truth and Rai Bhoa assures 
Kalu that Nanak is obviously no ordinary son. Nanak*s age 
at the time when Rai Bhoa observed the stationary shadow is 
given as thirteen or fourteen*

11.29 About the time of his sixteenth birthday Gum Nanak
was betrothed to the daughter of Mula, a Chopa (khatri) of 
Bajala* The betrothal ceremony is said to have beei held

■̂ See supra pp. 193-4*
2Se/e ;siipraa p;.M94 •
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12*33 on Vaisakh vadi 1, S.1542* The wedding took place in
Bafala soon aftowards and when it was over Nanak returned 
with his family to Talva$$i* In gost 22 his wifefs name 
is given as Ghuml.1

13*38 At theqge of twenty Guru Nanak lapsed into silence
and inactivity, and his mother* s efforts to rouse him were*

14*40 fruitless* In the following goet he explains that his
silence is the result of having no godly people to converse
with* This gost is evidently out of sequence as it gives
his age as twenty-six* The second Khalsa College manuscript
gives it as gost 21 and the two versions appear to differ 

2IStIS considerably* Gost 15 records that he neither ate, drank,
45 3nor spoke for four or five days and that eventually the

anxious townsfolk persuaded Kalu to call a vaid* The vaid 
duly came and feeling his pulse pronounced it a esse of mad
ness* Nanak* s reply was essentially the same as that given

1Mih JS, p.67.

2Ibid.. p.40 n.4.

^This is the reading of the second Us. The Sabo ki Talvapgi Hs 
gives four months* Mih JS, p* 45 n*8*
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in the Furatan version,1 and the vaid^acknowledged him 
as Guru,

17,52 Hext family pressure was tried* Guru Nanak was
summoned before a family conclave and the Bedis remonstrated 
with him, seeking to persuade him to take up agriculture*

18*55 The effort was unsuccessful and so too was another which the
219*58 family made when he was twenty-two* At the age of twenty- four 

he expressed to his mother the intense longing for the Ham 
which the chatrik*s cry had aroused in his heart one monsoon

20*61 night, and comforted her with the assurance that a life of
321*63 renunciation did not bring sadness* A year o± two later

4he uttered the pad B&sant 1 as a reply to the villagers who 
had sought to persuade him to join the festival celebrating 
the advent of spring*

1 -Both versions give as his reply Malar 7 and 8 , AG pp* 1256-7? Var
Malar *_sloks 1 and 2 of pauri 3, AG p*1280 (the second of which is 
by Guiu.Mgad); and a pad which is not in the AG* The Furatan 
MSS add Gaupi 17» AG p*156, and a slok which is not in the AG*
The greater length of the Miharban,aocount is, as usual, chiefly 
the result of the interpretation which is added to the bani*
2 -  —The second Khalsa College Ms gives u twenty-five or twenty-six”,
Mih JS, p.58 n*l*
3 -In this case, the second Khalsa College Ms gives twenty-four*
Mih JS, p*63 n.a.
4AG, p.1X68.
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22*66 When Guru Nanak was twenty-seven or twenty-eight
his two sons, Lakhmi Das and Sir! Chand, were horn*
At the age of thirty his renunciate tendencies became 
even more pronounced and he abandoned all other activity 
in favour of discussions with yogis and sannvasis* Efforts

22-25* made by both his father and mother to persuade him to take 
67

up agriculture, shopkeeping, trade, or civil service employ
ment met with the usual negative response.

24*72 Eventually Jai Ram, his brother-in-law, came to the
rescue with his suggestion that Nanak should join him in 
Sultanpur. The invitation was accepted and Guru Nanak de
parted, leaving his wife in the meantime, but taking Mardana 
the Jum with him. Jai Ram is described as an Uppal khatri 
and as Baulat Khan Lodi's steward* The Sabo ki Talva$gi 
manuscript gives his home as Khanpur and the second manu
script as Sultanpur* The name of his wife, Guru Nanak1 s 
sister, is not recorded. Guru Nanak1s age at the time is 
given as thirty-five years, six and a half months*

His meeting with Jai Ram and his interview with Daulat 
Khan are described in some detail. At the interview he 
presented to the Nawab a fine Iraqi horse and an offering 
of money, and in return received a robe of honour* Daulat
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Khan pronounced himself highly pleased with the new 
arrival and commanded that all authority over his province 
and property he entrusted to Nanak* This was evidently 
to he understood as complimentary hyperhole as the employ
ment to which he was actually assigned was in Daulat Khan's 
commissariat* His daily life, combining pious exercises 
with proper fulfilment of his secular duties, is also described.

25-26. It was not long, however, before doubts began to arise
77

in the Guru's mind. He continued to fulfil his responsibilities 
in the commissariat, but his mind turned increasingly to spirit
ual things, even while he was engaged in his quartermaster

27.85 duties. In a discourse with his cook he expressed his concern
28.85 at his involvement in worldly affairs. Eventually the climax 

of his developing spiritual crisis came with the summons to 
the court of God, received while he was taking his regular 
early-morning bathe in the river.

28-29 As in the Furatan account the river is not named, but
85

the author indicates that it was in the direction of Goindval. 
One morning Nanak plunged in as usual, but did not reappear, 
having been transported to the divine court. Miharban's ver
sion is characteristically diffuse, occupying four times the 
space of the Furatan account without making any significant
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additions to it. The river was dragged without success and
on the third day Nanak emerged to the acclamation of the
crowd, gave away his belongings, and joined a group of faqirs#
The people were perplexed and many concluded that he must be
possessed. Some of the common folk, observing that he appeared
to be conforming to neither Hindu nor Muslim practice, asked
him what path he was now following. He replied: "There is
neither Hindu nor Musalman so whose path shall I follow? I
shall follow God's path. God is neither Hindu nor Musalman

1and the path which I follow is God's."

29-32 This comment was conveyed to the local qazi and at his
92

request Nanak was summoned before Daulat Khan to answer for 
it. Once again Miharban provides an account which is appre
ciably longer than that of the Ruratan janam-sakhis, but 
which adds nothing except extra' bani.protracted expositions, 
and incidental details of no importance. The Gu:ni successfully 
answered the qazi's charge, humbled him by reading his thoughts 
during namaz, and expounded to him and to Daulat Khan the mean
ing of true namaz. At its conclusion Daulat Khan prostrated 
himself adoringly and Guru Nanak assured him that he had attained 
salvation. Taking the dust of the Guru1 s feet the Nawab returned

1Mih JS,p.92.
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home# No reference is made to his treasury having been 
miraculously filled.

54*104 Baba Nanak and Mardana then set out on the first
udasi, having spent two years in Sultanpur*^* As in the

55.106 Furatan j an am-sakhi s the account of this udasi begins with
a description of how Mardana would enter a village to ask
for food whenever necessary, and of how the Guru commanded
him to throw away the money and clothing which one generous

2village had bestowed on him as offerings* Following this 
experience they entered a wilderness devoid of human habita
tion. Mariana became apprehensive, but the Guru calmed his 
fears by assuring him that no place where the Nam was repeated

56.109 could be uninhabited. Some days later there occurred the in
cident of the forbidden fruit. Both the assurance concerning 
the Nam and Mariana*s disobedient comsumption of extra fruit 
are related in the Furatan janam-sakhis, but the sakhi which 
includes them is placed near the end of the Furatan* s first

1_ « lh®o$her words, according to Miharban Guru Nanak began his travels
at the age of thirty-seven and a half.
2 -  -  -The Furatan MSS explicitly state that the first udasi began after
they had left Delhi* (See supra p.200. ). It seems clear, however,
that the four preceding sakhis must belong to the first udasi.
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— -i- 1 ■"*udasi. Miharban*s setting is more logical. In both 
cases Mardana promises to follow the Guru if he will be 
patient with one who, unlike the Guru himself, is subject 
to human limitations, and the ierms in which the discourses 
are conducted fit the early stages of an udasi more appro
priately than the concluding stages.

2 -  -37*112 After a conversation with some herons Guru Nanak 
and Mardana reached Delhi where they observed food being 
distributed to mendicants on behalf of the king, whose name 
is given as Salem Shah Pajhap* The Guru preached to the 
people on the necessity of the Nam and the entire population 
became his Sikhs. There is no mention of a resurrected 
elephant.

39*116 Leaving Delhi they proceeded on to the Ganges where,
as it happened to be a festival day, they observed thousands 
of people bathing in the river. The festival which was being 
celebrated was that of Baisakhi and the pilgrims were throwing 
water in the direction of the rising sun. Guru Nanak also 
entered the river and began splashing water in the opposite 
direction. This provoked offended demands for an explanation.

^Sakhi 30. See supra p. 209, 
2„See supra p.
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The Guru responded by asking his questioners to whom they 
thought they were conveying water and they replied that 
they were sending it to their ancestors in dev lok. Guru 
Nanak then informed them that he was, in the same way, 
watering his fields near Lahore* When this brought a scorn
ful rejoinder he answered that if their water could travel 
as far as dev lok his could certainly reach Lahore* This 
silenced them for they now realised that they were conversing 
with a maha purukh* Continuing the discourse on the banks 
of the river he emphasised the futility of mantars and cooking 
squares. The conclusion of the go si, which describes the pil
grims who accepted his teaching as the first Sikhs, is evi
dently an Udasi interpolation. Its language is more modern, 
it conflicts with the earlier reference to the conversion of 
Delhi, and it affirms the adoption of celibacy* Two more dis- 

41*120 courses follow. The first of these, another discourse on cook—
Xing squares, provides a setting for Basant 3 , which in the

-  -  -  242*123 Furatan janam-sakhis is set in an entirely different incident.
The second refers to Hardwar as the location of these discussions 
with Vaigpava pilgrims*

1AG, p.1169.
2 —  —Sakhi 38, See supra p, 215.
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43*128 From Hard-war Guru Hanak and Mardana moved on to the
Trivesi at Prayag (Allahabad) where the Guru’s fame had
preceded him and a large crowd had gathered to pay their
respects. After a discourse with gobind lok (bhagats)

44-50. they proceeded on to Banaras where the Guru had several 
130

discourses with pa$$its and more go bind lok. The first 
of these was with a single pa&glt, but he is not named. 

49*144 On another occasion the entire population of Banaras, and 
specifically all of the pa$4its in the city, are said to 
have been present at a discourse held on the Bisarati (Vis- 
ranti) Ghaf, and at the conclusion of the discourse all of 
the pa$$its became Sikhs*

51*150 After leaving Banaras they came to the city of Raja
Harinath in ”the east country” where, to begin with, Guru
Hanak observed silence and was consequently mistaken for a 

1
moni* Hearing of his arrival the raja himself went on foot 
to meet him, listened to his instruction, and asked if he 
might accompany him as a disciple. He was, however, to 
practise simaraq seva^ while yet remaining a raja.

1 - -A faqir or sadhu who observes complete silence.
2 —Meditation on the Ham, and service*
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52*154 Prom Raja Harinath’ s unnamed city they proceeded "to 
where Gusal Kambir*s house was"* Kabir went out to meet 
Baba Nanak and in the discourse which followed acknowledged 
him as the supreme Guru: "Tun jagatr guru hai; ham tere
das hai*" In reply Guru Nanak uttered Gauyi. A$$apadi 8 ,̂  

a pad implying very high prâ ae of Kablr*

54*174 Travelling eastwards from where Kabir lived they came
next to Hajipur Pa$pa where he discoursed with and converted

55*178 a group of Vai^avas* Continuing to the east they entered
an unnamed city where Gurh Nanak observed his common practice
of initial silence and subsequently instructed the members of
the naSchavat in the nature of "the true food", namely God 

2Himself*

56*180 Prom that city they turned south and, entering a wilder- 
57.184 ness, met and conversed with an unidentified raja* Next they 

arrived at another unnamed city where Guru Nanak* s presence 
exercised an attraction so compulsive that eventually the whole 
city gathered for his darsan and declared him to be an in cam-

''•AG, p.224.
2The pad__which Miharban gives is a misquoted version of Guru Amar 
3)asfs Var Ramakali, slok 1 of pauri 6, p.949*
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58.186 nation of God* In the following gosfc they axe back in
"the east country". There they visited Ayodhya where, after 

59.190 the Gum had conducted two discourses, "all the bhagats 
gathered at Godfs command and came to meet him -Namdev, 
Jaidev, ICabir, Tilochan, Ravidas, Sai$, Sadhna, Dhanna,
Be$i." A lengthy discourse followed, based on Siri Ragu 
10-12,1 at the end of which the bhagats hailed him and de- 

60.198 parted for Sach Khaad. There they reported their experience 
to God who, well pleased to hear their praises, summoned 
Nanak to an interview.

61.200 Leaving Ayodhya they travelled down to Jagannath where
62.205 ^ &7 Bharathari, the famous yogi. Gost 62 records

that they spent three years in "the east country" and that 
having seen it all they turned south. After travelling a 
considerable distance they came to a temple surrounded by a 
desert. There a piece of brick happened to fall on the Guru 
after he had been meditating, and the consequent pain greatly 
distressed him as he h ad believed his meditation would free 
him froiavsuch suffering. Nhile he was lamenting this the

1A0, pp. 17-18.
2See supra p. 715 n. l.
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voice of God was heard, assuring him that all who live in 
the world must experience pain of this kind*

63*206 Two strange gosts follow. Post 63 describes their
arrival at a seashore where no water, but only sand was 
to be seen* Mardana complained of thirst and Guru Nanak 
assured him that water would be found. Further on a jackal 
appeared and prostrated Itself before the Guru, who ex
plained to Mardana that the animal had come at God*s bidding. 
He asked it where water was to be found and the jackal led 
them away in a westerly direction to a deep depression sur
rounded by high sandhills* In it were two pools. The jackal 
sniffed at one, bowed its head to the Guru, and departed*
The Gum indicated that the pool it had sniffed was sweet 
and Mardana, taking a long drink, pronounced it Sach-khasd 
ka pani, heavenly water. Guru Nanak then asked Mardana if 
he was hungry and receiving an affirmative answer removed 
his clothes and entered the water. When after some time he 
failed to reappear Mardana also entered the pool to see if

1Both gosts are almost certainly later additions. The occurrences 
they describe are altogether out of harmony with Miharban's normal 
restraint^and their style is uncharacteristic in that they contain 
neither baai nor interpretation. Goats 69 and 72 are other such 
examples.
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he could find him and, discovering that the Guru was
no longer there, he began to cry in anguish* At once
Guru Nan ale emerged from the pool carrying white bread 

«* 1and halva* He explained that he had gone to God’s 
court where many varieties of tasty food could be ob
tained, but on account of Mardana’s shouting he had 
been obliged to return at once bringing only the bread 
and halva*

64*209 Gost 64 begins by repeating the story of the jackal
and then relates that the travellers entered a desert 
which was completely devoid of vegetation. After some 
days Mardana began to complain of the absence of every
thing except stars and sand* Guru Nanak explained that 
the reason why they had come to that place was that 
his Master was very jealous and would not tolerate him 
fastening his attention on anythdrg else* They continued 
on for some months until Guru Nanak, observing that 
Mardana was still disconsolate, instructed him to sit 
down. They both did so and Mardana discovered that

1A confection.
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by looking at the Guru, who was gazing at the stars, he 
recovered. Guru Nanak explained to him that the stars 
were worlds in which dwelt those bhagats who had served God
faithfully, and instructed him to close his eyes, Mardana

• * 1  —did so and was shown Dhru, 3ukr, Budh, and finally Guru
Nanak himself, They then left the desert,

65*211 Their journey southwards finally brought them to
Rameshwsram where Guru Nanak recited the pad Dhanasari Arati 

66,214 and held discourse with the go bind lok who worshipped the 
67*217 idol there. Journeying on in "the south country" they passed 

through a series of regions in all of which the one God was 
worshipped. The first two of these were human kingdoms, but 
the remainder were areas inhabited only by either spirits or 
animals. In all of them they found the one God worshipped 
and Guru Nanak gave praise accordingly.

68.221 Next they met Kaliyug who appeared to them as a man
carrying fire in his hand and raw meat in his mouth. He

—  2is an altogether milder being than the Furatan version and

1The Pole Star, Yenus, and Mercury respectively. All three are the 
names of mythological figures who were subsequently elevated to 
positions in the heavens.
2See supra pp. 205-6.
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explains his coming simply as the result of his desire
to meet a great hhagat* A more fearsome monster is en-

69*227 countered in the next gost where a high mountain turns
out to be a mighty creature* Guru Nanak distended himself
to the equivalent size, seized the creature, and was about
to eat it when Mardana intervened and begged him to free
it. His request was granted, but he was greatly distressed
to learn that he had been instrumental in freeing Kal (Death).
Guru Nanak assured him,, however, that it was really God who

1had spoken through him.

71.231 Their next experience was the encounter with the canni-
2 -bals who were unable to heat their cauldron. In Miharbanfs 

account it is Mardana whom the savages try to boil* Follow- 
72* 231 ing this the Guru turns a deceitful people to righteousness 

by causing a harvest to grow without moisture after local 
sgcti practices had failed to produce the necessary rain* Guru 
Nanak renamed the country Sadiq and the people, following 
their raja’s example, all became Sikhs. A dharmsala was

1 m , m , _These two gosts (68 and 69) are missing from the Sabo ki Talvap^i Ms. 
The latter is, like gosts 63 and 64, almost certainly a later addition 
to the JS and for the same reasons* See supra p. 243, n. 1.
2„See supra pp. 219-20.
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1built and the Sikh devotional discipline was adopted*

75*235 Next, still in "the south country", they met Sajjap,
the thag* After his exposure and confessiai his dwelling 
was destroyed and a dharmsala built in its place* This is 
followed by a series of unimportant discourses, most of 
which are held in wildernesses or different unidentified 
cities of the south and none of which add any significant 

74*238 details* Gogt 74, a discourse with God, is said to have 
taken place "in a city of thags in the south country"* 

75*245 Gogt 75 purports to be a discourse held in a desert with 
78*255 a certain Raja Mitr Sain and 78 concerns a Raja Jagan- 
83*269 nath* In gost 83 a storm which kills all the birds in a 

grove where Guru Nanak happened to be sitting prompts a 
soliloquy on death* The birds are revived in the following 
gosfc.

This group of south country gosts is followed by an
other group which are said to have taken place in the city
of Ujjain or the area to the south covered by the modem

3 -Indore District* This is still regarded as dakhaa ki

1The pattern of gogt 72 resembles that of gogts 63, 64, and 69 and 
like them appears to be a later addition* See supra p* 243, n*1,
2See supra p* 199.
3gosts 87-95, pp. 279-315.
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dharat i, "the south country"* In the second of these, 
Mardanafs name reappears, having been absent since gost

87.279 72* The first of the Ujjain gosts records a meeting with
* 1 * •Eharathari, but the discourse is with God* Guru Nanak

88.287 and Mardana then left the city and "came to Vijhpi where
2 *there are elephants11* This provides the setting for Gauyi

Agfapadi 2 which in its opening line compares the man to an
389*291 elephant in the Jungle which is the human body* From there 

they continued on to the Narabad tirath where Guru Nanak 
coversed with and converted an earnest sannyasi named Chiti 
Giri.

90*294 After leaving the Narabad they turned north again
and on the way back to Ujjain fell among thags who surmised 
that the Guru must be a person of much wealth who had dis
guised himself as a faqir in order to conceal the fact. The 
thags of the Furatan1 s sakhi 22 based a like conclusion upon 
their conviction that a bright face must indicate a full

^Of gost 61, p.200. See supra p. 242,
2 —Evidently the Vindhya Mountains, as the itinerary set down indicates 
that the place here referred to lay between Ujjain and the Narabad 
River. This means that according to Miharban they were moving south 
again.

5AG, p.221.
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pocket*1 This appears, however, to be an entirely differ
ent story. There is no struggle on a funeral pyre as in 
the Puratan incident and the ba&i differs. In Miharban1 s
account all that is required to effect the thag's conver-

-  2sion is a recitation of Dhanasari Chhant 3* The genesis
of Miharban*s story is obviously connected with the word
mutharie which occurs in the first line and which would

- 3evoke associations of thagi*

91.300 Cost 91 contains in its alleged meeting with Bharathari
a common kind of anarchonism and it also provides some un-

4usually specific geographical detail. The discourse on
- 5this occasion is said to have been held with langotlbands,

but Bharathari is referred to in the introductory portion
and appears as a participant during the latter part of the

92-93* conversation* Two more discourses with Bharathari follow, 
303
94-95* then one with God, and finally one with a sangat of Sikhs. 
310

1Pur JS, p*32. See supra pp. 203-4*
2AG, pp. 689-904
3 —Muthaaa: to cheat, plunder, rob.
^See infra pp. 314-5.
5 *» - — <■Celibate sadhus.
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96,315

97.319

98.323

99.326

100.331

101.334
102.336

^Gogts

Leaving Ujjain Guru Uanak and Mardana continued 
their travels in 11 the south country1* and arrived at an 
unnamed city. There a discourse was held with the raja, 
who had been an associate of the Guru during the time 
of the latter*s employment under Daulat Khan. Following 
this they visited another unidentified city where Guru 
Nanak conversed with go hind lok, and then, in another 
unspecified location, happened upon a raja who was busy 
worshipping planets. Gost 99 describes the manner in 
which Guru Hanak varied his programme. He would walk 
for several days; then rest for several days; practise 
austerities for a similar period; and then observe silence 
for several days.

Their travels brought them next to 11 the Bikaner country 
in Rajputan" and there follows a brief series of gosts set

Xin this area* The first occurs in an unnamed town where 
Guru Han ale discoursed with and converted a Vaig^ava* This 
is followed by another such town and then by Bikaner City 
itself, in both of which discourses with gobind lok conclude 
with conviction and conversion.

100-106, pp. 331-56.
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103*559 Leaving the city they passed through a large desert
with a thinly scattered population and many thags, a 
place where those who escaped the robbers invariably died 
of thirst* Guru Nanak and Mardana survived both dangers 
and in the next town the Guru converted the patel and ten 

104*545 or twenty others who had come to meet him* Still in the 
land of the Rajputs they came to another town where his 
association with Daulat Khan was well known and where the 
people accordingly flocked for his darsan* In yet another 

105*550 unnamed town he conversed with Vaiggavas and then returned 
106*355 to Bikaner City where he converted more gobind lok*

107*556 Miharban1s account then takes them south once again,
for after leaving Bikaner they enter "the land of Sorafhi". 
Mardana asked the Guru if this meant they were in the land 
of the Sorafhi who was associated with Bije and received

xan affirmative answer* This would mean that they were
2 — «.now in Saurashtra* The bani given in this setting is a 

misquoted version of the opening slok of Var Sorafchi:

1 — —The reference is to one of the famous Rajput cycles*
2MK, p.175.
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-  —  -  -  . . 1Sorafhi tami sohava#i je sacha mani hoi*

108*558 From here they continued in a southerly direction,
entered an arid region (maru ki dharati), and stayed 
there during the monsoon season* Enormous quantities 
of rain fell, but not sufficient for the porous soil* 
Observing this, Gum Nanak uttered a slok which compared
the land's insatiable thirst to his own thirst for the

*  o Mam.

109*360 After this they finally left “the south country"
after spending five years there* They travelled north
and came to Mathura where they visited the Keso Rai temple
and bathed in the Jamna* After this they proceeded to the
eastern part of the town where a large convocation of
aadhus had gathered* After the usual discourse the sadhus
all became Sikhs. The account adds that this group became
the Niran.1 ani panth and that they moved to a land in the

3south beside the sea where they led an itinerant life.

1The correct version is;^ _
Sorajhi sada sohavapl je sacha mani hoi*
(The rag) Sorath is eternally beautiful if the 
true One abides in the heart* AG5 p.642.

9 m . m » —Var Majh, slok 1 of pauri 25, AG, p.148. See supra p. 74.
3S©e supra p. 145- The JS is obviously mistaken.
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110*365 Gogfr 110 briefly describes the various people to be seen 
111.368 in Mathura and gogt 111 records a discourse with a 

Vaig^ava*

112*371 Prom Mathura they moved on to Kurukshetra where a 
festival was in progress and many people were bathing*
Guru Hanak's arrival there brought a large crowd, and a 
discourse, in terms of Sorajhl 9,1 on the ineffectiveness 

113*374 of their bathing. Finally they arrived back in Sultanpur 
where they received an affectionate welcome from Daulat 

114*377 Khan Lodi. Three discourses followed, in the second of 
which Daulat Khan declared that although God was “the 
Master of hearts” no one had ever seen Him and that here 

116*385 on earth the title belonged to Guru Manak* The Guru also
conversed with gpbind lok and was acclaimed a pir by both
Hindus and Muslims*

117*384 After this interlude in Sultanpur Guru Hanak set out
through “the north country” to Mount Sumeru, evidently 
travelling alone. The only place named on his journey there 
is a temple of Durga referred to simply as Bhagavati lea

1AS, p.598
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asthale Climbing Mount Sumeru Guru Nanak found all nine
Siddhs seated there - Gorakhnath, Machhendranath, Isarnath,
Charapajinath, Bara&gnath, Ghoracholi, Balgundai, Bharathari,
and Gopichand. When Gorakhnath asked the identity of the
visitor his disciples replied, "This is Nanak Bedi, a .dir
and a bhagat who is a householder. Nanak Bedi is a great
bhagat." Gorakhnath then addressed Guru Nanak, asking
him where he was from* The Guru replied that he had come
from Asa-andesa ("Hope and Fear") and that he dwelt there
as a water—fowl floats on water. Gorakhnath commented that
a water-fowl knows all that is taking place along the river
and asked him to tell them what was happening in the Kaliyug.
Guru Nanak replied with three sloks, all of them depicting
contemporary life as thoroughly degenerate.

Sachi kalu lcuyu varatia kali kalakha betala.....’*’
There is a famine of truth, falsehood prevails, 
and in the darkness of Kaliyug men have become 
ghouls.....
Kali kati raje kasai dharamu paAkha kari u$aria ...^

Kaliyug is a knife, kings are butchers, 
dharam has taken wings and flown....*

^Var Asa, slok 1 of pauri 11, AG p.468. 
^Var Majh, slok 1 of pauri 16, AG p.145*
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S&ti papu kari satu kamahi • •••«
Men give as charity the money they have 
acquired hy sinful means • •••*

The discourse then takes up Var Ramakali, sloks 
— 2118-24■ 2-7 of pauri 12, and in the succession of gogts which 

392
follows there are quoted other pads and sloks which

-  3imply an audience of Naths*

125*413 3?he series concluded with a discourse in God*s 
126*416 court, after which Guru Nanak descended to "this world” 

again and journeyed to Gorakh-hajapi. He arrived there 
during a mela, conversed with "the yogis* guru”* and con
tinued on. No reference is made to any attempt by the 
yogis to overawe him with magic.

127*419 Leaving ”the north country*1, where he had spent one
year, Guru Nanak entered "the west country” and proceeded 
towards Multan. Mardana reappears in the janam-sakhi at 

131*434 this point and a group of Multan gogts follows*^ One of

1 — — , —Var Ramakali, slok 1 of pauri 11, AG p.951*
2AG, pp. 952-3. See supra p. 255*
^Ramakali AgJ 9, AG pp^ 907-8 (go at .118, pp. 392-8), Var Saraftg, 
sloks l_and 2 of pauri 14, AG pp. 1242-3, (gost 119, pp.^399-400). 
Ramakali AgJ 8, AG p*907 (gogt 120, pp. 401-32* Var Malar, slok 2 of 
pauri 24, AG p. 1289 (gost 121, pp. 403-5)* Asa 37 and 38> AG pp. 
359-60 (gogj 122,_pp, 405-9). Ramakali 4, AG p. 877 (gost 123, pp* 
409-11). Ramakali 5, AG p*877 (gogfr 124, pp. 411-13)*
The last two are said to have been uttered in discourses with Macchen- 
dranath in a place called Charapaf Vapi*
^Gogts 127-34, pp. 419-46.
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these was with the grandson of Pir Bahauddin and in the 
132*458 next gogt it is recorded that the Guru visited the pir1s 

tomb where, according to the people's report, he paid 
homage.

135*449 Prom Multan Guru Han ale set out on a pilgrimage to
Mecca. On the way he came to a village which belonged 
to a mullah and entering the village mosque without remov
ing his shoes he lay down with his feet in the direction 
of the Ka'bah* When the mullah and his congregation entered 
the mosque for the pesl, the second prayer, they discovered 
him lying in this sacrilegious position* The mullah demanded 
an explanation and the Gum replied, "Baba Sahib, turn my 
shoes in that direction where the house of God will not go. 
Place my shoes in that direction where the ICa’bah is not.”
The mullah did not accept the challenge# He first performed 
the office and thengave orders for the Guru to be thrown into 
jail. Guru Hanak asked for permission to make a single comment 
and when it was granted declared that God alone and not his 
accuser was the true mullah* He then recited Siri Ragu 28: 

Soi Maula jini jagu maulia haria kia sansaro.
He is the Mullah who has caused the world to 
blossom and be verdant *

1AG, p.24
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The mullah, evidently acknowledging defeat, retired to 
the graveyard and there expired. Mardana* s name is
mentioned once during this gost hut does not appear again
until gogt 139*

156.451 Proceeding on from the mullah*s village he met two
faqirs who were going to Mecca and who suggested that they 
should all travel together. Further on, when they reached 
a village, the Guru asked them their names. They informed 
him that they were called Rahim and Karim, and enquired 
what his name was. When he told them it was Nanak they 
commented with evident surprise that it sounded like a 
Hindu name. The Guru replied that he was indeed a Hindu and 
when he added that he was a khatri and a Bedi they at last 
recognised him as the renowned faqir of Sultanpur fame and 
became very respectful. When he refused food which the Mus
lim villagers brought, excusing himself on the grounds that 
he was fasting, word quickly spread that a great darves had 
arrived and he was acclaimed by the village.

Next morning they all set out again and on the road the 
two faqirs asked him how he, a Hindu, could hope to visit 
Mecca. He replied that if God so willed then it would come 
to pass. The faqirs were carrying paper, pen, and ink, and at
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this point they waste down the date. Guru Nanak was then 
transported to Mecca in an instant. His two companions 
arrived on foot some months later and discovered the Guru 
already there* When they asked the local people his date 
of arrival they were given the very date they had written 
down and as a result word soon spread in Mecca that a great 
darves had arrived* Guru Nanak remained there for twelve 
months*

158*461 After having visited Mecca and seen "the west country”
Guru Nanak travelled eastwards to HiAglaj,̂  There the pilgrims 
were unable to recognise whether he was an atit, a bairagi, 
a Vai§#ava, udasi, Hindu, Muslim, khatri, brahma#, sudra, 
or vaisya. They also observed that he seemed to neither 
sleep, walk, eat, nor drink*

139*465 Continuing on to the east he arrived back in the Pali jab 
and passing through Gorakh-haJ;api came to Saidpur* He had 
spent three years in "the west country" and had seen all of

—  - 2it including Rome, Syria, Kabul, and Peshawar* When he

^The pith-sthan in the Makran Coast Range about eighty miles west of 
of the Indus Delta and some twelve miles inland.
2Rome and Syria must be later additions to the_JS* The names are 
found_in the_later JSs. A recent life of Guru Nanak, Lai Singh1 s 
Tavarikh Guru Khalsa Fanth, adds that while In Rome the Guru con
versed with "the Popes" and denounced their Indulgences as hypocrisy* 
Loc* cit*. vol* i, p.140*
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reached Saidpur Mardana, who suddenly reappears at this 
point, suggested that they should enter the town to 
seek alms. This they did and discovered that weddings 
were heing celebrated everywhere* No one, however, 
paid any attention to them* Ho food was offered to them, 
nor any place to rest, and wherever they asked they were 
ignored or refused* As punishment for its callousness 
the Guru called Babur down upon the town, invoking his 
coming by the utterance of Tilaiig

As in the Furatan version the pronouncement of the 
curse came to the knowledge of a certain brahma# who was 
a friend of faqirs* Knowing that God invariably heeds the 
request of a faqir he hastened to the Guru and presenting 
him with a basket of fruit begged him to be merciful. Guru 
Nanak reminded him that the town had inflicted harm on 
faqirs, thereby implying that the imminent punishment was 
merited* The brahma#, however, was told to take his family 
and go to a pool out in the waste land at a distance of 
fifteen kos* Babur then fell upon the city and all save 
the brahma# and his family were massacred* "And so Saidpur 
was devastated in accordance with the utterance given by

1AG, pp. 722-3.
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the Guru*”

140*466 Next day Guru Nanak and Mardana returned to Saidpur
and the Guru commented, ’’Mardana, see what has befallen 
Saidpur Salol. Behold the will of God in what has taken 
place*” They looked upon Saidpur and there was nothing 
to be seen* From there they travelled to |!illa Bal Gundai* 
The following day Babur also arrived there and, in accord
ance with an implied warning which Guru Nanak had given 
the arrogant yogis, assaulted the village*

141.470 After witnessing the sack of Saidpur and visiting
Tilla, Guru Nanak at last turned towards his home in Tal- 
va$$i. They stopped at a distance of two kos from the vil
lage and Mardana asked if he might continue on into the 
village* Permission was granted on condition that he was 
not to mention the name of Nan ale and that if anyone should 
ask for news of him he was to give the following answer: 
’’Brother, since the time when Baba Nanak left Sultanpur we, 
being separated from him, have continually held his name 
in remembrance* If anyone knows his whereabouts it is God*” 

In the village the people showed great respect to him* 
He went to Kalu’s house and prostrated himself before the 
Guru’s mother* ¥hen she and others asked where Nanak was he
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replied that he did not lcnow hut was looking for him*
After further conversation he departed and the Guru’s
mother said to herself, "There is meaning in his having
come and then departed again* He has gone to Nanak."
Taking sweets, fruits, and clothing she followed Mardana
out into the jungle called Sandal Bar and there the re-

142-45. union took place. A series of discourses followed in 
474 which hoth his parents unsuccessfully sought to persuade 

him to abandon his itinerant way of life and settle in 
Talvap$i.

147*488 After leaving Talvap^i Guru Nanak moved south through
-  -1 -the Majha to Pak FaJJian, passing through a number of vil

lages on the way and stopping two kos short of the tom. 
The account of his meeting with Sheikh Kamal, who was out 
gathering firewood, and of the first discourse with Sheikh 
Ibrahim is essentially the same as the Furatan* s sakhi 52,
except that Mardana appears to be absent in the Miharban

2 -  -version* Most of the ba&i used is the same and both put
M i 'Z  ^  mmGuru Amar Das’s slok 104 into Guru Nanak*s mouth on this 

occasion. An interesting divergence is Miharban*s quoting

*4?he Bari Doab between the Ravi and 8atiej rivers*
2See supra p. 210.
V  p. 1383.
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of Sir! Ragu 33^ which in the Puratan janam-sakhis appears
  — 2in the discourse with Mia Mijha/ In both cases the first

couplet is said to have been spoken not by the Guru, but
by the other participant in the discourse. Miharban ex-

148-49. tends the meeting with Sheikh Ibrahim over two more gogts,
498

but adds only scripture and interpretation*

19*510 Prom Pale PaJJan Guru Nanak travelled north to Dipalpur
where a pious merchant presented him with some dried fruit 
and some mangoes. The Guru asked him why hems offering 
fruit from both Khurasan and Hindustan together* The merchant 
explained that the mangoes were the first of a consignment 
which had ;just arrived from Delhi and in order that his busi
ness might prosper he wanted Guru. Nanak to be the first to 
taste them* The raisins had been left by Babur*s army which 
had been in Dipalpur and some had been saved for any man of 
God who might come. Guru Nanak tried a sample from each
and then blessed both the donor and the town, reciting a slok

— *5which is really by Guru Angad. He then proceeded on through

^G, p*25.
*Tur JS, p.68*
■'Var Sorajhi, slok 2 of pauri 28, AG p.653*
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the areas of Shergayh, lustafabad, Chupian, Talva$$i,
Kanganpur, Hari, Kasur, Roheval, Nanier, Bahikipia, 
and finally reached Khokhoval.

152*512 The following aoe£.:which is set in Khokhoval, re
lates a series of bizarre incidents, essentially disconnected 
but very loosely linked by the presence of a brahmap. boy.
The language is later and the collection is evidently a 
subsequent addition,

153*516 Leaving Khokhoval Gum Nanak moved on through Kiyian
Pajhapan to Pokho*̂  The area so attracted him that he
settled there on the bank of the Ravi and soon crowds were

 ̂ 2 coming for his darsan. The local official, however, was
sceptical and, as in the Puratan version, set off to imprison
the corrupter of Hindus and Muslims# The results were the
same, except that the fall came first and blindness second,
and that a third effort to proceed on horseback produced a
pain in his stomach. When he continued on foot all was well.
After his interview he donated some fertile land for a village
and built a dharmsala. Gum Nanak settled there, naming the
place Kartarpur.

^Pokho di Randhavi, or Pakho, on the right bank of the Ravi, opposite 
Dehra Baba Nanak. Guru Nanak1 s father-in-law is said to have lived 
here before moving to Bajala.
2^be karoria, or wealthy man, of the Pur JS, sakhi 40, See supra p.216.
The Miharban account also describes him as a karoria.



At this point Pothi Sach-khaad concludes*

Summaries

The three best available accounts of the life of Guru 
Nanak have now been set out in some detail. Insofar as they in
clude references to specific dates, recognisable places, and people 
of some significance they may be summarised as follox-rs:

Bhai Gurdas1s Var 1 
Guru Nanak* s visit to "all the tiraths"
Mount Sumeru 
Mecca 
Medina 
Baghdad
Kartarpur, on the right bank of the Ravi,

immediately opposite Dehra Baba Nanak*
Guru Angad appointed successor 
Achal Bafala, four miles south of Bajiala 

in Gurdaspur District 
Multan 
Kartarpur



The Puratan Janam-sakliis 
Guru Nanak was horn in Vaisakh, S* 1526 (AD 1469) in the village 

of Rai Bhoi ki Talvap.$i where his father ICalu, a Bedi 
khatri, lived* The landlord of the village during his 
childhood was Rai Bular*

At the age of twelve he was married to the daughter of Mula, a 
Ghopa khatri. Two sons, Lakhmi Das and Siri Chand, were 
subsequently born*

His brother-in-law Jai Ram, the steward of Daulat Khan, invited 
him to Sultanpur where he was given employment in Daulat 
Khan1s service.

Prom Sultanpur he left on his first udasi accompanied by Mardana, 
a $um from Talvapji. This journey was to the eastern parts 
of India and included, in the following sequence;

Papipat (Sheikh Sharaf)
Delhi (Sultan Ibrahim Lodi)
Banaras
Nanakmata
Kauru or Kavaru, evidently ICamrup in Assam 

(Npr Shah)
Bisiar, possibly Bashahr in the Simla Hills 
Talva$$i, twelve years after leaving Sultanpur
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Pak Pa$$an (Sheikh Ibrahim)
Goindval
Saidpur, or modem Eminabad (Babur)
Lahore
Kartarpur

His second udasi* This journey was to the south and the Guru*s 
companions are variously given as Saido and Gheho; Saido 
and Siho; or Saido, Gheho and Siho*

Ceylon (Raja divanabh)

The third udasi was to the north. His companions* names are given 
as Hassu Lohar and Sihan Chhimba*

Kashmir 
Mount Sumeru 
Achal Bajiala

The fourth udasi was to the west. Ho regular companions are named. 

Mecca (Qaai Rukan»din)

The fifth udasi was a brief one to Goralch-hafayi, probably the 
Hath centre in modem Peshawar* Ho companion is named.

Lahipa of Khsflur became a disciple, was subseqiiently renamed Mgad, 
and was eventually designated successor to the office of Gum
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by Guru Nanak himself.
Guru Nanak died at Kartarpur on the tenth day of the light half 

of Asu, S. 1595 (AD 1538).
The Puratan janam-sakhis also indicate that the Guru was

acquainted with Pir Bahuddin of Multan.1 Two prominent omissions
- 2 ~ -from the places named are Baghdad and Jagannath Puri. The only

dates of significance which are mentioned are those of his birth 
and death, and (by obvious implication) that of his marriage which 
would have been in AD 1481 or 1482* Two which may be added are 
those of the accession of Sultan Ibrahim Lodi in 1517^ and Babur's 
sack of Saidpur in 1520.^ This at once involves a contradiction, 
as Guru Nanak is said to have returned to Talvap^i twelve years 
after the udasi began, and the udasi is said to have begun after

1The^IO Library Ms Panj• B40, folio 53, includes a discourse with 
Bahauddin's grandson (pota), not with Bahauddin himself. The grand
son's name is given as Rukandin. Miharban, who also has such a dis
course, does not name the grandson, referring to him simply as 'Pir 
Bahavad! da pota* or as 'Pirzada'̂ . (Gojt 131, p* 434* See supra 
p.256 ). In the_Colebrooke and Hafizabad MSS Rukandin is the name 
of the Mecca qazi who sought to drag Guru Nanak* s feet away from the 
direction of the Ka'bah* See supra p. 223.
^The 10 Library Ms Panj. B40, folio 200, includes a sakhi describing 
a discourse held in Baghdad. The other participant's name is given 
as Sheikh Sharaf.
^Sakhl 15, See supra p. 200.
^Sakhi 35* See supra p. 211.
5Pur JS, p.48*
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the occasion of Guru Nanakfs meeting with Ibrahim Lodi in Delhi*"**
One of the dates must be rejected forthwith and of the two in
cidents the one which has the greater claims to probability is 
obviously the Saidpur visit* The Delhi sakhi can have no claims 
whatsoever and accordingly the 1517 date may be summarily eliminated*

The Miharban Jan am-sakhi 
Guru Nanak was born in Vaisakh, S* 1526 (AD 1469)» the son of 

Kalu, a Bedi khatri, and Tipara* The place where the 
birth took place is variously said to have been the village 
of Chahalavale and Kalu* s village, Rai Bhoa ki Talvap^i*
The name of the contemporary landlord of the latter village 
is given as Rai Bhoa*

Shortly after reaching the age of sixteen Guru Nanak was married 
in Ba$ala to Ghumi, the daughter of Hula, a Chopa khatri 
of Bajiala* Two sons, Lakhmi Das and Sir! Chand, were born 
when he was twenty-seven or twenty-eight years of age*

At the age of thirty-five years, six and a half months, he went
to Sultanpur in response to an invitation from his brother- 
in-law Jai Ram, an Nppal khatri and steward of Daulat Khan 
Lodi. There he was given employment in Daulat Khan*s com
missariat*

1Pur JS, p.25



After two years in Sultanpur he left on his first udasi, accom
panied by Mardana* This journey was to the east of India 
and then from there to the far south* It included the 
following places:

Delhi (Salim Shah Pa$hap)
Hardwar
Allahabad
Banaras
Hajipur Pa£$a
Ayodhya
Jagannath Purl
Rameshwaram
Ujjain (Raja Bharathari)
Vindhya Mountains
Marabad River
ITjjain
Bikaner
Saurashtra
Mathura
ICurukshetra
Sultanpur (Daulat Khan Lodi)



The second udasi was to the north and then to the west*

Mount Sumeru 
Gorakh-hafcayi
Multan (the grandson of Pir Bahauddin)
Mecca
Hinglaj
Gorakh-hajayi
Saidpur
Jilla
Talva$$i
Pak PaJJan (Sheikh Ibrahim)
Dipalpur
Khokhoval
Pokho and Kartarpur

In Miharban^ account the notable omissions are Kamrup, 
Ceylon and Baghdad. Nanakmata is also missing. The significant 
dates, stated or plainly implied, are the Guru*s birth in S. 1526 
(AD 1469), his marriage (AD 1485)* his move from Talvag4i to 
Sultanpur (AD 1504), and his departure from there on his first 
udasi (AD 1506). To these may be added the date of the attack 
on Saidpur (AD 1520) which means that according to Miharban1s 
account all of Guru Nanal^s travels outside the Pan jab took place
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within the space of fourteen years and between the ages of thirty- 
seven and fifty-three. The period spent in 11 the east country11 
was three years, in the south five years, in the north one year, 
and in the west three years, a total of twelve years* This leaves 
a balance of two years to be allocated to the initial journey from
Sultanpur to "the east country0 and the gap between the departure
from °the south country" and the commencement of the second udasi. 
The pattern would then be as follows:

From Sultanpur to "the east country"
Travels in "the east country"
Travels in "the south country"
The journey from "the south country"

to "the north country" via Sultanpur 
Travels in "the north country"
Travels in "the west country"

The Criteria

These are the three accounts which provide practically all 
of the material available for a reconstruction of the life of Guru 
Nanak* None of them can be accepted as it stands and our task must 
now be to seek and apply means of identifying what may be affirmed, 
what must be rejected, and what falls between the two. There is

1506-7
1507-10 
1510-15

1515-16

1516-17
1517-20
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obviously much that must be rejected as impossible and in con
trast there is regrettably little which may be accepted without 
reserve* Some of the remaining material may be regarded as 
probable, but considerably more of it must be classified as un
likely. Finally, there is a certain amount from which we must 
withhold jxidgment, material which records what is inherently 
possible, but for which there is no support other than that 
offered by the janam-sakhis themselves.

We have here five categories which we may designate the 
established, the probable, the possible, the improbable, and the 
impossible. Into these five we must strive to fit the manifold 
traditions concerning the life of Guru Nanak. In order to do so 
it is first necessary to determine the criteria which should be 
used.

The first criterion, and one which enables us to discard 
substantial portions of both the Puratan and Miharban accounts, 
is the incidence of the miraculous or plainly fantastic. It is, 
however, one which must be used with some caution. The inclusion 
of a miracle does not necessarily mean that the whole sakhi must 
be rejected. In most cases this is required, but in others the 
possibility of a substratum of truth must be borne in mind.

A second criterion is the testimony of external sources.
In most cases where this criterion applies to the j an am-sakhi
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accounts of Guru Nanak1 s life it demands a negative judgment.
The two important exceptions are the incidents involving Daulat 
Khan Lodi and the Emperor Babur* There is also an inscription 
in Baghdad which requires careful consideration*

A third criterion which may be used is Guru Nanak1 s own 
work as recorded in the Adi Granth* This too offers us disappoint
ingly little help for, as we have already noted, explicit references 
to his life are entirely absent and implicit hints are few* The 
most important of these concern the connection with Babur and Guru. 
Nanak1 s relationships with Nath yogis* In other cases the help 
which his works offer us is generally negative. Occasionally it 
is possible to reject an incident because it is conspicuously out 
of accord with clearly stated doctrines or with the personality 
which emerges from his works as a whole.

A fourth criterion is the measure of agreement or, conversely, 
disagreement which we find in the different janam-sakhis. This alone 
can rarely determine a particular issue, but in some cases it should 
certainly influence our judgment. One such instance is the story 
of Sajja$ the thag.

In cases where there is disagreement between the different 
janam-sakhis, or where only one janam-sakhi records a particular 
detail or incident, a fifth criterion is the relative reliability 
of the different janam-sakhis. This criterion is of little use in
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issues which concern only the Puratan and Miharban janam-sakhis 
or Var 1, but it certainly applies whenever the more recent 
janam-sakhis enter the discussion* In general the testimony 
of the three older sources must be preferred to that of either 
the Gyan-rat anavali or the Bhaj Bala janam-sakhis* Any point 
which occurs only in the Bhai Bala accounts must be regarded as 
strongly suspect*

Finally, there is a geographical criterion in the sense 
that a greater degree of confidence can be placed in details re
lating to Guru Nanak' s life within the PaSjab than to those which 
concern his travels beyond the province* This applies particularly 
to his later years* The accounts of his childhood are all heavily 
charged with legend, but there is much that rings true in the 
brief accounts given of his Kartarpur period. This is to be expected, 
for the janam-sakhis we are using must have emerged at a remove of 
only one or two generations from Guru Nanak*s death*

There is also a marked contrast between the geographical 
exactitude which characterises the janam-sakhi accounts of his move
ments within the Pahjab and the vagueness of those which describe 
his travels elsewhere* In the latter case the place names are al
most all either well-known capitals and centres of pilgrimage or 
they are unidentifiable and evidently non-existent places such as 
’Dhanasari* * Many of the sakhis which describe incidents which
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occurred during his uflasia are unlocated or are said to have 
taken place in ,fa certain city'* or "a certain country1*. A high 
proportion are placed in deserts or jungles and a number are said 
to have occurred on islands in tbeocean. The incidence of the 
fantastic is particularly high in these latter cases* All sakhis 
with indefinite oceanic settings must be regarded with marked 
scepticism*

The vagueness also emerges in such details as the names 
of Guru Nanak*s associates* In the case of the Puratan* s southern 
udasi the manuscripts disagree not just between themselves but also 
within 1heir own individual accounts.^ There is the same evident 
uncertainty in the names of the people with whom Guru Nanak is said 
have conversed. Discourses with Sheikh Farid, Sheikh Sharaf, and 

Pir Bahauddin are anachonisms, but the names are at least those of 
real people, each of whom would have left a line of spiritual suc
cessors* This is more than can be said for such names as Nur Shah, 
Khwaja Khizar, and the nine or eighty-four Siddhs. Such vague
ness need not necessarily demand a definite rejectinn of a particular 
sakhi. but it must certainly weaken its claims to authenticity.

1See supra pp. 218-9*
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A synopsis of the .1 anam-sakhi traditions concerning the life of
Guru Nan ale

These are the six principal criteria which will he used 
in this effort to reconstruct the life of Guru $fanak. Before pro
ceeding to do so, however, it will he convenient to set out, in the 
form of a chart, a conspectus of the various sakhis which have heen 
used in Bhai Gurdas * s Var 1 and the Pur at an and Miharhan j an am-sakhis, 
together with the corresponding sakhis from the Gyan-ratanavali and 
Bhai Bala versions. To these have heen added a few sakhis which do 
not appear in either the Puratan or Miharhan janam-sakhis, hut which 
are included in most modem biographies of Guru Manak. A column has 
also heen added to indicate which of the sakhis have heen used by 
Macauliffe in The Sikh Religions Macauliffe1s account is generally 
based upon the Puratan janam-sakhis, hut the author added several 
other incidents, mainly from the Bhai Bala tradition, and in most 
cases he expanded the Puratan account wiih material drawn from Bhai 
Bala sources. Occasionally he used the Gyan-ratanavali in the same 
way and added any thing extra which was to he found in Bhai Gurdas1 s 
Var 1.

Pox* this chart the Miharhan Janam-sakhi has heen taken as the 
standard and the individual sakhis are listed in the order in which 
they occur in that j anam-sakhi. Sakhis which do not appear in the 
Miharhan version, hut which include a specific chronological indication
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have been inserted in their appropriate places. Other salchis 
are listed as 'Miscellaneous sakhis'. Each figure indicates 
the number of the relevant sakhi, gost, or pauri in the j anam-sakhi 
under which it is listed, and the numbers given under 'Macauliffe' 
are those of the appropriate page numbers in volume 1 of The Sikh 
Religion. The numbers which appear consecutively in the first 
column have been added by the writer for ease of reference in 
the discussion which follows.

The edition of the Gyan-ratanavail which has been used is 
the one which was lithographed in Lahore by Charagud&in and Sara- 
juddin in A3) 1891. Sakhis included in that edition which have 
obviously been taken from the Bhai Bala tradition have been bracketed.

Three editions of the Bhai Bala version have been included in 
the chart. These are: (a) the Hafaz Kutub Bln edition, lithographed
in AD 1871$ which generally follows the India Office Library manu
script Pan;}. B41 and the British Museum manuscript Or. 2754. I;
(b) the expanded 1871 edition lithographed by Bivan Bu£a Singh,
Lahore; and (c) a modem version published by Munshl Gulab Singh 
and Sons of Lahore in AB 1942. Sakhis have been listed under the 
third of these only if they do not appear in either of the 1871 
editions. Mumb^rs listed under (a) which are bracketed indicate 
sakhis which have been taken direct from the Puratan tradition and 
do not appear in the India Office Library or British Museum manuscripts.
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An error has been made in the indexing of (b), the expanded 
1871 edition, as a result of which the numbers 165-174 inclusive 
have been used twice in allocating consecutive numbers t6 sakhis*
In the chart such sakhis are distinguished by the use of either 
(l) or (2).

It must be emphasised that although most sakhis appear 
in the chart under more than one source, the different versions 
normally give differing accounts of the same incident* Occasionally 
the differences are such as to destroy practically all resemblances 
between two accounts*
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Sakhis which must be rejected
Of th© sakhis listed in the chart many may be treated in 

summary manner* A substantial proportion can be discarded at 
once, most of them in accordance with the first criterion, and 
many more must be relegated to the '’possible1' category* The 
following may be rejected on the grounds that they are miracle 
stories without any features which suggest a substratum of truth:

2. Recitation of Sapat Sloki Gita
6* The restored field
7. The tree’s stationary shadow
8* The cobra’s shadow
23* Naaalc accused of embezzlement
28. Mardana eats the forbidden fruit
50* The jackal and the food from God's court
51. The bhagats revealed in the stars
55. The yogi of Jap ap a Jap
55. A girl turned into a boy
56. The meeting with ICaliyug
57. The struggle with Kal
59. A deceitful people turned to righteousness
77. The Mecca pilgrim and the following cloud
78. Mecca: Guru Manak’s miraculous arrival
94. Lahipa commanded to eat the corpse
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104* The thags and the funeral pyre
105* The city of insects
110* The leprous faqir
115* Duni Chand and the wolf
115* The brahman's cooking square
117* The meeting with Khwaja Khiaar
119* The meeting with Makhdua Bahauddin
120* The destruction of the hospitable carpenter* s hut
122# Faft.ia Sahibs the rock stopped

Several of these do not appear in the Var or in either of 
the older janam-sakhi traditions, but have been included here 
either on account of their prominence in popular biographies of 
Guru Nanak or because they provide illustrations of Bhai Bala 
material incorporated in the 1891 edition of the Gyan-ratanavali, 
One which is accorded particular popularity in modern accounts is 
number 122, the story of how Guru Nanak stopped a falling boulder 
at Pallia Sahib*

The story relates that the Guru once visited Hasan Abdal, 
a village in Attock District between Rawalpi^i and Peshawar,*** At 
the top of a nearby hill there lived a Muslim darves called Bawa

XIt is within the area of ancient remains which surrounds the site 
of Taxila. Imperial Gazetteer of India, vol* XIII, p*7Q*
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Vali Kandharl. Water issued from a spring at the summit, hut 
none was available at its foot and Mardana was accordingly sent 
up to draw some. Bawa Vali had, however, heard of the Guru*s 
reputation and, piqued by jealousy, he refused access to Mar
dana, suggesting that if his master was such a great faqir he 
should provide his ora water-supply. A subsequent request eli
cited a similar reply and so the Guru proceeded to act in accord
ance with Bawa Vali*s sarcastic advice. Be caused a spring to 
open at the foot of the hill, whereupon the spring at the summit 
immediately ceased to flow* Seeing this, the enraged Bawa Vail! 
rolled a huge rock down upon the Guru. The mighty boulder failed, 
however, to reach its mark for Guru Nanak raised his hand and in
stantly terminated its headlong flight. An impression of his hand 
was left on the rock and it is for this reason that the place is 
known as Faftia Sahib or tie Holy Palm. Some accounts also claim 
that the flow of water in the spring greatly increased.

The Sikh story concerning Hasan Abdal is the latest in a
line which has successively produced Buddhist, Hindu, and Muslim
legends. General Cunningham identified the tank which is filled
by the spring with that of the Naga or Serpent King Elapatra visited

2by HsUan Tsang in AD 630. G* B. Scott, who visited the site, re-

^Sewaram Singh, The Divine Master, p.159*
2Archaeological Survey of India, Report of 1865-4* Vol. ii, p p * 155-6.
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ported that there is indeed a hand-mark on a rock near the spring,
hut that it projects in relief, instead of being recessed into
the rock*'*' Kartar Singh states that the rock has since been

2removed to make room for a road and some buildings*
To the twenty-five sakhis listed above the following three 

must, for all practical purposes, be added:

5* Instruction by the pandit
4* Instruction by the mullah
5* Investiture with the janeu

The recitation of pads on these three occasions obviously falls 
within the category of miracle stories* It is quite possible that
Guru Nanak was instructed by a pandit and a mullah during his child
hood, and that at the appropriate age he was invested with the sacred 
thread, but there seems to be little doubt that these incidents, like 
so many others, were introduced in order to provide settings for the 
pads* Moreover, the information they offer adds nothing to what we 
already know about Guru Nanak* His works are not those of an illi-

3terate or semi-literate person and we may assume that his parents 

1G. B* Scott, Religion and Short History of the Sikhs 1469*1930* p*19* 
See also Gazetteer of the Rawalpindi District 1893-4* pp. 35-6.
^Kartar Singh, Life of Guru Nanak Dev, p. 221.
The accusation has, however, been made* Cf R* C. £ukl, Hindi Sahitya 
ka Itihas (llth edition), p.78*
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would have followed normal practices as far as the sacred thread 
was concerned,

58, The cannibals’ cauldron
The story of the cannibals’ efforts to boil Mardana, or,

- 1 - *as in the Puratan version, Guru Nanak himself is one of the miracle
stories which, as we have already noted, shows evident signs of 
having evolved out of a reference in a particular pad, in this

«  • >  m  2case a pad which is by Guru Arjan and not by Guru Nanak* It may 
be argued that, even if the story of the recalcitrant cauldron is 
to be rejected as legendary, there still remains a possibility that 
Guru Nanak, at some stage in his travels, encountered some savages. 
The possibility does indeed exist, but this sakhi cannot be accepted 
as evidence of such an encounter. The connection between the karaha, 
or cauldron, used by the cannibals, and the occurrence of the same 
word in Guru Arjan’s Maru 14 offers a much more likely explanation 
for the whole sakhi. The fact that the incident is set outside the 
Panjab and, in the case of the Puratan and Bhai Bala versions, on

3 . -”an island in the ocean” further weakens any claims the sakhi may

1 -Pur JS, sakhi 44, p*81*
2See supra pp. 72-3.
5Pur JS, p.81. BB JS, p.123.
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have had to an element of authenticity.

108. The meeting with ^heikh Farid in Asa Des
There is good reason to accept as at least probable the 

tradition that Guru Nanak met the contemporary successor of Sheikh 
Farid, but this sakhi which describes a meeting with Farid himself 
is of an entirely different order. As recorded in the Puratan 
janam-sakhis it recounts two impossible stories set in the non
existent land of Asa. To these two legends has been added the 
story of how Sheikh Farid used to carry a wooden chapati as an ex
cuse for refusing people who offered him food and so threatened
to upset his ascetic discipline. This story evidently does belong

** Xto the traditions which have gathered around Sheikh Farid, but 
its inclusion in this sakhi does nothing to suggest that there can 
be any element of historicity in the j anam-sakhi incident. On the 
contrary, it emphasises its legendary nature, for it indicates that 
the person concerned is the original Farid, who died in 1265» and 
not one of his successors.

sakhis considered so far have all been rejected on the 
basis of their almost exclusively miraculous or manifestly fictitious 
content. Others may be similarly discarded in accordance with our

1Cf slok 28, AGf p. 1379.
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second criterion, the testimony of external sources. This group 
comprises the following six sakhis;

31* Delhi: the real alms
32. Delhi: the sultan*s elephant resurrected

Both of these are set in Delhi and both must be rejected 
on historical grounds. The first of them, which is to be found 
only in the Miharban J anam-sakhi, is wide of the historical mark 
in that it names Salem Shah Pafhap as the contemporary sultan of 
Delhi. The reference is obviously to Jalal Khan, the second son 
and successor of Sher Shah, who adopted the regnal name of Islam 
Shah but who is referred to by several of the contemporary chroni—

-  *  i —  *clers as Salim Shah* Islam Shah*s reign did not begin until 1545, 
six or seven years after the death of Guru Nanak. The sakhi con
tains nothing else except the customary discourse and must ac
cordingly be rejected*

The 3ubstance of t^he second Delhi sakhi consists of a 
miracle story which must be repudiated as such, but this still 
leaves open the possibility of a meeting with the sultan. In this 
case the sultan* s name is given as Brahamu Beg in the Colebrooke 
afanuscript and Ibrahim Beg in the Hafizabad manuscript. The name

“Si, A. Rahim, History of the Afghans in India, p. 62 n.l.
2The GR relates the incident without mentioning the sultan’s name 
(sakhis 66-68, pp. 187-94)*
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is clearly intended to be that Sultan Ibrahim Lodi (1517-26) 
which means that in this particular instance the Puratan tradi
tion comes nearer to historical possibility than Miharban's
account. It is not, however, near enough for, as we have already 

1observed, it is impossible to accept a visit to Delhi at a date 
later than Ibrahim Lodi's accession in 1517 without upsetting 
the complete pattern of the first udasi. Were there any inherent 
probability in the substance of the sakhi it would constitute a 
sufficient reason for calling that pattern in question forthwith.
The substance is, however, plainly impossible and accordingly the 
sakhi may be rejected.

43* Ayodhya: discourse with 11 all the bhagats”
This sakhi, which desoribes a meeting with Namdev, Jaidev, 

Kabir, Trilochan, Raidas, Sai$, Sadhna, Dhanna, and Bepi, can he 
excluded for the obvious reason that there can be no possibility 

bhagats from different centuries and different parts of India 
ever having gathered in the same place at the same time, Wamdev, 
Jaidev, and Trilochan all died well before the birth of Guru Nanak 
and the same almost certainly applies to Sai$, Sadhna and Be$i also.

"̂ See supra p. 268,
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The sakhi has obviously been developed out of the bhagat ban!
Iof the Idi Granth*

70* Return to Sultanpur
Miharban records that after returning from the south Guru 

Nanak passed through Sultanpur where he renewed his acquaintance 
with Daulat Khan Lodi* The incident is set in the context of the 
Guru's udasis and, regardless of which pattern is accepted for 
his travels, it is clear that by this stag© Daulat Khan Lodi
would have been living in Lahore, not in Sultanpur* The subah of

* 2 Lahore was assigned to Daulat Khan in or about 1500 which would
certainly be before Guru Nanak could have x’eturned to the Pah jab 
had he|followed the itinerary laid down by either Miharban or the 
Puratan janam-sakhis • Accordingly to Miharban's chronology this 
return visit would have taken place in 1516* It is perhaps con
ceivable that Daulat Khan may have happened to be back in Sultanpur 
on a visit, but the possibility is remote* Moreover, the tradition 
is a weak one* It appears only in Miharban's account*

1See Appendix 1, p* 609.
2See infra p* 353,

See supra P* 271*
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30* Discourse with Sheikh Sharaf of Papipat
96. Death of Makhdum Bahauddin

The first of these describes a discourse with Sheikh 
Sharaf, the Pir of Paplpat, and the second an exchange of mess
ages between Guru Nanak and Sheikh Bahauddin of Multan shortly
before their deaths. Both of these famous Muslim pirs died well

— - 1before the time of Guru Nanak# It may be argued that the contacts
-  2must have been with successors of the two pirs. but this is not

what the j anam-sakhis say* Had the names of the contemporary
successors been known they would certainly have been given, for
this has been done in the case of Farid*s successor, Sheikh Ibrahim."*

A much more likely explanation is the natural tendency to introduce
an association with the acknowledged great in order that the object
of the writer1 s belief or affection may be shown to be even greater.
This factor doubtless applies also in the case of no. 85, the dis- 

- 4course with Babur, and in that of no. 108, the discourse with 
Sheikh Farid. ** In the case of Farid the j anam-sakhis present two

1 m* m*Sheikh Sharaf is said to have died in AD 1324 and Sheik Bahauddin 
in AD 1170. T. ¥. Beale, An Oriental Biographical Dictionary, 
pp. 17, 97.
2This is Macauliffe* s interpretation. The Sikh Religion, i.52, 186.
Gf also i.153.
^See infra pp. 424-5•
ASee infra pja 420-1.
KSee supra p;*294 • Other examples are nos. 41 and 43*



irreconcilable traditions* No* 108, which names Farid himself 
as the person with whom the Guru, conversed, is clearly spurious, 
whereas no. 87, which specifies Sheikh Ibrahim, has good claims 
to at least a measure of authenticiiy •

This must lead us to reject these two sakhis for they 
evidently correspond to no. 108 rather than to no. 87. This is 
not to deny, however, that Guru Nanak must lave had contacts with 
some of his more prominent religious contemporaries, and nor does 
it necessarily mean that the successors of these two pirs could 
not have been amongst these contemporaries whom the Guruwmld 
have met* The point is that these two sakhis do not provide us 
with evidence of such contacts*

101* The death of the trader1 s infant son
103. The coal and the thorn

These two sakhis may be discarded in accordance with our 
third criterion, for both are in evident conflict with what we 
know of Guru Nanak1 s personality and beliefs from his works. The 
first of them records how the Guru greeted the prospect of a baby1 
imminent death not merely with equanimity, but with apparent mirth 
a description which is in sharp conflict with the character which 
emerges from his ban!. The purpose in this case is clearly to show 
the fate of those who, like the infant’s father, spurn the Guru,
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but the illustration is an unfortunate one* The second of the 
sakhis is based upon a naive understanding of the doctrine of 
karam which would certainly not have accorded with Guru Nanak ’ s 
concept* The incident is clearly spurious*

Improbable sakhis
Prom the impossible we move to the improbable and here 

too there are several sakhis which can be relegated without 
lengthy analyses*

11* The vaid convinced
12. The true field
13* The true merchandise
15* The true harvest

These four sakhis are all set in the context of the Guru's 
early life in Talva^gi* None of them can be dismissed as absolutely 
impossible, but there can be little doubt that all four are ex
amples of episodes which evolved as appropriate settings for certain 
pads or sloks* The janam-sakhis’ own claim that the pads and sloks 
were uttered in response to the situations which provide the settings 
assumes a quality of spontaneity which is difficult to accept, even 
in a poet as talented as Guru Nanak*
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16* Khara sauda: tlx© feeding of Sant Ren and the faqirs
17* The lota and ring presented to a faqir

The two stories which concern gifts made by Guru Nanak to 
faqirs are also set in the period of his early manhood, but it 
is obvious that they have not developed out of pads or sloks 
in the manner of the previous four sakhis* These two are narra
tives, not mere settings, and they are in no way dependent upon
extracts from Guru Nanak*s works* Moreover, the stories which 
they relate, far from seeming intrinsically unlikely, sound like
the kind of incidents which might well have occurred in the life

1of a young man of pronounced religious inclinations*
There is, however, a seriouscbjection to both of them.

Both are to be found only in the Bhai Bala janam-sakhis. Had the 
stories been current at the time when the Miharban and Furatan 
accounts took shape it is highly unlikely that either, much less 
both, would have omitted them, particularly such an interesting 
incident as Khara sauda di sakhl* The conclusion indicated by 
their omission is that the two sakhis represent a relatively late 
tradition* This cannot be established beyond all doubt, but it is 
certainly a strong likelihood and the fact that the Gyan-ratanavali 
also omits them strengthens it. The two sakhis must accordingly be 
regarded as improbable*

^Both stories are related in Macauliffe, i*30-32*
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The same argument applies to the following six sakhis:

29* Nanak oooks meat at Kurukshetra
35. Mount Govardhan, Mathura, and Brin dab an
44. Ayodhya: discourse with pa$$its
45. Gaya
121* Salas Rai
123* Discourse with Abdul Rahman of Iran

All of these, unlike numbers 16 and 17, do appear in the
1891 edition of the Gyan-ratanavali ,but all are clearly borrowings

— «  —  *. 1from the Bhai Bala tradition* The first of them, no* 29, appears
to be a case of a situation evolving in order to provide an appro
priate setting for a particular extract from Guru Nanak*s works,

— — * •» 2the portion in this case being Var Malar, sloks 1 and 2 of pauyi 25*
Nos. 44 and 45 give precisely the kind of place one would expect the 
popular imagination to add to the story of Guru Nan ale* s travels*
Both Ayodhya and Gaya are among the seven sacred cities and their

^See supra pp. 165-6.
2AG, pp. 1289-90. There are interesting divergences with regard^to 
the^meat which Guru Nanak is said to have cooked* The three Bhai 
Bala MSS in London all give goat. (10 Library Ms B41, folio 206b;
BM Ms Or. 2754.1, folio 198a; aad SOAS Ms 104975, folio 218a). The
1871 lithographed edition, which follows the 10 Library^and BM MSS,
reproduce s_exactly the same wording, but replaces_^bakari (goat) 
with machhi (fish). (BB JS, p.314.) ^he Divan Buja Singh expanded 
1871 version, p.554, mirag (venison) and this is followed by
the corresponding sakhi which has been interpolated in the GR (p, 135)
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eventual inclusion within Guru Nanak's itinerary is altogether
natural•

The story of Salas Rai, the jeweller of Bi^ambarpur who 
was converted by Guru Nanak, is one which might well be classified 
with the categorically rejected* It includes elements of the mira
culous^ and it is set in a city which cannot be satisfactorily
identified* Kanla Singh regards Bigambarpur as Bishnupur, the ancient

** — 2 — —city in Bankura District, Bengal, whereas Vir Singh and Teja Singh9
evidently following the Nanak Prakas, both name Pa£pa as the city
of Salas Rai* The compiler of the printed version of the Gyan-
ratanavali was evidently unaware of either of these possibilities
for the sakhis which concern Salas Rai have been inserted at a point

4which obviously implies a location in western India* The combination 
of legendary content, vague geography, and omission from the older 
collections renders the whole story most improbable. It is remotely 
possible that some fragment of truth may underlie that tradition, 
but if so it is unidentifiable.

1  W  «  M lAn inscribed ruby which enabled Mardana to find Salas Rai.
SdK, p. 140*
"Vir Singh, Guru Nan ale Chamatakar, vol. i, pp. 185-93* Teja Singh, 
Sikhism, p.37. Also Khazan Singh, History and Philosophy of Sikhism, 
vol. i, pp. 82-3*

^GR, sakhis 99-107, pp. 247-59* Guru Nanak is at this stage travelling 
northwards from Ceylon to Bikaner*
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40* Raja Harinath
61* Raja Mitr Sain
62* Raja Jagannath

These three sakhis all name rajas with whom, according 
to Miharban, Guru Nanak held discourses in localities well 
beyond the Panjab* There are no detail^ to support the exist
ence of the three monarchs, none of the other janam-sakhis 
mention them, and their sole function appears to be to provide 
suitable partners for three Miharban discourses*

41* Meeting with Kabir
Encounters with Kabir are to be found in the Miharban
«  *1 2  -  -Janam-sakhi and the B4Q manuscript* The Bhai Bala tradition

also introduces ICabir on a number of occasions, but such sakhis 
are evidently of Hindali origin,'* As they stand these two ac
counts can certainly be rejected* They are completely different, 
they are vague as far as location is concerned, they offer no 
recognisably genuine information concerning ICabir, and their 
obvious purpose is to exalt Guru Nan ale by having Kabir acknowledge

1Mih JS, pp. 154-6.
^10 Library Ms Panj. B40, folios 136 ff.
See supra pp. 146-7*
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his superiority. This means that there is no authentic tradition
mm mm m mconcerning a meeting between Guru Nanak and Kabir and, as we

shall see, there is no adequate evidence that Guru Nanak knew 
- 1the works of Kabir* On the other hand, the possibility of a

meeting cannot be ruled out as completely impossible* We may
perhaps doubt whether Kabir really lived to the year 1518, but

2we cannot reject the possibility of his having done so* This 
means that if Guru Nanak travelled through Banaras he may perhaps 
have met ICabir* It is, however, pure hypothesis, chronologically 
possible but completely devoid of evidence* As such it must be 
classified as highly improbable*

124* Saidpurs Lalo and Bhago
The story of Lalo, the carpenter of Saidpur, is one of the 

most popular in the entire orange of sakhis concerning Guru Nanak. 
The tradition relates that while Guru Nanak was staying with this 
person of lowjcaste a certain Malak Bhago gave a feast to which the 
Guru was invited. The invitation was, however, refused and even
tually Malak Bhago had to resort to constraint. When the Guru

1See Appendix 4, pp# 640-6 .
^See supra p. 49,
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was brought to him he demanded an explanation for the refusal.
Guru Nanak in reply took in one hand a quantity of Malak Bhago1 s 
rich food and in the other a piece of Lalo’s coarse bread. He 
then squeezed both* From Lalo’s bread trickled milk, but from 
Malak Bhago's food there issued blood* The point of the miracle 
was obviously to demonstrate that halo’s food had been earned by 
honest labour, whereas Bhago’s was the product of extortion and 
oppression.

The story it\self must be dismissed, in spite of modern
1efforts to rationalise it, but there remains the question of 

whether there may in fact have been a carpenter in Saidpur around 
whom this and other lesser legends have gathered* The answer must 
be that it is extremely unlikely. In the first place Lalo does 
not appear in the older janam-sakhis* Secondly, there is a likely 
explanation foijhis entry into the developing stock of traditions 
concerning Guru Nanak. In the Bhai. Bala janam-sakhis Lalo is 
associated with the pad Tilang 5 which begins:

Jaisi maijavai Khasama ki bapi taisapa kari gianu 
ve lalo.^

1 —E.g. ICartar Singh, Life of Guru Nanak Lev, pp. 83-4#
2BB JS, aakhi 21, pp. 88-89. 
ha, pp. 722-3.
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Every line ends in this same way with the words ve lalo* Tilaftg
5 is one of the pads which describe the suffering caused by
— 1 —Babur* The earliest traditions associate all of these Babar
vaai pads with his attack on Saidpur and this would mean that
the wox’ds ve lalo would be taken to refer to an audience addressed
by Guru Kan ale in Saidpur# The wordŝ Ln this case would mean "0 
beloved", a common form of poetic address* The next step must 
then have been to identify the word lalo as a proper name and so 
in this manner there evidently developed a tradition concerning 
Lalo of Saidpur* This hypothesis does not completely destroy the 
tradition of a Saidpur carpenter called Lalo, but it does render 
it most improbable.

Possible sakhis

The third category consists of sakhis which cannot be re
jected as inherently improbable or definitely impossible, but which 
must nevertheless be treated with a considerable degree of caution* 
They are sakhis which offer only limited opportunities for the 
application of our criteria and which accordingly cannot be either 
affirmed or denied, even in terns of probability or improbability* 
Many of them must be rejected in part, but in all there is at least

1See infra p. 414,
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some basic detail which requires us to withhold judgment.
The most we can say in these cases is that they genei’ally 

tend towards the improbable rather than the probable* Many of 
them are the kind of story which inevitably gathers around a 
person of acknowledged spiritual stature and there can be no 
doubt that several of these sakhis will have entered the body 
of tradition in this manner. The difficulty is that when such 
accretions are both rationally and chronologically possible there 
is generally no means of separating them from incidents of a 
similar nature which may have a foundation in fact. We may well 
assume that a majority of such sakhis are subsequent additions 
and that very few would have any factual connection with Guru 
Nan ale, but we do not possess the means of determining which should 
belong to the majority group and which to the minority.

Many more of the sakhis concern Guru Nanakf s travels and 
here doubts must arise from the fact that most of the places named 
are the very locations which one would expect the popular imagination 
to associate with the wanderings of a person such as the Guru.
Places such as Hardwar, Allahabad, Banaras, Jagannath Puri, 
Rameshwaram, and Ujjain are precisely the kind of pilgrimage centres 
one might anticipate* We cannot, however, assume that Guru Nanak 
did not visit any of these places* On the contrary, it is safe to 
assume that he would have visited at least some of them and in a
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general sense we may accept the tradition, recorded "by Bhai 
Gurdas and implied by Miharban, that Guru Nanak1 s travels in- 
eluded visits to famous tiraths*

What we have is the same problem of separating the likely 
from the unlikely without the means of identifying either* The 
fact that the incident or discourse which is set in a certain 
place is manifestly an invention does not prove that Guru Nanak 
did not visit that particular place* We may with good reason decide 
that most of the incidents which are recorded of his travels beyond 
his own province are products of the imagination, but we must 
also conclude that Guru Nanak obviously did make lengthy journeys 
outside the Paftjab and that accordingly he must certainly have 
visited at least some of these places*

Most of the sakhis which we shall classify as ’’possible1’ 
fall into one or other of these two sub-divisions. Either they are 
the kind of story which one inevitably finds associated with the 
person of a famous saint, or they concern visits to particular 
places during the Guru’s travels. The first sub-division includes 
the following;

27* Mardana commanded to throw offerings away 
33* Sheikh Bajid
49* The brick falls from the temple



102. The watchmen receives royal authority 
106. The inhospitable village unmolested 
107* The hospitable village dispersed 
111. The devotees of ICipian Pa$ha$an 
112* Discourse with Mia Mifha 
114* Duni Oh and* s flags 
116* A pious boy 
118. Anabhi the Jain

Little can be said about any of these. No. 49 tends more 
towards the improbable than most in that it is confined to the 
Miharban Janam-sakhi and set outside the PafSjab, but it is not 
thereby disproved* Nos. 106 and 107, which really constitute a 
single sakhl. relate the kind of story which always finds a ready 
welcome in hagiography, but again the grounds are insufficient 
for categorical rejection* In the case of no. 114 a comparison

1of the account given in the India Office Library manuscript B40
am mm 2.with that of the Oolebrooke and Hafizabad j an am-sakhis shows 

that the incident has been expanded In the latter, but the kernel 
of the story remains the same in both cases* In both versions the 
point of the story concerns the needle which Guru Nanak delivered 
to the rich man and the expansion of the two Puratan j an am-sakhis

^10 Library Ms. Panj* B40, folios 189-90. 
^ur JS, aaldil 37, p.71.
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chiefly concerns the quantity of wealth which the rich man possessed. 
In the B4Q version there are only four flags flying, signifying 
four treasure chests, x̂ hereas the Puratan account gives seven flags, 
each representing a lakh of rupees* It is also in this latter account 
that the name Duni Chand appears#

The second sub-division, that of sakhis which refer to specific 
places visited by Guru Danak, is a large one* The sakhis listed here 
are those which we are obliged to classify without making detailed 
analyses* In other cases there are factors which make an examination 
possible and such sakhis will be considered later*

34* Hardxmrs the watering of his fields 
37* Allahabad
38* Banaras: discourses with pa$$its
39* Banaras: discourse with Chatur Das
42* Hajipur Paf$a
48* Jagannath Puri
52* Rameshwaram
63* tljjain
64* Vindhya Mountains
65* Narabad tlrath
66* Bikaner district and city
67* The land of Sorafhi (Saurashtra)
68* Mathura
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69* Kurukshetra; discourse on bathing 
71* The Kashmiri pa$L$it 
82» Hinglaj
88. The merchant of Dipalpur

A number of these might well be classified in the first 
sub-division of ’'possible” sakhis* No* 34 is an example and a 
particularly attractive one. The story of how Gum Nanak con
founded the crowds who were busy throwing Ganges water towards
their forbears in the other world is understandably one of the

- - 1most popular in the whole range of sakhis* This particular
incident is one which may be regarded as entirely possible, but

_  pin other cases, such as the discourse with Bharathari in Ujjain
• — 3and the story of the Kashmiri pa$$it, substantial portions must 

be rejected. In the case of the Kashmir sakhi it is obviously 
impossible to accept the story of how Brahm Das was sent in search 
of a g u m , but this certainly does not mean that Guru Nanak never 
visited Kashmir and nor need we conclude that the account of how

1See supra p.238 « Khushwant Singh, A History of the Sikhs, vol.i,
p.35, gives a translation^ of the sakhi as it is to be found in the 
modern versions of the Bhai Bala tradition* The 10 Library Ms Fanj* 
B41 (Bhai Bala tradition) and both of the 1871 lithographed editions 
omit the incident, although the expanded 1871^edition does include 
a discourse on the banks of the Ganges. (Divan Bufa Singh 1871 
edition, sakhi 250, p.536.)
^Mih JS, gosts 87 and 91-93, pp. 279, 300-309.
No. 71. See supra p. 222.



Brahm Das initially became a convert is necessarily untrue*
No* 109 may also be an example of legend superimposed 

upon an authentic tradition. The Puratan Janam-sakhi presents 
the story of Jhag$a, the carpenter of Bisiar, as a single sakhi, 
but it is a sakhi which has two distinct parts. Of these the 
second, which describes the composition of a work called the 
Jugavali, may be rejected without hesitation* The Golebrooke and 
Hafizabad accounts differ, both are very corrupt, the poem is said 
to have been composed on ”an island in the ocean”, Guru Nanak*s 
food at the time is said to have been air, reference is made to 
an unrecognisable city called Chhufhaghatalca or ChhuJjaghataka, 
and no work called the Jugavali has survived*

The first part cannot, however, be dismissed in this manner, 
for it contains neither the inconsistencies nor the evident fantasy 
of the second part. Bisiar may perhaps be a version of Bashahr 
in the Simla Hills and it is possible that Guru Nanak may have once 
met a person called Jha$$a Bapd* The fact that the Miharban Janam- 
sakhi and the Gyan-ra tanavali both omit the incident weakens the 
tradition, but there is at least a possibility that an actual en
counter may underlie it* This first portion of the sakhi is very 
brief in the Puratan account. It merely records that in the in-

1The first variant is the Golebrooke spelling; the second the 
Hafizabad. Pur JS, p.46.
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hospitable land of Bisiar only Jha$£a gave shelter to Guru 
Nanak and Mardana, that Jha^a washed the Gum's feet, that 
enlightenment darned on him while he was drinking the water 
he had used for the washing, and that the experience led him

1to abandon worldly concerns in favour of a life of wandering*
In most of these travel sakhis the geographical information 

given amounts to no more than the name of the city or locality* 
Occasionally, however, extra details are added and in rare in
stances they are supplied in abundance* Additional details 
of this kind do not necessarily indicate a sound tradition, 
even if they happen to be substantially accurate. One of the 
rare cases of abundant geographical detail is Miharban!s gog£
91 which is set in Ujjain and appears in the chart as a part 
of Ho. 63.2

Having conversed with the thags in the 
south country Guru Nanak arrived in the city of 
TJjjain. Many people had gone there on pilgrimage 
to see the cave of Bharathari, where Bharathari 
was born, which was the cave of Gorakh - yogis, 
sannyasis* brahmacharis, bairagis, ascetics, house
holders, people following secular callings* The^ had 
gathered at Avantaka to bathe during the Vaisakhi 
festival* And the cave of Go sain Gorakh Bharathari 
is also there* People go there to bathe and to visit

^The tradition is greatly expanded in the Bhai Bala janam-sakhis, 
See BB JS, sakhi 34, pp* 142-57.
2Mlh JS, pp. 300-2.
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Avantaka Puri and the cave of Bharathari* ^
Guru Baba Nanak also went there* Bharathari 
said, 'This is a great maha purukh who has 
arrived* We shall have darsan and we shall also 
give darsan** Near the cave there is a mosque*
Before its entrance is a four-cornered platform 
and over it is a tamarind tree* To the right 
of the tamarind is the entrance to the cave* *n 
front of it is the tamarind tree and in front of 
the_ tamarind is the platform of the mosque* There 
Guru Baba Nanak sat down •*•*••»•

-  2The appearance of Bharathari is an anachronism, but at
least the primary geographical details are accurate* Avantika

3is one of the names used for Ujjain, Bharathari*s cave is to be
found outside the city on the banks of the Sipra River,^ and large

- 5melas are held there. This, however, does nothing to strengthen
the tradition for the detail clearly represents the personal 
knowledge of a later writer, not a report handed down from the 
Guru himself*

In this particular case the gost appears to be, in part at 
least, a later addition to the janam-sakhi. It purports to de
scribe a discourse held in Ujjain with celibate langofibands* 
Elsewhere in the Miharban Janam-sakhi where this particular de-

1Mih JS, p* 300.
See supra p* *71 , n* 1 *
Central India State Gazetteer: Gwalir, vol*i, p.298*
4Mih JS, p. 300 n.3.
Melas are held annually at ^ivaratri (February) and on the full
moon days of Vaisakh (May) and Kartik (November)* CIS Gazetteer; 
Gwalior, vol*i, p*301. Mih JS, p.300 n*2*
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signation appears there is a strong suggestion of interpolation 
and the same would appear to be the case in this gost also* The
pad which it incorporates would be much more appropriate to a
discussion with yogis than with celibate sadhus, and part of it 
is in fact addressed directly to Bharathari* This latter portion 
may well represent a part of an original gost which has been in
corporated in the revised version* Much of the introduction to

gost Is in modem Panjabi and the incident concludes without 
the usual conversion of the G u m ’s audience. We may safely assume 
•that the gogfe in its present form vras not in the original version 
of the janam-sakhl and that the geographical details have been 
reported by a sadhu who once made a pilgrimage to the cave,

36* Nanakmata
The story of Guru Wanak1 s visit to Wanakmata is also a 

travel sakhi which concerns a specific place, but it differs 
from the others of this group in that the location is not a well- 
known city or centre of pilgrimage* Nanakmata appears to consist 
of no more than a temple in the jungle* It is said to be located 
in Satargaftj tahsil of Waini Tal District, fifteen miles north
west of PiUjbhit and ten miles west of IChâ ima station on the 
RohiUdia^-Kumaon railway*1 According to ICanh Singh the temple

1MK, p,519* A Glossary of the Tribes and Pastes of the Pun.iab &c*. 
vol* i, p, 679*
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-  -  -  *  1is administered by Udasi sadhus*
The mere existence of the place constitutes an argument

in favour of the Guru having visited the locality, but by no
means a compelling one. The temple appears in later Sikh history
when Guru Hargobind is said to have gone there in response to a

2request for help from the mahant. Almast by name. It is possible 
that it was during or subsequent to this period that the temple 
came to be associated with the locality referred to in the Puratan 
janam-sakhis# As it stands the Puratan account does not fit a 
location in Naini Tal District for the hanakmata sakhi follows 
the Banaras visit instead of preceding it. The question is a parti
cularly difficult one, and one which appears to require an open 
verdict.

Two sakhis which do not fit either of our sub-divisions,
but which should be included in the category of “possibl# sakhis
are the following:

97* Death of Mardana
98. Death of Î alu and Tipara

1MK, p.519* The later JSs claim that the locality was^originally 
called Gorakhmata, but^that the name was changed to Nanakmata in 
recognition of the Guru's triumjhover the Sjddhs. Cf e.g. GR, p.207*
2MK, p.519.
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Of these the first may* perhaps he accepted as probable 
for Hardana and Guru Nanak would have been of similar age, 
but the second seems less likely* Guru Nanak would have been 
sixty-nine or seventy at the time of his death and if his 
parents died only shortly before him they must both have at
tained advanced ages* The sakhis which refer to their deaths

- - 1are not to be found in the older janam-sakhis* The Puratan
account does mention a mata in the sakhi which describes the

- * 2death of Guru Nanak himself, but this is obviously a reference
to his wife who in subsequent Sikh tradition is characteristically
referred to in this way* According to the Gyan-ratanavali she
died fifteen days after the Guru, but again this is a point which

3is not to be found in the older sources.
Eighty-seven sakhis out of the total of one hundred and 

twenty-four listed in the chart have now been summarily classified 
as either possible, improbable, or impossible. The balance of 
thirty-seven sakhis consists partly of incidents which can in 
like manner be assigned to the probable category, and partly of 
sakhis which can be discussed at some length before being classified*

1The BB JS does, however, refer in passing to their deaths at an 
unspecified but obviously much earlier time. (BB JS, p*288.)
2 - - _ *Pur JS, sakhi 37, p.Ill* There is also a reference to mata in
sakhi 539 p.107*
5GR, ealchi 219, p.587.



For convenience we may group them as follows:

Dates
1* The birth of Guru Nanak 

100* The death of Guru Nanak

Family relationships
1, The birth of Guru Nanak 
9* The marriage of Jai Ram and Nanaki 
10* Betrothal and marriage
14* Birth of Lakhmi Das and Sir! Chand

Daulat Khan Lodi and Sultanpur 
20, To Sultanpur
21* \Work in Daulat Khan’s commissariat
22* Immersion in the river: his call
24* The mullah seeks to exorcise his evil spirit
25* Discourse with the qazi
26* Departure from Sultanpur

Visit to Assam
46. The country ruled by women

Visit to Dacca
47* Dacca



Raja divanabh and Ceylon
18* Bhagirath and Mansukh
19* Mansukh and Raja ^ivanabh
54. Raja $i van abb. and the Fran Sangali

A thag converted and the first dharmsala built 
60* Sajja$ the $hag

Discourse with the Siddhs on Mount Sumeru 
72* Mount Sumeru

Mecca and Medina
75# The mullah1s village 
76* Rahim and Karim 
79* Mecca: the moving mosque 
80 * Medina

Visit to Baghdad
81• Baghdad

The Emperor Babur and the sack of Saidpur
83. The sack of Saidpur
84. Discourse with Babur
85. Babur attacks Jilla

The conclusion of the udasis
86* Return to Talva$§l and reunion with parents
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Visit to Pak Pattern
87* Pak Pajfan: discourse with Sheikh Ibrahim

The founding of ICartarpur
89* The wealthy man humbled; the founding of ICartarpur

Discourses with Siddhs
73* Gorakh-hajapi 
90. Achal Bajala

Visits to Multan 
74* Multan
91# Multan; the jasmin petal

Guru Aftgad
92. First meeting with Lahi$a
93* Lahip.a’ s clothes ruined
95* Lahi^a becomes Angad
99* The installation of Guru Angad

Guru Nanak1s Date of Birth
The janam-sakhis do not disagree with regard to the year of 

Guru Nanak* s birth, but there is a difference concerning the 
actual month and it is one which has resulted in a protracted 
controversy* The Miharban and Puratan janam-sakhis and the Gyan- 
ratanavall all state that Guru Nanak was born during the light half



of Vaisakh, S.1526.^ The Khalsa College’s second Miharban
manuscript and the India Office Library manuscript B40 both
add that the actual date was the third day of the light half 

— 2of Vaisakh, a date which is the equivalent of April 15th, 
1469 A.D.5 The Bhai Bala janam-sakhis, on the other hand, 
give the date as Kattak Puranmasi, 3* 1526, the full moon day 
of the month of ICartik, more than seven months later*^

The controversy concerns which of these two days should 
be accepted as the birthday of the Guru* A third is given in

TTab Gum Baba Nanaku ••*••£• Sammat 1526 Vaisakh masi thiti 
tritxe chana$i kau paharu rati pichhali rahati kau ambrit vela 
janamu laia.1 - Mih^JS, p.9* ^ ^
’Sammat 1526 Baba Nanaku janamia Vaisakh mahi tritia chana^l 
rati amrat vela pahar rat rahandx ku janamia.1 - Pur JS, p*l*
* Sammat 1526 Vaisakh mas^ sulcal pakh tritxa thit sava pahir 
rat rahindi *•**••• avitar dharia** - GR, p*41*
Vaisakho din tijai*1 - KKalsa College second Ms, Mih J8, p.9 
n*5*
*Samat 1526* Baba Nanaku^janamia,^ Vaisakho din tijai chana$i 
rati amrit velai paharu rati rahadi janarnia*1 - 10 Library Ms* 
Panj. B40, f*l*
3Karam Singh, Gurapurb Niranay, pp. 43~5, 57*
4BB JS, p.7.
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the Mahima Prakas Kavita;

Samata bikrama nirapa^ko pandraha sahasa pachisa,^
Vaisakha sudi thita tlja ko parau santa bapa isa*

This gives the third day of the light half of Vaisakh, S.1525*
exactly one year earlier than the date given in the older janam-
sakhis* The difference may be, as Karam Singh suggests, a result
of the writer having used expired instead of current dating, but
it is much more likely that it is simply a mistake* Another

2manuscript which Karam Singh quotes and which, he says, follows 
the Mahima Prakal, gives S*1526. It is also evident that the 
author of the Mahima Prakas Varatak must have accepted S. 1526.

Neither Vaisakh sudi 5 nor Kattak Furanmasi can be accepted 
as established beyond all doubt, but ifc is clear that of the two 
the former is much the more likely. The latter is confined to the 
Bhai Bala tradition and to subsequent works based upon it* It 
should be added, however, that the case against Kattak Furanmasi 
is, for all its strength, not quite as overwhelming as Macauliffe

1 mmQuoted by Karam Singh, ^attak ki Visakh» p.225.
2 * **An undated Ms found in Vairoval, Amritsar District. Karam Singh, 
op.cit., pp. 225-4.

*Z ^
See infra Pj*325)Ln. 1 • For the Mahima Prakas Kavita and
Mahima Prakas Varatak see supra pjv 172-4*
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evidently "believed* Macauliffe draws at tent inn to what appears 
to "be an interesting error in Santokh Singh's Kan ale Prakas* 
Santokh Singh follows the Bhai Bala tradition as usual and gives

mm m, m, mm mm iKattak Furanmasi as the date of Guru Nanak's "birth, "but he also 
records that the Guru lived seventy years, five months and seven
days* Counted back from the date which he gives for the Guru's

2 ~ - 3death this gives a date very close to Vaisakh sudi 3*
The printed edition of Nanak Prakas does indeed record

that Guru Nanak lived for seventy years, five months and seven 
4days, but it is doubtful whether Santokh Singh actually wrote

this. Vir Singh adds in a footnote that some manuscript copies
of the Nanak Prakas omit this reference* The inconsistency is 
patently obvious as it stands and it seems unlikely that Santokh 
Singh could have failed to perceive it. The formula of seventy 
years, five months and seven days is given in Mahima prakas

1Nanak Prakas, canto 3 (70). Vol. ii, p* 150 in Vir Singh's 
edition.
2The tenth day of the dark half of Asu, S.1596.
3Macauliffe, i.lxxxiv*
^Nanak Prakas * canto 57 (90). Vol. iv, p* 1255 in Vir Singh's 
edition.
5Ibid.. p. 1255 n.*
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Varatak1 and the likelihood appears to be that it has been 
subsequently interpolated into the Nanak Prakas.

Hacauliffe describes the manner in which Kattak Furanmasi
2came to be generally adopted by the Sikh community? but says 

nothing about how it ever came to be included in the Bhai Bala 
tradition in the first place. This is not surprising as anything 
we may say in this respect must, be pure conjecture. Karam Singh's 
theory was that the Hindalis inserted it as a part of their effort 
to denigrate Guru Nanak at the expense of Baba Hindal.

It has also been pointed out how the Niraft- 
janis have made malicious alterations concerning 
the Guru* Their giving of Kattak Furanmasi as his 
date of birth instead of Vaisakh sudi 5 is another 
example of an attempt to mislead. It would appeal’ 
that at the time of making this attempt they must 
have lad in mind that well-known Pahjab superstition 
which is as follows. If a woman gives birth to 
a child in Bhadron or Kattak that child is put out 
of the house* Many people, putting it out of the 
house, make an offering to a brahmap and then having 
paid the price take the child thorn him, believing that 
in so doing they cleanse its impurity.

~Nanak Prakas, panto 5'7 (90). Vol. iv, p. 1255 in Vir Singh's 
edition, n.̂ *. The formula iŝ _the exact difference between 
Vaisakh sudi 5> S.1526, and Asu sudi 10, S.1596 (Karam Singh, 
Gurapurb Niranay, p.5l)* Accordingly, these must have been 
the dates accepted by the author of the Mahima Prakas Varatak 
for Guru Nanak's birth and death respectively.
2Macauliffe, i.lxxxiv-vi* He does not, however, give any adequate 
authority for his account of how Bhai Sant Singh decided to declare 
Kattak Puranmasi^the authentic date in order to draw Sikhs away 
from a Hindu mela which was held at Ram Tirath on that date. He 
merely records that he owed his informat; ion to Bhai Gurmukh Singh.
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As this janam-sakhi came to be used, so |his 
month came to be accepted and^when gurpurabs started 
to be celebrated Kattak Furanmasi became the currently 
accepted date for the first Satguru1s birthday,2

This may be correct, but it is no more than a guess and there

is no evidence to support it.

It is accordingly impossible to give any satisfactory

explanation for the introduction of Kattak Furanmasi, There can,

however, be no doubt whatsoever that its claims to authenticity

are vastly inferior to those of Vaisakh sudi 3, or at least some
date within the light half of Vaisakh, This latter dating has

the support of all the better sources, whereas Kattak Furanmasi

can be traced to nothing more reliable than the Bhai Bala tradition,
- 3Most Sikh scholars nox* accept the Vaisakh date. The only ex-

- , 4  —  5ceptions of any importance are Gyan Singh and Khazan Singh,

writers who belong to generations now long past but whose works

still exercise some influence. In Gyan Singh1s case the adherence

1Anniversaries of the Gurus1 birthdays*
2 —Karam Singh, Kattak ki Visakh, pp, 224-5*
3MK, p.519; Teja Singh and Gap$a Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, 
p, 2; Khushwant Singh, A History of the Sikhs, vol, i, p.29$ Gopal 
Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib, vol. i , p, xxxvj ICartar Singh^ Life 
of Guru Nanak Dev, pp, 303-5; Sahib Singh, Sri Guru_Granth Sahib 
Darapan, vol. x, p.756. Karam Singh1 s Kattak ki Visakh is devoted 
exclusively to repudiating the Kattak date.

^Gyan Singh, Fanth Prakas, (6th editinn) p.28; Tavarikh Guru Khalsa,
(3rd edition7™vol7^T7^art i, p.81. These works have been very in
fluential,
5 —Khazan Singh, History and Philosophy of Sikhism,^vol.i, pp.30-35.
Other writers who have accepted,’ Kattak Furanmasi are Lajwanti Rama 
Krishna, Les Sikhs, p.24, and Sewaram Singh','1' THe^Livine Master, pp. 18-19
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to Kattak Puranmasi is understandable as he produced his signi
ficant work before 1885> the year in which both the Colebrooke 
and Hafizabad manuscripts were published* IDmzan Singh, whose 
History and Philosophy of Sikhism was published in 1914? uses 
Karam Singh’s method in reverse* Just as Karam Singh sought 
in his Kattak ki Visakh to establish the Vaisakh date by attack
ing the whole of the Bhai Bala janam-sakhi tradition as totally 
unreliable in all respects, so Khazan Singh denied it by affirm-
ing the reliability of the Bhai Bala j anam-sskills * and repudiating

-  2 those of the Puratan tradition*
The weight of evidence and of scholarly opinion is thus

strongly on the side of the light half of Vaisakh, but it appears
that the controversy is still alive* Dr* Trilochan Singh of
Brindaban has recently produced two articles which support the 

3 —Kattak date. Like Khazan Singh he is compelled to base his case 
upon the impossible claim that the Bhai Bala janam-sakhis repre
sent a trustworthy and generally accurate source of information*
The only new argument he introduces is an appeal to Bhai Gurdas.

1See supra p* 131.
2’’The whole work seems to be an incoherent collection of traditions 
mostly wrong, and the date of birth recorded is apparently based 
on hearsay.” Loc* cit*, p.33. Khazan Singh is a singularly unre
liable writer, but his work has been widely used.
3The Sikh Review, vol* xi,. no. 11, November 1963? pp* 23-39; and 
vol. xii, no. 2, February 1964? PP* 22-37*
4 -It is generally agreed that Bhai Gurdas is silent on the question of
Guru Nanak’s date of birth, although it has been claimed that the

(cont.)
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Although Bhai Gurdas has not given any dates 
of the historical events of the lives of the Gurus, 
he has incidentally written a complete poem glori- 
fying Guru Nanakf s birth on Kartik Puranmashi.

He then quotes Bhai Gurdas's Kabitt Savayya 345 > the first couplet 
of which is:

Kartika masi ruta sarada puranamasi, ^
A$ha jama sajha ghari aja teri bari hai.

This he translates, with considerable freedom, as follows:

It is the Kartik month,
And the full moon night,
The season is soothing cool:
On this auspicious day,
It was Thy turn to come,
In this time-encircled world, _ 
Of eight pehars and sixty gharis*

~(cont*T ~  ~ " ” *
following line from Var 1, pauri 27, constitutes evidence indicating 
the first day of Vaisakh as the correct date:

Ghari Jjhari andari dharamasala hovai 
kiratanu sada visoa.

For this argument (which concerns the interpretation of the word 
visoa) see Teja Singh Overseer, Khalsa Rahit Prakas, pp* 73-5#
There can be no doubt that this is incorrect. The translation 
should be:

In every house a dharmsala was established and 
kirtan was sung (as if it were) an unending Baisakhi 
festival.

^The Sikh Review, February 1964, p#34#
2Ibid.
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It is true that this savayya may he interpreted as a 
reference to a particular person*s birth, but it is also true 
that it may be interpreted as a conventional reference to the 
month of -̂ artik in the style of the Barah Maha, the "Twelve 
Month" or calendar poem. The balance of probability must be held 
to favour the latter. In the first place there is no reference 
to Guru Nanak. Secondly, the key verb in Dr, Trilochan Singh* s 
translation, the very "to come’*, is not in the actual poem.
Thirdly, the form is a common one in Panjabi literature and it 
would have been an entirely natural one for Bhai Gurdas to have 
used. And fourthly, as we have already observed, the janam-sakhis 
which belong to the Bhai Gurdas1 period or soon after all specify 
Vaisakh, In the light of this fourth point the savayya could be 
admissible as contrary evidence only if it were free of such a 
likely alternative interpretation. The fact that the poem stands 
in isolation and is not set in the context of a complete Barah Maha 
does not affect this conclusion, Farid*s Asa 2, which also makes 
a conventional reference to Kartik, is not a part of a Barah Maha,̂  

As there is no dispute concerning the year of Guru Nanak*s 
birth this controversy would be of relatively slight importance 
were it not for the fact that a definite date must be acknowledged

1AG, p.488.
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by the Sikh community in order that the anniversary may be 
celebrated, Kattak Furanmasi has been firmly entrenched for 
almost a century and there is little likelihood that the custom 
of holding the annual celebrations in November will be abandoned 
in favour of April.

Place of birth
If the testimony cf the janam-salchis is to be accepted Guru 

Nanak1 s birth-place was his father’s village, Rai Bhoi ki Tal- 
vap$i. The name ’Nanak’, however, raises doubts as it implies 
that the birth must have been in the home of the maternal grand
parents,^ IChushwant Singh accepts the implication as established 
fact:

The janamsakhis and the Mahima Prakas state 
the place of birth to be f,in the house of Mehta 
Kalu Bedi of Talwandi Rai' Shoe,” This statement 
need not be taken literally. The custom of re
turning to the maternal home for confinement was 
well-established in Hindu families. The choice 
of the name confirms the fact of the birth taking 
place in the mother’s parental home, which was in 
the village of Kahna Katcha. Ounningham supports 
this view and bases it on an old manuscript, but 
without giving its reference. Mehervan’s janam- 
sakhi mentions Chahleval near Lahore as Nanak*s 
place of birth,^

1 - - -The word hana means ’maternal grandfather’ and nanak may be used
ss a common noun to mean ’a mother’s family or lineage1.
2 ^A History of the Sikhs, vol. i; p.50 n.ll.
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It is true that the name ’Nanak* strongly implies that 
the birth took place at the home of the Guru’s maternal grand
parents, but it is perhaps going too far to affirm this as

«k mmproven* As Khushwant Singh indicates, all the 3anam—sakhis
except that of Miharban specify Rai Bhoi ki Talva$$i as the
place of birth. Miharban’s record is not clear at this point*
The Sabo ki Talvap£l manuscript does indeed name the village

— 2of Chahalavale in the gogt which describes the Guru’s birth,
but elsewhere it states with equal clarity that Rai Bhoe ki

3Talvsqĵ i was the place where he was born* Moreover, the second 
manuscript in the possession of IChalsa College omits the name 
Chahalavale^ and is evidently consistent in specifying Rai Bhoe 
ki Talva$$i, It is impossible to say whether Chahalavale is an 
interpolation in the Sabo ki Talva$$i manuscript or whether the 
subsequent references are the interpolations. It may even be 
that both names were in the original and that what we have here 
is simply a case of confusion.

The village of Chahalj, the traditional birth-place of Guru Nanak:’s 
mother, is near Baraki in the district and tahsil of Lahore.
MIC, p*345.
*TIih JS, gop&*4» p.9*
^Ibid*, pp. 52 and 470.

^I-hid., p. 9 n, 4.
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We must, however, acknowledge that at some stage there
was a traditinn abroad that the birth-place was Chahal and
that this tradition may possibly have found expression in the
original version of the Miharban Janam-sakhi. This tradition,
together with the implication borne by the Guru's name, points
to his mother1s village as a strong possibility, but in view
of the contrary testimony of the other j anam-sakhi s we cannot
affirm it as definitely established. The village indicated
in this manner would be Ghahal, not Kahna Kateha as given by

1Khushwant Singh and also by Cunningham. Khushwant Singh does 
not state whether he is here following Cunningham and the latter's 
unidentified manuscript, or whether he bases his statement on some 
other source.

Guru Nanak1s Bate of Death
Just as there is disagreement between the janam-sakhis 

concerning the date of Guru Nanak's birth, so too there is dis
agreement regarding the date of his death. The divergence is more 
serious in this latter case for it involves not simply a difference

1J, D. Cunningham, A History of the Sikhs (1st edition, 1849)> 
p.40 n, W. I. M 1Gregor's The History of the Sikhs, which
was published in 1846, gives "the village of Maree, which is 
near ICot ICutchwa" as the place where the G u m  was born (loc.cit.» 
vol.i, p.32).
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in the precise date given, hut a disagreement concerning the 

actual jear* Three dates are given. The Puratan janam-sakhis 

give Asu sudi 10, S.1595, the tenth day of the light half of
the month of Asu, S.1595, which would have fallen during Sept-

1 - ~ ember, AD 1538. The Gyan~r a t anavali also gives Asu sudi 10 as
the day of the month, but records that the year was S.1596

O  mu mu(AD 1539)« The third date is that given in the Bhai Bala 

janam-sakliis. This tradition agrees with the Gyan-ratanavalt
as far as the year is concerned, but gives the actual date as

~ *,3Asu vadi 10, the tenth day of the dark half of Asu*

Pur JS, p.115*^ Ms number 2310A of the Sikh History Research 
Department, Khalsa College, Amritsar, is a Puratan Ms which 
gives S.1596 as the year of Guru Nanak1s death* fkirpal Singh,
A Catalogue of Punjabi and Urdu Manuscripts in the Sikh History 
Research Department uptil March 51» 1963, p*12.) This manuscript 
was, however, wr i 11 en in S,1829 (AD 1772) by which time the 1596 
dating was well established in Sikh tradition* The Qolebrooke 
and Hafizabad MSS obviously represent the authentic Puratan 
tradition at this point and they are support ed^by the 10 Library 
Ms Panj. B40 (folio 230). Moreover, the Khalsa College Ms is 
evidently prone to error as far as dates are concerned for it 
gives Guru Nanak1 s date of birth as 8*1536 (AD 1479,2, instead 
of S. 1526* This is presumably the third Ms which Vir Singh used
in compiling the Pur JS* (See supra p* 81.)

p*587* The JS adds that the Guru’s wife died fifteen days 
later* Karam Singh, Gurapurb Niraaay* pp. 47-9 and_57, jgives 
September 22nd, 1539» as the exact equivalent of Asu sudi 10,
S* 1596*
3School of Oriental and African Studies, Ms number^104975,_folio 
303* BB JS, p.402* The expanded 1871 edition (Divan Bufca Singh, 
Lahore), p.587, gives the year as 1546, which may be either a
simple error or an unsuccessful attempt made by the printer to convert
the date given in the MSS to Christian reckoning.
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These are the three dates and it is difficult to

decide between them, 01* at least between the first two*
1Opinion is divided, some accepting the Puratan dating, some 

that of the Gysm-ratanavali,̂  and a few that of the Bhai Bala
'Z ^ * - i ,tradition* The Miharban Janam-sakhi unfortunately offers no 

help at this point as only the first three of its six pothis 
have been found.^ The last of the six presumably gave a date 

for the Guru’s death*

The third date cannot be definitely rejected, but it 

appears to be the least likely of the three. The Bhai Bala 

is generally unreliable and in any disagreement it is safer 

to accept the version given by the other janam-sakhis, It is 

true that numerous manuscript copies of the Adi Granth which

include lists giving the dates on which each of the ten Gurus
„ ~ 5died are strongly on the side of the Asu vadi 10 dating, but

these copies were all written either during the period of the

1Macauliffe, i.191; Volker Moeller, Art* Die hebensdaten des
Glaubena£ifters Nanak in the Indo-Iranian Journal, vol* vii,
1964, no. 4-2 p.295; Mohan Singh, A History of Panjabi Literature*
p.23; Kirpal Singh, Miharban Janam-sakhi, p.114 n.2

^MK, p.519; Teja Singh and Ga$jLa Singh, A Short History of the 
Sikhs, vol* i, p.17; Khushwant Singh, A History of the Sikhs, 
vol. i,_p*37; Karam Singh, Gurapurb Ujranay, p.57; Sahib Singh, 
Sri Guru Granth Sahib Darapap, vol. x, p.759*

7
^Khazan Singh, History and Philosophy of Sikhism, vol. i, p.106; 
Kartar Singh, hjfb of Guru Nanak Dev, p.263*

^See supra pp* 107-8.
5A11 of the Ms copies in London which include such a list give Asu

(cont.)
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emergence of the Bhai Bala tradition or subsequent to it*
Of the remaining two, the Puratan dating may be regarded

as the more likely by reason of the greater age of the source,

but the standards of accuracy which the Puratan j anam-sakhis

maintain are certainly not such that we can accept its information

without question, particularly when there is no other source to
support it. Karam Singh has argued that the Puratan tradition
must be using expired dating and that its S.1595 may accordingly

be accepted as S.1596 in current reckoning,^ This argument would,

however, require 8.1525 as the date given by the Puratan janam-
sakhis as Guru Nanak’s date of birth. Karam Singh states that

2the Puratan tradition does in fact give S. 1525, but he is wrong* 

The Colebrooke, Hafizabad, and B40 manuscripts all have S. 1526, The 

Mahima Prakas Kavita9 as we have already seen, does give S. 1525, 
but not the Puratan janam-sakhis,

(cont.) vadi 10, S. 1596 as the date of Guru Nanak’s death.
There is one such copy in the BM (Or. 2159) and five in the 10 
Library (MSS Panj. 05, 05, D2, D5, and Pi). If such a list 
is included it always follows immediately after the tatkara 
(table of contents),

1Karam Singh, Gurapurb Nira&ay, pp. 55-4*
2Ibid,, p.54.
3See supra p» 323.
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Karam Singh also draws attention to the life span of 

seventy years, five months and seven days recorded in the 

Mahlma Prakas Varatak and perhaps by Santokh Singh in the 

Nanak l^rakas.^ This he shows to be the exact difference be
tween YaisSch sudi 3, S. 1526, and Asu vadj 10, S. 1596, 

and accordingly claims it as support for the Gyan-ratanavali 

dating* It proves nothing, however, except that the two dates 

must have commanded an appreciable measure of acceptance during 
the eighteenth century. It does not carry us back to any source 

as old as the Puratan tradition.

Our conclusion must in this case be the highly unsatisfactory 

one that we do not know the year in which Guru Nanak died. We 
can accept Asu as the month, but we are unable to decide whether 

the year was Ah 1558 or 1539* All accounts agree that the Guru 
died in ICartarpur and this may accordingly be accepted. Needless

to say, the miraculous disappearance of his body must be dismissed
2 — 3as legend. A similar story is recorded in the case of Kabir.

\)p. cit., p. 51* See supra p.325an 1.
2See supra p.227.
3 — .Ahmad Shah, The Bi.jak, p̂ .28. Briggs^records similar stories in 
connection with Darja Shah of Uderola, the founder of the Dayanath 
Panth of Gorakhnathis, and of Ratannath^of Peshawar, a disciple 
of Bhartyhari. ( G* W* Briggs, Gorakhnath and the Kanphaja Yogis, 
pp, 65, 66.)
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Family relationships
The janam-sakhis all give the names of at least a few 

of Guru N analc* s relatives* As one might expect the briefest 
list is that which may be compiled from the Puratan janam-sakhis 
and, as one would certainly expect, the longest is that of the 
Bhai Bala janam-sakhis * The relatives mentioned in the various 

janam-sakhis are as follows;

3-* Puratan janam-sakhis
Father: Kalu, a Bed! khatri of Rai Bhoi

ki Talvap^il

Mother: Referred to but not named'

Sister: Referred to but not named'

Sister* s
husband; Jai Ram4
¥ife: Referred to but not inamed
Wife* s

Mula, a Chopa khatri1
c

father: 0

Sons: Lakhml Das and Siri
i

Ohand

^Pur JS, p*l* 
^Ibid*, p.8. 
^Ibid*, p.13*
4Ibid*, p*12*
5Ibid*, p.8. 
ibid */ p•6 * 
^Ibid*, p.7*



2. Miharban Janam-sakhi
Father:

Mothers
Sister:

Sister* s 
husband:

Wife;
Wife1s 
father:

Sons

Kalu, a Bedi khatri of Rai Bhoe ki 
Halva î^*
Tipara^
Wot mentioned, but plainly indicated in 
a reference to Jai Ram as Guru Wanak* s 
bahasLOî

Jai Ram, an Uppal khatri employed as 
steward by DauM Khan Lodi of Sultanpur'
Ghumi^

Mula, a Ghopa khatri of Bajala^ and
formerly of the village Pokho di Randhavi
Lakhmi Das and Siri Ghand

3m Gyan-ratanavali
Father: Kalu, a Bedi khatri of Rai Bhoi ki Talvap̂ Li
Mother: Tripata
Sister;

?7

Nanaki

^Mih JS, p.9.
2Sister's husband. Ibid., p.72. 
hbid., p.67. 
hbid., p.29.
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Sister's ^
husband g Jai Ram

1Wife: Referred to but not named

Wife* s _ ^ . l
father; Mula, a ChojjLa khatri of Bajiala

« «. 2Sons; Siri Ohand and Lakhmi Das

4-. Bhai Bala j anam-sakhis
- * 3  m. — a  *  -fatherg Kalu, or^Mahita Kalu, a Bedi khatri
and patvari  ̂of Rai Bhoi di Talvap^i 

—5Mother; Tripata

Maternal ^ „
grandfathers Ram, a Jhaftgap
Maternal __„
grandmother; Bhirai
Father1 s ^
brother; Lalu
Father's ^ ̂
brothel's sons Nand Lai

1G-R, p*112,
2Ibid.. p.113.
3BB JS, p.7.
Ibid., p.8.
5The village land accountant. Ibid,, p,14*
^Expanded 1871 edition (Divan Bu|:a Singh, Lahore), p*5* The BB JS 
and the 10 Library Ms Panj * B41^refer to her simply as Bibi Kalu di 
isatri (BB JS, p.9) or as Ama Bibi, "the Lady Mother" or "the 
revered Mother" (ibid,, p.30),

7BB JS, p.36.
8Ibid., p,4* (cont,)
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Mother1s 
brother! Krigpa^
Sisters ~2Nanaki
Sister's
husbands — — —2Jai Ram, a Palta khatri
Sister* s 
husband* s 
fathers 3Paramanand
Wife* Bulakhapi
Wife * s 
father: Mula. a Choaa khatri and patvari

Wife* s 
mothers

of Pokho di Randhavi•̂  

Ghando Rapi^
Sons: Siri Chand and Lakhml Bas^

Family memories are long in the Pafijab and it is accordingly 
safe to assume that at least the two older janam-sakhis are re
liable in the information they give concerning the family of Guru 
Wan ale. All of the janam-sakhis agree that bis father was Kalu, a

(cont.)
^10 Library Ms Panj* 3341, folio 30a.

1BB JS, p.36.
Ibid.. p.22.
5Ibid.. p.30.
^The name is used only once in the Ms B41 and in the BB JS (BB JS, 
p.48). Elsewhere in these two early Bhai Bala versions she is re
ferred to as Mata Ghoni*her family name.
5BB JS, p.48.
Ibid., p.52.
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khatri of the Bedi sub-caste who lived in the village of 

Rai Bhoi ki Talvap$i. This may be accepted without reservation 

and we may also accept as at least probable the Bhai Bala in

formation that he was a patvart. The statement is confined to 

the Bhai Bala 3anam-sakhis, but it does receive some support 

from the Miharban Janam-sakhi which records that Kalu was em

ployed in chakari^ and which implies that the employment was one
2which commanded at least a moderate measure of respect.

In the same manner we may also accept Tipara as the name 

of his mother. The two later janam-sakhis both give her name as 

Tripata which is obviously a variant of the Miharban version, 

and it is by this name that she is universally.known in all modern 

Sikh literature. This is understandable as the Tipara or Tiparo 

form is confined to the Miharban Janam-sakhi. which has only re

cently been published, and to a few old, unpublished manuscripts
3which have received little attention.

1Employment in civil administration#
2Mih JS, p.70.
3 -Kirpal Singh, Mih JS, p. 67 n* quotes a couplet from a Ms 
in the PaSjab State Archives, Pajiala:

Bedi kula Kalu pita, mata Tipuro tasu,
Guru Kanaka Ghumi pate, Sri Chanda Lakhmi Dasa.
Kalu of the Bedi family was his father, and 

Tipuro his mother;
Guru Nanak was the husband of Ghumi, and Sri 

Chand and Lakhmi Das (were his sons).
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His sister1 s name, which in the Gyan-ratanavali and the 
Bhai Bala j anam-sakhis is given as Nanaki, is a little more 
doubtful. It is obvious that Guru Nanak had a sister, but 
neither of the older janam-sakhis name her, and in the Gyan- 
ratanavali the name appears in the context of a brief incident 
which is plainly legend and which may well be one of the later 
additions to the janam-sakhi.'*' On the other hand, no source 
offers an alternative name and it seems reasonable to accept 
the name Nanak! as probable.

All of the j anam-sakhis agree that the sisters husband was 
called Jai Ham and that he was employed as a modi, or steward, 
by Daulat Khan Nodi of Sultanpur. There is, however, disagreement 
concerning his sub-caste. Miharban refers to him as an Uppal 
khatri and the Bhai Bala j anam-sakhis as a Falta khatri. Of these 
the former appears to be the more likely. Miharban is almost 
always more reliable than the Bhai Bala record and in this parti
cular instance it is probable that as a descendant of the third 
and fourth Gurus he would have access to trustworthy information.

GR, sakhi 50, p.113. It is recorded that Guru Nanak caused Nanaki 
to conceive a son and a daughter by giving her a clove and a 
cardamom. He then caused his own wife to conceive two sons b£ 
giving her two cloves. The^same sakhi also states that Guru Nanakf s 
marriage was arranged by Nanaki and Jai Ram.
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The most interesting difference of all in the names provided 
hy the four j anam-sakhis concerns the name of the Guru's wife. The 
Bhai Bala j anam-sakhis give her name as SulakhapI and, as in the 
case of his mother, it is by the Bhai Bala name that she is known 
and revered in all modern Sikh literature and tradition. Miharban
states, however, that her name was Ghumi and again he is supported

1 —by other old manuscripts. We must accordingly accejjt Ghumi as
more likely than the traditional Sulakhapi.

There is also disagreement among the j anam-sakhis concerning
the time of the Guru's marriage. The Bhai Bala tradition sets it
in Sultanpur after he had gone there and secured employment under 

- 2Daulat Khan, whereas the other three all record it prior to his 
departure from Talvap$i. The Puratan j anam-sakhis give his age 
as nine at the time of his marriage (AD 1478-9) and the G.van- 
ratanavali as fourteen (AD 1 4 8 3 - 4 ) Miharban gives it as "fifteen 
or sixteen" and states that the betrothal cei'emony commenced on

p*
Vaisakh vadi 1, S. 1542.  ̂ The wedding evidently followed soon

^Kirpal Singh, Mih JS, p. 67 n. 5 (See supra p.341*1* 3 )
^BB JS, sakhi 12, pp. 43-46.
^Pur JS, p.6.
4GR, p.112.
5Mih JS, p.29.



after, which would mean that both betrothal and marriage took 
place, according to this account, in AD 1485* The Miharban 
Janam-sakhi and the Gyan-ratanavali both give Bajala as the 
place where the wedding was held*

The unanimous testimony of the Miharban* Puratan, and 
Man! Singh janam-sakhis is certainly to be preferred to that 
of the Bhai Bala tradition and we may accordingly conclude that 
the marriage probably took place before Guru Nanak moved from 
TalvapjLi to Sultanpur. We may also accept Bajala as the place 
where it was held. The actual date must, however, be regarded 
with more caution. The period indicated by Miharban and the Gyan- 
ratanavali (AD 1483-5) would be entirely possible, but both 
accounts show evidence of the writers’ imaginations and it may 
be that these were the sources of the dates they give. Moreover, 
in their accounts of Guru. Nanak’s early life both tend to attach 
consecutive ages to each successive sakhi and there can be no 
doubt that most, if not all, of these must be rejected.

All four versions are consistent in their descriptions of
-MBGuru Nan ale* s father-in-law and we may accordingly accept that he 

was Mdla, a khatri of the Cho$a sub-caste, originally from the 
village of Polcho di Randhavi**’ but resident in B a Jai a at the time

■̂ On the right bank of the Ravi, opposite the to™ of Dehra Baba 
Nanak. See supra p. 263 j n.l.
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of the marriage# The Bhai Bala account adds that he was a 

aatvari which may be correct, but is more likely to be a 

transference from the tradition concerning Kalu.

The j anam-sakhis are also unanimous in naming two sons,

Lakhmi Das and Siri Chand, as the Guru's only children and 
there can be no doubt that this is also correct. The chief

difference in the four accounts is that the two older versions
- - 1imply that Lakhmi Las was the elder, whereas the two later ver

sions explicitly state that Siri Chand was born first.

This is as far as the Miharban and Puratan janam-sakhis 

and the Gyan-ratanavali take us. The Bhai Bala j anam-sakhis add 

the names of several other relatives, but in the absence of 
support from any of the other accounts these can be regarded as 

at most only possible. It is difficult to accept that Miharban would■v.

have omitted all reference to Lalu, the brother of Kalu, had he

in fact existed and impossible to accept all of the many names

which the Bhai Bala janam-sakhis supply for various people who
appear in their account of the life of Guru Nanak. They even give

- 2the name of Jai Ram's cook. Many are plainly inventions and it 

is quite possible that this also applies to at least some of the

**‘They refer to^both births in a single sentence, naming Lakhmi Das 
first and Sir! Chand second*

%idha, a Brahmap. BB JS, p.22.
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■misnames which they give for relatives of Guru Nanak.
Two other names which appear in modem tradition are 

those of £iv Ram (or $iv Narayan) and Banarasi, the father 
and mother of Kalu* These are given by Santokh Singh in the 
Nanak Prakas and are accordingly open to even greater doubt 
than the names recorded in the Bhai. Bala 3 anam-sakhis*^

finally, there is the name of one person who was not 
actually a relation of Guru Nanak, but who was, according to 
most of the janam-sakhis, very closely associated with him 
during his childhood and early manhood* This was Rai Bular, 
traditionally regarded as a son of the Rai Bhoi wholse name 
generally appears in references to Guru Nanak1 s village^ Most 
of the 5 anam-sakhis record that Rai Bular was the village land
lord during Guru Nanak1 s early years and that he perceived in 
the young man signs of spiritual greatness which had evidently 
escaped Kalu*

1It probably applies to almost all the names which are given for 
the members of the marriage^ party^which went from_Talva$$i for 
Guru Nanak* s wedding: ’Kalu, Lalu, Paramaramu, Lalu da put Nand
Lai* Indrasai$, Phiranda, Jagatarai, Lalachand* Jugu, Sital,
JaJamal, jitane Vedi ahe sabhe tayar hoi raho*' 10 Library
Ms Fanj* B41, folio 30a* The commas (but not the full stops) have 
been added by the writer* The lists given in the BB JS (p*44; and 
later versions differ in varying ways from this list,
2 - -Nanak Prakas, canto 3:48, 50. Vol, ii, p,148 in Vir Singh*s edition.
%ai Bhoi ki Talva^i. MIC, p.768
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The record of the janam-sakhis concerning Rai Bular
has been universally accepted, but there are reasons why
it should be regarded with some doubt. In the first place,
Miharban states that the landlord during Guru Nanak1s early
life was Rai Bhoa, not Rai Bular,1 Secondly, the Puratan
references to Rai Bular are to be found in Sakhis which are
manifestly unhistorical,^ Thirdly, Bhai Gurdas makes no
mention of him in his list of Guru Nanak's more important 

3followers*
These reasons do not mean that Rai Bular never existed 

and nor do they necessarily mean that the role assigned to 
him in most of the janam-sakhis must be rejected. What they 
do indicate is that we can no longer accept the janam-sakhi 
descriptions of him as beyond doubt. They may be basically 
correct, but there also exists the definite possibility that 
they are false*

1Mih JS, p.25.
The restored field (Pur_JS, sakhi 4, pp. 6-7); the tree's
stationary shadow (sakhi 5, p.7)• He appears much more fre
quently in the Bhai Bala JSs.
3 - -Var 11, pauris 13-14* See supra pp. 190-1.
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Daulat Khan Lodi and Sultanpur
The janam-sakhis all record that while still a relatively

young man Guru Nanak spent a period in the town of Sultanpur,'**
-  - 2working there for Daulat Khan Lodi* The account is basically

the same in all four janam-sakhi traditions. All relate that
Guru Nanak moved to Sultanpur at the invitation of his brother-
in-law, Jai Ram, who was employed as a steward by Daulat Khan*
Jai Ram commended Nanak to his employer and secured for him a
position in Daulat Khan*s commissariat* Some time later, while

3bathing in a nearby river, he was carried away to Godfs pre-
_ 4sence and there charged with the task of preaching the Nam* 

Emerging from the river three days later he uttered the words, 
"There is neither Hindu nor Muslim". The local qazi regarded 
this as an insult to the faith of Islam and Nanak was brought 
to account before Daulat Khan. After successfully defending 
himself he left Sultanpur with M&rdana and began his travels*

1The town is situated in Jullundur District, 16 miles south of 
Kapurthala. Its situation on the imperial high road between 
Delhi and Lahore made it a tom of considerable importance 
during Mughal times. It was sacked by Nadir Shah in AD 1739 and 
never recovered its former prosperity* Punjab State Gazetteers 
(Kapurthala State)* vol. xivA, p»45*

2 _  ^  ^  ^The Puratan janam-sakhis do not append Lodi, referring to him
simply as Nawab Daulat Khan. There can, however, be no doubt
that their reference is to Daulat Khan Lodi.

3 - -The janam-sakhis do not name the river, but it would obviously
be the Vein River which flows past Sultanpur.

4 -For Nam see infra pp. 498-502.
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All of the accounts include miraculous material which must 
he discarded, but with the exception of the immersion in the 
river such material concerns only the details of the story and 
its rejection leaves the basis unaltered# The interview with God 
during a period of three days spent submerged in the river must 
also be rejected as it stands, but the incident is one which per
mits a rational interpretation* It would be entirely reasonable 
to regard the janam-sakhi accounts as efforts to describe an ec
static experience, a climactic culmination of years of searching 
issuing in illumination and in the conviction that he had been 
called to proclaim divine truth to the world* With this modification 
the story becomes wholly credible and we must now decide whether or 
not it can be accepted#

The evidence In this case leads us to regard the Sultanpur 
interlude as highly probable# In the first place it concerns events 
which took place in the Panjab# As we have already observed, tradi
tions which relate to incidents or episodes within the province are 
generally more reliable than those which concern areas beyond its 
borders, for in such cases the corporate memory of the community 
can play a significant part. Although legend accumulates quickly 
it may be doubted idiether such an important episode would be com
pletely without foundation#

Secondly, the j anam-sakhis are unanimous as far as the basic
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details are concerned* Bhai Gurdas does not refer directly to
this period, but he does mention Daulat Khan as one of Guru Nanak’s 

1followers.
Thinly, there is the testimony of the Dabistan to strengthen 

that of the janam-salchiss

Before the victory of the late Emperor (.Babar:), 
he (Nanah) was a Modi to Baulat IChan Lodhi, who was 
one of the high officials of Ibrahim Khan Emperor of 
Delhi. And, Modi is an official in charge of the 
granary.2

Fourthly there is no tiling in what we know of Daulat Khan 
Lodi which conflicts with the tradition. He occupied a position of 
considerable importance during the later years of Sultan Sikandar 
Lodi (AD 1489-1517) and during the reign of Sikandar's successor 
Ibrahim Lodi (AD 1517-26), but nothing explicit appears to have 
been recorded of his early life up to his appointment as governor 
of Lahore at the very beginning of the sixteenth century* Babur 
d-escribes him in a brief, misleading paragraph*

This Tatar IChan, the father of Daulat Khan, 
was one of six or seven sardars who, sallying out 
and becoming dominant in Hindustan, made Buhlul Pad
shah* He held the country north of the Satluj (sic)

■*Tar 11, pauri 13* See supra p* 191.y  •*i-gf a w v .  B M m  *  M m « n * l l * « M i  n i w i k  m >  ■  m  ■  «  —

2 — — —Gapda Singh, Nanak Fanthis, p*4* The corresponding reference for 
Shea and Troyers' translation of The Dabistan is vol. ii, p.247*
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and Sarhind2 the revenues of which exceeded 3 krurs.
On Da tar Khan's death, SI* Sikandar (Ludi) * as over
lord, took those countries from Tatar Khan's sons and 
gave Lahur”only to Daulat Khan* That happened a year 
or two before I came into the country of Kabul (910 AH.).

This is incorrect in that it allows no gap between Tatar Khan 
and Daulat Khan in the government of Lahore, other than the inde
finite reference to "Tatar Khan's sons". The Tarikh-lySalatin-i 
Afghana and the Tarlkh-i-Daudi record that shortly before Bahlul
Lodi's death in 1439 Tatar Khan, who had risen in rebellion, was

- - 2 mdefeated and killed by Nigam Khan, the future Sultan Sikandar. The
omission of this incident from other histories, notably from the 
Tabaqat-i-Akbari» raises an element of doubt concerning its authen
ticity, but it seems clear that there was a break between the ter
mination of Tatar Khan's governorship and the beginning of Daulat 
Khan's period, for Daulat Khan's appointment must have been made
after the incumbent governor, Sa'id Khan Sarwani, was exiled in

31500 for his part in the conspiracy against Sultan Sikandar. In 
other words, there must have been at least one other governor be
tween Tatar Khan and Daulat Khan.

1Bir(B), i.383.
2TSA, extract translated in H. Roy's Hiamatullah*s History of the 
Afghans, Part I, pp. 107-9. TD, E & D iv, pp. 440-44. See supra 
P$, 28-9.
3TA, B. De Translation, p.369. TKJ, E & B v, p.96. See supra p. 29.



Babur does, however, confirm that Daulat Khan was the son 
of Tatar Khan, and this would mean a connection with Pan jab 
administration prior to 1500. Apart from the janam-sakhis, how
ever, there appears to be no hint of what this connection meant
in terms of actual responsibility or achievement. Mrs* Beveridge

- 1twice states that he was the founder of Sultanpur," but she does 
not name her source and neither the Persian histories nor the 
Babur-nama appear to offer this information. According to the
Punjab State Gazetteers the ,}town was founded in the eleventh cen-

—  -  —  -  2tury by Sultan Khan Lodi, a general of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni.
It goes on to add that this information is "according to tradition"
but of these two possible origins it appears to be the more likely*
The difficulty is that Mrs* Beveridge had access to the Gazetteers
and she was certainly not inclined to make categorical statements
without first ascertaining their basis. In one other case, however,

- 3she does err in her identification of a Pah jab town and it seems 
likely that her statements concerning the origin of Sultanpur re
present another such error* It is possible that the janam-sakhis

^BN(b), i.442 and ii.46X n.3*
2Punjab State Gazetteers (Kapurthala State), Yoi* xivA, p.45* 
MuhammadJNazim makes no reference to a general called Sultan 
Khan Lodi in his The Life and Times of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna.
3See infra p. 410, n* l*
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are the ultimate source of her statements, although none of 
them records that Daulat Khan founded the town.

The most we can accept concerning Daulat Khan’s life prior 
to his lengthy term as governor of Lahore is that his relationship 
to Tatar Khan must have meant a position of some standing in the 
Pahjah, and that his appointment to Lahore would have been made 
within the first four years of the sixteenth century. The earliest 
possible date would be 1500, the year in which Sa’id Khan Sarwani 
was expelled, Babur’s reference to ”a year or two before £ came 
into the country of Kabul” implies 1502 or 1503, as his arrival 
in Kabul in 910 AH corresponds to 1504* There is, however, an ele
ment of vagueness in his expression. An appointment soon after 
Sa’id Khan Sarwani’s expulsion seems more likely.

These two conclusions certainly do not establish a connection 
between Daulat Khan Lodi and Sultanpur prior to 1500, and if con
sidered apart from the janam-sakhi tradition they do not even imply 
one. They do, however, render it at least possible. An appointment 
to Lahore in 1500 or shortly after would fit the chronology of Guru 
Nanak’s early life in the sense that the association, if it actually 
took place, must have been prior to this date.

The evidence available seems to indicate a two-fold conclusion. 
In the first place, we may accept as established the tradition that

ma ***■ MGuru Nanak, as a.young man, spent a period in Sultanpur, working in
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the employment of the nawab of that town* The location of the 
incident within the Pan jab and the basic unanimity of the janam- 

sakhxs appear to justify this conclusion* Secondly, we may 
accept as probable the claim that this nawab was 3)aulat Khan 
Lodi* In this respect an element of doubt must remain, for it 
is possible that the connection may have arisen through Daulat 
Khanfs undoubted association with Sultanpur in 1524, or through 
the common tendency to introduce associations with persons of 
acknowledged stature* The reference in Bhai Gurdas and the 
Dabistan indicate, however, an unusually strong tradition and the 
external evidence raises no objections to its acceptance*

The Visit to Assam
With the significant exception of Miliar ban, all the janam- 

salchis include a sakhi which describes a visit to a country ruled 
by female magicians# The accounts vary in several respects, but 
the basis of the story is the same in all of them* All relate 
that Mardana, who went ahead of the Guru to beg for food, was put 
under a spell by one of these exchantresses and turned into a sheep* 
When the Guru went in search of him efforts were made to work magic 
on him also, but to no effect* The women eventually acknowledged 
his superior power and made their submission to him#**’

1 -Pox' the Puratan version see supra pp.204-5* See also supra pp* 
163-5*
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The substance of the sakhi must be rejected as a wonder 
story, but in this particular case we should examine the location 
ascribed to the incident in order to determine whether or not 
there may be an element of fact behind the legend# An examination 
is necessary in this case as such an element has in fact been almost 
universally assumed. It is this sakhi, or more accurately two of 
the several versions of this sakhi, which provide the basis for the 
common statement that Guru Nanak^s travels extended as far as Assam,
a statement which is to be found in practicallyevery modern account

* - 1 of Guru Nanak.
The two versions which have given rise to this tradition are 

those of the Puratan and Bhai Bala janara-sakhis, particularly the 
former# In the Puratan j an am-sakhi s the sbory is set in a land 
which is called either Kauru or Kavaru,̂  both of which are evidently 
variants of Kamrup# This, at least, is the assumption which has been 
made by all who accept a visit to Assam and it is a reasonable one. 
The nature of the sakhi appears to confirm this# Assam is famed as 
a home of the Tantras,and the magic described in the sakhi has been 
taken as an expression of tantric practices. All printed editions 
of'the Bhai Bala version give the name as Karu, but in the India

*̂ Cf MK, p.69 (art# Assam); Macauliffe, i.73; Teja Singh and Gap^a 
Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, vol# i, p#8; Khushwant Singh, 
A History of the Sikhs, vol# i, p*55*
^Pur JS, pp. 33,“4*
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Office Library* manuscript B41 it appears, as in the Puratan 
janam-sakhis, as Kauru*1 This manuscript version records a 
sakhi which differs radically from that of the Puratan janam- 
sakhis, hut it does concern women magicians who turn Mardana

-  2into a sheep and make unsuccessful efforts to overcome the Guru,
These references to Kauru have heen accepted as satisfactory evi
dence of a visit to Assam and the point has not heen challenged*

It must, however, he both challenged and rejected* In the 
first place, it is clear that Kamrup was not ruled hy women during

m s  athe period of Guru Uanak's lifetime. The kings of western Kamrup 
during the latter decades of the fifteenth century were Chakradhvaj 
(c, 1460-80) and his son Nilambar (c, 1480-98), and in eastern 
Kamrup authority was divided between a number of petty chieftains.
In 1498 Hilambar was overthrown by Alauddin Husain, Sultan of Gaur, 
and a Muslim garrison was installed in the capital Kamatapur under 
a general called Daniyal, This garrison did not hold the city for 
long* Some time before 1505 it was attacked by a confederacy of 
Bhuyan chiefs and completely destroyed. The subsequent period is 
not entirely clear, but it seems that another king gained the throne,

1̂0 Library Ms Panj. B41, folio 70b.
^See supra pp. 135? 163-4*
3 —It is usually referred to as ICamata during this period.
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probably Hagakga whom the Kamrupar Buran.j i refers to as king 
in' conneoiion with the building of the Bilvesvar temple in 1521*
Nagalcga was evidently succeeded by his son Durlabhendra who was 
killed in 1540, There is certainly obscurity at this point, but 
there can be no doubt that the rulers of eastern Kamrup were 
men, not women.

The same applies also to western Kamrup where during the 
period following Nilambar’s fall the various chieftains were
brought under the authority of the Koche chieftain Hajo. This

— 1 authority subsequently passed to Hajo's grandson Bisu (1515-40)
who greatly extended it and who in 1527 assumed the regnal name

2of Bisva Siftgha.
It is accordingly clear that no kingdom within Kamrup could 

have been ruled by women during the time of Guru Nanak. Nor could 
it have been the Ahom kingdom for it was ruled during this period 
by King Suhungmung (1497-1539).^ Indeed there is no likelihood 
whatsoever that such a kingdom would have been found amongst Kam
rup fs Assamese neighbours* Matrilineal descent was certainly a

1 - ~Hajo had two daughters, Hira and lira, both of whom were married
to a certain Haria Mandal. Bisu was the son of Hira*

p
B. A* Gait, A History of Assam (2nd edition), pp. 42-9; Rai K* L.
Barua Bahadur, Early History of Kamrupa, pp. 283-4. See also N* U. 
Acharyya, The History of Mediaeval Assam (A.D.1228 to 1603)# a thesis 
submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the University of 
London, 1957; and Francis Buchanan, “General View of the History of 
Kamarupa” (Appendix 0 of S, K. Bhuyan*s edition of the Kamrupar Buran.ji,
pp. 159-143).
Ê* A. Gait, op.pit., p.86.
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^  1feature of Khasi and Garo society, but it was not one which
produced queens or chieftainesses* The result of this custom
was not that women inherited power or property, but that such

2inheritances descended through them to theix* sons*
The second reason for rejecting the sakhi as evidence 

of a visit to Assam is the fact that the names which may be 
taken to mean Kamrup are confined to the Puratan and Bhai Bala 
janam-sakhis. Miharban omits the incident altogether, the Gyan- 
ratanavali places it in the south country immediately before 
the crossing to Oeylon, and the India Office Libraxy manuscript 
B40 gives it an unspecified location ’’beside the ocean11*̂

The contrast between this latter version and that of the 
Puratan janam-sakhis is particularly significant for no sakhi 
brings out more plainly the fact that we have in the B40 manuscript 
a more primitive collection than in the Puratan janam-sakhis 
to which it is related. In the B40 manuscript no definite location 
is named, there is no queen, no pot is made to adhere to the en«

Ĵayantia Buranji* pp. x-xi*
2 -’•The chief of a Khasi state is succeeded not by his own, but by
his sister*s son*" E* A. Gait, op.cit., p*260,
3GR, pp. 227-30. This location may perhaps indicate a knowledge 
of Malabar matrilineal customs. Cf also Appendix 3» p.631»
"̂10 Library Ms Panj. B40, folio 83.
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chantress's head? and no pad is uttered by Guru. Nanak. It is 
altogether a much simpler version and the extra details which 
are to be found in the Puratan sakhi are obviously the kind of 
exaggerations which a story gathers as it is transmitted orally. 
What we have in the B40 manuscrip't is a simple miracle story, 
whereas the Puratan janam-sakhis give us a more developed ver
sion of the same story,

There can be no doubt that the name Kauru or ICavaru must 
be included among the accretions which the story has gathered 
and it Is not difficult to perceive how it entered the tradition. 
The ancient Kamarupa, as distinct from the medieval kingdom or 
the modern district, would lave been as well known in the Panjab
as in other parts of India, for it figured prominently in both

*. 1the Paranas and the Tantras. Assam in general and ICamarupa
in particular were closely connected in the popular understanding 
with erotic, practices and tantric magic, and it is scarcely sur
prising that a sakhi which evoked such impressions should come 
to be associated with the place which, above all others, symbolised 
these impressions.

This would have been one factor and a second may possibly 
have been the "female kingdom” against which Arjuna is supposed

■̂ Gait gives an account of the origin of the name ICamarupa according 
to mythology* Op.pit.* pp* 11-12*
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to have fought in the Mahabharata. This nfemale kingdom0 was
1generally supposed to have heen Jayantia, but it was at least 

in Assam and of the two areas Kamarupa would certainly have 

been the better known*
The process would then have been as follows. A simple 

miracle story concerning an encounter with female magicians 

must have evolved and circulated orally. In this form we have 

it recorded in the B40 manuscript. The oral versions would, how

ever, have continued to circulate and inevitably they would have 

been expanded in the process. The references to women and to 
magic would plainly suggest Assam. Of all places in FurapJLc 

and Tantric mythology none would be more closely associated in 

the popular imagination with women and magic than ICamarupa and ' 

so the name found its way into the sakhi. Some time later one 
of these expanded versions of the sakhi was recorded in the janam- 
sakhi from which both the Oolebrooke and Hafizabad janam-sakhis 

are descended. The name did not, however, find universal accept

ance in the oral tradition. Later still the compiler of the first 

half of the Gyan—ratanavali recorded another version of the same 

sakhi and it was one which did not contain the name Kamarupa or a 
derivative from it.

1 —— -Jayantia Buranji. p.ix.
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The Kauru and Kavaru which we find in the Puratan and 

Bhai Bala janam-saidiis must accordingly he regarded as the 

Kamarupa of mythology, not the contemporary kingdom of iCamata.

The basic wonder story can be rejected on rational grounds 
and the possibility that we have in the Puratan and Bhai Bala 

locations a substratum of truth must also be rejected* It is 

not possible to state categorically that Guru Nanak never visited 

Assam, but we can affirm that there is no evidence to support 

such a visit.

The Visit to Dacca

The tradition cone eming a visit to Dacca is weak in the 

janam-sakhis, but it is one which nevertheless requires an examin

ation as its authenticity has been defended on the basis of ex

ternal evidence. In the janam-sakhis such a visit is recorded 
only in the Bhai Bala tradition and within this tradition there 

are two conflicting versions of the circumstances. The older of 

the two sets the story of Mardana and the forbidden fruit (no*

28) in dharati Dhake Bahgale di» "the region of Dacca, Bengal".^
-  -2There can be no doubt that this is a later addition to the sakhi

^IO Library Is Panj. B41, folio 70a, BB JS, sakhi 24, p. 101.
2Perhaps as a result of confusing the f̂aak, or Butea ffrondosa, with 
the poisonous swallow-wort called the ak which appears several times 
in the JSs* (See supra p. 176, )* It would be natural to assume that 
the "poisonous fruit" which was given to Mardana was from the ak and 
the_ expanded 1871 edition makes the identification explicit. (Divan 
Bufa Singh edition, p.403.)
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for no such location is found in the versions given by the earlier 

j anam-sakhis«
The second appearance of the name is an even more obvious

case of interpolation, in this case a recent one made by a printer.
The modern versions -which are available today set the story of

Bhumia the Landlord in Dacca,3* This same story is to be found in
2the expanded 1871 edition, but without a location. The words "in 

Dacca" are clearly a recent addition. The reason for the addition 
was probably the conviction, based upon the external evidence to 

be mentioned shortly, that Guru Hanak must have visited the area#

The Bhumia sakhi follows the "Country ruled by Women" sakhi in the 

expanded 1871 edition; the latter is believed to have taken place 
in ICamrup; subsequent sakhis indicate that Guru Kanak moved south 
after visiting ICamrup; and therefore Bhumia must have lived in 

Dacca. This appears to have been the line of reasoning which led 

to the insertion of Dacca in the most modern versions of the Bhai 
Bala tradition.

The janam-sakhi references to such a visit can accordingly 

be rejected, but there remains the evidence which was put forward 

almost fifty years ago by Sardar G. B. Singh# In 1915 and 1916 a 

series of articles on "Sikh Relics in Eastern Bengal" were published

1 ■*** -M ,Bhaj_Bala janam-sakhi, Munshi Gulab Singh and Sons,1942 edit icq, 
sShi 89, p*511*
2 -a -r ~Bhai Bala janam-sakhi, expanded 1871 edition (Divan Bu£a Singh, 
Lahore), sakhi 171, p.358*
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in the Dacca Review.^ The greater part of these articles re

lates to the period following the travels of the ninth Guru, 

Tegh Bahadur (1621-75) , "but in the first of them G. B. Singh 
claimed to have discovered conclusive evidence of a visit to

Dacca by Guru Nanak. The relevant portion of this first article 
2is as follows;

The contact of Eastern Bengal with Sikhism 
begins very early indeed in the pre-Moghal days*
The sixteenth century was yet in its infancy, when 
Guru Nanak the founder of the faith visited Dacca 
in the time of Hussein Shah the Good, for it was 
only a short time after his return from this trip 
to the Eastern parts that he was taken prisoner 
by Babarfs men at the sack of Saidpur in 1524 A.D. 
Dacca, of course, did not exist then as such* Son- 
argaon was the capital of the Province; and what 
is called Dacca now, was only the seat of a thanadar. 
The site of Dacca and its suburbs was covered over by 
large number of insignificant villages whose names 
mostly survive in those of the quarters of the t om 
up till now ...........It was a trading centime of
some importance, which attracted the trading classes 
from far and wide long before it became the capital 
under Islam Khan. But it was a fame of a different 
kind which attracted Guru Nanak. He had left his 
home and travelled on foot with a single companion 
through Hindustan and Bihar to Kamrup, visiting all 
the sacred places, Hindu and Mohammadan, en route.

1Dacca Review,vol. v, nos. 7 and 8, October and November 1915, pp» 224-32; 
vol. v, no. 10, January 1916, pp. 316-22; vol. v, nos. 11 and 12, Feb
ruary and March, 1916, pp. ;375-8. An article by the same author also 
appeared in the now defunct Sikh Review. July 1915.
2It is possible that this copy contains a number of small transcription 
errors. Neither the Dacca Review nor the old Sikh Heview are available 
in the United Kingdom and efforts to obtain copies from India and Paki
stan were unsuccessful. The text which has been used is a typescript 
copy of the articles which was loaned to the writer by Dr* Gap$a Singh 
of Patiala.



From ICamrup he turned his steps south and was on 
his way to the temples of Kali and Jagannath Puri.
The temple of Dhakeshwari, one of the most famous 
places of pilgrimage in olden times, lay on the 
way and was not simply to be passed by. Guru Nanak 
therefore broke his journey here and landed at the 
northernmost ghat at Rayer Bazar. The place was pro
bably inhabited by poor people of the potter class 
as at present; for it is among these people that 
the tradition of the Great Teacher1s visit survives 
and a sort of devotion still lingers, though the 
memories have long since grown vague and dim. A 
well commemorates this visit to the present day.
Out in the waste near Jafarabad, half hidden in 
bramble growth, a well and a heap or two of debris 
are the only visible signs of the Sikh monastery that 
once flourished there* To judge from the signs the 
temple originally consisted of a well and a small build
ing with arched doorway and a vaulted roof, to which 
were added later a tank and a baradari on the edge of 
this tank* The well is known as Guru Nanak's well and 
there is a local tradition that Guru Nanak drank from 
the well. The Sikh story, a little rationaised, is that 
he dug a hole for drinking water with his pointed stick. 
However that may be, the place became sacred in the eyes 
of the Sikhs and Sikh ascetics soon followed to establish 
a monastery there. So that after the two mosques (that 
of Binat Bibi and another) built about 1458 A.D. in the 
daŝ s when Nasiruddin Mohammad Shah was king of Bengal, 
this well would appear to be the most ancient relic near 
Dacca* Miraculous properties have been attributed to 
the water of the well ever since the visit of the Guru 
and people from the villages in the neighbourhood gather 
together here once a year in the month of Chaitra for a 
picnic now, but perhaps continuing in howsoever changed 
a form, an annual fair and yagya held in connection with 
the Sangat. All fish and meat is avoided on the occasion, 
I hear. But the reverence for the Guru or the belief in 
the curative powers of the water in the well had not 
been sufficient for the proper care of the well, which, 
till recently was in a very dilapidated condition and 
would soon have closed up. Fortunately a few companies 
of the 22nd Sikhs were stationed here for a short time; 
the district authorities were approached and the well 
repaired by the District Board partly helped by public 
subscription.
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This is G. B* Singh1 s case and in it he makes two points.

First, there is the claim that memories of the visit still survive 

amongst the poor people of the potter class. These memories he 

acknowledges to he "vague and dim” and he tells us nothing of their 
content. Secondly, there is the well "out in the waste near Jafarabad"1 

and again the only evidence appears to he local tradition. Had there 

heen any other evidence suggesting a link with Guru Nanak we may assume 
that he would certainly have mentioned it.^ There can be no doubt 

that there must have been an old well of some description as there 

would otherwise have been nothing for the 22nd Sikhs to have repaired, 

but it appears that they must have owed their interest in it to a 
tradition which was current amongst the Sikhs of the surviving sangat.

Heither of these points can be accepted as sufficient evidence

to establish a visit to Dacca by Guru Kan ale, Sikh beginnings in Bengal

may well precede the visit of Guru Tegh Bahadur, but if so they are
much more likely to have resulted from immigration to the area by

Panjabi traders during the seventeenth century. G, B. Singh himself

draws attention to the movement of the khatri traders in his third
1 : * - “ . . - —  —  - ■ - 
Jafarabad or Zafarabad was the area now occupied by the Dhanmandi
Residential Area*
^Khushwant Singh unaccountably refers to Chittagong, as well as to 
Dacca, and claims that tablets discovered there mention the stay of 
the first and ninth Gurus. (A History of the Sikhs, vol.i, p.502.)
The authority he gives is the series of three articles by G, B, Singh 
from the Dacca Review. The second and third articles do refer to 
Chittagong, but there is no reference to either Guru Nanak or to any 
tablets mentioning him*
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article.1 It is significant that Dr. A. H. Dani's hook Dacca 
omits all reference to the well, the feature which is of key 

importance as far as G, B, Singh's case is concerned* It is 

clear that Dr. Dani had read the article which states the case, 

as he quotes from it in connection with the Sikh gurdwara at
pShuja'tpur. The fact that he makes no mention of the well in 

a hook which specifically coneere the ancient monuments of Dacca

can only mean that he did not accept G. B. Singh's account of its
. . 5origin.

The j anam-sakhi references to a Dacca visit must be re

jected and the evidence offered by G. B. Singh is exceedingly 

slender. We cannot completely rule out the possibility of such 

a visit, hut we are hound to regard it with marked scepticism when 

its sole basis is an uncorrcb orated oral tradition of the kind 

which inevitably gathers around a famous religious figure*

1"While the Aroras as a rule went north to Kabul, Kandahar, Balakh, 
Bukhara and Russia, the IChatris monopolised the markets of India 
to the Bast and the South *•.*•••*.• I have stated above how large 
colonies of Khatri traders had established themselves at Agra, 
Prayag, Benares, and Patna, and later on right away as far as 
Dacca, Chittagong, and Sondip." Typescript copy of the third of 
G* B. Singh articles, Dacca Review, February and March, 1916. See 
also A Glossary of the Tribes and Castes of the Punjab &c*, vol* I, 
p.687.
2A. H. Dani, Dacca, (second edition) p. 178.
z
Dr. Dani has confirmed this in a letter to the writer (3*1*65)* He 
also writes that he made enquiries in Rayer Bazar in 1951» but dis
covered that the tradition had faded away as most of the Hindus had 
left. The well was in existence in 1951? but cannot now be traced. 
The only factor which, he considers, could possibly_point to a visit 
to Dacca is the belief that Guru Nanak visited Kamrup. This belief 
we have already rejected*
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Raja ^jvanabh and Ceylon

The tradition that Guru Nanak visited Ceylon is to be

found in the Puratan and Bhai Bala janam-sakhis and in the Gyan- 
— i —ratanavali. In all versions except that of the earlier Bhai

Bala janam-sakhis it has two parts, the first being the story of

how a Sikh trader, whom the Gyan-ratanavali and later Bhai Bala

accounts call Mansukh, sailed to the land of Raja $ivanabh and
- 2there converted him to the religion of Guru Nanak. The second 

part describes how the Guru himself subsequently journeyed there 
in order to meet his royal disciple and while there composed the

■Z ^

Pran Safigali. In the Puratan version the land is not named in 

the first part, but in the account of Guru Nanak1s own visit it 

is identified as Singhala&ip (Ceylon).

This tradition is one of the few which can be tested by 

reference to external evidence for it specifies not just Ceylon, 

but also the raja whom, it olaims, Guru Nanak met there. The name 

divanabh indicates that the raja, if he in fact existed, must have 

been a daivite and this must point to the kingdom of Jaffna. Else-

1Pur JS, sakhi 47, pp. 86-90. GR, sakhis 87-94, pp. 232-43.
BB JS, sakhi 29, pp. 120-23.

2Pur JS, sakhi 41, pp. 76-8 (Hafizabad Ms only). GR, sakhi 82, 
pp. 224-5* The 10 Library Ms B41 and the BB JS do not contain 
this sakhi._ In the expanded 1871 edition it is sakhi 27, p.100 
Por the Puratan version see supra pp. 216-18.

^See infra p. 447, n.l.
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where in Ceylon the contemporary dynasties were Buddhist, hut

in Jaffna the rulers of this period were ^aivites. Hone of them,

however, was named ^ivanabh. The two kings who occupied the throne

of Jaffna during the time of Guru Nanak ’ s travels were Paraj asekhara#
1VI and Segaraj asekharag. VII*

Jaffna must accordingly he eliminated, hut before concluding 

that Raja 8ivanabh did not live in Ceylon consideration should te 

given to the testimony of the Hakikat Rah Mule am Ra.je 8ivanabh ki, 

a brief work attached to many old manuscript copies of the Adi Granth

1 —The University of Ceylon History of Ceylon, vol* i,p. 701. Segaraja-
sekhara$. VII assassinated and succeeded his father in 1519* Mundaliyar 
C. Rajanayagam, Ancient̂ Jaffna, pp. 575-4* gives the following list of 
Jaffna kings from 8* Gnanaprakasar’s Kings of Jaffna in the Portuguese 
Period;

1. Kanagasuriya Segaraj asekaran 1467 AD
2 . Pararaj asekaran 1478 tt

3* Sankili Segararjasekaran 1519 it

4* Puvi Raja Pandaram Pararaj asekaran 1561 tt

5* ICachi Nayinar
(usurper) Pararaj asekaran c 1 5 6 5

i t

6. Periya Pulle Segaraj asekaran cl570 tt

7. Puviraja Pandaram Pararaj asekaran cl582 tt

8* Hendarmana Cinga
(Edirmanna Singha) Pararaj asekaran 1591 tt

9* A minor son under the 
regency of

1. Arasalcesari 1615 tt

2. Sankili Kumara 1617 tt

10. Philip de Oliveira,
Portuguese Governor 1620 tt

See also V, Vriddhagirisan, The Nayaks of Tanjore, p.78, and C. S* 
Navaratnam, Tamils and Ceylon, p*179* The minor son of number 9 was 
the Roman Catholic convert, Prince Don Constantine.
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which purports to he a description of how to get to Raja 
Sivanabh1 s kingdom*1 The Hakikat Rah claims that Raja Sivanabh 
was the grandfather of Mayadunne* It errs in locating Mayadunne 
in Jaffna# hut 1b  is at least an historical figure and his period 
is such that his grandfather could conceivably have been alive 
during the time of Guru Nanak*s travels* Mayadunne*s grandfather, 
however, was not called ^ivanabh. He was Parakramabahu VIII who 
reigned in Eo^^e from 1484 until 1508* Accordingly the Hakikat
Rah must be rejected as evidence of a visit to Ceylon by Guru
- 2 

N a n a k ,

What then are we to conclude concerning Raja ̂ ivanabh?
G*B. Singh suggested that he may have been a khatri landlord who 
had emigrated to Ceylon from the Pahjab.^ There is, however, no 
evidence whatsoever to support this theory. G* B. Singh makes his 
suggestion in the context of a reference to the Hakikat Rah^which, 
as we have just noted, furnishes no confirmation of the tradition.

Our conclusion must be that if Raja Sivanabh did exist he 
had no connection with Ceylon and that accordingly the tradition

^or a description and examination of this work see Appendix 3, 
pp.629-39 * It is hereafter referred to as simply theHakikat Rah*
2This question is examined in detail in Appendix 3*
3Dacca Review, February and March, 1916.
4rt - *Or perth aps a slightly different work based on the Hakikat Rah*
See Appendix 3> pp. 637-8*
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concerning Guru Nanak* s visit to thP island must be dismissed*
In the first place there is the evident fact that no such person 
corresponds to any contemporary ruler in Ceylon* Secondly, 
there is the significant omission of any Ceylon visit by the 
Miharban Janam-sakhi.‘ Thirdly, there is the absence of any re
ference to $ivanabh or Ceylon by Bhai Gurdas. Fourthly, there is 
the fact that the India Office Library manuscript B40 records both 
the s±ory of the *̂ ikh trader and the subsequent meeting between Guru 
Nanak and &aja ^ivanabh without any mention of Singhaladip*1

This last point is a most significant one. As in the case of 
the Tria raj di sakhi its significance lies in the contrast between 
the B40 and Puratan accounts and in the fact that it is only the 
later of the two versions which gives the specific geographical 
location. The B40 account of the Sikh traders conversion and journey
to ^Ivanabh*s kingdom corresponds almost exactly to that of the Pura-

• ~ 3 « «tan.1 s sakhi 41, and although its treatment of Guru Nanak* s meeting
with divanabh lacks the same measure of verbal identity and expands
the portion which describes the efforts of the mohinis to tempt the
Guru, the basic details it gives are almost all the same as those of

1̂0 Library Ms Panj* B40, folios 138 ff.
Ŝee supra pp. 35^-9 *
^Pur JS, pp. 74-8 (Hafizabad Ms Snly).
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the Puratan account* The only exception is the omission of any 
reference to Singhaladip in the B40 "version*

As in the Hafizabad manuscript, the B40 account records
that following his conversion the merchant took ship and sailed

— — — 1”to where Raja divanabh lived”. This nautical reference may
be held to indicate Singhaladip, but it is by no means a necessary 
assumption* On the contrary, it is a common feature of all the 
janam-sakhis, except that of Miharhan, that Guru Hanak is said to 
have crossed the sea to unspecified islands or lands* Such refer
ences are particularly frequent in the Bhai Bala janam-sakhis, but

* .  2they are also to be found in the Puratan account. Geographical 
inexactitude is generally associated with the historically dubious 
and this appears to be invariably the case when the inexactitude 
concerns a location somewhere over the sea. Indeed, references 
to the samundar (ocean) are almost always associated with incidents 
containing generous measures of the fantastic. The significance of 
these references is not that they must all point to Ceylon, but rather 
that their remote settings should prompt an even greater degree of 
caution*

■"■Ms B40, folio 140b.
Pur JS, sakhi 29, p.46; sakhi 45, p.82; sakhi 46, p.84.
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The probability appears to be that the incident coneerring 
^ivanabh had an early origin, but that it had no specific 
location in the early traditions, oral or written* This would 
mean that the whole of the B4-0 account and the first part of the 
Puratan version (sakhi 41) represent an earlier stage in the evo- 
lution of the story than the second part of the Puratan version 
(sakhi 47) or the later janam-sakhi accounts of the complete epi
sode. It is impossible to identify with complete certainty the 
manner in which the name of Siftghaladip came to be attached to 
the tradition* It may have been the result of visits to the south 
by Sikh traders, for it is conceivable that the reference to the 
converted shopkeeper sailing "to where Haja iSivanabh lived" may 
have come to be associated with these later trade contacts* This
is one possible explanation and others could be the prominence

-  -  «  -  1of Singhaladip in Pahjab folklore, or the simple fact that if an
unspecified maritime location were to be given a name Singhaladip 
would have been the obvious choice.

The first two references to Singhaladip in the Puratan version 
occur at the very beginning of sakhi 47.

Siilgaladip was then remembered̂  They went and 
stood in the fathomless sea. Then Baba said, ’How Is 
this fathomless ocean to be crossed?’ The disciples

Of Mohan Singh, An Introduction to Pan.jabi Literature, p. 186.
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Saido and Siho said, •Master, at your command a 
mountain crosses,* The Guru then spoke saying,
•Proceed reciting this si ok  .... .
'Then Baba spoke saying, 'The disciple x?ho will 
have this slok in his mouth and who will go on 
reciting it, and as many as follow him and hear 
it - all will cross the Ocean of Pear.’ The 
disciples fell at his feet saying, 'Master, you 
carry across whomsoever^you please.Then they 
crossed over into $ivanabh's Singhaladip and 
stopped in ̂ ivanabh' s garden. When they crossed 
the sea Raj a ^ivanabh’s expensive garden, which 
had been dry, became green. Plowers bloomed, leaves 
unfolded, trees bore fruit.,•*

In the B40 manuscript there is no break between the stoxy of the 
converted shopkeeper (puratan Janam-sakhi» sakhi 41) and Guru 
Nanak’s arrival in ^ivanabh's domain (Puratan Janam-sakhi sakhi 
47)* The shopkeeper concludes his instruction to the raja and 
departs, and Guru Nanak arrives immediately after.

Baba Nanak knows the inner thoughts of men.
He is a perfected person. Because of the raja's 
adoration he went there. There was a garden , 
which had been dry for many years.........

The account then proceeds to describe the miraculous blooming of 
the garden.

Ĥere follows the Mul Mantar. See infra p. 449*
2Literally; nine lakhs.
3Pur JS, p.86.
^Baba Nanaku antari jami hai. Pura purakh hai. Raje ke aradhe te 
uha jai nikalia. Ik ju bagu tha kai barasa ka sulca tha.
10 Library Ms Panj. B40, folio 145a.
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The third Puratan mention of Singhaladip occurs at 
the conclusion of the section which describes how $ivanabh, at 
the Guru’s command, cut his son’s throat, stewed his flesh, 
and began to eat it. This incident is not included in the B40 
account. The two remaining references are in a brief sakhi which 
both Puratan manuscripts attach to the story of îvanabh. This 
sakhi describes the daily routine in a certain dharmadala and 
the writing of a work entitled the Bran Sangali. The text is 
corrupt and difficult to translate, but the meaning appears to 
be as follows;

The Evening Service of the Singhaladip sangat;
When nig'ht falls all gather in the dharmsala and 
sit down. Then one Sikh is appointed to prepare 
the food at night which they eat together next 
day. The Sikh whose food is used receives into 
his kitchen twenty-oneuaunds of salt. There secret _ 
teachings are revealed. By the grace of the Satguru.
The Pran Sangali was written, an account of the Pal
ace of the Void, meditation on the Formless One, the 
secret sayings of thê Guru, the nature of the breath 
and the body* The Guru’s food was air. This happened 
over the sea. It happened in Singhaladip, the terri
tory of îvanabh* With him at that time were Saido 
and Sihon and the Pran Saiigali was composed* Part 1, 
Hagu Asa, Mahala Is  ... .
There the Pra& Sangali waŝ  composed. He expounded 
wisdom concerning the body* but no one ms permitted

^ur JS, p.88.
2Here follows the text of the Bran Safrgali. See Appendix 3, pp. 631-2,
3 —  .  -Vir Singh^argues that the text at this point should be not dehi ki
chin mathi, but rather tade hi kichio ne pothi, in which case 
the meaning would be; 'At that time a volume was prepared....’
Pur JS, p.89 n ()
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to take it* Saido the Ghei wrote it in verse 
and left it near Gorakh-hajayi * ̂ There is an 
open place near Gorakh-hajapi, two kos across 
and four kos from that mari.2 There he remained 
detached* The mysterious saying was not made 
manifest, hut in the midst it will not he ob
tained. ̂ Raja £$ivanabh received it and it was 
announced; ’A man will come from Jambudip. Give 
him the document*’ ^lok 15* Saido completed ’tfhe 
second udasi. Baba kept him withhim. Raja £iv- 
anahh received a maHj î ~ The Guru Has very pleased 
with Raja $ivanabh. He left there. Bole Vahiguru.

The B40 version is much more coherent. It records that 
Raja ̂ ivanahh built a dharmsala at Guru Nanak’s command, and 
it also agrees both that the routine described was that of $iva» 
nabh’s dharmsala and that the Praa Sangali was composed in his 
territories. There is, however, no mention of Siftghaladip.

Baba ji remained there for many days. He 
«. . . composed many works and composed the Pra$ Sangali 

there. He made many Sikhs. There is as much land 
over the ocean as there is on this side of the ocean.
The raja of that town was divanabh. The whole of 
the country applauded: ’Praise be to Baba HanakI
Praise be to him who imparted greatness to the raja 
of that landi1 The raja has built a dharmsala.
He has established belief in the $abad* One hundred

1 «For Gorakh-ha^api see infra p. 425 n.l.
2A place where ashes are buried after cremation, or perhaps a 
monastery or temple. ESC, p.717.
3This is a particularly obscure sentence.
^For mailji see supra p. 208,. n* 1.
5Pur JS, pp. 89-90.
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mumaunds of salt are used in the raja’s kitchen*
Having effected that country's salvation and 
having spread much religious teaching Baba 
Nan ale came away. The sakhi is finished.

There was no contemporary ruler in Ceylon called ^ivanabh
and all the evidence points to a later introduction of the name

~ -* 2Singhaladip into sakhis concerning him* The tradition that
Guru Nanak visited Ceylon must accordingly be rejected.

Sa.i.jan the Thag
According to the janam-sakhis Sajja$ was a robber who posed

as a pious philanthropist in order to lure unsuspecting travellers 
3to their death* It is an exceedingly popular story and appears

- « A‘in some form or other in all the janam-sakhis, but it is one
which we must nevertheless regard with some considerable doubt.

'Baba ji bahut din uha rahia* Bahutu bag.! prags£i karl Pran Sa&gali 
uha hi pragafi kari hai. Bahutu Sikhu kite haini. Jitani dharati 
samundra ke ure hai^aisi dharati samundra ke pare hai* TJs nagari 
ka raja Sivanabh tha pia uh mulaku sagala vah vahu kari ujhia.̂  Ji 
vah vali Baba Nanaku vah uha usahi dharati ke raje kau va$ai^dai.
Us raje dharamasala bahdhi hai* Sabadu dipaia*^ Sau ma$u lu$u us 
raje ki rasoi papatajiai. Us dharati kau nisatarjsari ba$i pasar 
kari tab Guru Baba Nanaku aia. Sakhi sampuran hoi*’ 10 Library
Ms Panj. B40, folios 155T>-3.54a.
2 «■ «. —It appears that the Miharban Janam-sakhi also supports the theory
that Singhaladip was introduced into an earlier tradition. Pothi 
Sach-khand, the first of the three volumes in the possession of Khalsa 
College, Amritsar, and the only one to appear in print so far, omits all 
reference to either Sivanabh or Ceylon. Dr. H. S. Shan reports, how
ever, that Pothi Hariji,_the second volume, opens with a discourse be
tween Guru Nanak and Raja Sivanabh, and the brief extract which he 
quotes indicates that the gogf is given no explicit setting. Earnam 
Singh Shan, art. MIk Mahan Gad-rachana1’ published in the Souvenir of 
the 7th All-India Panjabi Conference, 1961, pp* 51 ff.

(cont,)
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In the first place, the janam-sakhis disagree concerning 
the location of the incident* The Puratan version names no place 
at all, but implies that it must have been in or near the Paftjab as 
the meeting is set between Guru Hanak's departure from Sultanpur 
and his arrival in Pâ ipat. This could conceivably he held to ac
cord with the Bhai Bala account which gives "near TUiamba in the 
district of Multan" as the site. The Bhai Bala version differs 
radically from that of the Puratan janam-sakhis in oBer respects, 
but almost all accounts, while rejecting the substance of the Bhai 
Bala sakhi» accept it as far as this single detail is concerned.

(cont,)
^lih JS, 73* pp. 235-38,* Pur̂ JS, sakhi 13? pp. 21-22; GB,
sakhi 73> pp. 207-10; BB JS, sakhi 63, p. 290-94. See supra pp.199 ? 247 ■
'Bhai Gurdas does not refer to it,
p —— — —• - - --
BB JS, conclusion of sakhi 62, p.290. The tom is^also called Makh- 
dumpur. (MK, pp. 109, 703). It is located in Itabirvala tahsil and 
was an important centre of religious learning during the fourteenth 
century, (k Glossary of the Tribes and Castes of the Punjab &o.t vol. 
i, p. 678 nTI.) It was sacked by Timur in 1398 and again by Sheikh 
’Ali of Kabul in 1431* (K.S. Lai, Twilight of the Sultanate, pp.
13, 96.)
2
Of ME, p.109; Teja Singh and Ga$$a Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, 
vol. i, p.6; Gopal Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib, vol. i, p.xxxvii.
These accounts all follow the Puratan version of the story, adding the 
name Tulamba from the Bhai Bala version, or perhaps from Santokh Singh's 
Nanak Prakas (canto 35;B6). The modern Bhai Bala JSs drop the earlier 
Bhai Bala version and follow the Puratan account instead. (Munshx Gulab 
Singh and Sons, 1942 edition, sakhi 67, pp. 269-70.)
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No such compromise is possible, however, in the case of the
Miharban and Gyan-ratanavali versions* The latter names Hastinapur

Xas the location of the incident and Miharban sets it in "the south
2 ** country’1* The precise location is not named in Miharban1 s account,

but is evidently intended to be somewhere between Rameshwaram and 
Ujjain. It is clear that no definite geographical location can be 
assigned to the incident and that it should properly belong to the 
group of miscellaneous sakhis which do not have a precise setting.

The janam-sakhis also differ with regard to the actual con
tent of the story, although in the case of the Miharban and Puratan 
janam—sakhis and the Gyan-ratanavali these other differences are of 
little significance. The Puratan version calls Sajjap a sheikh and 
records that he maintained a temple and a mosque in order to ac
comodate both Hindus and Muslims.^ The Miharban account, on the 
other hand, gives him no title and makes no reference to either a 
temple or a mosque, merely describing a handsome dharmsala ■' ' '

p.207* The anachronistic appearance of the ancient ICuru capital 
can doubtless be traced to the Mahabharata. The remains of the city 
are in Meerut District.
2Mih JS, p.235*
%os. 101-127 on the chart.
^Pur JS, p.21.
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which had separate water supplies for Hindus and Muslims.1 The 
.Gy an-r at anavali adds that Guru Hanak was aware of Sajja.p.'s in
tentions, having been surreptitiously informed by a bystander as 
he entered the city that Sajjap. was in reality a fchag. The same
informant added that Sajjap was also in league with the local raja

2who customarily received half of the loot.
These are essentially differences of detail and there can

be no doubt that all three accounts are relating a common tradition.
The Bhai. Bala version, however, offers much more pronounced vari
ations and indeed the sakhi it records is not really the same in
cident* Sajjap’s disguise is described as that of a Vaippava, not 
of a sheikh, and although he is obviously intended to be a scourdrel
there is no reference to his being a jhag. Nor is there any mention
of his maintaining a temple and a mosque, of his throwing his victims

«  -  3into a well, or of subsequently building a dharmsala. His practice 
was evidently to do no more than steal his guests’ clothes, for 
this is what he did to Mar&ana’s son,̂  The only real links with the 
story as recorded in the other three versions are his name and his

1Mih JS, p.235.
2GR, p.207.
3The BB JS, p.290, refers to the temple and mosque, but the B41 
manuscript does not. (lO Library Ms Panj, B41, folio 183b).
4IChazan Singh, History and Philosophy of Sikhism, vol. i, p.95. 
follows this version.
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sudden conversion as a result of hearing Guru Nanak sing the
- 1pad Suhi
Normally a variant of this kind would do no more than 

suggest that the Bhai Bala version can he safely discarded in 
favour of the accounts given in the other three janam-sakhi 
traditions. In this particular case, however, the difference 
is more important, or rather the small area of agreement is im
portant. The story given in the Miharban and Puratan janam- 
sakhis and the Gyan-ratanavali on the one hand, and the different 
story given in the Bhai Bala version on the other, both have as 
their key point Guru Nanak’s singing of Sphi This is signi
ficant for Suhi 3 contains references which might well indicate
the genesis of both stories. The pad begins;

Ujala kaiha chilankap.a ghô ima kalapi masu;
Dhotia jujhi na utarai je sau dliova tisu.̂
Bronze shines brightly, but if I rub it,
blackness (like) ink (comes off it). Even if
I clean it a hundred times (outer) cleaning 
will never remove its inner impurity.
The message which this and subsequent figures convey is that 

ultimate exposure must inevitably overtake all dissemblers who seek 
to conceal inner impurity behind an outward show of piety. The re-

1ag, p.729.
2Xbid.
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fratn then follows:
Sajspa sei nail mai chaldia nali chalanhi;,
Jithal lekha ma&giai tithai khape dasanhi*
They are my real friends who accompany me (now) 
and who will accompany me (into the hereafter); 
who, in that place where accounts are called for, 
will stand up and give (a good) account (of their 
deeds)• 
de
The word used here for ♦friends* is sa.i.lan, and it seems 

likely that the message of the pad, together with the word sa.i.jan, 
led to two separate stories, hoth concerning an impostor called 
Sajjap. This cannot he affirmed categorically, hut it is at least 
a strong possibility* Insofar as the two stories agree $heir agree
ment may he traced directly to the pad* and it is when they move 
out into details which are independent of the pad that they diverge.

There are accordingly good grounds for questioning the authen
ticity of the story and to these we may add the fact that Bhai Gurdas 
makes no reference either to the incident or to a person called 
Sajjap. This is not surprising as far as the account of Guru Nanak*s 
travels given in Var 1 is concerned, hut had the tradition heen a firm

rtone a reference to Sajjap might well have appeared in Var 11. The 
sakhi cannot he dismissed as totally impossible and nor can we rule

■‘‘AG, p.729.
^Bhai Gurdas's list of Guru Nanak*s more prominent followers. (Var 
11, pauris 13-14). See supra pp. 190-1*
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out the possibility of a link with an earlier tradition concerning 
an encounter with a thief of some kind. As it stands, however, it 
must be classified with the improbable sakhis.

The Guru * s Langar
The story of Sajjap the tliag provides a convenient oppor

tunity to discuss the question of whether or not Guru Nanak was 
the founder of the distinctive Sikh institution called the langar.
Every Sikh gurdwara has attached to it an intercommunal refectory
in which food is served on certain occasions and in which people

1of all communities and castes eat together. This is the langar.
It seems clear that the institution was developed as a direct chal-
lenge to caste exclusiveness, but it is less clear which of the

- 2 Gurus was responsible for its development as such.
The claim that Guru Nanak was the founder of the langar is 

defended by reference to incidents in the janarn-sakhi s and to cer
tain extracts from his works. The story of Sajjap. is quoted in this

- - 3context as two of the janam-sakhi accounts record that Sajjap, after
1 *  -Frequently in the large gurdwaras, less frequently in 'the smaller ones.
2 - -The following writers maintain that Guru Nanak was the founder:
Parkash Singh, The Sikh Gurus and the Temple of Bread, p.10; Teja 
Singh, Sikhism, p.Ill, and Growth of Responsibility in Sikhism, p.20; 
Khushwant Singh, A History of the Sikhs,vol. i, p.43; G. S. Chhabra,
The Advanced Study in the history of the Punjab, vol. i, p.103. Prin
cipal Teja Singh later revised his opinion. In his articletfThe Religion 
of the Sikh Gurus”in The Cultural History of India, vol. iv, p.314, he 
names Guru Amar Pas as the founder.

Hafizabad Ms (lacauliffe’s edition, p.53) and the Mih JS, p.238.
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his conversion, built a dharmsala and on the basis of the Puratan
chronology Sikh tradition accepts this as the first gurdwara.

There is, however, nothing in this to indicate that such
a dharmsala would have included the anti-caste institution called

langar. Even if we overlook both the fact that the Colebrooke,
Mani Singh, and Bhai Bala janam-sakhis omit reference to such a
dharmsala and also the doubt which attends the whole incident, there
is still nothing to suggest that a dharmsala of this kind would
necessarily include a langar. The same point applies to all other
dharmsalas which appear in the janam-sakhis and it applies also to

Puratan statement that Guru Angad, when as Lahi^a he first be-
2came a Sikh, used to scour the pots. There is no indication that 

these pots belonged to an intercommunal refectory.
In the same manner the extracts which are quoted from Guru 

Hanak’s works lack any reference to such an institution. A passage 
such as Var Sarahg, siok 1 of paurl 22, does commend charity and 
there are others which condemn caste exclusiveness, but none of them 
refers to an institution such as Guru Amar Das maintained. In Var

Hlacauliffe, i.47; Teja Singh and Gag$a Singh, op.cit., p.6, 
P̂ur JS, sakhi 53> p.107.
ÂG, p.1245. See infra p,568.
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Ramakali by Rai Balvap£ and Satta the pum it is said of Guru
Angad that, following Guru Hanak,

Langaru chalai Gura Sabadi Hari tofi na avi khajiai.^
He maintained a langar (in which) the Guru’s dabad 
(was distributed, a commodity) from God which comes 
in never-failing supply.

Here, however, it is a laAgar which is operated Gura Sabadi, by
means of the Guru’s dabad, and Professor Sahib Singh is doubtless

—  a *  2correct in referring to it in this context as Ham da langar.
The same applies to the line which occurs in the following paupi;

Langari daulati va#j.iai rasu amritu khiri ghiali.
In (Guru Angad’s) langar riches were distributed 
- the flavour of arnrit and khir^ prepared with ghi.

Here it is amrit which is being dispensed, Even if the reference 
to khir cooked with ghi be iaken literally there is still no in
dication of an intercommunal refectory.

Guru Manak was unquesHonably opposed to notions of caste 
exclusiveness and it is possible that he used his kitchen as a 
practical means of expressing this opposition. There is, however, 
no evidence of his having done so and accordingly it seems probable

P̂auyi 2, AG pp. 966-7*
^Sahib Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib ParapagL, vol. vii, p.231*
5AG, p.967.
4A sweet rice pudding.
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that the founder of the institution was the third Guru, Amar
Das* Guru Amar Das is credited with having established regular

— 1financial support for the langar through his manjis* It appears 
that he should also be credited with having first developed it 
as an institution expressly intended to combat caste distinction s.

The Discourse on Mount Sumeru
The discourse with the Siddhs on Mount Sumeru is one of

only two incidents which are to be found in Bhai Gurdas and in
- 2all of the janam-sakhis. This indicates a very strong tradition 

and one which cannot be lightly set aside. ¥hen Bhai Gurdas and 
all of the janam-sakhis unite in testifying to a particular claim 
we shall need compelling arguments in order to dismiss it.

In this case, however, the arguments which must be brought 
against the tradition do compel us to reject it, Pirst, there is 
the mythical location which is given as the setting for the dis-

1See supra p, 208, n-l.
T̂he Mecca visit (nos* 78-79) is the other. The Aehal Bajala dis
course (no. 90) may be a third. MiharbanTs Pothi Sach-khand ter
minates before reaching the period in which the discourse is 
set by the other versions and it is possible that the incident 
appears în P̂othi Hari.ji, the second part of the complete Miharban 
Janam-sakhi. (See supra p. 108. ) The association with Daulat 
Khan Lodi, though not treated as an incident in Bhai Gurdas, is 
also referred to by all the sources. See supra 349-50.
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course. Mount Sumeru exists only in legend, not in fact* It 
has been maintained that in this context Mount Sumeru repre- 
sents Mount Kailash, but this is a claim which cannot possibly 
be sustained. The arguments which have been advanced in support 
of this identification are, first, a Puratan reference to Mahadeo 
(̂ iv) as one of Guru Nanak’s interlocutors; secondly, Bhai Gur
das's account of how the Siddhs sent the Guru to draw water from 
a lake;  ̂ and thirdly, the reported discovery of images of Guru 
Nanak in the Kailash area. The Puratan insertion of Mahadeo1s 
name before that of Gorakhnath is clearly a later addition to the 
tradition for neither Bhai Gurdas nor Miharban include it. Bhai
Gurdas’s description of a lake, which has been held to refer to

5Manasa-sarovara, must be rejected on rational grounds* Lake

Mount Sumeru or, more commonly, Mount Meru is the legendary
mountain said to be situated in the centre of the earth. Accord
ing to the geographical system of the Puranas, the earth was flat 
and from its central point there arose this mountain. Seven con
tinents (dvipas) lay in concentric circles around it. The inmost 
of^the seven, which was attached to Mount Meru and which included 
Bharatavarga (India) was named Janmbudvipa. The summit was be
lieved to reach to the heavens and the sun and planets revolved 
around it. The Himalayas were said to be the foothills of Mount 
Meru. A. L, Basham, The Wonder that was India, pp. 320, 488-9*
The influence of this Puranic mythology is to be found in all the 
JSs, but in varying degrees. In the Miharban JS it is relatively
weak and in Bhai Bala JSs very strong.
2 —Vi r Singh in his edition of Santolch Singh's Nan ale Prakas, vol. iii,
p. 689, n • * . Ear tar Singh, Life of Guru Nanak B.ev, p.190.
3Pur JS, p.94. Vir Singh, op.cit., p.690 n. Kailash was believed 
to be the location of $iv’s paradise.

4 ~Var Is31* See supra p. l8l,
5v*ir Singh, op.cit. p.690 n. Kartar Singh, op.cit., pp. 190, 194.

(cont.)
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Manasa is not filled with jewels in the manner related by the 
poet. The third justification concerns the report of an expedition
which visited Lake Hanasa and claimed to have discovered images of

* - 1 Guru Nanak in the four cave temples around the lake. If in fact
such images did exist they would certainly have been introduced

m ~ 2by sadhus at a later date.
The second argument which must be brought against the tradi

tion is the legendary nature not just of its location, but also of 
the story itself. Guru Nanak and Gorakhnath could not possibly have 
been contemporaries, nor can it be claimed that the person referred 
to as Gorakhnath must have been a Nath yogi who bore the same name 
as the sect's founder. The names given to his companions plainly 
indicate that their origin is to be found in the popular tradition

3of the eighty-four immortal Siddhs. Bhai Gurdas makes this explicit.
The manner in which this legendary basis is developed varies 

in the different versions, but in all cases the development shares 
the nature of the basis. Miharban I’elates discourses which surpass

(cont.) The Pur JS, p.94* includes the same legend, but without 
specifying a lake as the source of water.
^Vir Singh, op.cit., pp. 691-2 n. Sewaram Singh, The Divine Master, 
pp. 139-41.
^Sewaram Singh also claims as evidence of Guru Nanak*s visit an oral 
report that the people who worship these images were aware that "the 
Great Master ...... had appeared in Ten Forms and had founded the
Great Tirath at Amritsar." (Op. cit, 140). Such information 
could hardly have been derived from Guru Nanak himself.
3 supra p. 179.
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in length anything he offers elsewhere. Bhai Gurdas sets out 
a denunciation of the degeneracy of life on the plains below 
and concludes with the miracle of the lake of jewels. The Puratan 
janam-sakhis relate the stoiy of the jewels and also a miraculous 
departure from the mountain. The Bhai Bala version produces in 
this and the other associated sakhi s its most sustained flight of 
Puranic fancy.

The third objection is the existence of an obviaa s explana
tion for the genesis of the whole tradition. There appears to be 
no doubt that the basic sakhi which has provided the foundation 
for all subsequent expansion of the tradition must have developed 
out of the sloks from Var Ramakali which the janam-sakhis set in the 
centre of the discourse.  ̂ This particular point has already been
discussed as an illustration of the manner in which much of the

. 2 * — janam-sakhi material must have evolved. In the sloks from Var
Ramakali Guru Kanak speaks successively as Isar, Gorakh, Gopichand,
GharapaJ;, Bharathari, and finally as himself. A discourse with yogis
was obviously implied? and the names used by Guru Kansk seemed to
indicate that these yogis were none other than the famous Gorakhnath
and other celebrated Siddhs. Around this nucleus there gathered

V̂ar Ramakali. sloks 2-7 of pauri 12# AG pp. 952-3*
2See supra pp. 70-2.
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details drawn from Puranic and Hath mythology, and the result was 
the legend of the Mount Sumeru discourse as we find it in Bhai 
Gurdas and the janam-sakliis. All accounts have the same nucleus.
They differ only in the nature and the quantity of the detail which 

has been added.
The Mount Sumeru sakhis provide us with a tradition which 

appears in all versions, hut which must nevertheless he wholly re
jected, This is not to say that Guru Nanak never visited the Hima
layas, nor indeed can we maintain with assurance that he did not 
penetrate as far as Mount Kailash and Lake Manasa, The conclusion 
to which our analysis points is that Bhai Gurdas and the janam-sakhis 
do not provide us with acceptable evidence of such a visit, and 
that accordingly it cannot he a part of the biography which we are 
seeking 1d reconstruct,

Mecca and Medina
We may begin our examination of the ̂ ecca and Medina sakhis 

by drawing the customary distinction between the content of the tradi
tion and its geographical setting. In this case, however, we are not 
requii’ed to sweep away the former as pure legend and concentrate our 
efforts solely on the basic question of whether or not Guru Nanak 
actually visited the places named in the sakhis. The latter question
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remains our primary one, but the content of this group of sakhis 
raises an independent issue, and one which may posably have an 
authentic incident as its origin.

The issue arising from the actual content of the tradition 
concerns the miraculous element which all versions offer in vary
ing form, and in particular their accounts of the moving mosque 
which in most versions constitutes the climax of the episode.
Apart froEi this central element the miraculous features include

1such incidents as an instantaneous journey to Mecca, a cloud which
- 2 3followed the Guru, and an issue of fresh water in the city's wells.

These minor wonders may he dismissed without further discussion,
hut not the central miracle. The Puratan janam-sakhis, the Gyan-
ratanavali» and the 3340 manuscript all record that Guru Nanak, a ter
arriving in Mecca, went to sleep with his feet pointing towards

- 4the miharah or, in the case of the Puratan version, towards "Mecca".
A &azl who happened to observe him kicked him and demanded an ex- 
planation for such blasphemy. In reply the Guru suggested that the

^Mih JS, p.453* See supra pp. 257-3
2Pur JS, p.99. . ... .
Ibid., pp. 99, 104. (See supra p. 224. ) p.187.
4See supra p. 223
£7
Bhax Gurdas calls him Jivan (Var 1:32), the Puratan JSs call him 
Rukandin (Pur JS^p.lOO)^ and the Ms 3340 refers to him as the 
grandson of^Makhdum Bahauddxn of Multan (folio 53)* The GR, p.412, 
follows Bhai Gurdas.
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qazi should drag his feet round and leave them pointing in a 
direction where God and the Kafbah were not* The qazi proceeded
to do so, hut when he moved the Guru's legs the miharab moved

- - 1with them* Confounded by this miracle the qazi fell at his feet*
This story has been rationalised by terminating it at the

point where Gum Nanak suggests that the qazi should point his
2feet in a direction where God is not* Normally such interpretations 

must be regarded as efforts to reconcile the janam-sakhi accounts 
with rational criteria, without disturbing the substance of the 
biographies they offer. In this particular case, however, the 
rationalised interpretation can claim a measure of support from 
the Miharban Janam-sakhi, for in this account the incident is re
lated without the concluding miracle. The Miharban Janam-sakhi places 
the incident not in Mecca, but hi a village on the way, and relates 
it as follows:

Having seen the bustle of Multan City he pro
ceeded on pilgrimage to Mecca. On the way there was 
a maulana1s village. Reaching it he entered the 
mosque and went to sleep in the mosque with his shoes 
on and with his feet in the^direction of the Ka1bah.
That tom belonged to a qazi. The head of that town̂  
where the mosque was located was a mullah. The mullah 
was the master of that tom. At the hour of the second 
prayer he came into the mosque with many Muslim people

^Bhai Gurdas, Var 1:32. Pur JS, pp. 99-102. 10 Library, Ms Panj, B40,
folios 51-53.
2This rationalised version is common in modern accounts of the incident, 
but it is also to be found much earlier* ¥. L. M'Gregor's History of 
the Sikhs, published in 1846, relates the sbory in this manner (op. 
cit.j vol. i, pp. 36, 159-60).
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to stand and recite the prayer® And he said,
'Friends! Here is a boor who has entered God's 
mosque with his shoes on and has gone to sleep 
with his feet in the direction of the Ka'bah 
the house of God. Make him stand up.' The people 
rushed forward, seized him, and made him stand up.
(The mullah said,) 'Servant of God, why have you 
gone to sleep in the house of God with your shoes on?
You should leave your shoes^in the courtyard and come 
in (without them)*' Baba Nanak, the bhagat, replied,
'Baba Sahib, turn my shoes in that direction where 
the house of God will iot go. Place my shoes in that 
direction where the ICa'bah is not. Do as you see fit.'
He said, 'We shall first say the namaz and then we 
shall seize him and take him outside.'

And so the mullah recited namaz^and hymns, and 
when he had finished he called Baba Nanak and said,
'Now stupid fellow, you know that God is the God of 
all places. He made this place-*- as well. Why do you 
show disrespect to it?2 You deserve punishment for 
having blasphemed this place.' Then the mullah said,
'Go and throw him into jail*. Baba Nanak then said,
'Mullah, hear my request. Whether you cast me into 
your own jail or into God's, the grave, hear the 
single petition of a faqir*' He replied, 'Speak.'
He said, 'Sinful man^ you who are called a mullah!
God is the true mullah. How can you be described as 
a mullah? Then Baba Nanak uttered a sabad in Siri 
Ragu;

He is the Mullah who has caused the world „ 
to blossom and be verdant...........

After hearing the pad and its exposition the defeated mullah withdrew
to the local graveyard where he died and was buried. Guru Nanak and

e. the Ka'bah.
2Literally; reject it.
^Mih JS, p.449- The pad is Siri Ragu 28, AG p.24*
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Mardana then proceeded on -their way*
Itr will be noted that Guru Nanak1 s reply is not the one 

given by modern rationalised accounts. In its own way, however, 
it is a relatively rational version and one which may possibly 
have some basis in fact. Without this Miharban version we should 
be constrained to regard the entire incident as just another miracle 
story. The Miharban account does not establish an historical basis, 
but it does indicate that beside the miracle story there existed 
a rational tradition which may point back to such a basis. It also 
indicates that the tradition need not necessarily be connected with
Mecca, and this possibility is strengthened by the Bhai Bala loca-

2 ~ tion of the incident in Medina and by the Puratan statement that
Guru Nanak went to sleep with his feet pointing towards "Mecca".

Puratan statement may be intended to refer to the Ka!bah, but 
it may also indicate an original setting away from the city.

All of this concerns the superstructure and it offers/only 
limited help as far as the basic question is concerned. Bid Guru 
Nanak visit Mecca and Medina? Regardless of the actual content of

1Mih JS, p.450.
2 -10 Library Ms Panj^ B41? folio 122a* According to this version Guru
Nanak and Bhai Bala both committed the alleged offence. Their feet 
are said to have been pointing towards Muhammad's gor (tomb)* See 
supra p. 136.
3 -Pur JS, p.100, See supra p.223?&* 1 • The Ms B40 has miharab
(folio 51).
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the tradition, can its geographical hasis be accepted?
In support of the tradition there is the fact that its 

more significant portion is referred to by all of our sources.
There is no reference to Medina in the Miharban and Puratan 
versions, but the janam-sakhis all record a visit to Mecca and 
Bhai Gurdas supports them. This means that once again we have 
a strong tradition and one which cannot be lightly dismissed.
The Mount Sumeru sakhis show, however, that a unanimity of this 
kind is not in itself sufficient to place an incident beyond 
question and the ^ecea sakhis reinforce this conclusion*

The arguments which can be brought against the Mecca tradi
tion are not compelling to the point of absolute certainty, but 
they are sufficiently strong to raise very grave doubts. In the 
first place there is the inherent improbability of a non-Muslim 
entering the city in the manner indicated by the janam-sakhis.
The janam-sakhis do indeed inform us that Guru Nanak dressed for 
the occasion as a Muslim pilgrim, but they also describe additional
articles of apparel which implied Hindu affiliations and confused

1his fellow pilgrims. If we accept the possibility of such a visit 
we must also accept a complete disguise. This Guru Nanak may have 
worn, but it implies a measure of conscious deception which is al-

i
together uncharacteristic of him. !

1 -Pur JS, p.98. In Miharban's account It is the Guru's name which
marks him as a non-Muslim* (lih JS, p,451#)
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A second reason for questioning the tradition is the fact 
that Mecca and Medina are precisely the kind of places which one 
would expect to find figuring in the popular versions of the Guru’s 
travels* We have already observed how prominently the chief centres 
of Hindu pilgrimage figure in the descriptions ' of his journeys be
yond the Paftjab. In tie same manner it is to be expected that the 
principal Muslim centres would also appear in the itinerary. This 
in itself does not prove that Guru Nanak did not visit Mecca, but 
It does provide an alternative theory to account for tie genesis of 
the Mecca and Medina sakhis.

Thirdly, we must note the dominant element of the miraculous 
in all versions of the story, including that of Bhai Gurdas. The 
conclusion which we must draw from this feature is that, despite 
their unanimity concerning the actual visit, the janam-sakhi des
criptions of what took place during the visit cannot possibly be 
trusted. Their accounts of the discourses which Guru Nan ale held in 
the city indicate the same conclusion* Such discourses would have 
divulged his identity at once and brought instant death.

The first of these three arguments is the significant one 
and it is an argument which must lead us very near to outright re
jection of the tradition. Adventurers such as Burton and ICeane have 
proved the possibility of non-Muslims entering Mecca, but they have 
also shown that success in such an attempt could be attained only



by means of a thorough disguise, both in outward appearance and 
in behaviour.1 Guru Nanak would doubtless have been sufficiently 
conversant with Muslim beliefs and practices to have sustained 
the disguise, but it would have been a violation both of his mani
fest honesty and of his customary practice of plain speaking. We 
may acknowledge a visit to Mecca as a possibility, but it must be 
regarded as an exceedingly remote one. The same reasons apply with 
only slightly less emphasis to the tradition of a Medina visit and 
in this case the absence of such a visit in the Miharban and Puratan 
accounts provides an additional argument for rejection. The Mecca 
and Medina sakhis must accordingly be classified as highly im

probable.

The Visit to Baghdad
References to a Baghdad visit occur in two of the older janam-

sakhis# Of these the earlier is evidently the sakhi describing such
a visit which is to be found in the India Office Library manuscript 

2 -  -B40# This sakhi:, records a discourse with Sheikh Sharaf who, accord
ing to this account, dressed in women* s clothing, and applied a&jan to

3 - *his eyes and henna to his hands* The discourse which the sakhi re
cords consists almost entirely of a recitation by Guru Nanak of three

1R. P. Burton, A Pilgrimage to al-Madinah and Mecca, vol. ii.
J. P. Keane, Six Months in the He.ias.

2I0 Library Ms B40, folios 200-202*
^The sakhi begins: 1 Sakhi gogj Sekh Saraf nali hoi* Tab ik same Baba
Bagadad sahar vich jai nikalia* Dekhe ta Sekh Saraf sola sigar kitesu.1
Ibid*. folio 200*



chaupads in Rag Bhanasari, none of which are to be found in the 
Adi Granth*

The second reference occurs in Bhai Gurdas* s Var X where two
pauris are devoted to a description of an incident in Baghad.1 Bhai
Gurdas *s account bears no resemblance whatsoever to the B40 sakhi*
Instead it records how Guru Nanak, having arrived with Mardana at
the outskirts of the city, ®t up camp and then proceeded to utter
the call to prayer* Hearing this the astonished inhabitants of the
city fell silent, and Guru Nanak was approached by a pir who asked
him to what order of faqirs he belonged* A discussion ensued and in
the course of it Guru Nanak assured the pir that there exist lakhs
of worlds both below and above the earth# To prove this he took
the pir*s son and, ascending with him into the air, revealed to him
the multitude of heavens and underworlds* From above they descended

- - 2into the nether regions and brought from there a bowl of karah prasad* 
Guru Nanak and Mardana then left Baghdad and proceeded on their way 
to Medina and Mecca# ̂

This is the testimony of the janam-sakhis and it cannot be re
garded as a strong one. In the first place there is the absence of any

^Var 1:55-36* Bee supra p*l83 * The GR follows this account#
2The sacramental food of the Sikhs.
3 -This line appears to be the implicationof the first line of pauri
57* The GR (p*433) explicitly states that they travelled to Medina 
from Baghdad*



reference to such a visit in the Miharban and Puratan janam-sakhis.
It is most unlikely that either would have omitted the tradition 
had it been known, and in this respect Miharban *s omission is of 
particular significance* Secondly, there is the fact that the B40 
manuscript and Bhai Gurdas' record completely different traditions, 
the only point in common being the Baghdad location. Thirdly, neither 
of the traditions appears to offer an intrinsically convincing incident. 
Within the total range of janam-sakhi traditions Sheikh Sharaf is a
ubiquitous figure who is to be found not only in Baghdad, but also

—  —  1 2 3 —  -in Pa$ipat, Bidar, and Mecca. In Bhai Gurdas*s account Dastgir
is the name given to the pir with whom Guru Nanak is said to have 
held discourse. Dastgir is one of the more important of the numerous 
names given to the celebrated Sufi *Abd al-Qadir Jilani^ and it seems 
clear that the name given by Bhai Gurdas may be traced to this source. 
*Abd al-Qadir Jilani spent most of his long life in Baghdad and sub
sequently came to be highly honoured in India as the Fir-i-piran. 3

^See supra p. 298,
^10 Library Ms B41, folio 187a. See supra p. 136.
%he Nasihat-nama which follows the Bhai Bala JS in the 10 Library Ms 
%41 names Sheikh Sharaf as one of the two Muslims with whom Guru 
Nanak conversed in Mecca (Ms B41, folio 254).
4,Abd al-Qadir of bom 470 H_(AD_1077-8), died_561 H (AD 1166),
was the founder of the important Qadiri order of Sufis. Encyclopaedia 
of Islam (New Edition), vol. i, Bee also J. A. Subha, Sufism:
Its Saints and Shrines,p.178. The Qadiri order is particularly in
fluential in India. A. J. Arberry, Sufism, p.85*
RJ. A. Subhan, aop.cit., p.264* The order was established in India in 
the fifteenth century by Sayyid Muhammad Ghawth, tenth in the line of 
succession* He settled in TJch in AD 1428. Ibid.



If this identification is correct the conclusion must be that we 
have in this Baghdad tradition another example of an association 
with a saint of acknowledged fame, introduced in order to magnify 
the fame of the Guru. This is not to suggest that Bhai^Gurdas has 
advanced a deliberate falsehood. The likelihood appears to be that 
he has recorded a sakhi which had already evolved in oral tradition, 
gathering in the process a number of miraculous details. The silence 
of the Miharban and Puratan janam-sakhis indicates, however, that it 
could not have gained wide currency.

By itself the testimony of the janam-sakhis would lead us to 
classify the Baghdad visit as improbable* In this particular case, 
however, the janam-sakhis do not appear to stand alone* As in the 
case of the Dacca visit the authenticity of the Baghdad tradition 
has, it is generally believed, been established by the discovery of 
external evidence* Two inscriptions are said to have been found in 
Baghdad, both of them recording a visit to the city by Guru Nanak.

For one of these two inscriptions we are bound to rely solely 
upon a poem published in 1919* In that year Swam! Anand Acharya, 
who spent his later years living in Norway, published a book of Eng
lish verse entitled Snow-birds, and in this collection he included 
the following poem:
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OS READING AN ARABIC INSCRIPTIO S IN A SHRINE!
OUTSIDE THE TOW OF BAGHDAD. DATED 912 HEJIRA

Upon this simple slab of granite didst thou sit, 
discoursing of fraternal love and holy light,
0 Guru Nanak, Prince among India1 s holy sons I

What song from the source of the Seven Waters thou
didst sing to charm the soul of Iran!

What peace from Himalaya1s lonely caves and forests 
thou didst carry to the vine-groves and rose- 
gardens of Baghdadi

What light from Badrinathfs snowy peak thou didst 
bear to illumine the heart of Balol, thy saintly 
Persian disciple!

Eight fortnights Balol hearkened to thy words on Life 
and the Path and Spring Eternal, while the moon 
waxed and waned in the pomegranate grove beside 
. the grassy desert of the dead.

And after thou hadst left him to return to thy
beloved Bharatafs land, the fakir, it is said, 
would speak to none nor listen to the voice of 
manjor angel;

His fame spread far and wide and the Shah came to 
pay him homage - but the holy man would take no 
earthly treasures nor hear the praise of kings 
and courtiers.

Thus lived he - lonely, devoted, thoughtful - for 
sixty winters, sitting before the stone whereon 
thy sacred feet had rested;

And ere he left this House of Ignorance he wrote
these words upon the stone: "Here spake the Hindu
Guru Wanak to Pakir Balol, and for these sixty 
winters, since the Guru left Iran, the soul of 
Balol has rested on the Master's word — like a bee 
poised on a dawn-lit h o n e y - r o s e . " 3 *

1Loc.oit., no. XC, pp. 182-4*



This is the complete text# The author gfcres no further information 
concerning the location of the inscription or the circumstances 
under which it was discovered, and no one has subsequently found 
anything which corresponds to it#

III the case of the second inscription, however, the location 
is known and the inscription is accessible* To the south-west of 
modem Baghdad, in the area occupied by the ruins of Old Baghdad, 
there is to be found the tomb of Bahlul Dana, believed to have been 
the court jester of Harun al-Rashid* Niebuhr described it as follows:

Pas loin de la (the tomb of Zobeida) se trouve 
le tombeau, d*un nomme Bahlul D&ne qui etoit parent 
du Caiife Harun Erraschid et son bouffon* On a de 
lui tout un livre rempli de petites hietoriettes, 
que de pauvres savans racontent encore le soir dans 
les Gaffes# Dans 1*inscription inseree au has de 
cette page-*- que l*on n'a mise sur son tombeau, que 
long temps apres sa mort, en 501, on le nommoit le 
Sultan des pauvres en esprit; mais suivant quelques 
histoires que l*on rapporte de lui il par&it avoir 
aussi eu ses intorvalles de bon sens*2
This tomb is now housed in a small two-roomed building* In 

1916 some Sikh soldiers discovered in this building a small inscription 
which, it is claimed, makes explicit mention of Guru Nanak.^ The in-

1 - « - - < «Hadha qabr sultan al-majdhubin wa 1-nafs al-mujmasa sanat khumsumayah wa-
wa^id*
2Carsten Niebuhr, Voyage en Arabie et en d! autres nays circonvoisins 
(French translation, 1776), tomeii, pp* 245-6# See also J. Oppert, 
Expedition Scientifique en Mesopotamie, tome i, p.98, and C* Huart, 
Histoire de Bagdad dans les Temps Moderaes* Intro* p.xii. Niebuhr, 
op»cit*.__tab* XLIV, provides a map of Baghdad which shows the tomb of 
Bahlul Dana as no* 15* The legend has been omitted in Niebuhr, but is 
supplied in Huart*s reproduction of the same map*

(cont.)
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scription is set above a niche in the north-eastern corner of the
building and below it there is a platform* The discovery was first

1published in the January 1918 issue of the Loyal Gazette, Lahore, 
and since that time has been accepted as conclusive proof of a visit 
to Baghdad by Guiu Nan ale*

The language of the inscription is Ottoman Turkish and ef
forts to translate it have produced several different versions*
Five of these translations are given bejow;

1. In memory of the Guru, that is the Divine Master
Baba Nanak Fakir Aulia, this building has been 
raised anew, with the help of Seven Saints; 
and the chronogram reads: ’The blessed disciple
has produced a spring of grace1 - year 927 H.^

2* Guru Murad died* Baba Nanak Fakir helped in
constructing this building which is an act of 
grace from a virtuous follower. 927 A.H*^

3* Murad saw the demolished building of Hazrat Hab-
i-Majid, Baba Nanak, Fakir Aulia, and rebuilt it 
with his own hands, so that historic memorial may 
continue from generation to generation, and His 
murid-i-s’eed (the blessed disciple) may obtain 
heavenly bliss* - Year 917 H* 4

(cont*)3A description of the building, together with a diagram of it, is given 
in Sewaram Singh’s The Divine Master# pp. 155-6* Photographs taken in 
1964 indicate that the building is in an advanced state of decay* An 
indistinct photograph of the inscription is given in MK (first edition, 
vol. iv, p.2486) and a tracing of it is reproduced in Vir Singh’s Guru 
Nanak Chamatakar, vol* ii, p*664, and also In his edition of Santokh 
Singh’s Nanak Prakas, vol. iv, p*1053*
1Khushwant Singh, A History of the Sikhs* vol. i, p. 54 n.20.
2 —  -Teja Singh and Ga$$a Singh, A Shoot History of the Sikhs, vol. i, p. 12*
•XI* Banerjee, Evolution of the Khalsa, vol* i, p*73*
A » «+Sewaram Singh, The Divine Master, p.157*
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4. When Murad saw the building of Baba Nanak, the 
Prophet of God, fallen in ruins, he built a new 
one instead, with the help of his own hands so 
that it may stand as a monument in history for 
generations to come, and that the meritorious  ̂
act of his fortunate disciple may last for aye*

5. Whoever saw this sacred place of Baba Nanak faqir 
was granted fulfilment of his heart*s desire by 
the Great God and Seven Ang&ls helped him. Its 
date lies in line (sic) He caused a spring of 2
Grace to flow for His lucky disciple - year 927 H*

The two different readings of the concluding date are the le suit of 
an obscure second figure. Normally it should be possible to deter
mine the value of the indistinct figure by calculating the value 
of the chronogram, but here too there are evidently differences 
of opinion. Vir Singh sets out the value of the chronogram as 
follows: 27 + 59 + 205 + 215 + 13 + 254 + 144 = 917.5 The writers
who give 927 do not offer interpretations of the chronogram.

There are accordingly radical differences concerning the trans
lation of the inscription and a fundamental disagreement concerning 
the reading of the date it gives, but no account of Guru Nanak1 s travels 
written since 1918 has disputed the basic contentin^n that the in
scription refers to Guru Nanak and proves that he visited Baghdad* Most 
writers have also accepted the authenticity of An and Acharya1 s Arabic

1 -Kartar Singh, Life of Guru Nanak Bev. p.214 n.l#
2Ibid.
"Vir Singh, Guru Nanak Chamatakar. vol. ii, p.664 n.*.



inscription and have inferred that the two inscriptions must de
scribe a common event. The conclusion which follows is that Guru 
Nanak conversed with "Shah Bahlol, a local fakir"'** or with "a 
successor of Bahlol Dana". Vir Singh has offered a reconstruction 
based upon the two inscriptions and the account given by Bhai Gurdas. 
His theory is that Guru Nanak visited Baghdad twice. The first visit 
took place in AD 1506-7, on the way to Mecca, and on this occasion 
the Guru met Bahlol* The second visit was in AD 1511-12^ and this 
time the discourse was with Dastgir* Kanh Singh suggests a discourse

m t Kwith "the descendants of Fir Dastgir, Bahlol, and other holy men". 
Several writers add that the discourse took place on the platform 
which is to be found beneath the inscription in the building which 
houses the tomb of Bahlul Dana. This assumption is evidently basedupon 
the location of the inscription in relation to the platform, and upon 
Anand Acharya*s "slab of granite".

Of these two inscriptions the Arabic one described by Anand 
Acharya must certainly be rejected as evidence of a visit to Baghdad, 
An inscription corresponding to the translation which he gives has

^Teja Singh and Gap^a Singh, op.cit., p*12.
2 -  -  -Kartar Singh, op.cit.» p.215. See also Sewaram Singh, op.cit.. p.155.
^912 H, the date given by Anand Acharya.
4 -Vir Singh* s reading of the date on the Turkish inscription.
MK (second edition), p.622.



never been discovered by anyone else, and without access to the 
original it is impossible to accept the Swami's poetic testimony 
as adequate evidence*

The most likely explanation of the missing original is 
that Anand Acharya*s poem concerns not a separate inscription, but 
the one which is to be found near the tomb of Bahlul Dana. The 
Swami might well have known of its existence and visited its loca
tion, for his book was published three years after its discovery.
The experience which he records in the title of his poem could have 
taken place in or shortly after 1916. Within the poem itself there 
are indications which point to an identification of his "Arabic in
scription" with the Turkish inscription. One such pointer is the 
name "Balol" which he gives to the Guru's disciple. The fact that 
this corresponds to the name of the court jester whose tomb lies near 
the Turkish inscription is much more likely to be a result of con
fusion than of coincidence. The reference to "a shrine outside Bagh
dad" also fits the Turkish inscription, and the "simple slab of 
granite" may well be a poetic description of the platform beneath
the inscription. Bahlul Dana's tomb is said to be adjacent to an

1 ___old cemetery, a location which would explain the Swami's reference to
"the grassy desert of the dead"? and "the pomegranate grove" may

1 —  -Sewaram Singh, op.cit.. p.155*
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perhaps correspond to the garden which is shown in diagrams of
Xthe tomb and its building*

In view of the translation difficulties which the Turkish 
inscription has presented the description of it as “Arabic*1 need 
occasion no surprise, and the wording of the Swami*s own translation 
probably arises from these same difficulties* If he did in fact 
see the Turkish inscription it would have been soon after its dis
covery and, consequently, prior to the more concerted efforts to 
produce a translation* The translation which he gives of the “words 
upon the stone" is probably a poetic reconstruction, from memory, 
of an inscription only very imperfectly understood* The likelihood 
that he would have written from memory could also explain the date 
which he gives* It seems probable that Anand Acharyafs poem repre
sents an imaginative reconstruction of a Baghdad discourse, based 
upon the writer* s recollection of a visit to the tomb of Bahlul Dana.

This leaves us with the Turkish inscription and in this con
nection there are three basic questions which require answers* First, 
does the inscription actually refer to Guru Nanak? Secondly, what 
date does it give? Thirdly, if it does refer to Guru Nanak and if 
it does give a date which accords with the known events of his life, 
can it be accepted as authentic evidence of a visit to Baghdad? The

^Sewaram Singh, QT>*cit*, p*156. Vir Singh, op*cit*» vol* ii, p*663*



writer owes the following comment to hr. V, L. Menage, Lecturer
in Turkish at the School of Oriental and African Studies, London.

"I have examined the tracing and the rather poor 
photographs^* of the inscription at Baghdad, but 
I am afraid that 1 am unable to offer you a confident 
reading and translation*
The language is Ottoman Turkish. The four lines j 
rhyme aaba* The metre is —  —  y —  —  /
—  v v  —  ^ —  I m i read this much (in
the Encyclopaedia of Islam system of transliteration):

GrtJr ne murad eyledi gadret-i Rabb-i Med.iid
(five syllables) ola ta ki cimaret d.jedid
Yediler imdad edtib geldi ki ta *rikhine
Yapdi thewab edjr ede ani murid-i saeid
See what the Glorious Lord proposed 
( ) that the building might be new.
The Seven gave their help (so that) there came 

(as inspiration) for the chronogram of it:
!The blessed disciple performed a meritorious 

work; may (God) recompense it.1
2The five translations which you have shown me are all well 

off the mark. I am quite certain, for example, about the 
following points: (l) 'Guru* arises from a misreading of
Turkish gffr 'see'; (2) murad is not a personal name but 
beai's its ordinary lexical meaning, 'desire, wish1; (3) the 
'hands' of versions 3 and 4 arise from misreading Turkish 
yedilei* as Arabic yad; (4) the 'springs' of versions 1 
and 5 arise from misreading ed.jr 'recompense' as idt1ra_ * caus
ing to flow*, and Turkish an5T~rit' as Persian ab or abi *water(y)1
The last line, or part of it, is certainly a chronogram, 
but the calculation giving 917 (A.H., corresponding to 
1511-12 A*D.) depends on reading nwab (=59); since the

1The photograph reproduced in the first edition of and another 
taken in 1964 at the author* s request*

2The same five translations are given above, pp. 402-3.



word is certainly thwab (=509), the total 917 is 
impossible* With my reading the whole line comes 
out to 27 4* 509 •¥ 204 •+ 20 + 61 + 254 + 144 - 
1219 (which corresponds to 1804-5 A*D,)* In the 
three-figure date below, the first figure is cer
tainly 9, the second is doubtful, the third is 
certainly 7* All my efforts to reconcile the chrono
gram with the date have failed* I can oh^ suggest - 
and with little conviction - that the date is that 
of the founding of a building and the chronogram that 
of the repair mentioned in line two*
If my identification of the metre is correct, the 
part of line two which I cannot read contains five 
syllables, scanning —  ^ The first
letters in the tracing are clearly babanank: there
follows a word which might^be par, but seems rather 
to be a dissyllable (? fakir)♦ If the first syllable 
of Nanak must be long, then the line cannot begin 
Baba Nanak* **»j»*: even if it may be scanned short,
Baba Nanak-i pir contains too many syllables; Baba 
Nanak pir is ungrammatical; and with none of these 
readings (since the 'Glorious Lord' must be God) can 
I construe the whole line*
That an Ottoman Turkish Inscription in Baghdad should 
date from the early 16th century would be surprising*
The reading Baba Nanak is doubtful and the date is not 
clear* Furthermore, it is not unfair to say that the 
translations so far offered, and perhaps also the read
ing of the tracing, have been heavily influenced by 
wishful thinking* Until we can obtain a good photo
graph, I think you should be most cautious in your ap
proach to this problem*11
From this comment it seems clear that at this stage the three 

basic questions arising from the inscription must all remain un
answered. Although there still exists a possibility that the in
scription may constitute evidence of a Baghdad visit it is necessary, 
in the meantime at least, to withhold final judgment. It appears from
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the metre and from the portion of the text which Dr* Menage has 
deciphered and translated that our ultimate decision will probably 
require a definite rejection of the inscription as evidence of 
such a visit, but this is a conclusion which we are not yet en
titled to draw with any firmness. The one conclusion which we can 
reach at this stage is that pending further investigation we must 
certainly withdraw the unqualified recognition which has hitherto 
been accorded to the inscription. Until such investigation can 
be made the Baghdad tradition must be classified with the possible 
sakhis.

Babur and the Sack of Saidpur
Babur is the one contemporary figure of any significance who 

is referred to by name in the works of Guru Nanak, and with the ex
ception of Bhai Gurdas's Var 1 all the janam-sakhis record that the 
Guru was present as a witness when the %ghal army assaulted the 
town of Saidpur. The sakhis which offer a description of his ex
periences on this occasion are of veay considerable importance as 
they provide the only reference in the janam-sakhis to a recognisable

^Or Sayyidpur. The early JSs refer^to it as Saidpur, Saidpur Sap^eali, 
Saidpur Siriali, and Saidpur Saloi (Pur JS, p.58 n . J * M i h  JS, p.465). 
It is the modem Eminabad, 9 miles south of Gujranwala. The GR uses 
the modem name (p.112).



and datable event in contemporary Indian h i story*
The attack upon Saidpur was made during the third of Babur! s 

preliminary expeditions into North India* Mrs* Beveridge has de
scribed it as follows;

a* Expedition into Hindustan
The march out from Kabul may have been as soon 

as musigtjfend equipment allowed after the return from 
lamghan chronicled in the diary* It was made through 
Bajaur where refractory tribesmen were brought to 
order. The Indus will have been forded at the usual 
place where, until the last one of 932 AH* (1525 AD.), 
all expeditions crossed on the outward march* Bhira 
was traversed in which were Babur* s own Commanders, 
and advance was made, beyond^lands yet occupied, to 
Sialkot, 72 miles north of Lahor and in the Rechna 
du-ab* It was occupied without resistance; and a 
further move was made to what the MSS* call Sayyidpur; 
this attempted defence, was taken bjr assault and put to 
the sword* No place named Sayyidpur is given in the 
Gazetteer of India,^ but the Avin-i-akbari mentions 
a Sidhpur^which from its neighbourhood to Sialkot may 
be what Babur took*

Nothing indicates an intention in Babur to join 
battle with Ibrahim at this time; Lahor may have been 
his objective, after he had made a demonstration in 
force to strengthen his footing in Bhira* Whatever he 
may have planned to do beyond Sidhpur (?) was frustrated 
by thejaews which took him back to Kabul and thence to 
Qandahar, that an incursion into his territory had been 
made by Shah Beg*^

^Saidpur and Eminabad are identified in the IG, vol* 12, p*24, and 
also in the Gazetteer of the Gujranwala District 1893-4, p*173*
2BN(b), i.429.



According to Mrs* Beveridge this expedition was made in AD 
1520,* If the danam-sakhAs’ claim that Guru Nanak was present 
at the sack of Saidpur can be established it follows that he must 
have returned, at least temporarily, from his travels by that year*
The question then arises of whether or not this date assists us 
in determining the end of his period of travelling*

The janam-sakhis relate that Guru Nanak and Mardana happened 
to reach Saidpur at a time when its Pajhan inhabitants were cele
brating numerous marriages* The luratan version adds that on this
occasion the Guru was also accompanied by some faqirs who were weak 

2with hunger* The travellers asked for food, but were everywhere
refused. This so enraged the Guru that he uttered the pad TilaAg 5:
Jaisi mai avai Khasama kibani.̂  A brahma^ who, it seems, had heard
the pad and who recognised it as a summons to Babur to punish the
ungenerous town, begged him to retract his curse* This the Guru was
unable to do, but he promised the brahman that he and his family
would be spared if they t§ok refuge at a certain pool some distance

4 -outside the town* Babur then descended upon Saidpur, sacked it, put

^BN(B), i.428* See also Leyden and Erskine, Memoirs of Zehir-ed-Din 
Muhammad Baber (1st edition, 1826), p.286*
2Pur JS, p.58.
5AG, p.722.
"The Cha$$a (dc Cha^^ha, a khatri sub-caste), hold the aic sacred, be-
cause they say their forefathers once fought with Barbar near Eminabad 
and all fell, save one who hid under an ak bush* He refounded the 
section and it still performs the munnan at Eminabad and worships the 
ak.n A Glossary of the Tribes and Castes of the Punjab &C*. vol* ii, 
p*518* This tradition and the JS story evidently have a common origin.
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all of Its inhabitants to the sword, and ravaged the surrounding
countryside. All this had happened because the churlish people
of the town had failed to diow proper consideration towards faqirs*

Such was the destruction which Baba (Nanak* s) 
sabad brought on the Pafhans. A Great Soul was 
filled with wrath and because faqirs believe in God 
He hears their prayers. God hears the petitions of ^ 
faqirs and whatever is in a faqir*s heart He performs.

Miharban gives the same explan&ion for the town*s misfortune. He
concludes, as usual, with a si ok of his own.

Jin a jani na mania^ f akir an da sualu, _
Te do j aka andari mariani disai ki havalu, _
Dasa Nanaka horu sabhu jhufhu hai sachu fakiran 

da" khialu* 2
Those who do not heed a faqir*s request are tor
mented in Hell. Behold their condition!^ The 
slave of Nanak says: the beliefs of faqirs are
true; all else is false*
After this the two principal accounts diverge. The Puratan
— -  — 3  „j an am-sakhis relate an interview with Babur, whereas the Hiharban

Janam-sakhi describes an assault by Babur on filla.^.

*Pur JS, p.59.
%Ilh JS, p.465.
Pur JS^ pp. 62-3. The Hafizabad JS, which relates a longer interview 
with Babur than the Colebrooke version, describes Babur as a clandestine 
qalandar._ (See supra p. 213* ) The TD also recounts a legend which 
depicts Babur as a qalandar. This legend relates how a qalandar once 
visited Sultan Sikandar Lodi in Delhi. The Sultan accorded him due re
verence and hospitality, and later learnt, to his great dismay, that 
he had missed an opportunity of capturing Babur. The extract is trans
lated in N. Roy*s Niamatullah* s History of the Afghans, Part X, p. 123.
4 — — - -A famous Kanpha$ yogi centre 13 miles west of Dina in Jhelum District.
It is variously_ref erred to as Balnath ka filla, f ilia Balgundai, fill a 
Panga, Jogian da filla, and Gorakh filla. (See G. W. Briggs, Gorakhnath

(cont.)
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It is at one© clear that much of what the janam-sakhis 
relate must he rejected* The reason they give for the destruction 
of the town can be dismissed on rational grounds and also because 
it is complel&y out of character as far as Guru Nanak is concerned. 
Nothing in his works, including the pad which is interpreted as a 
curse, offers the remotest sign that he could be capable of such, 
vindictive behaviour. Most of the extra Puratai^naterial, which 
describes the actual encounter with Babur, must also be repudiated 
as a legendary wonder story, and so too must the Mjharban Janam- 
sakhi 1 s account of an attack upon Jilla. This latter addition is 
a clear example of a story which has evolved out of a reference in
one of Guru Nanak *s works, in this case the fourth stanza of Asa

- 1Agjfapadi 12.
All of this may be rejected, but it still leaves open the two 

basic questions* Was Guru Nanak present during the sack of Saidpur; 
and did he meet Babur?

The principal argument which has been advanced in favour of 
his presence at Saidpur, and one which has hitherto been accepted as 
conclusive, is the fact that Guru Nanak himself refers directly to

(cont.) and the Kanphata Yogis, pp. 101 ff.) Babur evidently camped 
below the village on his way into Hindustan in 1525» but the reference 
in the Babur-nama makes no mention of any encounter with the inhabitants. 
BN(b), ii.452-3. For the Puratan and Miharban accounts of the idiolefln- 
cident see supra pp. 212 and 259 respectively.

1
AG, pp. 417-8. See infra p.414.



Babur and describes the devastation wrought by his army* These
—  mm T_ nrr f  mm 2 —  —  —  3references occur in Asa 39 > Asa Agjapadi 11, Asa A^apadi 12, 

and Tilang 5,^ four pads which are collectively known as the Babar 
vani* All four are set by the janam-sakhiŝ Sln the context of either 
the assault on Saidpur or Guru Nanak1 s interview with Babur soon 
afterwards*

There can be no doubt that in these verses Guru Nanak is
describing at least one of the Mughal expeditions for he does so
explicitly*

Babar va#i phiri gai kuiru na rofi khai.^
Now that Babur's authority has been established 
the princes starve.

Kojji hu pira varaj i rahae ja miru su&ia dhaia;
Thana mukama jale bij a^mandara muchhi muchhi^kuira rulaia,
Koi Mugalu na hoa andha kinai na paracha laia.6
Thousands of.pirs tried to stop Mir (Babur by means 
of magic) when they heard of his invasion. Besting- 
places were burnt, rock-like temples (were destroyed), 
princes were hacked into pieces and trampled in the 
dust, (in spite of the pira* efforts) no Mughal was 
blinded. None of the spells had any effect.

XAG, p.360.
2AG, p.417.
3AG, p.417-8.
4AG, p.722-3.
■’Asa Apt 11(5), AG p.417.
®Esa Apt 12(4), AG pp. 417-8.
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Kurasana khasamana kiaJH industanu $araia; - ~ i 
Apai dosu na del Karata Jamu kari Mugalu chayaia.
Thou didst spare Khurasan and spread fear in 
Hindustan* 0 Creator, (Thou didst this) hut to 
avoid the blame Thou didst send the Mughal as 
(the messenger $f) Yam*

y
But to which of Babur's expeditions does he refer? The indications
are that the two astapadls, at least, concern the later invasions
of 1524 and 1525-26* Saidpur is nowhere mentioned and the descriptions
hardly accord with the limited mture of the 1520 incursion*

In the first place there is one reference which indicates that
the Lodi rule had come to an end prior to the composition of the
astapadl in which it occurs.

Dhanu jobanu dui vairi hoe jinhi rakhe rangu lai;
Duta no furamaia lai chale pati gavai;
Je tisu bhavai^de va^iai je bhavai dei sajai.
Ago^de je chetiai tan kaitu milai sajjai;
Sahan surati gavaia^railgi tamasai^chai; ^
Babar vapi phiri gal kuiru na rofl khai*
The wealth and sensual beauty which had intoxicated them 
became their enemies. To the messengers (of Death) the 
command was given to strip them of their honour and carry 
them off. If it seems good to Thee Thou givest glory,
and if it pleases Thee Thou givest punishment. Had they
paused to think in time, then would they have received 
the punishment? But the rulers paid no heed,^passing 
their time instead in revelry, and now that Babur's author
ity has been established the princes starve.

1Asa 39. AG p.360.
^Asa Apf 11(4-5). AG p.417



It seems clear that the reference her© must he to the Lodis, 
as there are no other "rulers” or "princes" to whom it could con
ceivably apply* These two stanzas bring out the point which Guru 
Nanak makes in all four pads* The historical incident expresses 
for him a religious truth* It is for him an illustration of the
truth that God's justice cannot be ignored, that the divine Hukam3-

2cannot be defied, that unrighteousness will be punished. The 
Lodis had acted in a manner contrary to the divine intention and 
they paid the inevitable penalty for having done so* This, however, 
must surely refer to the ultimate overthrow of the dynasty. The 1520 
incursion was by no means a decisive defeat for the Lodis and could 
scarcely be interpreted as the final penalty for their irresponsibility 
and unrighteousness*

Secondly, the description given of a battle fought by the 
Mughals and of the extent of the devastation caused by them does 
not tally with the evident nature of the 1520 expedition.

^See infra pp. 511 ff.
2 ^ ^
In the case of Asa 59 this is only a subsidiary theme and is limited
to the last stanza.

Je ko nau dharae va£a_ sada kare mani bha$e,
Khasamai nadari kiya avai jete chugai da^e;
Mari mari jivai ta kichhu pae Kanaka namu vakhape.
If anyone assumes an exalted name and indulges
always in whatever his mind desires, he becomes
as a worm in the sight of the Master regardless
of how much corn he pecks up. Die (to self) and
you shall truly live* Remember the Nam and you
shall receive a portion* (cont )



Mugala Pa$ha$a bhai la|*ai ra$a mahi tega^ vagal;
Onhi tupaka ta$i chalai onhi hasati chipai;
Jinb ki chiri daragaha phafi tinba^mara^a bhai.
Ika Hindavapl avara Turakapi Bhafiapx Jhakurapi; 
Ikanha perapa sira_khura paje ikanha vasu masapl;^ 
Jinb ke bank© ghari na aia tinh kiu rai$i viha#i*
The Mughals and Pajhans fought each other, wielding 
swords on the battlefield. One side^ took aim and 
fired guns; the other? urged on (its) elephants. 
They whose tetters were tom in (God's) court 
had to die4 Hindu, Muslim, Bhajj; and Jhakur women 
(suffered), some having their burqas tom from 
head to toe, others being slain.?They whose hand
some husbands failed to return home, how did they 
pass the night, (what grief they must have endured)!

(cont.)
The principal theme is the question of why the weak should suffer 
unmerited torment at the hands of the strong and in this respect 
the -pad has obvious affinities with the Book of Job. God is 
called to account, just as Job summons Him, and the conclusion 
which Gum Nanak reaches is expressed in the line.:

Ape joyi vichhope ape vekhu terl va$iai.
Thou dost unite and Thou dost divide; thus is 
Thy glory manifested*

The only solution to the problem lies in the absolute nature of 
the divine will and authority - absolute and ultimately beyond 
human comprehension* This differs from the point made in the other 
Babar vaai pads, but both themes direo% concern the nature of the 
divine Hukam.
•5See sunra p. 410 , the second paragraph of Mrs. Beveridge's note.

***Asa AgJ 12(5-6), p.418.
pThe Mughals*
^The Afghans.
4̂The reference is to^the custom of_making a small tear in an obituary 
notification. (Teja Singh, ^abadarath. p.418 n.6)
5Literally: becoming inhabitants of the cremation ground.



This reads much more like a description of an important battle and 
the victors1 subsequent devastation than simply the account of a 
siege# A battlefield is explicitly mentioned and the presence of 
elephants suggests that it was no mere skirmish. The reference to 
the bereaved wives whose husbands failed to return home also points 
to a battle rather than to an incident which involved no more than
the fall of a besieged town, and the same indications appear both

1 ' - - in the preceding stanza, and in the extract quoted above from Asa
— 2Agfapadi 11. The episode which appears to correspond most closely 

to this combination of fixed battle and subsequent devastation is 
the incursion of 1524. On this occasion Babur defeated the army led 
by Bihar Khan Lodi which Ibrahim Lodi had sent to Lahore, and then 
sacked the city. Neither Talvapdi Kartarpur is far distant 
from Lahore and we may assume that if Guru Nanak were in the Pan jab 
at the time he would certainly have been well acquainted with the 
incident.

The implied destruction of Lodi authority, together with the 
nature of the warfare described in the agtapadis. plainly suggests 
that these two works at least were written after 1526 and that they 
were, prompted not by a single event, but rather by the series of events 
which culminated in the overthrow of the Lodi dynasty. The other two

^See supra p. 417*
2See sura p. 415-
3BN(b ), i.441. See supra p. 32.
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pads offer no clear indications* The fact that both express the 
same Hukam theme as the two astapadis may imply a date subsequent 
to the Lodi downfall, but the point is not brought out with sufficient 
clarity to enable us to attach much significance to it.***

There are, accordingly, two principal conclusions which may 
be drawn from the four Babar vapf compositions. The first is that 
Guru Nanak must have personally witnessed devastation caused by Babur* s 
troops* There is in his descriptions of agony and destruction a vivid
ness and a depth of feeling which can be explained only as expressions 
of a direct, personal experience. The actual battle described in Asa 
A^Japadi 12 may possibly be based upon hearsay, but even here one is 
left with an impression of close proximity to the event. The second 
conclusion is that the four pads were probably composed after 1526 
in response to the complete series of invasions, rather than in re
sponse to any single event within the series. Asa Agjapadi 12, with its 
battle scene, evidently refers to a specific event, but the nature of

TilaAg 5, AG p.723* contains a line which is striking but also baffling:
Avani ajhatarai jani satanavai horu bhi ujhasi 

marada ka chela.
He will come in seventy-eight and go in ninety- 
seven, and another disciple of a warrior will arise.

The usual explanation is that^this refers to Babur* s entry into India in 
S.1578 j[AD 1521-2) and to Humayun* s departure in S.1597 (AD 154G). % ©
marad ka chela is said to refer to Sher Shah Sur. (Teja Singh, Sabadarath, 
p.725 n*4.) The objections to this interpretation are that the third and 
fourth expeditions evidently took place in AD 1520 and 1523-24 respectively, 
and that although Humayun was certainly defeated by ^her Shah in 1540 the 
reference would be to an event which followed Guru Nanak* s death.
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the reference points to the 1524 capture of Lahore, not to the 
1520 sack of Saidpur.

This does not necessarily mean, however, that there can 
he no truth in the janam-sakhi tradition concerning Guru Nanak*s 
presence as a witness during the sack of Saidpur. The support 
claimed on the “basis of his four pads must go, but there remain 
others. In the first place, the janam-sakhis all agree on this 
paht. Secondly, the tradition concerns an incident which happened 
in the Pahjab during the latter part of the Guru’s life. Thirdly, 
there appears to be a measure of accuracy In the janam-sakhi de
scriptions of the actual assault. And fourthly, it seems reasonable 
to assume that had there been no factual basis for he connection 
with Babur the narrators would surely have chosen the capture of 
Lahore or the Battle of Papipat as a setting rather than an obsuure 
town besieged on one of the minor expeditions. These factors indi
cate a strong tradition and one which has good claims to acceptance. 
We may conclude from the janam-sakhis that Guru Nanak was probably 
in the Pan jab during 1520, and from the Babar vani pads that he was 
almost certainly there in 1526.

The same cannot, however, be said for the claita that Guru 
Nanak actually met Babur. The Niharban Janam-sakhi omits it, the 
Puratan janam-sakhis give divergent accounts,"** and the familiar ten-

"**Pur JS, p.65.
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dency to introduce interviews with the acknowledged great offers 
a much more likely explanation of its origin.^ It cannot be ruled 
out as completely impossible, but it certainly appears to be most 
unlikely*

The founding of Kartarpur
The sakhis which describe the founding of Itartaxpur raise 

two issues. First, there is the question of whether or not the 
account they give of the origin of the village can be accepted; 
and secondly, that of the incident’s location within the total 
framework of the Guiu’s travels*

In these sakhis we have both a local setting and general
agreement amongst the janam-sakhis as far as the content of the
incident is concerned, but we also have a number of minor miracles.
According to the j anam-sakhi accounts a certain rich official set
out with the intention of apprehending the Guru, but was persuaded
to forsake enmity for reverence after being smitten on the way with

2blindness and other afflictions* This aspect of the story is un
acceptable, but its elimination still leaves the essence of the sakhi 
unaffected. With the miraculous element excluded we are left with

See supra% 298.
2See suprajpp. 216, 263.
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a brief account of a wealthy man who in some manner developed 
a great reverence for the Guru and who gave this reverence 
practical expression either by building the small village of 
Kartarpur, or, more likely, by donating the land on which it 
was subsequent built, and by erecting a dharmsala.

There can be no doubt that ICartarpur was founded during 
the time of Guru Nanak for Bhai Gurdas could not possibly have

1 mbeen mistaken on a point of this nature. The land for such a
village would have had to be procured in some manner and there
is nothing which leads us to doubt the story that it was donated
by a wealthy Sikh. To this simple statement of the village’s origin
miraculous elements were subsequently added in its oral transmission*
Stripped of them the story offers no difficulties and can be accepted.

This disposes of the first question. The second one arises
because the janam-sakhis, while generally agreeing as far as the
actual content of the sakhi is concerned, disagree regarding the
point at which they introduce the incident. For Miharban the founding

* 2of the village marks the completion of all the Guru’s journeys, 
whereas the Hafisabad janam-sakhi places it at the conclusion of the

■^Dharamasala Karatarapuru sadha sangati sachakhap^a vasaia.
In Kartarpur (he built) a dharmsala and in the safigat established 
(a microcosm of) Sach Kha&d* - Var 24:1.
2Mih JS, p.516.
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first of the Puratan’s five udasis*̂  The Gyan-ratanavali offers
yet another alternative by setting it at the end of the Guru’s

2visit to the north*
This seems to present us with three possibilities, but in 

all probability there are only two* The acknowledgment of three 
possibilities assumes that the different Iravel itineraries can be 
compared and a decision made in favour of orie:of them. Asrwe shall see, 
however, the likelihood is that all three must be rejected and accord
ingly the question at this point is whether the founding of Kartarpur 
took place at some unknown point during the Guru’s two decades of 
travel, or whether it took place after their conclusion# The Hafiza- 
bad janam-sakhi and the Gyan-ratanavali offer the first alternative 
and the Miharban Janam-sakhi the second*

There is no evidence which will either establish the one or 
disprove the other, but the second appears the more likely. Even if 
Miharban1s chronology is suspect it is at least a more likely pattern 
than that developed by the Puratan tradition* Moreover, this particular 
incident is, in a sense, outside the problem of travel chronology as 
far as the Miharban version is concerned as it comes at the conclusion 
of the travel period* The Miharban alternative is also more satisfact

^Pur JS, p.74. The Oolebrooke JS lacks this sakhi*
2GR, p.401.



ory in that a sustained period of travel seems more likely than 
two such periods broken by an interlude of settled life at 
Kartarpur. We may accept that the land was donated by a wealthy 
follower of the Gum, and we may add that the village was probably 
built after the conclusion of the Guru’s travels* This recognises 
the stronger likelihood of the Miharban alternative without accord
ing it an unqualified acceptance*

The Return to Talvandx
The sakhis which describe Guru Nanak's return to his home 

village record nothing of importance apart from the fact that he 
did return and that he was there reunited with his parents* Their 
significance lies rather in the differing points at which the janam- 
sakhis introduce the incident, a question which has already been 
considered in connection with the founding of Kartarpur* The de
scriptions of Gum Nanak’s reunion with his mother are among the 
most beautiful passages in the janam-sakhis*

The Visit to Pak Pattan
There seems to be little doubt that Guru Nanak must at some 

time have met Sheikh Ibrahim, the contemporary incumbent of Sheikh 
Farid’s gaddi* Pak PaJJan was within easy reach and Sheikh Farid’s

1  mm mm 'For an account of the life and work of Sheikh Ibrahim sBe Lajwanti 
Rama Krishna, Panjabi Sufi Poets, pp* 1-11.



reputation would certainly have exercised a powerful attraction, 
Even without the testimony of the janam-sakhis such a meeting 
might well he regarded as a likelihood. There are evident in-

• 4M itmconsistencies in the janam-^sakhi descriptions of the encounter, 
hut they are in substantial agreement as far as the principal de
tails are concerned* It seems probable that the discourse which 
they record may owe more to imagination than to an actual knowledge 
of the event, but there is nothing which suggests that the event 
itself is open to doubt. Accordingly, we may accept as a strong 
probability the tradition concerning a meeting in Pak Pa$jj?an with 
Sheikh Ibrahim, the contemporary successor of Sheikh Parid,

Discourses with Siddhs
The janam-sakhis record two famous encounters with Siddhs 

within or near the Panjab* Of these one must be regarded with some 
scepticism, but the other appears to be authentic if for Siddhs we 
read Kanphat or Nath yogis.

The story of Guru Nanak*s disputation with the Siddhs at 
Gorakli-hajrayi'1' must be regarded with some doubt as the sakhis which 
describe it in the Puratan and Miharban versions are both unsatis
factory, In the Puratan janam-sakhi it amounts to no more than a

1 —Generally identified with an elevated area in Peshawar, MK Addendum,
p,43t and A Glossary of Tribes and Castes of the Punjab &o. vol. I, 
p,679#



wonder story of how the Siddhs sought to overwhelm him by 
assuming fearsome forms through the exercise of their occult 
powers,"1. It appears that such a sakhi must originally have de
veloped without having any specific location assigned to it, for
Bhai Gurdas sets the same story in the context of the Achal Bajiala

2 — « •» disputation. The Miharban Janam-sakhi gives an entirely different
description and one which is equally unsatisfactory. All that it 
tells us is that a mela was being held there and that Guru Nan ale 
held a discourse with “the guru of the yogis”. Guru Nanak may 
have visited the locality, but neither of these sakhis can be ac
cepted as sufficient evidence for such a visit.

The Achal Bajala encounter, however, has a much firmer basis.
mpmmr *** ABhai Gurdas; the Puratan janam-sakhis, the India Office Library

5 - - •» 6 —  7manuscript B46, and Gyan-ratanavali♦ and the Bhai Bala version.
all record such a dispute and the fact that Achal Bajala is so near 
Kartarpur enhances the likelihood of the tradition. Bhai Gurdas and

Pur^JS, pp. 104-6, This version concludes with a pad which is by 
Guru Arjan*
‘Tar 1:41* See supra p, 187.
3Var 1:39-44.
^Pur JS, sakhi 50, p.97.
^10 Library Ms Panj B4Q, folio 117. This JS records a second visit 
to Achal on folio 181*

6GR, sakhia 170-7, pp. 463-508.
7BB JS, sakhi 61, p.287.



the B40 manuscript both name the occasion as a fSivarat mela*
The portion of the complete Miharban Janam-sakhi which has 
been printed so far (Pothi Sach-khand) lacks the incident, but 
this is to be expected as Pothi Saoh-khand endse with the goat 
which describes the founding of ICartarpur. As usual there are 
details in the various accounts which must be rejected, but the 
basis of the tradition appears to be well founded. Guru Nanak*s 
am works also offer it some support* The location is not named 
in any of his works, but it is clear from many of his pads that 
his contacts with Nath yogis must have been frequent and it seems 
evident from such a work as the Siddh Gost^ that he engaged them 
in formal debate*

Visits to Multan
Multan, like Pak Pafjan, was a place which would almost 

certainly have drawn a person subh as Guru Ranak, for it too was 
a renowned centre of Muslim devotion within easy reach of Talvap̂ Li 
and Kartarpur. There is, however, nothing which may, with any 
assurance, be added to this assumption* In the Puratan janam- 
sakhis the only reference to Multan occurs in the sakhi which de
scribes the death of Makhdum Bahauddin, “the Pir of Multan”*̂  This

1AS, pp. 938-46.
‘T’ur JS, snkhi 55, p.108.
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does not establish a connection with the city for, as we have
already noted, the reference to Sheikh Bahauddin must be regarded

1 ~as an anachronism. Miharban's description of a discourse with the 
pota of Bahauddin must likewise be rejected as an anachronism.

The tradition related by Bhai Gurdas^ must also be set aside.
The incident which he briefly recounts concerns a symbolic gesture 
which the pirs of Multan are said to have made when they heard of 
the Guru's approach. A cup filled to the brim with milk was sent 
out to him, the intentinn being to indicate that the city already 
contained all the holy men it could hold. Guru Hanak laid a jasmin 
petal on the milk and returned it, thereby proclaiming that there 
was still room for onejmore* This is an example of the kind of anec
dote which gains common currency in hagiography. An earlier version 
of this particular legend is related in connection with 'Abd al-
Qadir Jilani (AD 1077-1166), the founder of the Qadiri order of 
- — 4 5Sufis. The details differ, but the story is essentially the same.

See supra p.298.
^Mih JS, gost 131* p.434. See infra p. 256 • The 10 Library^Ms B40
(folio 53) also describes a meeting with the pota of Bahauddin#

*Var 1:44. See sup rap. 189 • It is repeated in the GR, sakhi 178, p. 508.
4J. P. Brown, The Darvishes or Oriental Spiritualism, ed. H* A. Rose,
pp. 100-1.

5According to this version the city was Baghdad, the cup was filled 
with water, and the flower which fAbd al-Qadir Jilani laid on it was 
a rose. This legend is given as the origin of the Qadiri custom of 
wearing an embroidered rose in the cap. J. A. Subhan, Sufisms Its 
Saints and Shrines, p.181*



There is accordingly nothing in the janam-sakhis which 
may safely be added to the assumption that Guru Nanak probably 
visited Multan* It is possible that he may have had contact with 
descendants of Sheikh Bahauddin and that to this extent there is 
an element of truth in Puratan and Miharban accounts. As they stand, 
however, all of the accounts which describe Multan visits must be 
rejected. We are left with no more than our initial assumption that 
the fame and the proximity of Multan would almost certainly have 
led Guru Nanak to visit the city at least once during his lifetime.

Guru Angad
Ml  4M MiThe sakhi describing the manner in which Guru Aftgad was tested

iand found worthy 5f the succession has already been set aside, but 
there can be no doubt that the other basic details recorded by the 
janam-sakhis are substantially correct. To say that Guru Aagad suc
ceeded Guru Nanak is to state the obvious and unchallen^ble, for

Adi Granth includes works by him and Sikh tradition could not
2possibly be mistaken on such a point. Nor need we doubt the family 

background which the janam-sakhis give, for here too tradition would 
have been reliable. We may accordingly affirm that Guru Nanalc' s successor

1See supra pv2o9*
2Var Ramakali by Red Balvap$ and Satta the pum refers to Guru Nanak's 
appointment of Guru Angad in pauris 1-4 (AG, pp. 966-7). See supra p. 65.



was Lahipa, a Treha$ khatri of Kha$ur;^ that he met the Guru and 
became a follower after the settlement of Kartarpur; that the Guru 
bestowed on him the name of Afigad; and that he chose him as his 
successor in preference to either of his sons.

Guru Nanalc1 s decision to appoint a formal successor was one 
of critical importance, for there can be no doubt that it was the 
regular succession of Gurus which, above all other factors, ensured 
the transmission of the first Guru's teachings and the cohesion 
of the religious community he had gathered around him. The choosing 
and formal installation of A&gad was the first step in the process 
which issued in the founding of the Khalsa and ultimately in the 
emergence of a Sikh nation. Other factors, such as the clarity of 
the teachings, the compiling and promulgation of a canon of scripture, 
the ethnic constitution of the community, and the incentive to greater 
cohesion provided by Mughal persecution, certainly played very im
portant parts, but it is inconceivable that these elements could have 
had the same enduring effect without the original bond provided by 
Guru Nanalc.

The chronology of Guru Nanak's travels.
The analysis of individual sakhis is now complete, but there 

remains the broader question of the total framework whioh each janam-

■̂ Amritsar District.
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sakhi compiler has constructed with the sakhis at his disposal*
In this respect none of the janam-sakhis agree. There is general 
agreement for the period up to Guru Nanak1s departure from Sultan- 
pur, hut for the years which follow this event the Miharban, Puratan, 
and Gyan—ratanaval 1 accounts all give differing chronologies, and 
that of the Bhai Bala version is fragmented to a degree which ap
pears to render it meaningless. Many of the incidents which provide 
the substance of these differing chronologies have already been dis
carded and most of the remainder have been classified as no more 
than possible sakhis, but there still remains the question of whether 
or not we can accept in a general sense any of the patterns which are 
given in the different janam-sakhis.

In this examination it is possible to work from two fixed 
points. Neither of these points can be regarded as beyond doubt, 
but both have been accepted in this study as at Jeast probable* The 
first may be located about the year 1500. An association with Daulat 
Khan Lodi has been acknowledged as likely and from this it follows 
that Guru Nanak probably began his travels in or about that year.
The actual date may have been a fewyears earlier, but is unlikely 
to have been much later as it must have been in or soon after 1500 
that Daulat Khan received his appointment to Lahore. The second point 
which we are probably entitled to regard as fixed is 1520, the year in 
which Babur sacked Saidpur*
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The pattern which has been generally accepted is the one 
set out in the Puratan version* This involves four major udasis 
to the east, south, north, and west respectively, with a brief 
concluding journey to Gor akh-haj;ayi• The Saidpur sakhi is included 
in the first of these, and between each of the udasis Guru Nanak

_ ireturns to the Pahjab*
The Miharban Janam-sakhi, on the other hand, gathers the 

various sakhis into only two journeys. The first of these is a round 
trip to the east and then to the south of India* The second is to 
the north and west, and includes a visit to Gorakh-ha$ayi. The Said
pur sakhi follows Guru Nanak*s return from the west*^ The third 
grouping, that of the Gyan-ratanavali, follows the Miharban pattern 
as far as the journey to the east and south is concerned, but divides 
the Gurufs subsequent travels into separate northern and western
udasis* The Saidpur sakhi is placed at the beginning of the second,

- - 3or northern, udasi*
Of these three, the Puratan pattern is much the most unlikely. 

The Saidpur sakhi follows shortLy after the sakhi which describes 
Guru Nanak*s return to Talva$£i following his eastern udasi* and this 
return is said to have taken place twelve years after the departure

1See supra pp* 265-6. 
^See supra p. 270. 
3GR, pp. 265-75.
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— 1from Sultanpur. The proximity to the Saidpur incident suggests
that this sakhi should, according to the Puratan reckoning, be
placed in 1519 or 1520, and -that accordingly the first udasi must
have begun in 1507 or 1508* This does not accord with the Daulat
Khan date* Moreover, it means that the remaining four udasis and
the period of consolidation at Kartarpur must all be fitted into
the last nineteen or twenty years of the Guru's life* This seems to

2be most unlikely*
The Miharban Janam-sakhi is also in conflict with the Daulat

- - - 3Khan date as it indicates that the udasis began in 1506. It is,
however, much nearer to reasonable possibility in placing the Saidpur 
sakhi at the end of the major udasis. and in this respect it would 
appear to offer a more likely chronology than the Gyan-ratanavali 
pattern which records the northern and western journeys after the 
Saidpur incident*

Comparisons of this nature imply, however, that we are bound 
to accept one or other of the three recorded patterns* This is ceiv 
tainly not the case* There is a fourth possibility and it is a much 
more likely one* In all probability the janam-sakhi chronologies re
present not known fact, but rather the results of the compilers*

^Tur JS, p.48.
2See also supra pp. 127-8. 
^See supra p* 270.



reasoning* In other words, it seems likely that what the janam- 
sakhis offer us are structures which have been devised in order 
to provide logical sequences for the stock of oral saldils at the 
compilers' disposal* This is the conclusion indicated by the India 
Office Library manuscript B40* In this version the individual sakhis 
are, for the most part, set down in isolation and only rudimentary 
efforts have been made to order them into something resembling a 
sequence* The manuscript makes it plain that many of the incidents 
are set outside the Panjab, but it does not use them to construct an 
integrated itinerary* This manuscript offers a more primitive janam- 
sakhi than the Hiharban and Puratan janam-sakhis or the Gyan-ratanavali. 
and the contrast between its lack of order and the developed continuity 
of the later versions strongly suggests that integrated itineraries 
should be regarded as a characteristic of the later stages of the 
janam-sakhi evolutionary process*

Such a conclusion should not, of course, imply that GurS Nanak 
never travelled* All sources agree that he did and contemporary tradi
tion could hardly have been mistakenin a general issue of such import
ance* This we must certainly accept and we may also assume that the 
period of his travels probably covered the first two decades of the 
sixteenth century* The probable association with Daulat Khan Lodi 
provides a beginning for tie period, and the likelihood that Guru Nanak 
was present at Saidpur in 1520 indicates a probable terminus* Certainly
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he must have been back in the Pan jab by 1526 at the latest* Within 
this period, however, it is possible to name neither destination 
nor sequence* The most we can do is accept as inherently probable 
Bhai Gurdas1 s statement that Guru Nanak travelled round visiting 
centres of pilgrimage

Guru Nanak1 s life now falls into three clearly defined periods*
The first three decades comprise his childhood and early manhood in 
Talva$£i and Sultanpur* This first period evidently culminated in 
an experience of enlightenment and divine call* The fourth and fifth 
decades are the period of his travels in and possibly beyond India.
The remaining two decades were then spent chiefly in Kartarpur, and 
we may assume that it was during this period that the real foundations 
of the Sikh community were laid.

The Life of Guru Nanak
We may now proceed to relate the life of Gum Nanak.
Guru Nanak was born in AD 1469, probably in the month of April.

His father was Kalu, a Bedi khatri of Rai Bhoi ki Talvap^i, and his
mother was named Tipara* Kalu and Tipara had one o ther child, a daughter
whose name was probably Nanaki and whose husband1 s name was Jai Ram*
Guru Nanak was married to the daughter of Hula, a Chop.a khatri of Ba$~

^Var Ij25. See supra p. 177*
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ala who had formerly resided in the village of Pokho di Randhavi.
His wife*s name was probably Ghumi and two sons, Lakhmi Das and 
Siri Chand, were born to them*

As a young man Gum Nanak worked in the town of Sultanpur, 
probably in the employment of Daulat Khan Lodi. This must have been 
during the lad: decade of the fifteenth century. While in Sultanpur 
he experienced a sense of divine call and it was evidently in re
sponse to this that he began a period of travelling in and perhaps
beyond India, accompanied for at least some of the time by a mirasi 
named Hard ana. Neither the pattern nor the extent of his travels can 
be determined, but it may be assumed that he visited a number of the
more important centres of both Hindu and %slim pilgrimage. The
period of travelling probably ended in or shortly before 1520 as 
it seems likely that Guru Nanak witnessed Babur’s attack upon the 
town of Saidpur in that year* It appears, however, that the refer
ences he makes to Babur in his works point rather to the invasions 
of 1524 and 1525-26*

At some stage a wealthy follower evidently donated land on the 
right bank of the Ravi and there the village of Kartarpur was built. 
This probably took place after the Guru*s travels had ended. For the 
remainder of his life he lived in Kartarpur,but made brief journeys 
from there to places within easy reach. These destinations probably 
included Fak Pa J fan and Multan. Contacts with Nath yogis were fre
quent and on one occasion the Guru evidently engaged a group of them



in debate at the village of Achal Bafala.
During his years in Kartarpur Guru Nanak must have attracted 

many disciples, one of whom was Lahipia, a Trehap khatri of Kha$ur. 
Lahipa must have impressed the Guru by his devotion and ability, for 
prior to his death Guru Nanak renamed him Aftgad and appointed him as 
his successor in preference to either of his sons* The Guru died in 
Kartarpur in either 1538 or 1539#

In this brief account we have everything of any importance 
which can be affirmed concerning the life of Guru Nanak* It provides 
us with an outline, but it Is a meagre one, leaving lengthy periods 
covered Ty no more than a general comment or a single detail • And yet 
in spite of this paucity of authentic biographical material there is 
much we can know about Guru Nanak* In the numerous works by him which 
are recorded in the Adi Granth we have the developed theology of a 
great religious figure. It is to his teachings that our e-earch for 
the historical Nanak must lead us, for there only do we truly find him.
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THE THEOLOGY Off GURU NANAK

Nanaka dukhia jug a chare binu nama Hari ke
mani vase.

Nanak, without the indwelling of the Nam of 
Hari in the man one undergoes suffering 
throughout the f our ages*

Vichhu^ia lea kia vichhuyai, milia ka kia melul

What terrible separation it is to be separated 
(from God) and what blissful union to be united 
(with Him)I

Terse expression is common in the writings of Guru Nanak 

and we find it illustrated in these two extracts. Both concern 

the ultimate purpose of all life and all religion, and set it 

forth as union with God through the indwelling Nam, an inward 

union which brings eternal bliss* He who recognises this, who 

accepts the proffered means and so attains such union, transcends 

the cycle of birth and death and passes instead into a condition 

of beatitude, infinite, eternal, and ultimately inexpressible* 

Such a summary statement, however, can have meaning only

1 **Tukhari Chhant 2(4), p.1110* In this section page references are 
all from the Adi Granth unless otherwise indicated*

^Maru 1, p.989*
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in the light of a developed understanding of Guru Canale's beliefs* 

Who, or what, is this God with whom union is sought? Of what 

nature is He? Is He to be conceived in terms of personality? In 

what way is His being expressed to man? And what is man^ Of what 

nature is his condition that he should seek to transcend it? What 

are the proffered means and how does he appropriate them? Having 

appropriated them how is his regenerate condition to be described, 

insofar as words are able to describe it? These and many other re

lated questions must be answered if we are to reach an adequate 

understanding of Guru Nanak!s beliefs, of what we may properly call 

his theology.

Theology is the correct word to use in this connection, for 

the whole of Guru Nanak's thought revolves around his understanding 

of the nature of God, It was entirely appropriate that Guru Arjan 

should place a declaration of the nature of God at theory begin

ning of the Adi Granth and that it should be called the Mul Man tar,
1the Basic Credal Statement* Of all Sikh scripture none is more 

important than Guru Nanak1 s Jap.ji, and in this work of surpassing

beauty (which significantly follows Immediately after the Mul Mantar
"* 2in the Adi Granth ) the theme is God, the One whom men must praise

1AjO, p.l.
2AG, pp. 1-8,
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and who yet far exceeds the most exalted conception which the 

mind of man can form. It is theology which we find in the sabads 

and sloks of Guru Nanak, but it is not systematic theology and 

there was no intentinn that it should he. Guru Nanak1 s writings 

bear witness to his experience of God and the basic expression of

that experience is the hymn of praise which it engenders. Neither
_ _ 2 Guru Nanak himself nor Guru Arjan who compiled the Adi Granth

sought to set out his beliefs in an integrated pattern, and we 

should not expect them to have done so. For the purposes of our 

own understanding, however, such a pattern can do much to clarify 

the nature of his belief and accordingly the intention of this 

chapter is to seek such a pattern.

The fact that Guru Nanak* s thought is not set out system

atically does not, of course, mean that it is necessarily incon

sistent. On the contrary, one of the great merit of his thought 

is its very consistency. The accusation d? inconsistency has been
3levelled against him, but we believe that the system outlined in

1 , ,Xn Sikh terminology sabad is used for pad and slok for doha.
p
See Appendix 1, p. 607.
3Of J. E. Carpenter, Theism in Medieval India, pp. 477-8.
J. N. Farquhar, An Outline of the Religious Literature of India, p.337. 
Nicol Macnicol, Indian Theism from the Vedic to the Muhammadan Period. 
pp. 146, 153. E. Trumpp, The Adi Granth. p. cv.



the present chapter will constitute a rebuttal of the charge.
One can gauge the importance of this aspect of Guru Nanak's 
works by comparing them with those of other bhagats. Kabir's 
thought, for all its striking qualities, is by no means as con
sistent doctrinally as that of Guru Nanak. In Nanak's case the 
consistency is there even if it is not at once apparent. There 
is certainly that doctrinal tension which is inevitable in a 
system upholding both the gracious activity of an absolute God 
and the necessary participation of man endowed with free will, 
but the person who seeks to extract the components of Guru Nanak's 
thought and to fashion with them a systematic theology does not 
have to decide between statements which are mutually incompatible. 
Nor indeed does he have to grapple with the degree of obscurity 
which is found in so much of Kabir's thought.

The comparison with ICabir is an instructive one at this 
point. Guru Nanak and Kabir both offer syntheses and in each 
case the nature of the synthesis reflects the personality of its 
author. This is a point of critical importance as far as the sub
sequent effect of their thought is concerned. ICabir was above all1-" 
a mystic and the pattern of his thought is determined by this 
quality. The result is both profundity and obscurity. Kabir's 
works have commanded an immense popularity ever since they were 
first circulated, but the popularity has been a ccorded to thoughts
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in isolation, not to an integrated pattern of belief. It has been 
the pithy saying, the striking aphorism, which has brought ICabir 
his popularity. Those who claim direct allegiance to him, the ICabir- 
panthis, possess a system of belief, but it is one which only re
motely resembles the original teaching of the sect's eponymous 
founder.

Guru Nanak, on the other hand, produced a coherent pattern 
and one which, with some additions by later Gurus, is followed to 
this day by orthodox Sikhism. In his own way Guru Nanak was also a 
mystic and, as with ICabir, the climax of his thought is to be found 
in an ineffable union with God, the Formless One. The climax itself 
was beyond analysis or expression, but not the path to it, and in 
this respect Guru Nanak is much clearer than Kabir. A person of

* t jpronounced mystical inclinations would doubtless find in ICabir*s ^  
works something of the cbpth of meaning which ICabir himself had ex
perienced, but most men would not. Many could, however, appreciate 
the pattern which Guru Nanak sought to expound, for it is expressed 
in terms which are much more readily understandable. The fact that 
Guru Nanak appointed a successor to continue his work is of primary 
importance as far as the perpetuation of his teachings is concerned, 
but it is not the only reason to account for the existence of modern 
Sikhism. The clarity and the coherence of Guru Nanak1 s thought have 
also been factors of fundamental significance.
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This relative clarity concerns, however, the actual product, 

not its antecedents* There can he no douht that the Sant tradition 
provided the substance of his thought,! but the nature of the sub
sidiary influences is by no means clear. The principal problem in 
this respect concerns Guru Nanak*s debt to Sufism. In the case of
tantrie yoga there is little unertainty for we find in his works an

- 2  -  explicit and repeated rejection of nath beliefs. Traces of nath
concepts and terminology are certainly evident, but they have clearly
descended to him through sant channels which have transformed their
meaning. In Guru Nanak*s usage such elements are, for the most part,
naturalised. They belong to the sants, not to the naths.

The question of Sufi influence is, however, much more obscure.
It is at once evident that many elements of Guru Nanak*s thought have
affinities with Sufi concepts. There is a revelation in creation,
the paradox of God transcendent as x?ell as immanent, a doctrine of
grace, an emphasis upon the suffering involved in separation from the
Beloved, a concept of nam .japna which appears to combine elements of

A Q  m iboth the dhikr and muraqabat of the Sufis, an ascent to union through 
a number of stages, a purging of self, and an ultimate union which,

^See supra pp. 43 ff, 54*
"A particularly striking example is the pad Suhi 8, p.730. See 
infra p. 5&9*
'Z
Remembiiance of the N^m. (See .infra pp*577 ff»)
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although it is nowhere explicitly defined, does not appear to 
be inconsistent with the Sufi notions of fana and baqa. There 
is also an emphasis upon the needlessness of asceticism on the 
one hand, and upon the snare of worldly wealth cn the other.
This is an impressive list and one which at first sight suggests 
that Sufism must have exercised a considerable influence in the 
formation of Guru Nanakfs beliefs*

There are two questions which require consideration at this
point* The first concerns the nature of Sufr influence upon the
sants who preceded Guru Nanak, and the consequent mediation of Sufi 
concepts to him through the Sant tradition. The second relates to 
the possibility of direct influence upon him. It is the first of 
these which is particularly complicated, for most of the concepts 
which in Guru Nanak *s works evoke Sufi associations are to be found 
in the earlier Sant tradition. The issue is a complicated one, and 
indeed it must be regarded as ultimately insoluble. In the first 
place, we are involved here in a complex interchange of influences. 
Sufism itself had been affected by Indian thought and notions which 
may be traced to Sufi sources may in some cases have pedigrees which
carry them back to an earlier Indian source*-*- Secondly, almost all of
the apparent affinities can, with equal cogency, be traced back to

1S* M* Ikram, Muslim Civilization in India, p*123*



native Indian sources. Immanence, grace, meditation, purging 
of the self, and mystical union do not necessarily require re
ference to Sufi doctrine.

In one case a Sufi debt may certainly be acknowledged.
There can be no doubt that the emphasis upon the suffering in
volved in separation from the Beloved must be regarded as a debt 
to the Sufis, and the same must also apply to the related figure
of the devotee as bride and God as the divine Bridegroom, Beyond
this it is impossible to proceed with any certainty, It seems 
intrinsically probably that the Sufis must have at least encouraged 
latent tendencies, but it is not possible to identify these with 
assurance.

The question of direct influence upon Guru Nanak concerns
specifically the concept of an ascent to union through stages,
a point at which his thought diverges strikingly from tiat of ICabir.
In Guru Nanak* s Jap.ji this is expressed in the famous figure of

1the five lchan&s, or "realms", a figure which has been regarded as 
a borrowing from the maqamat of the Sufis. It is possible that the 
Sufi doctrine offered some encouragement in this inspect, but it
Is impossible to regard it as the actval source. The one feature
which the two doctrines have in common is the broad notion of pro
gressive ascent towards ultimate union. Guru Nanak1s figure is not



entirely clear at all points, but insofar as the individual khaads
can be understood none of them bears any resemblance to the Sufi
maqamat. A much closer parallel can, as we shall see, be found

1in a native Indian tradition«
This must discount any theory of significant direct influence 

upon Guru Nan ale from Sufi sources, and this conclusion is streng-
thened by the one example of a pad directed specifically to a Sufi,

» « 2 Guru Nanak1 s Suhi 4 appears to be a comment upon another pad in
~ 3the same rag attributed to Shaikh Farid# It does not actually dis

agree with the Farid pad, but it does imply a judgment upon its 
inadequacy* This cnnclusion concerns, however, only direct influence 
Whatever influence we may acknowledge upon the Sant movement as a 
whole we may also allow as indirect influence in the case of Guru 
Nanak, although even here there is evidence of modification. The

J^p M K  /Ifigure of the bride is a prominent feature of Guru Nanak1s works,

1See infra p# 594'
2AG, p.729.

^ ** M*rSheikh Farid, Suhi 2, AG p*794* The AG contains four sabads and 
I1? sloks attributed to Sheikh Farid. The number of sloks is 
normally given as 119, but two (nos. 113 and 124, AG p. 1384) are 
evidently by Guru Nanak as they appear under his title in Var Sir! 
Ragu (AG, pp. 83, 91*)
N̂.g. Sir! Ragu Agrj; 2, Asa 10, 26, 27̂  35, Asa Chhant 1, Va^ahansu 2 
3, Dhanasari Chhant 3? Tilarig 3, Suhi Chhant 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. See 
also infra p* 574?
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but the tribulations of lier path do not receive the same degree 
of emphasis as we find in Kabir.

Guru Nanak’ s principal inheritance from the religious 
background of his period was unquestionably that of the Sant 
tradition, and evidence of other influences is slight* This does 
not mean, however, that he transmitted a sant pattern unchanged.
He received a synthesis and he passed it on, but he did so in 
a form which was in some measure amplified, and in considerable 
measure clarified and integrated. This applies in particular to 
his understanding of the manner of divine communication with man.

« a  jJ M "*■Guru Nanak’s concepts of the Sabad, the Nam, the Guru , and
the Hukam carry us beyond anything which the works of earlier sants
offer in any explicit form.

sabads and sloks which have beei used in the analysis
which follows are those which are recorded in the Adi Granth. There

- - 1have, naturally, been many other verses attributed to Guru Nanak,

The janam-sakhis contain several apocryphal works attributed to Guru 
Nanak, the most important of them being the Pran Sangali* (Pur JS, 
pp. 89 and 118.) The complete text is given in the photozincograph 
edition of the Colebrooke JS. pp. 337-50. For other examples of
apocryphal works see Pur JS, pp. 11, 18, 23, 24, 2 5, 30, 34, 40, 41,
54-55, 62, 67, 68, 94, 95, 103, 109, 115 and 116-20. For a list of
the apocryphal works included in the Miharban JS see Appendix 3,
p# 529, of Kirpal Singh’s edition, and also p. 489 for an instance 
which he does not list in the Appendix* Another example is to be 
found in H* C. Shukl's Hindi Sahitya ka Itihas, p. 79 (llth edition). 
Neither of the pads which he gives as illustrations of Guru Nanak1s 
work is by him. The first is apocryphal and the second is Guru Tegh 
Bahadur*s Sorajhi 13*
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but none of these have been used as there can be no guarantee of 
their authenticity. The restriction involves no appreciable loss, 
as the Adi Granth offers a very substantial quantity of works by 
Guru Nanak.'*' These can all be accepted as authentic. It is clear 
that Guru Arjan compiled the Adi Granth with considerable care and 
the principal source which he used was a collection which had been 
recorded at the instance of the third Guru, ibnar has, who was only

# n  2ten years younger than Guru Nanak*
Finally, it must be emphasised that this analysis concerns 

the theology of Guru Nanak and not the theology of Sikhism* The 
two are largely but not completely coterminous and at one major 
point there is divergence. A theology of Guru Nanak as opposed to 
Sikh theology must omit the important contributions of Guru Amar 
Das, Guru Nam Das, Guru Arjan, and above all of Guru Gobind Singh.
In the case of the third, fourth and fifth Gurus the omissinn con~ 
cerns amplifications, valuable indeed but involving no significant 
modification of the pattern set out by the first Guru. %th the 
tenth Guru, however, comes the institution of the ghalsa and finally

*4lanh Singh, MK x>.327, gives the figure 947 as the total of all Guru 
Nanak’s satxida sloks, chhant s. pauyis, etc. in the AG. See Appendix1, p.609.
2See Appendix 1, p. 612.
3 «,Particularly in the case of Guru Arjan’s contributions.
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the declaration that the line ofpersonal Gurus has ended and that 
henceforth the function of the Guru is vested in the Scripture (the 
Adi Granth) and in the community (the Panth). This is of fundamental 
importance. Por Sikhism the Scripture exists as a channel of com
munication between God and man, but obviously this could be no part 
of Guru Nanak's theology. The result has been a certain confusion 
in the minds of many non-Sikhs and occasionally the question 'Who 
was the guru of Guru Nanak?' is asked with an evident note of per
plexity. Sikhism has consistently replied that God Himself was the 
Guru of Guru Nanak. This is a valid answer, but the question must
be raised of whether it is a sufficient one. The question must,

1however, wait. The point lere is simply that we are concerned with 
the theology of Guru Nanak and not with that of Sikhism.

I. The Nature of God

1 Om Sati Namu Harata Purulchu Nirabhau Niravairu 
Akala Murati Ajuni Saibhan Gura prasadi^
At no point is Guru Nanak's quality of terseness better il

lustrated than in the Mul Mantar, the ktsic theological statement 
with which the Adi Granth begins. Professor Jodh Singh paraphrases

Ŝee infra pp. 503 ff« 
T̂he Mul Mantar, AG p.l.
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it as follows;
This Being is One. He is eternal. He is im

manent in all things and the Sustainer of all things*
He is the Creator of all things. He is immanent in 
His creation. He is without fear and without enmity.
This Being is not subject to time* He is beyond birth 
and death* He is Himself responsible for His own mani
festation. (He is known) by the Guru1 s grace.

Almost all accounts of Sikh belief refer to the Mul Mantar and in
2Sikh commentaries considerable space is devoted to its exegesis.

In itself, however, the statement conveys relatively little.
To a devout Sikh it imparts a wealth of meaning, but only because 
he has behind him an understanding of what the individual words 
mean. In themselves the words are not self-explanatory and in 
isolation may be interpreted in ways which would not accord with 
a comprehensive statement of Guru Hanak's theology. The symbol Om
is particularly open to misinterpretation if it be read without refer-

^ 3ence to Guru Manak’s other works and it is by no means self-evident
why Professor Jodh Singh should paraphrase Sati Namu as "He is eter
nal". It is in the light of the total range of Guru Nanak*s thought 
that the Mul Mantar is to be interpreted, for it is the expression 
of his thought throughout his sabads and sloks which gives parti
cular meaning and substance to each of the words. The Mul Mantar may

1Jodh Singh, Guramati Hira&ay, p.l.
2 — —Vir Singh devotes 37 pages to it. (Santhya, pp. 1-37-)
3 —  -  «The lengthy poem Panicaru in the measure Rag Ramakali Dakhâ i,
AG pp. 929-38f provides an elucidation.
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well serve both as a starting point and as a final summary, but 
much remains to be filled 5m between the two*

1. The Unity of God
At the very beginning of the Mul Mantar stands the figure

1 and Sikh tradition is unanimous in accepting this as a declaration
of the unity of God.'*' The conclusion is entirely reasonable-*for
the emphasis is strongly made in Guru Nanak’s works*

Gu^u eho horu nahi koi, 
ha ko hoa na ko hoi.2
His supreme quality is that there is no 
other besides Him, neither was there, no^ 
will there be.

Japai api Prabhu tihu loi, „
Jugi jugi Data avaru na koi*
The Lord is manifest in the three worlds*
He is the eternal Giver and there is no other.

{Hora nahi koi.1 ’Avaru na koi.’ ’Avaru nahi duja.’ They are
amongst the characteristic expressions of Guru Hanak which recur

"Guru ji de likhe is ’1’ ne sanun ih bi dasia ki anekata ya _ 
nanattav ya sristi jo kuchh kaho is da mul ’0’ sun (anahond ya 
manfiat) nahin, par hond hai jo *1’ hai." - Vir Singh, San thy a, p.5»
"The figure ’one’ appended to ’Onkar’ does not merely signify God's 
unity as against trinity, but also affirms His being a personality 
and not merely a Shunya or void." - Gopal Singh, Sri Guru Granth 
Sahib, Vol. i, p*l, n,l.
Âsa 39 p.9$ and Asa 2, p*349*

^Oaiikaru (25)> p#935*
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1many times, God is for him simply Ek, the One.
Ohhia ghara chhia gura chhia upadesa,
Guru guru eko vesa aneka*2
There are six systems of philosophy, six gurus, 
and six patterns of instruction, hut the Guru of 
these gurus is one though His manifestations he many.
Guxm Eanak’s concept of unity is no more implicit mono

theism of the kind which lies behind the trimurti doctrine or 
which is assumed in so much Yaip^aYism and $aivism. It is an
explicit monotheism, repeated again and again. It has indeed

- ~ 3been argued that Guru Hanak accepted the trimurti and the
justification for this claim is held to he the first two lines
of the thirtieth pauyi of Jap,ji.

Eka mai jugati viai tin! chele paravanu,,
Iku sansari iku bha£L$arI iku lae dibagiu.

Out of context these two lines would he translated;
In some way or other a Mother conceived and 
bore three approved disciples - one the creator 
of the world, one the sustainer, and one who 
exercises the authority of death.

All Sikh commentators, however, begin their translations or para-
phrases of this passage with some such words as ; "It is believed

Ĝf Gauyi 10, p.154; Asa 21, p. 355? Bilavalu AgJ 1 (8), p.832; 
Oankaru (5), (9)? (47)* pp. 950, 931? 937; Ramakali Siddh Gopti 
(73T? p.946; fcu 13* P. 1034.
2Xsa Sohila 2, p.12, and Asa 30, p.357.
P. D. Barthwal, The Hlrgnna School of Hindi Poetry, p. 255. 
h apjj, p.7.
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that.... H and in the light of both the context and of Guru
Nanak’s repeated references to the oneness of God there can be 
no doubt that the addition is warranted. The same pauri continues 
with an emphatic assertion of the absolute authority of God;

~ - - iJiva tisu bhavai tivai chalavai jiva hovai furamapu.
But Thou dost order (them) as seems good to Thee 
and (they act) in accordance with Thy command.

In the following pauyi he declares that God Himself is both Creator
and Sustainer;

Asa$.u loi, loi bhaĝ ara,
Jo kichhu paia su eka vara;
Kari Icari vekai Sira j apaharu,
Nanaka Sache ki sachi kara.2
His abode is in every realm of the universe 
and every realm is His storehouse. That which 
He created He created once only and having 
created it He, the Creator, sustains it. This,
Nanak, is the authentic work of the True One*

It is true that Guru Nanak does refer to Brahma, Vigpu and ^iv in
ways which suggest that he accepted their existence as real, but
they appear as the creatures of God, deprived of all functions and

« - 3subject to rnaya and to death. God did not merely create Brahma,

XJap.jl> P*7*
2Ibid (51), p.'7.
^Cf Oaupi 9, 224; Gaupi 1 4 , 2 2 7 ;  ^Gujari 2, p. 504;
Bilavalu Thiti (4), p* 859; Maru Solaha 2 (14), p. 1022;
Maru Solaha 11 (14), p* 1052; Maru Solaha 17 (5), p. 1037;
Bhairau ApJ 1 (4), p* 1155*
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but He created the world also and He it is who sustains it*1
God is Himself Creator, Sustainer, and Destroyer and His direct
exercise of these functions reduces all demiurges and subordinate
deities to meaningless shadows. Elsewhere they seem to lose even
this qualified acceptances

Brahama Bisanu Mahesa ika murati ape karata kari.
Teja Singh paraphrases this as followss

He, the One, is Himself Brahma etc. (Creator,
Sustainer, and Destroyer) and He Himself 
performs all
As with Kabir this same emphasis on the unity of God emerges

in the names which Guru Nanak uses. Iiari is the most common and
there are other Vai^ava names in his works, but there are also
Muslim names. God is Hari, Ham, and Gopal, and He is also Allah,
Khuda, and Saliib.̂  His manifestations may be many, but He alone
is and there is no other.

Sahibu mera^eko hai, r 
Eko hai bhai eko hai.̂
My Master is the One* He is the One, 
brother, and He alone exists.

^Maru Solaha 15 (l4), P* 1036. See infra p*’457«
Ramakali 9 (12), p.908.
Ŝabadarath, p. 908, n*2* Cf. also Jap,ji (5), p.2.
/] am  ̂ ^The characteristic Sikh t&rm Yahiguru is not found in Guru Nanak's 
writings. It first appears in the Savayye of the bhatts* See 
Appendix 1, p. 608.
5Asa 5, p.550. cf also: Isa 7, P-550: Asa 27, p.557; Bilavalu 
'fhiti (l), p.858; Sarang AgJ 2 (6), (8), p.1255.
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2. Hirgun and Sagun.
- 1Niragunu api saragunu bhi obi.

The words are Guru Arjan's, but the doctrine which they 
so concisely express is also Guru Hanak's. God, the One, is both 
nirgnu and sagua, both absolute and conditioned, both unmanifest 
and manifest.

For Guru Nanak, God in His primal aspect is nirgua -
absolute, unconditioned, devoid of all attributes.

- - - 2Trai varatai chauthai ghari vasa*
He who spread out the three (gunas) has made 
His abode in the fourth.

In other words He is beyond thie three gunas - nirgun. In this 
absolute aspect God is unknowable, completely beyond the range of 
human comprehension. God, however, is not wholly beyond human per
ception and for Guru Hanak the explanation lies in His having en
dowed Himself with attributes which bring Him within the compass 
of man's understanding. He, the nirgun,of His own volition became 
sagun in order that man might know Him and knowing Him enter into 
a unitive relationship with Him.

3Avigato niramailu upaje niragu$La te saragunu thia.

Sukhamani, Mahala 5, Agf 18 (8), p.287.
^Maru Solaha 18 (4), p.1058.
Ŝiddh Gogji (24), 940.
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Srom His absolute condition He, the Pure One, 
became manifest; from nfrgug. He became sagu&.
There is at this point some danger of misunderstanding.

The term saguq is generally used in connection with Yai^ava bhakti 
and in this customary sense it implies a belief in divine avatars.
This is certainly not the meaning which is to be attached to the word
in Guru Nanak's usage, or in that of any of his successors. In
Guru Hanak’s usage the term relates not to anything resembling anthro
pomorphism, but to his concept of divine immanence. Principal Teja
Singh comments as follows on a relevant passage from Guam Arjan's 
Bilavalu 117

In scripture God is said to have two aspects.
One is that which He possessed when there was no 
creation and He existed solely In Himself. His 
qualities of power or of being unborn cannot thereby
be diminished, but we can form no impression of them
in our mind. This is His nirgup aspect. Then He 
created and so revealed himself in His creation. All 
the qualities or praiseworthy characteristics which 
can be attributed to Him are of this sagu& aspect.
Both are aspects of the one God,^
It is in this sagun aspect that man can know God and accord

ingly it is this aspect which is the object of Guru Hanak1s meditation 
and of his exposition. The nirgun nature of God, for all its funda
mental quality, receives little attention, for beyond the mere affirma
tion there is nothing man can say of it. In the ultimate condition of

•^•5.827.
2'Sabadarath, p.827? n.
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union man does indeed participate in this absolute quality and 
so in experience it can be ultimately known, but the way to God, 
the sadhana, must be concerned with the saguq expressions*

3 • Creator
Guru Nanak has set out his cosmology in the pad Maru

Solaha 15* It begins:
Arabada narabada dhundhukara,̂  ^
Dhara^i na gagana hukamu apara.
For countless aeons there was undivided dark
ness. There was neither earth nor heavens, but 
only the infinite Hukam.

He then details at length the things which did not exist, his 
point being that apart from God and His Hukam there was nothing.
It is a striking picture with much that evokes the Genesis con
ception of primeval chaos. Finally:

Ja tisu bhajjâ ta jagatu upaia,
Bajhu kala a âpu rahaia;̂  ^ ^ „ 2
Brahama Bisanu Mahesu upae maia mohu vadhaida.
When it pleased Thee Thou didst create the world, 
establishing Thy creation without visible supports.
Thou didst create Brahma? Fi^^and £>iv, and Thou 
didst spread abroad the allurements of maya.

A number of references to the creative activity of God have already

hG, p. 1035.
AG, p.1036. cf also Maru Solaha 4, pp. 1023-4.
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been quoted and there are many more available.̂  The frequency
with which they occur is significant in that it brings out a
clear and explicit concept of the personality of God. Again
the comparison with Kabir is interesting. An affirmation of the
personality of God does emerge from Kabir’s writings, but it
emerges rather by hint and implication than by explicit statement.
References to God as Creator are comparatively scarce and lack the
clarity of Guru Nanak's declarations. The same also applies to
other attributes which imply a notion of personality. In Kabir's
works we grope; with Nanak we find clarity.

Jia jati ranga ke nava,
Sabhana likhia vuyi kalama;
Khu lekha likhi japai koi,
Lekha likhia keta hoi.
ICeta ta$u sualihu rupu,
Keti dati ja$ai kau&u kutu;
Kita pasau eko kavau,^_ ^
Tisa te hoe laltha dariau.
Beings of various kinds, colours, and names - 
He wrote them all with a flowing pen. If anyone 
knew how to record the number what an immense 
account it would be. What power, what beauty of 
form, what gifts! Who can guess them! With a 
single command He unfurled creation and by that 
command there sprang forth thousands of rivers.

Cf Maru Solahâ  179 pp. 1037-8; Jar Majh, paupis 1 & 2,̂ p,138j;
Var Majh, pa\iri 12, p*143;_ Gauyi A^J 4 (3T? p.222; Asa Paj^l 
Likhi (l), p.432; Var Suhi, slok 1 of pauyi 10, p.788; Bilavalu 
Thiti (3)t p.839.

J§Ejl (16)» p »3*



Sol Maula jini jagu maulia haria kia sansarô   ̂
Aba khaku jini bandhi rahai dhannu Siraja$aharo♦
He is the Lord who caused the world to bloom 
and made it verdant, Hail to the Creator who, 
joining water and earth, established it,
Nirabhau Nirankaru Sachu Naim,
Ja ka kia sagala jahanu.^
The Fearless One, the Formless One, the True 
Nam — the whole world is His creation.

4- Su stainer
God does not merely create. Having brought the world into 

being He watches over it and cares for it.
~ 3Jini kia tini dekhia jagu dhandhayai laia.

He who created the world watches over it 
and appoints all to their various tasks,

And in another passage which affirms both His creative and sustain
ing activity;

Sachu^Siranda Sacha japiai saehaya Paravadagaro,
Jini api nai apu sajia saehaya alakha aparo;
Dui pupa joyi vichhoyianu Gura binu ghoru andharo,
Suraju chandu sirajianu ahinisi chalatu vicharo.4

1 - -SiiiEag'u 28, p.24*
^Asa Var, slok 2 of pauyi 5? p.465* 
^Suhi Ghhant 4 (l), p,765. 
V̂aglahansu Dakha$i 3 (l), p.580.
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True Creator, True Sustainer, and known as the 
True One, self-existent, true, ineffable, im
measurable! Uniting both mill-stones  ̂He separ
ated them. Without the Guru there is utter dark
ness. Having created the sun and moon He directs 
their paths day and night.

Again the attribution of personality is evident. For Guru Hanak
God is a participant in the life cf the universe which He has

2established, watching, directing and upholding.
The latter passage also brings out the meaning of the term 

saibhan which is used in the Mul Mantar and which is usually trans
lated as "self-existentu. God created Himself. In human terms this 
can have no meaning, but human understanding is bounded by strict 
limitations* The "self-existence*1 of God is an affirmation of His 
absolute nature and beyond this human understanding* cannot proceed. 
God in His fullness is for Guru Uanak far beyond the human intellect 
and man can no more apprehend that fullness than he can encompass 
the infinite.

5. Destroyer
God, the One, is Brahma and Vigpu, and so too is He $iv.

1i.e. creating heaven and earth,
Ĝf also; Asa 21, p.355$ Asa Var, paupi 20, pp. 473-4? Suhi 
&§$ 2 (8), p*751; Suhi Chhant 5 (5), p*766,
3See supra p. 449.



The Creator and Sustainer is also declared to be Cod the Destroyer

and Recreator.
Jo usare so dhahasitisu binu avaru na koi.«iv

Bhani bhani ghapiai ghapi ghapi bhajai, 
phahi usarai usare $hahai;
Sara bhari sokhai bhi bhari pokhai samaratha 

v ep ar avahai • ■*-
He who created also destroys; apart from Him
there is no other.... .
Having destroyed He builds and having built 
He destroys. Casting down He raises up and 
raising up He casts down. Having filled the 
sea He causes it to dry up and then fills it 
again for He, the One beyond care and anxiety, 
has the power (to do it).
Jo tisu bhavai samratha so thiai hilapa ehu sansaro,
Jali thali mahiali ravi rahia sachapa Siraj a^aharo;
Sacha Sira3a5Laha.ro alakha apsro ta ka antu^na paia,
Aia tina ka saghalu bhaia hai ika man! jini dhiaia; 
phaha piahi usare ape hukami savarapaharo•  ̂ 2
Jo tisu bhavai samratha so thiai hilapa ehu sansaro.
Thou art absolute and whatever is in Thy will 
comes to pass. This world is a pretext,^
The true Creator pervades the waters, the earth 
and all between earth and sky. He, the true 
Creator, is ineffable, measureless, eternal. The 
coming (into the world) of a man is fruitful if

^ankaru (3l), (4l), pp. 934, 935.
2 m*Vâ Lahansu Alahapi 1, p.579*
The meaning of this phrase is not clear. Hilapa from the Arabic 
b-ila means ’pretence', 'excuse', 'pretext'. Yir Singh's inter
pretation iŝ probably correct: "Eh sansar (tan jivan de udhar
da ik) behana hai." "This world is a pretext (i.e. created to 
be an opportunity) for the liberation of souls." - Sahthya, Vol. 7 
pp. 5535-4.
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he meditates single-mindedly (upon the Creator)* 
Breaking down He reconstructs and by His Hukam 
he sustains all. Thou art absolute and whatever 
is in Thy will comes to pass. This world is a pre
text.̂ -

6. Sovereign
Jo tisu bhavai samratha so thiai.

The first words of the extract from Yag.ah.ansu Alaha^I 1 quoted
above gather the creative, sustaining, and destroying activities
of Cod into that basic attribute from which all three flow. Cod
is for Wanak the sovereign Lord, the wielder of absolute authority,
the possessor of unqualified power.

Jini ehi likhe tisu sirî nahi,
Jiva furamae tiva tiva pahi.^
He who wrote all this (i.e. He who brought 
the creation into being) bears nothing on His 
own forehead (i.e. He is unconditioned, subject 
to no command or fate). Whatever He commands 
takes place.

Jo tisu bhavai soi karasi kiratu na mejia jai.̂
What pleases Thee, that Thou doest, and none 
can override it.

fJo tisu bhavai.1 Here we have another of Guru Wanak’s characteristic

Gf alsoj Asa Yar, pauyi_23» p.475; Yag.ahansu Alaha$i 4, p.581 (see 
infra p.477 ); Lhanasari Chhant 2, p*688; Maru Solaha 14 (9), p.1034*

2JsaI (19). P.4.
^Gujarl Apt 3 (5), p.504.
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expressions. Again and again one encounters these three words or
1variants of them and repeatedly the same emphasrs is made in 

other ways,
Siha baja charaga kuhTa ena khavale ghaha,̂
Ghahu kha&i tina masu khavale ehi chalae ralia,
Nadia vichi Jibe dekhale thali kare asagaha;
Kiya thapi d̂ei patisahi^lasakara kai*e suaha.
Jete jia jivahi lai saha jivale ta ki asahaj; g 
Nanaka jiu jiu Sache bhavai tiu tiu dei giraha.
He can make tigers and birds of prey eat grass, 
and animals which eat only grass He can make 
eat flesh* He can cause dry places to arise 
in streams and the desert to run with flood 
waters. He can exalt the humblest creature 
to kingship and reduce armies to ashes,
Whatever creatures live by breathing He can 
sustain without breath, Nanak, the Tme One 
imparts sustenance as it pleases Him.

Bhapai takhati va^aia bhavai bhikha udasi jiu£
Bhapai thala siri saru^vahai kamalu phulai akasi jiu; 
Bhavai bhavajalu langhiai bhanai mailjhi bhariasi jiu; 
Bhapai so Sahu_rangula sifati rata gupatasi j'iu; *
Bhavai Sahu bhihavala hau avapi ja^i muiasi jiu.'
If it please Thee Thou does exalt one to a throne 
and if it please Thee one renounces the world 
and goes begging. If it please Thee floods flow

Cf Jap,ji (27), p*6; ^Siri Ragu 31 and 32̂  p.25; Gaupl 10, p.154; 
Sorajhi 1, p.595; Maru 3, p.1010; Tukharl Chhant 5 (2), p*1112.
Cf also "Hogu tisai ka bhapaH - Gaupi 13, p. 155.
^Var Majh, slok 1 of paurl 14, p.144.
This slok evidently provides another illustration of the process where
by many of the janam-sakhi stories evolved, Kjr/nagar di sakhi, the 
bisarre legend which relates the victory of an army of insects over a 
large army of men (see supra p. 70 and p, 206, . ), appears to
have developed out of the hyperbole of this slok, and specifically out
of that of the fourth line. The sakhi concludes with a recitation of 
the slok (Pur JS, sakhi 25, p.39).

^Suhi Suchajjl, p.762,
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over the desert and the lotus blooms in the sky. If 
it please Thee one crosses the Ocean of Pear and if 
it please Thee ”(°n©ts boat) fills (with water and 
sinks) in mid-ocean. If it please Thee Thou art a 
Lord of joy and I am rapt in Thy praises, Thou store
house of excellences. If it please Thee Thou art a 
fearsome Lord and I go on dying in the cycle of trans
migration.

God is accordingly anath, omnipotent, and as He is omnipotent so
too is He omniscient.

Papai Patisahu Paramesaru vekhapa kau parapanchu kia; 
Dekhai bujhai sabha kiebhu ja$.ai antari bahari ravi 

rahia.i
— 2Papa: The sovereign Lord created this visible world.

He sees all, comprehends aH, and knows all, permeating 
(all creation) both within and without.^

7. Eternal
The world, which is the work of God the Creator, is unstable

and impermanent, but God Himself is not.
Soi sol sada sachu Sahibu sachâ sachi nai; a 
Hai bhi hosi jai na jasi rachana jini rachal.
He the true Lord is eternally true. He is and 
will be, for unlike His creation he will not 
pass away.

■̂ Asa Patti Likhi (24), p.433.
■̂sa Patti ’Likhi from which this extract is taken is an acrostic 
and the extract quoted is the couplet for the letter papa:-.

«  r in .in 1 m m

rrr

Ĉf also: Asâ Yar, paupl 16, p.472; Bilavalu Thiti, pp. 838 ff.;
Bilavalu ki Yar, slok 2 of pauri 11, p.854; Maru Solaha 1, pp. 1020-1.
4Jap.ji (27), p.6.
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Mukamu kari ghari baisa^a nit a chalapai ki dhokha;
Mukamu ta paru japiai ja rahai nihachalu loka.
Dunia kaisi mukame J ^ ^
Kari sidaku karapi kharachu badhahu lagi raliu name.
Alahu alakhu agama kadaru karapaharu kariinu;
Sabha duni avapa javapi mukamu eku rahimu*
Mukamu obi Eku hai Nanaka sachu bugoi.̂
¥e have made this our resting place and built 
our dwelling (here in the world), but we are 
ever enxious about its permanence. (That which 
remains and does not pass away is recognised as 
a resting place. But what kind of resting place 
is the world? (ho not accept it as such.)
Acquire your travelling^expenses by deeds of
faith; cleave to the Mam. .... ..
(Guru Hanak then lists the various kinds of 
people who through religious practices, power,  ̂
or wealth seek to ensure their own safety. Yogis, 
mullahs, pa^its, ŝiddhs, sheikhs, pirs, chief
tains, sultans, khans, and nobles - all will 
pass on. Salvation lies in finding Him who dwells in 
all and is revealed through the Sabaci.) Allah, the in
effable Onejbeyond understanding, the all-pox̂ erful Creator, 
the gracious! The whole world comes and goes. He, the
merciful, the One, is our resting place.............
(The heavens and earth, day and night, sun, moon and 
stars will all pass away.)
He, the One, is our resting place. This which 
Manak declares is the truth.
God is abinasi, eternal. He is anadi,without beginning, akal, 

beyond time, the One who is ever firm and wholly constant. This is a 
logical corollary of the absolute nature of God, but it requires em
phasis because of its importance to Guru Hanak. To men his repeated

^Siri Ragu A§$ 17 (1-1R), (6), and (8), p.64.
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appeal was that they should renounce their love of the world and
- -1all worldly attachments. These are maya and they are to be renounced,

for in the experience of every individual they must inevitably betray
the trust which is put in them. Nothing of the world can accompany a

2man after his physical death and so for every individual the woi-ld 
is a vain thing which must pass away. As opposed to this fickle, 
destructible world, however, there stands the eternally constant achal 
God. He is NIran.i an»̂  the One wholly detached (atit, alipt, nlramal, 
nirale^, wholly apart from the maya which He Himself created, wholly 
perfect.

Adi anilu anadi anahati jugu jugu elco vesu.^
The Alpha, the Holy One, without beginning 
and deathless, eternally immutable.

This same concept lies behind the emphasis which Guru Nanak lays upon
God being a,juni, unborn, non-incarnated*

«  5Gaganu agamu anathu ajoni.
Pervading all (as the heavens extend over all), 
infinite, absolute, not incarnated.

tnfra pp. 549 ff.
^Bilavalu Agsf 2 (lR), p.832.
3See infra p. 551*
apj 1 (28), p.6. Also pauyis 29, 30, and 31, p.7.
Ôankaru (20), p.932.
6 —■Gf also; Mul Mantar, p.l (See supra p. 449)1 Sorafhi 6, p.597; 
Sorafhi 8, p.598; Bilavalu Thiti (l), p.838 (See infra p*476 ); 
Saraftg A$$ 2 (7), p.1233-
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To "be incarnated means to be involved in death, which is the supreme 
enemy, the characteristic quality of the unstable world and the ul
timate antithesis of God’s own eternal being, God, however, is beyond

1death and transmigration. This, by implication, means that there
— 2can be no place for a doctrine of avatars, but its primary purpose 

is to emphasise the total detachment of God from all that is unstable, 
mutable or corruptible. The world caught up in the cycle of birth and 
death, of endless coming and going, is real, but it is binasi, a cor
ruptible reality subject to flux and decay and dissolution, whereas 
God in contrast with it is abinasi, amar, achut, the incorruptible, 
immovable, eternal Reality.

If an individual’s affections are transferred from the world to 
God the result is a relationship which endures to eternity and the 
person who is united with God in such a relationship himself parti
cipates in His immortality. This is Guru Hanak’s constant appeal: that
men should abandon worldly affections and attach themselves to the eter-

3nally tranquil and immutable God.

^Gf Maru Solaha 18 (l~4)> p.1038*
2 ̂  ^  I S  * rHanaka Nirabhau Nirankaru hori kete Rama ravala,
Hanak, in comparison with the l,earless,MFomless One

innumerable Rams are as dust, - Asa Var, slok 2 of pauyi 4? p.464*
■̂Gf also: Suhi 1 (8)̂, P*750̂  Ramakali Ag$ 6 (2), p.905; Maru
AgJ 11 (7)f p.1016; Maru Solaha 19 (2), p.1039*
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8. Formless
The absolute nature and the eternal being of God are meta

physical qualities and there now arises the question of whether 
for Guru Hanak the human understanding of God can proceed beyond 
the strictly metaphysical to something more concrete. The answer 
is a firm negative and a negative which in its firmness rejects 
not merely idols and avatars> but also anthropomorphic language*

-̂s arup» without form, Nirankar the Formless One, For Guru hanak 
and for all subsequent Sikh thought this word B'irankar has been one 
of the most important names of God, Paupis 16-19 of Japji all end 
with the salutation;

Tu sada salamati Mrankara,^
Thou the eternally unchanging Formless One,

In Sora^hi 3 God is addressed in what is for Guru Nanak a thoroughly 
typical way;

Nirabhau Nirankaru niravairu purana joti samai,^
Thou the Formless One beyond fear and enmity,
I blend in Thy pure light.
Such significance has been attached to the name Nlrankar that 

its derivative form Nirankari has since been used in conjunction with

1Japji, pp, 3-4* 
^Sorajhi 3, p*596.
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Guru Nanak’s own name to indicate the nature of the salvation which 
he himself achieved and which he cffered to all who would follow him, 
Nanak Nirankari he is called - Nanak who is one with the Formless 
One. Guru Nanak himself used the word in just this sense;

Atamu chinhi bhae nirankari.1
Perceiving the nature of spiritual reality (lit, the self) 
he has become nirankari, (one with the Formless One),
Nirankar is the characteristic epithet which Guru Nanak uses

to communicate this particular concept, but elsewhere the formless
quality of God is expressed in other language.

Na tisu rupu na relchia kai,^
He has neither form nor material sign.

Sahasa tava naina nana naina hai tohi kau 
sahasa murati nana elca tohi,

Sahasa pada biraala nana eka pada gandha binu 
sahasa tava gandha iva chalata mohi.3

Thou has thousands of eyes and yet Thou has no 
eye. Thou hast thousands of forms and yet no form, 
thousands of holy feet and yet no foot, and without 
a fragrance Thou has thousands of fragrances, I 
am dazed by such a wonder*5

1«* —  _Asa ApJ 8 (7), p.415. Gf also Dhanasari 1(2), p.685.
Ŝuhi ApJ 1 {3)9 p.750,

7
Dhanasari Arati, pp. 13 and 663♦ The version given above is that of 
p, 663. The two versions differ slightly.
4 .Lit. nose, noses.
p

Ĉf also: Jap.ji (5), p.2; Sorafhi 6, p̂ .597; Bilavalu Thiti (l),
p. 858 (See infra p. 476 ); Maru Solaha 19 (l), p.1040.
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9. Ineffable.
God is the Formless One, uncreated, unborn, never incarnated.

He cannot be present in an idol, He cannot be revealed by an avatar, 
and He cannot be described in terms appropriate to the human condition. 
How then can He be apprehended? Is it in fact possible for human under- 
standing to grasp the nature of God, or must man be content with defin
ing Him in negatives, of describing Him in terms of what He is not?

The first answer to this question must be that God is ultimately 
incomprehensible, ultimately beyond human apprehension. For Guru Nanak 
God in His fullness is far beyond the bounds of man’s understanding.
The intellect of man is strictly limited and any effort it may make 
to define the wholeness of God is an effort to circumscribe the in
finite, to bring within narrow bounds the One who is boundless. God 
is ineffable and man’s proper and inevitable response to any authentic 
glimpse of the being of God can only be that of awe (vismad), of fear 
and wonder before Him who is beyond comprehending. He is again, ago- 
char, inscrutable, beyond the reach of the intellect; agah? unfathom
able j achara,j, of surpassing wonder; adrigt, beyond seeing or per
ception; akal, beyond time; alabh, unsearchable; anant, infinite; 
apar, boundless; abol, akah, akath, alekh, beyond utterance or de
scribing; alakh, ineffable.

Agama agocharu apara apara Parabrahamu paradhanol
Adi jugadi hai bhi ho si avaru jhujha sabhu rna.no.1

ksa Chhant 3 (l), p.437.
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Beyond human grasp or understanding, "boundless, 
infinite, the all-powerful supreme God I 
He who existed before time began, wholas 
existed throughout all ages, and who shall 
eternally exist, (He alone is true). Spurn 
all else as false.

Alakha apara agama agochara^na tisu kalu na karama,
Jati a jati ajoni sambhhau na tisu bhau na bharama.
Saehe sachiara vi^ahu kurabag.nl _ - i
Ha tisu rupa varanu nahi rekhia sachai sabadi nisagu.
Beyond understanding, infinite, -unreachable, beyond 
perception, free from death and karam, without caste, 
never incarnate, self-existent, subject to neither 
love (of worldly things) nor doubt, Thoife, the ulti
mate Truth, to Thee I sacrifice myself. Thou hast 
neither form, colour, nor material sign, but Thou dost 
reveal Thyself in the true ^abad.

Sacha khag$i vasai Nirankaru,
ICari kari vekhai nadari nihala;
Tithai khap4a mag$ala varabhaĝ a,
Je ko kathai ta anta na antaj 
Tithai loa loa akara,
Jiva jiva hukamu tivai tiva kara;
Vekhai vigasai kari vicharu,
Nanaka kathana karapa saru! ̂
In Sach Eli and* the Eealm of Truth, dwells Nirankar, 
the I'ormless One, who, having created, joyously 
watches over His creation. In it are gathered up 
all realms, all regions, all domains. Were one to seek 
to count them of their number there would be no end.
Here there are worlds upon worlds, creation upon creation, 
and here all proceeds in complete accord with the divine 
regulation. Over all God watches and meditates in bliss. 
Nanak, to describe it is as hard as steeli

1Sora£hi 6, p.597. This is a particularly important pad. See also 
infra pp. 473, 475.

22ssjl (37), p.8.
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And as God and His dwelling place are beyond all telling so too is
that expression of His will which is called the Hukam:

Tera hukamu na japi ketapa likhi na japai koi;
JTe sau saira meliahi tilu na pujavahi roi; ~
Kimati lcinai na paia sabhi supi supi akhahi soi*
Ho one has comprehended Thy Hukam and none can 
describe it. Even if a hundred poets were to 
gather, their singing could not even approach a 
description of it. Ho one has grasped its worth; 
all but repeat what they have heard.^

10. Immanent
All this, however, concerns God in His fullness. God is in

finite and so ultimately beyond apprehension, but this does not nec
essarily mean that He is wholly unknowable, that He is totally be
yond the range of human perception, for Guru Nanak, as for Hamdev, 
Kabir, Raidas, and other sants, there is certainly a revelation of 
God, partial no doubt but commensurate with the understanding and ex
perience of man and accordingly sufficient for his salvation. The 
extract from Sorajihi 6 quoted above continues as follows:

^Siri Ragu AgJ; 1 (2), p. 53* S’or Hukara see infra pp. 511 ff.
Cf also: Dhanasari Ghhant 2 (l), p.688; Suhi Chhant 2 (4), p.764; 
Suhi Chhant 3 (3), p.765; Bilavalu 2, p.795 (See in fra p.477 )? 
Ramakali AjfJ 8 (6;, p.907; Oankaru (15), (17), pp. 931, 932;
Maru Solaha 2 (6), p.1021.
3See supra p. 471*
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Na tisu mat a pita suta bandhapa na tisu kamu na^nari, 
Akula nirafijana apara paramparu sagali joti tnmari.̂
Thou hast neither mother, father, son, relation, 
wife, nor sensual desire* Thou art without lineage, 
free from maya, boundless* Thy light (shines in) 
all.

And the passage from Dhanasari Arati continues;
Sabha mahi joti joti hai soi,
Tisa kai chana^i sabha mahi chana^LU hoi;
Guru sakhi^joti paraga£u hoi.
Jo tisu bhavai su arati hoi.
¥ithin all there is light and it is Thy light 
which is in all. Through the Guru's leading 
the light is revealed. True worship is what pleases 
Thee,
The figure is that of all-pervading light and its meaning 

is the all-pervading immanence of God.
Mere Sahiba tere choja vi£anal_
Jali thali mahiall bharipuri lipa ape saraba samapa.
Jaha jaha dekha taha joti tumari tera rupu kineha;
Xkatu rupi phirahi parachhana koi na kisahi jeha.̂
Wondrous, my Master, are Thy waysi 
Thou does pervade the waters, the land, 
and all that is between the heavens and 
the earth, indwelling in all. Wherever 
I look there I see Thy light. Of what nature 
is Thy form? Xn a single form Thou dost 
move concealed (in all creation) and yet 
(in spite of Thy presence) no one person is 
the same as another.

^orafhi 6, p.597-.
2 • * *Dhanasari Arati, pp* 13 and 663* See supra p. 469. 
^Sorafhi 4, p.596.
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’Jaha dekha   ... ' They are familiar words, both in the
- - 1works of Guru Nanak and in those of the sants who preceded him.

Wherever one looks there He is to be seen,for He manifests Himself
in His own creation,

Prabhu ne^ai Hari duri na jap.ahu Eko srisati sabai,
Ekankaru avaru nahi duja Nanaka Elm samai.̂
Do not regard the Lord as far off for He is near,
He, the One, pervading creation-* He is the only 
One; there is no other. lie, the One, pervades all.

Kudarati kari kai vasia soi.
Sidaku kari sijda manu kari makhasudu,
Jihi dhiri dekha tiha dhiri maujudu.^
Having created nature He dwells in it.....,,.
Make (inner) faith (rather than outer) bowing 
the desire of your man and then wherever you 
look you will see Him present.

God the omnipotent and omniscient is also God the omnipresent.
■ft* wm A ®  * *Tu dariau danbin a mai machhuli kaise antu laha?
Jaha jaha dekha taha taha tu hai tujha te nikasi 

phuji mara.^

’ Cf^Siri Ragu 18, p.21; Gauyi AgJ 8 (4), p.224; Asa 28, p.357;
Asa 19 ̂ 3), p.421; Dhanasari^3, p.661; Dhanasari 2 (l),
p.686; Suhi 5 (2), p.752; Ramakali 2, p.877; Maru Solaha
18 (l), p.1038; Basant Ag£ 5 (2), p.1189; Prabhati Agf 3 (6), p.1343.
Cf also: Namdev, Gau$gL 2, p.873; Habir, Basant 1, p. 1193.

^Oankaru (5)? p.930,
Siri Ragu ki Tar, slok 1 of paupi 4> p.84.

^Siri Ragu 31t P*25.
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Thou ax*t the ocean, the all-knower, the all-seer.
How can I, a fish, perceive Thy limit? Wherever 
I look there Thou art. If I leave Thee X hurst 
and die.
This is accepted as a ̂ neral truth and one of fundamental 

importance, hut Guru Wanak, in common with other sants, goes further.
Hjrankar who is immanent in all creation is specifically immanent 

in one particular part of creation. The estract from Sora$hi 6 con
tinues;

Ghaja ghafa antari Brahamu lukaia ghafi ghaji
joti sahai; _ ^   ^

Bajara kapafa mukate guramati nirahhai tapi lai*
God (Brahma) is concealed within every heart,
His light pervades every one. Through the Guru's 
instructions the gates of adamant (of the man) open 
and (the man perceives) the ahode of the fearless 
Lord.

And in Sorajhi 8;
Ghaji ghafi ravi rahia Banavari,
Jali thali mahxali gupto varatai Gura sahadi

dekhi nihari jiu. ^
Marata paiala alcasu dikhaio Guri Satiguri kiraph. 

dhari Jiu.
So Brahamû  ajoni hai hhi honi ghat a hhitari dekhu 

murari jiu.̂
The Lord pervades every heart. He dwells concealed 
in the waters, the land, all that is between the 
heavens and the earth, hut through the £fabad of the 
Guru he is revealed. By His grace the Guru, the

^Sorathi 6, p.597. 
^Sorajhi 8, pp. 597-8
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Sati&uru, revealed Him to me in this world where 
all dies, in the nether world, and in the heavens*
The non-incai’nated Brahma is and eternally will be*
Witness the Lord within yourselfI

God who dwells in all creation has His particular abode within the
human heart•̂

Ekaraa Ekankaru niralal ^
Amaru ajoni jati na jalal
Agama agocharu rupu na relchia; ^ g
Khojata khojata gha£i ghaji dekhpa*"'
The one Omkar, wholly apart, immortal, unborn, 
without caste, wholly free, ineffable, without 
form or visible sign; but searching I perceived 
Him in every heart*
All of this is no mere aesthetic mystery, 110 mere source of

•numinous awe which, however impressive it may be, leaves man essentially
where he was. Here we are at the crucial point, the point at which there
can exist communication between God and man and through which there can
develop that relationship which means release and salvation, failure
to grasp this is regarded as fatal*

Xki bhagava vesu kari bharamade vi$u Satigura 
kinai na paia#

Desa disatara bhavi thake tudhu andari apu 
lukaia.^

In this particular context the word used is generally ghat, but man 
is also used in this sense. (See infra p. 536 ,) Ghat in Guru Hankie's
works may mean 'body', but in most contexts the best translation is 'heart'.
2 — «* 'Bilavalu Thiti (l), p*858, Cf also Bilavalu Ghhant Dakhapi 1 (4),
P*845; Siddh Gogti (55), p.944; Maru Solaha 11 (2), p*1051; Bhairau 6,
p. 1127; Basant Agf 4 (8), p.1189; Prabhati 10, p.1550; Surplus sloks
not used in Vans (19), p#1412.
Var Malar, pauri 25, p*1290.
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Wearing ochre garments they wander around, but 
without the Satiguru none have found Thee*
Roaming in all countries and in all directions 
they have grown weary ( but their efforts are 
futile for) Thou art hidden within.

For Guru Nanak the saving activity of God is expressed at this
point* Here, in the divine Hulcain, is the inscription of His will
for all who are able to read it; here it is that the itabad and
the Nam acquire the substance which renders them meaningful to the
human understanding; and it is here that the Guru’s voice is to 

1be heard*
Jini jagu siraji san&ia so Sahibu kudarati jagiova.
Sachaya duri na bhallai ghaji ghaji sabadu pachha$ova.
Sachu sabadu pachhaĵ ahu duri na jâ iahu jini eha 
_ rachanâ rachi:;.; ^  ̂ ^ 2
Namu dhiae ta sukhu pae binu navai piya kachi.
Know Him who creates and destroys the world by 
Plis creation. Ho not look far off for the True 
One, but recognise Him in the guise of the ^abad 
in every heai’t. He who established this creation, 
recognise Him as the true ^abad and do not imagine 
Him to be far distant* He who meditates on the 
Nam finds peace. Without the Ham the game (of 
life) is worthless.

Agama ago charâ  alakha apara chinta karahu hamariI 
Jail thali mahial^ bharipuri lipa ghaji ghaji 

joti turnari.J

1 >•This summary^statement will be developed below under Hukam, âbad,
Nam, and Guru, pp. 488 ff.
2 *. .»Va$ahansu Alaha^i 4, p*581*
^Bilavalu 2, p.795*
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(Thou who art) inscrutable, beyond apprehending, 
ineffable, infinite, liave mercy upon mei 
Thou who dost pervade the universe, Thy light 
shines in every heart.

11. Active in salvation
In the pattern of salvation which is to be fjund throughout

the works of Guru Nanak effort on the part of the individual is
essential, but it is not the only factor and nor would it appear
to be the primary one,

Nanaka sacha Patisahu ape lae milai,^
Nanak, the True King Himself unites (the 
believer) with Himself.

It is God, says Guru Nanak, who is responsible for that union which 
is the climax of the salvation process. Man must participate and 
unless he does so there can be no release, no union. His partici
pation is, however, dependent upon the prior activity of God and
without this divine initiative the question of human p anticipation
does not arise as its need is not recognised.

Sabhi sata sabhi^tapa sabhi changiaxa,
Sidha purakha kia vâ Liaia,
Tudhu vipu sidhi^kinai na paia,^
Kararni milai nahi Jhalci rahaia.

Ĉf also; Gaupi 5, p.225? Asa 7? p.350; Asa A§s£ 3 (4)* p.412.
2 - —Siri Hagu 10, p.18,
Asa 2, p. 9* and Asa 1, p.349* Por context see infra p. 482,
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All truth, all (the merits of) austerities, 
all goodness, all the impressive works of 
siddhs, (all are from Thee]). Without Thee 
none has attained to slddhi» hut when Thy 
grace is received no obstacle remains.
Nanaka Nadari. karami da til
Nanak, all we receive is by the grace of the Beneficent One!
At no point in the whole range of G-uru Nanak1 s theology does

belief in the personality of God emerge with greater clarity. There
are, it is true, critics who maintain that for Guru Nanak God was
impersonal, that his beliefs were in basic accord with advaita doc- 

2trine. The theory is chiefly confined to works in Hindi, but oc- 
casionally it is to be found in a Sikh work. It is also true that 
such a case can be made by reference to Guru Nanak1 s bapi, but it 
involves a selection which concentrates on passages dealing with 
the unity and the immanence of God, and which neglects those dealing
with His creative activity and, above all, those which relate to
divine grace. Were the latter rare they might plausibly be demytho
logised, but they recur frequently*

1Japji (24), p.5.
2Cf Parasu-Nam Ohaturvedi, Uttari Bharat ki Sant Parampara, pp. 345-8.
Ĉf Surindar Singh Kohli, A Critical Study of the Adi Granth,p.556: 
uIn its monotheism the Sikh Faith resembles Islam and that is the 
reason why some historians and writers have asserted that Sikhism is 
the product of Islam 021 Hinduism. But a deeper study exhibits the 
differences in the conception of Godhead, God of Islam is personal, 
but the Saint-poets sing of an impersonal God. ’*
Dr. Kohli does not actually say that Guru Nanak sings of an impersonal
God, but this would appear to be the implication of the above passage.

(cont,)
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It seems clear that the weight of emphasis which Guru 
Nanalc lays upon what is normally referred to as the grace of God 
must render such efforts invalid, A case could he made on the 
basis of accepted texts to show that Kabir was a Hath yogi and 
yet there can be no doubt that he was not one. It is only by a 
process of partial selection that It can be done* and likewise this 
is the onl3?' way in which Guru Nanak*s thought can be presented as 
implicitly monistic. In some cases the conclusion may be the re
sult of an inability to reconcile immanence with activity. The 
dilemma persists, however, only If the being of God is to be con
tained within the limitations of human existence and that for Guru 
Nanak was certainly not the case.

This, of course, is not to suggest that the proponents of 
such a view lave been consciously and deliberately biassed in their 
analysis of Guru Nanak*s works* It merely expresses a conviction 
that the total range of his work leaves his belief in the personality
of God in the ultimate sense, an inescapable conclusion* In it we

1find the divine activity emphasised again and again. It is not

(cont.) Principal Teja Singh represents the more orthodox Sikh 
point of view:
"With them (the Sikh Gurus) God is not an abstract idea or a moral 
force, but a personal Being capable of being' loved and honoured, and 
yet he is conceived of as a Being whose presence is diffused all 
over His creation,*1 IPeja Singh, Sikhism: Its Ideals and Institutions
p * 2 *
^See below the section on Nadar, pp. 520 ff, Cf also: Var Majh,
paupi IS, p,145| Gaupi Agf 17> p.228; Asa 5? p*349.
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activity at a secondary level, but purposeful activity upon which
the attainment of release depends* Nor is it an inflexible acti-
vity which could be interpreted as a mythologised version of natural
laws* Natural laws are indeed acknowledged and, as we shall see,
are regarded as a significant part of God*s communication with the 

1world* They are not, however, the ultimate basis, for behind them 
lies a will which is expressed in terms of decision, of giving and 
withholding. Efforts to demythologise at least something of this can 
be made, but only at the cost of ignoring manifest meaning, only by 
insisting’ that Guru Nanak means something different from, or perhaps 
more subtle than, what he actually says*

12* The greatness of God
The ptirpose of systematic theology is to construct a consistent 

framework, to develop a coherently integrated pattern out of what is 
dispersed . throughout the record of an individual or corporate reli
gious experience. In order to do this it is necessary to extract, 
analyse, and rearrange in a pattern which serves this particular pur
pose. By itself, however, such a pattern must be inadequate for it 
will inevitably lose much of the spirit which prompted the original 
record. At the beginning of this section on the nature of God it was

1See infra pp. 513-15*
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noted that the characteristic expression of Guru Nanak1 s religious
experience is the hymn of praise and it is appropriate that the
section should close with extracts which convey something of this
spirit. It is an impulse which Guru Nanak shares with all bhagats.
Nirankar, the Formless One, is the supreme Lord of the universe,
absolute, eternal, ineffable, and yet purposing that man should know
Him and find ultimate peace in union with Him, Before such majesty,
infinite and job condescending in mercy to stoop to man, the inevitable
response for Guru Nanak must be that of adoring praise.

Su$i va$a akhai sabhu loi,
Kevâ .u va$a g.ifha hoî
Kimati pai na kahia jai,
Kahapai vale tere rahe samai.̂   ̂ ^
Va^e mere Sahiba gahira gambhira gu$i gahirai 
Koi na ja âi tera keta keva$u^chira.
Sabhi surati mili surati kamai;
Sabha kimati mili kimati pai;
Giani dhiani gura gurahai;
Kahagtu na jai teri tilu vâ Liai*
Sabhi sata sabhi tapa sabhi changiaia,
Sidha purakha kia vagLiaia; ^
Itidhu vî .u sidhi kinai na pai a,
ICarmi milai nahi £haki rahaia,
Akhapa vala kia vechara^
Sifati hhare tere bhag.$ara;
Jisu tu dehi tisai leichar a,
Nanaka sachu Savara$ahara!
Having heard of Thy greatness everyone speaks 
of it, but only by seeing Thee can one know the 
immensity of Thy greatness. Ho one can know or 
express Thy worth. Those who tell of Thee are 
gathered up into Thee.

^Asa 2, p.9? and Asa 1, pp. 348-9#
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Great art Thou* my Lord* ineffable and of excellences 
beyond comprehending* None can encompass the 
measure of Thy greatness.
The exegetes gathered together and expounded the 
scriptures; all extollers of Thy worth together 
determined that worth; men of understanding, 
men of contemplation, gurus and gurus1 gurus 
(all proclaimed Thy greatness and yet) not a 
fragment of Thy greatness could they express.
All truth, all (the merits of) austerities, 
all goodness, all the impressive works of 
slddhs, (all are from Thee). Without Thee 
none h as attained to siddhi, but when Thy 
grace is received no obstacle remains.
Thine is a storehouse filled with excellences 
beyond telling. He to whom Thou givest 
(support) what need has he of any other help?
Nanak declares; Thou art the True One and all 
is in Thy hands.

Sache nama ki tilu vaj.ia±,
Akhi thake kimati nahi pax;
Je sabhi mili kai akhâ ia pahi,
Yaja na hovai ghaji na jai.
Na ohu marai na hovai sogu,
Deda rahai na chukai bhogu;
Gup.u eho horu nahi koi,
Na ko hoa na ko hoi.
Jeva$.u api tevagLa teri dati,
Jini dinu kari kai lcxti rati;
Khasamu visarahi te kamajati,
Nanaka navai bajhu sanati.̂
In describing only a tiny portion of the glory 
of the Nam (men) have wearied themselves and 
yet failed to discover its worth. If all were 
to gather together and strive to describe it 
the glory would be neither heightened nor 
dimmed. He does not die and there is no occasion

^Asa 3? P-9? and Asa 2, p.349. raHoth of these hymns (i.e. Asa 2 and 3, 
p.9) are included in the Raharas, the Sikh order for evening prayer.
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to mourn Him. He gives continually and His gifts 
do not cease. His particular quality is that He 
alone is, that there neither was nor will be 
another. His bounty is in infinite as He is infinite, 
He who caused night to follow day. Low is he who 
forgets the Lord; wretched is he who is without 
the Ham.

II The Divine Self-Expression

Duri na jana antari mana Hari ka mahalu pachhana.^
I know that Thou art not afar. I believe that 
Thou art within. I have recognised God's palace 
(within my heart).
In the last section attention was drawn to Guru Nanak's

belief concerning the immanence of God in the human heart, and it
was noted that this belief was for him of primary significance, for
it is at this point that there may exist communication between God 

oand man.*' That the indwelling God should speak to man through his 
mind or what we call his heart is not in itself a remarkable doctrine 
and in a general sense it was universally accepted by the sants.
It is when we proceed from this point to enquire precisely how God 
communicatee with man that we encounter the specific contribution of 
Guru Nanak, a contribution which offers the most significant example 
of his positive originality. This is not to imply that his work is

Tukhari Chhant Barah-maha (6), p.1108,
2̂ ee supra p.476.
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wholly original, for this can never be the case and much of what 
we find in Guru Nanak, both in the total range of his thought and 
at this specific point, undoubtedly represents an inheritance from 
his contemporary religious environment. Nor does it necessarily 
mean that any single strand is without parallel elsewhere, for 
originality can lie as much in the pattern that is woven as in the 
threads which are used. There may have been earlier sants who had 
arrived at similar conclusions concerning the medium of divine communi
cation, I many there is silence at this point and it is possible that 
the notions which we find developed in the works of Guru Nanak may 
have existed in an inchoate form in the minds of sants who preceded 
him. It is true that even in Guru Nanak*s works there is not that 
manifest clarity which conveys an immediate understanding, but de
veloped concepts of the divine self-expression are there nevertheless 
and exegesis will reveal them.

The obvious comparison is once again Kabir and, as we have 
already noted, Kabir and Guru Nanak clearly share a common tradition.
An outline of their respective sadhanas emphasises the broad simi
larity of their thought and offers one reason to explain why the two 
figures have been so closely connected. The correspondence amounts, 
however, to no more than similarity. It is certainly not identity.
Of Kabir Nr. Vaudeville writes:
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La seule ’revelation1 valable, pour lui, 
est celle de la ’Parole’ (qabda) silencieuse 
que le Parfait Gourou (Satguru) prononce au 
'fond de 1 ’aine' (antari)'"- et ce Gourou est 
Lieu* 3-

Por Guru Nanak, as for Kabir, the Satguru’s ffabad is the true re
velation, and for him also the Guru is God. Beyond this basic 
agreement, however, there is appreciable divergence. To speak of 
a ”’Parole’ silencieuse” would not actually be incorrect in Guru 
Nanak’s case, but it would certainly be misleading. Moreover, we 
find in Guru Nanak’s doctrine of the Hukam and his emphasis upon 
divine grace elements which carry him beyond Kabir. The two are 
certainly within the same tradition, but their respective inter
pretations of it are by no means identical.

Our analysis at this point must concern six key words; 
sabad, nam, guru, hukam. sach, and nadar. Of these the first five 
bear a basic identity. In them we have five different words, but 
we do not have five radically different concepts. Instead we have 
five different aspects of a single all-embracing concept. This single 
concept is perhaps best expressed by the last of them, sach or truth, 
but in itself the word obviously has little substance and can only 
acquire it in the context of Guru Nanak’s usage. Frequently these 
words are uised in ways which render them synonymous. All five are

Oh. Vaudeville, Au Cabaret de lfAmour: Paroles de Kabir, p.25.
2Nadar, <?r nazar, here represents a group of words which have the 
same or a closely related meaning: kirpa, prasad, karam (the Persian
word), bakhsls, bhapa, daia (daya), mihar, taras.
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expressions of God; all are used to expound the nature, consent 
and method of the divine communication to men, of the divine truth 
which when appropriated brings salvation; all share a fundamental 
identity.

This does not appear to have received the emphasis it deserves 
and the result has been an inability to give a satisfactory, coherent 
answer to the question of tow in the thought of Guru Nanak God communi
cates with man. The question has been allowed to remain a mystery.
It is not sufficient to state that the Guru is God, that the Hukam 
is His will, that the ^abad is the divine Word, and that the Ngm re
presents the sum total of all God's qualities. Not all of these 
definitions can be accepted without some qualification,and even if 
they could the basic question would still remain unanswered. In what 
way is this divine Word so presented to the human understanding that 
it can be recognised, accepted, and followed? This is the fundamental 
question and in order to answer it we must turn to the anlaysis of 
the six words.

Of the six the one which must receive the closest attention 
Is hukam. This it requires partly because it has generally received 
much less attention, than the other four; partly because it Is in Guru 
Nanak's use of this word that his development beyond the thought of 
Kabir and other bhagats is most obviotis; but above all because to
gether with nadar it carries us furthest in our effort to set out Guru
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Nanak's answer to the basic question. Nadar likewise demands 
careful scrutiny. It has not been overlooked in the way that 
hukam is so often passed over, but neither has it normally re
ceived the degree of emphasis which it warrants. The translation 
of this and several of the other words given in footnote 2, page 
486 ? is invariably the word "grace", a translation which would
appear to be the best available but which can be misleading in
certain circumstances. The problem will be dealt with in the appro- 

1priate section.

1* ^abad
Hau kia akha ika jibha tera antu na kinahi paia.
Sacha sabadu vichari se tujhahi mahi samaia.
Gura ka sabadu ratanu hai kari chananu api dikhaia.
Apap,a apu pachliâ iia guaramati sachi samaia*
None has encompassed Thy bounds so how can X describe 
Thee with a single tongue? He who meditates on Thy 
true $abad is joined in union with Thee 
The Guru’s £abad is like a (sparkling) gem which 
reveals Thee by its light. One understands one's 
own self and through the Guru's instruction merges 
in the Truth.
^abad is one of the terms which descended to Guru Nanak from 

Nath sources. In the context of Nath theory the word is chai’acteristi- 
cally used in conjunction with anahad, or anahat, and refers to the

^See infra pp. 525-6.

^Var Malar, paupi 25? p.1290.
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m y s t i c a l  " s o u n d "  w h ic h  i s  " h e a r d "  a t  t h e  c l im a x  o f  t h e  

t e c h n iq u e .  T h e  a n a h a d  s a b a d  i s ,  a c o o r d in g  t o  s u c h  t h e o r i e s ,  a  " s o u n d 

l e s s  s o u n d " , ^  a  m y s t i c a l  v i b r a t i o n  a u d ib le  o n l y  t o  t h e  a d e p t  who h a s

s u c c e e d e d  i n  a w a k e n in g  t h e  k u q d a l i n l  a n d  c a u s e d  i t  t o  a s c e n d  t h e

- 2 sugumqa.
K a b i r *  s u s a g e  d i s t i n g u i s h e s  ^ a b a d  a n d  a n a h a d _  s a b  a d . T h e  £?abad

is the Guru’s "¥ord", the revelation of God which is given in the
d e p th s  o f  t h e  h u m a n  s o u l .  T h e  a n a h a d  s a b a d , h o w e v e r ,  h e  u s e s  i n  a

s e n s e  v e r y  c lo s e  t o  t h a t  o f  t h e  N a t h s , a l t h o u g h  t h e  e x p e r ie n c e  w h ic h

i t  e x p r e s s e s  i s ,  f o r  h im ,  i n  n o  w a y  d e p e n d e n t  u p o n  t h e  p r a c t i c e  o f  

3Hajha-yoga.

^ " U n s t r u c k  m u s ic "  -  R a b in d r a n a t h  T a g o r e ,  One Hu n d r e d  P oem s o f  K a b i r ,
p.20.
)

^According to the physiological theories of Hajha-yoga there are three 
x principal channels (naj.i) which ascend through the human body. These 
are the ijLa. and ningala, which terminate in the left and right nostrils 
respectively, and the sugumna (or sukhmana)_which is held to run 
through the spinal column. Along the sugumna are located six, or 
eight, chakras (discs, wheels, "lotuses") and at its base, behind 
the genitals, is the kuqdalini, a latent power symbolised by the 
figure of a sleeping serpent. By means of the Hafrha-yoga discipline 
the kuqdalini is awakened, and ascending the sugumna it pierces each 
of the chakras in turn, thereby releasing progressively effectual 
stores of phychic energy. At the climax of the ascent it pierces the 
sahasradala, the "lotus of a thousand petals" said to be located at 
the top of the cranium. The dasam duar ("tenth door") then opens and 
the .jiv passes into the ineffable conditionjof sahaj, the state of 
ultimate union with Brahman.
•7
Ch. Vaudeville, Kabir Granthavall (Doha), Introduction pp. xxii-xxiii.

\



In the case of Guru. Nanais: we find that, as with all such

words which have Nath antecedents, the term has travelled even
further from its source. The expression anahad sabad has moved
away to the periphery. It has become a useful figure of speech,
a convenient means of conveying some impression of an experience
which is strictly inexpressible.

Antara ki gati japiai Gura miliai^sanka utari;
Muia jitu ghari jaiai titu^jivadia marujnarij 
Anahada sabadi suhavape paiai Gura vichari.
Anahada bapi paiai taha haumai hoi binasuj 
Sataguru seve apapa hau sada kurabapai tasu; ^
Khapi daragaha painhaiai mukhi Hari nama nivasu.
When one meets the Guru then, casting away doubt, 
one understands one’s inner being. While yet 
alive prepare for the place where you must go 
when you die* (Prepare for it) by subduing the 
evil which is within you, and then die. Through 
meditation on the Guru one hears the enchanting 
unstruck music. When it is heard Bsiuriiaî  is 
destroyed. I humble myself before him who serves 
the Guru. He who repeats the Nam of God (lit.
in whose mouth dwells the Nam of God) receives a
robe of honour in the (divine) court.
The link with Nath usage is very slender. Here there is no 

kupdalini, no i$a, plngala and sugumpa, no chakras, no prapayam.
The expression, like other Nath terms which are to be found in Guru
Nanak’s works, has been naturalised. Its antecedents 110 longer

1Siri Ragu 18, p.21.
2Nor haumai see infra pp. 541 ff*
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1cling to it as they do in the case of kabir's usage. Moreover, 
such hints of the old Math association usually occur in pads 
which are obviously addressed to yog'is and which have a manifest 
dialectic or apologetic purpose. In such cases Guru Nanak, like 
any effective apologist, has deliberately expressed himself in 
terms7 which would be related to a yogi's understanding.

Guru Nanak*s emphasis is wholly upon the concept of the ^abad 
as the vehicle of revelation. Inevitably, the &abad is described 
by him more in terms of what it does than in terms of what it actually 
is. This is entirely natural as it is the function which concerns
him and it is in experience that it is to be known rather than in
any purely intellectual sense* The function of the &abad is that 
It provides the means whereby man can know both God and the path 
which leads to Him, the means whereby the individual may secure re~^ 
lease from his bonds and so attain union with God, Again and again 
the 3abad is declared to be the essential means of salvation. It 
is for Guru Nanak the revelation of God and so the only proper ob
ject of man's contemplation. By contemplation of the ^abad and by 
the total conforming of one's life to its dictates the man is brought

1Cf Jodh Singh, Guramati Niranay, pp. 211 ff.
Ĉf Siri Ilagu 19, p.21; Gauyl 17? p.228; Suhi 2(2), p.7511
Siddh Gos£l (55), p.944 and (6l), p.945.



under control, self-centredness is cast out, the individual grows
ever nearer to God until ultimately perfected in His likeness
he passes into a condition of union which transcends death and
the cycle of transmigration.

Na tisu rupa varanu nahi rekhia sachai sabadi 
nisap.u.'*'

He has neither form, colour, nor material sign, 
but He is revealed through the true £>abad.

Guramukhi mukato bandhu na pai,
Sabadu bichari chhufai Harinai*
By the Guru’s'leading he obtains salvation and 
is no longer bound (to the cycle of transmigration). 
Meditating on the âbad, (repeating) the Ham of 
God, he is released.

- ™ ~ — 3Na hau na mai na hau hova Nanaka sabadu vichari.
Nanak, if one meditates on the dabad his self-centredness, 
the 1I1 within him, is no more.

Binu sabadai sukhu na thiai pira binu dukhu na jai.̂
Without the dabad there is no joy; 
without the Master suffering does not go.

1SoraJ:hi 6, p.597.
Gfaufi 6, p.152.
JYar Majh, siok 1 of pauri 4? p.139*
4 - -Sir! Ragu 13? p.18.
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Guraniukhi sabadu amritu hai saru;
Nanaka guramukhi pavai paru. ***
Eor the gurmukh (the follower of the Guru) 
the gabad is the amrit, the essence. Nanak, 
the gurmukh crosses over (the Ocean of 
Existence;.

Binu sabadai bharamaiai dubidha dobe puru.
Mana re sabadi tarahu chitu laii ^ — 2
Jini guramukhi namu na bujhia mari janamai avai jai.
Without the £>abad one is condemned to wander; 
worldly affections cause many to sink (in the 
Ocean (f Existence). 0 man, apply your 
understanding to the ^abad and cross over.
He who has not followed the Guru and so has 
not understood the Nam (such a person) continues 
to transmigrate.

Nanaka Sehibu sabadi siftapai sacha Sirajapahara,
Nanak, the Lord, the true Creator, i^known 
by means of the £abad.
Often the word ^abad stands by itself and often it is linked 

with the Guru, The latter may be regarded as the characteristic 
form, for the use of ^abad by itself normally assumes its connection 
with the Guru. The form may be guru ka sabad or it may be guru- 
sabad.

 ̂Panic aru (22), p. 932.
2 - ~Siri Ragu 15? p.19.
^  - f t '  ftLV y \Dhanasari Chhant 2 (3 J, p.688,
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Gura kai sabadi bharama bhau bhagai*
(At the coming of the) Guru's ^abad doubt 
and fear flee away*

So sevaki Rama piari,̂  ^
Jo gura sabadi bxchari*
The servant beloved of God is he who meditates 
on the Guru-^abad.

The former is quite rightly translated "the Guru* s £?abad", but
the latter, "Guru-^abad", carries us nearer the true meaning for
it brings out the basic identity of the two terms. The development
of this point must, however, await the section devoted to the Guru
and in the meantime we must continue to use the expression "the
Guru * s ^abad"*

For Guru Nanak the dabacl is accordingly the Gurupades. , that 
expression of God's truth which is imparted to man by the Guru.
All that concerns God, all that relates to the path which leads to 
Him is the Sabad* It is this comprehensive quality which distin
guishes his concept of the Sabad from that of kabir. Man's proper 
response to the divine revelation is, for Guru Nanak, an inward one, 
but the revelation itself is by no means confined to a mystical inward/ 
experience. There is in his works a much stronger emphasis upon the

^Dhanasari As£ 1 (8), p*686. 
2 —Ramakali 10, p.879*
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significance of external circumstances and phenomena as aids to 

the necessary inmrd perception* The ^abad embraces all that is 
Truth, all that expresses the nature of God and the means of at
taining Him, and this may be perceived in the divine laws govern
ing the universe as well as in the ineffable mystical experience.

The difference between the thought of Guru Nanak and that 
of Kabir emerges not so much in their understanding of the ultimate
experience of union, not so much in their conceptions of the condition 

1saha(j, as in their differing notions of how that condition is to 
be attained, For neither is the path to God regarded as accessible 
to all and both affirm that humanity suffers from a congenital blind
ness which is overcome in only a minority of cases. In Guru Nanai:fs 
works, however, one can distinguish with much greater clarity the 
means whereby this spiritual sight is obtained and the path to God 
followed. There is in his thought relative clarity at a point where 
in Kabir*s thought we are still obliged to grapple with mystery.

in Kabir's case, moreover, the experience of enlightenment 
comes with a suddenness which we do not find in Guru Nanak's descriptions.

Que Kabir ait ete ou non guide dans sa qu§te 
spbituelle par un Guru humain, il ne fait pas de 
doute qu'il obtint, a un moment de sa vie, une 
revelation soudaine.^

1See infra pp. 603-4*
2Oh. Vaudeville, Au Cabaret de lfAmours jhroles de ICablr, p. 13,
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Evidently there had come to him, at some particular point in 
time, a compelling and shattering illumination. The figure which
he uses to describe it is that of the arrow which is discharged

** 1 hy the Satguruknd which pierces the man. The arrow represents
the ^abad and the figure clearly illustrates the abruptness with 
which it is apprehended according to Kabir. Guru Nanak, by con
trast, implies an ascent over a period of time as the normal pattern 
of an individual’s salvation experience, of his apprehension of the 
Truth and the conforming of his life to it. This is clearly brought 
out in his doctrine of the five kha&fls ("realms” or stages in 
spiritual progress). The sakhi which recounts his immersion in 
the Vein River does not imply any denial of this. The salchl ob
viously owes much to a reverent imagination, but there is no need 
to doubt that Guru Nanak as a young man did experience a definite 
sense of call. There is nothing, however, to suggest abruptness.
On the contrary the traditions all emphasise the piety of his youth 
and the call would accordingly come as the climax of a spiritual 
development.

10f AG, Blok 183, p.1374 ( = KG sakhi 39*1), ICG, sakhi 1:7.
2-  -ESHlS. 34-37, pp. 7-8. See supra p.471ancL infra pp.594 £f.
3cSee supra pp. 196, 349.
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This difference is not confined to their respective inter
pretations of the £>abad, hut these interpretations are an illustration 
of it, Given the initial act of God's favour, the initiative which 
first arouses within a man the longing for union, the £>abad is for 
Guru Nanak within the range of ordinary human understanding. It 
is by no means wholly within it for the £>abad partakes of the infinity 
of God, but sufficiently within it to be readily accessible to all 
who deysire it. God Himself is in His fullness a mystery far ex
ceeding the comprehension of man, but in His £abad He expresses Him
self in terms which may be understood and followed. Here we are 
anticipating much that properly belongs to the section dealing with
the Hukam, but with terms which share a common basis a certain amount

1of anticipation is unavoidable.
Before concluding this section it is worth noting the connection

between the ^abad and the occasional use of sabad in the headings of 
-  2the Adi Granth and in subsequent Sikh usage as a synonym for pad.

The link is obvious and provides an interesting parallel to the use 
of sakhi as a synonym for doha.

1Gf also; Asa Chhant 5 (4), p*439; Sorathi^(lR), £*579, (gee supra 
p,471 ); Dhanasari Chhant 2 (3), p.688; Maru Solaha 20 (l4)» p'.1041.
2e.g. Rag Maru, p,9B9.
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2. Nam
Sansaru rogi namu daru mailu lagai sacha bina.
Nor a diseased world the remedy is the Nam.
Without Truth the infection remains.
This second category can be discussed with greater brevity 

than the first, not because it is any less important, but because 
for all practical purposes it is synonymous with ^abad. The functions 
which are affirmed in the case of the dabad may without exception 
be affirmed in the case of the Nam also. It too is the revelation 
of God's being, the only proper object of contemplation, the standard 
to which the individual's life must conform, the essential means of 
purification and salvation.

Ramanama binu mukati na hoi Nanaku kahai vichara.
Nanak has reflected and this is his pronouncement;
that without the Nam of God there is no
salvation.

ICanchana kaia niramala hansu;
Jisu mahi namu Niranjana ansu,
Dukha roga^sabhi gala gavai*
Nanaka chhufasi sachai nai.

^Dhanasari Chhant 1 (l), p.687.
?«*» «*Asa Chhant 2 (4)? p.437.
3Malar 7, p.1256.



Within the body of gold is the pure swan (soul).
All pain and disease are dispelled from within 
him in whom dwells the Warn, the essence of God 
(Hirafljan)* Nanak, release is through the true 
Nam.

Jagana homa puna tap a puja deha dukhi nit a dukha 
sahai. ^

Ramanama binu mukati na pavasi mulcati nami 
guramulchi lahai. ^

Ramanama binu birathe jagi Manama. ^
Bikhu khavai bikhu boldjbolai binu naval nihaphalu 

mari bhramana.
Sacrifices, burnt offerings^ charity given to acquire 
merit, austerities, and pufja (are ineffective) 
and onefs body continues to endure continual 
suffering. Without the Nam of God there is no 
salvation. He who. by the Guru's aid, (meditates 
on) the Nam (finds) salvation. Without the Nam 
of God birth into this world is fruitless. Without 
the Nam one eats poison, speaks evil, dies 
without merit, and so transmigrates.
In all of these Nam could be replaced by dabad without al

tering the sense at all. In other cases the close conjunction of
the two terms renders their identity even more obvious.

m* a * . mm,Khata pianta^mue^nahi jania.
Khina mahi mue ja sabadu pachhania.
Asathiru chitu marani manu mania;
Gura kirapa te namu pachhania.2
Eating and drinking we die without knowing 
(the truth;. Recognising the £abad we die 
(to self) in an instant. The man has ceased
to wander and it rejoices in this death. By
the Guru'̂ ferace we have recognised the Nam.

^Bhairau 8, p.1127. 
Q̂ankaru (19), p.932.



Obviously âbacl and Hama are completely synonymous in this
context* The same applies to the following extract from Bhairau 2%

Bhavaj alu binu sabadai^kiu tariai? _ ^
Hama bina jagu rogi biapia dubidha $ubi $ubi mariai.
Without the ^abad how can one cross the Ocean of 
Fear? Without the Ham the disease of duality 
has spread throughout the world, (Because of it) 
men have sunk (in the Ocean) and so perished.

In some cases, however, there is an implied distinction:
Sachu namu Chira sabadi vichari, 0 
Guramukhi sache sachai darabari.^
He who meditates on the true Ham by means of the 
Guru' s £>abad is 
true court "Jof

3Sabade namu rakhai uridhari.
Through the ĵ abad one enshrines the Ham in one’s 
heart.

In such cases the £>abad appears as the medium of communication 
and the Ham as the object of communication. Both remain, however, 
expressions of God’s Truth and the distinction is a very fine one, 
normally determined by the context. Almost invariably Truth as 
media.ted by the Guru is referred to as the £>abad, whereas Truth

Bhairau 2, p. 1125*
2lsa 21, p.355.
^Prabhati A$£ 1 (7)? p*1342.

accepted as a true gurmukh in the 
God).
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as received and meditated on by the believer tends to be ex- 
pressed ii terms of the Nam. Guru ka ijabafl and Nam japna are 
both characteristic expressions. There is, however, no basic
difference involved and occasionally one of the two is used where
the other would be expected.

- 1Satigura sevi amrita sabadu bhakhai.
Following the Satguru one utters the Sabad
whicli imparts immortality.

Not only is it the Nam which i^normally used in the context of
the believer's utterances, but also it is Nam which is usually
found in association with amrit. The substitution is, however,
entirely permissible, even if not common. '"Wherever the meaning
of Nam is to be found in the Guru Granth Sahib there too is the

y 2meaning of Sabad"
To all this we must add a couplet from Japji which carries

our understanding a stage further.
Jet a ki'ta teta nau; v 
Vipu navai nahi ko thau.J

^Asa 13, p*352.
o ^‘"Sri Guru Granth ICos, pp. 210-1.

h a m l  (i9), p.4.
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Whatever He has made (the whole creation) is
an expression of His Ham* 'there is no part
of creation which is not such an expression*

The creation is an expression of the Creator and so a manifestation 
of His Truth. We have here a preliminary answer to the question 
of how the individual is to perceive this Truth which is called 
^abad or Ham* Look around yoii and within you for in all that He 
has created you will see Him, Understand the nature of what you 
see and you will understand the nature of God and of the way to Him.

Once again we are verging on what can with greater clarity 
be treated under Hukam, In concluding this section we may note the 
radical difference between the Ham of God and the names of God.
Hari, Ram, Paramesvar, Jagadis, Prabhu, Gopal, Allah, Khuda, Sahib 
- these are all but names and none are essential. Some do indeed 
bear a special significance, as in the case of Hlrahkar and Nlrafijan, 
but even these do not constitute the Ham although they express as
pects of it. The Ham is the total expression of all that God is,
and this is Truth, Sati Ham - His Name is Truth, Meditate on this

2and you shall be saved.

1 ** — Teja Singh paraphrases the couplet as follows nJo kujh us ba#aia
hai (bhav sari rachana) us da nam hi hai.,( - Sabadarath, p.4, n.14*
Of also: Var EGjh, pauri 6, p.140; Asa Agj: 2 (l), p.412; Suhl 
Chhant 3 (2), p.765;" Prabhati 1, p.1327.
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5* The Guru
Though it is God who imparts wisdom and 

causes man to do good works, the mediation of 
the Teacher is still essential. Nanak might lay 
it down that "he on whom God looketh with favour 
obtaineth Him". But by what means? The answer 
was immediate: "He becometh free from hopes and
fears, and destroyeth his pride by means of the 
Word." And the Word was not the immanent light; 
it was communicated truth. "God saveth man through 
the true Guru's instruction ~ the true Guru is the 
giver and procurer of emancipation.

Such a statement is adequate as applied to a follower of Guru 
Nanak, but not as a definition of Guru Nanak1s own doctrine of 
the Guru. It is true as far as it goes, but it does not go far 
enough for it leaves unanswered the old question of who was the 
guru of Guru Nanak. Howms the truth imparted to Guru Nanak him
self and to his nine successors? The gabad is indeed communicated 
Truth and for Guru Nanak's followers the Gurus' teachings which 
are contained in the Adi Granth (gurbani) are its vehicle, but 
what was the source of those teachings? By whom were they ori
ginally communicated?

The significance of the guru within the bhakti tradition 
is well known and need not detain us here.

A striking characteristic of modern Bhaga- 
vatism is the extravagant respect shown to the 
spiritual teacher or guru. The first line of the

1J. S. Carpenter, Theism in Medieval India, p.479.
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Bhakta-mala gives as the essentials of religion 
bhakti, bhakta, Bhagavanta, guru (faith, a faith
ful devotee, the Adorable, and the guru); and 
this aptly illustrates the importance attributed 
to the last-named. •*•

hr. Grierson points out that a respect for one1s spiritual
teacher is very old, and then continues:

But in modern Hinduism this proper attitude 
is greatly exaggerated...*. His voice is declared 
to be the voice of God and the fullest devotion inpword, act, and deed must be rendered to him.

In the case of the Sant tradition this inheritance from southern 
bhakti was reinforced by that tradition’s links with the Hath move
ment. In the Buddhist tantric tradition the master occupied a 
position of exalted authority as the mediator of esoteric loioledge
and from this source the same emphasis descended to the Gorakh- 

3nathis.
It is within the Sant tradition, however, that we encounter 

a major modification of the traditional doctrine. As we have al
ready seen there appears to belittle doubt that Kabir had 110 human 
guru, but that for him the Guru or Satguru" represented the Inner 
voice, the mystical movement of God in the depths of the individual

1G.A. Grierson, Art, ’’Bhakti-Marga” in ERE, Vol. II, p.546.
2Ibid. Of also Barthwal, The Nirguna School of Hindi Poetry,
pp. 114-122.
5M. Eliade, Yoga? Immortality and ffreedona, pp. 206-7. P. B. Barthwal, 
op.ait., p.197.



being, the light of God shed abroad in the inmost recesses of
the human soul. The Guru remains the vital link, the essential
mediator of divine Truth, but no longer a human link.

In Guru Nanak* s case we qaust first note the characteristic
emphasis upon the absolute necessity of the Guru.

Guru paupi bepi Guru Guru tulaha Harinau;
Guru saru sagaru bohitho Guru tirathu dariau.
Je tisu bhavai ujali sata,sari navapu jau.̂

2Guru is the ladder, the dinghy, the raft 
by m̂eans of which one reaches God;

The Guru is the lake, the ocean, the boat, the 
tirath, the river.

If it please Thee I am cleansed by bathing in 
the Lake of Truth (the Guru’s teaching).

Binu Gura bhagati na bhau hoi;
Binu Gura santa na sangu del;
Binu Gura andhule dhandhu roi; „
Manu Guramukhi niramalu malu sabadi khoi.
Without the Guru there can be no bhakti, no love;
Without the Guru there is no admission to the 

company of_ sants;
Without the Guru one blindly engaged in futile 

endeavours;
But with the Guru one’s man is purified for its 

filth is purged by the Babad.

Satiguru hoi daialu ta saradha puriai;
Satiguru hoi daialu na kabahun jhurlai;

^Siri Ragu 9? p.17.
Ĉf also Yar Malar, ŝlok 2 of paupi 1, p.1279 
3Basant 6, p.1170.
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Satiguru hoi daialu ta dukhu na japlai;
Satiguru hoi daialu ta Hari rangu mapiai;
Satiguru hoi daialu ta jama ka $.aru keha£
Satiguru hoi daialu ta sada hi sukhû deha;
Satiguru hoi daialu ta nava hidhî paiai;
Satiguru hoi daialu ta Sachi samaiai.
When the Satguru is merciful faith is perfected;
When the Satguru is merciful there is no grief;
When the Satguru is merciful no sorrow is known; 
When the Satguru is merciful the love of God is 

enjoyed;
When idle Satguru is merciful there is no fear of 

death;
When the Satguru is merciful there is eternal peace;
When the Satguru is merciful the nine treasures

are obtained;
When the Satguru is merciful one blends in union 

with the {True One.

^ ~  ̂ 2 Nanaka Gura binu nahi pati pati vi$u pari na pai.
Nanak, without the Guru there is no honour (in 
the court of God) and without such approval one 
cannot be saved.
Guramukhi bhagati saliâ a gharu paiai;
Binu Gura bhe£e mari aiai jaiai.
So Guru karau ji sachu drijavaî
Akathu kathavai sabadi milavai.
It is through the Guru that bhakti is inspired 
and__sahaj attained. If one does not meet the 
Guru one dies and transmigrates* I shall take Him 
as my Guru who establishes me in the truth, ex
presses the unutterable, and mediates the ^abad.

Har Majh, paupi 25, p.149.
2 ^ ,VariJKajh, si ok 1 of pauyi 2, p. 138. 
^Dhanasari Aft 2 (lR & 2), p.686.
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Hat. «*ir * rHi^aria $aru j a$iai bajhu Guru gubaru.
He knows fear who fears not (God),
Without the Guru is darkness.

2Such passages recur constantly, "but there is nothing remarkable
in them apart from the quality of Guru Hanak's expression. Others,
however, carry us much further.

Duja paharu bhaia jagu acheti rarnaj
Vakharu rakhu muie khajai Icheti rama: _

m*. « i ,  — rnn « t «Rakhahu kheti Hari Gura heti jagata choru na lagai.
In the second watch awake, 0 heedless brother,
Hold fast to your goods, 0 mortal. Your field 
is being consumed, brother. Protect your field 
and (hold fast) in love to Hari the Guru for if 
you remain awake no thief shall come.

Drama dhurama joii ujala; .
Tini bhava^a mahi Gura Gopala.
His light illuminates the waters and the earth, 
and in the three worlds (He shines), the Guru Gopal.

Upari gaganu gagana pari Gorakhu ta ka agamu 
Guru puni vasi.2

Above is the sky (the dasam duar) and above it is 
Gorakh, and there too dwells his ineffable Curd.

"̂ Siri Ragu (3)» p.54*
Of Asa 6, p.414; Var Asa, pauyi 6, p.466; Suhi A7s.lt 2 (2), 
p.751; Bilavalu AJsXt 1 (3), p.851*
^Tukhari Chhant 2 (2), p.1110.
^Oankaru (8), p.930. Cf also Asa Chhant 2 (3), p*437* (See infra p.592)
%aru 11, p. 99 2.
&This line involves a problem of_interpretation, but the problem con- 
cerns the word Gorakhu, not Guru. The most likely interpretation is

(cont.)
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Man a re haumai chho$i gumanu;  ̂ ^
Hariguru saravaru sevi tu pavahi daragaha manu.
Renounce self-centredness and pride, 0 man.
Serve Hari the Guru,2 the Lake (of Immortality), 
for so you shall obtain honour in His court.

Guru Deva Gura alakha abheva tribhavapa sojhi 
Gura ki seva.̂

The Guru is God, ineffable, unsearchable. He 
who follows the Guru comprehends the nature of 
the universe.

Guru Arjan makes the point explicitly,
Sataguru Niranjanu soi; ^
Manukha ka kari rupu na janu.'
The Satguru is Hirah,jan. Do not believe that 
He is in the formcf a man.

In the words of Professor Jodh Singh;
All of the human gurus who roam around 

nowadays have taken instruction from some person 
or other. Guru Nanak*s Guru, however, was not a 
person. In the saldii dealing with the Vein River 
incident it is clearly stated that Guru Han ale 
received the cup of the Nam from the true court (of 
God). He himself has declared;

(cont.) that Gviru Nanak had Nath yogis in mind and that he was 
seeking* to convince them that the Guru (identified in their case 
with Gorakhnath) is to be found within,

^Sirl Ragu 19, p.21,
Vir Singh; "Hari (rup; Guru.tf San thy a, Vol. 1, p,50Q.
■̂ Bhairau 2, p. 1125.
4 - -Ramakali 39, p,895; Of also Guru Aryan’s Gaupd 9, p.$64:

Guru meri puja Guru Gobindu;
Guru mera Parabrahamu Guru Bhagavantu;
Guru mera Deu alakha abheu;
Saraba puja charana Gura seu.
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'HiraHjan is the essence of all and His light 
shines in all places. All is God and nothing 
is separate from Him. JSe who is the infinite, 
supreme God is the Guru whom Eanak has met.’

- Sora^hi 11, p.599.*1'
The Tenth Gtiru has also declared;
'Enow that the eternal and incarnate One is 
my Guru.1

~ 2- Chaupai.
This is the first stage in our effort to define Guru Eanak *s

doctrine of the Guru. vie must, however, examine the nature of this
identification of Guru and God for it requires some clarification.
Many passages clearly imply a distinction between God and the Guru
and the question of their interpretation must now be considered.

Tribhava^u khoji Jha^£holia guramukhij/idaoji nihali;
Sataguri meli milaia Eanaka so Prabhu nali.3
He whom we searched for throughout the universe 
we saw by means of the Guru. It is the Satguru 
who causes us to be united with the Lord.

Piru naziki na bujhai bapupl! Satiguri dia dikhai.̂
The Master is near at hand and yet, 0 my wretched 
soul, you do not perceive Him. It is the Satguru 
who reveals Him.

Sorajhi.11;
Tatu Eirahjanu joti sabai sonha bhedu na koi jiu; 
Aparampai'a Parabrahamu Paramesaru I an aka 

Gura milia soi jiu.
2Jodh Singh, Guramati Eiranay, p.114.

c

Siri Ragu 17, p-20.
4Ialar Agf 3 (8), p.1274.
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Here there is an evident contrast between the agent and the object 
1of revelation. The conclusion which such extracts suggest is

that our initial identification of the Guru with God needs some
qualification. A strict definition requires us to identify the
Guru not with God Himself, but with the voice of God, with the
means whereby God imparts truth to man.

This brings us to what is essentially Kabir’s doctrine, but
Guru Nanak takes us one step further. In the case of Kabir this step
may be deduced.; with Guru Nanak it is categorically affirmed. The
Guru is in fact the £>abad. In the Siddh GogjqL (43) the Siddhsput
thefollowing question to Guru Nanaks

fera kavapu guru jis ka tu chela?
Nlio is your guru, he of whom you are a disciple?

Guru Nanak replies!
Sabadu Guru^surati dhuni chela;
Akatha .katha le raliau nirala;
Nanaka jugi jugi Gura Gopala.
Kku sabadu jitu katha vichari;„
Guramukhi haumai agani nivari.
The ^abad is the Guru and the surati (which is 
focussed on it) continually is the disciple. By 
dwelling on the Ineffable One I remain detached - 
on Him, the eternal Guru-Gopal. It is only through 

o&had (which is the Guru)""that I dwell on Him, 
and so through the Guru the fire of haumai is put out.

Ĉf also Sorafhi 8, pp. 597-8, (See supra p. 475 ),' Var Malar, 
paupl 25, p. 1290. (See supra p. 476*5•
2Siddh Gosti (43), p.942.
^Siddh Gog£i (44), p.943*



The Guru accordingly is God; the Guru is the voice of God;
1 — —and the Guru is the gabad, the Truth of God. Guru Nanak uses the 

term in all three senses. One might perhaps raise logical objections 
to what may, at first sight, appear to be confused usage, buijbnly 
if one forgets the basid identity which these three senses share in 
Guru Nanak*s thought. The passage quoted above from the Siddh Gosti 
brings out this identity not just with the pronouncement that the 
£abad is the Guru, but also with the reference to Gura-Gopala. God 
Himself is Truth. In order to accomodate this fundamental belief to
the limitations of both language and the human understanding distinctions,
if not absolutely essential, are at least very convenient.

4. Bukam
âbad, Nam, and Guru ~ all three are to be defined as the Truth

of God made manifest for the salvation of men, and all three share a
fundamental identity. And yet the basic question remains unanswered.
How is this Truth to be apprehended by man? The fourth key word brings
us another stage nearer the answer.

The fundamental importance of the Bukam in the thought of Guru
Nanak is emphasised by its exposition at the very beginning of Japji.
The first pauri puts the basic questions

ICiva sachiara hoiai kiva kuyai tuj;ai pali?
How is Truth to be attained? How is the veil
of falsehood to be tom aside?

T  ' H  .........L. r T ■■■-■■ ■ ~ .................................... ...............

And in Bil^valu 3, p»295. God is identified with the &abad:
Ape sabadu nisanu*
Thou art the &abad and Thou art its expression.

2Jap,ji (l), p.l.
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And the concept of Ilukam provides Guru Hanak's answer: Truth is
to he found through submission to the Ilukam.

-™, — «» •» lHukami rajai chalâ La Hanalta likhia nali.
Thus it is written: Submit to the Hukam,
walk in its way.
Xn the following pauyi he proceeds to explain the nature of 

the Hukam.
Hukami hovani alcara hukamu na kahia^ jai;
Hukami hovani jia hukami milai vajiai.
Hukami utamu nichu hukami likhi dukha sukha paiahi:
Ikana hukami bakhasisa iki hukami sada bhavaiahi.
Ilukamai andari sabhu ko bahari hukam a na koi;  ̂
kanaka hukamai je bujhai ta haumai kahai na koi.
The Hukam is beyond describing, (but this much we 
can understand that) all forms were created by the 
Hukam, that life was created through the Hukam, and 
that greatness is imparted in accordance with the Hukam. 
Distinctions between what is exalted and what is lowly 
are the result of the Ilukam and in accordance with it 
suffering comes to some and joy to others. Through the 
Hukam one receives blessing and another is condemned to 
everlasting transmigration. All are within the JMcam; 
none are bejrond its authority. Hanak, if anyone^under- 
stands the Hukam his self-centredness is purged.J
The conclusions which emerge from this are, first, that just

as God Himself is in His fullness beyond human comprehending, so too
the Hukam is,in its total range, beyond human understanding. Secondly,

Japji (l), p.l. The point of likhia nali is not entkrely clear, but 
the phrase probably means that some prevenient knowledge of this uni
versal principle is inscribed on the human understanding. Cf Teja 
Singh, abadarath, p.l, n• V .
2Xbid. (2), p.l.

"This haun (self-centredness) is the veil of falsehood which prevents 
us from attaining to the Truth, When haun is destroyed Truth is at
tained.1' Vir Singh, San thy a, Vol. 1, p. 4-8. Dor haun or haumai see 
infra pp. 541 ff.
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however? it can he understood to he a sufficient degree and this 
much at least man can comprehend that it is the source of those 
differences and distinctions in man’s condition which are beyond 
human control. It is the giver of differing forms, of greatness, 
of differences between high and low, misery and happiness, sal-

rvation and transmigration, Thirdly, all are subject to the Hukam, 
And fourthly, understanding of this divine principle leads to de
struction of self, Paupi 3 again sets it forth as the principle 
which regulates the universe in accordance with the intention of 
God,

Hukami hukamu chalae rahu:
l b  -£ i Okanaka vigasai veparavahu.
God’s (Hukami) Hukam directs the path
- (God) the ever-joyous and carefree,
Hukam has usually been translated as "Will'*.J This trans

lation is not incorrect, hut by itself ’¥111’ does not convey the 
precise meaning which Hukam assumes in Guru Nanak's usage and is 
liable to be regarded as an exact equivalent of the Islamic concept.

Or more specifically the laws which determine who shall attain sal
vation and who shall continue to transmigrate,

2Japji (?), P.2.
3Gopa.1 SinghSri Guru Granth Sahib, p.l, translates the line "Hukami 
rajai chal&ga kanaka likhia nali" as follows:

"His ¥111 (forsooth),
Inborn in us, ingrained,
Thou follow,
(Thus is Truth attained.)"

He adds the footnote; "Both words in the text - 'Hokum' and 'Raza'- 
are Arabic and occur in the Quran and mean respectively God's Hill and 
Submission to the Will." P.l, n.8.
Of also Teja Singh, The Japji (English translation), p.17*
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Hukam is for Guru Nanak the divinely instituted and maintained 
principle governing the existence and movement of the universe.
It is represented as the agent of creation:

«  «  1Hukami sagala kare akara.
By Thy Hukam Thou didst create all forms.

It determines the regular cycle of hiimanjlife:
Pahi'lai paharai rai$i kai vapajaria mitra 

hukami paia garabhasi.^
My friend, (you who) trade (in the things of 
the world), in the first watch of the night 
(the first stage of the human life) you are 
placed in the womb in accordance with the Hukam.

All are under it:
Akhanu vekhapu bolapu chalapu jivâ u rnarapa dhatu;
Hukamu saji hukamai vichi rakhai Han aka Sacha api.
Speaking, seeing, moving, living and dying - 
all are transitory. Thou, the True (Lord) 
having established the Hukam placed all under 
it (literally: in it).

And it gathers Into a single principle the sum total of all God's
activity.

Ha jiu marai na L̂ubai tarai;
JIni kichhu kia so kichhu karai.
Hukame avai hukame j ai;

"̂Var Majh, .siok 2 of pauyi 27, p. 15®.
2 ~  -Siri Ragu Pahare 1, p.74.
■̂ Var Majh, slok 2 of pauyi 15, p. 145.
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A g a i  p a c h h a i  h u k a m i s a m a i,

(Of itself, i.e. apart from the Hukam) the soul 
does not die and it neither sinks nor crosses over.
He who has heen active (in creation) is still active.
In accordance with the Hukam we are born and we die*
Ahead and behind the Hukam pervades all.
T h is  p r i n c i p l e  i s  m o s t  im m e d ia t e ly  p e r c e p t i b l e  i n  t h e  la w s

governing the structure and functioning of the physical universe,
but it is by no means limited to this sphere. It is also expressed
in moral terms in the law of karam.

Jaisa kare su taisa pavai;
7lpi biji ape hi khavai.^
One receives in accordance with what one does.
W hat y o u  s o w , t h a t  y o u  m u s t  e a t .

J a i s a  b i j a i  so  lu p e  j o  k h a je  s o u  k h a i . ^

One reaps what one sows and one eats what 
one earns.

This conviction is as much an: aspect of the 1-Iukam principle as the
regular movement of the physical universe. Indeed it is a vital aspect*

Tu supi kirata karama purabi kamaiaj 
Siri siri sukha sahama dehi su tu bhala.
Hari rachana teri lcia gati merl Hari binu ghapi 

na jiva.
Pria bajhu duheli koi na beli guramukhi amritu 

pivan.

1 -Gaupi 2, p.151.
^Bhanasarr 6, p.662.
3Suh! 7, p.730.
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Hachana rachi rahe Nirankari Prasha man! karama 
sukarama. ^ ^

Nanaka panthu nihale sadhana tu supi Atamarama.
Hear me, 0 Lord. Each receives joy or sorrow in 
accordance with what his past deeds have earned 
him and what Thou does give is fair and just.
Thine is the creation, hut ih.at is ray condition]
Without Thee I cannot live for a moment. Without 
my Beloved I suffer torment and there is none to 
give me aid. Grant that by the Guru'said 1 may drink 
the amrit (of the Nam). We remain entangled in the 
world which God has created, but the supreme deed is 
to enshrine the Lord in the man. Nanak, the bride 
watches the way (for Thy coming). Hear my cry, 0 God.

2The law of kararn is here explicitly affirmed. The conclusion which
must be drawn from it is that each individual should perform those
deeds which will, in accordance with the law, bring the supreme

r e w a r d .  A n d  t h e  s u p re m e  d e e d  i s  t o  e n s h r in e  t h e  L o r d  i n  t h e  m a n .

"Prabha mani karama sukarama.,f
Changiaia buriaia vachai Dharamu haduri;
Karami apo apa$i ke nerai ke duri.

* ! T *  C B ± .  K h .  « n »Jini namu dhiaia gae masakati ghaliĵ
Nanaka te mukha ujale keti chhu£I nali.^
(in God’s) presence Lharamraj scrutinises 
our record of good and evil, and in accordance

^Tukhari Chhant Barah-maha (1), p.1107.
Of also; Var Asa, pauri 10, p.468; Var sinhi, slok 2 of pauyi 17* 
p.791.

7
^Japjj slok, p.8. Xn^Var Majh (slok 2 of pauri 18,p.146) this slok 
is attributed to Guru Angad. The differences between the two versions 
are insignificant apart from the addition of the word hora in the 
last line of the Var Majh version,
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with our deeds we dwell near Him or far off*
The labours of those who meditated on the Ham 
are over. Their countenances are radiant and 
many others (through association) with them 
also find release.

—  1ICari Bleu dhiavahi tan phalu pavahi..... .
Meditate on the One and harvest the fruit thereof.

An exhortation of this nature assumes, of course, that man has the 
necessary measure of freedom to make such a decision and this is 
also clear from the key line in Japjts

* .  «  2Hukami rajai chala^a Nanaka likhia nali.
3 - »The word rajal which Guru Nanak uses here in conjunction with 

hukam is, as Gopal Singh has pointed out,̂  from rasa ("submission’1, 
"acquiescence") and implies an area wherein man has the capacity to 
exercise free will, a capacity which permits him to live in discord 
with the Ilukam instead of in harmony with it. This faculty is obviously 
of critical importance for the manner in which it is exercised brings 
either salvation or continued transmigration. Disharmony is the 
normal condition, but it does not lead to Truth and its consequence 
is continued movement within the cycle of transmigration, with all

■*Ta$ahansu Alaha^i 2, p.580.
Ĵapji (l), p.l. See supra p. 512.
3Or razai.
^See supra p. 513? n,3*
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the attendant suffering of this condition* Submission, on the
other hand, leads to union, the consequence whereof is freedom.
He who recognises the Hukam perceives the Truth; and he who having
recognised it brings his life into conformity with it ascends to
that eternal union with God which is the ultimate beatitude*

Hukamu pachhapai |Gh.asama ka duji avara 
siapapa kai.

He whojrecognises the Master's Hukam has no 
need ofany other wisdom.

Satiguru milai ta tisa kau japai;
Rahai rajai hukamu paclihapai;̂
Hukamu pachhapi sachai dari vasu;
Kala bikala sabadi bhae nasu.^
He who meets the Satguru knows Him (God).
He recognises the Hukam and remains ever 
obedient to the will ""(of* God), He who perceives 
the Hukam abides in the dwelling place of Truth*
Birth and death (the cycle of transmigration) are 
destroyed by the £>abad.
The Hukam is accordingly an all-embracing principle, the sum

total of all divinely instituted laws; and it is a revelation of
the nature of God, In this latter .sense it is identical in meaning
with ^abad*

Api nai apu eaji apu pachhapia;
Ambaru dharati vichhopi chandoa tapia;
Vipu thama gaganu rahai sabadu nisapia.

1Maru 7, p.991.
2Bilavalu AgJ 2 (7), p.632.
*5 - —Var Malar, pauyi 1, p*1279*
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■ Thou.-didst create and Thou didst; recognise '(the.- '
■ • •, true nature , of Thy creation) . Thou didst separate; , . ., ;--

the heavens’from, the earth and Thou didst stretch ’
; .• out light in the heavens, Thou didst establish . -

d. the sky without pillars and so revealed Thy. ̂ abad; . . ' , , ■ , ■ • . .
Again .it is a.'case of basic identity'with differing' fimctiohs, '. ■ ■ ./
postulated only ,in . order to; bring :out the fundamental, friith: with .
greater clarity. The creation-'is., constituted and ordered by;the •
Hukam and ±1 this creation ; physical and otherwise,' the  ̂abaci is .. .
made manifest, understand -this. Principle and you understand God. :. ; .
Look around, you- and - within .-you and' you shall perceive ... the . )-dabadj ■-V: -
the Ham, Truth. Herein .,is "God revealed as single; ..as active, and
•• as■ absolute';'- as Nirankar, Niranjan, as the eternal' One beyond ;all :
.that_ is impermanent, and corruptible. Meditate on this, conform - ''
your life to it, acquire a nature'which in accordance with the.law
of.karam will carry, you beyond the. cycle of .birth and:death. Thus .
you shall find- salvation. -

Satiguri railiai-hukamu bujhiai tan -ko aval rasi. - . .
Api chhu^e naha .chhutiai kanaka bachani bip.asu.**-

• ' When one meets the Satguru and understands the
’ - Hukam one attains to Truth. :.JSalvation is.not  ... -

wrought, through. one's own' efforts. Nanak, such, 
a belief (lit. talk), amounts to•destruction, (hot 
salvation). y ..
It is, as we have already noted, an extended process, an .

:ascent, but in the end there is absolute harmony. With the ultimate

■^Var Malar, slok 1 of pauyt 25? p*1289. " ■ ■■ . :



attainment of Truth, with the gurmukh in the final stage of union
(Sach Kh»nd) there is absolute fulfilment of the divdne Hukam.

— 1Jiva jiva hukamu tivai tiva kara.
As the Hukam, so too the deed.

5. Sach
Sach, the fifth of Guru Manak's characteristic terms, does

not require a detailed analysis for it too, as its normal meaning
plainly indicates, is used to express the Truth and an analysis
would simply mean covering ground which has already been covered,

Galr bhisati na jaiai chhujai sachu kamai.^
One does not go to heaven through mere taEln 
It is through acting in accordance with Truth 
that one is released.

6.

How does God communicate with man? How does man perceive 
the nature of God and the means of attaining union with Him? The 
analysis of ^abad, Mam, Guru, and Hukam has brought us well towards

Japji (p7)2 p.8, Of also: CjpyJ Agf 5 (7-8), p.225; Gauyi Agf 15 
p.227; Asa AgJ 16̂, p.420; ^Var Asa, £auri 15? p.471; Bilavalu Agt 
2 (6-7), P*852; Maiu Sol aha 5 (16), p.1025; Maru Solaha 16 (9—14-5 
pp. 1036-7; Sarahg ki Var, slok 1 of paupi 11, p.1241,

p — , — ~"Var_Majh, slok 2 of pauri 7, p.141. _0f alsos^Siri Ragu 10, p.18;
Siri Ragu Pahare_2^(5)? P*76; Var Majh, pauri ‘.13? p. 144 and pauri
18, p. 147; Var Asa, slok 2 of paupi 10, p.468; Va^ahansu Chhant 1
(it pp. 565-6; Bhanasari Chhant 1 (l), p.687 (see supra p. 498 );
Maru Solaha 12 (9), p. 1032.
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an answer, but there remains one significant gap. According to
Guru Nanak God has revealed His truth in creation, and specifically
in the Hukam which orders creation. He who perceives this Truth
and submits to it will find salvatima* But how are we to explain
the manifest fact that only a minority of men perceive it*? The
Truth may be there for all to grasp but few there be who in fact
do lay hold of it.

Tere darasana kau keti bilalai; _ ^
Virala ko chinasi Gura sabadi milai.
Many there be who long for a vision of Thee, 
but few who encounter the Guru-^abad and so 
perceive (Thee).
Why are there so few? One explanation is that karam determines 

the issue. Those who ■ in their previous existences have lived 
lives of relative merit acquire thereby a faculty of perception which 
enables them to recognise the Guru, This theory has a logical con
sistency and in one place it would appear to be explicitly affirmed.

Purabi hovai likhia ta Satigum pavai,
If it is inscribed in the record of one’s 
former deeds then one meets the Satguru.
Karam is one theory and the other is divine grace. According 

to the latter, the necessary faculty of perception is a gift from God

^Basant Afqlt 5 (lR)» p.1188.
Asa AgJ 19 (5)* p.421. Of also Basant HipgLol 12 (2), p.1172,



and one which is not ultimately dependent upon the merit of the 
individual in this or any existence.

The latter theory is the one which we must accept, but not
m*.at the cost either of maintaining that Guru Nanak denied the rele

vance of karam as far as this initial perception was concerned, or
of admitting that at this point he was inconsistent. Extracts which

1affirm a belief in divine grace have already been quoted and such 
affirmations recur with considerable frequency in his writings.
The above quotation from Asa Agfapadi 19 implies an inconsistency, 
but when the paucity of such references, direct or implied, is com
pared with the very considerable weight of emphasis which he lays 
upon his concept of divine grace there can be no doubt that in 
the last analysis it is this grace which must decide the issue.
The solution which he himself pi’ovides to the seeming inconsistency 
is a compromise which does accord a necessary place to karam as far 
as the initial apprehension of the £abad is concerned, but which 
specifies grace as the ultimate determinant. In a significant line 
from Japjj/he contrasts the two, karam and grace, Karam is certainly 
important in that it will produce a favourable or unfavourable birth, 
but it is through grace that the initial opportunity to lay hold of

1 _supra pp.47^-9-See also supra pp.450 465 (Siri Ragu 17)475
(Sora$hito8) , 499 (0ankaru_19) ? 506 (Var Majh, pauri 25) and 519 
(Var Malar, slok 1 of paupi25)♦
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salvation is attained,
Karam! avai kapapa nadari mokhu duaru. ̂
Our karam determines the nature of our birth 
(lit, the cloth)? but it is through grace that 
the door of salvation (is found).

Even within its own domain the operation of karam is not irrevocably
determined, for He who is the Master of karam may in forgiveness
obliterate its effects*

Janama janama ke papa karama ke Kajanahara 
lijai re,2

Oleave to Him who cancels the karam earned 
by the sins of many previous incarnations.
The question is for Guru Nanak an ultimate mystery dependent

upon the choice which God makes. The characteristic term used to
3express this is nadar or nazar, but as we have already noted the

same doctrine is expressed in the words kino a, prasa.d, karam (the
Persian word), bakhsis, bhana, daia (daya), mihar, and taras.

Nadari karalii je apâ i ta nadari Satiguru paia.̂ *
If Thou dost impart Thy grace then by that grace 
'^e Satguru is obtained.

1 4, p *2.
2 „ ^ ^ _

Gaupi 16, p.156, Cf also; Var Suhi, slok 2 of pauri 11, p.789*
Saratig AgJ 2 (iR), p. 1232.

r t
Ŝee supra p. 4^6 , n. 2 .

var Asa, pauyi 4? p.465.



Karamu hovai Satiguru milai bujhai bichara;
Namu vakhâ iai supe namu name biuhara.
He to whom God shows favour meets the Satguru 
and acquires understanding. He repeats the 
Nam, listens to the Nam, and imparts the 
Nam to other's (lit. trades in the Nam).

Bagule te phuni hansula hovai je tu karahi daiala; 
Pranavati Nanaku dasani dasa daia karahu Daiala.2
If Thou dost show mercy a heron becomes a swan.
Thy slave of slaves Nan ale makes this petition:
Be merciful to me, 0 merciful One.

Nanaka nadari bahare rachahi dani na nai.̂
Nanak, those who are outside (His) grace have 
a concern for neither charity nor the Nam.

Sabha mahi varata Nko soi; ,
Jisa no kirapa .kare tisu paragaju hoi.
He, the One, dwells within all, but He is 
x’evealed to him who receives grace.

Ant art agianu dulchu bharamu hai Gura giani gavai; 
Jisu kripa karahi tisu meli laihi so namu dhiai.
Tu Karata Purakhu agamu hai ravia sabha £hai;
Jitu tu laihi sachia titu ko lagai Nanlca gu$a gai.

^Asa Agt 13 (9)? p.418* 
2BAsant Hin^ol 9? p. 1171. 
"’Siri Ragu 4, p. 15*
^Oankaru (14)» p.931*
^Var Malar, paufci 28, p.1291*
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Within us are ignorance, suffering, and doubt, 
but through the Guru1s wisdom all are cast out.
He upon whom Thou dost show Thy grace and whom 
Thou dost bring tojlhyself, he it is who 
meditates on the Nam. Thou the Creator art 
ineffable, immanent in all. He whom Thou dost 
bring to the Truth - he it is who attains it.
Nanak sings Thy praises.
In order that the Guru's voice may be heard there must be 

a prior gift of perception and this gift comes by God's grace. If 
He gives it then the ^abad may be perceived and if He does not there 
is nothing a man can do. This in itself is not sufficient for sal
vation, for even if a man accepts the proffered gift he must engage
in a sustained discipline before he can attain ultimate release.

1The gift is, however, a prerequisite. Why it is given to some and 
withheld from others no man can say. There iejmuch that must remain 
hidden from the limited understanding of man and the exercise of God’s 
grace is of this nature, Man is not given a complete understanding 
of all mysteries. V/hat he is given is a sufficient understanding.

The translation we have used here in most cases is ’grace’, 
but a note of caution is required for the English word is liable to 
be misinterpreted in this context. The possibility arised from the 
fact that its usage in Christian theology assumes the specific Pauline

Cf Bhai Gurdas, Var 1, paupi 24:
* 5 * .  m *  4r%*Pahila Babe paya bakhasu dari, pichho de phiri 
ghali kamai.

Pirst Baba (Nanak) obtained grace from the court 
(of God) and then afterwards (went forth) to labour.
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doctrine of grace with its stress upon the universal nature and 
absolute sufficiency of grace for salvation, For a person nur
tured in Sikh thought there is no problem, for he will take from 
the word ’grace’ the meaning which is imparted by such words as 
nadar and kirpa in the context of Sikh scripture. The possibility 
of misinterpretation may exist, however, for the person whose back
ground is Christian or western, and who may unconsciously read into 
the word specifically C h r i s t i a n  connotations. 'Election' actually 
comes closer to Guru Hanalt's concept, but it is hardly a satisfactory 
alternative for it is too closely associated with neo-Calvinist theo
logy and would almost inevitably be accorded an interpretation which 
implied an eternal predestination, leaving no scope for the determin
ative exercise of the individual's free will, 'Favour' and 'choice' 
are both appropriate, but yet fail to convey a sufficient depth of 
meaning, although the word bha&a which corresponds exactly to the 
first of these is one of the words which iajused to express this parti
cular doctrine.

'Grace' remains the best word to express this aspect of the 
divine nature whereby there is imparted an initial and prerequisite 
illuminat ion.

Api bujhae soi bujhai;
Jisu api sujhae tisu sabhu kichhu sujliai.

^Var Majh, slok 2 of paupl 27, p. 150.
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He whom Thou has enlightened understands;
he to whom Thou hast given insight perceives all*

¥ithout this gift of perception, without a divine initiative, the
Guru will not he recognised. The gift alone does not mean automatic
or iresistable salvation, for as we have already noted it must be
accepted and the individual’s life must be lived in accordance
with what it imparts* Many, indeed most, to whom it is given refuse
to accept it* Instead of listening to the Guru’s ^abad they fasten
their affections on maya, on the attractions of the world.

The various terms may also be used in a sense which refers
to the individual’s own effort to conform to the Truth rather than
to the prior gift of perception.

Khasama ki nadari dilahi pasinde jini kari 
eku dhiaia.-

The grace of the Master is on those who have 
meditated on Him with single mind, and they 
have found favour in His heart*

In other cases a better translation is ’mercy’ or ’compassion' even
when the word used is nadar rather than daia or taras*

Asi bola^vigaya vigaraha bola;
Tu nadari andari tolahi tola.̂
Vie speak evil, but Thou dost judge us with 
mercy (lit* weigh us in the scales of grace),

"̂Siri Ragu 27, p.24*
^Siri Ragu 30, p.25.
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Normally, however, the various terms are used with reference 
to the divine initiative, the prior act of grace whereby God implants 
the perception which enables the individual to hear and to understand 
the &abad. It is not salvation which is given, for this must be at
tained through the individual's own efforts* It is the prerequisite 
appreciation of the need for salvation and of the means to be fol
lowed in order to attain it - not salvation itself, but "the door of
salvation".

Je juga chare araja hora dasupi hoi;
Nava khag^a vichi japlai nali chalai sabhu koi;
Changa nau rakhai kai jasu kirati jagi lei;
Je tisu nadari na avai ta vata na puchjai ke;
Kija andari kiju kari dosi dosu dhare.
Even if one were to live throughout the four 
ages and ten times that number, even if one 
were to be known in the nine worlds and every
one were to follow him, possessed of a good name 
and renowned throughout the world - if such a 
person fails to catch the Lord's eye (if grace is 
not shown to him) then no one bothers with him*
He is as a worm among worms, spurned even by the 
sinful•

JevajLu Sahibu teva$u dati de de kare rajai. ^
Nanaka nadari kare jisu upari sachi nami va$.iai.
Just as He, the Lord, is glorious so too are 
His gifts glorious, gifts which He gives in 
accordance with His will. He upon whom the 
(Lord's) gracious glance rests acquires the 
glory of the True Nam.

1J§e£ L  (?)» P’2-
Var Majh, slolc 1 of jjaugl̂ ig, p.147. Cf also: Asa 31, p.358; Asa 

5, pp. 413-42 Var Asa, slok^2 of pauri 8, p.4-67; Sorajhi 3> 
p.596; Dhanasari 3, p.661; J3uhi Agt 2^(6), p.751; Var Suhi, siok 
1 V&u-v'i 15, p.790; Prabhati AgJ 3 (8), p.1343 (see infra p. 591 ).
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God has expressed Himself in the dabad which He Himself as 
Guru communicates to man. If by His grace any man be blessed with 
the perception which enables him to understand the £>abad he will 
discern around and within him the nature of God and the means of 
attaining union with Him.

The next question concerns the effort which each individual 
must make in order to appropriate the Truth and in order to answer 
this we must first consider Guru Nanak's doctrine of man.

Ill The Nature of Unregenerate Man

Mere Sahiha kauqgiu japai gup.a ter el
ICahe na jani augapa mere. *
Kete rukha birakha hama chine kete pasu upae;
Kete naga kuli mahi ae kete pa&kha u$ae. ^
Hafa pafapa bija mandara bhanai kari chord gharî avai; 
Agahu dekhai pichhabu dekhai tujha te kaha chhapavai.^ 
Ta$a tiratha hama nava khap§.a dekhe hafa pajama bajara; 
Lai kai talcapî tolapi laga ghaja hi mahi vapajara.
Jeta samundu sagaru niri bharia tete augapa harnare;
Haia karahu kichhu mihara upavahu $ubade pathara tare. 
Jiapa agani^barabari tapai bhitari vagai kati; - — 1
Prapavati lanaku hukamu pachhapai sukhu hovai dinu rati.
0 my Lord, who can comprehend Thy excellences]
None can recount my sinfulness.
Many times was I born as a tree, many times as an 
animal, many times I camefln the form of a snake, and 
many times I flew as a bird.
Many times did I break into city shops and strong 
building and, having burgled them, return home.
1 lookacfahead add behind ( to ensure that liiad not 
been detected), but how could it be concealed from 
Thee?

^Gaupi 17 3 p.15 6.



(l have visited) places of pilgrimage on river- 
banks, tiraths, shops, cities, markets5 X have 
seen all regions of the world. Taking scales I 
have weighed (my merits against my demerits) in 
my heart.
As the oceans are filled with water, so immense is 
my sinfulness. Be merciful, show a measure of Thy 
grace that this sinking stone may cross over.
An undying fire burns in my soul, within (my heart) 
a knife twists. Nanak prays; (Show me Thy grace for 
he who by it) understands Thy Hukam attains eternal 
peace.

ICarapi kagadu manu masavapi bura bhala dui lekha pae;
Jiu jiu kiratu chalae tiu chaliai tau gupa nahi antu Hare. 
Chita chetasi ki nahi bavaria;
Hari bisarata tere gupa galia.
Jali raini jalu dinu hua jeti ghapi phahi tetiĵ
Hasi rasi choga chugahi nita phasahi chhufasi mupe 

kavana gupi.
Kaia arapu manu vichi loha pahcha agani titu lagi rahi; 
Koile papa pape tisu upari manu 3 alia sanhi chinta bhai. 
Bhaia manuru kahchanu phiri hovai je Guru milai tineha; 
Eku namu arnritu ohu devai tau Nanaka trisâ asi deha.̂ -
On the book of conduct the man, like ink, records 
inscriptions, some good and some bad. As his nature 
(determined by his deeds) drives him so a man goes; 
but Thy excellences are infihitp,0 Cod.
0 foolish mind, why do you not remember Cod. If 
you forget Him your virtues melt away.
The day and night are as nets set for you; there , 
are as many traps as there are gharis. Indulging 
your desires you continually peck at the bait 
and are .caught, Fooli What virtue will set you free.
The body is a forge with the man the iron in it; five 
fires (the five evil impulses) "heat it continually.
Sins are laid on as coal and over it the man is heated, 
held by the tongs of fear*
Heduced to slag it yet becomes gold when it meets the 
Guru,for He imparts the one amrit Nam and so brings the 
body under control.
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Mail’s nature is for Guru Nanak dependent upon his affiliation, 
and that nature is transformed when his affiliation is transferred 
from the world to the Nam. It is the nature of unregenerate man 
which concerns us at this point, the nature of man in the condition 
of attachment to the world. This is the condition of pride, of self
centredness, of sin and so of death and transmigration# This is the
condition which must be transcended if man is to attain release from
transmigration.

For Guru Nanak the key to an understanding of man's nature is
an understanding of the human man# Cleanse the man and it becomes
a fitting abode for the Ham. Control it and you will no more wander 
from the One with whom you seek union. But let it retain its im
purity, let it remain unbridled, and the penalty will be Death. Yam
will seise you, bind you and march you off to his prison. There you 
will continue to suffer in the round of birth and death.

1. The Man
1Mani jitai jagu jitu.

To conquer the man is to conquer the world.
The word man as used by Guru Nanak has no satisfactory English 

translation. It is usua% rendered ’mind1 , but the translation is

XJapji (23), p.6.
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unsatisfactory as the English word lacks the "breadth of meaning
and association which man possesses in Sant literature and Sikh
scripture. It is true that the concept of mind is included within
the range of man and that it is the dominant concept covered "by
the word. To translate it in this way alone, however, is inadequate
in the context of Guru Nanak1s usage.

Man is a version of manas,a word with a lengthy history.
In the Ijg Veda it denotes 'soul1 and is very close in meaning to
atman.̂  In the Dpanigads the two terms tend to diverge, with
manas moving towards chitt and assuming a quality best translated 

2as 'mind', whereas atman becomes identified with the inmost essence 
in man.^ In Vedanta manas emerges explicitly as an aspect or function 

aJitafrkaraa, the seat of collective thought and feeling.
Vedanta does not regard manas (mind) as a 

sense (indriya). The same antahkarana, according 
to its diverse functions, is called manas, buddhi, 
ahamkara, and citta. In its functions as doubt 
it is called manas, as originating definite cog
nitions it is called buddhi. As presenting the 
notion of an ego in consciousness ahamkara, and 
as producing memory citta.4

1S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy,Vol. i, pp. 25-6.
A. Berriedale Keith, The Religion and Philosophy of the Yedas and 
Upanishads, Vol. ii, pp. 405-4•
2 -Cf Ohandogya Upantgad, vii,3.i.
3 -S. Dasgupta, op.ctt., Vol. 1, pp. 45-6. Dr. Radhakrishnan identifies 
the manas of the ulTanigads with the antafekarana and uses 'mind' to 
translate it, but maintains a close relationship between the two terms. 
(The Principal Upanisads, p•471.)

4E. Dasgupta, op.cit., Vol. i, p.472, n.l.
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In these terms Guru Nanak’s understanding of the man could be 
described as synonymous with antabkaragL in that it embraces all 
of these functions, insofar as they are distinguished in his 
thought, and is used interchangeably with buddhi, chitt, and 
antafrkara# Itself, The comparison would, however, be misleading, 
for Guru Nanak was not a Vedantist. His concept lacks the sophi
stication of developed Vedanta doctrine and extends to areas which
are excluded from the antajikara& of Vedanta. It comes much closer

1to the Yoga notion of the manas as ’’the inner sense". Even here, 
however, the marked divergence from Yoga as a developed and in- 
tegrated philosophy makes comparison risky,although there can be 
no doubt that in this, as In so much else, the Sant concept has

~ proots in Nath doctrine.
An impression of the range of meaning which the word covers 

in Guru Nanak’s works can be gathered from the actual contexts In 
which it̂  is used and from other terms which are vised In similar con
texts and which are obviously synonymous with aspects of man. It 
is with the man that one makes decisions and imrticular emphasis* 
is laid upon its function as moral arbiter.

1M. Eliade, Yoga; Immortality and Freedom, p.20.
2̂ ee infra p. 538.
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Man a ka kahia manasa karai;^
Ihu manu punu papu ucharai.
The man proceeds as the man itself dictates*
Sometimes it expresses virtue, sometimes sin.

The man is the faculty by means of which Truth is apprehended:
Mani sacha mukhi sachau bhai;
Sachu nisapai Jhaka na pai.^
In his maai is Truth and so Truth is in (the
words ofTbis mouth also. With Truth as his
banner he finds no obstacle remaining.

And it is with the man that one meditates:
.. *7

Mani bichari Mica liva lagi punarapi janainu na kala,^
Meditate in your man, cleave in union to the One, 
and the round of birth and death is at an end.

Sri Rama nama ucharu manaj ^
Agai Jama dalu bikhamu ghana.
Repeat the Nam of God, 0 man, for ahead 
lie the powerful hosts of Yam.

5In all of these the translation 'mind1 would be appropriate and it
is not surprising that such words as surati, chitt, budhi, and mati
occur in similar contexts.

^Bilavalu 2 (l), p.832.
^Bilavalu Thiti (9)? p.839.
^Gujarl Agj; 1 (4)? p.303. 
^Gaupx 14, p.155.
Of also: Jap.ji (20 ), p.4 (see infra p .578 ) ; Asa AgJ 8, p. 415;
Var Asa, paupl 3, p.464.
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- V  _  « »  n * .  3.Gandhaqa vaipi rata hitakari sabadai surati na ai.
(The manmukh) loves to wallow in filthy speaking; 
the $abad has not lodged in his surati.

Bhariai mati^papa kai sangi;
Ohu dhopai navai kai rangi.
If the mati be defiled by sin it is cleansed through 
love of the Marq,

In his commentary on this latter passage Vir Singh uses man, mati,
3buddhi, and antahakaraq interchangeably. In such contexts ’mind1 

is clearly indicated.
Other contexts? however, extend the meaning to express what 

in English is usually covered by 'heart'.
■L.Je sakata sakate kau mare ta mani rosu na hoi.

If the strong smites the strong the man is not
grieved.

It is difficult to draw precise bounds between 'mind' and 'heart'? 
but emotions of this nature arefeenerally associated with the latter

i

word. We also find the man specified as the seat both of such evil
qualities as lust and anger and of the bhagat1s love for God.

^Sorafhi 5? p.596.

2j£EjI (20), p.4.
3 - ~"Vir Singh? Santhya, Vol. i? p. 101.
4lsa 39, p.360.
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Bhitari pancha gupata mani Vane;
Thiru na rahahi jaise bhavahi udase „
Manu mera Daiala^seti thiru nâ rahai;
Lobhi lcapaji papi pakhap^i mala atlhika lagai.
Within my man lurk the five (e/il impulses) 
and so like a wandering udasi it has no 
resting î lace* My man has not found its resting 
place in the Merciful Lord for it is firmly 
attached to maya (and so is caught up in) greed, 
deceit, sin, and hypocrisy*

4VT M  ^  OGaviai supiai mani rakhiai bhau*
Sing (of Him), hear (His praises), love 
(Him with all your)man *

Elsewhere ghat, hirada? rida, dil, or ur are used interchangeably
with man, for all are used to designate the specific ahode of God
within each individual*,

Suche sei Nanaka jina mani vasia soi*
Nan ale, they are pure in whose mans He dwells*

Jina kai hiradai Hari Hari soi, , 
Pina ka darasu parasi sukhu hoi.

hsa 34» p.359.
Jagji (5), p.2. Of also: Jap,j\ (2l) 9 p„4; Asa AgJ 7 (2), p*414;&
Asa Chhant 3 (l), p.437; Var Asa, slok 2 of paupi 18, p.473; Gujari 
A§t 5 (5), p.505 (see infra p. 577 ); 0ankaru (44T » p.936 (see infra p.559)
Var Asa, slok 2 of pauri 17, p*472; Of also: Asa Apt 8. p.415; Asa 
Patti L3kh3TTl3), p.433; Suhi 2, p.728; Suhi Apt 3 (3;, P.752; Suhi 
Chhant"~5™[6), p.767*
^Gaupi Apt 16 (4)? p.228̂  Of also^stmra pp.475-6and: Gauri 11, p.154;
Asa 16 (l), p.353; Bilavalu Thiti (13)» P*84Q*
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They in whose hearts God dwells behold 
Him and so obtain (supreme) joy.
Nor is this the limit, for man is also used to cover what

in English we normally seek to express with the word 'soul1. This
applies to the usage which refers to the indestructible quality of
the man. In such cases neither 'mind' nor ’heart’ is adequate. The
man is mind and it is heart, and it is also that human attribute
which does not perish with physical death and which man must seek
to unite with God,*1* which he must strive to have carried across the
Ocean of Existence.

E mana rneria tu thiru rahu cho£a na^khavahi rama;
E mana^meria gupa gavahi sahaji samavahi rama.
Gupa gai Rama rasai rasiahi Gura giana an j anu sarahe;
Trai loka dipaku sabadi chanapu pahcha duta sangharahe.
Bhai kaji nirabhau tarahi dutaru Guri miliai^karaja sarae.; 
Rupu rangu piaru Hari siu Hari api kirapa dharae.
Be still, my man, and you shall not suffer hurt.
Sing (l-Iis) praises, my man, and you shall enter
into supreme tranquillity. Sing God’s praises and
you shall taste His sweetness. Apply the antimony 
of the Guru's enlightenment (to your inward eyes) and 
by the light of that lamp which, fed by the £>abadf 
illuminates the whole universe you shall slay the 
five devils.5 So shall you destroy your fears and in 
fearlessness you shall cross the dread Ocean of Exist
ence. You shall meet the Guru and find fulfilment.
He upnn whom God bestows grace finds a fullness of 
spiritual stature, spiritual joy, and love for God.

1 -  « .  _’’Guramatt da param pad apape man nun Nirankar vich joyana hai."
Jodh Singh, Guramati Nirapay, p.218.
2 —  — ■Tukhari Chhant 6 (p), p.1115. See also anks (4-5). Cf also 0ankaru 
(42), p,935 (infra p. 558 ),

3The five evil impulses. See infra p. 54& .
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Here we find man assuming the qualities of jiv and atm a.
One solution to this translation problem is to translate man 

as 'mind' in some contexts, 'heart’ in others, and 'soul' in yet 
others. In circumstances where an English word must be found if 
possible this is perhaps necessary, but such translations will nor
mally fail to bring out the fullness of meaning which the term poss- 
esses. It is strictly untranslatable, for there is nothing in English 
which combines the functions of the mind, the emotions of the heart, 
and the qualities of the soul. Man is mind, heart, and soul. It 
is the faculty with which one thinks, decides, and feels, the source 
of human good and evil, and that one indestructible attribute which 
must be released from the body and merged in the being of God.

In laying this stress upon the role of the man Guru Nanak stands
within a well-developed tradition. Dr. Vaudeville has described the

— 1importance which the man held for the Siddhs and the Haths. and to 
illustrate Kabir’s miderstanding of it she gives in her Au Cabaret 
de 1'Amour: Paroles de ICabir a translation of his Gaupi 28, in which 
she interprets man as 'Sme'.

he caractere est inherent a I'&me:
Qui done a jamais obtenu le salut en triomphant de 

son dme?
Ou done est 1’ascete qui a vaincu son ame?

1 ^Ch. Vaudeville, ICablr Granthavali (Doha), p.xvi, and Au Cabaret de
1'Amour; Paroles de Kablr. p.211, n.XXXV.
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Dis-moi, qui done a jamais obtenu la Deliverance 
par la defaite de l’&me?

Pourtant, chacun eprouve eette certitude au fond 
de 11dme;

Le prix de 1'amuur divin, e’est la victoire sur 
son dine ......

Geux qui ont penetre ce mystere, dit Kabir,
Contemplent en leur ame le Seigneur, le Maitre 

de lTUnivers.^
Guru HanakTs understanding of the man is essentially that

of Kabir. The man of unregenerate man is erratic and leads him
into worldly attachments which are the very antithesis of salvation,

Manu chaftchalu bidhi nahi janai; 0 
Manumukhi mail a sabadu na pachha^ai,^

The man is unsteady; it does not know the 
way. The man who puts his trust in his own 
man is as one befouled and does not recognise 
the Jahad.

It is not, however, an inveterate enemy. It is to be restrained, 
but not crushed, for this same man is something priceless, the 
treasury which contains all treasures, the abode of God Himself if

1 - Kabir, Gauri 28, p.329.
Mana ka subhau manahi biapi;
Manahi mari kavana sidhi thapl?
Kavanu su muni jo manu marai?
Mana kau mari kahahu kisu tarai?
Mana antari bolai sabhu koij
Mana mare binu bhagati na hoi.
Kahu Kabirâ jo janai bheu,
Manu Madliusudanu tribhavapa Deu.

Gf also KG (13) Mana kau ahga (Vaudeville, ICablr Granthavall (Doha),
pp. 26-29).

2lsa AgJ? 7 (8), p.415.



man will but recognise it*
JLManû napaku niramolu hai Rama namiipati pai.

The man is (like) a priceless pearl* Through 
(dwelling on) God’s lam it has been accorded 
honour.

Mana mahi mapaku lalu namu ratanu padarathu hiru;
Sachu vakharu. dhanu namu hai ghafi ghaji gahari 
_ gambhiru; * * 2
Kanaka guramukhi paiai daia kare Hari hiru.
In the man are the jewels of the Ham, its pearls, 
its rubies, its diamonds. The If am is the true mer
chandise, the true wealth, deep down in every heart.
If the grace of God (lit, Hari the diamond) is upon 
a man, with the Guru’ sjaid he obtains the Ham,
In unr©generate man, however, the man is impure, unrestrained. 

Its evil propensities are permitted to assert themselvea and in con
sequence man remains aslave to his passions and so to Death,

Manu bhulau bliaramasi ai jai,
Ati lubadha lubhanau bikhama mai,
Haha asathiru disai Ska bhai;
Jiu mina kun$alia kap£hi pai.
Manu bhulau bharamasi bhavara tara;
Bila birathe chahai bahu bikara.
Maigala jiu phasasi kamahara;
ICarq bandhani badhio sisa mara*
Manu chalai na jai fhaki rafchu;
Binu. Hari rasa rate pati na sakhu*
Tu ape surata api rakhu;
Dhari dhara$La dekhai japai api.

Ŝiri Ragu 22, p.22.
2  m *  tst,Siri Ragu 21, p.22, Man and ghat are here used interchangeably. 
Basant Agf 2 (l), (2), and (4), pp. 1187-8. Cf also Isa AgJ 8, p.415
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The heedless man is a wanderer, a vagrant.
Greedy beyond measure, it has indulged its 
desire by drinking the poison of maya. Never 
does it find its peace in love of the One (God). 
It is lilce a fish, which ( because of its desire 
to grasp the bait; is caught in the gullet by a 
hook. ..... .
The heedless man wanders like a bumble-bee, 
seeking through its senses to indulge in many 
foolish evils. Like an elephant it Is trapped 
because of Its lust. It is bound and its head 
Is jabbed with a goad............
The man is ever strajrLng, never held in check.
If it be not filled with love for God He can 
give it neither honour nor trust. Thou art the 
omniscient One, the Protector of all. Thou dost 
uphold Thy creation, watching over all.

2• Haumai
Jiu arani loha pai bhani gharaiai,
Tin sakatu joni pai bhavi bhavaiai.
Binu by. j he sabhu dukhu dukhu kamavaya;
Haumai aval jai bharami bhulavana.1
As iron is thrown into a furnace, melted, 
and recast, so is he who fastens his affections 
on maya incarnated again and again.
Without understanding (of the ^abad) all he 
gathers is suffering upon suffering, (Through 
the influence of) haumai he transmigrates 
and wanders in doubt.
In unregenerate man the dominant impulse is that of haumai, 

a concept which is to be found in Kabir and other sants, but which 
receives appreciably more emphasis in the works of Guru Nanak. For

Suhi Apt 4 p.752.
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Guru Nanak it is haumai which controls the man of unregenerate 
man and so determines the pattern of his life. The results are 
disastrous, for instead of leading a man to release and salvation 
his haumai will invariably stimulate affections which can only 
bind him more firmly to the wheel of transmigration.

The usual translation of haumai is ’ego1, anofc her example 
of a translation which is neither incorrect nor entirely satisfactory. 
The English word is certainly a literal translation,̂  but it is 
misleading for two reasons* The first is that it has alî eady been 

appropriated in Indian philosophy to express a notion which has an 
equally literal original, but which offers a meaning different from 
that which haumai covers in Guru Nanak’ s works. In Vedanta ahagikar 
is an expression of a,jfian, a ’’blending of the unreal associations 
held up in the mind (antahkarap) with the real, the false with the

'3true that is the root of illusion.” This definition, in spite of 
the etymological connection and the fact that the word has moved away 
from a neutral meaning, is not what Guru Nanak meant, fox* it does 
not possess the moral content which is so strongly implied in haumai.

Or, in relevant contexts, of hau or aq,
.̂Hau - Main, ”1 - I” *
3 _S* basgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. i, pp. 458-9,
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Nor is ’ego1 anywhere near haumai when used in a Yoga context, for
in this case it is dearly neutral and precedes the emergence of

1manas in the evolutionary process.
A second reason why there is a risk of misunderstanding is 

that the word ’ego’ has at least three clearly defined usages in 
the Nest and none of them can be said to accord with Guru Hanak’s 
usage. In its strictly philosophical application the term has a 
neutral meaning which is certainly not the case with haumai; in a 
psychological context it is too closely identified with Freudian 
theory; and in its popular usage it has declined into something 
resembling ’morale’.

2Macauliffe's translation was ’pride’. It is true that garab
bankar are closely related to haumai and that in certain contexts

they may be used in a sense which corresponds to it.
Garabu nivari gaganapuru pae.
Kari kirapa gharu mahalu dilchaia,
Kanaka haumai mari milaia.5
Casting out pride we ascend to celestial 
heights  ...Through His grace (the Guru)

1M. Hliade, Yoga; Immortality and Freedom,p.20. There Is, however, an 
obvious affinity between haumai and the iccha ('desire’) of the Yoga- 
vasigtha. (s. Dasgupta, op.cit., Vol. ii, p.264).
2 ^H.gj- The Sikh Religion, Vol. I, p.227. Cf also Jayaram Misra, Sri
Guru Granth Parasan, p.120.

•̂Gau.pi 9? p. 155*
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reveals (God's) palace (within our own̂ frame),
Nanak, casting out our haumai (the Guru) 
unites us with God,

ftianu gavaia dug a bhaia garabi gale bikhu khaia.
Gura rasu gita bada nahi bhavai supiai gahira 

gambhxru g a v a i a , . j , ^  ^
Eko Oku kahai sabhu koi haumai garabu viapai.
Love of rnaya has destroyed understanding, (Such 
a person) rots in his pride, he eats poison, He 
takes no deOLght in singing the Guru1 s songs, nor 
in hearing His words, Consummate pride has over
thrown h i m . . E v e r y o n e  declares Him to be 
One, but all are encompassed by haumai, by pride.

In geneaaL, however, gara.b and hanlcar must be regarded not as synonyms 
for haumai, but as a result of it.

Another possible translation for haumai is ’sin'. It is not 
a literal translation in the way that 'ego* is, but its meaning cor
responds closely. In its strict Christian theological usage 'sin' 
is always singular, It means self-willed disobedience to God, a 
condition naturally Inherent in man and expressing itself in a multi
tude of ways. It would be difficult to distinguish this condition 
from haumai,, for in fact the two correspond almost exactly. Just 
as such impulses as pride and greed are properly regarded as the
results of sin, so too do we find that the five traditional evil 

2impulses are the offspring of haumai» In both cases the evil im-

"0ankaru (4) and (5), p.930,
2 ^ wKarn, krodli, lobh, moh, and hankar. See infra pp. 348.
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pulses are regarded as the expressions in an individual's thoughts, 
feelings and actions of a condition which determines the direction 
of those thoughts, feelings, and actions.

There is, however, an obvious and serious objection to the 
use of 'sin' as a translation. 'Sin', like 'ego', has its popular 
usage. It Is a usage which is correct in its own right, but which 
differs from the strict theological definition. In general usage 
'sin' refers to what is properly conceived as the result of sin and 
it is frequently used in the plural. This clearly does not correspond 
to haumai. A discussion of the theological term 'sin' can certainly 
clarify the meaning of haumai, but the word itself does not provide 
us with a satisfactory translation. It could not be called incorrect, 
but it would invite misunderstanding.

'Self and 'self-centredness' are also possible translations.
In English 'Self is used in a bad sense which comes close to haumai 
and its meaning in this sense has not been seriously distorted by 
popular usage. In this particular context, however, it is liable to 
be misunderstood because in Indian philosophy it has so commonly been 
used in Its neutral sense as a translation of atman. This leaves us 
with 'self-centredness' which is perhaps the best available, but which 
is also unsatisfactory, in that it will frequently impart a weaker

It is covered by such words as pap, gunah, apradh.
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and more limited meaning than that which haumai was intended to give.
It Is unfortunate that there is no really satisfactory English 

equivalent, for in the thought of Guru Nanak this word haumai epitomises 
the condition of unregenerate man,

Hau vichi aia hau vichi gaia;
Hau vichi j aniia hau vichi mua;
Hau vichi dita hau vichi laia;
Hau vichi khajia hau vichi gaia;
Hau vichi sachiaru kuyiaru; ^
Hau vichi papa puna vicharu,,*.....
1ft haumai he comes end in haumai Ib goes;
In haumai he Is born and in haumai he dies;
In haumai he gives and in haumai he takes;
In haumai he acquires and in haumai he casts away;
1ft haumai he is truthful and in haumai he lies;
1ft haumai he pays regard sometimes to virtue and

sometimes to evil,   ....
Everything that a man does is done in the context of this condition
which pervades the whole of his activity. Even that which men call
right or good is done only if it accords with the individual's haumai,
and if it is not in accord it is rejected in favour of that which is
evil. The result is that the path of salvation is hidden. Attention
is absorbed in niaya and so the round of birth and death continues.
Only when one perceives the true nature of this condition does there

come a recognition of the way of salvation.

^Var Asa, slok 1 of pauyi 7? p.466,
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ns-i *** ■frT,Mokh mukati ki sara na jaga;̂  ^
Hau vichi niaia hau vichi chhaia;
Haumai kari kari 3anta upaia;
Haumai bu ĥai ta daru sujhai;
Giana vihuga kathi kathi lujhai;
Manaka hukami likhiai lekhu;
Jeha vekhai teha vekhu.l

(in haumai) he fails to perceive the true nature 
of salvation. I11 haumai there is may a and its 
shadow (which is doubtj) Bjr acting in accordance 
with haumai he causes himself to be born again 
and again. If he understands his haumai he 
perceives the door (of salvation), but without 
understanding he argues and disputes. In accord-* 
ance with the Hukam our karam is inscribed. He 
who discerns the Hukam discerns his haumai also.
The person who fails to discern the Hukam is a manmukh.

His loyalty is to himself, to the wayward impulses of his own man
instead of to the voice of the Guru. The gurmukh hears and obeys
the Guru* s dabad; the manmukh ignores it. Offered trulh, freedom,
and life he chooses instead falsehood, bondage, and death, for such
is the fate of him who has not purged haumai from his man.

Manamukha ki mati.' kuri viapi; ^ ^
Binu Hari simaragLa papi santapi.

Var Asa, slok 1 of pau î 7? p.466. The last line is obscure and. the 
commentators disagree in their interpretations. Concerning haumai 
cf also2 Gaupi AgJ 13, pp* 226-7? Asa Apt 3 (6), p.413; Var Marii, 
slok 2 of pauyi 14, p.1091; Bhairau Apt 1 (lR), p.1153; Malar 3, p.1255*
2Asa 24, p.356. Cf also; Var Majh, pauyis 15 & 16, p.145; Bilavalu 
I (7), p.831; Ramakali Apt 5 (6), p.905; Siddh Gosfi (26), p.941*
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Tlie m anmukh' s mind is clogged with falsehood.
He does not meditate on (the Nam of) God and so 
suffers the penalties of sin.

5 * Hvil Impulses
The outward expressions of a man dominated by haumai are

the evil passions and "by this fruit the manmukh is to he known.
Savapu rati aharp dihu kamu krodhu dui kheta.
Lahu vatra darogu hiu hali rahaku heta. _
Halu bicharu vikara map a hukami khate khai.
Day^and night are the two seasons (savanl and 
hari) when he crops his land; lust and anger 
are his two fields. lie waters them with greed, 
sows in them the seed of untruth, and worldly 
impulse, his plough-man, cultivates them. His 
(evil) thoughts are his plough and evil is the 
crop he reaps, for in accordance with the Hukam 
he cuts and eats.

Traditionally these evil passions are five in number - kam (lust),
krodh (anger, wrath), lobh (covetousness), moh (attachment to
worldly things), and hankar (pride). From these five basic impulses
spring all the deeds of violence and falsehood which earn an adverse
karam and so endlessly protract the cycle of transmigration.

Avari paftcha hama eka jana kiu rakhau ghara 
baru mana?

Marahi lu âhi nita nita kisu agai kari pukara 
j ana. '■

^Var Ramakali, slok 1 of paupi 17, p.955*
*̂Gaupi 14, p. 155.
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My adversaries are five and X am but one.
How shall I defend my house, 0 man?
Daily they strike me and plunder me. To 
whom shall I cry?

Hansu hetu lobhu kopu chare nadiâ agi; ^
Bavahi dajhahi Nanalca tariai Icaranii lagi.
Violence, attacliment to worldly things, 
covetousness and wrath are four streams of 
fire and they who fall into them are 
consumed. Hanak, clinging, through grace,
(to the Guru’s feet^) one is saved.

Such impulses and the actions which proceed from them are the marks of the
manmukh, of the self-willed, unregenerate man. They aine the outward
evidences of an impure man filled not with love of the Ham, but with
love of self. And these are the snares of Tam, of Death. He who
falls into them must assuredly suffer the endless misery of death 

4and rebirth.

Tijai paharai raipi kai vanajaria mitra dhana 
jobana siu chitu;

Hari ka namu na chetahi vapaj aria mitra badha 
chhujahi jitu,

Hari ka narau na chetai prapi bikalu bhaia sangi 
maia;

1 —  ̂ **Var Majh, slok 2 of paurl 20, p. 147.
2The line preceding the couplet quoted above indicates that this is 
the meaning,
Ŝee infra p.556*

Ĉf also: Var Asa, slok 2 of^pauyi 11, p.468; Maru"BAgJ 8 (4), p. 1014; 
Maru Solaha 2, p.1022; Tukhari Ohhant 4 (l), p.1111; Basant 2
(2), p.1188.
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Dhana siu rata jobani mata aliila janamu ĝavaia.
Dharama seti vaparu na kito karamu na kito mitu;
Kahu Nanaka tijai paharai pra$i dhana jobana 

siu chitu.-*-
My merchant friend, (you who deal in worldly things), 
in the third watch of the nighî  yoxi fix your attention 
on wealth and the bloom of youthful beauty and do not 
remember the Nam of God which brings release. Forgetting 
the Nam of God the soul is led astry through keeping the 
.company of maya. Absorbed in wealth, intoxicated by 
bodily beauty, it fritters its opportunity away. You 
neither adhered to your duty nor performed good deeds.
ITanak says: The third watch is the period of the soul’s 
attachment to money and carnal beauty.
A wayward man dominated by haumai inevitably means involvement 

in maya.
Laba lobha ahankara ki Mati maia mahi samani,

-#*li M *. Met A t  mat *7Ini bati Sahu paiai nahi bhai kamapi iapi.̂
She who is caught up in greed, covetousness, and 
pride is sunk in .maya. Foolish woman! The 
Lord is not found by such means.
Maya in the Hought of Guru Nanak is not the cosmic illusion 

of classical Vedant, The world is indeed maya, but it is not unreal.
It Is an illusion only in the sense that it is accepted for what it 
is not. Delusion is a more appropriate word. The essence of the world 
is its impermanence. It is real, but it is impermanent, both in the 
sense that It is itself perishable and in the sense that its attributes

Siri Ragu Pahare 1 (3), p*75*
2i.e. the third stage of the human life: (l) Birth, (2) Childhood,
(3) Adulthood, (4) Death.

* 7

'>Tilang 4, p.722.
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cannot follow a man after his physical death. It offers qualities 
which are accepted as both good and desirable, but which constitute 
a fraud, a deception. He who accepts the world in this way and 
who accordingly seeks fulfilment in attachment to worldly things is 
a victim of maya, of the pretence that these attachments if not 
actually Truth Itself are at least not Inimical to Truth.

Maya is basically untruth as opposed to Truth and the ex
pression of this untruth is the world. It is In worldly affections, 
in the desire to appropriate the things of this world, that menfs 
great temptation lies and succumbing to this temptation means in
volvement in untruth* The result can only be separation from God and 
continued transmigration. Maya is ahriant literally the black colly- 
rium applied to eyes, but traditionally the symbol of darkness and 
untruth. God, on the other hand, is Nlr-aftjan, the One who is wholly 
apart from all that Is false, the One who is Himself Truth. Man
must choose one or the other, for Truth and its antithesis cannot co
exist,

Rasu suina rasu rupa kamapi rasu paramala ki vasuj
Rasu ghope rasu seja mandara rasu mi$ha rasu masu;
Ete rasa sarira ke kai ghafi nama nivasu.1

1 _  _Siri Ragu 4, p#15*
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The love of gold and silver, women and fragrant 
scents, horses, couches, and dwellings, sweets 
and meats - these are all lusts of the flesh.
Where in the heart is there room for the Nam?

The q u e s t io n  i s  o b v io u s l y  a  r h e t o r i c a l  o n e .  I f  man a c c e p ts  t h e

w o r l d ’ s a t t r a c t i o n s ,  i f  h e  a c c e p ts  t h e  p r e t e n c e s  o f  m a y a , h e  m u s t

inevitably choose to be separated from God, This is what unregenerate
man does. Blinded by ignorance (agian, avidia), led astnsgr by doubt
(bhram) and forgetfulness (bhulekha), he accepts the world at its
own valuation. But it is maya, it is a fraud (kapat), a deceit
(chhal)» untruth (kup, jhufh), a snare (jal), and the penalty for
accepting it is inexorable. By accepting it man involves himself
3~n dubidha, in ’’duality”, in all that stands in opposition to union,
in that separation which must divid.e the self-willed manmukh from
God. He rejects Life and chooses instead Death,

S a k a ta  k u p e  s a c h u  n a  b h a v a i ;
Dubidha badha aval javai.̂
- ~ 2 

M a y a 1s d i s c i p l e  i s  f a l s e ; ^  h e  d i s l i k e s  t h e
truth. Bound up in dubidha he transmigrates.
Some of the practical manifestations of maya are set out in 

the extract quoted above from Slid Ragu 4* Wealth, women, sons,

^Majh Agf 1 (5), P4IO9. Of alsos Bhairau A§?£ 1 (s), p.1153; Sarang 
3, p. 1198; Prabhati 1 (1-4), p. 1342.

2. * *Sakat. The word is the Arabic sag it ('fallen!, ’depraved’), not the
Sanskrit sakta, a worshipper of sakti. In Guru Nanak's works it refers
to one who is involved in maya.
^upra p. 551.
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power, status, worldly honour, comfort, food - these are the
attractions which the world extends and which call forth man's
lust, greed and pride."1* These are the allurements which stimulate
his evil impulses and so lead him into the trap.

Kanika kamani hetu gavara:
Dubidha lage namu visara.
Dor the love of silver and women the fool 
is entangled in dubidha and forgets the Mam.

Mone of this, however, endures.
Maia sahchi raje ahahkari; ^
Maia sathi na chalai piari.‘
Accumulating maya (wealth, power, status) kings 
vaunt themselves, but the maya to which they are 
so attached does not accompany them (after death).

Baba maia rachana dhohu:7 fAndhai namu visaria na tisu eha na ohu."
Baba, the world is maya, a trap.
The blind man forgets the Main and so gains 
neither this world nor the next.

1Macauliffe uses "Mammon" as a translation of maya (e.g. The Sikh 
Religion, Vol. i, p.22), The word is useful in that it brings out 
the basic antagonism between maya and God, but it is inadequate for 
it limits the application of maya to worldly wealth. Sampad (wealth) 
is certainly one of the primary manifestations of maya in Guru Nanak's 
works, but so too is kaman (woman). Other temptations receive less 
emphasis, but obviously they are not to be regarded as negligible.
2Isa Agf 9 (2)- p.416.
P̂rabhati Agt 1 (2), p,1342,

^Siri Ragu 5? p.15.
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Maya is, of course, the work of God for it consists ill the 
creation and is inseparable from it.

Rang! rang! bhati kari^kari jinasi maia^jini upai;
ICari kari vekhai krta apapa jiva tisa di va$iai.l
He who created the various colours, kinds and 
aspects of maya,having brought His creation into 
being watches over it, the manifestation of His 
greatness,

Maya is an interpretation of the creation, or rather a misinter
pretation of it, a misunderstanding of its nature and purpose.
The creation is both a revelation of God and a snare. What matters 
is a man's response to it. If he perceives the revelation he is on 
the way to salvation. If, on the other hand, he regards it as a means 
of indulging his haumai he is on the road to ruin. It can be either 
his ally or his enemy, an opportunity or a trap, a firm path or a 
quick sands, liven evil is from God and is to be regarded as an aspect 
of man's opportunity,

ICetia dukha bhumlia sada mara;
Ehi bhi dati teri Datara.^
Many are endlessly afflicted by pain and 
hunger, but even these, 0 Giver, are Thy gifts.

Vir Singh adds to this comment;
Because as a result of this gift many people 
develop fear, abandon sin, and attain to the 
higher life.3

k m !  (2?), p .6.
2Jg£.ai ( 2 5 )  p . 5 .

3 ~ )Vir Singh, Santhya, Vol. i, p.120, n.(.
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All depends on the response which a man makes, and unr©generate 
man makes the wrong response*

Baba aia hai uthi chalana ihu jagu jhujhu pasarova.
Sacha gliara Sachapai seviai sacini khara sachiarova.
Kuyi labi jan thai na pasi agai lahai na JhaOj,
Antari au na baisahu kahiai jiu suhai ghari kao*
Jamapu maragu vâ .a vechhopa binasaijagu sabae^ ^
Labi dhandhai maia j agatu bhulaia kalu khapa ruae.
Baba, having* come (into the world) one must 
depart again; this world is a fleeting show*
The abode of Truth is found through serving 
the True One; attainment of Truth comes only 
bjr living in accordance with Truth, by following 
the path of Truth. Falsehood and covetousness 
disqualify a man and in the hereafter there is 
no place for him. Ho one invites him to enter 
and take his rest; he is like a crow in a de
serted house* The cycle of birth and death is the 
great separation and caught up in it everyone is 
destroyed* Being involved, through greed, in the 
concerns of maya people are led astray, and Death, 
standing over them, causes them to weep.

5• The Fate of Unregenerate Man
Khasamu visari kie rasa bhoga,
Tan tani ujhi khaloe roga*^
They who have forgotten the Lord and indulged 
in sensual pleasures - they are the ones whose 
bodies are diseased.

'Vâ ahansu Alahapi 5, pp._581-2. Gf alsoj G-aupi Agf 5? p.222;
Var Suhi, slok 2 of paupi A? p.786; Bilavalu 3? P*796;_ Bilavalu 
Agt 1 (4)* p.831; Bilavalu Ag$ 2 (lR), p.832; Ramakali A§s£ 7, 
pp. 906-7.
2Malar 7, p.1256.
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He who ignores God and follows instead the dictates of 
haumai is as one diseased. A remedy exists, but for the manmukh
who refuses it the result can only be Death.

« ,  1 Aphariu kalu kupu siri riiarai.
Ineluctable Death smites the head of the false.

By Death in this sense Guru Hanak does not, of course, mean the 
physical death which inevitably overtakes every person. Physical 
death, far from being something to be feared, is for the gurmukh
a joy to be welcomed when it comes, for it means a perfecting of

** 2his union with God. Gauri 20 which is recited each night by devout 
Sikhs as a part of Kirtan Sohila is a beautiful expression of the 
contentment with which a believer awaits his physical death and 
final release. The manmukh * s Death, however, is not the perfecting 
of union but the culmination of separation. To illustrate his mean
ing Guru Nanak uses a variety of figures. The most common is the 
Vedic Yam who also figures prominently in the imagery of the sants.

Hai terai sabhi sukha vasahi mani ai;
Binu navai badhi Jama puru jai.3

Ĝaupi AgJ 14 (5), p.227.
ÂG, pp. 12 and 157*
Prabhati 1, p. 1327. The epithets used by Gum Hanak are the common 
ones found ii the works of the sants - Dharamra;] (with his assistants 
Chitr and Gupt) and Kal« Of also: Gauri 14 (3), p.227; Panicaru 
(14)7 p.931; Maru Solalia 11 (ip), p.1031; Haru Solaha 20 (sj, p.1041.
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Through Thy Nam the man finds total bliss*
Without the Nam one goes bound to the city 
of Yam.

Another is narak, the nether region, but demythologised as in
Christian theology.

Namu visari_dokha dukha sahiai;
Hukamu bhaia chalapa kiu_rahiai;
Narakajcupa mahi gote khavai jiu jala te 

bahari mina he**
He who forgets the Nam must endure suffering*
When the Hukam bids one depart, how can he remain?
He is submerged in the well of Hell ( and dies as 
surely) as a fish without water*

The various figures all point to the same thing. Submission to 
one’s haumai and entanglement in maya earn a karam which per
petuates the transmigratory process. In the constant coming and 
going there is separation from God and this is Death.

IsuJCarate kau kiujgahi^rakhau aphario_ tulio na jai.
Maia ke devane prapi jhujjhi Jhagauri pai.
Labhi lobhi muhata ji vigute iba^taba phiri pachhutai.
Eku sarevai ta gati miti pavai avapu japu rahai.
Avapi jaji viguchiai dubidha viapai rogu.
Nama vihupe adami kalara kandha^giranti.
Vipu navai kiu^chhujlai jai rasatali anti......
Tujii tantu rababa ki vajai nahi vijogi.
Jiu machhuli phathi Jama jali.
Vipu Gura Date mukati na bhali.
Phiri phiri avai phiri phiri jai*
Maia maia kari mue maia kisai na^sathi.
Hansu chalai u$hi £umapo maia bhuli at hi.
Manu jhujgha Jami johia avagupa chalahi_nali***.*
Merl meri kari mue vipu navai dukhu bhali.

*Maiu Solaha 8 (8)# p.1028*
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Suina ru|>a saKchiai dhanu kacha bikhu chharu*
Sahu sadae saflchi dhanu dubidha hoi khuaru.
How can one grasp the Creator, He who is beyond 
comprehending, immeasurable* The soul is deluded 
by raaya, drugged by untruth* Ehined by the demands 
of greed, (such a person) repents eternally, but he 
who serves the One knows Him, and his cycle of
birth and death comes to an end  .....
Transmigration desolates us, the disease of 
dubidha has spread everywhere* A man who is 
without the Ham collapses like a wall of sand*
How can one be saved without the *Jam? (Such a 
person) must ultimately fall into Hell*.••••••
(The separated soul is like) the broken string of 
a rebeck - severed and so producing no masic ••••••
(Man) is caught^like a fish in Yam's net*
Without the Guru, the Giver, there is no sal
vation, one continually transmigrates.*•••£• 
(innumerable people) hay eddied begging maya

!to sustain them) but maya accompanies no one after death). The swan ̂ soul) mounts up and 
sadly flies off leaving maya here. The man 

which pursues untruth is tormented by Yam and 
with it go its evil qualities..**♦.*.....Those 
who focussed their attention on themselves died* 
Without the Nam they received suffering.
One may accumulate gold and silver, but such wealth 
is but poison, ashes. Gathering wealth (a man) 
considers himself to be an exalted person, (but 
his belief is vain). Caught up in dubidha he is 
destroyed.

IV.

It has already been observed how the first pauri of Jap.i i 
expresses within a single couplet both the problem of salvation and

X0aftkaru (6), (32), (39), (42), and (48)* pp. 930, 934, 935-6, 937. 
Cf alsos Gauri Art 16 (5)» p*228; Bilavalu Art 2 (5), p*832; 
Mai3 Â J: 1 (4), p.1009.
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its answer.
Kiva sachiara hoiai^kiva kupai tujai^palx? 
Hukami rajai chalaga Kanaka likhia nali.̂ -

Qafikaru offers another summary statements
Rasa rau na ko rahai raflgu na tudgu fakiru.
Vari apo^apaji^koi^na bandhai dhxra._
Rahu bura bhihavala sara dugara asagaha; _
Mai^tani avagana jhuri mux vi$u gupa kiu ghari jaha. 
Gupia £upa le Prabha mile kiu tina milau piari?
Tina hi jai si thi rahan japi japi ridaî Ifoirari. 
Avagupi bharapura hai gupa bhi vasahi nali.
Vinu Satagura guna na jfipani jicharu sabadi na 

kare bicharu.2

The problem stated:
No one remains, neither kings nor faqirs, neither 
poor nor ;rich. No one can stay when his turn comes. 
The way is difficult, frightening, over seas and 
impassable mountains. X waste away because of the 
evil qualities within me. Without the necessary
?ualities (gusas) how can one enter into peace lit. house;? Those idio possess these qualities 
meet the *ord. How can I meet them in love?

And the answer:
By meditating on God in my heart I shall become 
like Him (acquire His gusas). (My heart) is filled 
with evil, but^in it there dwell gusas also. With
out the Satguru these are not perceived and until 
then one does not meditate on the £$abad.

1Jap.11 (l), p.l. See supra p. 
20aflkaru (44), p.936.
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The answer is two-fold* Salvation depends both upon God* s grace 
which is expressed by the Guiu in the £abad, and upon the individuals 
own effort to cleanse himself of all evil and so appropriate the 
salvation which is offered to him* We must now turn to the second 
of these, the sadhana or discipline which Guru Nanak propounded as 
the individual's necessary response to the imparted gabad* In this 
section we shall consider first the paths which he rejected and then 
the one which he affirmed* The goal is union with God* The prere
quisite is a recognition of Him in all creation and in particular 
within the individual man. The way itself is meditation with ador
ing love upon the divine qualities revealed through such an under
standing. The concomitant result is the cleansing and disciplining 
of the man* and a life progressively brought into total accord with 
His Hukam* And the end result is release from transmigration and 
the blending of the man in a union with God which transcends all 
human expression* Sabad sunana. gabad manaaa. Nam .iapaa, Hukami 
chalaa* man .ioma* It is a pattern which denies the efficacy of all 
that is external or mechanical. For Guru Nanak inward devotion of a 
specific kind is the way of salvation*

1* Interior Religion
There is much obscurity in Kablr, but at one point he is im

mediately and strikingly clear. No reader can poshly misunderstand
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the emphasis upon religion as a wholly inward experience, and the
imprecations which he hurls at all who trust in pride of birth
or in outward ceremony have lost nothing of their mordant effect*
Guru Nanak does not manifest the same pugnacity, but his attitude
in this respect is no less firm and clear. He too lived in an
environment which set great store by birth, scriptures, ceremonies,
and ascetic practices;:, and like Kabir and other sants he inevitably
denounced them as entirely alien to true religion*

Papi payi^bhulahi cho$a khahi;
Bahutu sia$apa avahi jahi;_
Namu japai bhau bhojanu khai;
Guramukhi' sevaka rahe samai*
Puji ail a tlratha banavasaj 
Bharamata Jolata^bhae udasa;
Mani mailai sucha kiu hoi; .
Sachi milai pavai pati soi*
They who read (scriptures) continually and 
forget (their spiritual duty) siffer the 
punishment (of spiritual death)* For all 
their wisdom they continue to transmigrate*
They who remember the Nam and make fear (of 
God) their (.spiritual) food - such servants, 
with the Guru’s aid, dwell in union (with 
their Master)*
If the man is unclean how can it_be purified 
by worshiping stones, visiting tiraths* living 
in jungles, wandering around as an ascetic?
He who is united with the True One is the 
person who acquires (eternal) honour*

The brahmans do not receive a measure of scorn comparable with that

^Dhanasari 2 (5-6), p*686*
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shown by Kabir, but we are left in no doubt concerning Guru Nanak's
attitude towards brahmapical pretensions*

Supi papjit karamakari, —  „ - - -
Jitu karami sukhu upajai bhai su atama tatu bichari*
Sasatu bedu bakai khapo bhai karama karahu sansari;
Pakhap^i mailu na chukal bhai antari mailu vikaiS;
Ina bidhi #ubi makuid bhai up$i sira kai bhari.l
Hear mef pap$it, you who put your trust in all 
your religious works* The work which brings peace 
is meditation upon spiritualreality* You stand 
up and recite the ^astras and Yedas. but your 
actions are those of the world* Inner filth and 
evil are not cleansed by hypocrisy* You are like 
a spider caught upside down (in the web you have 
spun)*

Suine ka chauka kaHchana kuara;
Rupe^kia kara bahutu bisantharu;
&afiga_ka udaka karante ki agi;
Garupa khapa dudha siu gaji*
He mana lekhai kabahu na pai;
Jami na bhljjai sacha nai*
Dasa a$ha likhe hovahi pasi;
Chare beda mukagara pajhi£
PurabI navai varanan ki^dati;
Varata^nema kare dina rati*
Kaji mulan hovahi sekha;
Jogi jajlgama bhagave bhekha;
£0 girahi karama ki sandhi; ^
Binu bujhe sabha khapiasi bandhi*
One may have a cooking-square of gold and utensils 
of gold, (marked off) with lines of silver, immensely 
protracted, water from the Ganges, a fire kindled 
with flint, and light food soaked in milk*

Ŝorajfci Aj# 2 (lR-2), p*635*
*3asant_3> p*1169* Cf also: Var Asa, slok 2 of pauri 16, pp* 421*2; 
Var_Asa, slok 1 of pauri 19, p*473; Ramakali 4, p*904; Var
Malar, slok 2 of pauri 25, pp* 1289-90*
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But all these things are of no account, 0 man, 
unless one he infused with the true Nam.
One^may have a hand-written copy of the eighteen 
Pur ana s and he able to recite the four Vedas hy 
heart, one may bathe on auspicious days, give to 
each according to the rules prescribed for each 
caste, fast and observe regulations day and night; 
one may be a qazl, a mullah, or a sheikh, a yogi, 
a iaftgam. or one wearing ochre robes; one may be 
a householder and live accordingly, but without 
the understanding (which comes from meditation 
on the Nam) all are bound and driven off (to the 
abode of Yam)*

According to the Furatan .ianan-sakhis this was the pad delivered to 
the extraordinarily scrupulous brahraap who had refused even the 
uncooked food offered to him by Guru Nanak, preferring instead to 
dig a cooking-square of unimpeachable purity* Wherever he dug, 
however, he found bones and after digging all day he finally accepted 
the Guru*s food*1 Needless to say the incident has no evident histori
cal basis, but its spirit certainly aocords with Guru Nanak*s attitude 
towards caste status and purity regulations* In him we find the char
acteristic sant rejection of caste as a necessary qualification for 
religious understanding* Guru Nanak emphatically condemned pride based 
upon caste status, notions of purity and contamination arising out o f 
caste divisions, and above all any suggestion that caste standing was 
either necessary or advantageous in the individual*s approach to God*

1Pur JS, sakhi 38, p*72. See supra p#215.
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Japahu jtoti na puchhahu jati agai jati na he*^
Perceive (in all men) the light (of God) and 
do not ask (a man*s) caste for in the hereafter 
there is no caste*

Fhakara jatl phakaju nau;
SabhaAa jia ika chhau.
Agahu je_ko bhala kahae; _ *
Kanaka ta para japai ja pati lekhai pae*
Caste and status are worthless (aids to 
salvation) for the One (Lord) watches over 
all (lit* is the shade of all) (regardless 
of their caste or status)* If anyone exalts 
himself the true extent of his honour will be 
revealed when his record is produced (in the 
Lord*s court)*

Ghia pa$a bhap|!a kahai na koi;
Aisa bhagatu var ana mahi hoi*
Terai nami nive rahe liva lait 
Kanaka tin a dari bhikhia pai*^
No one questions (the antecedents) of the con
tainer (which holds) ghi or silk* (Their purity 
is acknowledged regardless of such considerations*) 
Such also is the case of the bhagat (the container 
of the Nam), no matter what his caste may be* rfanak, 
beg at the door of those who have submitted to the 
Nam and remain absorbed in it*

Ai jl na hama utama nlcha na madhima Hari 
sarapagati Hari ke loga*4

1Asa 3, p*349.
o M
Siri Hagu ki Var, slok 1 of -pauri 33, p*85*
5Tila£g 2, p*721*
^Gujari Aj»J;̂ 4 (l), p*504. Of alsoj Siri Hagu 7, p*l6; Var Majh, pauri 10* 
p*142; Asa Agj; 14, pp. 418-9; Var Isa, slok 5 of pauri 11, p.469; Suhi 
8, p.750* Maru 11, p*992; SaraUg 3, P.U98; Malar 6, p.1256; Var Malar, 
slok 2 of pauri 23, p. 1288; Prabhhtl 10, p.1330.
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We 'who have taken shelter in God are neither high, 
low, nor in between* We are God*s servants*

Impurity, he declared, lay not in differences of birth, but in
the condition of the individual*s man*

Kubudhi^umapi kudaia kasaipi paraninda ghafca 
_ _ chuharl £ujhi krodhi chspjEali; _
Kari kapil kia thiai jan^chare bai^hia nali*
Sachu sa&j ama karapi karan navapu nau japebd:
Nanaka agalutama sei ji papan pandi na dehi*^
four evil mind is a flomani« your cruelty^a 
kasaipi* your malicious speaking a chuhri# 
your anger a chandalari.2 and all have led you 
astray* Why mark off a cooking-square when the 
four (outcastes) already keep you company? Let 
Truth be your method (of drawing a cooking-square) 
and righteous deeds your lines* Let^repeating of 
the Mam be your ritual ablution* Nanak, hereafter 
the person who does not teach sinful ways is the 
one who will be exalted*
This rejection of such notions was common among the sants and 

was particularly strong in the case of Kabir* In Guru Nanak* s case

1 — — -* •Siri Ragu ki Var, slok 1 of pauri 20, p*91*
O __
The female members of four outcasts groups - Dorns (or PumanA. Kasais. 
Ghuharas, and Ghandals* The domani evidently refers to the caste of 
sweepers and corpsebumers which has been regarded as the type of all 
uncleanness and which in the Panjab is found chiefly in the hills and 
sub-montane areas* (Sir D* Ibbetson, Pan.iab Castes. No* 654, pp* 553-4*) 
The Mirasi caste of Muslim genealogists and musicians (to which Mardana 
belonged) are also called Dorns* but it is unlikely that the reference is 
to this group for it possesses an appreciably higher status than that 
of the sweeper Dorns* (ibbetson, op*cit* No* 527, pp* 254-5)*
^Kabir, Maru 9, p*1105* Bhairau 1, p*H62 ( = KG pad 328)* 
fjloks 56, 57 and 82, pp* 1367, 1368* KG doha 30:10.
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it may have received a practical expression* One of the most at
tractive aspects of Sikhism is the laftgar* theintercommunal re-

/

fectory which is always attached to a gurdwara. There can be little 
doubt that the institution was developed as a deliberate attack on 
caste distinctions, but as we have already seen^ it is not entirely 
clear whether it was first established by Guru Nanak or by Guru 
Amar Das* Although the balance of probability strongly favours the 
latter there can be no doubt that the laftgar expressed an ideal which 
we find in Guru Nanak* s works* It was an ideal which his successors 
faithfully upheld and in 1699 it received sacramental expression in 
the baptismal ceremony instituted by Guxu Gobind Singh at the founding 
of the Khalsa.^

Other expressions of external religion suffered a similar fate
at Guru Nanak*s hands* Trust in good, works alone is rejected.

Gura kau japi na japai kia tisu chaju acharu?
The mln who possesses knowledge and yet does 
not know the Guru* of what use are his good works 
and ceremonies?

Idolatry is ridiculed.

^See supra p.
2 ™  —  -  —For Bhai Gurdas^ testimony to Guru Nanak* s attitude towards caste 
see Var 1, pauri 23 (supra p. 17b.).
^Siri Ragu 13, p.19*
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Hindu mule bhule akhuiii janhi.
Naradi kahia si puja karanhi.
Andhe gunge andha andharu; _
Patharu_le pujahi mugadha gavara;_ _
Ohi ja api $ube tuma kaha tarapaharul
The Hindus straying in abysmal forgetfulness 
have followed the wrong path. As flarada taught, 
so they worship (idols)* Blind and dumb (they 
walk) in pitch darkness, worshipping this ridi
culous stone which they have set up* But it 
sinks so how can it aarry you across?

Devi deva pujiai^bhsl kia_magau kia dehi?
Pahapu niri pakhallai bhai jala mahi bu^ahi tehi.
Gods and goddesses are worshipped,but what can 
one ask of them and what can they give?
The stones (the idols) are washed with water, 
but they sink in water (and so are useless as 
vessels to carry you across the Ocean of Existence)*

Bathing at tiraiths is rejected as completely ineffective*
Navapa^chale tirathi mani khoje tani chora,
Iku bhau lathi_natia dui bha chaylasu hora*
Bahari dhoti tumapi^andari visu nikora. „
Sadha bhale a^anatia chora si chora chora*
If anyone goes to bathe at a tirath with an 
evil man and the body of a thief, one part 
(the exterior) is cleansed by the bathing, but 
the other (the man) becomes even filthier (be- 
cause_of pride)* Externally he is washed like 
a faqir’s gourd,^but inside he is poison and 
impurity* A sa&hu^ possesses goodness even if he 
does not bathe and a thief, even if he bathes, 
remains a thief*

^Var Bihagaya, slok 2 of pauri 20, p*556*
2 —
Sora$hi Dutuki_4 (6), p*637* Cf also: Gujarl 1, p.489; Var SaraAg, 
slok 1 of pauri 9, pp* 1240-1*

*Var Suhi, slok 2 of pauri 12, p*789*
^I*e* a bhagat*
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Tirathi navaga jau tirathu namu hai;
Tirathu^ sabada bicharu antari gianu hai, ^
Gura gianu sacha thanu tirathu dasa puraha sada 

dasahara; _ ^
Hau namu Hari ka_sada jachau dehu Prabha 

Dhar apidhara , ̂
Shall I go and bath© at a tiratB The true 
tirath is the Nam: it is inner contemplation
of the Sabad _and it is iffin* The Guru* s j!fan 
is the true tirath where every day (and not just 
two) is propitious* _0 Lord, Sustaiaer of the 
earth, 1 orave Thy Nam eternally* Grant it (i 
pray Thee) ,

Nor is salvation to be found in ascetic practices, in abandoning
the world in order to pursue an itinerant life, particularly if
the renunciation is a hypocritical one designed to provide a life
of ease and responsibility*

Giana vihuja gavai glti;
Bhukhe^mulan ghare masiti;
Makha$u hoi kai kana papae^
Phakaru kare horo jati gavae;
GUrUjpiru sadae maAgapa^ jai;
Ta_kai muli na lagiai pai*
Ghali khai kichhu^hathahu dehi,
Nan aka rahu pachhapahi sei*

Dhanasari Chhant 1 (l),^p*687* This extract_is also of interest in 
that it illustrates Guru Nanak* s usage of gian (jfltan)* The word does 
not normally possess any particular significance in his thought and 
neither does it appear with any great frequency* When it does appear 
it usually corresponds to Sabad as in the extract quoted here* The 
only instance where it is given a particular significance is in Jap.ii 
(35) $ P*7, where it is used to designate the second of the five khands* 
(seeInfra p*59£-6^ )•
Concerning Guru Nanak* s rejection of the effectiveness of^bathing at 
tiraths cf also: Japji (2l), p*4 (see infra p* 573 )̂  _Asa Chhant 2 (3),
p#437* (see infra p*592 ); Sorajihi 9# p*598; Prabhati 6, pp* 1228-9.
2Var Sarafig, slok 1 of pauri 22, p.1245# Cf also: Siri Ragu 22, p.22;
Asa Ap$ 17, p*420; Bhairo 8, p.1127; Var Malar, paurls 15 and 25, 
pp* 1284-5 and 1290* (see supra p* 476 ).
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He who sings songs (about God) without 
understanding them; who converts his house 
into a mosque in order to satisfy his hunger; 
who, being unemployed, has his ears pierced 
(so that he canbeg as a yogi); who becomes 
a faqir and abandons his caste; who is called 
a guru or a pir but who goes around begging - 
never fall at the feet of such a person.
He who eats what he has earned by his own labour 
and gives some (to others) - Nanak, he it is who 
knows the true way.

The last couplet indicates the positive aspect of this particular
rejection* Asceticism is rejected; a disciplined worldliness
isf ^affirmed. The way of Truth consists, in this respect, of living
in the world yet unaffected by the attractions of the world. It
is a common emphasis among the sants and Guru Nanak uses the con-

Xventional image of the lotus to illustrate it. The refrain of
Suha 8, a pad whi&h was evidently addressed to Kanphat yogis, is
a striking expression of this belief.

ASjana^mahi NiraKjani rahiai joga jugati iva 
paiai.

The path of true Yoga is found by dwelling in 
God while yet living in the midst of the world's 
temptations.^
In this context it is to be noted that family attachments are 

not upheld as good or permissible* On the contrary they too are of

***Cf Gauyi 5, p. 152. Bamakali 4# P*877*
2Suh! 8, p.730.
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the nature of worldly attachments and are accordingly to be
avoided.

Grhara ghumapava^i bhai; ^
Papa pathara tara#u na jai.
Domestic involvement is a whirlpool;
the sin (which lies upon us? is a stone
which cannot cross over (the Ocean of Existence).

It is, however, the attachment, not the family itself which is to 
be spurned. Those who love the Nam neither ought to isolate them
selves nor need to do so in order to avoid such attachments*

Sachi simariai hovai paragasu,
Ta te bikhia mahi rahai udasu;
Satigura ki aisi va$iai, ^
Futra kalatra viche gati pai.
Mediiation on the True One brings illumination 
and so one lives detached in the midst of evil*
Such is the greatness of the Satguru that even 
surrounded by wife and sons one can attain sal
vation.
This freedom from attachment while yet living in the midst 

of temptations to attachment is the proper pattern for the bhagat? 
Ascetics and yogis wander in vain.

^Maru 2, p.989-90*
'TBianasari 4, p.661. Cf also: Var Majh, pauris 3 and 5, pp. 139, 140; 
Siddh Gosti (29), p.941*
Namdev1 s Kamakali 1, p.972, is an effective answer to the charge that 
such a life must be inconsistent with true devotion* Cf also ICabir's 
sloks 212 and 213, pp* 1375-6, and Ravidas's Bilavalu 2, p.858.
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Suine kai parabati gupha^kari kai papi_paiali; _
Kai vichi dharati kai akasi^uradhi raha siri bhari;
Puru kari kaia kapa^u pahira dhova sada kari;
Baga rata piaia kala beda kari pukara;
Hoi kuchilu raha malu dhari^duramati mati^vikara:
Ha hau na mai na hau hova Hanaka sabadu vichari.i
If I live in a cave in a mountain of gold or remain
immersed in water; if I remain buried in the earth,
or ascend into the sky, or remain suspended head down; 
if I clothe myself completely and wash (my clothes) 
endlessly;2 if I read the white, red, yellow,and ~
black Vedas at the top of my voice, or remain unwashed
(it is all in vain for) all (such practices) are error 
and evil misconception. Only if one meditates on the 
{jabad does haumai go,

Qazis, pap^its, and yogis in their traditional pursuits are all
astray.

kadi kupu boli malu lchai;
Brahamapu navai jia ghai;
Jogi jugati 11a ;japai andhu;
Tine ojape lea bandhu.4
The qasi utters lies and eats what is unclean;
The brahmap takes life and then goes off to bathe 

ceremoniously;
The Hind yogi does not know the way;
All three are desolated.

^Var Ha.jhV slok 1 of pauri 4>P.139. * ~~~
2 - -I.e. if I become a Itanari.
Evidently directed against the Jain sarevaras. Var Majh, slok 1 
°i Pauri 26, pp.^149-50, directs a sustained attack against their 
practices. (Teja Singh, Sabadarath» p.149, n. t ,)
A „  „ „Dhanasari 7, p.662.
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True region is not to be found in external practices, but in the 
inward disciplines of love, faith, mercy, and humility, expressed 
in righteous and compassionate deeds and in the upholding of all 
that is true*

So jogi jo jugati pachhapai;
Gura parasadi 33ko japai.
Kaji so jo__ula$r karai;
Gura parasadi jivatu marai•
So brahamapu jo Brahamu^bicharai;
Api tarai sagale kula tarai.-*-
The true yogi is he who recognises the way, 

who b£ the Guru1 s grace knows the One*
The true qazi is he^who turns away (from the world) 

and by the Guru1s grace dies while yet 
remaining alive.

The true brahmap is he who meditates on Brahma*
He saves himself and all his kin.

Mihara masiti sidaku musala haku halalu kurapu.
Sarama sunati silu roja hohu musalamapu.
Karapi lcaba sachu^piru kalama karama nivaja,
Tasabi sa tisu bhavasi Nanaka rakhai laja.^
Make mercy your mosque, faith your prayer-mat, 

and righteousness your Qur'an.
Make humility your circumcision, uprightness your 

fasting, and so you will be a (true)^Musalman.
Make good works your ICa'bah, Truth your pir and 

compassion your creed and your prayer.
Make the performance of what pleases (God) your 

rosary and Nanak he will uphold your honour.

Salagrama bipa puji manavahu sukritu tulasi mala.
Ramanamu japi bepa bandhahu daia karahu Daiala.

^Dhanasari 7, p.662.
2Var Majh, slok 1 of pauri 7, pp. 140-1.
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ICahe kalara siHchahu janamu gavavahu? ^
Kachi QLhahagi divala kahe gachu lavahu?
(Make the Merciful Lord) your salgram,^your object of worship, 
0 pa$$it, and good deeds your tulsi-mala.
Construct a boat by repeating the ham of Ram 
and pray that the Merciful One will show mercy 
to you.
Why waste your life in irrigating barren land?
Why plaster a mud wall when it will sur&y fall?

2. Love
Tirathu^tapu daia datu danu,
Je ko pavai tila ka manu*
Supla mania mani kita bhau, ^
Antaragati tirathi mali nau*
If one gains anything from visiting tiraths, 
austerities, acts of mercy,3 and charity it 
is of negligible value# He who has heard, 
believed, and nurtured love in his man has 
cleansed himself by bathing in the tirath 
which is within.
The tirath is within* Religion is inward and its basic 

expression is love. This love, a love directed to the fomless 
Lord, is the vital response required of all who have perceived the 
presence of God suffused throughout creation, and in whom has been

■̂ Basant Hi$$ol 9, p*1171* Cf also: Var Majh, pauri 24, p*149;
Asa 32, P*358;^ Var Asa, slok l^of pauri 6, pp. 465-6;̂  Var Asa, 
slok 1 of pauri 8, p.467; Var Asa,_sloks 1 & 2 of pauri 14, p*470; 
Ramakali Agt 3 (4), p*904; ^Ramakall. Agj:__4, p.904; Tukhari Chhant, 
Barah-maha (15), p,1109; Var Malar pauri 25, p#1290* (See supra p. 476.)
2Japj 1 (2l), p.4*
3The references are clearly to acts performed with the intention of 
acquiring merit.
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awakened a longing for union with Ham* It is at this point that
Guru Nanak shares with the sants a particular debt to Vaig^ava
bhakti and to the Imagery of Sufism. There is in his works the
characteristic Vaigpava emphasis upon the absolute necessity of
love and there is frequent use of the Sufi figure of the bride
yearning for her Beloved,

Bhagati prema aradhinta Sachu piasa parama hinta, 
Bilalapa bilala binatia sukha bhai chita hinta*
He who worships the True One with adoring love, 
who thirst for the supreme love, who beseeching
cries out, finds peace for in his heart (lit*
chitt, mind) is love*

So Hari janu Hari Prabha bhavai,
Ahi nisi bhagati kare dinu rati laja chho$i Hari 

ke gu#a gavai*2
God, the Lord, is pleased with him who constantly 
adores Him (lit, performs bhakti), who renounces 
the world*s values and sings God's praises*

— » « «• «. 3Dhana sohagapi nair jini Piru japia jiu*
Blessed is the bride, the woman who knows her Husband*

1ffujarl Asp 5 (l), p.505.
? — <*>.Ramakali 10, Pj«879* Of also: Siri Ragu Pahare 2(5), p*76; Var Asa, 
slok 2 of pauri 13, £*470; Bhanasari A^J 1 (3)̂  p*685 (see infra 

P* 603 *)> Dhanasari Chhant 3 (2), p*68'9; Suhi 5, P*729; Maru
Solaha 21 (ll), p*1042.
<7
Dhanasari Chhant 3 (3), p.689* Por other examples of the bride 
figure see supra p* 446 n* 4 «
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In addition to the basic bhakti emphasis, we find in
Guru Canale's works the more important of its corollaries. There
must be fear of God, a recognition of His infinite immensity and
of His absolute authority.

Bhau muchu bhara va$a tolu;
Manaxaati hauli bole bolu. ^
Sir! dhari chaliai sahiai bharu.
Nadari karami Gura bicharu._
Bhai binu koi na langhasi^pari;
Bhai bhau rakhia bhai savari.-5-
Fear (of God) is of great weight and hard to 
bear; the wayward mind, with all its effusions, 
is light. (And yet) he who carries on his head 
(fear of God)*,^v> can bear (its) weight. By 
grace he m&ditates on the Guru1s (teaching)•
Without such fear no one crosses (the Ocean of 
Existence), but if one dwell in fear to it is 
added love.

There must.be a complete surrender to Him, an unconditional
submission in faith.

Sahu nejai dhana kamalie baharu kia $hu$hehi?
Bhai kia dehi salaia^naipi bhava ka kari^sigaro.
Ta sohagapi japiai lagi 3 a Sahu dhare piaro.
Jai puchhahu sohagapi vahai kini_bati Sahu paiai.
Jo kichhu kare so bhala kari maniai hikamati 
hukamu chukaiai •
Ja kai premi padarathu paiai tau charapl chitu laiai.
Sahu kahai so kijai tanu mano dijai aisa paramalu 
laiai. 2
Eva kahahi sohagapi bhaipe ini bati Sahu paiai.

^Gau^i 1, p. 151. 
^TilaAg 4> p.722#
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The Lord is near at hand (within you), foolish 
bride. Why seek him without? Let fear be the 
salai^ (with which you apply antimony to your) 
eyes and let your adornment be that of love.
She who loves her Master is regarded as the
bride united with Him •••............ .
Go and ask (those who are already the Master’s) 
brides by what means they found Him* (A bride 
replies:) 11 Accept whatever He does as good, put 
no trust in your own cleverness and abandon the 
exercise of your own will. Fix your mind on His 
feet. (Cleave to Him) through whose love the 
px’iceless treasure is obtained. Do whatever He 
says; anoint yoursblf with the perfume of total 
surrender to Him.” Thus replies the bride, ”0 
sister, by this means the Lord is found."

And there must be singing of God’s praises.
Jini sevia tini paia manu;
Wan aka gaviai gupi nidhanu. ^
Gaviai su$iai mani rakhiai bhau.
He who serves Him wins honour (in His court), 
so sing His praises Nanak, (sing of Him) the 
Treasury of excellences. Sing His praises, 
hear them, love Him  .....

Nanaku akhai ehu bicharu:
Sifati ga$$hu pavai darabari.
This is the belief which Nanak proclaims:
It is through the singing of (His) praises 
that we find a place in the Lord’s court.
(Lit. are joined to the Lord’s court.)

A small metal instrument used for applying antimony to eyes. 
2Jajgl (5), p.2.
Var ^jh, slok 2 of pauri 12, p.145.



All of these are aspects of traditional bhakti and they 
represent a significant area of agreement between the Vaigpava 
bhagats on the one hand and Guru Nanak on the other. There are,
however, basic differences separating them. In the first place,

1 - —as we have already observed, there is in Guru Nanak's works an
explicit rejection of avatars* Like the sants he addressed his 
devotion direct to God Himself, supreme and non-incarnated, not 
to any manifestation or intermediary. Secondly, there is Guru 
Nanak's understanding of the practical expression of love, enun
ciated in his interpretation of Nam iap&a or Nam simaraaa. This 
interpretation is of fundamental importance. It provides the 
heart of his sadhana and in it we find his distinctive understanding 
of the believer's proper response.

Ihu jagu moha heta biapinta dukhu adhika janama 
maraga; ^

Bhaju sara$i Satigura ubarahi Hari namu rida ramapa.
This world is entangled in attachment and so in 
the immense suffering of birth and death. Flee 
to the Satguru1s shelter. There repeat Hari's 
Nam in your heart and so attain salvation.

1See iSupra p. 467.
2Gujarl Agf 5 (5), p*505*
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Name rate haumai jai; _
Nami rate Sachi rnhe samaiĵ
Nami rate joga jugati bicharu;
Nami rate pavahi molcha duaru;
Nami rate tribhavapa^sojhi hoi; ^
Nanalca nami rate sada sukhu hoi*
Nanak, he who is steeped in the Nam 

is freed from his haumai; 
is gathered up in the True One; 
meditates on the my of (true) Yoga; 
finds the door of salvation; 
acquires an understanding of the three worlds; 
and gains eternal peace.

Bhariai mat i_ pap a kai saAgi;
Ohu^ dhopai_navai kai rangi.
Puni papi akhapu nahi;
Kari kari^karaja lilchi lai jahu.
Age biji ape^hi khahu; ^
Nanaka hukami avahu jahu.
If the mind be defiled by sin it is cleansed 
with love of the Nam. Virtue and sin are not 
mere words. We carry with us the influence of 
what we have done. As you have sown so you will 
reap, and in accordance with the Hukam you will 
transmigrate.
The divine Hukam expressed, as we have already observed, 

in the law of karam ensures that one mut reap in accordance with 
what one sows. In order to banish the influence of committed sin 
the individual must sow that seed which bears not the baneful fruit 
of transmigration, but the blessed fruit of union. This seed (or,

^Siddh Gogfi (32), p.941. Of also pauri (33). 
2Jap.ji (20), p.4.
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as here, this cleansing agent) is love of the Ham> Sahib Singh 
comments on the

As a result of the influence of maya man 
falls into evil and his mind is sullied. This 
impurity separates man from the wholly pure 
God and the soul undergoes suffering. Nam 
simarana alone is the means whereby the man 
can be instantly cleansed. And so the practice 

simaraaa is the means of cleansing the man 
from evil and uniting it with God.

Vir Singh has a similar comment:
The Satguru has here informed us that the 

means of restoring purity to the mind or in
tellect clogged with sin is love of the Nam
.......2* supremely holy* Remembrance
of His Nam brings the man into a condition of 
meditation on Him. In this way the antahakaran, 
coming into contact by means of the Nam with the 
Possessor of the Nam, is purified through His 
holiness. Through Nam-simaran it is separated 
from other impure inclinations. Thus it is dram 
progressively nearer to both the Hulcam and its 
Giver, and thus haumai is gradually purged.2
But how does one "love the Nam"? What is meant in Gur  u

Nanalc ' s sadhana by Nam .japna or Nam simarana?
Nam has already been dealt with. The Nam is the revelation 

of God!s being, the sum total of all His attributes, the aggregate 
of all that may be affirmed concerning Him. Neither tj apna nor 
simarana can be satisfactorily translated into English, at least not

1 - « . . .  *Sahib Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib Darapan , vol. i, p*87.
$ir Singh, Santhya, vol. i, p.101.
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in the context of Guru Nanak1s usage. Japna means *to repeat1 
and is used in connection with the recital of a divine name or 
a mantar, in many contexts this literal translation is entirely 
appropriate, for mechanical repetition of this kind, often with
the help of a rosary, was a very common practice. It was not,

— — 1 however, Guru Nanak*s practice. Some references might indeed
suggest this, as for example the following lines from Jap.11:

Ikadu jibhau lakha hohi lakha hovahi -1-akha visa;
Lakhu_lakhu geya akhiahi eku namu Jagadisa.
Etu rahi pati pava^ia chayiai hoi ikisa.
Let every tongue become a lalch of tongues and 
every lalch become twenty lakhs. And then let 
every tongue utter God*s Nam a lakh of times*
This path is a staircase which leads to the 
Lord and having ascended it one passes into 
union with Him*

Such examples must, however, be read in the context of his general 
usage. Here it is a case of hyperbole, an effort to convey the im
mensity of the divine majesty and not a claim that the infinite re
petition of a single name or syllable is an assured path to salvation. 
Guru Nanak would without doubt have been in complete accord with the 
pronouncement of Guru Amar Das:

1 - -Subsequent Sikh practice has not always accorded with Guru Nanak*s
teaching. There has occasionally been a tendency to revert to the 
technique of mechanical repetition, sometimes under evident Hajha- 
yoga influence* For an example see the exposition of Nam japna 
given by Khazan Singh in his History and Philosophy of Sikhism. 
Vol. 2, pp. 420-1.
Map.ji (52), p.7.
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Ramu Ramu karata sabhu jagu phirai Ramu na 
paia jai.

Everyone goes around saying "Ram Ram11, ‘but 
Ram is not found in this way.

Mere mechanical repetition is not enough, regardless of how devout
the repetition may be or how sophisticated a system may be built
around the practice,

Simaraaa is more helpful, for "remembering the Mam" is
nearer to a description of Guru Nanak1s practice than "repeating
the Nam", It too, however, falls short of an adequate description.

How then is the practice to be described?
W  ■*<* **0 W  jtat M »  m b  2Sacha Murare tami japahi jami mani vasavahe*
Repeating (the Nam) of the True God means 
engrafting (Him7""in the man.

And the method whereby this engrafting is carried out is meditation 
- meditation on the nature of God, on His qualities and His attri
butes as revealed in the £abad,

Rh^i ba$i Hari paia Gura sabadi bichari,
God is found throughjneditation on the Guru1 s 
fclabad the sublime bani,

1 — — — —Bihagaye ki Var, slok 1 of pauri 18, p.555*
‘Ta^ahansu Chhant 2 (5), p,567*
Ôafikaru (47), pp. 936-7.
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- » — iSabadu viehari bhau sagaru tarai#
By meditating on the £abad one crosses the 
Ocean#

Bu$i_ gharu ghalio Guru kai bhai chalo;
Sacha nami dhiai javahi sukhi wahalo# ^
Hari namu dhiae ta sulchu pae^peiapai dina chare; ^
Nija ghari jai bahai sachu pae anadinu nali Piare#
You who are drowning (in the Ocean of Existence), 
you have laid waste your own dwelling# (Henceforth) 
walk in the Guru1 sjlove# Meditating on the true 
Nam you shall find bliss in the palace (of God)*
Meditate on the true Nam and you shall find 
bliss# Your stay in this world (lits in your 
father's housed) is brief# When you go to your 
real home you shall discover the Truth and you shall 
dwell eternally with your Beloved#

Puja lcichai namu dhiaiai binu navai puja na hoi#̂ *
The worship (puja) which we should offer is 
meditation on the Nam for without the Nam 
there can be no (true) worship.
This meditation on the nature and qualities of God is the 

core of Guru Nanak's religious discipline# The £abad reveals the 
absoluteness of God# Meditate on this and make your submission be&re 
Him# The fjabad reveals the eternally stable permanence of God# Re
flect on this and abandon the fickle, fleeting world# The {jabad reveals

1PrabtiatI ktf 1 (1R), p.1342.
2 -  -  / \Dhanasari Chhant 5 (2), p#689#
3The person addressed is the conventional figure of the bride#
4 ~ „Gujari 1, p#489#
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the absolute freedom of God from all that is maya. Meditate 
on thisd and so separate yourself from its deceits. The ^abad 
reveals the ineffable greatness of God# Reflect on this and 
humble yourself before Him# It is a meditation which must over
flow in words and deeds which ascord with the nature of the Ham*
It is remembrance of God umani# bach, lcarami karakai"̂  - in thought,

2word, and deed*
This is the practical response which a believer is required 

to make. Meditate in love and you shall grow towards and into Him 
ifho is the object of your devotion and your meditation# It is a 
discipline which has been developed, interpreted, and expounded 
again and again, both by Guru Nanak1s successors and by devout Sikhs 
ever since* This should be remembered, for much of the detailed 
analysis which may be found in Sikh writings is taken from the works 
of the later Gurus or represents assumptions based upon what is found 
in the scriptures# This Is not to say that the assumptions are in
consistent with the basis, but merely that the basis as sat out in 
Guru Nanak1 s works is a relatively simple version of what the doctrine 
was later to become* Moreover, in the case of the Gurus* followers

*h?ur JS, p#4*
^Cf_also: Gauyl AgJ; 6 (7),^^ 223; Tar Zsa, slok 1 of nauri 16, p*471; 
Asa^AgJ 15 (lR)» P*419;_ Asa Agt 22 (8), p#422; Gujari 1, p.489;
Suhi 1, p*728; Prabhati 1, 2, and 3> PP* 1327-8*
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the source of the fSabad and so the primary means of meditation has 
of course been the ban! recorded in the Adi Granth.

This meditation must be individual and it must also be cor
porate. Guru Nanak emphasised both.

Amrita vela sachu nau va$iai vicharu.^
At the ambrosial hour (of dawn) meditate on 
the greatness of "the true Nam.

Sadha saftgati mahi Hari rasu paiai Guri miliai 
jama bhau bhaga;

Nanaka Ramanamu £agi guramukhi Hari pae 
masataki bhaga.2

In the company of the sants the joy of God1s 
(presence) is obtained and when one finds the 
Guru fear of death departs. This is your 
destiny that, repeating the Nam of God in accord
ance with the Guru* ̂ instruction,you find God.

The satsang as a vehicle of enlightenment does not receive the
weight of emphasis which is to be found in Kabir, but it is by
no means ignored.

Lakha siagapa kari laldm^siu priti milh^u;
Binu sangati sadha na dhrapia binu navai dukha 

santapu.

1 —Jap.ji (4), p*2* This injunction has been accepted^as an explicit 
commandment by the Khalsa. Cf Sikh Rahit Marayada. p. 10. The same 
regulation lists the sections from the scriptures which should be 
recited by the individual in the morning and in the evening (pp. 
10-11). ^Another section deals with attendance at the sadh sailgat. 
or gurdvara (pp. 14-17)#
^Sorajbi 10, p.598.
*3 -  -^Siri Ragu 17, p#20*
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Even if one were to possess infinite wisdom and 
were to dwell in love and concord with an immense 
number of people, without the society of the holy 
there would he no satisfaction and without the 
Nam' there would he misery*
Ghajti ghaji gupatu upae vekhai paragaju guramukhi 

santa jana*̂ *
He who having created (the universe) watches over it 
dwells hidden in every he£$*t, (yet not beyond 
perceiving for) by the Guru1s guidance He is re
vealed in the sants*

The traditional figure of the sandal tree is also used*
mm mm nChandana Tohagata joti in©hx saraoe paramalu karagia#

Such is the nature of the bhagat that like the 
sandal he imparts his fragrance to all (around him)*

The activity of the bhagat in the satsafig is the singing of praises
rather than meditation, but Nam .ianna covers both, for both are
concerned with God and with the individual's approach to Him* Music
has always been used* Mardana the Bard was Guru Nanak* s companion
in many of his travels and in the janam-sakhis there are references

*  mm mm ^to Guru Nanak*s practice of kirtan, The discipline must also be 
practised daily*

1 — - — « Basant Hi$£ol 12, £.1172. Cf also; Asa AgJ 22_(3)> p.422; Var Asa,
pauri_9» p.468; Ramakali Agf 5 (7), p.905; Maru Ag# 8 (12), p.1014;
Prabhati 17, p*1532; Surplus sloks (lo), p*14il*
2Tilafig 2, p.721.
E.g. Pur JS, sakhis 9 and 39, pp. 14 and 72. Cf also Bhai Gurdas's 
Var 1, pauri 58:

Phiri Baba aia^Karatarapuri bhelchu udasi sagala utara. ***** 
Sodaru arati gaviai amrita vele japu uchara*

*̂e<3 supra p* 185.
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Dukha mafcura maragia Harinamuj;
Sila santokha pisa$u hathi danu.
Nit a nit a lehu na chhijai deha;
Ant a kali Jamu rnarai Jheha.
Aisa daru khahi gavara; _ ^
Jitu khadhai tere jahi vikara.
Pain is poison, but God’s Nam is the 
antidote. Let patient contentment be 
the stone on which you pound it and let 
your hand be that of charity. (if you) 
take it daily your body shall not fade 
away and at the end Death will be struck 
down. Take this medicine, for the consuming 
of it will purge the evil that is in you.
Meditation on the Nam and the singing of praises must have

seemed easy to many, but Guru Nanak declares them to be otherwise.
They are difficult and few are prepared to make the sacrifices which
they demand. Those who do accept the discipline, however, find that
the reward far outweighs the sacrifice.

Akha jiva visarai_mari jau;
Akhani aukha^sacha nau;
Sache nama lei lagai bhukha;^ ^
Utu bhukhai khai chaliahi dukha*
If I repeat the Nam I live; if I forget 
it I die. Repeating the Nam of the True 
One is hard, but if one hungers for it and 
partakes of it all sadness goes.
This, then is the discipline. The human body is a field in 

which the seed of Nam is to be sown. Cultivate it with love, humility

■ W u r  8, pp. 1256-7.
Asa 3, p.9. sad Asa 2, p.349.
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fear of God, true living, purity, and patience and thus you shall 
reap your reward#

Manu hali lcirasa$i kara$! saramu pa^i^tanu khetu*
Namu biju santokhu suhaga rakhu garibi vesu* ^
Bhau karama kari j amasi se ghara bhagajiha delchu#
Regard your body as a field, your man the 
plough, your actions the ploughing, and effort 
the irrigation* (in the field) sow the Nam as 
seed, level it with the contentment (which is 
the result of levelling both pain and pleasure, 
of transcending them) and fence it with humility.
Let your actions be those of love. (The seed) will 
then sprout and you will see your home prosper.
Bhau bhui pavitu pap! satu santokhu baleda;
Halu haleml hali chitu eheta vatra vakhata safijogu;
Nau biju bakhasisa bohala dunia sagala darogaj^
Nanalca Nadar! karamu hoi javahi sagala vijoga.
Love is the soil, holiness the water, and truth 
and contentment the two buffaloes.
Humility is the plough, the mind the ploughman, 
remembrance (of the Nam) the watering, and 
union^(with God) the seed-time.
The Nam is the seed and grace the crop.
(These constitute Truth whereas) the world 
.is wholly false.
Nanak, if the Merciful One is gracious all 
separation (from Him) comes to an end.

4. The Concomitant Results
The practice of Nam simarana results in experiences which 

develop progressively as meditation draws the individual nearer and

^Sorafhi 2, p.595.
O
Var Ramakali, siok 2 of pauyi 17, p*955*
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nearer to God, and which find their ultimate perfection in the 
final absorption of the man into Him* They are both results of the 
discipline and necessary aids to it, for they reveal more and more 
of the Ham and render the individual capable of rising to pro
gressively greater heights*

The experience of visamad is, in this way, both a result of 
Nam .1 a~pna and a stimulus to more exalted meditation* Visamad may 
mean either an immense awe, a prodigious wonder engendered by the 
overwhelming, indescribable greatness of God; or it may mean the 
ecstasy resulting from the awe-inspiring vision of the greatness of 
God. The most sustained expression of visamad in Guru Nanak* s works
is the lengthy slok "Visamadu nada visamadu veda" from Asa di Var,

- 1in which almost every second word is 'visamad*• The twenty-fourth
pauri of Jap.ji is also an expression of this same awe*

Antu na sifati kahagd na antu;
Antu na kara^ai de$i na antu;
Antu na vekha#i su$a$i na antu;
Antu na japai kia mani mantu;
Antu na japai kit a alcaru;
Antu na -japai paravaxu;
Anta kar$i kete bilalahi;
Ta ke anta na^pae jahi.
Ehu antu na japai koi;
Bahuta^kahiai bahuta hoi*
Va£a Sahibu^ucha thaui 
Hche upari ucha naul 
Eva$u_uoha hovai koi,
Tisu uche kau ja#ai soi*
Jevaju api japai api agi, ^
Nanaka Nadari karami datii

1 — — ~Var Asa, slok 1 of pauri 3, pp* 465-4*
Japtji (24), p*5* Of alsos Asa AgJ; 9 (6), p.416*
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Infinite are the praises (of the Creator) and 
infinite the ways of uttering them* Infinite 
are His works and infinite His gifts. Infinite 
His sight; infinite his hearing; Infinite the 
workings of the divine mind. His creation seems 
infinite, its bounds infinite. Many have striven 
to encompass its infinity and none have succeeded.
Ho one knows its extent and no matter how much one 
says much more remains to be said. Great is God and 
high His station, higher than high His Ham. Only 
he who is of equal height can comprehend its lofti
ness. God alone comprehends His own greatness. Nanak, 
all that we receive is by God1s grace*

This is visamad. for Guru Nanak both the inevitable result of
true meditation and the food for even more refined and intense
meditation.

The purging of haumai and its related impulses is likewise
both a result and an'essential aid. The further a bhagat proceeds
in meditation on the Nam the less inclined he is to submit to his
own haumai; and the less he submits to his own haumai the further
he progresses towards the goal of ultimate union. The process is

- 1described, as in ICabir, in terms of dying to Self* Two kinds of
** — 2death have already been noted in the thought of Guru Nanak and this 

is a third.

Cf ICabir Sorajhi 6, p.655; Slok 292 pp. 555 & 1365-6 (= ICG doha 41.5); 
Slok 33, pp. 948 and 1366 (=. ICG doha 41.9); Slok 183, p.1374; ICG 
dohas 1*26 and 41*4.

2Physical death which comes to all and Death (personified in Yam) which 
is the fate of the manmukh. See supra p. 556*
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Satiguru milai su maragiu dikhae;
Marapa raha$a rasu antari bh&e;
Garabu nivari gaganapuru pae*
Mara$u likhai ae nahi raha^a;
Hari japi japi raha$u Hari sara^a*
Satiguru milai ta dubidha bhagai;
Kamalu bigasi manu Hariprabha lagai;
Jivatu marai maha rasu agai.***
When the Satguru meets us he reveals to us 
(a kind of J~ dying, a condition of death which 
in our hearts we long to remain in. Casting 
out the Self,^(for such is the nature of this 
death) we ascend to celestial heights. 
(Physical) death is our fate (for such is^the 
Hukam) and no one remains. Repeat God*s (Ham 
and so) remain under His protection* When 
the Satguru meets us dubidha takes flight.
The lotus(of the heart) unfolds and the man 
is engrafted into God, the Lord. Dying while^ 
yet living we find revealed (Truth), the maha 
ras.

Disaji vilcari^nahi bhau bhau;
Apu mare ta pae nau.
Sabadi_marai phiri mara$u na hoi;
Binu mue kiu pura hoi.^
Because my eyes are turned towards evil I have 
neither fear of God nor love for Him. If the 
Self is slain then the Ham is obtained. If one 
dies by means of the £abad one does not die 
again. Without such a death how can one be 
perfected.

Sacha ki kati sachu sabhu saru,
Gha^ata tisu kiagara apara;
Sabade^sapa rakhai lax,
Gu$a ki thekai vichi samai;

hauyl 9, p.153.
2Lit. pride. See supra p. 543. 
5Gauyi 7, p.153.
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Tisa da Icufha hovai sekhu,
Lolm labu nikatha vekhuy 
Hoi halalu lagai HaldL̂ jai,
Hanaka dasi didari samai.l
Truth is a knife and the steel (with which it 
is made) is Truth* Beyond understanding is its 
founding* It is rubbed on the hone of the £abad 
and placed in the sheath of Virtue* He who is 
stabbed with it, 0 sheikh, from him issues the 
blood of greed* He who is slain with it in the 
approved manner (halal) goes to meet the True 
One, and at His door blends in His vision*

It is a death which is accomplished by the overthrow of the man, 
a death to Self which the bhagat dies while yet remaining physically 
alive* The man must remain, but not the self-willed man which finds 
its expression in evil* It must be a redirected man and this over
throw, this redirection, is effected through the bhagat1s love for 
the Ham and meditation on it*

Manu mare ^ivata mari jâ uj: g
Nanaka Nadari nadari pachha$u*
He who smites his man knows the death which 
takes place while life yet remains. Hanak, 
by grace he recognises the Giver of grace*

Laba lobha lahari nivara$a Hari nama rasi manaj 
Manu mari tuhi Hxraftj ana kahu nanalca sarana*^

l — —Var Ramakali, slok 2 of pauri 19, p*956. Gf also; Var tyajh, pauri 20, 
p*147; Gauyi 9, p*153? Asa Agj? 4 (5)> P«415; Dhanasari 2, p*661;
Dhanasari 7> p*662 (seesupra p* 571 )* Maru Solaha 20 (l), p*1040.
2Prabhati AgJ: 3 (8), p.1343.
^Gujari 5 (8), p.506.
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Turn aside the flood of greed and^avarice by- 
laying up the^capital of Hari1 s Hem in your man*
Let this by Nanak* s prayer: "Smite my man*
0 Niraffjan, for 1 have taken refuge in Thee*"

Gura parasadi -apo chinhai jivatia iva mariai*^
By the Gum's grace one perceives (the true nature 
of) the Self and so dies even while remaining alive*

Guru sagaro ratanaga^u titu ratana gha^ere rama;
Kari majano sapata Ware mana niramala mere rama.
Niramala jali nae ja Prabha bhae pattoha mile vichare;
Kamu karodhu kapaju bilchia taji sachu namu uridhare*
Haumai lobha lahari laba thake^pae dina Daiala;
Kanaka Gura samani tirathu nahi koi sache Gura 

Gopala*^
The Guru is an ocean, a mine of jewels in which 
are many^precious stones* I bathe in the seven oceans 
(the Guru*s teaching) and my man is purified* I 
bathe in the pur© waters when it is the Lord's will and 
thus by meditation I acquire the five blessings.^ I 
abandon lust, angex', deceit, and evil, and enshrine the 
true Nam in my heart. The wave of haumai and covetous-" 
ness has spent itself; the Merciful One hasbeen found*
Nanak, there is no tirath like the Guru, (nothing to 
compare to) the true Guru-Gopal.
The man is cleansed of haumai and purged of all evil passions. 

Purified and disciplined it ceases to be man's enemy and is trans
formed instead into his ally* No longer does it 1 ead him into the

^Qankaru (4l)> p*935*
O a m  amAsa Chhant 2 (3), p*437*
3Truth, contentment, compassions, dharam. and patience.
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entanglements of maya: no longer does it earn him a disastrous
karam. Instead it leads him further and further into that same
Truth by which it was itself cleansed.

Sacha bhai rata garabu nivarai;
Bko jata sabadu vicharai.
Sabadu vasai Sachu antari hia;
Tanu manty sitalu rangi rangia.
Kamu krodhu bikhu agani nivare;
Kanaka Nadari nadari piano.1.
He who is steeped in fear of the True One 
casts out pride. Meditating on the £abad 
he comes to a knowledge of God for if the 
ijabad dwells (within), the True One is also 
within. Body and soul are immersed in (His) 
love and (their passions) are cooled.
Nanak, the consuming fires of lust and anger 
are extinguished through the grace of the 
beloved Giver of grace.

Increasingly the bhagat becomes like God until ultimately he
attains to a perfect identity,

Rati dinanti rahai raftgi rata,
Tini bhavana juga chare jata;
Jini jata^so tisa hi jeha,
Ati niramailu sijhasi deha;
Rahasl Ramu ridai ika bhai, ^
Antari sabadu Saohi liva lai.
He who is immersed in His love day and night 
knows (Him who is immanent) in the three worlds 
and throughout all time. He becomes like Him 
whom he knows. He becomes wholly pure, his 
body is sanctified, and God dwells in his heart 
as a single love, Within him is the ^abad and he 
is blended in the ^rue One*

Siddh Gogti ( 4 7 ) ,  p . 9 4 3 *  Of also; GauyiJ), p . 1 5 3 ;  Asa Apt 1 5  ( 5 ) ,  p . 4 1 9  

Tilaftg 4 ,  P t 7 2 2 ;  Bilavalu^ p.7 9 6 ;  Ramakali Apt 5 ( 2 - 3 ) ,  P * 9 0 4 ;  Maru 
Apt 1 0  (8), p , 1 0 1 5 ;  Prabhatl Apt 1  (6), p . 1 3 4 2 .

2 —  *■Oankaru^(ip), p.931. Of also; OaAkaru (44), p.936; Tukhari Chhant 
Barah-maha (7), p.1108,
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5* The Ascent

With the ever-widening visamad and the progressive sub
jugation of the man go a developing sense of joy and peace* It 
is a path leading onward and upward. The accent is strongly upon 
ascent to higher and yet higher levels of understanding and ex
perience, an accent which is particularly evident in Guru Nanak1 s

1famous figure of the five kha&ds.
The pattern which is set out hi this figure is frequently

said to represent a Sufi contribution to the thought of Guru Nanak,
the theory being that its origin is to be found in the maqamat of 

-  -  2the Sufis. There is, however, no evidence to establish this and 
the parallel is not really a close one. A much closer one is to be 
found in the pattern of salvation enunciated in the Yoga-vasistha.

In the first stage (prathama bhumika) the 
enquirer has to increase his wisdom by study and 
association with saintly persons. The second 
stage is the stag© of critical thinking (vicarana); 
the third is that of the mental practice of dis
sociation from all passions, etc. (asafigabhavana); 
the fourth stage (vilapani) is that in which through 
a right understanding of the nature of truth the 
world-appearance shows itself to be fals?; the fifth 
stage is that in which the saint is in a state of pure

/  /  - m  \knowledge and bliss (suddha-samvit-maya-nanda-rupaj.
This stage is that of the jivan-mukta, in which the 
sa±t may be said to be half-asleep and half-awake 
(ardha-supta-prabuddha)♦ The sixth stage is that in 
which the saint is in a state of pure bliss; it is a

XJap.lI (34-37), pp. 7-8.
QCf Surindar Singh Kohli, A Critical Study of the Adi Granth. p.567#
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state which is more like that of deep, dreamless 
sleep (sugupta-sadrsa-sthiti)♦ The seventh _ 
stage is the last transcendental state (turyatita), 
which cannot he experienced by any saint while he 
is living# Of these the first three stages are 
called the waking state (.jagrat), the fourth stage 
is called the dream state(svapna)» the fifth stage 
is called the dreamless (susupta) state, the sixth 
stage is an unconscious state called the turya. and 
the seventh stage is called the turyatita.-̂
Sikh commentators understanhbly attach considerable import

ance to the figure of the five khands for it is clearly intended 
to represent the ascent of the man to its ultimate goal. There is, 
however, much that is obscure in Guru Nanak * s exposition and con
siderable differences of opinion are to be found in the commentaries.
In the case of the third and fourth the very names of the khands 
are translated differently.

X>haram Khand* the first, is the clearest of the five. Dharam 
represents here the law of cause and effect. This obvioitsly applies 
in the physical universe and the person ̂10 has reached this stage 
perceives that it applies in a religious and moral sense also. God 
is just and in His court the true and the faise stand identified*

Gian IChand (or JfianKhand) is the second stag©.̂  It evidently 
represents a marked widening of the individuals understanding, chiefly

1 - *S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy. Vol. II, p.264, being 
his summary of the seven stages set out in the Yoga-vasistha, vi, 120.
2Jap.ji (34), p*7.
Ĵap.ji (35-36), p.7.
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due to a developing appreciation of the manifold qualities
of creation and of the significance of great figurbs who have
preceded him. The precise signif icanc© is not stated, but
to some commentators the point is that such an understanding

1promotes a weakening of the individuals self-centredness.
One characteristic which is explicitly stated is the resultant
joy of such a state*

Griana kha$$La mahi gianu parachan̂ uj 
Tithai nada binoda kogLa anandu.2
Knowledge shines in the Realm of Knowledge*
In it there is joy of sound, sight, and deed*

3Saram Khand, the third stage, is the least clear and pro
vides the most marked differences in interpretation* There are 
three views concerning the meaning of the word saram. First there
are those who claim it derives from the Sanskrit srama and who

4accox̂ dingly interpret it as the Realm of Effort. Secondly, there 
are those who would derive it from the Sanskrit sarman and who in-

5terpret it as the Realm of Bliss. And thirdly, there are those who 

1E.g. Mr. Justice Harnam Singh, The Jap.ii. p.141.
‘TJapji (36), p.7.
ap.il (36), pp. 7-8.
Teja Singh, Sabadarath. p.7, n.29, and The Jap.ii (English translation), 
pp. 13 and_39 (1 self-exertion1). Sahib Singh, Baranan. Vol. 1, p.124.
S. S. KohlI, A Critical Study of the Adi Granth, p.367* Mohan Singh,

(cont.)
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favour the Persian saram (’shame*) and who interpret it as either
Xthe Realm of Humility or the Realm of Surrender* The actual

description does not provide an answer, hut indicates rather that
by this stage the nature of the religious experience involved is
passing beyond the describable*

Tithai ghap̂ ti ghayiai bahuta anupu;
Ta kia gala kathia na jahi;̂  ^
Je ko kahai pichhai pachhutai.

(cont.) Pah.iabi Bhakha te Chhandabandi, p.218* The Sacred Writings 
of the Sikhs UMgSCQ) , p.~49.JH5ri Guru Granth Kos, p*245*
Dr# Jodh Sing, Tika Japuji Sahib* pp* 97-99, does not actually give 
a synonym for saram^but his interpretation places him in this category* 
Dr. Sher Singh G-yani, Guramati Darasan, p.528, who interprets this 
khand as the Realm of Creative Imagination would also appear to be 
in this category.
Kanh Singh appears to favour it as he gives purugarath di manzil 
as his first definition, but he also adds anand mandal as an alter
native definition (MK, p#126).
Vir Singh, San thy a. Vol. 1, p. 167* IChushwant Singh .diup.iit the Sikh 
Prayer. p*22* Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion* Vol. 1/ p . 2164 (His 
translation is ’happiness*. Trumpp, The Adi Granth. p.12, used the 
same word*) The fact that the fifth stage of the Yoga-vasigtha 
pattern was that of "pure knowledge and bliss” lends some support 
to this interpretation# (see supra p# 594*)

1Harnam Singh, The Jap.ii* p# 145 ('humility')# Gopal Singh, Sri Guru 
Granth Sahib,p* 11. (*surrender*) although not in his earlier The Song 
of Nanak, p.11, where his translation is ”the domain of Practice”*
This Persian interpretation is ĝeneral in the older, less important 
commentaries such as those by Baba Mangal Singh, Gurmukh Singh, and 
Sant Gulab Singh#
2Japji (36), pp. 7-8
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There (in that Realm) are fashioned creations 
of surpassing wonder. None can describe them.
If anyone tries he will rue the effort.

The only hint comes in the couplet:
Tithai ghapiai surati mati mani budhi;
Tithai ghapiai sura siddha ki sudhi.̂
There inner perception and reason are fashioned; 
there the understanding of a divine hero or a 
siddh is developed*
The third of the suggested derivations is an attractive

possibility, but the first seems the most likely. It harmonises
better with the above couplet and where Guru Nanak uses saram
in another context the meaning clearly seems to be 'effort1.

Manu hali kirasapi karapi saramu papi tanu khetu.
Namu biju santokhu suhaga rakhu garibi vesu. ^
Bhau karama kari jamasi se ghara bhagajha dekhu*

The figure of the ploughman makes much better sense if saram is
translated as 'effort* and the idea of modesty or humility is covered
by garibi in the following line.

3Karam Khand is the fourth stage and here there are two 
principal interpretations. First there is the majority opinion which

Vapji (56), p.8.
^Sorafhi 2, p.595* See supra p. 587*

^Japjl (57), p.8.
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takes karam to be the Persian word meaning 1 grace1 and which accord-
Xingly interprets the fourth stag© as the Redm of Grace* Secondly,
2 -  3there is a minority opinion represented by Macauliffe, Teja Singh, 

and Khushwant Singh.^ All three have regarded karam as the Sanskrit 
karma and have translated Karam Khand as the realm or domain of Action. 
The Persian school certainly has the weight of numbers to support it, 
but there is one serious objection to this theory. Grace does indeed 
occupy a position of primary importance in the thought of Guru Nanak , 
but there is no indication in his ban! that the receipt of grace comes 
so late in the bhagat* s ascent to union. On the contrary it ex
tends over the whole process and if any stage is of particular signi
ficance with regard to grace it is the very beginning. The Sanskrit

^ir Singh, op.cit.. Vol. 1, p̂ .167. Kanh Singh, MK, p.227*
Jodh Singh, op.cit., p.99* Sahib^Singh, op.cit. Vol. 1, p.125^ 
Sher Singh, op.cit., p.329* Harnam Singh, op.cit. p.144* GopaX 
Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib, p. 11 (But not in The Song of Nanak, 
p.11 - {’(spiritual) Action1)7 S, S. ICohli^op♦ pit». p*367* The 
Sacred Writings of the Sikhs,p.30* Sri Guru Granth Kosi p.352.
2Macauliffe, op.cit., Vol. 1, p.216. Bis translation is !,the realm 
of action1*. Trumpp1 s ti'anslation was 11 the region of works** (op. 
cit.p.13)*
3 - — *Teja Singh, The Jap.ii* pp. 14, 40, and Sabadarath, p.7* n.*
(amal da darajaJT

^Khushwant Singh, op.cit., p.22* Also Sir Jogendra Singh, Sikh 
Ceremonies, p.40.
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interpretation, however, faces an equally difficult problem*
If Saram Khand is to be regarded as the Realm of Effort and 
ICaram Khaafl as the RecJm of Action there is little difference 
between the two stages.

A third possibility is that karam is the Sanskrit word 
and that it retains the normal meaning of karma. In this con
text the sense could well be that it is in the fourth stage that 
the bhagat begins to reap the reward of a karam earned through 
the practice of Nam simarana. This would accord with what we 
are told of the fourth stage, for the emphasis is upon fulfilment 
and one aspect of this fulfilment is that the bhagat is said to 
pass beyond error and transmigration.

Na ohi marahi na $hage j alii, ^
Jina kai Ramu vasai mana mahi.
They in whose mans Ram dwells neither
die nor are deceived.

Accordingly, an appropriate translation would appear to be the 
Realm of Fulfilment.

2Sach IChaad is the fifth and final stage. This is the 
Realm of Truth, the true dwelling-place of the Formless One. Here 
the believer passes into a unity which can be described only in

Vapji (37), p.8.
2Ibid. See supra p. 471*
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terms of infinity.
Tithai khag^a ma$$ala varabhaMa;
Je lco kathai ta anta na anta.̂ *
Realms, worlds, universes exist there.
Were anyone to number them of his numbering 
there could be no end!
This is the ultimate climax of the search for Truth, 

for it is here that there is perfect and absolute accord with 
the divine Hukam.

2Jiva jiva hukamu tivai tiva kara.
But it is a condition which can be known only in experience.

Nanalca kathana kara^a saral^

6. The Ultimate
Sach Khand is the goal, the ultimate end and purpose of 

human existence, the final consummation of man's ascent to God.
But how to describe it? Guru Wanak's eschatological references 
bring out, three things. First, it is to be conceived in terms 
of a union of the individual man with the being of God, the supra- 
soul*^ Secondly, this union means an end for ever to the trans-

1Japjii (37), p.8,
2rbid. 
3rbid.

4See supra p. 537-
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migratory process, with all its attendant suffering, and instead 
an eternal, changeless tranquillity.1 And thirdly, the true nature 
of this union must ever elude description. It can he represented 
in no more than Inadequate symbols and the bio adest of generalisa
tions. Its essential quality can be known only in the actual ex
perience of union.

The characteristic word which Guru Kanak uses to convey the 
nature of the ultimate experience is the common verb s am ana or 
samauna. It is also used in the sense of !to fill1 or !to per
vade1 in the context of the divine immanence, butters its meaning 
is rather !to merge* or *to blend1. Sachi samauna, sabadi samauaa, 
saha.il samauaa, and avigati samauna are examples of the manner 
in which Guru Nanak seeks to express the experience of union. It 
is a blending of the individual lighî in the Light of God (,1oti .joti

mm 2samauna). a mingling of the individual drop in the ocean, a dis
solution of the individual soul in the Faramatma.

JTadari lcare ta simaria jai,
Atama dravai rahai liva lai;
Atama Paratama eko karai, „
Antara ki dubidha antari marai.

^Cf Gaupi 10_, p*154; Asa AgJ 7 (4)j> p.414; Asa Patti Likhi (29)> 
p.434; Suhi AgJ 2 (l)^ p.751^ ^uhi Ghhant 5 P*766; Bilavalu
Ag$ 2 (8), p.832; Maru Solaha 20 (4), p.1040; Saraftg 2, p. 1197.
^Tukhari Ghhant 5 (3), p.1112.
3 — —Dhanasari 4 (l), p.661.
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If God shows favour one meditates on Him.
The atrna is dissolved and is absorbed (in 
God)1 "(The individuals) atrna becomes one with 
the Paramatma and inner duality dies within.

It is the chautha pad, the absolute condition transcending the
1 «« — . « 2 5three gunas; the turia pad or turia avastha; the par am pad:
4 — - r *the amarapad; the dasam duar of the Haths; and the Hath con™

dition of saha.i. Of these terms much the most common is the last.
Saravara hansa chho^i na jai;^ ^
Prema bhagati kari sahaji samai.
The swans (the bhagats) never leave the lake 
(the Guru). Through their adoring love they 
pass into the state of saha.i«

1 - *Guru Hanak's usage clearly relates to his nirgna concept of God 
for the "fourth state" is contrasted with the three gunas (cf 
supra p. 455 ), but for him^this does not require an ultimate
denial of personality. Cf Guru Amar Das’s Siri Ragu 44» p.50:

Trai gupa maia mohu^hai guramukhi 
chautha pada pax.

Cf also: Dhanasari Agtf 1 (7̂ ),_p*686;^ Bilavalu Thiti (18), p.840; 
Siddh Gosti (5l), p.945; Maru Solaha 18 (4), p.1058.
2 — — ~Gaupi 12, p.154* Asa 22, p.556.

%iddh Gosli (24), p.940. Maru Solaha 20 (10), p.1041. Prabhati
14, p.1331.
T̂ilafig 1, p.725.
5Gauri 4, p.152. Maru Solahaa 13 (l), p.1033; 16 (2), p.1036;
19 (4), p.1039; and 20 (2), p.1040.
Dhanasari Ag$ 1 (3), p.685. _Cf alsos Gauji AgJ 15 (.2̂, p.227;
Suhi Chhant 5 (2), p.766; fi.amakal̂ .gf 3, p.903-4; Sara&g Agf 1,
p. 1232.
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It would be difficult to distinguish Guru Nanak's saha,i from that
of the Nath yogis for in both cases we have a word which must be
beyond the understanding of all who have not experienced the condition
which it describes. Guru Nanak was in emphatic disagreement with

- - 2Hatha-yoga as a sadhana, but in both cases similar claims are 
made on behalf of the ultimate state called saha,i. For both it 
has a climactic content which unfolds in absolute equipoise and ab
solute tranquillity; aid for both it is a condition existing beyond 
the round of transmigration. The Naths did indeed seek, in their 
ora terms, to express their experience with some precision, but the 
descxu.ptions are negatives or logically insoluble peradoxes which 
can have no real meaning outside the mystical experience which gener
ates them. Moreover, the most characteristic of all such expressions, 
the anahad sabad, is used by Guru Nanak as one of the symbols express- 
ing the condition as he experienced it.

"Like the brahman of the Upanigads and Vedanta, and the nirvana 
of the Mahayanists, the state of saha.ia is indefinable; iî cannot 
be known dialectically, it can only be apprehended through actual 
experience." M. Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom, p.268*

Siddh Gosti. pp. 938-46. Cf also: Asa Chhant^2 (2), p.436;
Suhi 8, p.730; Ramkali 4^ and 5» p^877; Ramakali Agjfs 2, 5, and
6, pp. 905 and 905-6; Maru Solaha 22 (14)» p.1045.
^Gf Siri Ragu 18, p.21; Asa Chhant 2 (l), p.436.
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We are faced ¥ith the ineffable and must be content with
descriptions which impart only a fragment of understanding. The
condition of union is, as we have already observed many times,
one which transcends the cycle of birth and death;

Milla hoi na^vichhuyai^ j e^milia hoi;
Avagaupu nivaria hai Sacha soi.̂ *
If one meets Him and is not separated from 
Him transmigration ceases, for He is the 
True One.

Hainu dhiavai ta sukhu pavai guramati kalu na 
grasai; ^ ^

Jamapu msra^u kalu nahi chhogLai vipu naval 
santapi*2

He who meditates on the Ham finds peace for 
because of the Guru*^instruction Death cannot 
consume him. Without the Ham the cycle of 
birth and death does not leave us and we 
suffer accordingly*

It is a condition of supreme visamad;
Ta ka antu na japai koi;
Pure Gura te sojhi hoi;^ ^ ^ „
Hanaka Sachi rate bisamadi bisama bha© gupa gaida.
Hone can comprehend Thee, but understanding 
comes through the perfect Guru. Nanak, 
merged in union with the True One we are 
intoxicated with wonder, and struck with 
this wonder we sing His praises.

1Suhi 4, p.729.
^Tukhari Ghhant 2 (3)> p.1110. 
%aru Solaha 15 (l6), p.1036.
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And it is a condition of peace* of consummate joy and perfect
tranquillity, a condition transcending all human telling:

Kaia rnahalu mandaru gharu Hari ka tisu mahi 
^ rakhi joti apara; _ ^
Hanaka guramukhi mahali bulaiai Hari mele Mela^ahara.
The body is the palace of God, His temple,
His dwelling-place wherein He has shone light 
infinitely radiant# By the G u m * s word one 
is summoned within the palace and there one 
meets with God#

Beyond this is the unutterable#

1Malar 5, p.1256.



APPENDIX 1

The Adi Granth

In S3-660 (AD 1603) Guru Arjan, the fifth Guru, established
a camp in a particularly pleasant part of Amritsar and ordered a
tank to be dug* Upon completion it was named Kamsar and beside
this tank Guru Arjan carried out the compilation of the Sikh
scriptures. The contents were selected by the Guru and dictated

—  — Iby him to his amanuensis Bhai Gurdas. 'The task was completed in 
the following year, 8*1661 (AD I6O4), and on the first day of the 
light half of the month of Bhadon, 8,1661, the original copy was
installed in Harimandar, Amritsar, with Bhai Buddha as the first

- 2 *gran till, or reader* Shortly before his death in AD 1708 Guru
Gobind Singh, the tenth Guru, declared that the line of personal 
Gurus was at an end and that thenceforth the Scripture was to be 
the Guru of the Sikhs* It is accordingly known as the Guru Granth
Sahib* The alternative title Adi Granth is used in order to dis-

3tinguish it from the Dasam Granth*

1 -At the end of some of the Vars there appear the words !sudhu kiche
or simply * sudhu1. These entries are belie\Ed to represent Guru 
Arjan1s mark of approval added after he had checked Bhai Gurdas*s 
recording of such Vars* Cf Var Siri_Ragu, p*91; Var Majh, p. 151; 
Var Gaupi, Mahala 5, p*323; and Teja Singh, Sabadarath* p*91, n*° 
For Bhai Gurdas see supra p.
2EK, p.327.
%ee infra p. 624.
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Guru Arjan*s primary reason for compiling the scripture is 
said to have been the circulation of spurious compositions, not
ably those of Prithi Chand, Guru Aryan's eldest brother, whose

 1followers came to be called Hinas. These works purported to
be by Guru Nan ale himself and according to this tradition Guru 
Arjah’s purpose was to prepare an authorised version of genuine 
works* In addition to a substantial quantity of his own verse he 
included compositions by his four predecessors; the verses of a 
number of bhagats, notably ICabir, Namdev, and Ravidas (Raidas); 
works attributed to Sheikh Farid and those of another Sufi named
Bhikhan; and the works of several contemporary bhatfs, or bards*

— — / 2 — ~With the exception of Mardanafs three sloks and the Var of Satta
3and Balva$£, the verses of the bhatts are all cast in the form of

* 4the savayya or panegyric.
Kanh Singh lists the total number of each contributor* s

5works as follows%

1 «...Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion* Vol. 3> p*55. For the Hinas see
supra p$ . 98 ff.
"Var Bihagapa, p.553*
Rag Ramakali, pp, 566-8.
4AG, pp. 1389-1409.
5%, p.327. The figure includes both sabads and sloks in each case. 
The order has been rearranged here. In the they are listed in 
alphabetical order.
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The Gurus;

Guru Canale 947
Guru Angad 63̂ *
Guru Amar Das 869
Guru Ram Das 638
Guru Arjan 2312

The Bhagats;
ICabir 5342
Ramdev 62
Ravidas 40
Trilochan 5

Dhanna 4
Begii 3
Jaidev 2
Sadhana 1
Saig. 1
Paramanand 1
Pipa 1
Ramanand 1

■̂ Only sloks*
2The figure includes the individual pauyis of Bavan Aldiari (45 
pauris), Thinti (16), and Sat Var (8). The writer* s own calculation 
makes the total 532* See supra p. 51? n.2.
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Sundar 6̂
Sur Das 22

The Sufis:
Farid 1235
Bhikhan

The Bhatts;
Satta and Balva$$ 8^
The savayyas 123
Mardana 3

One poem of sis pauris* The poem, which is in Rag Ramakali (p*923-4) 
and which is entitled Sadu, describes the death of Guru Amar Das 
Sundar was the son of Anand, the grandson of Mohari, and so the 
great-grandson of Guru Amar Das^ (Teja Singh, Sabadarath, p*923* 
n,**) He, Sur Das, and the Sufi Bhikhan were the only bhagats who 
were contemporary with Guru Arjan*
2 -  ( \Sur Das is difficult to^classify* The figure 2 represents (a; a single
line which appears in Rag SaraAg (see infra p* 6l£jj and (b) a pad,
also in Rag SaraAg (p. 1253)» which is headed: SaraAg Mahala 5 Suradas*
The pad is probably a work by Sur Das which was polished or in some
way altered by Guxu Arjan (Mahala 5) before inclusion in the AG* ^This
Sur Das is not to be confused with the follower of Vallabhacharya who
wrote the Sur Sagar* The Sur Das of the AG was a brahma^ who was
also called Madan Mohan and who for a time served under Alcbar as
governor of Sandlla, (MK, p#169*)

■2Mainly sloks* See supra p* 446? n*3.
^Their Var in Rag Ramakali has eight pauris*
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Subsequently 59 pads and 56 dohas by Guru Tegh Bahadur, and a
-  - 1single doha attributed to Guru Gobind Singh were added* Accord

ing to Sikh tradition Guru Arjan left several pages blank in order
- 2to accomodate the works of a martyr Guam* There are indeed blank

«■ *5 **pages in the ICartarpur volume, but as Kanh Singh points out they
are not in the appropriat e rags for the pads which the ninth Guru

* 4subsequently wrote, and no blank pages were left for his sloks*

The scripture ends with a Ragamala which does not accord with the
« - 5Adi Granth order of rags and is evidently apocryphal.

The pads recorded in the Adi Granth are grouped according to 

rags or metre. Within each rag there is a secondary division into 

chaupadas, dupadas, astapadis. chhants* etc; and then a tertiary 

division, the works of each Guru being grouped together and recorded 

chronologically. After all of these come the vars and lengthy works 

such as Sukhamani, Qaftkaru* and Siddh Gogti* and finally at the very

The_doha appears in the AG as number 54 in the sloks of Guru Tegh 
Bahadur (p*1429)• Tradition regards number 53 as a message of en
couragement sent by Guru Tegh Bahadur, while imprisonned in Delhi, 
to his son, and number 54 as Guru Gobind Singh's reply. The Bhai 
Banno version (see infra p. 621 ) explicitly designates it Mahala 
10* (Teja Singh, op.cit. p.1429> n.*. 10 Library Ms Panj. PI,
folio 705a.)
2John Clark Archer, art. The Bible of the Sikhs in The Review of 
Religion* January, 1949 > p.116.
•3The volume believed to^be the original copy of the AG dict
ated by Guru Arjan to Bhai Gurdas. See infra p. 6l8.
4MK, p.327.
5 - „Surindar Singh ICohli, A Critical Study of the Adi Granthf pp. 105-8.
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end of each rag there are the works of the bhagats. Ihe exceptions
to this pattern are very rare.' The different Gurus are distinguished

w 2not by their names* but by the designation Mahal a, followed by the
appropriate number (Mahala'11 for Guru Nanak, Mahala 2 for Guru An gad, 
etc*)* At the very beginning stands the Mul Man tar, the basic credal 
statement, and Guru Nanak's Jap.ii which devout Sikhs are expected to 
learn by heart and repeat every morning.

The sources used by Guru Ar.ian
Guru Aryan's principal source is said to have been a collection 

which had been made by one Sahansram at the instance of his grandfather,
Guru Amar Das* This collection, which consisted of two pothis or vol-

- 3umes, included the works of the first three Gurus and of the bhagats,
and so provided a substantial nucleus. The two pothis were at that time
in the possession of Mohan, the father of Sahansram and elder son of
Guru Amar Das*^ Baba Mohan had not approved of his father's choice of

1 * * * . * « .  »Examples of exceptions are Guru Ram Dasfs Asa 2 on p. 348 and Guru
Amar Das*s Basant 4 on p*1169* Sundar*s Sadu is also in an unexpected 
place. (See supra p. 610 n.l. )
2 *» — fThe etymology is uncertain. See Sri Guru Granth Kos, Kanh
Singly(ffi, p.327) mentions an old copy of the AG in Baba Ajapal Singh 
Gurdwara, Nabha, which has Patasahi instead of Mahala.
M̂IC, Addendum, p.44 (n.l of p.327). See also MK. p*320. Goindaval 
(lj and (5). -------

4 _And so the maternal uncle of Guru Arjan.
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Guru Ram Das as a successor and it appears that Guru Arjan had
some difficulty in persuading him to part with the collection*

* * 1Evidently Guru Arjan went in person to Goindval to secure the
pothis* There he stood in the street below the upper storey
where Mohan resided and, so the tradition runs, sang Gauyi Chhant 2.

Mohana tere uche mandara mahala apara; ^ ^
Mohana tere sohani duara jiu sant dharamasala.
Mohan, Thy sublime abode is a palace of infinite 
proportions* Mohan, beautiful is Thy door, a 
resting-place for the sants*

Mohan, the tradition continues, was touched by the compliment and
agreed to give the pothis on loan. They were carried with great
reverence to Amritsar in a palanquin' and subsequently returned
in the same way. The tradition is obviously open to doubt as far
as the singing of Gaupi Ghhant 2 is concerned, but this does not
affect its substance. There would appear to be no evident reason
to doubt that Guru Arjan did, in some way or other, gain access to
the two Goindval pothis and use them as basis for his own collection.^

1 ~A small town in Tarn Taran tahsil, Amritsar District.
2AG p.248. There can, however, be no doubt that it^is God who is being 
addressed. Vir Singh paraphrases Mohan ass He .jivan nun moh lain vale 
(sohage Vahiguru). (Santhja, Vol. 4, p.1583.)Of also Sahib Singh, 
Darapan, Vol. 2, p.495* Vir Singh does, however, affirm the tradition 
that the sabad was sung on the occasion of Guru Arjanfs visit to Baba 
Mohan (op.cit., p.1586).
^There is a palanquin in Gurdwara Haveli Sahib, Goindval, which is said 
to be the one used on these two ocoasions. (MK, p*320).

4 — * ~MK, p.320, and Teja Singh, Sabadarath. p.248, n.*. Both pothis are
said to be still extant. The first is in village Ahiapur, District

(cont.)
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To this nucleus were added works of the fourth Guru,
Ram Das, and of Guru Arjan himself. According to tradition it 
was also augmented by additional bhagat baai (the works of bhagats), 
gathered by inviting the followers of famous bhagats to visit the 
Guru in his camp and submit suitable works for inclusion in the 
collection. Those which accorded with the teachings of the Gurus,

1or which at least did not conflict with them, were duly approved.

(cont.) Hoshiarpur (ME, p.320, and Teja Singh/Ga$$a Singh, A Short 
History of the Sikhs, Vol. 1, p. 30, n.l)̂ . The location of the 
second is variously reported to be Goindval and Patiala. Vir Singh 
(op.cit., p.1586) has described how in 1943 it was stolen from 
Goindval and disappeared. Subsequently he heard reports to the ef
fect that it was in Mardan, District Peshawar, and that during the 
1947^disturbances it had been taken from there to Patiala. Dr.
Gagina Singh recently informed the writer that this is its pie sent 
location. The ME Addendum, however, claims that it has been^returned 
to its original location in Baba Mohan’s Ghaubara in Goindval and 
that it is publicly displayed ever^ pur anmasl. The author of the 
Addendum describes this seconĉ pothi as follows:

"Its text^begins at Ramakali and then comes 
Sorafhi, Malar, and SaraAg rags. There are many 
divergences from the text of the Guru Granth Sahib.
In it there are also sabads of Eabir and Namdev.
There are many sabads in it which are not in the Guru 
Granth Sahib. The invocation for every rag and banx 
is as follows;

’l̂ orn satiguru parasada sachunamu 
karataru akala murati ajuni sambhau 
guru pure ke parasadu. ’"

(ME, Addendum, p.43#)
Dr. Ga|i$a Singh has also informed the writer that the pothis contain 
the bapi of all the bhagats up to the time of their compilation, and 
that Dr. lodh Singh possesses a note written by the late Baba Prem 
Singh of Hoti which gives details of the contents of the pothis.

1Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, Vol. Ill, pp.60-61.
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The tradition may be true as far as some of the bhagat bani is
concerned,"** but it is unlikely that much of it could have been
selected in this way. Practically all of the bhagats whose works 
appear in the Adi Granth lived before the time of Guru Amar Das 
and the pothis compiled by Sahansram included works by all of 
these bhagats. It seems clear that the bulk of such works must 
have been collected during the time of Guru Amar Das, and Dr, Mohan
Singh may well be correct in according the credit for the actual

-  2collecting directly to the Guru himself.

The Language of the Adi Granth,
The language of the Adi Granth is reputedly a forbidding

mixture of many different dialects, an almost insuperable barrier 
to a thorough understanding of the scripture, Macauliffe has de
scribed the problem as it appeared to him.

Judaism has its Old Testament5 Islam its 
Quran; Hinduism its Veds, Purans, and Shastars;
Budhism (sic) its Tripitaka; the Pars! religion 
its Zend-avesta; and Confucianism its Analects, 
its Spring and Autumn (sic), its Ancient Poems and

1It may well be^correct as far as the works of the later bhagats 
(Bhikaii, Sur Das, and Sundar) were concerned, but their total con
tribution amounts to only five pads. It is^safe to assume that the 
savayyas of the bhatts were selected by Guru Arjan after hearing 
them direct from their composers.

2 -  -Mohan Singh, A History of Pan.iabi Literature, p. 26,
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its Book of Changes. The languages in which the 
holy writings of these religions are enshrined, 
though all difficult, are for the most part homo
geneous, and after preliminary study with tutors 
can generally be mastered by the aid of grammars 
and dictionaries; but not so the medieval Indian 
dialects in which the sacred writings of the Sikh 
Gurus and Saints were composed. Hymns are found 
in Persian, mediaeval Prakrit, Hindi, Marathi, old 
Panjabi, Multani, and several local dialects. In 
several hymns the Sanskrit and Arabic vocabularies
are freely drawn upon   A man who is a good
Sanskrit scholar will not know Persian and Arabic, 
and he who knows Persian and Arabic will not know 
vrords of Sanskrit derivation. A man who knows Hindi 
will not know Marathi; a man who knows Marathi 
will not know Panjabi and ̂ ultani, and so on. More
over, there are words in the Sikh sacred writings 
which are peculiar to them, and cannot be traced to 
any known language. As to these one must accept the 
traditional interpretations. The Granth Sahib thus 
becomes probably the most difficult work, sacred or 
profane, that exists, and hence the general ignorance 
of its contents.**-
The difficulties which Mr. Macauliffe must have encountered 

as a pioneer sixty years ago make his judgment entirely understandable 
and it is certainly true that there is diversity in the language of 

Adi Granth. In practice, however, the heterogeneous nature of 
the iidi Granth language presents relatively few problems once the 
Gurmulchi script has been mastered, for the different elements are for 
the most part closely related. There are certainly words from such 
diverse languages as Sindhi, Arabic, Persian, and Marathi, but with 
very rare exceptions these provide no more than vocabulary problems.

"Macauliffe, op.oit.. Vol. i, pp. v, vi.
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They do not affect the essentially homogeneous structure of the
3m ( h  *  *Adi Granth language• A knowledge of Hindi and Panjabi is

the basic requirement. With this equipment one can proceed with
relative ease to a study of Sadhukkari or sant bhaga, the medium
employed all over Worth India by the bhagats of tie fifteenth and

osixteenth centuries. These three languages, all closely related,
are the key to practically the whole of the Adi Granth.

Within this general pattern the different Gurus and bhagats
made different linguistic emphases. Guru Wanak's language normally

—  -  3has a strong PaHjabi colouring, although in a few cases he drew 
heavily from the vocabulary of a different language.^ Guru Angad 
and Guru Ham Das, the second and fourth Gurus, are also predominantly 
Panjabi. Guam Amar Das, however, shows more signs of Hindi influence 
and in the case of Guru Arjan the Hindi emphasis is pronounced.

The three versions
• 5 -There are three early birs of the Adi Granth. Others exist, 

but they diverge little from the three early versions.

1 _ _ _ — — —
Cf Mohan Singh, Panjabi Bhakha te Chhandabandi. pp. 6-7.

C. $ukla, Hindi-Sahitya ka Itihas. p. 17.
H* P. Dvivedi, Hindi Sahitya kx Bhumika, p.98.
4 •E.g. in Tilang 1 ,  p.7 2 1 ,  which, foil© still possessing the same 
structure as his other compositions, has a high proportion of 
Persian words. Evidently it was intended for Muslim ears.

5 A collection of different works bound in a single volume.
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1* The Bhai Gurdas or ICartarpur version
The first of the three versions is a bir which is still

^  _____ Xin the possession of the So^hi family of ICartarpur and which
is reputed to he the original copy dictated to Bhai Gurdas by 
Guru Arjan. Tradition holds that the Mul Mantar at the very begin
ning is in Guru Arjan*s own hand and that Guru Hargobind's signature 
is to be found on folio 541* A pad by Mira Bai has been included 
but crossed out and a pad "Dekhahu loga" which follows ICabir's Asa 
54 has suffered a similar fate. This latter pad was numbered 35,
but was evidently deleted at once as the following pad also bears 

3the number 35* A third extensive deletion occurs at the end of 
Rag SaraAg. On page 1253 of the printed versions available today, 
and immediately preceding a pad by Sur Das, there appears the single 
line:

Chhadi mana Hari bimukhana ko saAgu.
In the Bhai Banno version this pad, which is also attributed to Sur 
Das, is recorded in full, but in the ICartarpur version all but this

4first line has been deleted. This version lacks, of course, the 
subsequent compositions of Guru Tegh Bahadur and the slok attributed

1 ~The town founded by Guru Arjan in District Jullundur, not Guru
Nanak's foundation on the right bank of the Ravi.
2MK, p.327.
3Ibid.
Teja Singh, Sabadarath. p.1253, n.12.
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to Guru Gobind Singh, but has the blank pages which have given 
rise to the tradition that Guru Arjan deliberately made provision 

for the works of the ninth Guru.1 The whole volume contains 

975 leaves.2
Guru Ar^an had the original copy installed in Harimandar, 

Amritsar, but his successor, Guru Hargobind, kept it in his house 

at Kartarpur. From there it was stolen by hŝ is grandson Dhir Mai
who evidently intended that it should buttress his claims to the

3succession as Gurtt. Some thirty years later followers of the 
ninth Guru recovered it, but were instructed by the Guru to return
it. According to tradition he placed it in the Satlej River and

- 4informed Dhir Mai, who recovered it unharmed. Dr. J. C. Archer,

who was permitted to inspect the Kartarpur volume, comments: "The
5stains that mar it seem not to be the signs of water-damage."

This is not to suggest that the tradition must necessarily be wholly

■iSee supra p. 611.
^Archer says 974* (The Bible of the Sikhs, p.116.)
%acauliffe, op.cit., Vol. IV, p.213.
Ĝ. H. Loehlii, The Sikhs and their Book, p.46^ This tradition was 
related to Dr. Loehlin by the Kartarpur gciani. 3. S. Kohli, A 
Critical Study of the %di Granth, p.18, mentions another tradition 
which holds that the third version, the Damadame Vali Bir compiled 
by Guru Gobind Singh, was hidden in the Satie j in S. 1758 (AD 170l) 
to protect it from enemies.

5J. 0* Archer, op.cit., p.115



untrue, for it is conceivable that Guru Tegh Bahadur, for some
reason, had it hidden near the Satlej* We have, however, entered
by this stage a period of almost total obscurity as far as this
first version is concerned. Guru Gobind Singh is said to have
asked for it and been jgfused by Dhir Mai. Some assume that it has
remained ever since with Dhir Mai1 s family, the Kartarpur So^his,1
but there have been traditions which would indicate that this is

2not necessarily a safe assumption*
Dr. C. H. Loehlin, who has also been permitted to examine 

the volume at Kartarpur, has described his visit as follows:
On presenting myself at the Shish Mahal at 

Kartarpur, I was told by the officer of wards that 
I might handle the book myself provided SI washed 
my hands first - needless to say we haxL; takeî bff 
our shoes before entering the Gurudwara. In view 
of possible future repercussions, however, I pre
ferred to have the official giani handle the book*
It was wrapped in several layers of silk cloth and 
usually kept in a glass case when not in use* The 
volume has of course been rebound; and the original 
sheets of yellowish and much worn paper have been 
mounted on newer sheets to preserve the original.
The pages were about 9" x 12% and quite legibly 
written in black ink. The volume was, of course, 
quite bulky. The tradition of the officially signed 
volume we have noted above as mentioned by Trumpp.
Khazan Singh, and ̂ acauliffe; and it is quite common 
among even well educated Sikhs today* This was the 
special point I wished to verify, so I asked the Giani

1 -S, S. Kohli, op.cit*, p*16. Khushwant Singh* A History of the 
Sikhs* Vol. I, p.305.
2C# H* Loehlin, op.cit** p*46.
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to show me Guru Arjan*s signature. In response 
he showed me the first page of the book, on which 
the opening verse of the Granth, "Ikk Om Sat Ham, 
etc." was written in a scrawly hand, much as if 
it might have been done by one unaccustomed to 
writing, or by a schoolboy. I was told by the giani 
that this opening mantra had been written by the Guru 
himself; which was probable enough; but there was no 
signature nor seal of any kind, either there, nor 
at the end of the volume, nor anywhere else. He were 
shown several blank pages, on which Guru Arjan had 
prophesied that a martyr Guru would later furnish 
hymns; and some hymns of the Ninth Guru Teg Bahadur 
have accordingly been included in the present edition 
of the Granth. As the giani turned the pages for me, 
another significant feature came to light. In places 
the text had been blotted out by dark green ink of 
some kind. I remember one page where a line and a 
half had thus been obliterated; and there were one 
or two other such places, if my memory servee correctly. 
Vfhat a problem for the textual critic to discover what 
was under that obliterating marki The giani1 s explana
tion was that the Guru himself had done this because of 
some mistake Gur Das had made. In view of the chequered 
history of the old book, and its long sojourn in the 
hands of the Gurus* enemies, which will be noted later, 
it is equally possible that some of them might thusjiave 
gotten rid of something objectionable.

2. The Bhai Banno version
A very old copy of the Adi Granth was until 1947 to be found 

in the village of Maftgat, District Gujrat (now in Pakistan). Two

10. H. Loehlin, op.cit.t pp.44-45. Inspection of the volume is no 
longer permitted.
^Dr. Gap$a Singh has informed the writer that this biy was brought 
over to^India and is now in the possession of Avtar Singh RagI, son 
of Jwala Singh Ragi of Gurdwara Mata Sundari, near Irwin Hospital, 
New Delhi. The 10 Library Ms Panj. PI is a copy of the Bhai Banno 
version.
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traditions exist concerning the production of this volume. Ac
cording to one, Bhai Banno, a resident of MaftgaJ;, visited Guru 
Arjan and having developed a great interest in the new scripture 
asked permission to take it hack to Madgai; on loan. Guru Arjan 
was understandably loath to accede to the request, but eventually 
gave permission on condition that Bhai Banno kept it at his village 
for one night only. Bhai Banno circumvented this condition by 
travelling very slowly to and from Madga$. The lengthy journey 
afforded him time to make a copy of the volume without breaking 
his promise.̂ * The other tradition holds that he was entrusted 
with the responsibility of taking the original to Lahore for bind-

ping and that he made his copy^hile on this mission.
The Bhai Banno version contains all that is in the Kartarpur 

version, together with some additions. Two of the more important 
of these are not really additions, but rather reproductions of what 
was inscribed in the original and then deleted:

a) The pad by Mira Bai in Rag Maru.
b) The pad by Sur Das of which only the initial

-  *5line has been left in the Kartarpur version.

1Macauliffe, op.cit., Vol. Ill, p.66.
2MK, p.327.
See supra p. 618.
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The extra material also includes the work entitled Hakikat Rah
Mukam £ivanabh Raje ki* The remainder consists of additional

"" 2sabads and sloks which are listed by Kahk Singh* A number of
copies have been made from this bir. some of which contain even
more additional material* ICaixh Singh1 a note refers to one in 
Fabha which includes an extra pad attributed to Trilochan, and 
one in Rawalpi^i which has an extra pad attributed to ilamdev*

3 m Damadama version
There is a tradition that when Guru Gobind Singh asked Dhir 

Mai for the Bhai Gurdas version he was informed that if he was 
x'eally the Guru he should prepare his own copy*^ This he is said
to have done while resting in the village of Sabo k! Talava$$i,
18 miles south of Bhajinda, after the Battle of Mule tsar in the summer 
of AD 1705* The location was subsequently named Damadama ("resting-
place1') in commemoration of the Guru's having rested there* Tradi
tion holds that he dictated the entire contents from memory to Bhai 
Mani S i n g h a n d  that he added to the original version the pads and

1See Appx 3$ P» 629 ff•
2mk, p.327.
5S. S* Kohli, op.cit* * p*17*
4MK, pp. 327, 465.
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dohas by his father, Guru Tegh Bahadur, and the doha which has 
been regarded as his own.’1' It is this enlarged version which is 
now almost invariably used* The original was lost during the 
pillage of Amritsar by Ahmad Shah Durrani*s Afghans, following 
his victory over the Sikhs an AD 1762 (the Vadda Ghalughara. or
Great Holocaust)* Prior to this', however, many copies had been

*2made. The Damadama version should not be confused with the
Dasam Granth, which has generally been regarded as a collection
of the works of Guru Gobind Singh and which was compiled in an

4obscure manner twenty-six years after his death.
Many printed editions of the Idi Granth are available today, 

but the Sikhs still await an Authorized Version. For more than ten 
years now unsuccessful effects have been made to have an edition

— m m 5printed by the Shiromagi Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee. Blocks 
were prepared for printing in 1953, but the actual printing was

1Gurbakhsh Singh reported having discovered in Dacca a copy of the 
Adi Granth dated $.17:52 (AD 1675) which includes the works of Guru 
Tegh Bahadur arranged in their correct order. (Dacca Review, Vol. 5> 
Hos. 11 and 12, February and March, 1916, pp. 375-378)* See Appendix 
3, P. 6^ -

2 -  -Teja Singh and Ga^$a Singh, A Short History of the Silchs, Vol. 1,
p.169, quoting Gyan Singh*s Panth Prakas, 740.
5MK, p.327.
4C. H. Loehlin, The Sikhs and their Scriptures, pp. 35-6. Khushwant 
Singh, op.cit.. pp. 313-7.
5The Committee responsible for the administration of most of the im
portant Sikh gurdwaras in the Paffcjab* An unofficial committee bearing

(cont*)
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postponed when it was discovered that the committee responsible
for publication had in a number of cases reversed the order of
invocation and title of a rag, The committee* s claim that this
was in accordance with the ICartarpur text was declared to be in
error and on November 2.7th, 1959 » the General Bodycf the Shiromagl
Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee voted that the order should be

— 1in accordance with that of the Damdama version* In November, 1962,
representatives of the SGPC, of the Guru Khalsa Sant Samaj, and of
the Chief Khalsa Diwaa visited Damadama Sahib and consulted the
Baba Dip Singh copy of the Damadama version in order to ensure that

2the correcttext would be followed. The controversy has, however, 
persisted and an Authorised Version has not yet been printed.

(cont.^ _this name was first set up in 1920 by Sikhs involved in 
the Akali agitation for control of Sikh shrines. In 1925 the Sikh 
Gurdwaras Act of the Punjab Legislature vested administrative authoi>- 
ity in an elected Central_Board,_and in the following year this Board 
assumed the name Shiromapi Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee. Later in 
the same year the unofficial committee accepted this change of name 
and was wound up. (M, p.512. Khushwant Singh, The Sikhs, pp. 106, 
1X5.)

^*Khalsa Samachar1, 28 February, 1965, p*2.
%>id.
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APPENDIX 2

Manuscript copies of Bhai Bala .ianam—sakhis in. London

1* India Office Library Ms Panj* B41, 82885*
This manuscript is clearly written and in good condition*

The date of completion for the janara-sakhi proper is given as
S. 1831 miti magh audi 13* The janam-sakhi is followed by the
Nasihatnama and two metrical works entitled Make di Gosti
("The Mecca Discourse") and Gog&i Madine ki ("The Medina Discourse")
respectively. At the very end of the manuscript the date of final

* 3completion is given as S.1832 miti vaisakh sudi 4* Both dates fall 
within the year AD 1775* The copyist of both portions is named 
^hakur Das Faqir*

2* British Museum Or*2754.1
This manuscript is substantially the same as the India Office 

Library version* There are numerous variants, but almost all are 
minor differences of vocabulary or expression* The same Hindali

1Loc.cit*, folio 253b. The copyist has written 8*1351, but altered 
it to S.1831.
2 *«A lengthy poem spuriously attributed to Guru Nanak. (MIC, p.506)*
^Loc.cit.* folio 395b.
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— 1references to ICabir are included, but an indecent story which
2appears at the end of the India Office Library version has been 

omitted* It is not followed by the Nasihatnama, Make di Goeti, 
and Gosti Madine ki* The manuscript has been copied by various 
hands on inferior paper, but is generally clear. No date is given*

3• Library of the School of Oriental and African Studies, 
manuscript no. 104975*
This manuscript is dated 3*1912 (AI) 1855). It was copied

- 3in Amritsar and the copyist^1 s name is given as Mul Singh* Most 
of the manuscript (folios 1-220) corresponds, on the whole, to the 
India Office Library and British Museum manuscripts, and includes 
the Hindali references which occur in the discourse with Dhru.
Minor variants are numerous in all sakhis and a number of sakhis, 
notably those which concern the Bengal visit and the Tria ra.i, have 
been omitted. The remainder of the manuscript (folios 220-504) 
diverges in order, length, and content. It Is appreciably longer 
than the corresponding remainders of the other two manuscripts and

^ ee supra p. I46-7*
210 Library Ms Panj* B41, folio 251a-b, and K. Trumpp, The Adi 
Granth, p.lrxiv.
Loc.cit*, folio 504b*
See supra p. 147, n .l.



its material differs radically* In a number of sakhis there are 
evident signs of Puratan influence and, unlike the other two 
manuscripts, it gives in its concluding sakhi an account of Guru 
Nanak*s death*
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APPENDIX 3

Hakikat Rah Mukam Rale £ivanabh ki

la many of the older manuscript copies of the Adi Granth 
there is to he found a brief apocrypha consisting of several 
sloks and a pad, all attributed to Guru Nanak, and a short prose

mm mm mm —  *■» ipassage entitled Hakikat Rah Mukam Ra.ie £>ivanabh ki* The prose 
passage purports to be a ^description of how to travel to Raja
^ivanabh*s kingdom in Ceylon. It was evidently first recorded in

—- — 2the Bhai Banno version of the Adi Granth and it has generally been
accepted as conclusive proof of the janam-sakhi tradition concerning 
Guru Nanak1 s meeting with $ivanabh in C e y l o n T h e  complete text

1Almost all of the Ms copies of the AG in the BM and the 10 Library 
contain this apocrypha. It is to be fcund in the following:

BM Or.1125, 0r*2159, and Add. 25,680
10 Library Panj. MSS Cl, C5, Dl, D2, D3, PI*

This extra material is included at the end of each volume. It 
follows the_Mundavani and Guru Arjan's concluding siok, but precedes 
the Ragamala with which all copies of the AG end.
2See Appendix 1, pp*621 ff* The 10 Library Ms Panj. FI, which appears 
from other additional contents to be a copy of the Bhai Banno version, 
also has the Hakikat Rah at the end of the volume.
3 -Gf Teja Singh and Ga$$a Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, vol. i, 
p.9 nl; I. Banerjee, Evolution of the Khalsa, vol.i, p.83; Kartar 
Singh, Life of Guru Nanak Dev, p.176, n.-t*; A Glossary of the Tribes 
and Castes of the Punjab &c., vol.i, p.687, n.4.
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is as follows:1
Hakikat rah mukam_Raje Sivanabh^ki* _UagapaJa:g.u 

Bidari Tijavar^ saharagah taha ka Raja^Airapati Haiku 
hai. Taha valait Ram Raje ki_hai taha te lok jahaji 
chayata hai* Tini din tini rati vichi Japapajapu 
pari ka bandnru hai. Taha jai utarata lxai so SiAgha- 
ladipu hai* Chaudah sai gau vichi vasada hai. Taha 
sat raje se Guru Bab© ke vachani iku raju hoia hai.
Sivanabh raje ki^santati satavadi sahari hai takhatagah 
taha ab Ra^a Maiadauni hai* Raj© Rai^SiAgh ka be£a Raje 
Sivanabh ka pot a hai. Taha Gum ji kl dharamasal hai,^ 
SaAgati juyati hai kiratanu hota hai. Raso! bis^map lupu 
haroj lagata hai. Hekapuja^u Bijan&gar te ikatri kos hai. 
Ghar Bhajayia ke Begapuru Bijapuru te kos asi hai.
Arogapefhi hai. Taha saAgati Change Bhajaye k! hai. Tis 
ki girad^nivahi Sikh^saAgati bahut^hai. Ar Bhafajjia ke ghar 
te Ka j alibanu^lcos asi hai. Tiria raju hai taha bhi Guru 
Babe ka dehura hai. SaAgati Bhajajia ke juyati hai* Uthe 
Guru Sidha nali^gogaji kar kai puja khiftchi lit! haisu.
Tab Sidh Guru ka j|oru ajamai kai pair! ai pae haini. Us 
thav ka nau ICajalibanu tria raju hai taha bhi saAgati hai.

The truth_(concerning) the way to^Raja Sivanabh1 s 
dwelling. Uagapafay. (is in) BidarJBijavar (and) the 
governor of that^place is Raja Airapati Naik. The sovereignty 
is that of Ramaraja. At that place people board ship. In 
three days and three nights (one reaches) Japapaj;a$, a port 
on the other^side. Proceeding there one disembarks and this 
is SiAghaladip. (The people there)^live in fourteen hundred 
villages. At the command of Guru Baba (Ranak) seven kingdoms 
which were there became^ one kingdom. There are fifty-seven (?) 
cities under Raja ^ivanabh^s authority. The throne of that 
place is now occupied by Raja Maiadauni. _He is the son of 
Raja Rai SiAgh and grandson of Raja Sivanabh. There is a 
dharamsala of the Guru's there* A saAgat meets and there 
is Kirtan. Twenty maunds of salt are used in the kitchen 
every day. Hekapajap^is seventy-one kos from Bijanagar.
The home of the Bhajiyas, Begapur, is eighty kos from Bijapur.

1In the MSS the individual words are not separated, except at the con
clusion of sentences. The text which has been used is the one given 
in the BM Ms Or.1125> the copy of the Adi Granth which was found by 
Henry Erskine in one of the Sikh tents following the Battle of Gujrat 
in 1948. The variants in the other manuscript copies in London are 
insignificant *
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A hospital (?) is there* There is a Changa Bha$ya 
sangat there* In the surrounding country there are 
many Sikh saAgats* Kajaliban is eighty kos from the 
home of the Bhajyas. It is ruled by women and there 
is a temple of the Guru there also* A Bhajiya saAgat 
meets there* The Guru held a discourse with Siddhs 
there and dissuaded them f rom^idol-wor ship• Then the 
Siddhs, having tested the Guru*s power, fell at his 
feet* The name of that place is Kajaliban* It is ruled 
by women and there is a saAgat there also*
If the tradition concerning the origin of the Bhai Banno 

volume is correct the volume must have been copied between I6O4 
and 1606, the dates of the completionof the Adi Granth and of Guru 
Arjan*s death respectively* We cannot be sure that the tradition 
is in fact authentic and nor, without seeing the original Bhai 
Banno volume, can we ascertain that the Hakikat Rah is not a subse
quent addition* There is, however, nothing in the Hakikat Rah itself 
to suggest that it was written later than 1606* On the contrary, 
the names which it gives, both for persons and for towns, suggest 
that it may well have been written in or before that year*

According to Santolch Singh the Hakikat Rah came to be written 
in the following manner* Prior to the actual dictation and writing 
of the Adi Granth Guru Arjan spent some time gathering matelals for 
inclusion in it* Guru Nanak was believed to have left a work called 
the Fran SaAgali in Oeylon and Guru Arjan sent a certain Bhai Paira 
there in order to bring it to the Paftjab. After his return Paiya 
related his travels and Bhai Banno recorded the account in his volume 
under the title Hakikat Hah Hukam Rane Sivanabh kl*

Ŝura.j Prakas, rasi 3 ansu 32. In Vir Singh* s edition vol* vi, 
pp. 2038-44.
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There appears to be little likelihood that this account is
correct. The Puratan janam-sakhis do include a work entitled the
PragL Sangali which they describe as "an account of the Palace of
the Void"’*' and which, they claim, was composed by the Guru in 

2Ceylon, but it occurs in a confused section of their account which
3can have no claims to historical accuracy. If ever such a work 

did come to the notice of Guru Arjan he must lave rejected it as 
spurious, for it is inconceivable that he would have omitted it from 

Adi Granth had he seen it and been convinoed of its authenticity.^ 
Rejection of Santokh Singh1s explanation does not, however, 

enable us to dismiss the Hakikat Rah itself in the same summary 
manner. There can be no doubt that a visit to South India lies behind 
it, for there is a degree of accuracy in place-names which is ex
plicable only in the light of such a visit. On the other hand, there 
are also several inaccuracies and these are sufficiently serious to 
indicate that the writer did not himself make the journey. It seems 
that we have in this account a mixture of geographical accuracy (as 
far as some of the place-names are concerned), historical fact, historical

1Sun, i.e. sunya.
^Pur JS, p.89*
3See supra p. 374.
^The composition given in the Puratan JSs is certainly spurious.
Its Hath-yoga emphasis is one which Guru Nanak could never have made.
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confusion, and legend. The elements of confusion and legend are 
the important ones for only if some of these are accepted as 
historically accurate can the account be used as evidence of a 
visit to GeyIon by Guru Nanak*

The first significant error is the statement that Raja 
Airapati Naik was the saharagah, or governor, of Nagapafcap (Naga- 
pattinam) in Tanjore during the period of Ramaraja's authority.
This indicates the period from Ramaraja!s usurpation of power in 
Vijayanagar in 1542 until his death at the Battle of TalHcota in 
1565- The nayakship of Tanjore was founded shortly before this,
during the reign of Achyuta Raya (1530-41)» and the first to occupy

»  1 -it was Sevappa Nayak • In 1560 Sevappa Nayak died and was succeeded
by Achyutappa Nayak2. Neither of these names corresponds to Raja 
Airapati Naik, and nor do those of their successors. Some years 
prior to his death Achyutappa Nayak abdicated in favour of his son 
Raghunatha Nayak^ and in 1655 Raghunatha Nay ale was succeeded by Vija-

—  —  4yaraghava Nayak.

1E. Heras, The Aravidu Dynasty of Vijayanagara. p. 173; V. Vriddhagirisan, 
The Nayaks of Tanjore, pp. 14-33, 24* Heras gives the date as 1541; 
Vriddhagirisan as c.1532.
Vriddhagirisan, op.clt.. pp. 34-35*

^Ibid.,pp.6l, 65*
4m a .. p. 127
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Airapati Naik is almost certainly the famous Ariyanatha 
Mudaliar who exercised authority not in Tanjore hut in Madura* 
Ariyanatha was not himself the nayak, hut instead the general 
and coadjutor of four successive hayaks#’*' He died in about 
1600 after a period of authority covering more than half a century.^

The second significant error is the statement that in obedience 
to Guru Nanak!s command seven Sinhalese kingdoms became one* This is 
clearly a case of legend rather than of historical confusion. The 
most important event to occur in Oeylon during early decades of the 
sixteenth century was actualy a division of the most important king
dom. In 1521 there was a revolution In the Kingdom of ICofJe as a 
result of which there emerged a truncated Kojfe and the two new king
doms of Sitavaka and Kandy.^

Thirdly, there is the statement that Raja Maiadauni was the 
occupant of the Japapajiap (Jaffna) throne, NSyadimne was certainly 
a king during this period, and an important one but he. was not the

^Visvanatha Nayak (c. 1529-64)# Krishpappa Nayak I (1564-72),
Virappa Nayak (1572-95)# Krishpappa Nayak II (1595-1601).
2E. Sathyanatha Aiyar and S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, History of the Nayaks 
of Madura, pp.53, 62, 73“4, 84-6. "His whole life is enveloped in tradition 
which makes extravagant and bewildering claims to greatness on his tehalf.
His equestrian statue in Pudumandapam and the thousand-pillared hall are 
substantial relics_of his importance.11 hoc.cit.. p.62.. The Telugu work 
Tanjavuri Andhra Rajula Charitra indicates that his tenure of office began 
before the foundation of the Tanjore nayakship. S. Krishnaswami Ayyangar, 
Sources of Vi.jayanagar History, p.323#
3Femao de Queyroz, The Temporal and Spiritual Conquest of Ceylon, p.204.
Art. Ceylonese_J).hrojaology by I). M. de 2. Wickremasinghe in the Hpigraphia 
Zeylanica, vol.iii, pp.43-4#
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ruler of Jaffna* He was one of the conspirators in the Kofi;©
uprising of 1521 and at its successful conclusion acquired the

- - 1territory of Sitavaka in the south-west of the island*
Fourthly, and this is the crucial mistake, Mayadunne was 

not the grandson of a raja named Sivanabh,nor could he have been
as he and his forbears were Buddhists* According to the University

2 -  -  -of Geylon History of Ceylon, Mayadunne was the son of Vijayabahu VII
of ICoJJe* In this respect the Hakikat Hah, which claims that he was
the son of Raja Rai Sirlgh, is just as likely to be correct. In fact,
both are correct for in accordance with common Sinhalese practice
Vijayabahu VII and his brother Rajasijpha shared a common wife* One

- - 3of the four sons of this polyandrous marriage was Mayadunne* The 
statement that he was the paternal grandson (pota) of Raja Sivanabh 
is, however, incorrect. Vijayabahu VII and Rajasigiha were both the

*  M  4sons of .Parakramabahu VIII*
These are the important inaccuracies and to them we may add 

two minor ones. First, the conjunction of Bidar and Tajavar (Tanjore) 
indicates an element of confusion. The author, or perhaps the editor,

1 - . *Culavamsa* ii.224 n.l. Sitavaka is the present Avisavella, about
26 miles east of Colombo.
2Dynastic chart facing p*851 of vol.i.
3Epigraphies Zeylanica* vol.iii, p.45*
^Ibid., p.41»
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of the Gylui-ratanavali, who evidently used the Hakikat Rah, also
- 1refers to "Bidari-Tijava'** Secondly, the figure given for the 

daily salt consumption in the dharmsala is plainly impossible*
This particular error appears to have been taken from the janam-

** 2sakhi traditions*
One other point which should be noted as a possible inaccuracy

is the series of references to groups of Bhafpa Sikhs in South India*
The Bhafcpas are a sub-caste of pedlars, notorious swindlers who claim
brahma^ origins* The members of the sub-caste who live in the Punjab
claim to be Sikhs and trace their conversion back to Guru Bunak*s
visit to Geylon.

Madho (the traditional founder of the sub-caste) 
was born and died in Geylon, but in the reign of Babar,
Guru Hanak visited that island, and there made a dis
ciple of Changa Bhafpa, a descendant,of Madho *2

The writer of this sentence calls the tradition a legend,^ as indeed
it must be, but this does not necessarily mean that the Hakikat Rah
references are incorrect* There appear to be four possible explanations.

18E, p.230.
2See P* 374- ^he 10 Library Ms Panj* B40 specifies 100 maunds,
but does noi^indicate the period for which it was intended* See supra 
P.
3A Glossary of the Tribes and Pastes of the Punjab &c.vol* ii, p.93.
The Gr refers to QhaAga Bhajpa as a disciple of *the yogi of J&p!pa$a$.1 
Loc*cit*, p.232.

4A Glossary &c*» vol.ii, p*98
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One is that Bhatya tradition may have developed before the Hakikat 

Rah was written and that its author or his source erroneously 

identified all groups of emigrant Sikhs as Bhafras. The second is 

that itinerant Bhajiyas had moved from the Pah jab to the south. The 

third is that the sub-caste1s conversion was indeed the result of 

contact with Guru Nanak personally. (There is no reference in the 

Hakikat Rah to a connection between the community and Geylon.) Fourthly, 

there may have been no Sikhs there at all, in which case the references 

are all completely incorrect. Of these the first appears to be the 

most likely. The fact that the Hakikat Rah itself is obviously re

lated to a southern journey indicates the possibility of such movement 

and G. B. Singh in the third of his Dacca Review articles claims 

that during this period khatri families from the Paftjab emigrated to 

the east and south of India in pursuit of trade.

This third article by G. B# Singh is also of interest in that 

he describes in it what he calls "an itinerary of a pilgrim to the 

Sikh temples in Southern India and Ceylon'* which he discovered in 
Dacca in a manuscript copy of the Adi Granth dated S.1732 (AD 1675).

Among the memoranda noted in these manuscripts 
there are some items of considerable importance and 
interest. One of them is an itinerary of a pilgrim 
to the Sikh temples in Southern India and Ceylon.
Whoever wrote it, it is clear that he existed long

1Dacca Review, February and March, 1916.
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before Sanbat 1732, and M  actually travelled as 
far as Geylon. There may be exaggeration in his 
account of the victuals consumed at the daily 
Yagya at the principal temple in Geylon, but it 
cannot be denied that his account has every appear
ance of truth. He gives a circumstantial and 
correct account of the route. Evidently on his way 
out he tocfcboat at Eegapettam on the Coromandel 
Coast and returned through Malayalam. He says he 
met Mayadaman, the grandson of Shivanabhi and found 
stray colonies of Bhatra Sikhs in Malayalam.^
Unfortunately G. B. Singh gives no indication of the re

lationship of this "itinerary" to the Hakikat Rah. The similarities 

are obviously very close and in both cases the accounts are to be 

found added to manuscript copies of the Adi Granth. The only differ

ences are that the Hakikat Rah makes no reference either to its 

author having boarded a ship or to his having met Mayadunne. These 

differences may arise from errors made by G. B. Singh, for the nature 
of his articles suggests that he was to some extent at least reding 

on memory. Principal Teja Singh evidently assumed that G. B. Singh1s 
"itinerary" is the same as the Hakikat Rah:

In an old manuscript copy of the Holy Granth, 
written in 1675, is found the story of a Sikh's travels 
in the Deccan, called Hakikat rah Muqam. from which we 
gather something about the Silch sangats and temples 
scattered over Southern India and Ceylon.^

Dacca Review, February and March, 1916. A reference in A Glossary 
of the Tribes and Castes of the Punjab &c. vol. i, p.687, n.4 in
dicates that this extract is on p.376 of Vol. v of the Dacca Review.

^Teja Singh, Sikhism, p.37*



Certainly, the relationship if not one of complete identity 

must at least he very close, and if there are differences the 

S. 1732 version must be a corrupt copy of the earlier Bhai 
Banno account.
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APPENDIX 4

Guru Nanak: and Kabir

Did Kabir and Guru Nanak ever meet, and did Guru Nanak 

know the works of Kabir? It is commonly assumed that at least
1the second of these questions may he answered in the affirmative

and a few writers have also accepted the first as an established 
2fact. Can affirmative answers be sustained in either case?

The first question has already been considered in the 

analysis of the janam-sakhi traditions and has been answered in
3the negative. Traditions which record such a meeting are to be

1 -E. Trumpp, The Adi Granth, p. xcvii. M. Monier-Williams, Brahmanism 
and Hinduism, p.162. E.W* Hopkins, The Religions of India, p.511.
G. H. Westcott, ICabir and the Kabir Panth, p.2 n.4. <T* E. Carpenter, 
Theism in Medieval India, p.474 n.2. R. Burn,^art. ICabir. ICabirpanthis 
in the ERE, vol. 7 p.652. Teja Singh and Ga$$a Singh, A Short History 
of the Sikhs, vol. i, p.31* Yusuf Husain, Glimpses of Medieval Indian 
Culture. pp. 27-28. The Delhi Sultanate (vol. 6 of the History and 
Culture of the Indian People), p.571. Ch. Vaudeville, Au Cabaret de 
l 1Amour, p.9* L. Renou and J. Eilliozat, L*Inde Classique, vol.i. 
pp. 473, 658. S. M. Ikram, Muslim Civilization in India, p.127.
The same assumption also appears in much earlier works, e.g. J. Malcolm, 
Sketch of the Sikhs (l812), pp. 145-6; L. von Orlich, Travels in India, 
(1845), vol. i, p.163*

S 1. E. Keay, Kabir and his^Pollowers, pp. 27-8. Ahmad Shah, The Bi.iak 
of ICabir, pp. 33-4* Kliazan Singh, History and Philosophy of Sikhism, 
vol. i, p.82. Lajwanti Rama Krishna, Les Sikhs, p.59* K. S. Lai, 
Twilight of the Sultanate, p.300.
3See supra pp . 304-5.
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found in Kabir-pnnthi literature as well as in the Sikh janam-
sakhis; but these must be similarly rejected* Kabir-panthi 
traditions concerning the life of Kabir are notoriously unreliable 
and can be accepted only when confirmed by other evidence. In this 
case there is no such evidence*

The second question cannot, however, be dismissed in this 
summary manner. As we have noted above, it is commonly assumed that 
Guru Nanak did know the works of Kabir and there are evidently a 
variety of reasons for this general acceptance.

In a few cases the basis of the assumption appears to be
— — — 2the inclusion of works by ICabir in "Nanak*s Adi Granth", Such

instances reflect an elementary misunderstanding. It was Guru Arjan, 
the fifth Guru, who compiled the Adi Granth, not Guru Nanak,

A second source is evidently to be found in two references
M  mm ^to Kabir which occur in pads bearing the signature "Nanak",
Nama chhiba Kabiru juolaha pure Gura te gati pai,
Nama Jaideu ICambiru Trilochanu aujati Ravidasu 

ehamiaru chamaia,

_  _  —  —  ~  —  -
Purushottam-lal Shrivastav, Kabir Sahitya lea Adhyayan, p,3H«
2 *"The pi’ominence given to Kabir in Nanak *s Adi Granth is evidence
enough of the influence that the earlier teacher had upon him," 
Nicol Macnicdl, Indian Theism from the Vedic to the Muhammadan Period, 
p,145*
^R, K, Varma, Sant Kabir, pp, 40-41* Govind Trigupayat, Kabir ki 
Vicharadhara, pp, 8-9*
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The author in each case does indeed give his name as ''NanakM, but 
neither is by GumNanalc, the first Guru. All of the Sikh Gurus 
invariably used the name Nanak in their compositions. The first of

• - - ithese lines is by the third Nanak, Guru Amar Das, and the second 
by the fourth Nanak, Guru Nam Das.^ A reference to ICabir does appear
in a pad attributed to Guru Nanak, but it is an apocryphal wo lie which

- 3is not included in the Adi Granth.
A third source is a line attributed to Guru Gobind Singh.

Kabir panth ab bhayo khalsa!
- - - &The religion of ICabir has now become the IChalsa.

The origin of this line is not known, but it is certainly not the 
work of Guru Gobind Singh. It may possibly be a confused version 
of the iradition that Guru Gobind Singh altered the last liie of

CvICabir's Sora$hi 3* changing an original khulas to khalse.
A fourth argument, and the only one which carries any weight, 

is the claim that a comparison of Guru Nanak's works with those of 
Kabir will reveal similarities which can be explained only by the 
assumption that Guru Nanak had access to at least some of Kabir1s

*̂Siri Ragu AgJ 22, AG p.67#
^Bilavalu Agf 7, AG p.835*
3 jIt is included in the Puratan JSs and is said to have been recited
before Babur. S e Pur JS, p.63. e
4Yusuf Husain, Glimpses_^of Medieval Indian Culture, pp. 27-28. Ahmad 
Shah, The Bi.jak of ICabir. p. 34 •

5 a w'ICahu ICabira jana bhae khalse prema bhagati jiha jani.' - ICabir,
So^athi 3, AG p.654# The tradition is certainly mistaken. The ICartarpur

(cont.)
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compositions. This case has been argued at some length by Professor
Sahib Singh in his commentary on the Kabir pads included in the Adi 

1Granth. Many of the resemblances which he perceives are too vague 
to warrant consideration as they concern common themes rather than 
actual correspondence, and others disappear if we use the correspond" 
ing pads in the Kabir-granthavali as our standard of comparison rather 
than the Adi Granth versions. There remain, however, a few which 
possess a verbal correspondence and which retain it regardless of 
whether the Kabir-granthavali or the Adi Granth is used. The follow" 
ing are the clearest exampless

* 21* Supanai bindu na dei jharana.
~  *  3Supanai bindu na dei jharayia,

2. Guyu kari gianu dhianu kari mahua bhau bhajhi 
mana dhara. 4

Guyu kari gianu dhianu kari dhavai kari karapi 
kasu paiai;

Bhayhi bhavanu prema ka pocha itu rasi amiu 
chuaiai•5

(cont.) copy of the AG (which was written before the time of Guru 
Gobind^Singh) has khalse, and the corresponding pad in the KG (no.264) 
has khalsai. ______
1 • * * —Sahib Singh, Bhagat-bani satik, Part 4> pp. 26-451 • See also his
commentary on the AG sloks of Kabir, jSalok Bhagat Kabir .ii satik, 
pp. 65 ff, and Teja Singh, Ga$4a Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, 
vol. i, p.51*
2 -Kabir, Bhairau 11, AG p.1160. The corresponding KG pad is no.350.
^Guru Hanak, Var Ramakali, slok 5 of pauyi 12, AG p.952*
K̂abir, Ramakali 2, AG p.969* The corresponding ICG pad is Ko* 72.
^Guru Kan ale, Asa 38, AG p. 360*
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3. Manu jibe jagu jitia jan te bikhia te hoi udasu*
Ai paathi sagala jamati mani jitai jagu jitu.2

-t 34* Binu Satigura ba$a na pai.
— t ABinu Satigura baja na pavax.

5, AH j ana rnahi NiraHjani rahiai bahyri na bhavajali
paxa.-'

AH j ana^mahi NiraHjani rahiai joga jugati iva 
paiai•̂

Although the correspondence is at once obvious it does not prove 
that Guru Nanak necessarily possessed the works of Kabir. The 
assumption that he did possess them is a possible explanation, but 
it is not the most likely one. In all five cases, with perhaps 
the exception of the second, we have examples of the kind of epigram 
which could easily have gained common currency within the circle of 
■fcHe sants. The sants certainly developed a specialised terminology 
and a number of conventional figures of speech recur in their works.
It is entirely reasonable to assume that in the same manner there 
developed a common fund of aphorisms. The examples which are common 
to Guru Nanak and ICabir indicate the possibility of a direct connection, 
but it is a slender one and there can be no justification for affirming 
such a connection categorically*

ICabir, Maru 2, AG p.1103• The corresponding KG pad is no.300*
Guru Nanak, Japj1 (28), AG p*6*

K̂abir, Basant 3t AG p.1194*

4Guru Nanak, Salok Sahasakriti, AG p.1353* The same line is also to be 
found in BeyT*s Prabhati 1, AG p.1351.

(cont.)
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In additinn to these brief examples of verbal correspondence
there are also two compositions which in the Adi Granth are attributed
to Guru Nanak, but which appear also in the Kabir-granthavall as the
work of Kabir. These are Guru Nanak1s Gauyi 4, which is obviousfcr the
sema pad as number 42 in the Kabir-granthavali, and the opening slok

Asa di Var which appears as the second of the ICab ir-g r anthavali
dohas. The slok is as follows:

Balihari Gura apa$e diuhayi sada vara, ^ ^ ^
Jini ma$asa te devate kie karata na lagi vara.

The Kabir^ranthavali version differs orifcr slightly.
Balihari Gura apa$ain dyaunhayi kai^bara^ „
Jini magtiga tain devata karata na lagl bar a.
There are three possible explanations which may account for

this confusion. The first is that the Wo compositions are by ICabir
and were in Guru Nanak* s possession. The second is that they are by
Kabir and came to be erroneously attributed to Guru Nanak during the
period between his death and the compilation of the Adi Granth in
AD 1605-4* The third is that they are the work of Guru Nanak, but

.-(coat.)
ICabir, Gaupi 46, AG p.332.
Guru Nanak, Suhi 8, AG p.730.
XAG, p.152.
Guru Nanak, Yar Asa, slok 1 of pauri 1, AG pp. 462-3.
ÎCG, doha 1:2. See Oh. Yaudeville, ICabir Gran thavali (Doha), p.l.
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subsequently came to be attributed to Kabir« As far as the 
possibility of Guru Nanak having been acquainted with the works 
of Kabir is concerned it is only the first of these which has any 
relevance and it may be summarily dismissed. To accept it would 
be to assume that Guru Nan ale had passed off the work of another 
sant as his own

The examples of verbal correspondence are sufficient to 
suggest that Gum Nanak may have known some of the compositions 
of ICabir, but they do no more than establish^t as a remote pD ssibility* 
Vie may conclude that in all likelihood Guru Nanak and ICabir neither 
met nor knew each other's works.

Of the two remaining possibilities the latter is much the more likely* 
In the first place there is an evident contrast between the care with 
which Guru Arjan compiled the AG and the enormous quantity of apo
cryphal verse which has been attributed to ICabir* Secondly, the ICG 
dohas 5:21^and 5s41 appear in the AG as sloks 56 and 105 of Shaikh 
Farid. Guru Amar Das evidently accepted at least the second of the 
slolcs as Farid's work (or as the work of a successor of Farid) as he 
comments on it in another slok which in the AG appears immediately 
after it (AG p.1533)* Dr* Mohan Singh has argued that this second 
slok 'Is undoubtedly Lahndi in its grammar and phonetics" and that for 
this reason it may safely be regarded as Farid's work, not that of 
ICabir* (ICabir - His Biography. p*52.)
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GLOSSARY

agian (ajfiana) s ignorance, nescience. 
amrit (amrta)5 the nectar of immortality.
anahad sabadt the mystical "sound" or "unstrubk music" which

is'heard" at the climax of the Hajha-yoga process 
(q.v.).

apsaras; a nymph of Indra's heayen.
agtapadii a poem or hymn of eight, or occasionally more, stanzas. 
atit; one who has "passed beyond"; an ascetic. 
avatar; a "descent"; incarnation of a deity, usually 7ig$u. 
Baikunth: the paradise of Vig^u*
bairagi: an ascetic, a recluse; a Yaig^ava sect.
bani (vani); speech; the utterances of the Guinis and bhagats 

(q.v.) recorded in the Adi Granth. 
baga; the Sufi concept of a continuing existence within the 

unitive condition of fana (q>v.)* 
bhagat (bhaktaW  an exponent of bhakti (q.v.); a devotee. 
bhagati (bhakti); belief in, and adoration of, a personal God. 
bhatt: a caste of bards and genealogists.
bir: volume, usually a collection of several different works

in a single binding. 
brahmachari; a celibate.
buddhi; the mind as the source of wisdom, intelligence.
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chamar: an outcast© leather~worker.
ohapati; flat, unleavened, wholemeal bread. 
chhant (chhandas): metre, measure* In the Adi G-ranth a poem

or hymn of variable length* 
chirajivin; gods or deified mortals who live for long periods 

or attain immortality, 
chitt; mind, intellect, reasoning faculty* 
daitya; a titan, demon giant. 
danav; a demon giant.
darsan: view, vision; audience with a person of regal or spiritual 

stature, visit to a holy shrine or object; the six 
systems of brahmanical philosophy* 

darves; dervish, a Muslim mendicant (esp. Sufi), 
das; servant, slave*
dasam duar (dasama dvara) s "the tenth door'1 as opposed to the nine 

physiological orifices of the human body; according 
Hatha-VQga theory the mystical orifice which gives 

access to the condition of saha.i (q.v*).
dess country.
dev lole; the land of the gods.
dharam (dharma): the appropriate moral and religious obligations

attached to any particular status in Hindu society.



dharamsala (dharmasala): a place of worship; an inn (generally
a religious foundation) for pilgrims and travellers. 

dhikr: the Sufi discipline of "remembrance’' or thinking on God*
dil: heart*
dip (dvip): continent, island.
doha: couplet.
Dvaparayug: the third of the four cosmic ages.
fan a: the Sufi conception of the merging of the individual self

in the Universal Being. 
faqir: Muslim ascetic.
gaddi: the cushion on which a ruler sits; throne; seat of 

spiritual authority. 
gandharav: celestial musician.
ghari: a period of time equal to 24 minutes.
ghat: heaift.
ghat: landing-place, pier, bathing-place, place where corpses

are cremated. 
gian (jflan̂ : knowledge, wisdom.
giani (.jnani): a possessor of knowledge, esp. religious knowledge. 
gobind lok: Vaig$ava devotees*
gosai. gusai: master; a 3aivite title of reverence.
gost; discourse.
granthi: one appointed to read and expound the Guru Granth Sahib.
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gu$as: the three vital "qualities" which by their varying
proportions determine the nature of all that 
exists*

gurbanl: the utterances of the Guru*
gurdwara; Sikh temple*
£urmukh; a follower of the Guru.
gurpurab; the anniversary of a Guru*s birthday*
guru; a spiritual preceptor, usually a person, but sometimes

understood as the divine inner voice. See pp. 503 ff. 
gurupades: the teaching of the Guru*
haji: a pilgrim to Mecca.
hankar (ahagkara): pride*
Hafrha-yoga; ”yoga of force", a variety of yoga requiring physical 

postures and processes of extreme difficulty. 
haumai; self, self-centredness* See pp. 541 ff. 
hix’ada (hrdaya); heart. 
hukam;will, command. See pp. 511 ff.
Jampur; See Yampur*
.janam-patri: horoscope cast at birth*
.janam-sakhi; a traditional biography, esp. of Guru Manak. 
janeu (ya.ifiopavita): sacred thread,
jiv: soul, spirit, psyche*
,jnan; See gian*
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julahas weaver caste* 
kabitt: a poetic metre*
Kaliyugs tlie fourth and last of the cosmic ages; the age of 

degeneracy*
kam: lust.
Kanphat; "split ear"; sect of yogis, followers of Gorakhnath

and practitioners of Hatha-yoga (q*v.), so called 
because of their pierced ears in which rings are 
worn* See Hath* 

karam (Persian): grace*
karam (Skt* karma): the destiny, fate of an individual, generated

in accordance with the deeds performed in his pre
sent and past existences.

kavita: poem.
kha&di region, realm.
lchatri: a mercantile caste, mainly Hindu and particularly important 

in the PaSyab.
kinnar; celestial musician possessing a human body and the head 

of a horse* 
kirpa (kripa): grace*
kirtan; the singing of songs in praise of God, generally by a 

group and to the accompaniment of music. 
koh. kos (krosa): a linear measure varying from one to two miles 

in different parts of India*



krodhs wrath, anger.
lakh; one hundred thousand.
langar: public kitchen*
langoti: loincloth.
ling: phallus, phallic symbol.
lobh: greed, covetousness*
lota; a small metal vessel.
mahan purukh (maha puruga): a person of exalted spiritual stature.
mahant: chief; superior of a monastery or other religious institution 
man (manas); mind. (This translation is, however, inadequate. See

pp. 531 ff .)
mafj.ji: a small string bed; areas of spiritual jurisdiction designated

by Guru. Amar Das* (See p. 208 n. 1 .)
manmukh: one who follows his own self-centred impulses rather than

the guidance of the guru (cf gurmukh q.v.). 
mantar (mantra): a verse or phrase of particular religious import;

a verse or phrase believed to possess magical qualities 
maqamat: (plural form of maqam) the stages of spiritual development 

in the Sufi ascent to mystical union.
mat a: mother,
mati: intellect.
maulana: a title accorded to Muslim judges or other Muslims respected

for their learning.
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may a: (in Vedant) cosmic illusion; (in Sant thought) the
corruptible and corrupting world, with all its 
snares, presented to man as permanent and in
corruptible and so masquerading as ultimate truth.
In Sant usage the term has strong moral overtones 
and is frequently symbolised by lucre and women*
See pp* 549 •

mela: religious fair*
mihar; mercy, compassion*
miharab; the niche in a mosque which indicates the direction 

of the Kafbah. 
mitis date, day of a lunar month* 
moh; attachment to worldly things* 
mohini: seductive woman, siren.
moni (muni): an ascetic who observes complete silence.
mullah; a teacher of the law and doctrines of Islam. 
muraqabats the Sufi discipline of meditation. 
nadar. nazar; sight, glance; grace.
Ham: the divine Hame, the expression of the being and nature of

God in terms comprehensible to the human understanding. 
See pp. 498 ff. 

namaz: Muslim prayer, esp. the prescribed daily prayers,
narak: hell.
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Nath: lit. Master. The sect of ICanphat yogis (q.v.), followers 
of Gorakhnath and practitioners of Hatha-yoga: 
the nine legendary or semi-legendary teachers of 
the sect, said to live on in the fastnesses of the 
Himalayas. Cf Siddh (q.v.). 

nawab: governor, viceroy.
nirgun: without "qualities” or attributes. Cf sagua.
pad: (l) foot; (2) state, condition; (3) a song in praise of God.
pahul: Sikh baptism.
paisa; money, pice.
pafichayat: committee of five chosen by village, sub-caste &c*
pandha: teacher, pap.$it.
panth;1 path; sect; community*
pargana: subdivision of a province of subah.
patel: headmanof a village,
patvari: village land accountant.
pauri: lit. staircase; stanza.
pahir: a period of time equal to three hours; a watch. 
pjr; the head of a Sufi order; a Sufi saint. 
pith-sthan: the fifty-one places where, according to Tantrie

mythology, pieces of Sati's body fell after her 
dismemberment by £$iv. 

pota: .grandson (sonfs son).
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pothi; volume* 
prasad: grace, favour*
prem-bhakti; love-bhakti (q.v.), loving adoration of God* 
pujari: Hindu priest*
puran-masi (purpamasi): the full-moon day*
qalandar; itinerant ̂ uslim ascetic. 
gas is a Muslim judge, administrator of Islamic law* 
rabab: rebeck, a three-stringed instrument.
rababi; rebeck player.
rag; a series of five or more notes upon which a melody is 

based; melody, 
ras: a circular dance associated with Kriĝ a.
rida (hrdaya); heart.

legendary sage.
^abad (£abda); Word; the divine self-communication. See pp. 488 ff. 
sabad (sabda); word. In Sikh usage an Adi Granth pad (q.v.). 
sach (satya); truth; true.
sadhana: method of attaining or "realising" an ultimate

spiritual objective. 
sadhu; mendicant, ascetic, saint.
sagun; possessing "qualities", attributes; manifested, usually 

as an avatar (q.v.). Cf nirgun (q*v.). 
sahaj; the condition of ultimate, inexpressible beautitude; 

the ultimate state of mystical unity.
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safchi: (l) testimony, witness, evidence; (2) section of a
janam-sakhi (q.v.); (5) doha. couplet.

sakta; a believer in sakti (q.v.), member of a sakti cult.
sakti; the energy or potency of a god (generally $iv) expressed

in his feminine counterpart, ^akti worship, performed 
by tantric sects (Hindu and Buddhist), commonly in
cluded magical mantars (q.v.) and symbols, sexual 
practices, and the consumption of flesh and alcohol. 
See also Mantras. 

salgram (salagrama); ammonite found in the bed of the river
(ra$$aki, prized as sacred stone on account of the
spiral patterns in it which are regarded as repre
sentations of Vigŝ u. 

samadhi; harmonisation; tomb; building or monument erected in 
memory of a deceased person. 

saiigat: a gathering, assembly.
sant; In general usage a synonym for sadhu (q.v.). The word has, 

however, two specific applications; (l) a member 
of the Varakari sect of Maharashtra (see p. 46 );
(2) a member of the Sant tradition of Northern India, 
a loose fellowship of believers in a supreme, non
incarnated God (see pp. 43 ff. ). 

sannyasi; one who has renounced all worldly possessions and 
relationships.
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Satguru: the True Guru, God*
Sati Ham: the True Name. See Ham.
Satiyug. Satyayug; the first of the four cosmic ages. 
satsang; a gathering of true believers, esp. for the singing 

of kirtan (q;y). 
savayya: panegyric.
siddhi; fulfilment, realisation, mystical consummation.
Siddhs: 84 exalted personages believed to have attained

immortality through the practice of yoga and to 
be dwelling deep in the Himalayas. Of Hath. 

slok: couplet or stanza.
sraddh: offering of food &c to brahmans on behalf of deceased 

forbears. 
subah; province.
sudds the light half of a lunar month* Cf vadi* 
surati (smrti); remembrance (of the Ham); consciousness; the 

faculty of spiritual perception. 
svarags heaven; specifically the heaven of Indra. 
tahsils subdivision of a district.
takhts throne; seat of royal or spiritual authority.
Tantras: texts enunciating the forms of sakti worship (q.v.). 
taras: pity, mercy.
jfchag: strictly, a member of the cult of ritual murderers who

strangled and robbed in the name of ICali, but loosely 
used for any highwayman or violent robber*
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tirath; a sacred place, a place of pilgrimage* 
tirath-yatra: a tour of important places of pilgrimage.
Tretayug; the second of the four cosmic ages. 
tulsi-mala; a garland of basil leaves carried by Vaig^avas.
Udasl; an order of ascetics founded by Sri Chand, one of Guru 

Nanak1 s two sons. 
udasi; lengthy journey, tour. 
ur: heart.
vadi: the dark half of a lunar month. Of sudi.
Vahiguru; "Wonderful Lord]’1, a Sikh salutation; God. 
vaid; physician.
Yaikunth: See Baikunth.
yar: an heroic ode of several stanzas; a song of praise; a dirge,
varatak; prose*

vismadi immense awe; ecstasy engendered by awe.
yakga; minor divinities associated with ICubera, the god of wealth.
Yam; the god of the tfead.
Yampur; the abode of Yam. 
yug; cosmic era.
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